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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

JUN - 1 2015

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request HQ-2014-01252-F

This is the Office of Inspector General (OIG) partial response to the request for information that
you sent to the Department of Energy (DOE) under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
5 U.S.C. § 552. You asked for "a copy of the Dept of Energy 010 Weekly Activity Reports for
the time period January 1, 2011 through the present."
The 010 has completed the search of its files and identified eight documents responsive to your
request. A review of the responsive documents and determination concerning their release has
been made pursuant to the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552. Because of the voluminous nature of the
request, we are releasing the 2014 Weekly Activity Reports to you now, which consists of two
documents. We are continuing the processing of your request and additional responses will be
sent to you at a later day. Based on this review of these two documents, the 010 determined
that certain material has been withheld from the responsive documents pursuant to subsections
(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)7)(A), (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(E) (referred to as Exemptions 5, 6, 7(A), 7(C), and 7(E)
respectively). Specifically the 010 review determined:
(b)(6), (b)7)(A), and (b)(7)(C) (referred to as Exemptions 5, 6, 7(A), and 7(C) respectively).
Specifically the 010 review determined:
•

Document 1 is being released to you with certain material withheld pursuant to
Ex~mptions 6, 7(A), 7(C), and 7(E).

•

Document 2 is being released to you with certain material withheld pursuant to
Exemptions 5, 6, and 7(C).

Exemption 5 exempts from mandatory disclosure "inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums
or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with
the agency .... " Exemption 5 incorporates the deliberative process privilege which protects
recommendations, advice, and opinions that are part of the process by which agency decisions
and policies are formulated.
The information redacted under Exemption 5 reflects the advisory opinions between
subordinates and their management. The 010 has determined that the disclosure of material
withheld pursuant to Exemption 5 is not in the public interest. In this case, the disclosure of pre-
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Exemption 7(A) permits the withholding of "records or information compiled for law
enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records
or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings .... "
The material that is withheld pursuant to 7(A) includes documents pertaining to an ongoing
investigation and includes case processing forms and printouts; memorandum of interview and
investigative activity. Since there has been no final determination concerning this matter,
Exemption 7(A) has been applied to the documents. Release of the withheld material at this time
could prematurely reveal evidence and interfere with the ongoing enforcement proceeding.
Under Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), subsection 1004.1, the DOE will make
available records, which it is authorized to withhold under the FOIA, whenever it determines that
disclosure is in the public interest. In invoking Exemption 7(A), we have concluded that it is not
in the public interest to disclose material relating to an ongoing law enforcement proceeding.
We have determined that it is not in the public interest to release investigative information when,
as in this case, release could tend to prematurely disclose enforcement efforts, or provide
individuals involved an opportunity to fabricate defenses, destroy evidence, intimidate actual or
potential witnesses, or otherwise impede an appropriate resolution of the enforcement matter.
Exemption 6 protects from disclosure "personnel and medical and similar files the disclosure of
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy .... " Exemption
7(C) provides that "records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes" may be
withheld from disclosure, but only to the extent the production of such documents "could
reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy .... "
Names and information that would tend to disclose the identity of certain individuals have been
withheld pursuant to Exemptions 6 and 7(C). Individuals involved in the OIG enforcement
matters, which in this case include subjects, witnesses, sources of information, and other
individuals, are entitled to privacy protections so that they will be free from harassment,
intimidation and other personal intrusions.
In invoking Exemptions 6 and 7(C), we have determined that it is not in the public interest to
release the withheld material. In this request, we have determined that the public interest in the
identity of individuals who appear in these files does not outweigh these individuals' privacy
interests. Those interests include being free from intrusions into their professional and private
lives.
Exemption 7(E) permits the withholding of records which "would disclose techniques and
procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions" if the techniques and procedures
are not well known to the public or "the circumstances of their usefulness ... may not be widely
known."
The information being withheld pursuant to Exemption 7(E) includes processes related to
standards and responsibilities, coordination of investigations with other offices, the investigative
process and performance measure systems, criteria for opening cases, and processes for
conducting investigations and interviews. Disclosure of this information would allow potential
law violators to tailor their actions so as to minimize detection, tamper with the investigative
2

process, and interfere with investigations into wrongdoing. Additionally, the disclosure of
information withheld pursuant to interviews could permit potential wrongdoers to interfere with
the OIG's ability to obtain and use statements effectively and could thus risk circumvention of
the law.
To the extent permitted by law, the DOE, in accordance with Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations (C.F .R) § 1004.1, will make available records it is authorized to withhold pursuant
to the FOIA unless it determines such disclosure is not in the public interest.
As required, all releasable information has been segregated from the material that is withheld and
is provided to you. See 10 C.F.R. § 1004.7(b)(3).
This decision may be appealed within 30 calendar days from your receipt of this letter pursuant to
10 C.F.R. § 1004.8. Appeals should be addressed to the Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals,
HG-1/L'Enfant Plaza Building, U.S. Department of Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue SW,
Washington, DC 20585-1615.
Thereafter, judicial review will be available to you in the Federal district court either
(1) in the district where you reside, (2) where you have your principal place of business,
(3) where the Department's records are situated, or (4) in the District of Columbia.
Sincerely,

Daniel M. Weeber
Assistant Inspector General
for Audits and Administration
Office of Inspector General

John R. Hartman
Acting Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations
Office of Inspector General
Enclosures
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Ending January 10, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without pri9r approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matte~ may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in'
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former State of Texas Official Sentenced in Recovery Act Grant Fraud
Investigation
On December 20, 2013, a former State of Texas Grant Administrator was sentenced
in the Travis County Texas District Court. The former State of Texas official will
serve 3 years of deferred adjudication probation; was ordered to pay $2,500 in
restitution; cannot be employed in a position that manages grant funds; and cannot
have contact with the other defendant in this investigation. The investigation
determined that the owner of a Department subcontractor company and the former
State of Texas official conspired to submit fraudulent documents and make false
claims to the Department to obtain approximately $2 million in Recovery Act funds.
As previously reported, the owner was found guilty of one count of fraud and an
unrelated weapons violation and is currently serving a 15 year sentence. (111AL015:
1(61!61.16X7J(q

J

2. Individual Pleads Guilty in Computers for Learning Program Fraud
Investigation
On January 3, 2014, in. U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington, .an
individual pleaded guilty to one count each of wire fraud, aggravated identity theft
and filing a false tax return. The investigation determined that the individual created
thirteen fraudulent not-for profit entities and then made false representations on
applications for computers and computer related equipment with the General
Services Administration (GSA) under the Computers for Learning program. After the
individual received the computer related equipment he converted it to personal use
by reselling it. From June 2007 to June 2013 the fraudulent entities received
computers and computer related equipment with an acquisition value in excess of
$30 million. The Department's exposure, which involved nineteen separate facilities,
totaled over $7.5 million. Sentencin is set for A ril 3 2014. This is a 'oint
investi ation with th (bJ( 5J,(bJ(?J(CJ
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3. Contractor Settles False Claims Case with the Department
On December 23, 2013, the OIG confirmed LG Chem Michigan, Inc. complied with
the terms of a Civil Settlement and paid the United States $1.23 million to resolve
False Claims Act allegations. The Department received $200,403.23 of this amount
to reimburse for damages, and the balance of the funds will be remitted to the U.S.
Treasury. As previously reported, the OIG investigation determined LG Chem
Michigan, Inc. submitted claims to the Department for the first three quarters of 2012
to obtain wage and benefit reimbursements for workers who were engaged in
unallowable activities. (I 13PT004: /''x~\c•Jctxei

I

4. Contract Employee's Access to Site Revoked
On December 24, 2013, The National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)
revoked a contract employee's access to the site after the OIG determined that the
employee was attempting to steal Government property from the site. NETL security
officers contacted the OIG after they became suspicious of the employee as he was
attempting to leave the site with what they believed to be Government property in his
truck. The OIG responded, interviewed the contract employee, and determined he
was attempting to steal five industrial electric motors, an industrial pump, an
industrial impeller, and a water heater from the site. The matter is currently being
coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania.
(114PT003:l'61c•l1TXC1

l

5. Investigative Report to Management Issued in False Claims Investigation
·On December 27, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Director of the National Nuclear
Security Administrations (NNSA) Office of Acquisition and Project Management,
recommending suspension and debarment for a former NNSA Managing and
Operating (M&O) contractor employee. The investigation determined that from
January to October 2012, the former M&O employee claimed hours not actually
worked. totaling $19,452.42. Prior to OIG involvement, the M&O contractor
terminated the former M&O contractor employee and reimbursed $19,452.42 to the
NNSA. c114AL003:r·J,&llbl())ce)
1

6. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Access Device Fraud
Investigation
On December 31, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Director of the NNSA's Office of
Acquisition and Project Management and to the Field Office Managers for the Los
Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories recommending
suspension and debarment and advising of the investigative findings to the NNSA's
Personnel Security Department. As previously reported, the investigation determined
the former subcontractor employee provided thousands of serial numbers for
Department-owned com uters to another individual not affiliated with the
Department. (b)(6J.(b)(7HCl
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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replacements that were later sold for personal gain. The former subcontractor
employee was sentenced to 10 years incarceration, 5 years probation, and 1 year
parole after pleading guilty to 10 counts of fraud and conspiracy in the Second
Judicial District for the State of New Mexico. Prosecution of the second individual is
endin . This is a joint investigation withl(bH 5 J.(bJ( 7)(c)
111 OAL012: ~; 1 : 1 •

(bX . X Ii I

II

7. Significant Cost Savings to the Department
As a result of a joint investigation with the Department of Labor, a former Western
Area Power Administration employee was rendered ineligible for $360,797 in future
Department-funded compensation. As previously reported, the investigation
determined the former employee defrauded the Department of Labor's Workers
~nsation Program by not reporting self-employment income. (108DN003:~

c:::J

[_J

8. Action Taken in Response to an Ongoing Office of Inspector General False
Claims Investigation
On January 7, 2014, Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) notified the OIG that as
a result of an ongoing OIG investigation of a Sandia subcontractor, Sandia did not
extend the final option year of the subcontractor's contract. Sandia estimated that by
not extending the subcontractor's contract, the Department would save
approximately $3.4 million dollars that will be put to better use. This is an ongoing
joint investigation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Internal Revenue
Service Criminal Investigation. (113AL007:[°)(61 <•i(')(CI
. J

9. Funds Put to Better Use In American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
Investigation
On January 3, 2014, as a result of an ongoing investigation, the subject of the
investigation was disqualified from receiving health benefits by the State of New
Mexico for a period of 1 year, totaling approximately $3,431.00. The joint
investigation with the New Mexico Human Services OIG found the subject, who has
no affiliation to the Department, made false statements on applications and received
·
approximately 4 years worth of benefits from both the Department American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act Weatherization Program and a New Mexico Human

.

.

.

10.Former Community Action Agency Director Suspended
On December 19, 2013, the former Director of a Louisiana Community Action
Agency was suspended from Government contracting. As previously reported, the
former Director pleaded guilty to embezzling more than $50,000 in Federal
weatherizat.ion and training funds that had been received from the Department as
3
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well as Health and Human Services. The investigation determined the former
Director used the embezzled funds for personal use. (112CH004: " 11 ' 1" 1' x'

CASE INVENTORY1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to an OIG referral, Fossil Energy (FE) changed the 2014 application
process for the Mickey Leland Energy Fellowship Program. It was alleged that
selectees were not selected based on merit, but were instead selected because
of familial relationships to current or former FE employees. Previously, applicants
were not asked about familial ties to anyone employed by FE or the Department.
Beginning in 2014, the application will include questions regarding familial ties to
FE and the Department. If an applicant has familial ties to FE or the Department,
the family member and the selectin official will have to certify the selection was
11
111 1
_,
not influenced. (114RS004: .____
" 1<' '

___

•

In response to· an OIG referral, three contractor employees and three contractor
supervisors received written and verbal reprimands respectively. This followed
allegations tha·t the majority of URS I CH2M Oak Ridge LLC (UCOR) employees'
overtime hours were spent conducting activities unrelated to work, including
playing games and surfing the Internet. During a review into the allegations, it
was determined that three employees were conducting physical fitness activities
during workin hours and three supervisors were aware of the activities.
(113RS055:' H .ib)()H I

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

1
Time period covered includes weeks.ending December 27, 2013, January 3, 2014, and January 10,
2014.
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OTHER MATTERS
•

The daily News Briefing produced by Bulletin Intelligence for the Department is
available at http://www.bulletinintelligence.com/energy. Access to this website is
automatically granted from network addresses at Department facilities.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(6) tt:l)( J{ )

•

Con ratulations to Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge
and
1101 11
«i<
'
'
on their recent wedding. j'•Htir•111xc:
and their '01101 ·101171'C)
1• 11 •"•ll'Hci
have happily moved into a bigger house!
._____ _ _ _ _ _ ____.

•

Congratulations to SAst°)(a)." ' c
who
received Certificates of Appreciation from the National Science Foundation Office of
Inspector General for providing assistance with case file .organization and
procedures.

I

I

1 111 1

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (PJ) UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,
2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management - This course
is available through the Online Learning Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website htt ://ntc.doe. av. Please send
a co of your training certificate to SA ,.,,eii•x,,ici
(b)( 11011 )( 1
once completed. (NOTE: This._c_o_u-rs_e_,t,...a.....-e_s..,..o_n_g_e_r_.,.t.-a_n_m_o_s_.,.t-o'""'t,...e~r
online courses. Plan accordingly to meet the deadline.)

•

Employees required to file an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.

•

We have received our Peer Review engagement letter from the Department of
Veterans Affairs. An informal pre-entrance meeting with their team leader is set for
January 13, 2014.

5
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The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (JES) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Individual Pleads Guilty in Access Device Fraud Investigation
On January 9, 2014, an individual pied guilty in U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of New York to multiple violations of access device fraud and aggravated
identity theft. The investigation determined the individual gained access to 11
Defense Finance and Accounting Service myPay accounts of Department
employees and altered the direct deposit information to have paychecks diverted to
suspect bank accounts. Sentencing has been set for September 2014. This is a joint
investigation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Office of
Personnel Management OIG. The investigation was coordinated with the U.S.
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of New York and the De artment of Justice
Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section. (112TC004: 1" 1 J.(b)( 11 >

2.

(bi(6J.(b (7i(A),(bJ( )( )

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for OFFICIAL USE Ot~l'i'. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
!il'Q:t1iM"@t0'.mtait~~fs
Hotline Com laints Predicated
8
~~1 l!rute"rrs ls~~e~
~
Positive Outcomes Detailed Below
1

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to a threat to a senior Office of General Counsel employee and a
member of Congress, the Hotline and Analysis Section facilitated the initiation of
a joint investigation jnvolving the Department's Office of Health, Safety and
Security, U.S. Department of State, U.S. Capitol Police, FBI, and U.S. Attorney's
Office for the District of Columbia. As a result of the Hotline's efforts, the FBI has
6
1
I
assumed the lead role in the investigation. (114ZH045:l'bx >1b11 ' 11 c

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

16116 7

On January 8, 2014, SAsl10i )1 )1ci
!conducted a Fraud
Awareness Briefing for 10 employees in the Office of Economic Impact and
Diversity's Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization office. The briefing focused
on fraud indicators, types of fraud investigations, and reporting procedures.

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. At that time, we will
begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hq.doe.gov.

•

The deadline for the CMTS Name Contest is February 14, 2014. Submit ideas via
email to OIGCMTS@hq.doe.gov.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

11 11

Please welcome ' )I ' xoi
as an Investigative Analyst with Central
as detailed from Inspections for the past
Investigative Operations. 1' 11 ' 1·1'll 11 1
year, and i~~i~1 1 b> transitioned to a permanent position with Investigations on January
12,2014.
0
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•

I

SA l · a n n o u n c e d :~ 171 retirement from Federal service effective
February 22, 2014. The Albuquerque office is planning a much deserved luncheon in
1 11
11
~ ~1. ho r. Donations 'b 11 ''·'b ' 11 ci retirement gift are being collected by SA 1b11 (b)( 11 '
(bil6).(b)(7)(C,

(bl:

!b I I

'------J

).(b)( )I )

1

•

Condolences to Assistant S ecial Agent-in-Charge (ASAC)j<'"' <bil'xci
family on the loss of ASAC "1' 0" 1b"' 11 c1 father-in-law.
..___ _ _ _ _ _ __,

•

Condolences to ASACj'b 1161·1b11111c1
!family on the loss of ASAC
in-law.
~----~

1 1 1 1 1101
b' ' 'b "

brother-

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,
2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management -This course is
available through the Online Learning Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website, http:/lntc.doe.gov. Please send
1 11
1
a co of your training certificate to SA
I
' n'c
1101
1
(b)(
"c
once completed. (NOTE: This course takes longer than most other
online courses. Plan accordingly to meet the deadline.)

r'' '·

•

Employees required to file an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.

•

Our Peer Review entrance meeting occurred on January 13, 2014. Their review
team intends to take approximately 60 days to review the various documents they
have requested. It is anticipated they will be conducting their on-site inspection
sometime in April 2014.

DISTRIBUTION
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. ft may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

".

Sentencing in Savannah River Site False Statements Investigation
On January 21, 2014, in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina, a
former contractor employee was sentenced to 3 years of probation. As previously
reported, the individual was indicted and pied guilty to false statements in connection
with providing false personally identifiable information to obtain a Savannah River
Site badge for entry into the site. (I 12SR011 "a ).(OK ' 1 i

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None
This document is for OF'F'ICIAL USE Ol<lCT. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C . Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.

•

The deadline for the CMTS Name Contest is February 14, 2014. Submit ideas via
email to OIGCMTS@hg.doe.gov.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

l•ll•i.(•Ji7J1ei

l

I

We send our best wishes to Special Agent-in-Charge
leaves us
to become a Program Manager at the Inspector General Criminal Investigator
Academy.i,lic1/ last day with DOE OIG is January 25, 2014.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS CP3) UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,
2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory ·Performance Management - This course is
available through the Online Leaming Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website, htt ://ntc.doe. ov. Please send
a co of your training certificate to SA (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6J,(bH 7l
once completed. (NOTE: This course takes longer than most other
online courses. Plan accordingly to meet the deadline.)
'--~~-,.------,~~-..,.--~~~~--'

•

Employees required to file an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Response to Investigative Report to Management Issued in Conflict of Interest
Investigation

On January 27, 2014, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM),
the Oak Ridge Office (ORO) Manager reassigned ORO's Small Business Program
~~)(~~)W)~~r-----1-----Ito another office within ORO and sanctioned the individual with 1o
'
non-consecutive da s of leave without a . The investi ation determined the
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(Cl
e artment Mentor
7
Prate e award. This award allowed the subcontractor ( l< l. l< l<Al.<bl<7><C>
(b)(s).(bH7J<AJ.(bl( 7l ORO relied on the SBPM as the subject matter expert regarding
Mentor Protege agreements, and the SBPM participated in the application
assessment between the prime contractorl(bJ(6J,(b)(7)(A).(b)(7)(C)
I
did not disclose l<bl(6J.(b)(7)(AJ,(b)(7J(CJ
J
(b)(6),(b)(7J(A).(b)(7)(C)
I
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)

(b}(6},(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)

I(I 120R017:

l(bX6).(bJ17)(C)

I

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued In Fraud Investigation

On January 27, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Director of the National Nuclear
Security Administration's Office of Acquisition and Project Management
recommending suspension and debarment for a former Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) contractor employee. The investigation determined LANL paid
the former contractor employee for 354 hours of sick leave to whichG.as-not~----~~~eJ.(b)(?)(c)
entitled. The investigation found the former contractor employee took sick leave from
LANL, while performing outside employment and residing in North Carolina (b)(6) . e
.J.l4~µ....i..~ractor employee agreed to repay LANL $13,382. 72. (107 AL013: :~»1 1 >
l•X•>.lb)I X l

This document is for OFFICIAL USE Ot~LY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
I

I

On January 24, 2014, SAs rlS),(b)l,llC)
provided a Fraud
Awareness Briefing to 20 members of Fermi's procurement department, legal
division and business services staffs. The briefing focused on fraud indicators and
the Recovery Act.

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.

•

The deadline for the CMTS Name Contest is February 14, 2014. Submit ideas via
email to OIGCMTS@hg.doe.gov.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

We send our best wishes to Special Agent-in-Chargel • mic>
las :::;~r>
retires. \~l\~/· 1 last day with DOE OIG is January 31, 201.._4,_._ _ _ _ _ _____,
1611111 1

2
This document is for OFFICIAL l'.:JSE eldLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All personnel are reminded to submit CHRIS training requests at least 5 business
days prior to training commencement. Requests must be approved at least 3
business days prior to training commencement. The following fields on the request
form must be completed as accurately as possible:
·
o Course Title; Begin/End Date; Duty Hours; Course Type; Delivery Type;
Vendor Name; Vendor City/State; Training Location City/State; Training
Reason; Purpose; Estimated Direct Costs; Indirect Costs; and Training
Objectives.
Any questions about the request form, to include questions or concerns regarding
approval status should be directed to your supervisor or to P3.

•

Employees required to file an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Aciivity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AJGJ). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Plea in Solar Rebate Program Investigation
On January 29, 2014, in U.S. District Court for the Western District of Virginia, a
subcontractor pied guilty to one count of theft of government funds in connection
with fraudulently applying for American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)
incentive rebate monies, designated for the purchase of energy efficient thermal
heating systems. The investigation determined th.e subcontractor violated ARRA
rules by utilizing repurposed solar panels on ARRA projects and used the ARRA
program to install a heating system on a swimming pool. Additionally, the
subcontractor submitted inflated claims to the Commonwealth of Virginia, resulting in
overbilling to the Department by approximately $23,000. Sentencing has been set
for April 23, 2014. This investigation was coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office
for the Western District of Virginia and the Commonwealth of Virginia Office of
Inspector General. (113HQ002: r)(e){bl{l)(C)

I.

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Grant Fraud Investigation
On February 5, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management (IRM) was issued to
the Director of the Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance Management
and to the Acting Director for the National Energy Technology Laboratory
recommending suspension and debarment action against the a former Department
subcontractor company, the company owner, and a former State of Texas Grant
Administrator. The investigation determined that the owner and the former State of
Texas official conspired to submit fraudulent documents and make false claims to
the Department to obtain approximately $2 million in ARRA funds. The former State
of Texas official was sentenced to serve three years of deferred adjudication
probation, ordered to pay $2,500 in restitution, cannot be employed in a position that
manages grant funds, and cannot have contact with the other defendant in this
investigation. The owner was found guilty of one count of fraud and other weapons
violations stemming from this investigation and is currently serving a 15 year federal
sentence. (111AL015:rs''6' 16 xn1c'

I

This document is for OFFICIAL USE O~•LY. Public dlsclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.
The deadline for the CMTS Name Contest is February 14, 2014. Submit ideas via

email to OIGCMTS@hq.doe.gov.
•

All Washington DC-based personnel are reminded that the passing of security
clearances or sensitive compartmented inform · 11
t be coordinated
1
through the OIG Headquarters Security Officer, i•xai.i•i ' C)
Personnel at field
locations should coordinate through their local I
ecurity Officers. Additional
information can be found on the Security tab of IGComm, under Quarterly Security
Tips.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

I

1"''6).(b)())IC)

(b)i6),(b)

•

ibX ),(bl

We send our condolences t o a n d 11Hc> family. 11xc1
1
1·b•e>i•1t'· Ci
grandmother died peacefully this past weekend at the age of 83.
2
This document is for OFFICIAL tJ'E 6fW/. Public disclosure is determined .bY the Freedom of
' Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(Ot ).(bl()( .... )

•

Congratulations to Special Agent
Audits and Inspections, on their newest family addition, (b)(o.(bl(
rH6l,(b~1xc1
\ 2014.

)( 1

OIG Office of
born on

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

We are transitioning away from shadow boxes containing badge and credentials for
departing employees. Instead, when appropriate, departing employees will receive
a Lucite-encased badge, and voided credentials will be provided in accordance
with 01 Manual Chapter 4, Exhibit B.

•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

Employees required to file.an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.

•

The correct routing chain for CHRIS training requests is as follows:
o Requester's Special Agent-in-Charge (If unavailable, opt to SKIP this
approval, but notify SAC/ASAC of request submission.)
0
0
0

•

'----------'

Based on our forecasted budget situation for the duration of this year, supervisors
again have the ability to authorize a rental car for an agent attending advanced
training at FLETC-Glynco. Only a compact car may be authorized, in accordance
with OIG policy, and will be shared by up to three agents attending the same training
program or another program during the same time period. This policy will be
reviewed and, if permissible, renewed by the AIGI on an annual basis.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending February 14, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is Intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only.· It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Investigative Reports to Management Issued in an Embezzlement Investigation
On February 12, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management (IRM) was issued to
the Acquisition and Assistance Division, National Energy Technology Laboratory, ·
recommending the recoveryof$18,580 in unallowable costs. On February 13, 2014,
a second IRM was issued to the Department Office of Acquisition and Project
Management recommending suspension and debarment action against two fonner
employees. The investigation determined the former employees embezzled funds·.
from a Department contractor and that these funds were billed to the Department.
The embezzlements were facilitated through transactions involving the billing of
unauthorized international telephone calls and an em lo ee advance loan program.
This is a joi ·
· tion with (b)(6J,(b)(7J(CJ
(111 IF004: <•ii) •H l< l
'-----------------'

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

This document is for eFFlelAL USE er~tY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.

•

The deadline for the CMTS Name Contest is today. Submit ideas via email to
01 GCMTS@hq .doe .gov.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Congratulations to Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge (ASAC)~r'l_•:._' _n._c,_ _ _ _~
selection into this year's Executive Potential Program, which is conducted through
1
the Graduate School USA. ASACl 'X'llbi1JXC) was approved by the Department to
participate following a competitive selection process by the Investigations Career
Advisory Panel. The Office of Investigations plans to nominate at least one GS-14
attendee each year, subject to budget constraints.
1

1 11

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The on-site inspection for the Washington, DC portion of the Peer Review has been
scheduled for April 14 - April 17, 2014. A second location and date have not yet
been determined.

•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

Employees required to file an Annual Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form
450/450A) are reminded the filing deadline is February 18, 2014. If required to file,
you should have received an email from the Department with instructions.

•

The February 2014 version of the 01 Policy Manual Chapter 1B was released this
week. Acknowledgment forms should be submitted to your ASAC. This version will
be uploaded to IGComm in the near future, but is effective immediately.

2
This document is for ~fflelAL tJ~E OIQLf. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending February 21, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Sentencing in Y-12 Destruction Case
On February 18, 2014, three individ.uals were sentenced in U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Tennessee for Destruction of National Defense Materials,
Premises, or Utilities and Damage to Government Property. One individual was
sentenced to serve 35 months in prison, while the other two will serve 62 months in
prison. All three will serve three years supervised release upon release from prison,
and will be jointly responsible for $52,953 in restitution to the Department. As
. previously reported, on July 28, 2012, the individuals illegally entered the Y-12
National Security Complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, cut through fences, and
caused damage to the Highly Enriched Uranium Materials Facility. This was a 'oint
01
investigation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. (1120R016: ' ' )lb)( ~
01

2. Subcontractors Debarred in Weatherization Program Investigation
On January 10, 2014, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management debarred a former
weatherization subcpntracting agency and its Executive Director from doing
business with the Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously
reported, the investigation determined two officers of a community based
organization converted approximately $150,000 of Recovery Act weatherization
grant monies for their personal use. This case is being prosecuted b the U.S.
Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia. (112HQ010: (b;i•i.i•x ,, )

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Response to Investigative Report to Management Issued in Misuse of Position
Case
On February 11, 2014, the Acting Undersecretary for Nuclear Security and the
Director, Office of Human Capital Management (HCM), issued responses to an
Investigative Report to Management involving misuse of position by two senior
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) officials and a senior HCM offidal.
The Acting Undersecretary issued a formal letter of reprimand to one of the NNSA
officials and required the official to undergo training and counseling after the
Designated Agency Ethics Official confirmed that the NNSA official violated the
Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch. The other
senior NNSA official retired from Federal service following proposed disciplinary
action but before the response was issued. Additionally, the Director of HCM issued
a letter of reprimand to the HCM official and counseled the official on i~li1l· role in the
matter. As previously reported, the investigation determined that a senior NNSA
official facilitated the em lo ment of another NNSA official'sc~lcc>;'° ith a Department
contractor. (i13HQ012: c•x&.c•x 111
4. Grantee Settles False Claims Case
On February 17, 2014, the OIG was notified that the U.S. Department of Justice and
the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of North Carolina had reached a
settlement agreement with General Electric Hitachi Energy Americas, LLC (GEH)
and its parent company General Electric (GE). The settlement consists of GEH
agreeing to pay $2.7 million to settle qui tam allegations that they violated the False
Claims Act by making false statements and claims to the Department and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (NRC) concerning an advanced nuclear reactor
design. The investigation found that GE and GEH falsely represented to the
Department and NRC that they concealed known flaws in their steam dryer analysis
and falsely represented that they had properly analyzed the steam dryer in
accordance with applicable standards and requirements. Specifically, GEH did not
disclose to the NRC that the testing model was only valid at some operating
frequencies and was not valid at an operating frequency at which steam dryerrelated acoustic dama e had occurred in pr'
. This was a joint
10111 101111 1
investigation with (b)(a).(b)(?)(C)
(I 12SR006 ·

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to a management referral sent to the Savannah River Site General
Counsel's Office, an individual was suspended for 10 days for violating the
Department's policy regarding the use of Government resources for unauthorized
purposes and misuse of duty time. The investigation determined the individual
viewed extensive amounts of adult pornography during scheduled work hours.
{113TC001: l'£}(6)tb\17XCI

I

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

land ASAC[<•K•).ibJ(l~C)

On February 19, 2014, SA rx!l(b)(IHCJ

Iprovided a

Fraud Awareness Briefing to the Albuquerque NNSA Office of Procurement. The
audience included contractors and Department managers.

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System {CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

Many thanks to all who donated to the Combined Federal Campaign this year. The
closing celebration was held at Headquarters on February 18, 2014, and the OIG
received the President's Award and the 100% of Goal Award.

•

Best wishes to SAiL'•16»_!••_'1l_c1_ _ _ _ _ _lwho retires today after 23 years of
dedicated service.
_<

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS CP3) UPDATES
•

The on-site inspection for the Washington, DC portion of the Peer Review has been
scheduled for April 14 - April 17, 2014. A second location and date have not yet
been determined.
·

3
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•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

The standard operating procedures (SOP) for requesting WiFi Hotspot Device
activation were recently provided to each office and have been uploaded to
IGComm. The SOP can be found at https://igcomm.doe.gov/node/71 /.

•

The February 2014 version of the 01 Policy Manual Chapter 18 has been uploaded
to IGCOMM. Chapter 18 can be found at
https://igcomm.doe.gov/policy/investigations-manual.

•

01 now has access to the FBI Virtual Training Academy, which serves as a portal to
all FBI training opportunities offered to its external partners. Any personnel
for registration
interested in obtaining access should contact SAl1" 16) 1• 11ncc)
procedures.

I
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assisiant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Criminal Information Filed In North Carolina Weatherization Assistance
Program Investigation
On February 25, 2014, a Criminal Information was filed in the U.S. District Court for
the Middle District of North Carolina, charging a relative of a former Weatherization
Assistance Program (WAP) Director at a local community action agency with
conspiracy to commit theft or bribery concerning programs receiving Federal funds.
The investigation determined that the relative created a fictitious company in an
effort to both disguise the relationship to the Director and to give an appearance of
performing business as a legal enterprise. The Director selected the fictitious
company for a contract to perform WAP work, and the relative paid the Director
monetary kickbacks in excess of $300,000. Although the contractor company was
paid in excess of $900,000 to perform the WAP work, the investigation determined
they performed approximately $400,000 of actual legitimate work. As previously
re orted the Director was char ed led uilt and is current! awaitin ·sentencin
(b)(6},(b}(7)(C)
(b}(6),(b}(7){C)

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for OFFIClf\L U~E Ofqt'(. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfonmation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a). ·

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to an OIG referral, a senior official from the Southwestern Power
Administration (SWPA) was counseled and required to retake the Department
Cyber Security Training. This action followed allegations that the senior official
share
ogin credentials for two computer systems, Govtrip and Oracle
Federal
ancial Management System (FFMS). The SWPA r.eview substantiated
that the official sharedt:aii1 Ilogin credentials for Govtrip, but could not substantiate
the allegations involving FFMS. (114RS01 otliilib)cl)ic)

I.

.

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.
.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
Community Coach of the
.______.was presented withji:m<•i

•

I

Welcome to (b)(G),(b)(7l(C)
who began as a Secretary in Washington, D.C., on
February 24, 2014. (b)(G).(b)( )(C) will be on the Policy, Plans, and Programs staff, but
will also support the Hotline, Technology Crimes Section, and Region 1. GofficeJs._____.!_b~-~~ymcc)
on the 81h floor of Forrestal South with Region 1, so please stop by and welcomeO~<~l.(b)(7J(C)
when you have an opportunity.
·
---·

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

The Denver Office has a new mailing address for packages. Items should now be
sent to: 15013 Denver West Parkway, Gol~en, CO 60401.
2
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIGj employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Response to Investigative Report to Management Issued in Misuse of Position
Case
On February 21, 2014, Principal Deputy Chief for Mission Support Operations, Office
of Health, Safety and Security, issued a response to an Investigative Report to
Management (IRM) involving misuse of position by a Department manager. The
Principal Deputy Chief issued a formal letter of reprimand to the Department
manager, imposing a seven day suspension. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the Department manager misused ::::1;· osition in facilitating
the employment of a family friend with a Department contractor.
I
(113HQ008: rx•l.ibH7)(Ci
2. IRM Issued in Savannah River Site Investigation
On February 21, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management recommending suspension and debarment action against a
former subcontractor employee. The investigation determined the former employee
provided false personal identifiers to obtain a Savannah River Site security badge.
As previously reported, the former subcontractor pied guilty to false statements and
was sentenced to three years of probation. The investigation was coordinated with
I
the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina. (112SR011 j1' 1" 1'•1mci
3. Debarment Action In Investigation Involving Embezzlement of Recovery Act
Funds
On February 25, 2014, a former Finance Director for a Louisiana non-profit agency
was debarred from Government contracting. As previously reported, the former
Finance Director pleaded guilty and was subsequently sentenced to 12 months and
one day imprisonment and 12 months supervised release for embezzling more than
$50,000 in Federal funds. The non-profit agency received funding from the
Department and the Department of Health and Human Services for weatherization
and software training. The investigation determined the former Finance Director
1 1
used the funds for gambling and personal expenditures. (12CH004: <•>< >" ' ' '
This document is for OFFICIAL USE OML'r'. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. IRM Issued in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Grant Fraud
Investigation
On February, 28, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Djpart,ent's
Financial Evaluation and Accountability Division. The IRM related to --Gounty___ i_b)(S).(b)(?J(CJ
Missouri,- which received a $378,500 Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block
Grant (Grant) pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
(b)(SJ,(bJ(7J(CJ
2009.-the-investigationdetermined-EJ County officials did not follow Federal or
State of Missouf proc,rement regulations when contracting for work performed
(bJ( 5 J.(bJ~ 7 J(CJ ___ __uader--the-Grant-County paid the subcontractor over $313,000 for
·
procurements and work effort under the Grant, but did not require the subcontractor
to present supporting documentation or justification for payment. The IRM's
recommendations included determining whether an audit is warranted for the Grant
and then determining whether any questioned costs identified by an audit are
allowable. The case is ongoing. (111AL022: r(e)(b)(i)(c)

I

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

2
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OTHER MATTERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Case Management Tracking System (CMTS). All questions and
concerns regarding this conversion from EIGPT to the new system should be sent to
OIGEIGPT@hg.doe.gov.

JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

Daylight Savings Time begins on Sunday, March 9, 2014. Please remember to set
your clocks ahead 1 hour Saturday night.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

We are planning a national training event for 01 Special Agents and Analysts for
May 13 - 15, 2014, in Kansas Cit , MO. Suggestions for agenda items should be
submitted to SA i 1111 ' 1' 11 1
Do not make travel arrangements until directed
to do so.

•

The new web-based evidence tracking system (TRACKER is scheduled to go live
on Monday, March 10, 2014. Many thanks to ASAC 1•)(• 1·1• 11 ·)(C•
for leading the
group of sub"ect matter experts who proposed this system and to SAl''11611•ioxei
1 111
1
'
·")( )(
hard work in adapting the system for our use.

y
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Sentencing in North Carolina Weatherlzation Assistance Program
Investigation
On March 11, 2014, a former Director of the Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP) for a local community action agency was sentenced in the U.S. District Court
for the Middle District of North Carolina to serve 24 months confinement and 3
years supervised release and ordered to pay $386,291.50 in restitution. As
previously reported, the investigation determined that the former Director received
monetary kickbacks in excess of $300,000 from the Director's relatives, who
presented themselves as local contractors to be selected by the Director for the
WAP work. One of these relatives had created a company to disguise their
relationship to the Director and give an appearance of performing business as a
legal enterprise. The relative was charged with conspiracy related charges in this
matter and is currently awaiting a plea reversal hearing. Cbl(6J.(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

(112SRQQ4: lb!

.( ;1ttc;

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for Ol"FICIRL US!:! OJqt t, Public disclosure is delermined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S C., Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On March· 11 and 13, 2014, SAs i(•J•611•xiitcf
!conducted two
Fraud Awar~ness Briefings for 25 Security Office employees at the SLAG National
Laboratory. The briefing focused on fraud indicators, types of fraud investigations,
and reporting procedures.

OTHER MATIERS
•

EIGPT is scheduled to be decommissioned on March 31, 2014. Soon thereafter, we
will begin using the Investigations Paperless Records and Information Systems
Ma.nager (iPRISM). All questions and concerns regarding this conversion from
EIGPT to the new system should be sent to OIGEIGPT@hq.doe.gov.

•

All personnel who will be incurring costs to attend the iPrism training are required to
complete a CHRIS training request.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

l

Welcome tor·~Si(bx,itc,
who joined us this week as ._''ll_>.l-•J{_}i_'_ ___,,,,,,.,..,,,,.,.,.,...,
t'x 1·1• 11 HC) for the Hotline and Analysis Section. ·:l:d1 10 phone number is 202-586 (• li••
1111
• Also this week, Region 1 Investigations welcomed sArxht• (C)
who joined their
staff from the Hotline and Analysis Section.

•

I

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

Midterm Progress Reviews must be finalized in ePerformance by March 28, 2014.

•

The new web-based evidence tracking system (TRACKER) went live on Monday,
March 10, 2014. Please consult with your supervisor or evidence custodian for
additional if you have any questions.

2
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities pertormed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Sentencing in Child Pornography Investigation
On March 20, 2014, a former Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory employee was
sentenced in U.S. District Court in the Northern District of California to 10 years of
incarceration followed by 10 years of supervised release for downloading and
viewing child pornography. As previously reported, the former employee viewed and
downloaded numerous image~hild pornography onto[39epar:tmel'.lt,.issued~-~(b_)(s_l.!bH 7 HCl
7
(bJ(SJ,tbl_t_Hc_i_ _ _c.omputer:.A-seareh-war-rant-aLJresidence resulted in the discovery of a larger .
child pornography collection. On September 19, 2013, a jury convicted the former
eo~essia: and
employee, a previously convicted and registered sex offender,
accessing child pornography with the intent to view. (110TC006f< )(bXK >

0,

J

2. Defendant Sentenced in OIG Bribery Case
On March 6, 2014, a former Department contractor employee was sent~nced in U.S.
District Court in the District of Minnesota to 3 years of probation and ordered to ·
forfeit $20,000 as a result of the conviction. As previously reported, the former
employee received cash bribes from subcontractors in Taiwan who were working on
·
a National Nuclear Security Administration project, and Gtransported--as-much-as______(b2<si.<~}< 7 J!CJ
$70,000 in cash back to the United States without declaring it to Customs and
Border Protection. The former Department contractor employee pied ~uiltri< on
7
November 6, 2012, to one count of bulk cash smuggling. (111 PT001 :Ir r6JM re)

I

3. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Computer Misuse Investigation
On March 19, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management (IRM) was issued to the
Chief Operating Officer for the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)
recommending NETL determine whether an employee's use of their Government
computer and email account violated Department policy and whether administrative
action is warranted. A review of the NETL employee's email account during an
unrelated investigation uncovered indications that the NETL employee used their
Government computer and email account while on duty to send and receive emails
related to paid outside employment. (113PTOOB:lr61(61·1lilmcc)
[
This document is for gi;:i;:1c1Pcb l:::ISE mlLY. Public djsclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. IRM Issued in Berkeley Site Office Investigation
On March, 19, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Site Office Manager for the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (Laboratory). J(b)<6l.(b)(7)(AJ.(b)(7J(C)
t>)(OJ.ibJ17JIA1.(bX7JICJ

1 112 LLooa: rii••itil'XCI

_'bJ_,·:._,bx_,;11•_1.(-bi\-·l•C_)-------~ (

1

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to a Hotline referral, the National Nuclear Security Administration
conducted a full-scale review of the Y-12 National Security Complex Fire
Department. This review resulted in 3 findings, 5 weaknesses, and 3 areas to
improve. A follow-up review concluded that Y-12 is actively addressing all issues
through corrective action plans, and improvements are seen in all areas of
7
.
Iy 1'd en t'f"
concern previous
11ed . (113RS024 : llb)IS).(bi( )(C)
.

I
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BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On March 18, 2014, SAs
onducted a Fraud
Awareness Briefing for 2
xcess Property personnel at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory. The briefing focused on fraud indicators, types of fraud
investigations, and reporting procedures.

•

On March 20, 2014, s~(b)i!),(bll))!CJ
conducted three fraud awareness briefings for 47 Federal and contractor employees.
The audience included staff members of the Portsmouth Paducah Project Office and
a prime contractor in Lexington, Kentucky, and off-site staff in Portsmouth, Ohio, and
Paducah, Kentucky. The briefings focused on fraud indicators, types of fraud
investigations, Technical Crimes Section capabilities, and the Recovery Act.

•

On March 20, 2014, SAs
conducted a Fraud
Awareness Briefing for project management, technica , and procurement staff of the
Clemson University Restoration Institute, Energy Systems Innovation Center (EiC),
Charleston, South Carolina. The Department awarded the EiC a $45 million grant,
the largest Federal grant ever awarded to Clemson University. Fourteen EiC staff
members attended the briefing, which focused on fraud indicators, types of fraud
investigations, and reporting procedures.

I

(bl<6i.(OX X J

OTHER MATTERS
•

Newly designed Hotline posters were distributed to each office this week. Requests
1
The new
for additional posters should be submitted <<>nsi.!bl! ' i
0
design represents the efforts of ' '1 u•~ i: '
and
Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge ._·•i_i._,.,,_,'_'_ ____,

•

All personnel who will be incurring costs to attend the iPRISM training are required
to complete a CHRIS training request.

•

The reporting period for the upcoming OIG Semi-Annual Report is coming to a close
very soon. Please ensure all reportable statistics have been entered into EIGPT.

3
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY. PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The 01 Professional Development Seminar scheduled for May 13 - 15, 2014 in
Kansas City, Missouri, has received final approval. Additional guidance regarding
travel arrangements and an agenda will be forthcoming. An OIG-wide Seminar for
all Administrative staff is in the planning stages.
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Ending March 28, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly DIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

None

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

This document is for OFFlelAL U"E! Oi'JL t. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
•

As a reminder, EIGPT will now be left operational until April 4, 2014. All pertinent
case information should be entered by this date.

•

The reporting period for the upcoming OIG Semi-Annual Report is coming to a close
very soon. Please ensure all reportable statistics have been entered into EIGPT.

•

The 01 realignment goes into effect next week. New organizational maps and charts
will be posted on IGComm Tuesday, April 1, 2014.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course no
later than June 20, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for "2014
Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•

All Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) users are reminded that
FinCEN strictly prohibits any unauthorized access or misuse of Bank Secrecy Act
(BSA) data. Please ensure you are taking the necessary steps to safeguard BSA
data and to uphold the confidentiality requirements associated with suspicious
activity reporting. The FinCEN policy is available on IGCOMM at the following link:
https://igcomm.doe.gov/policy/investigations-manual.

•

All personnel attending the Professional Development Seminar in Kansas City must
submit a training request in CHRIS. A sample request was distributed to ASACs this
week.

•

All personnel who will be incurring travel costs to attend the iPRISM training are
required to complete a CHRIS training request.
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Response to Investigative Report to Management in Recovery Act Grant Fraud
Investigation

On March, 28, 2014, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Manager of the Department's Financial Evaluation and Accountability Division·
7
5
(bJ< J.<bH _H_AJ_,____ (Division)-condueted-a-review-0tEJCounty Missouri's administration of a
(b)(7)(C)
$378,500 Recovery Act En~fficiency and Conservation Block Grant. The
~~~~$~(~~-HA_l_._ _ _ Div.isJon.substantiated-that-t=__JCounty officials did not follow Federal or State of
Missouri procurement regulations when contractin for work erformed under the
grant and questioned $288,395 of rant costs. (bJ< 6>.<bH 7><A),{b)( 7l<Cl
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),{b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)

(111AL022:

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

This document is for OFFl61At U~I!!! Ol<JLT. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and th!'! Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATIERS
•

The new Online Complaint Form is now available on the OIG's public webpage:
www.energy.gov/ig under Contact the Hotline). The finished product reflects a team
pecial Agent r)(MHlilci
effort by ASAC 1' (al.ibi! <•l

I

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Condolences to ASACr°x1

l"H'J.<b 111 ~c,

Ifamily on the passing of ASAC

11 1 1161
b ''

lgrandmothe~r.-------~

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course no
later than June 20, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for "2014
Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•

The 01 realignment went into effect this week, Various databases including CHRIS,
ATAAPS, and Concur are all impacted by this realignment. Your patience is
appreciated while these changes to these systems are enacted.

•

All personnel are reminded of their responsibility to submit accurate timesheets to
their timekeeper by the time specified by the timekeeper or SAC. Leave claimed on
timesheets must mirror approved leave requests in CHRIS. Telework hours
claimed on timesheets must be identified as telework hours.
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Investigative Report to Management Issued in Kickback Fraud Investigation
On April 4, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the National
Nuclear Security Administration's Deputy Associate Administrator of Acquisition and
Project Management, recommending suspension and debarment of a former Bechtel
SAIC, LLC (Bechtel) employee and several others not affiliated with the Department
and their companies. As previously reported, the former Bechtel employee and
another individual not affiliated with the Department pied guilty and were sentenced
to 5 months incarceration and 2 years of probation, respectively, and ordered to
jointly pay $42,127.08 in restitution. The investigation determined both individuals
engaged in kickback fraud scheme for personal gain. The United States Attorney's
Office for the Northern District of Indiana entered into a settlement agreement with
Bechtel, who agreed to pay the Federal Government $209,308.00 to settle civil
proceedings. This is a joint investigation!(b)(SJ,(b)(7J(Cl

(108LV003f 8>lb>l7XC)

I

'--·- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - '

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for OFFICIAL USE Ol~L't. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C .. Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S,C .. Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to a Hotline referral, the Richland Operations Office found the
process used by a contractor company to determine the extent of vehicle repairs
was questionable. As a result of the referral and subsequent inquiry, the
company changed its process to obtain prior approval from its customers before
performing work that may be deemed excessive. (113RS031: rx!i.(bJ(f)iC)

I

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The final iPR ISM training session took place this week. Special thanks to the
Wingswept implementation team and SA <•x 11• 11 " 1
for facilitating the training and
1
1
to Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge " i•J.(•x ''
for their
assistance. Please remember to take the post-training survey on line at this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BPLK3K6:
·

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention Training Course
no later than May 5, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for "2014
DOE Harassment Prevention.n

•

All personnel must complete the 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course no
later than June 20, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for "2014
Annual Cyber Security Awareness."
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for use by Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Two Former Contractor Employees Suspended in Embezzlement Investigation
On April 14, 2014, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Office of Acquisition and Project Management notified the OIG of the suspension
and proposed debarment of two former contractor employees from doing business
with the Fede.ral Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the former employees embezzled funds from a Department
contractor by billing unauthorized international telephone calls and improperly
creditin re a ment of em lo ee advance loans. This is a joint investigation with the
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(I 11 IF004: rx6)(b)(7)1¢)

I

2. Former Contractor Employee Suspended in False Timecard Investigation
On April 14, 2014, in response to an IRM, the Office of Acquisition and Project
Management notified the OIG of the suspension and proposed debarment of a
former contractor employee from doing business with the Federal Government for a
period of 3 years. The suspension was issued after the former employee pied guilty
to one count of cons irac to violate the Anti-Kickback Act. The former em lo ee's
plea agreement (bJC 6 J.(b)(?J(CJ
(bJ(6J,(bJ{7)(CJ
Sentencing is
scheduled for August 21, 2014. As previously reported, the investigation determined
extensive timecard fraud by contractor employees and their management.
(108RL007:t'")(bl(IXC)

I

3. Plea Agreement in North Carolina Weatherization Assistance Program
Investigation
On April 7, 2014, .a relative of a former Weatherization Assistance Program 0/VAP)
Director at a local community action agency pied guilty in the U.S. District Court for
the Middle District of North Carolina to conspiracy to commit theft or bribery
concerning programs receiving Federal funds.

This document is for OP'P'ICIAL USE OP4LV. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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(b)(S),(bl{ l<C>

The investigation determined the relative created a fictitious company in an effort to
both disguise the relationship to the Director and to give an appearance of
performing business as a legal enterprise. The Director selected the relative's
company to perform the WAP work, and through this company,.the relative paid the
Director monetary kickbacks in excess of $300,000. As previously reported, the
_ . _ _Qiractorllas-been--SentenGed-fer-role in this scheme. This is a ·oint investi ation
with the (b)(S).(bH 7 HC)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None
(

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The iPrism Newsletter was sent out on Thursday. Please review it, and contact SA
.
you have any questions or concerns.

l

1 1161 16 111 1
b · k c

It

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None
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INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
• All personnel attending the Professional Development Seminar are required to. ·
complete the DISC assessment by close of business April 25, 2014. To access the
ass
· · the website www.competitiveedgeinc.com and use the response
link (b){5).(b)(7 )(C)
Contact SA r)(O).(bXTXCl
lif you have any concerns.
•

The CIGIE Peer Review's on-site inspections for Regions 1 and 4 are scheduled
for the week of April 28, 2014.
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Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGl). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system .

. SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Trespass Investigation
On April 21, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management (IRM) was issued to the
Manager of the Ber:keley Site Office recommending a review of Oakland Scientific
Facility (Facility) security surveys prepared by the University of California Police
Department (UCPD). The IRM also recommended that the Berkeley Site Office
implement appropriate physical security measures at the Facility, which houses the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center, including the approximate $40.7 million NERSC Cray XC30
Supercomputer "Edison" Com uter . On February 11 2014 an unknown sub'ect
tres assed into (b)(?)(E)
OSF and (b)(?)(E)
causing the computer....._o_o_v_e_r~e-a_,_a_n~s....--u-.-.~o-w_n_.___,
(b)(7J(E)
It is unknown at this time if the Computer suffered any permanent damage. During
the investigation, it was discovered that in October 2013 and March 2014, UCPD
had conducted security surveys which offered recommendations to improve OSF
physical security but the recommendations had not been im lemented. This is a
joint investigation with (bl< 5 l.(b)(?)(CJ
(114LL006:
r)(e).(b117XC)

I

2. Former Savannah River Site Contactor Suspended
On April 22, 2014, in response to an IRM, the OIG received notification from the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management that a former contractor
employee at the Savannah River Site had been suspended from doing business with
the Federal Government. As previously reported; the former contractor was
sentenced to three years of probation after pleading guilty to one count of false ,
statements. The investigation determined the former contractor employee provided
false personal identifiers to obtain a Savannah River Site badge in order to gain
entry into the site. (112SR011: rb)i6\.(b){7)(CJ

I

This document is for OFFICIAL U!t! Ol~LY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Interim Investigative Report to Management Issued In Weatherization
Assistance Program Fraud Investigation
On April 24, 2014, an interim IRM was issued to the Assistant Secretary, Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, and the Deputy Director, Acquisition and
Project Management. making two recommendations for corrective action.j<~H 6 )·'.~~\:>,
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)

I(l 13Hao1 s: rb)(6)(b)(7).~)

{b)(6),/b)i7)iA) (b)t7J(C)

I

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel need to read and sign the Rules of Behavior for iPRISM. Return the
signed form to 1b11 •J.(bi(7)(C)
by COB April 28, 2014.

2
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JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

We send our best wishes to 1 •1
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,re ires.
April 30, 2014.

~~1iiC)

Inspector General forl!bl! 5 J.(bl! 7 HCJ
ast day with the DOE OIG is

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention Training Course
no later than May 5, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for "2014
DOE Harassment Prevention."

•

The CIGIE Peer Review's on-site inspections for Regions 1 and 4 are scheduled
for the week of April 28, 2014.

•

Chest x-rays will no longer be a part of our required medical exam process. Neither
the Department nor Federal Occupational Health (FOH) requires a chest x-ray.
Should you be told it is a re uirement by FOH personnel, please bring it to the
Inspector General forl(b)(SJ,(b)(?)(CJ
I
attention o i.i• 1
so clarification can be provided.
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Ending May 2, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for use by Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Department Grant Recipients Indicted
On April 24, 2014, two University of Houston professors were indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury in the Southern District of Texas for submitting false documentation to
obtain approximately $1.3 million in Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
grants from the Department, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the US Air Force. The
estimated loss to the Department is $100,000. From 2008 through 2013, the
professors used false and fraudulent letters of support, along with false claims
reg ard in g the fa ci Ii ties, eq uipme n~<Hn~d..,.,my,:a'!',!t""e.!...!.ria"'"'l"""s--"o"'-"'b-""e_.,_,,.~-"""_,.,.~""-""-'............,.._,d.l..¥u....u..__...,
their a lications for SBIR funds. (b)(G),(b)(?)(CJ
(bJ{6),(b){ )(A),(bJ( )lC)
(I 12Al010: ioi1ei10117i<c1

2. Subcontractor, Owner, and Former State Official Suspended and Proposed
Debarred by the Department
On April 28, 2014, the OIG learned that in response to an Investigative Report to
Management, the Office of Acquisition and Project Management suspended and
issued a notice of proposed three year debarment to a former Department
subcontractor company, the company owner, and a former State of Texas Grant
Administrator. The investigation determined the owner and the former State of Texas
official conspired to submit fraudulent documents and make false claims to the
Department to obtain approximately $2 million in American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act funds. The former State of Texas official was sentenced to serve three
years of deferred adjudication probation, ordered to pay $2,500 in restitution, cannot
be employed in a position that manages grant funds, and cannot have contact with
the other defendant in this investigation. The owner was found guilty of one count of
fraud and other weapons violations stemming from this investigation and is currently
I
serving a 15 year Federal sentence. (I 11AL015: l1' 1<•1·< 0l<'i1c 1
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3. Search and Seizure Warrant for Electronic Media
\b1(ti).(b)!l)(A),\b)(7)(Cl

'-<bl-IOJ._(•H_:n1A_!.1_b'_'xc_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,! (I 14TCQQ6: 1'""
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

fiimfiM@Dt'mS"B
Hotline Com laints Predicated

1

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to a Hotline referral regarding premium travel irregularities, the
1 1
• t_'nc_'-~
NASA OIG initiated an audit of NASA's premium travel. (114RR057:~r~_·1 ·_

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On April 29, 2014, SAl'b 116 ub 11111c1
lconducted two Fraud Awareness Briefings
for 45 Quality Assurance employees and managers at the Pantex Plant in Amarillo,
Texas. The audience included both M&O contractors and the National Nuclear
Security Administration Quality Assurance Manager. The briefings focused on
suspect counterfeit matters and reporting procedures.

OTHER MATTERS
•

When opening a new case, ajl agents are encouraged to visit the Reports section
of the OIG website (http://Www.energy.gov/ig/calendar-year-reports) to identify past
Audit and Inspection reports that may provide background or information beneficial
to the investigation. The reports can be found by calendar year or by topic.
2
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JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

None

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention Training Course
no later than May 19, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for
"2014 DOE Harassment Prevention."

•

All personnel are encouraged to utilize Sector Communication Services during our
pilot program, which runs through August 15, 2014. In order to adequately evaluate
whether to continue utilizing Sector, we will need your feedback. All requests must
be submitted throu h one of the followin Authorized Users: SAs 1b1<' 1·<bl! I! '
{b)(6).:bli7)(C)

an d
•

(bll I.lb

HI

The Second Progress Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June
30, 2014.
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Ending May 9, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for use by Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Allegations Summary in
the iPRISM system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Federal Grand Jury Indicts Former Contractor Employee in Per Diem Fraud
Investigation
On May 6, 2014, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a·
former contractor employee on one count of Theft of Government Funds and two
counts of False Statements. As previously reported, the investigation determined the
former contractor employee fraudulently received over $29,000 in per diem benefits
by falsifying per diem eligibility certifications. (12-0106-l:j'"118116>u 11 ei

I

2. Action Taken in Response to an Investigative Report to Management In
Computer Misuse Investigation
On May 2, 2014, the Acting Director of the National Energy Technology Laboratory
(NETL) issued a response to an lnve~tigative Report to Management (IRM), which
made two recommendations for corrective action related to the misuse of a
Government computer and email account by an employee. The Acting Director
complied with both recommendations and proposed a one-day suspension without
pay and additional ethics training for the employee. As previously reported, a review
of the NETL employee's email account during an unrelated investigation revealed
that they used their Government computer and email account while on duty to send
I
and receive emails related to paid outside employment. (13-0096-q6x6l 10l< 7xcJ

3. Investigative Report to Management Issued in False Claims Investigation
On May 5, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Los Alamos Field Office
(LAFO). The IRM highlighted a specific example of double billing of lodging
expenses to the Government and called attention to potentially broader issues of
inadequate oversight and noncompliance with Government regulations by Los
Alamos National Security (LANS). The investi ation determined LANS double billed
who both separately
the Government for lodging expenses for a (b)(S).(b)(?)(C)
submitted the same lease agreement to obtain full individual reimbursements for
lodging expenses at their shared residence. The IRM made five recommendations,
to include determining whether LAFO should initiate action to recover $28,650 in
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C .. Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C .. Section 552a).

unallowable lodging expenses from LANS: require LANS to modify internal policies
to appropriately administer requests for duplicate expenses; require all LANS and
subcontract employees to notify LANS when lodging and relocation arrangements
are shared among employees receiving Government funds; and ensure LANS
policies are in compliance with a propriate Governmenttravel and relocation
regulations. (09-0014-1: 1•;1 ·••i ){)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

116

I

On 7 May, 2014, SAf° i.i•U'xc,
conducted a Fraud Awareness Briefing for 30
senior mana ers of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in Washington,
DC. SA 1""eii•x1xci discussed program fraud indicators, ethical issues, and the OIG
complaint and referral process.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None
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INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention Training Course
no later than May 19, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for
"2014 DOE Harassment Prevention."

•

All personnel are encouraged to utilize Sector Communication Services during our
pilot program, which runs through August 15, 2014. In order to adequately evaluate
whether to continue utilizing Sector, we will need your feedback. All re uests must
be submitted throu h one of the followin Authorized Users: SAs <bx 1' ,( x '

•

The Second Progress Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June
30, 2014.
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1.

2. Recovery in Embezzlement Case
On May 15, 2014, the Department took administrative action by demanding and
receiving $138,848.40 in disallowed costs from the State of California's Department
of Community Services and Development (CSD). The Department funded CSD
under the Weatherization Assistance Program as a part of the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The investigation determined that a CSD sub-grant
recipient's employee embezzled these monies, which were provided to the grant
recipient. The employee pied guilty to a misdemeanor charge of forging documents.
This is a joint investigation with the Del Norte District Attorney's Office and Health
7
and Human Services OIG. (11-0081-1: i< 01161 <•x iici I .

3. Suspension Action In Investigation Involving Theft of Government
Property/Program Fraud
On April 14, 2014, the Deputy Director, Office of Acquisition and Project Management,
suspended three former West Virginia University (WVU) employees. The investigation
determined that a WVU professor and two other WVU employees used grant monies for
personal expenses. This case is being coordinated with the United States Attorney's
Office Northern District of West Vir inia and was ac
(b )(6),(b)(7)(A),(b )(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE Of<JLT. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. Administrative Action Taken in Conflict of Interest Investigation
On May 21, 2014, the OIG was informed that a Department sub-grantee suspended
its Director for Community and Energy Services for fifteen working days without pay
after being made aware that the Director violated agency policy with regard to
Conflict of lnt~rest. As previously reported, the Director was prohibited from
exercising any authority over Weatherization Assistance Program 0NAP) inspection
work after the OIG investigation determined the spouse and other famil members of
the Director were awarded extensive WAP inspection work. (b)(S),(b)(7}(A).(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),
r:==--i (11-QQ24-l:j{bl(!1.1b117i1Ci
1·
(b)(7)(C)---------t::=:....__j
_
.

5. Administrative Action Taken in Recovery Act Weatherization Fraud
Investigation
On May 19, 2014, the State of Michigan's Department of Human Services (OHS)
issued a letter to a Community Action Agency (CAA) sub-recipient notifying them of
their termination from the Department's Weatherization Assistance Program. As
previously reported, OHS issued the CAA a corrective action plan which demanded
the return of $186,934.99 in Department WAP and Recovery Act WAP funds. The
OIG investigation determined that the CAA improperly awarded a sole-source WAP
consultant contract and aid unauthorized em lo ee bonuses that did not benefit
the Department. (b)(SJ.(b)(7)(AJ,(bH7HCl

(

6. Suspension Action in Investigation Involving Misuse of Weatherlzation Funds
On May 15, 2014, in response to an IRM, The Office of Acquisition and Project
Management suspended and proposed debarment for a former Executive Director of
a Community Action Agency (CAA) inl<bl(S),(bl( 7l(CJ
I As previously reported, the
(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)

______

(b)(6),(b)(7)(A),(b)(7)(C)
.___

_,.k13-0040-f:r•i.<b~l)(CI

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Thanks to a suggestion from the Special Agent Advisory Committee, the Office of
Investigations is initiating a Wellness Program for its criminal investigators. An
agency Wellness Coordinator will be selected by the Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations. This Coordinator will serve as a resource to help agents develop
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

•

The next Special Agent Advisory Committee meeting is being held May 28, 2014.
Please contact your regional representatives to pose questions and present
suggestions for organizational improvements.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

The Second Progress Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June
30,2014.
.
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SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Subject Arrested for Attempted Extortion
On May 23, 2014, in response to a complaint filed by the Y-12 Office of Public
Affairs, an individual with no Department affiliation was arrested for attempting to
extort money from the Government. On May 8, 2014, the individual sent an email to
Y-12 indicating he had acquired approximately 1200 photos and slides that depicted
local farms and farm animals being subjected to nuclear bomb and chemical testing.
During several consensually monitored telephone calls and undercover activities, the
individual indicated he wanted to be paid $5 million for the photos. If payment was
not received, the individual would release the photos to the media in a manner
intended to be harmful to the Department. The investigation is ongoing and was
coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Tennessee.

( 14-067-1 :!iblihibl<l)(C)

I

2. Department Contractor Employee Terminated in Property Theft Investigation
On May 22, 2014, the OIG was informed that pursuant to information derived from
an OIG investigation, a SLAG National Accelerator Laborato contractor em loyee
was terminated for cause on May 9, 2014. (bJ( 6 J,(bH 7 ><A>.(b)(7){CJ

(14-0020-1:
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

SA bx··'"· )(
Region 1, has been selected to serve as our Wellness
Coordinator. S i•xei.1•x '~ has extensive experience in this field and played a key role
in a similar effort at the U.S. Secret Service. The overarching goals of the
Wellness Program are to provide 01 staff with the information and guidance to
develop and maintain a wellness lifestyle. Stay tuned for more details.
1

1

JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

Congratulations to the following 01 personnel wrg ~~t~ine~ Goverment service
milestones recently: ril•tlb)()XCl
,, 1Q years; lb)( I,. l( X
25 years; and
r1.•n•1a~ei
~ 30 y~ars.
.

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

The Second Progre.ss Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June

30, 2014.
•

The Peer Review inspection team conducted their formal exit briefing with senior 01
leadership this week. They found that our operations are compliant with Council of
the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency standards. Their written report, to
include a letter of observations, is forthcoming and will be shared when received.
AIGI Milner thanks everyone for their contributions to the Peer Review and sends
special thanks to the followin staff members for their critical roles in this successful
1
nd SAsj._t•1_'"1·_i•ii_
•c_i_ _ _ _ _ __.
outcome: •ii '· 1 1
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SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Indictment and Arrest for Small Business Innovative Research Fraud
On May 29, 2014, two Department grantees were indicted and arrested for allegedly
submitting fraudulent Small Business Innovative Research grant proposals and
claims for reimbursement to the Department and numerous other Government
agencies. The investigation determined the grantees submitted plagiarized
proposals and falsified letters of endorsement to secure grants. Once the grants
were awarded, the grantees submitted fraudulent invoices for associated costs. This
is an on oin ·oint investi ation wit (bJ< 5>.<b)(7J<Cl
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued
On June 3, 2014, an Investigative Report to Management (IRM) was issued to the
Sandia Field Office Manager. The investigation revealed a Department
subcontractor company had overbilled the Department Managing and Operating
contractor by.approximately $180,214. The OIG identified approximately $75,710 of
the questioned costs related to a subcontractor employee mischarging their time and
attendance. The remaining balance was overbilled by the subcontract company for
other costs associated with the employee. The IRM contained recommendations
relating to the recovery of the questioned costs. c12-0002-1: rx•>.(•H7lic1

I

CASE INVENTORY

This document ts for OFFICIAL CISE 011LT. Public disclosure is detennined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details

•

In response to an OIG referral, 14 former employees of a Department grantee
received severance pay entitlements they were owed. After receiving the OIG
referral, the Department requested the grantee provide information regarding
severance payments to former employees for which the Department had already
paid the·grantee. The grantee subsequent!~ paid all the former employees their
severance pay entitlements. (14-0020-c:rsn(•x1Kci
l

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
• On June 3 and 4, 2014, SAs l{•\iai(b)mici
I conducted four
fraud awareness briefings at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Suspect
Counterfeit Item Training. There were approximately 85 participants, including
representatives from various LANL organizations.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Personnel are reminded that we are only obligated to pay expenses associated
with subpoenas to financial institutions related to accounts of individuals, not
companies, as covered by the Right to Financial Privacy Act. Questions concerning
this should be routed through an Operations Officer to Counsel to the IG.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Please take a moment to reflect on the sacrifices made by the Allied Expeditionary
Force 70 years ago today In France. To paraphrase General Eisenhower, the eyes
of the world were upon them, and their courage, devotion to duty, and skill turned
the tide.
·

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

The Second Progress Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June
30, 2014.

• A new Evidence/Property Receipt form, replacing Exhibits B1 and 82 in 01 Manual
Chapter 9, was issued this week. The new form is available on IGComm, through
your supervisor, or from Investigative Support.
2
This document is for efiFIEIJ!ct HSe 6NL'/. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act [Title S, U.S.C., Section SS2a).

•

The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency recently published
a guide to enhance the use of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act. This guide
was distributed to Special Agents-in-Charge this week. Agents are encouraged to
review the guide to determine its utility in any existing or future investigations.
Copies of the guide are available through Investigative Support.

•

All personnel are required to complete the 2014 Federal Employee Occupational
Safety and Health Annual Training Course by July 21, 2014. The course is
available through the Department's Online Learning Center.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
· Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Special Report on NNSA 's Management of the $245 million Nuclear Materials Safeguards and
Security Upgrades Project Phase II at Los Alamos National Laboratory (DOE/IG-0901, January 2,
2014)
To address aging security infrastructure, the National Nuclear Security Administration is now in
the final phase of a project to upgrade security at the Los Alamos National Laboratory's (LANL}
Technical Area-SS. These upgrades, known collectively as the Nuclear Materials Safeguards and
Security Upgrades Project - Phase II (NMSSUP), began in 2009. LANL divided the bulk of the
project into five firm-fixed price subcontracts that were awarded to one design company and
three construction contractors. Due to favorable contract bids in April 2011, NNSA reduced the
estimated total project cost from $245 million to $213 million. The project consisted of more than
2,200 scheduled activities and was expected to be completed in January 2013. Los Alamos
National Security, LLC (LANS) is the management and operating contractor for LANL.
Our review revealed that the NMSSUP suffered from a number of project management
weaknesses. These issues ultimately resulted in cost increases of as much as $41 million and
delayed completion of the project by nearly a year. In addition, management information systems
failed to provide accurate and complete information about the funds available to complete the
remaining work scope. These project management issues created a series of problems that
collectively resulted in significant unanticipated cost and schedule impacts. Although it failed to
take effective action to address project management weaknesses in NMSSUP, the Department
implemented detective controls that identified many of the issues in this report and are key tools
for holding Department contractors accountable for their performance. NNSA had taken a
number of positive actions to hold LANS accountable for lack of performance; however, project
management concerns remain despite these actions.
NNSA management generally concurred with our recommendations and acknowledged the
problems that previousl')' plagued the project; however, Management disagreed with our
description of the evolution of NMSSUP's cost baseline and our conclusion that the project's costs
exceeded its approved baseline. Management's existing and planned corrective actions are fully
responsive to our recommendations.

•

Management letter on the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Fiscal Year 2013 Financial
Statement Audit (OAS-FS-14-04, December 18, 2013)
The letter was prepared by KPMG, LLP, and details are not provided because it is marked Official
Use Only.

____

Team Leader:
Staff: ,__

__,

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Draft Audit Report on Technology Transfer and Commercialization Efforts at the Department
of Energy's National Laboratories (A13CH027, December 20, 2013)

The Department of Energy National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989
established technology transfer as a mission of Federal research and development agencies,
including the Department of Energy (Department). The Department has since encouraged its
national laboratories to enter into technology partnering activities with non-Federal entities and
has authorized its facilities to patent and license intellectual property that may arise from
research and development activities.
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 and the October 2011 Presidential Memorandum on Accelerating
Technology Transfer and Commercialization of Federal Research in Support of High-Growth
Businesses had specific requirements regarding the Department's technology transfer and
commercialization efforts.
Our review revealed opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the Department's
management of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts. Specifically, we found
that the Department had not finalized quantitative performance metrics necessary for it to
determine the success of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts, developed a
forward-looking approach for investing the Energy Technology Commercialization Fund required
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and ensured the national laboratories were consistently
treating their equity holdings in licensees received as part of their technology transfer efforts.
Due to turnover in key staff, we were unable to definitively determine why the Department had
failed to finalize and transmit its Execution Plan to Congress.
In the absence of finalized performance metrics and forward looking budgets, the Department is
at increased risk of failing to maximize its return on investment of limited technology transfer
and commercialization funds. We made several recommendations that, if implemented, should
help improve the Department's technology transfer program.
Team Leader:
AIC: fo1161

E1
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"

Staff~:~1'6~116~1----~-----~

•

Draft Audit Report on Compliance with the Memorandum of Agreement Between the U.S.
Department of Energy and the Energy Child Development Centers, Inc. (A13GT016, December
18, 2013)

The Office of Inspector General contracted with Lopez and Company, LLP (Lopez) to determine if
the Energy Child Development Centers, Inc. (ECDC, Inc.) met the reporting and performance
requirements of its December 16, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the
Department of Energy for the period of December 16, 2002 through December 31, 2011.
Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not meet the reporting and performance compliance
requirements of the MOA. Due to a lack of documentation maintained by ECDC, Inc., Lopez was
unable to make a determination of ECDC lnc.'s compliance with 8of13 major risk areas. For the
remaining key processes, Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not materially comply with
reporting and performance requirements. Specifically, Lopez found that ECDC, Inc. did not
adequately screen recipients for tuition assistance eligibility in accordance with the MOA and
General Services Administration requirements, provide both financial and program reporting as
required by the MOA, always ensure that its financial and tax information reports reflected
actual financial activity, and maintain documentation demonstrating that its Board of Directors
was duly constituted according to its own bylaws.

Due to the lack of reporting and performance compliance with the MOA, the overall
recommendation is that the Department considers terminating the MOA with ECDC, Inc. or
work with ECDC, Inc. to revise its governance structure and the MOA and enforce the provisions
of the MOA.
Assistant Director: !161161
116;...i
1 =====!.__----~
Team Leaders: 6;.;
;;,j1

Staff:

._11•i_1•i_ _ ___,

OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1

l

• 1'"! €i
was born at 6:28 a.m. on Saturday, December
28, 2013.r._·_)(._)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,!are both doing well.
•

•

The Germantown Audit groups were fortunate
to be able to sponsor a family from
Germantown Help this holiday season. In an
effort to make the holidays a little brighter for
one family, the Germantown office was able
to provide a holiday meal, clothes and toys for
a mother and four children this year.
Germantown auditors delivered the items to
the mother on December 20, 2013.

•i1si

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non, Supervisory Performance Management Course
and the Introduction to Classified Matter
Protection and Control Course must be completed by January 15, 2013.
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January 6 - 10, 2014

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowablllty for Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC05-76RL01830 during Fiscal Years
2010 and 2011 (OAS-V-14-04, January 6, 2014)
Since 1965, Batte lie Memorial Institute (Battelle) has operated the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory {PNNL) under contract with the Department of Energy (Department). PNNL, in the
Department's Office of Science, performs research and innovations in the areas of environmental
protection and clean up, energy resources and national security. PNNL is managed under a ·
performance-based management contract, through September 30, 2017. During Fiscal Years (FYs)
2010 and 2011, Battelle expended and claimed $1,919,935)80. Battelle is required by its contract
to account for all funds advanced by the Department annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred
and Claimed, to safeguard assets in its care, and to claim only allowable costs.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by Battelle's Internal Audit could not be relied upon. We did not
identify any mate.rial internal control weaknesses with cost allowability audits, .which generally
met Institute of Internal Auditors Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
Battelle's Internal Audit identified $100,367 of questioned costs in FY 2010, and $100,399 of
questioned costs in FY 2011. All questioned costs from the FY 2010 Allowable Cost audit have
been resolved. The Contracting Officer had yet to make a determination regarding$ 75,576 of
questioned costs identified in the FY 2011 Allowable Cost audit. Thus, we are reporting total
questioned costs of$ 75,5 76.
We also identified weaknesses with subcontract auditing that need to be addressed to ensure that
only allowable costs are claimed by and reimbursed to the contractor. Specifically, we found that
Batte lie did not always conduct periodic post-award or interim audits of subcontracts. Battelle
also did not have a risk-based approach for conducting periodic post-award or interim audits of
cost reimbursement subcontractors. Management concurred with all report recommendations
and provided planned corrective actions that are responsive to the recommendations.
Team Le.ader: j<• 11 "1
AIC: '•1_<11_ _ _ __,

l. . .

•

Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231 during Fiscal Year
2011 (OAS·V-14-05, January 6, 2014)

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) is a member of the national laboratory system
supported by the Department of Energy (Department) through its Office of Science. LBNL
conducts unclassified research across a broad range of scientific disciplines. The University of
California has operated LBNL since 1943 for the Department and its predecessors. During Fiscal
Year (FY) 2011, LBNL incurred and claimed $822,525,654.83.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by LBNL Internal Audit (Internal Audit) for FY 2011 could not be
relied upon. We did not identify any material internal control weaknesses with the cost

allowability audit, which generally met Institute of Internal Auditors Standards. In addition, we
found that LBNL conducted or arranged for audits of subcontractors when costs incurred were a
factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor. Furthermore, Internal Audit
identified unresolved and questioned costs totaling $1,252, 778 during its FY 2011 Audit of Cost
· Allowability of which $1,142,908 remained unresolved as of November 2013. The unresolved
questioned costs related to home office expenses and the Contracting Officer has not made a
final decision on their allowability. Management concurred with the finding and
recommendation, and its planned actions are responsive to our recommendation.
Team Leader: i•11

•

1

Report on Assessment of Cost Allowobility for B&W Technical Services Y-12, LLC under
Deportment of Energy Contract No. DE-AC05-000R12800 during Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012
(OAS-V-14-06, January 6, 2014)
Since 2000, B&W Technical Services Y-12, LLC (B&W Y-12) has managed and operated the Y-12
National Security Complex (Y-12) under contract with the Department of Energy (Department).
During Fiscal Years (FY) 2011 and 2012, B&W Y-12 incurred and claimed $865,840,293.64 and
$1,02 l, 744,801.60, respectively.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by B&W Y-12's Internal Audit (Internal Audit) could not be relied
upon. We did not identify any material internal control weaknesses with the cost allowability
audits, which generally met Institute of Internal Auditors International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. We found that B&W Y-12 conducted or arranged for
audits of subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable
to contractors. During its Fiscal Year 2011 and 2012 Audits of Cost Allowability, Internal Audit
identified questioned costs totaling $1,098,295 and $193,354 respectively, which have all been
resolved.
In addition, B&W Y-12 has acted to address concerns we identified in our previous report, Audit
Coverage of Cost Allowability for B& W Technical Services Y-12, LLC under Department of Energy
Contract No. DE~AC05-000R22800 during Fiscal Year 2010 (OAS-V-12-07, May 2012).
Specifically, B&W Y-12 implemented a risk-based plan to audit $86,353,616 in unresolved
subcontract costs pending audit, and 19 audits have been performed to date. The subcontract
audits identified questioned costs totaling $1,282,416, of which all but $60,457 has been
resolved. Thus, we are questioning that amount. Management generally agreed with the report
and recommendation, and its planned actions are responsive to the recommendation.
Team Leader: (0)(6)
AIC: (b)(6)

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
No activity reported.
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January 13 - 24, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Inspection Report on Review of Controls Over the Department's Classification of
National Security Information (S121S013, January 13, 2014}
The Department of Energy handles and manages a broad spectrum of classified information,
including National Security Information (NSI), Restricted Data (RD) and Formerly Restricted Data
(FRD). The Office of Health, Safety and Security, Office of Classification, manages the
Department-wide classification program and establishes policies to conform with Federal
classification requirements, while implementation of classification requirements is shared
among various organizations within the Department. J<b)(S)
I
(b)(5)

I

Similarly, the Department's National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) separately develops and implements policies and procedures, in coordination with the
Office of Classification, for the protection and security of classified information at N NSA sites.

(b)(S)

o establish and implement
Our inspection revealed that the De artment had (b)(SJ
critical elements of (b)(S)
its classified NSI program.
Our review, however, revealed that certain aspects of the (bJ(SJ
SI program
could be improved. l(b)(Sl
our inspection determined that (b)(5) ·
f
documents and emails we reviewed had classification marking errors that could adversely
impact efforts to protect classified NSI against loss or unauthorized disclosure and impede
information sharing.

I

The classification related issues we observed occurred, in part, because of ineffective oversight
of classification activities and inadequate training and guidance. l(b)(5)
I
(b)(5)
In
a 1t1on, t e Department an NNSA gu1 ance pertaining to marking classified emails were not
consistent with Federal requirements. We made a number of recommendations to assist the
Department with improving program management and execution of its classified NSI program.
Team Leader: lr"x"'
1 ''-----~-~
Project Lead: .....1 '''=
Staff:
•

l._'b'_'e'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

Draft Audit Report on The Department's Management and Use of Mobile Computing Devices
and Services (Al3TG004, January 17, 2014}
Mobile computing devices are routinely used in the Federal government to facilitate internal
and external communications, collaborations and operations. Nearly $1.2 billion is spent
annually on mobile and wireless services and devices across the Federal government. A prior

Office of Inspector General report identified weaknesses related to the acquisition and use of
mobile or wireless communication devices within the Department of Energy.
We found that the Department had taken certain actions designed to improve the management
and acquisition of mobile computing devices and services since our prior review. Despite those
efforts, we identified opportunities for the Department to improve the acquisition and
management of mobile devices and related services and potentially save more than $2.3 million
over a 3-year period at just 8of10 locations reviewed. In particular, we noted that the
Department spent more than necessary on mobile devices and services in Fiscal Year 2012, and
had not taken action to consolidate contracts and leverage demand to increase buying efficiency
for the acquisition of mobile computing devices and services. We also found that controls over
facility contractor-administered stipend initiatives could be strengthened.
The problems we identified occurred, in part, because the Department had not always
developed and/or implemented effective policies and procedures to govern the issuance, use
and monitoring of mobile devices and services. In addition, sites had not developed and
implemented policies and procedures to ensure that employees who received stipends actually
incurred additional costs as a result of using personal devices for business purposes. Sites also
had not always conducted adequate cost-benefit analyses related to stipend initiatives, a factor
that may have contributed to higher than necessary payments to employees. Furthermore,
programs and sites had taken a fragmented approach to procurement and administration of
mobile devices rather than using a centralized coordinated approach, resulting in potentially
costly and duplicative acquisition and maintenance functions and varying prices paid for the
same products and services.
Team Leader: •xi

•

Draft Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee to Abound Solar
Manufacturing, LLC (A13PT008, January 17, 2014)
The goal of the Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee Program is to provide Federal support
in the form of loan guarantees to s ur commercial investments in clean ener
ro'ects that use
innovative technologies. (b)( 5l
(b)(5)
In December 2010, the
Program issued the loan guarantee to Abound for up to $400 million to construct and
commission thin-film photovoltaic solar panel manufacturing facilities in Colorado and Indiana
capable of annually producing up to 840 megawatts of clean renewable energy. While the loan
was funded by the Federal Financing Bank, the Program was responsible for loan underwriting
and approval, the subsequent loan servicing and monitoring, and the credit subsidy to.
reimburse Federal Financing Bank for any losses on the loan. In September 2011, Abound failed
to meet certain milestones and the Program suspended funding to the project. Subsequently,
Abound filed for bankruptcy in July 2012. Prior to the filing, the Department had approved the
disbursement of approximately $70 million in loan funds to Abound.
Our audit revealed that Abound's failure to meet its project milestones and its subsequent
bankruptcy occurred as a result of a combination of market conditions and technical issues that
negatively impacted its operations. Although the Department had identified, considered and
taken steps to mitigate the market and technical risks, and had reduced the financial exposure
to the project by suspending funding when Abound did not meet its project milestones, our
audit identified several weaknesses in the Department's administration of the Abound loan.
Specifically, we found the Program had not consulted with the Board concerning a material
change in the credit subsidy subsequent to the Board's recommendation to approve the loan,

resolved the conflicting opinions of its advisors regarding Abound's ability to overcome technical
issues, adequately documented the assumptions in the financial modeling used to support loan
approval and monitoring, and conducted ongoing, formal financial and industrial analyses as
part of its monitoring activities for the loan as required by the Program's policy manual.
The issues we identified occurred because the Program had not established comprehensive
policies, procedures and guidance for awarding, monitoring and administering loans.
Specifically, we noted a lack of guidance in the areas of the Board's reconsideration of loans, the
processes for resolving differences in professional opinions among the Program's technical
experts, the nature and timing of financial and industrial analysis, and the management of
distressed loans. Additionally, at the time this loan was being administered, the Program had
not developed and implemented a comprehensive records management system necessary to
capture the results of its decision making process or monitoring efforts.
Team Leader: ••ic•i
AIC:

0111

OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The Central Audits Division in Washington, DC welcomes two new employees, Paul Scott and
Diane Parker. Paul graduated from New York University in May 2009. He previously worked as
a Tax Examination Technician for the Internal Revenue Service. Diane completed her Masters of
Business Administration in May 2013 from Hawaii Pacific University. She previously worked as a
technician for the Marine Corps.
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January 27 - 31, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Ames Laboratory
during Fiscal Years 1009 through 2012 under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-ACOZ07CHll358 (OAS-V-14·07, January 28, 2014)
Since 1947, Iowa State University has operated Ames Laboratory (Ames) under contract with the
Department of Energy (Department). The Laboratory is part of the Department's Office of
Science and seeks solutions to energy-related problems through the exploration of chemical,
engineering, materials, mathematical, and physical sciences. During Fiscal Years (FYs) 2009
through 2012, Ames incurred and claimed $136,168,683. Ames is required by its contract to
account for all funds advanced by the Department annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred
and Claimed, to safeguard assets in its care, and to claim only allowable costs.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by Ames' Internal Audit did not meet Institute of Internal Auditors
Standards and could not be relied on. Ames' Internal Audit had identified $3,138 in questioned
costs, of which $486 was recovered and $2,652 was resolved based on retroactive approvals or
additional supporting documentation. Finally, nothing came to our attention to indicate that
questioned costs and internal control weaknesses impacting allowable costs that were identified
· in audits and reviews had not been adequately resolved.
Although required by its contract, we found that Ames had not established a policy requiring
audits of subcontracts in which costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable
to the subcontractor (cost-type subcontracts). Ames' management stated that it did not have a
policy because, historically, Ames did not enter into cost-type subcontracts that would warrant
an audit. Its practice has been to follow the Federal Acquisition Regulation quick closeout
procedures, which allows subcontracts to be closed without an audit when the unaudited costs
are insignificant, such as less than $1 million, among other risk factors. The impact of this issue,
however, was minimal because during the scope of our review, Ames did not have any
significant cost-type subcontracts that fell into this category. However, we noted that Ames
awarded one subcontract over $1 million in FY 2012, and recently awarded others that may
require an audit in the future. Therefore, it may be prudent for Ames to establish a policy.
Management concurred with our suggested action and committed to developing a policy for
auditing cost-type subcontracts.
Team Leader:
AIC: 1,11•1

Staff...,:

l~b11~,_ _ _ _ _...____,

•.

Inspection Report on Performance of Work for a Non-Department Entity at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (INS-0-14-01, January 29, 2014)
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging that Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) engaged in illegal competition with the private sector by performing work for a
non-Federal entity, and that the facilities and resources of LLNL were used inappropriately to
perform this outside work. These allegations involve explosives-related work performed at LLNL
for a National Geographic documentary about the Lusitania, a British passenger ship that sank in

May 1915. We initiated this inspection to determine the facts and circumstances surrounding
these allegations.
Our inspection substantiated certain aspects of the allegation. Specifically, we found that LLNL did
not adequately consider the prohibitions against a Federally Funded Research and Development
Center competing with the private sector when performing work for National Geographic's
documentary, The Dark Secrets of the Lusitania, and that LLNL used Department facilities and
resources inappropriately, to include $81,746 in Licensing and Royalty funds, to perform work for
National Geographic. In addition, the work performed for the documentary did not appear to be
consistent with LLNL's mission.
These conditions occurred, in part, because LLNL did not follow the established Work for Others
process but instead pursued an alternate, less formal process for approving and funding the
documentary as a non-reimbursable project that used Licensing and Royalty funds. In addition,
officials' stated understanding of the appropriate use of Licensing and Royalty funds by LLNL
officials was not consistent with the requirements for the use of these funds. Moreover, LLNL had
not established a detailed disposition plan to spend these funds in a manner consistent with
Federal regulations and contract terms. Finally, neither the annual disposition plan nor the endof-year accounting provided the level of detail necessary for the Livermore Field Office to assess
whether LLNL had used Licensing and Royalty funds appropriately. Management concurred with
our recommendations and indicated that it was in the process of implementing corrective actions
that were generally responsive to our findings and recommendations.
Team Leader: l·•:i61
Project Lead:,~,,,=,1_ _ _ _ ___,

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Audit Report on Management of the National Nuclear Security Administration's
Blosafety laboratories {Al3LL011, January 30, 2014)
To conduct biological research, the Department and the National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA) operate multiple laboratory facilities in accordance with various
biosafety levels (BSLs) established by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The BSLs
classify the containment level and risk associated with biological agents depending on the threat
the agents pose to personnel and the environment. For example, BSL-1 is for low-risk agents;
BSL-2 is for medium-risk agents; and BSL-3 is for those agents that cause serious and potentially
lethal infections. Department and NNSA sites primarily perform BSL-1 and BSL-2 research;
however, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) operates a facility with three BSL-3
laboratories while Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is considering opening a facility with
two BSL-3 laboratories. Extensive biological research is performed at LLNL and LAN L for other
Government agencies through the Department's Work for Others (WFO) program.
We found that NNSA was considering an expansion of its BSL-3 and BSL-2 laboratory capabilities
at LANL that may not be the most effective .use of resources. Specifically, NNSA identified the
development of a BSL-3 facility at LANL as its preferred alternative for meeting biosafety
laboratory needs even though it had not fully considered the need for additional capacity and
had not developed a sound basis for measuring the utilization of existing facilities, a critical
factor in determining the need for additional capacity. Despite the lack of information on the
need for additional capacity and current laboratory utilization rates, LANL was also considering
building a new BSL-2 facility.
ment of a facilit with two BSL-3 laboratories at LANL.

'-'-"'"'-'----------------~

was about 1.5 million and 8 million,

respectively. Given current budget realities, plans to develop additional capabilities without
fully demonstrating a mission need may not be prudent. We also noted that LLNL and LAN L's
current cost allocation practices may have understated the costs of biological research
personnel that support WFO projects, actions that are inconsistent with the Department's full
cost recovery policy for such work.
10
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
No activity reported.
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February 3 - 7, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on The Department's Management of Scientific User Facilities (OAS-L-14-02,
February 5, 2014)
The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Science operates 31 Scientific User Facilities
(user facilities). These facilities provide scientific researchers with the most advanced tools of
modern science and include accelerators, colliders, supercomputers, light sources and neutron
sources, as well as facilities for studying the nanoworld, the environment and the atmosphere.
Nothing came to our attention to indicate that the Office of Science had not effectively
maximized the utilization of its user facilities and monitored user facility performance. Our
review of 2 Department laboratories that contained 8 of the Department's 31 user facilities
found that 2 neutron science facilities at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) exceeded
2011 goals for operating hours, while the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility achieved a
utilization rate of over 9S percent of optimal hours. At Brookhaven National Laboratory
(Brookhaven) the National Synchrotron Light Source exceeded its planned operating hours and
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider achieved over 97 percent of its planned operating.hours.
Although our review did not identify any major concerns~ we did identify two areas in which
performance improvement may be possible, and we provided suggestions to the Office of
Science arid Brookhaven National Laboratory to address these areas.
Team Leader:
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No activity reported.
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February 10 - 14, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Technology Transfer and Commercialization Efforts at the Department of
Energy's National Laboratories (OAS-M-14-02, February 14, 2014)
Since the Department of Energy National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989, the
Department has encouraged its national laboratories to enter into technology partnering
activities with non-Federal entities and has authorized its facilities to patent and license
intellectual property that may arise from research and development activities. The Energy
Policy Act of 2005 and the October 2011 Presidential Memorandum on Accelerating Technology
Transfer and Commercialization of Federal Research in Support of High-Growth Businesses had
specific requirements regarding the Department's technology transfer and commercialization
efforts.
Our review revealed opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the Department's
management of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts. Specifically, we found
that the Department had not finalized quantitative performance metrics necessary for it to
determine the success of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts, developed a
forward-looking approach for investing the Energy Technology Commercialization Fund required
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and ensured the national laboratories were consistently
treating their equity holdings in licensees received as part of their technology transfer efforts.
Due to turnover in key staff, we were unable to definitively determine why the Department had
failed to finalize and transmit its Execution Plan to Congress.
In the absence of finalized performance metrics and forward looking budgets, the Department is
at increased risk of failing to maximize its return on investment of limited technology transfer
and commercialization funds. Management concurred with our recommendations and
identified planned actions to address our recommendations.
Team Leader:
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February 18 - 21, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Special Report on Alleqat/ons of Potential Fraud and Mismanagement of a Smart Grid
Investment Grant Program Award {OAS-RA-14-03, February 19, 2014)
As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act o/ 2009, the Office of Electricity Delivery
and Energy Reliability received about $4.5 billion to modernize the electric grid, with about $3.5
billion allocated to the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG) Program. Under the SGIG Program,
Progress Energy Service Company (Progress Energy) received a $200 million grant to accelerate
deployment of technologies to increase efficiency and demand response across its enterprise.
As part of the award, Progress Energy partnered with International Business Machines {IBM) to
manage the project and its associated tasks ..
The Office of Inspector General received an allegation that Progress Energy had mismanaged the
SGIG award and submitted potential false claims to the Department of Energy. Although other
assertions were made regarding the award, we elected to address two areas of the allegation:
(1) that Progress Energy had fraudulently submitted reimbursement requests for costs incurred
prior to the award, and (2) that contracted services with IBM contained no associated
deliverables.
The allegations we evaluated were not substantiated. While we confirmed that Progress Energy
had submitted reimbursement requests for costs incurred prior to the date of the award, we
determined that this practice had been specifically allowed by the Department. Additionally, we
found that the task orders contained a number of deliverables, and nothing came to our
attention to suggest that the specific deliverables contained in the task orders to IBM were
inadequate or were not appropriately documented. Based on these considerations and our
review of information supplied by Progress Energy and the Department, we did not substantiate
the allegations.

•

Audit Report on Management Letter on the Audit of the Department of Energy's Consolidated
Financial Statements for Fiscal Year 2013 (OAS-FS-14-06, February 20, 2014)
During the audit, KPMG, LLP (KPMG), our contract auditors, noted certain matters involving
internal control and other operational matters. These comments and recommendations are
intended to improve internal control or result in.other operating efficiencies. Additionally,
KPMG identified certain deficiencies in internal controls that it considered a significant
deficiency.
KPMG noted 12 new findings and 5 repeat findings that wer.e issued during the course of the
Fiscal Vear 2013 Audit of the Department of Energy's Consolidated Financial Statements.
Management generally concurred with and provided planned corrective actions for most of the
recommendations listed in the Management Letter.

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowabi/ity for Bechtel Marine
Propulsion Corporation during October l, 20ll through September 30, 2012 under
Department of Energy Contract No. DE-NR0000031 (A13PTOS8, February 19, 2014)
Since 2009, Bechtel Marine Propulsion Corporation (BMPC) has operated the Bettis Atomic
Power Laboratory and the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory under contract with the Department
of Energy (Department). During the period of October 1, 2011 through September 30, 2012,
,BMPC expended and claimed over $937 million. BMPC is required by its contract to account for
all funds advanced by the Department annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed,
to safeguard assets in its care, and to claim only allowable costs.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by the Field Office and the BMPC Audit Group did not meet
generally accepted Government auditing standards and Institute of Internal Auditors Standards,
respectively, and could not be relied on. Furthermore, costs questioned in the allowable cost
audits conducted by the Field Office auditors and BMPC Audit Group had been resolved. We
identified no other audits or reviews that reported questioned costs or internal control
weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs claimed for October 1, 2011 through September
30, 2012. However, we found that BMPC had not conducted or arranged for interim post-award
audits of its cost-type subcontracts during the review period as required by BM PC's policies and
contract language. We provided a recommendation in order to assure sufficient audit coverage.

•

Draft Audit Report on Public Dissemination of Research Results (A13CH026, February 21, 2014)
The Department of Energy (Department) invests over $11 billion annually in research and
development. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 and subsequent laws and regulations were
designed to encourage the dissemination of research results. The Department's mandate to
publicly disseminate unclassified research results is fulfilled by the Office of Science's Office of
Scientific and Technical Information {OSTI) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The results of research
funded by the Department or performed at Department facilities are submitted to Energy Link
(E-Link), the Department's system for collecting, reviewing, and releasing technical reports and
other forms of scientific and technical information. E-link, which is operated by OSTI, contains
the results from research, development, demonstration, and commercial activities.
Department-funded science and energy research results were not always properly disseminated
to the public. We found that financial assistance recipients had not always submitted final
technical reports to OSTI, unrestricted reports submitted to E-Link were not always reviewed
and subsequently released publicly, and reports we~e not released after the expiration of
associated data protection periods.
The problems we identified occurred due to weaknesses in the Department's processes for
monitoring receipt of final reports from recipients, reviewing and releasing reports that have

been received, addressing processing errors that prevent receipt or release of reports, and
identifying and releasing reports upon expiration of data protection periods. The failure to
obtain and disseminate the results of Department funded research has been a long-standing
problem that the Office of Inspector General has previously brought to management's attention.
We made several recommendations that, if implemented, should improve the timeliness of
dissemination of research results to the public.
·
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OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was conducted on February 18, 2014 for the evaluation of the
Department's Unclassified Cyber Security Program - 2014. The objective of the evaluation is to
determine whether the Department's unclassified cyber security program adequately protects
data and information systems. Representatives from the Office of Inspector General, Office of
the Chief Financial Officer, Office of the Chief Information Officer and several of the
Department's Programs attended.
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No activity reported.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Special Report on the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy's Integrated
Resource and Information System (A13TG049, February 26, 2014)

To help streamline its business processes and enhance communications among employees, the
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) initiated the development of the
Integrated Resource and Information System (IRIS) project in October 2012. At the time of our
review, EERE had spent over $7 million on the project and planned to budget an additional $3.6
million for IRIS through December 2014.
The Office of Ins ector General received two complaints regarding the EERE IRIS development
officials managing the IRIS project ignored the Department's
effort. (bHSl
structured capital planning and investment control process for (b)(5)
'--P.~~~======-=====--"-----,
{b)(5J
information technology investments. l(bJ(SJ.(b)(6)
(b)(5)

It was also alleged that the project lacked
effective oversight controls to enable Federal managers to monitor progress against baseline
·costs, schedules, performance and expected benefits, which resulted in significant cost overruns
and implementation delays without producing any results.

1(b)(5)

Our review largely substantiated the allegations related to project planning and contracting. We
discovered that EERE had not effectively managed the development and implementation of IRIS.
In particular, EERE failed to follow the Department's structured capital planning and investment
control process and had not provided effective monitoring of the project.!<bJ(Sl
(b)(5)
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Draft Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Sandia Corporation
under Department of Energy Contract DE·AC04·94AL85000 for Fiscal Years ZOll and ZOlZ
(A13AL051, March 5, 2014)
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March 10 - March 14, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Evaluation of Costs Charged to the Washington Savannah River Company
Contract No. DE-AC09-96SR18500 during Flscol Years 2010 and 2011 (OAS-L-14-03, March 12,
2014)
In August 1996, the Department of Energy's (Department) Savannah River Operations Office
awarded the Savannah River Site management and operating (M&O) contract to Washington
Savannah River Company (WSRC). Subsequent to completion of work in June 2009, Savannah
River Operations Office authorized WSRC to obtain accounting, auditing, legal and other
administrative services from Savannah River Remediation to support the formal closeout of its
contract. In December 2009, the Letter of Credit expired and Savannah River Operations Office
required WSRC to provide invoices for reimbursement of the closeout costs. Savannah River
Operations Office requested the Office of Inspector General review the invoices and supporting
documentation for costs reimbursed to WSRC during Fiscal Years (FYs) 2010 and 2011, including
the closeout costs incurred by Savannah River Remediation.
During the course of our evaluation, nothing came to our attention to indicate that WSRC was
reimbursed for costs that were not consisten.t with the terms of the contract. During FYs 2010
and 2011, WSRC was reimbursed a total of $601,420 for costs incurred. Detailed invoices, along
with supporting documentation, were submitted to the Savannah River Operations Office
Contracting Officer for review and approval prior to payment. We did not make any
recommendations in this report.
Team Leader:
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Audit Report on Fiscal Year 2012 Work Performed Under the Work for Others Program at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (OAS-M-14-03, March 12, 2014)

The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public accounting firm,
KPMG, LLP (KPMG), to assess the internal control structure at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) and determine whether it is effective in achieving the current goals and objectives of the
Work for Others (WFO) Program for Fiscal Year (FY) 2012.
KPMG concluded that, except for the finding detailed in the report, LANL implemented internal
controls and compliance procedures in FY 2012 that met the Department of Energy's
(Department) WFO Program requirements, as stated ih Department regulations, guidance and
applicable contract provisions. However, KPMG found that labor costs of certain personnel who
primarily. supported the WFO Program were not allocated to WFO projects. KPMG estimated
that during FY 2012, the Department would have an annual savings of approximately $2 million
by implementing a separate indirect rate for these support organizations.
Further, KPMG noted that LAN L's Ethics and Audit Division performed audits of the LANL
timekeeping policies in FY 2009 and FY 2011, and both audits identified employees who did not
allocate time proportionately benefiting projects. Because LANL had taken corrective action and
implemented additional policies and procedures for timekeeping, KPMG did not repeat the

related findings and recommendations in its report. The National Nuclear Security
Administration generally concurred with the finding and recommendation.
161

Technical Monitorr

DRAFT REPORTS
•

ISSUED~:_ ___,

Draft Audit Report on Cost and Schedule of the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility at the
Savannah River Site (A120R032, March 11, 2014)
The Department of Energy (Department) formally approved a project baseline in April 2007, and
started construction on the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (MOX Facility) Facility in
August 2007. At that time, the MOX Facility project had an estimated total project cost of $4.8
billion and a scheduled completion date of September 2016. Shaw AREVA MOX Services, LLC
(MOX Services) has been working on the design/(bJ(SJ
/Facility since 1999.
Through October 2013, about $4 billion had been spent on the MOX Facility project and latest
available project estimates show that the project was JrbH 5>
~bout 60 percent
complete. However, design work is still underway in a number of areas including software,
instrumentation and control systems, fire suppression and various mechanical systems.
NNSA and MOX Services have been largely unsuccessful in controlling the cost and schedule for
the MOX Facility. A March 2012 construction project review conducted by the National· Nuclear
Security Administration (NNSA) concluded that the MOX Facility had a very low probability of
being completed according to the approved baseline. Also, NNSA directed MOX Services to
develop a baseline change proposal, with updated cost and schedule projections,l(b)(5)
j(b)(S)
The revised baseline estimated that total project costs would grow to~ab_o_u_t_ ___.
$7.7 billion and that completion would slip to November 2019.l<b)(S)
lcost
rowth of about 2.9 billion and a ro'ect schedule sli a e of over 3 ears. (b)(S)
(b)(5)
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•

Draft Inspection Report on Conference Management at Selected Department Sites (51315007,
March 12, 2014)
In support of its diverse science, energy and national security missions, the Department of
Energy (D~partment) sponsors and/or funds attendance of both Federal and contractor
employees at a variety of conferences and meetings. During Fiscal Year (FY} 2013, the
Department expected to spend about $125 million on approximately 9, 700 events. To help
ensure that such events are cost effective and relate to the core missions, in May 2012, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued Memorandum M-12-12, Promoting Efficient
Spending to Support Agency Operations. In response to the OMB direction, in December 2012, ·
the Department issued a memorandum, Updated Guidance on Conference-Related Activities and
Spending, establishing stringent conference reporting and approval processes. The Guidance
also required the development of a database known as the Conference Management Tool.
According to Department officials, the tool is used to track events across program elements and
helped save the Department $7.6 million in FY 2013.
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Draft Audit Report on
March 12, 2014)

Follow-Up Audit of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (A12LA043,

In 2004, the Office of Inspector General reported In The Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(DOE/IG-0666, November 2004), that the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) may not
be capable of operating effectively in the future as equipment failures in major components
made the accelerator's beam unreliable. We recommended that the National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA) determine whether LANSCE had a viable mission and, dependent on the
determination, develop plans to refurbish the facility or shut it down. In 2010, NNSA found that
fundamental science and materials research performed at LANSCE was important to its
programmatic needs and should continue for at least a decade. As such, LANL developed the
LANSCE Linac Risk Mitigation Strategy (LRM) to increase the reliability of the accelerator and
restore its designed performance levels. The LRM has a completion date of 2019, with a total
estimated project cost of $252.9 million and will be funded with operating funds on an annual
basis. The LRM is comprised of 20 subprojects involving approximately 7,500 work activities.
Our review disclosed that LANL was generally meeting milestones as scheduled, executing work
within budget, and had implemented some project oversight tools. While LANL met milestones
for refurbishing LANSCE and executed work within budget, we observed that the LRM is facing
challenges that may hinder its ability to improve the reliability of the facility and restore
performance levels of the accelerator. Further, LANL did not adhere to the Department's
requirements contained in Department Order 413.39, Program and Project Management for the
Acquisition of Capital Assets, or employ all project management tools therein. For example, the
status of the LRM's work has not been reported in the Department's Project Assessment and
Reporting System (PARS II), as are other projects of similar magnitude and cost. This omission
from PARS II adversely impacts the Department's ability to monitor LRM's progress to ensure
that it meets its goals and objectives and stays with established cost and schedule parameters.
(6)16)
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Implementation of Recommendations from the January 2012
Independent Consultant's Review of the Department of Energy Loan and Loan Guarantee
Portfolio (A13PT044, March 14, 2014)
Draft Audit Report on
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Audit Report on the Deportment of Energy's Uranium Enrichment Decontamination and
Decommissioning Fund's Fiscal Year 2012 Financial Statement Audit (OAS·FS-14-07, March 20,
2014)

We contracted with the independent public accounting firm of KPMG, LLP (KPMG) to conduct
the audit of the Department of Energy's (Department) Uranium Enrichment Decontamination
and Decommissioning Fund's (D&D Fund) Fiscal Year 2012 balance sheets and the related
statements of net cost, changes in net position and budgetary resources.
KPMG concluded that the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the D&D Fund as of September 30, 2012 and 2011, and its net costs,
changes in net position, and budgetary resources for the years then ended, in conformity with
United States generally accepted accounting principles. The auditors also considered the D&D
Fund's internal controls over financial reporting. The audit identified a deficiency, related to
recording of environmental liabilities that is considered to be a material weakness, and other
deficiencies, related to unclassified network and information systems security that is considered
to'be a significant deficiency.
The auditors' tests of compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations and contracts
disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported.

r)(i§)
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No activity reported.
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No activity reported.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Compliance with the Memorandum of Agreement Between the U.S.
Department of Energy and the Energy Child Development Centers, Inc. (OAS·M-14-04, April 7,

2014)
The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public accounting firm,
Lopez and Company, LLP (Lopez), to determine whether the Energy Child Development Centers,
Inc. (ECDC, Inc.) met the reporting and performance requirements of its December 16, 2002
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Department of Energy for the period of December
161 2002 through December 31, 2011.
Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not meet the reporting and performance compliance
requirements of the MOA. Due to a lack of documentation maint~ined by ECDC, Inc., Lopez was
unable to make a determination of ECDC lnc.'s compliance with 8 of 13 major risk areas.
For the remaining key processes, Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not materially comply with
reporting and performance requirements.
Management's corrective actions are responsive to our recommendations. Consistent with the
MOA, our recommendation and the lack of compliance and transparency of the ECDC, Inc.
Board, the Department will terminate the MOA with ECDC, Inc.
Team Leader:'
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Management Alert on Review of Internal Controls for Protecting Non-Public Information at the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (DOE/IG-0906, April 9, 2014)
In March 2014, the Office of Inspector General initiated a review of internal controls'for protecting
non-public information at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission). The review
was initiated in response to requests from the Senate Energy Natural Resources Committee and
also the Commission regarding an alleged leak of non-public information exposing certain electric
grid vulnerabilities, and details surrounding the April 2013 attack on the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's Metcalf substation.
Based on our work to date, we have reached a preliminary conclusion that the Commission may
not possess adequate controls for identifying and handling certain electric grid-related
information that could pose thre~ts to national security.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Audit Report on Selected Activities of the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy's Advanced Manufacturing Office (A13RA022, April 10, 2014)
We found that the Department had not always effectively managed the Program awards. In
particular, during our review of 10 projects awarded a total of $107 million, including
approximately $95 million in Rec6Very Act funds, we discovered that Program officials approved
and reimbursed approximately $17 million to three recipients without reviewing detailed
supporting documentation to substantiate costs claimed, although specifically required to do so.
We also found that Program officials had not maintained records of analyses or documentation
supporting comprehensive pre-award desk reviews conducted on two of the projects we
reviewed.

•

Draft Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Los Alamos National
Laboratory during Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012 under Department of Energy Contract No. DEAC52·06NA25396 (Al3LA029, April 11, 2014)
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by LANL's Internal Audit for FYs 2011 and 2012 could not be relied
upon. We did not identify any material internal control weaknesses with cost allowability
audits, which generally met International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing. However, we are questioning $601,927 of costs identified by Internal Audit that had
not been resolved. These unresolved costs consist of $351,794 in questioned costs identified
during the cost allowability audits and $250,133 in questioned costs identified during audits of
subcontracts.
(b1(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was conducted on April 10, 2014, for the evaluation of the Department
of Energy's Sunshot Innovations in Manufacturing Competitiveness Program. The objective of
the audit is to determine whether the Department of Energy managed financial assistance
awards under the SunShot Innovations in Manufacturing Program efficiently and effectively.
Representatives from the Office of Inspector General and the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy attended.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention course is designed to address the importance of the
prevention of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation in the workplace, as well as to inform
Federal employees about the equal employment opportunity complaint process. This course
must be completed by May 5, 2014.

•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for ''2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."
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•

Audit Report on Allegations Regarding the Deportment of Energy's State Energy Program
Funding to South Dakota (OAS·RA·L-14-01, April 14, 2014}
South Dakota used its American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) State
Energy Program (SEP) funds to identify and implement cost-effective energy conservation
measures at state institutions such as schools, prisons, ana administrative buildings. It allocated
about $23.5 million in subgrants to 22 state institutions for 48 projects, and about $200,000 to
South Dakota's Office of the State Engineer for administrative functions.
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint that South Dakota officials had modified
supporting documents for completed, state-funded projects in order to replace state dollars with
Recovery Act SEP funds. The complaint also asserted that there were irregularities in a number of
building projects managed by two of the state's public institutions, and that there were media
reports of potential financial misconduct within the Governor's Office of Economic Development.
We did not substantiate the allegations. Specifically, nothing came to our attention to indicate
that South Dakota used Recovery Act SEP funds to pay for projects that had already been
completed prior to the SEP award performance period. Additionally, our limited testing of select
files did not identify irregularities that would indicate fraud, waste, abuse, or mismanagement
related to Recovery Act SEP funds.
Team Leader: ")(.,
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Audit Report on The Deportment of Energy's Management and Use of Mobile Computing
Devices and Services (DOE/IG-0908, April 15, 2014)
Mobile computing devices are routinely used in the Federal Government to facilitate internal and
external communications, collaborations and operations. Agencies are encouraged to assess
device inventories and usage, and establish controls to ensure they are not paying for unused or
underutilized information technology equipment, software or services. A prior Office of Inspector
General report identified weaknesses related to the acquisition and use of mobile or wireless
communication devices within the Department of Energy (Department).
Our review'determined that the Department had taken certain actions designed to improve the
management and acquisition of mobile computing devices and services since our prior review.
Despite those efforts, we identified opportunities for the Department to improve the acquisition
and management of mobile devices and related services and potentially save more than $2.3
million over a 3-year period at just 8 of 10 locat]ons reviewed.
We made several recommendations that, if fully implemented, could help the Department
manage its mobile device efforts in a cost-effective manner. Furthermore, because our review did

not cover all Department locations, we believe our estimated potential savings of $2.3 million over
a 3-year period is conservative.
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Audit Report on Department of Energy's Management of Unneeded Real Estate (OAS-L-14-07,
April 14, 2014)
In order to manage its real property assets, the Department of Energy (Department) utilizes the
Facilities Information Management System (FIMS}. The Office of Acquisition and Project
Management (OAPM), under the Department's Office of Management, has primary responsibility
for the administration and maintenance of the FIMS database, which provides the Department
with an inventory and management tool that assists with planning and managing all real property
assets.
Our review determined that the Department had a number of controls in place to manage the
disposition of Department-owned real estate properties. Nothing came to our attention to
indicate that the Department did not comply with the Presidential initiative to reduce the number
of excess properties.
We found that the Department had processes in place for identifying and disposing of excess
properties, as well as processes for accumulating and reporting on the associated cost avoidance.
Additionally, we noted the Department reported that it had exceeded the cost savings goal for FVs
2010 through 2012, through overall cost avoidance of $580 million. However, we found that
opportunities for improving processes related to managing excess properties still exist. We did
not make any recommendations in the report.
Team Leader:
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Audit Report on Performance Audit of the Department of Energy's Improper Payment
Reporting In the Fiscal Year 2013 Agencv Financial Report {OAS·FS-14·08, April 15, 2014)

We contracted with the independent public accounting firm of KPMG LLP, to express an opinion on
whether the Department of Energy (Department) met the U.S. Office of Management and Budget's
criteria for compliance with the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010 (!PERA).
The objective of this audit was to complete an evaluation of the accuracy and completeness of
agency reporting and evaluate agency performance in reducing and recapturing improper
payments under !PERA. KPMG expressed the opinion that the Department complied with all
requirements of IPERA. Furthermore, KPMG identified two opportunities for improvement that
could further enhance the agency's assessment of improper payments. Management noted that
the enhancements will be implemented in the Department's Fiscal Year 2014 improper payment
assessment process.
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Audit Report on Audit of/ncurred Costs for UT-Batte/le under Department of Energy Contract
No. DE-AC05-000R22725 during Fiscal Year 2012 (OAS-M-14-05, April 21, 2014)
We contracted with the independent certified public accounting firm KPMG LLP, to determine
whether UT-Battelle's incurred cost to manage and operate Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
for the term October 1, 2011 through September 30, 2012, were allowable, allocable and
reasonable. Since 2000, UT-Battelle has managed and operated ORNL under contract with the
Department of Energy. During fiscal year 2012, UT-Battelle incurred and claimed $1,532,200,040.
KPMG concluded that UT-Battelle prepared its fiscal year 2012 Statement of Costs Incurred and
Claimed in accordance with applicable guidance including Federal Acquisition Regulation,
Department of Energy Acquisition Regulations and Cost Accounting Standards regarding accuracy,
allowability, aliocability and reasonableness of incurred costs. However, KPMG identified several
issues related to unallowable costs. In addition, KPMG noted certain internal control weaknesses.

•

Audit Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowabll/ty for Sandia Corporation under
Department of Energy Contract DE~AC04-94AL85000 for Fiscal Years 2011 and 2012 {OAS-V-1410, April 23, 2014)
Since October 1993, Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin company, has operated the Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) for the Department of Energy (Department) and National Nuclear
Security Administration. SNL is a multi-program laboratory with critical national security
responsibilities, which include research and production to help ensure the safety, security and
reliability of the Nation's nuclear weapons stockpile. SNL incurred and claimed costs of $1.6
billion in Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 and $2.4 billion in FY 2012. SNL's contract requires it to account for
costs incurred annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost audit
work performed by SNL Internal Audit for FYs 2011 and 2012, could not be relied on. We did not
identify any material internal control weaknesses with co~t allowability audits, whieh generally
met International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. While we did not
identify any material internal control weaknesses with either cos·t allowability or subcontract
audit, we are questioning $1,061,115 of costs identified and que~tioned by Internal Audit and
Contract Audit that have not been resolved.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

The Eastern Audits Division would like to welcome Amy Moles back to the Office of Inspector
General. After working 11 years for the Office of Inspector Genera I, Amy left to take a position at
Tennessee Valley Authority. While at TVA, Amy earned her MBA from King College and her
Project Management Professional Certification. She is a licensed CPA in the State of Tennessee
and is also a Certified Internal Auditor. She has two fabulous dogs that she loves to spend time
1161
with named Casey and Josie. She also has tw~'
lshe loves to spoil. She is married to

~who works in sales. Amy will be working for Frank Ellison and looks forward to making a
positive impact for the Department of Energy.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention course is designed to address the importance of the
prevention of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation in the workplace, as well as to inform
Federal employees about the· equal employment opportunity complaint process. This course
must be completed by May 5, 2014.

•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•
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April 25 - May 9, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Audit Report on Implementation of Recommendations from theJanuary2012 Independent
Consultant's Review of the Department ofEnerqv Loan and Loan Guarantee Portfolio
(DOE/IG-0909, May 7, 2014)

The Department of Energy's Loan Programs Office was created to accelerate the domestic commercial
deployment of innovative and advanced clean energy technologies. As of April 2014, the Program
oversaw a loan portfolio of approximately $30 billion made through 31 loans and loan guarantees. An
independent consultant's report, issued in January 2012, identified areas for Program improvement and
provided 12 overall recommendations aimed at enhancing the oversight and management of the Program.
We received a complaint alleging that the-Program had not fully implemented the consultant's
recommendations.
The allegations were not substantiated. Specifically, the Department had completed actions to address 4
of the report's 12 recommendations and initiated actions in response to the remaining 8
recommendations. While the Department had made substantial progress in implementing recommended
improvements, we were unable to make a determination as to whether these efforts would ultimately be
fully effective to address all of the issues identified by the consultant, because a number of actions, such
as clarifying authorities, establishing an external advisory board, and incorporating lessons learned were
still ongoing.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•

There is an annual ethics training requirement for all Federal employees. TO meet the training
requirement this year, all DOE employees must attend an in person ethics training. The following
in-person training opportunities are being made available to HQ and Field OIG employees:
1) June 2 at lOam in Rm 6E-069 and via teleconference/WebEx

2) June 12 at 3pm in Rm 6E·069 and via teleconference/WebEx
3) July 1 at 3pm in Rm lE-245 and via teleconference/WebEx
Employees located in the field will participate in the meetings via teleconference/WebEx. The
logistics of the teleconference/WebEx will be provided closer to the dates of each event.

We need to limit the number of participants at each session to -75 employees. Please contact
Brandy Beckham at brandy.beckham@hg.doe.gov no later than Friday, May 16 to register for 1 of
the 3 available classes.
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May 22 - May 28, 2014

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Audit Report on Kansas City Plant's Vendor Quality Assurance (OAS-L-14-08, May 21, 2014)

The National Nuclear Security Administration's Kansas City Plant, managed and operated by Honeywell
Federal Manufacturing & Technologies, LLC (Honeywell), is the primary production site for non-nuclear
weapon products. These products must meet demanding specifications and stringent quality
requirements. In April 2013, during an on-site review of one of Honeywell's vendors, Honeywell and
Sandia National Laboratories discovered that the vendor had deviated from Design Agency requirements
on parts supplied to the Plant. In May 2013, Honeywell officials notified the Office of Inspector General of
the vendor substitution issue. In response, we initiated this audit to determine whether Honeywell's
quality assurance program for vendors was operating effectively to meet Design Agency requirements.
Nothing came to our attention to indicate that Honeywell's quality assurance program did not ensure
Design Agency requirements were met. Specifically, Honeywell had implemented and NNSA had
approved a quality assurance program as required, performed inspections on parts received from vendors,
and documented nonconforming parts when they were identified. In addition, during the same period as
our audit, we noted that Honeywell had initiated its own review of the vendor substitution issue to
evaluate the impact of the substituted parts. Although Honeywell believed that its overall vendor quality
assurance program was effective, it issued two Corrective Action Reports, which identified certain
enhancements that would further ensure that Design Agency requirements continued to be met.
Assistant Division Director:
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•

There is an annual ethics training requirement for all Federal employees. To meet the training
requirement this year, all DOE employees must attend an in person ethics training. The following
in-person training opportunities are being made available to HQ and Field OIG employees:
1) June 12 at 3pm in Rm 6E-069 and via teleconference/WebEx
2) July 1 at 3pm in Rm lE-245 and via teleconference/WebEx

Employees located in the field will participate In the meetings via teleconference/WebEx. The
logistics of the teleconference/WebEx will be provided closer to the dates of each event.
We need to limit the number of participants at each session to -75 employees. Please contact
Bran~y Beckham at brandy.beckham@hg.doe.gov as soon as possible to register for 1 of the 2
available classes.
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May 22 - May 28, 2014

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Kansas City Plant's Vendor Quality Assurance (OAS-L-14-08, May 21, 2014)
The National Nuclear Security Administration's Kansas City Plant, managed and operated by
Honeywell Federal Manufacturing & Technologies, LLC (Honeywell), is the primary production site
for non-nuclear weapon products. These products must meet demanding specifications and
stringent quality requirements. In April 2013, during an on-site review of one of Honeywell's
vendors, Honeywell and Sandia National Laboratories discovered that the vendor had deviated
from Design Agency requirements on parts supplied to the Plant. In May 2013, Honeywell officials
notified the Office of Inspector General of the vendor substitution issue. In response, we initiated
this audit to determine whether Honeywell's quality assurance program for vendors was operating
effectively to meet Design Agency requirements.
Nothing came to our attention to indicate that Honeywell's quality assurance program did not
ensure Design Agency requirements were met. Specifically, Honeywell had implemented and
NNSA had approved a quality assurance program as required, performed inspections on parts
received from vendors, and documented nonconforming parts when they were identified. In
addition, during the same period as our audit, we noted that Honeywell had initiated its own
review of the vendor substitution issue to evaluate the impact of the substituted parts. Although
Honeywell believed that its overall vendor quality assurance program was effective, it issued two
Corrective Action Reports, which identified certain enhancements that would further ensure that
Design Agency requirements continued to be met.

•

Audit Report on Cost and Schedule of the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility at the Savannah
River Site (DOE/IG-0911, May 22, 2014)
In September 2000, the United States and Russia signed a Plutonium Management and Disposition
Agreement for the disposal of surplus weapons-grade plutonium. This agreement called for each
country to dispose of at least 34 metric tons of plutonium by converting it into mixed oxide fuel
that can be used in commercial nuclear power reactors. To carry out this program, the
Department of Energy (Department) decided to construct the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication
Facility (MOX Facility) at the Savannah River Site near Aiken, South Carolina. Shaw AREVA MOX
Services, LLC (MOX Services), the current Facility contractor, has been working on the design of
the facility since 1999.
The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and MOX Services have been largely
unsuccessful in controlling the cost and schedule for the MOX Facility. A March 2012 construction
project review conducted by NNSA concluded that the MOX Facility had a very low probability of

being completed according to the approved baseline. NNSA directed MOX Services to develop a
baseline change proposal with updated project completion, cost and schedule projections. Under
the revised baseline, it was estimated that total project costs would grow to about $7. 7 billion and
that completion would slip to November 2019. This represents cost growth of about $2.9 billion
and project schedule slippage of over 3 years.
The anticipated cost and time required to complete the MOX Facility were significantly
underestimated due to a number of factors. This included, most prominently, the Department's
2007 approval of a project baseline that was developed from an immature design, understating
the level of effort to install various construction commodity items, and high personnel turnover.
rates. Prior to approval, the Department's own independent review of the project baseline found
that the design review of the MOX Facility was incomplete. We also noted that additional work
scope added at NNSA's direction caused some of the cost growth in the baseline change proposal
developed by MOX Services. Despite project expenditures of about $4 billion and a proposal to
place the MOX Facility construction project into cold standby status in fiscal year 2015, we remain
concerned with the project management issues observed during the audit.
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Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Public Dissemination of Research Results
(DOE/IG-0912, May 22, 2014)
The Department of Energy invests over $11 billion annually in research and development. A
significant portion of this funding is provided through financial assistance awards to academic
institutions, small businesses, and others. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946 and subsequent laws·
and regulations encouraged the dissemination of Department-sponsored research results, when
appropriate. The Department's mandate to publicly disseminate unclassified research results is
fulfilled by the Office of Science's Office of Scientific and Technical Information in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. The results of research funded by the Department are submitted to Energy Link, the
Department's system for collecting, reviewing and releasing technical reports and other forms of
scientific and technical information.
Our review revealed that Department-funded science and energy research results were not always
properly disseminated to the public. We found that financial assistance recipients had not always
submitted final technical reports to the responsible office, unrestricted reports submitted to
Energy link were not always reviewed and subsequently released publicly, and reports were not
released after the expiration of associated data protection periods.
These issues occurred due to weaknesses in the Department's processes for monitoring receipt of
final reports from recipients, reviewing and releasing reports that have been received, addressing
processing errors that prevent receipt or release of reports, and identifying and releasing reports
· upon expiration of data protection per_iods. Management generally concurred with our
recommendations and identified planned actions or action already completed to address these
issues.

OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
. ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."

•

There is an annual ethics training requirement for all Federal employees. To meet the training
requirement this year, all DOE employees must attend an in person ethics training. ff you have
not signed up for one of the training sessions, please do so immediately. The following training
opportunity is the only available training session:
1) July 1 at 3pm in Rm iE-245 and via teleconference/WebEx
Employees located in the field will participate in the meetings via teleconference/WebEx. The
logistics of the teleconference/WebEx will be provided closer to the dates of each event.
Please contact Brandy Beckham at brandy.beckham@hg.doe.gov as soon as possible to register
for the available class.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Inspection Report on Allegations Regarding Personnel Security Concerns at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (INS·0-14-02, June 4, 2014)
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is the largest science and energy national laboratory in the
Department of Energy (Department). UT·Battelle, LLC manages ORNL and, as of October 2013,
has over 6,000 employees, including subcontractors. We received a request from the Office of
Science to review a complaint alleging that: (1) a senior ORNL employee continued to maintain
access to Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) after changing employment status from fulltime to casual employee without proper justification; and (2) ORNL declined to Implement a
recommendation to conduct criminal history background checks on all subcontractors working onsite for more than 30 days.
We did not substantiate the access to SCI related allegation. However, we identified several
weaknesses regarding processes used to debrief individuals with SCI access and to report overseas
employment of those holding active security clearances. Further, we substantiated the allegation
that ORNL declined to implement the recommendation to conduct criminal history background
checks on all subcontractors working on-site for more than 30 days. However, we determined
that background checks were not required for subcontractors working in an unclassified area.
Improper administrative debriefings occurred because management officials at the Department's
Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence (Headquarters Intelligence) did not fully implement
the Sensitive Compartmented Information Debriefing Policy No. 001-06, Sensitive Compartmented
Information Debriefing Policy. Headquarters Intelligence officials told us they were unaware of
the policy and that more needs to be done to ensure Special Security Officers properly conduct SCI
debriefs. We are troubled that Headquarters Intelligence officials were not cognizant of existing
policy requirements, especially when a number of Department Office of Inspector General
inspection reports over the years have highlighted problems regarding administrative debriefings.
We believe improvements are warranted in these areas and have made recommendations
designed to assist management in ensuring that classified information with restrictions is properly
protected.

•

Audit Report on Follow-Up Audit of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (OAS·M-14-06, June 4,
2014)
The primary mission of Department's Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), located at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), is to support the NNSA's Stockpile Stewardship activities
by conducting experiments that provide valuable insight on the status of the Nation's aging
nuclear weapons, including information critical to decisions made in the life extension programs.
To address the needed refurbishment of LANSCE, NNSA developed the linac Risk Mitigation

Strategy to increase the reliability of the accelerator and restore its designed performance levels.
Our review disclosed that LANL was generally meeting milestones as scheduled, executing work
within budget, and had implemented some project oversight tools. While LANL met milestones
for refurbishing LANSCE and executed work within budget, we observed that the Linac Risk
Mitigation Strategy is facing challenges that may hinder its ability to improve the reliability of the
facility and restore performance levels of th~ accelerator. Further, we found that LANL did not
adhere to the Department's requirements contained in Department Order 413.3B, Program and
Project Management for the Acquisition of Capital Assets, or employ all project management
tools.
Given the importance of LANSCE, we recommend that the Manager, Los Alamos Field Office,
require LANL to immediately bring the Linac Risk Mitigation Strategy - and other projects of
similar magnitude - into full compliance wi~h Department Order 413.3B. NNSA management
concurred with our finding and recommendation and the need for increased visibility and
management of all NNSA projects. Management further stated that it had already begun
implementation of corrective actions.
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The 2014 Annua.1 Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."
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June 4 - June 13, 2014
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Inspection Report on Allegations Regarding Personnel Security Concerns at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (INS-0·14-02, June 4, 2014)
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is the largest science and energy national laboratory in the
Department of Energy (Department). UT·Battelle, LLC manages ORNL and, as of October 2013,
has over 6,000 employees, including subcontractors. We received a request from the Office of
Science to review a complaint alleging that: (1) a senior ORNL employee continued to maintain
access to Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) after changing employment status from fulltime to casual employee without proper justification; and (2) ORNL declined to implement a
recommendation to conduct criminal history background checks on all subcontractors working onsite for more than 30 days.
We did not substantiate the access to SCI related allegation. However, we identified several
weaknesses regarding processes used to debrief individuals with SCI access and to report overseas
employment of those holding active security clearances. Further, we substantiated the allegation
that ORNL declined to implement the recommendation to conduct criminal history background
checks on all 'subcontractors working on-site for more than 30 days. However, we determined
that background checks were not required for subcontractors working in an unclassified area.
Improper administrative debriefings occurred because management officials at the Department's
Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence (Headquarters Intelligence) did not fully implement
the Sensitive Compartmented Information Debriefing Policy No. 001-06, Sensitive Compartmented
Information Debriefing Policy. Headquarters Intelligence officials told us they were unaware of
the policy and that more needs to be done to ensure Special Security Officers properly conduct SCI
debriefs. We are troubled that Headquarters Intelligence officials were not cognizant of existing
policy requirements, especially when a number of Department Office of Inspector General
inspection reports over the years have highlighted problems regarding administrative debriefings.
We believe improvements are warranted in these areas and have made recommendations
designed to assist management in ensuring that classified information with restrictions is properly
protected.
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Audit Report on Follow-Up Audit of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (OAS-M-14-06, June 4,
2014)
The primary mission of Department's Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), located at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), is to support the NNSA's Stockpile Stewardship activities
by conducting experiments that provide valuable insight on the status of the Nation's aging

nuclear weapons, including information critical to decisions made in the life extension programs.
To address the needed refurbishment of LANSCE, NNSA developed the linac Risk Mitigation
Strategy to increase the reliability of the accelerator and restore its designed performance levels.
Our review disclosed that LANL was generally meeting milestones as scheduled, executing work
within budget, and had implemented some project oversight tools. While LANL met milestones
for refurbishing LANSCE and executed work within budget, we observed that the Linac Risk
Mitigation Strategy is facing challenges that may hinder its ability to improve the reliability of the
facility and restore performance levels of the accelerator. Further, we found that LANL did not
adhere to the Department's requirements contained in Department Order 413.38, Program and
Project Management for the Acquisition of Capital Assets, or employ all project management
tools.
Given the importance of LANSCE, we recommend that the Manager, Los Alamos Field Office,
require LANL to immediately bring the Linac Risk Mitigation Strategy - and other projects of
similar magnitude - into full compliance with Department Order 413.38. NNSA management
concurred with our finding and recommendation and the need for increased visibility and
management of all NNSA projects. Management further stated that it had already begun
implementation of corrective actions.
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was conducted on June 9, 2014, for the audit of the Department of
Energy's Cybersecurity Continuous Monitoring Process. The objective of the audit is to determine
whether the Department's cybersecurity continuous monitoring process was effectively
implemented. Representatives from the Office of Inspector General, Office of the Chief
Information Officer, National Nuclear Security Administration and severai of the Department's
Programs attended.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
,•

The 2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Course is a mandatory training for all Federal
employees. This training must be completed by June 20, 2014. To access the course logon to OLC
and search for "2014 Annual Cyber Security Awareness."
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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

SEP 3 0 2015

Re: Freedom oflnformation Act Request HQ-2014-01252-F

This is the Office oflnspector General (OIG) final response to your request for information that
you sent to the Department of Energy (DOE) under the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA), 5
U.S.C. § 552. You asked for the following:
"[A] copy of the Dep[attment] of Energy OIG Weekly Activity Reports for the time period
January I, 2011 through the present."

At this time we have identified eight (8) documents responsive to your request. Previously, on
June 1, 2015, you were provided with the first two (2) responsive documents. A review of the
responsive documents and a determination concerning their release has been made pursuant to
the FOIA. Based on this review, the OIG determined that certain material has been withheld
from the responsive documents pursuant to subsections (b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)(A), and (b)(7)(C) of
the FOIA (referred to as Exemptions 5, 6, 7(A), and 7(C), respectively). Specifically, the OIG
review determined:
•

Documents 3, 5, and 8 are being released to you with certain material withheld pursuant
to Exemptions 5 and 6.

•

Documents 4, 6, and 7 are being released to you with certain material withheld pursuant
to Exemptions 6, 7(A), and 7(C).

Exemption 5 exempts from mandatory disclosure "inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums
or letters which would not be available by law to a patty other than an agency in litigation with
the agency.... '' Exemption 5 incorporates the deliberative process privilege which protects
reconm1endations, advice, and opinions that are part of the process by which agency decisions
and policies are formulated.
The information redacted under Exemption 5 reflects the advisory opinions between
subordinates and their management. The OIG has determined that the disclosure of material
withl1eld pursuant to Exemption 5 is not in the public interest. In this case, the disclosure of predecisional deliberative material would inhibit frank and open discussion of the matter and would
hinder the Government's ability to reach sound and well-reasoned solutions.

@
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Exemption 7(A) permits the withholding of "records of information compiled for law
enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records
or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings ... "
The material that is withheld pursuant to 7(A) includes documents pertaining to an ongoing
investigation. Since there has been no final determination concerning these matters, Exemption
7(A) has been applied to the documents. Release of the withheld material at this time could
prematurely reveal evidence and interfere with the ongoing enforcement proceeding.
Exemption 6 protects from disclosure "personnel and medical and similar files the disclosure of
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy .... " Exemption
7(C) provides that "records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes" may be
withheld from disclosure, but only to the extent the production of such documents "could
reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.... "
Names and information that would tend to disclose the identity of certain individuals have been
withheld pursuant to Exemptions 6 and 7(C). Individuals involved in the OIG enforcement
matters, which in this case include subjects, witnesses, sources of information, and other
individuals, are entitled to privacy protections so that they will be free from harassment,
intimidation and other personal intrusions.
Under Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), subsection 1004.1, the DOE will make
available records, which it is authorized to withhold under the FOIA, whenever it determines that
disclosure is in the public interest. In invoking Exemption 7(A), we have concluded that it is not
in the public interest to disclose material relating to an ongoing law enforcement proceeding.
We have determined that it is not in the public interest to release investigative information when,
as in this case, release could tend to prematurely disclose enforcement efforts, or provide
individuals involved an opportunity to fabricate defenses, destroy evidence, intimidate actual or
potential witnesses, or otherwise impede an appropriate resolution of the enforcement matter.
In invoking Exemptions 6 and 7(C), we have determined that it is not in the public interest to
release the withheld material. In this request, we have determined that the public interest in the
identity of individuals, whose names appear in these files, does not outweigh such individuals'
privacy interests. Those interests include being free from intrnsions into their professional and
private lives.
As required, all releasable information has been segregated from the material that is withheld and is
provided to you. See l 0 C.F.R. § 1004. 7(b)(3).
This decision may be appealed within 30 calendar days from your receipt of this letter. Pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. § 1004.8, appeals should be addressed to the Director, Office of Hearings and
Appeals, HG-1/L'Enfant Plaza Building, U.S. Department of Energy, 1000 Independence
Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20585-1615. You may also submit your appeal by e-mail to
OHA.filings@hq.doe.gov, including the phrase "Freedom of Information AppeaP' in the subject
line.

2

Thereafter, judicial review will be available to you in the Federal district comt either (1) in the
district where you reside, (2) where you have your principal place of business, (3) where the
DOE records are situated, or (4) in the District of Columbia.

Sincerely,

<j)~ /j~ ,~(){l
John E. Dupuy
Assistant Inspector General
for Investigations
Office of Inspector General

Daniel M. Weeber
Assistant Inspector General
for Audits and Administration
Office of Inspector General
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FINAL

I~EPOHTS

JSSUED TUIS \VEEK:

Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Use ofthe Environmental .Management Waste
Management Facilit)' at tire Ook Ridga Resarvalion (OOE/10-0883, March 9, 2013)
m The Environmental Management Waste Management Facility (EMWM~") is an aboveground wasted isposal facility designed to meet the requirements of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA). The Oak
Ridge Office of Environmental Management (OREM) manages the Department of Energys
(Department) contracl with URS I CH2M Oak Ridge, LLC (UCOR), which has operated
EMWMF since August 2011.
Di

We found that OREM had not maximized lts use of available capacity al EMWMF, and as
a consequence, may incur more than $ l 4 million in unnecessary disposal costs.
Specifically, OREM permitted its contractors to send· minimally contaminated ':\'aste to
EMWMF that mny have otherwise heen acceptable for disposal in the sanitary landfill at a
much lower cost per unit. For example, contractor officials told us that from fiscal years
2002 through 201.1, they had disposed of 'l 40,000 cubic yards of material (minimally
contaminated waste plus required fill) at EMWMF that likely could have been disposed of
in the sanitary landfill at a much lower cost per unit.

m The Department of Energy (Department) had nol established site-specific surface
authorized limits for determining when certain types of minimally con laminated wnstc
could be disposed of in sanitary landfills rather than in EMWMF. In the absence of such
site-specific authorized limits, certain surrace-contaminated wastes have been disposed
of at EMWMF that potentially could have been safely disposed at sanitary landfills.
Maintaining this apprm1ch could ultimately and unnecessarily utilize 11 percent of
EM WM F's waste disposal capacity.
Cl

Ill

(b)(6)

During the course or our audit, UCOR recognized the issues we discovered and
implemented procedures compliant with Department and landfill permit requirements to
allow more waste to be <!isposcd in the sanitary landfill; however, we believe that
additional action is necessnry to improve efficiency of waste disposal operations and
conserve EMWMF capacity.
Environmental Manngement generally concurred wilh the report and its comments were
responsive lo our recommendatioil~.

Aud.it Report on the ManaKemenl ofNaval Jle<1ctors' Cyber Security Program (DOE/IG-0884,
April 12, 2013)

(b)(6)

~

The Naval Reactors Program (Naval Reactors), an organization within the National
Nuclear Security Adminisrration, provides the military with safe and reliable nuclear
propulsion plants to f!OWer warships and submarines. Naval Reactors maintains
responsibility for activities supporting the United Stales Naval fleet nuclear propulsion
systems, including research and design, operations and maintenance and the ultimate
disposition of the nuclear propulsion plants, Both the Department of Energy and the
Department of Navy fund Naval Reactors. To fulfill its mission, Naval Reactors utilizes
numerous informtltion systems that reside on both classified and unclassified networks.

Ill

Previous Office of Inspector General reviews of Naval Reactors related to our Federal
Information Security Ma11agemen1 Act of 2002 evaluations identified certain security
weaknesses related to access controls ::md contingency plm)ning.

Ill

We found that Naval Reactors' vulnerability management controls and processes were not
fully effective in applying security patches for all desktop and nelwork applications. For
example, although the program had taken action to correct lhe vast majority of
vulnerabili1ies identified during scans performed in July 2011, our current review disclosed
335 high and medillm risk vulnerabilities. Naval Reactors officials were unable 10 provide
us with information regarding the age of the identified weaknesses due to the lack of an
adequate corrective action tracking mechanism,

rii!

Naval Reactors had made a number of enhancements to its cybcr security program over tile
past several years, however, we identified weaknesses related to vulnerability management,
access controls, incident response and security awareness training that could negatively
affect its security posture. For instance, controls over access to information and systems at
Naval Reactors were not always operating effectively.

Ill

The weaknesses identilied occurrecl, in part, because Navnl Reactors had not ensured that
necessary cyber security controls were fully implemented. Specifically, officials had not
fully developed and/or implemented policies and procedures related to vulnerability
nu.111agcmen1, access controls, incident response and cybe:r security training. In addition,
Naval Reactors had not always effectively utilized Plans of Action and Milestones to lrack,
prioritize and remedlate cyber security weaknesses.

~

[11 response, management generally concurred with the report's recommendations and
indicated thal corre.ctive actions had been taken or were planned to address the weaknesses
identified.

I

Team Leader:
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.LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on the Allocation of Birecl and Indirect Cosls -Cost Accounting Standard 418- at
Lmvrence Livermore National Labora/01y (OAS-L-13-07, April 11, 2013)

Ill

The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public accounting
finn, KPMG, to determine if Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's (Livennore)
policies, procedures, and practices used to estimate, accumulate, and repo11 costs on
Government contrncls and subcontracts complied with the requirements of Cost
Accounting Standard (CAS) 418 for Fiscal Year 20 l 2.

m CAS 418 requires contractors to be consistent in the way they classify costs as direct or
indirect and to maintain a written statement of accounting policies and practices for
classifying direct and indirect costs, establishes criteria for accumulating indirect costs in
homogeneous indirect cost pools, and provides guidance on allocating indirect cost pools to
cost objectives in reasonable proportion to the beneficial or causal relationships of the
pooled costs to cost objectives.

m Livermore's wr.itten policies and procedures relevant to CAS 4 l 8 compliance include cost
accounting changes, delennining direct versus indirect costs. monitoring and processing
cost transfers, time and effort reporting, monitoring and liquidating indirect variimccs, and
policies and procedures relating to the composition of each indirect cost pool.

(b)(6)

Ill

KPMG found that Livermore's policies and procedures were complete with regard lo the
areas required to suppo11 compliance with CAS 418. KPMG tested Livermore's current use
of its policies and procedures governing cost accounting changes, monitoring and
liquidating indirect rate variances, monitoring and processing cost transfers, and the
composition ot' homogeneous cost of select indirect cost pools.

Ci!

KPMG did not identify any nndings as a result of the work performed; therefore, no
recommendations were made in the repoit.

._:Le.chnicaLM01litor~I-..._ _ _ ___.

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED Tffi.S WEEK:
Special Review of Cost incentives for the Department's Cleanup Confmct in ldaha (Al 3RA002)
Ill

(n Fi.seal Y car 2005, the pcpllltmcnt of Energy (Depanment) awarded a Cost-Pluslricentive-Fee contract 10 CH2M t WG Idaho, LLC (CWI) to lead environmental cleanup
of its Idaho Nationill Laboratory site. The contract originally ran from May I, 2005
through September 30, 2012 11nd has been extended fo1· 3 years to September 30, 20 l 5.
The contract had a target cost of $2. 7 billion and a target fee of $196 million (7.36 percent
of target cost). The contract includes an additiona! incentive if work is completed under
target cost, in which the fee will he increased by 30 cents for every dollar that the tolal
allowable cost is less than the target cost.

fil

In addition to the target work to be completed within the contract, additional non-target
wol'k was allowed under section B.5 of the contract. When the contract was originally
approved, the Department anticipated that the amount of additional non-target work would
be approximately $89 million. However, the amount of non·target work completed
ultimately increased to about $5 I0 million, with the largest increase attrlbutablc to work
funded under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act). The

Department and CW! are nownegotiating to close out tiie agreed upon scope of work
covered b¥ the contract performance period that ended September 30, 2012, and to
calculate fee based upon the cost to complete this work.

(b)(6)

Gl

During our review, nothing came to our attention to indica1e that General and
Administrative (G&A) costs had not been properly allocated to the non-target work. In
accordance with its Cost Accounting Disclosure Statement, CW I allocated about $128
million in U&A expenses to its non-target work, which was about $88 million more than
originally planned for the contract. This allocation reduced the G&A expense allocated to
CW l's target work, thereby reducing the total costs of target work.

(!;l

The contractor contends the allocation served to reduce the actuul cost of target work
scope, and as a consequence, it is entitled to earn fee at the target work scope rate on the
allocated amount. During the audit, however, we learned that the Depnrtment disagreed
with impact of the G&A allocation on the incentive fee and was in a di~pute with CW[
regarding its overall fee.

~

Based on the totality of the information we reviewed, we .concluded that the contract
modifications accepted by CW! disclosed that its fee earning potential in this area was
undefinitizcd. While the Department did not act to definitize the contract promptly, it
asserted that it preserved its right to do so hy including instructions regarding fee
determination in the modification to the contract that provided Recovery Act funding. We
also noted that 1he contractor accepted the modificatioi:i and performed the work it was
tasked to do. The Department's notice to the contractor regarding the fee was, in effect,
ultimately definitizcd when it rendered its decision not to pay an incentive fee related to the
allocation of G&A costs to B.5 work scope funded by the Recovery Act.

GI

We recommend that the Manager, ldaho Operations Office, direct the Contracting Officer
to review and finalize CWJ's final contract claim.

EJ
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF NE.W INSPJ<:enONS:

m On April 2, 20 l 3, an entrance conference was conducted for Audit of the Department's
Long Term Storage of Cesium and Strontium. The objective of the audit is to determine
whether the Department of Energy is effectively managing the long term storage of
cesium and strontium capsules at the Hanford sltc. This audit will be conducted at the
Richland Operations Office, lhe Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility and the CH2M
Hill Plateau Remediation Company (CHPRC) at the Hanford site. The conference took
place at the Richland Operations Office. Representatives from the Richland Operations
Office and Cl-ffi.PC were in attendance.
(b)(6)
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ti

An cntrnncc co11fcrcncc was held on Thursday 1 April 11, 2013 for the Assessment of Audit
Coverage of Cost Al !owabi ! ity for Los Alamos National L,aborntory for Fiscal Year 2011.
The purpose of the assessment is to dete1·mitle (!)Internal Audit conducted cost
allowability audits that c_omplied with professional standards and could be relied up; {2) the
contractor conducted or arranged for audi~s of its subcontractors when 'costs incurred were
a factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor; and (3) the questioned costs
and internal control weaknesses impacting allowable costs identified in audits and reviews
have been adequately resolved. In attendance were representatives from lhe Office of
Inspector General, NNSA's Headquarters and Albuquerque Complex, the Los Alamos Sile
Office and Los Alamos National Laboratory.

I
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NO FURTHF.R ACTION LRTTER TSSURD:

MANDATORY TRA(NJNG:

ACTION

rn~M

HEPOlffS ATTACHlm:

·OTHER MATTERS~

m The Western Audit Division's Y~l2 and ORNL Audit Group welcomed two new auditors,
~s. Angela Robert~ and Ms. Sarah Walls. Ms. Roberts will receive a Master's Degree in
Accounting from East T{;n11csscc State in Johnson City, TcnncsseeJ where she has lived for
several years. A Florida nalive, she previously worked in the healthcare industry. Ms.
Walls will receive a Master's Degree in Accounting from Tennessee Technological
University in Cookeville, Tennessee. Her prior work experience is in the undenvriting
field. The team is very happy to liave both of them on board.
!?il
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The Western Region Inspections Office in Albuquerque welcomed Joe Tarango. Joe
earned a Bachelor's Degree in Accounting from the University of New Mexico and is
currently pursuing his master's degree. Joe is a native New Mexican, born inl
- --- .. -1 _J~)(~)
IHis recent work experience included 2 years as an Auditor with the State of
New Mexico Taxation and Reverme Department. Joe is single and enjoys automobiles,
basketball and outdoor activities such as camping and fishing.

.-l ··-----el

ci

The Western Region Inspections Office in Albuquerque welcomed Louie Gomez. Louie
earned a 13achelol''s nnd Master's Degrees in Accounting from the University of New
-- . -- -- I l=lis-recenLwork
Mexico. Louie is a native New Mexican, born inl
experience includes six and a half years as an Audit Supervisor with che State of New
Mexico Taxation and Reve11Ue Department in Albuquerque. He wi II be getting married in
Augusl. Lmiie enjoys baseball and anything pertaining to the outdoors.

(b)(6)

The Oak Ridge -Inspections Group welcomed Brock Kinsler. Brock earned his Bachelor's
and Master's Degrees in Accounting from East Tennessee State University. His recent
wmk experience includes approximately 4 years as a Revenue Agent with the Internal
Revenue Service. He is married and his hobbies include watching and playing a variety of
sp011s.

The Oak Ridge Inspections Group welcomed Michael Reber. Michael earned a Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting from East Tennessee State University. His recent work experience
includes approximately 4 years as a Revenue Agent with the Internal Revenue Service. He
mjsmardedAof-···-·- m
land hobbies include whitewater kayaking,
mountain biking, basketball and bowling.

Dl
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The Oak Ridge Inspections Group welcomed Cwt ls 8oslon. Cu11is earned a Master's
Degree in Accounting from Valdosta State University. Prior to college, he roudly served
i11 1'1e U.S.-Navy as a Sonar Technician for our ears. He is narried to
-- his-high
schoolswc.c.thcart,andtheyhave
His hobbies
include spending quality time wlth his am ly.
The Oak Ridge Audit Group, Eastern Audits Division welcomed Stephanie Barber.
Srephanie earned a Master's Deg1·ee in Accounting from the University of Memphis. She
previously worked ns an Auditor for the Defense Contract Audit Agency and as an
Accountm11 for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Stephanie and her husband enjoy
playing with their two dogs.

...

(b)(6)

Ill

The Chicago Audit Group welcomed Doh Kettner. Bob comes to us from the Edward
Hines VA Hospital, where he was an accountant. Prior to that, he held various accounting
and auditing positions and served in the Marine Corps. Bob enjoys fishing in his spare
time.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THTS WEEK:

Special Report on Managemenl and Operat;ng Contractors' Subcontract Audit Coverage
(DOE/IG-0885, April 17, 2013)
~ The Department of F.nergy (Department) employs 28 Management and Operating (M&O)

contractors that perform essential mission work under cost reimbllrsable contracts. To
achieve the Department's mission, M&O contractors often utilize the services of
subcontrnctors, which are also funded by the Department. When these subcontracts are
structured as cost-type, including time and materials, and cost reimbursable subcontracts,
M&O contractors are contractually required to ensure that associated costs incurred are
audited to provide assurance that the costs are allowable. The M&O contractors may use
their internal audit staff, engage contract auditors, or use the servtces of the Defense
Contract /\udit Agency to nudit the subcontractors. Internally performed audits must, at a
minimum, meet professional standards prescribed by the Instillllc of Internal Auditors.
M&O contractors presumably rely on audits of subcontractors when completing required
annual certifications that all of !heir incurred costs arc allowable.
~~

The Office of Inspector General (010) idcnlificd contract man~gcmcnt as a management
challenge in its report on Management Challenges at the Depart111e111 of Energy (DOE/IG0874, Oclober 20 l 2). The Deportment has committed to improving contract management
and we recogni7.e that such a significant issue requires a concerted effort over time. The
objective of this report is to highlight the issues we identified in previous reports and stress
the need for a top-down emphasis to ensure that atl M&O contractors develop robust
procedures for subcontract audits.

~!; 13etween 2010 and 2012, the 010 reported subcontract audit weaknesses with nine M&O
contractol'S. Subcontracts valued in excess of$906 million had not been audited or were

reviewed in a nrnnner that did not meet al!dit standards. The subcontract costs were not
audited because the Department did n~t ensure that its M&O contractors developed and
implemented procedures to meet their contractual requirements. Por example, although the
M&O contractors arc contractually required 10 conduct or arrange for audits of their costtype subcontracts, Los Alamos National Laboratory's approved audit strategy only required
audits of subcontrncts wilh annual incurred costs that Cl<ceeded $15 million. Under this
threshold, only 2 of l ,404 subcontracts were required to be audited.
rfff~

(b)(6)

We noted that while some sites have taken action in response to our reports, we believe that
a greater Department-wide emphasis on auditing cost-type subcontracts is needed. In
response to our report, management concurred with the findings and recommendations and
agreed to take corrective actions.

I. ______. .

······;:!:~t~~~~;:;is.i.m.Lll.i.r~~tQr: .

Special Inquiry on Alleged Mlsmanngemem oftlw Depanmenl of Ene»gy's Executive Protection
Operations(INS-SR-13-02, April 15, 2013)

~i The Office of Special Operations (Special Operations) has primary responsibility for !he
protection and evacuation of the Secretary of Energy and other executive personnel as
designated by the Secretary. Special Operations, a part of the Office of Health, Safety and
Security (HSS), employs special agents charged with managing execulive protection
operations. These special agents apply tactics, techniques and procedures designed to
protect an individual from physical assault or harm. Special Operations agents are
augmented by Office of Secure Transpo11a1ion {OST) agenls while the Secretary is m1
travel status, and in coordination with HSS Headqual"ters Security Police Officers (SPOs)
when in the Headquarters building .
.r;!f The 010 received allegacions of mismanagement of lhe Department's Executive Proteclion
forces. The complainls varied, but generally fell into categories such as inadequate.
·
training; mismanagement of resources, such as failure to provide appropriate body armor;
and lack of implementation of recommendations for improvement.

R'}; While certain aspects of the allegations were substantiated, the evidence did not support a
number of concerns that had been raised. However, perhaps of greatest import<wce, the
Special Operations agents generally described their work cnvironrnenl as one penneatcd by
low morale. We noted, for instance, that certain operational training had not been
completed and individual purchases of body armor were not made between 2007 and 2012.
We did not substantiate a number of ocher specific allegations involving issues such as
failure to complete recommended actions.
~G ln

response to the findings, management concun·ed with the recommendations and agreed
to take corrective action to address the concerns raised by Special Operations agents and to
ensure that the executive protection function ·is operatii1g as effectively ns possible.

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Inspection Repot1 on Alieged lmpropl'ieties Regarding the Canine Program at lhe Department of
Energy's Y-12 Sfte (DOE/IG-0886, April 19, 2013)
~''

The Department's Canine Program is an essential component of its efforts lo identify and
deter potential threats to infrastructure and personnel. At the Y-12 National Secu1·ity
Complex (Y -12) and olher nuclear material hosting sites in the Department, canines are
used to detect explosives, narcotics, concealed humans and also track human presence at
facilities that store, handle and maintain special nuclear material. As outlined in
Depa11ment directives and adopted as best practices hy law enforcement and security
professionals, the performance of canine teams depends on continual reinforcement of
skills through realistic performance testing, proficiency trnining and annual certifications.
As required by their contract with the Department, canine services contractors are required
to develop and Implement a canit1e training and ccrtilica[ion program that embodies these

principles. Canine services al Y-12 were obtained through a 5-year contract that is valued
at almost $15 million.
~~r 1112012, we received allegations that the 11epartmcnl's Y-12 site: (l) possibly "rigged"
testing for canine teams, and (2) worked canines heyond the'ir physical capability to
perform effectively.
'f!j:

Because of conflicting testimony and a luck of supporting documentation, we could 1101
conclusively dcterm ine whether there were instances of "rigged" testing. However, our
inspection identified a number of issues that led us to question the efficacy of the processes
used to test, train and certify canines at Y-12. For instance, performance testing, training
and annual certifications of canine teams were not properly conducted and/or documented.
We did subs-tantiate the allegation that handlers had worked canines beyond their physical
capability to perform assigned duties. Deficiencies associated with the mal')agement of a
multi-layered contract structure for furnishing canine services at the Y -12 site contributed
to the problems we observed. Pinally, Federal officials and various contractor officials
acknmvledged that they had not reviewed the training and certification records for the
canine teams because the Canine Program was not identified as a high-risk security area
based on the Department's graded approach for risk determination.

'il:~,

Management concurred with the recommendations in the report and agreed to develop and
implement standardized policies and gt1idelines for all National Nuclear Security
Administration sites utilizing canine detection services.

(b)(6)

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Examination Report on Travis County Health & H11man Services and Veterans Services
Weatherization Assistance P1·ogram F1111ds Provided by J/re American Recovety and Reinveslmenl
Act of 2009
!it

As part of the American Recovery and Rcinvcs!mcnt Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Weathel'ization Assistance Program (Weatherization Program) received $5 billion to
reduce energy consumption for low-income households through energy efficient upgrades.
The Slate of Texas received $327 million in Weatherizatio11 Program Recovery Acl grant
funding, of which $8.9 million was allocated to Travis County Health & Human Services
and Vcterans Services (Travis County) lo weatherize approximately 1,060 homes. The State of Texas' Department of Housing and Community Affairs (Texas) was responsible for
administering Weathcrization Program grants, inclu<ling funds provided to Travis County.

~:

The O!G contracted with Lani Eko & Company, CPAs, PLLC to co!1duct an examination of
Travis County's Weatherization Program. The examination found that Travis County had
not ensured lhat homes it weatherized were eligible for !hose services. Specifically, Travis
County did not have procedures in place to ensure compliance with Federal requirements
that prohibit use of Pedernl funds to weatherize dwelling units designated for acquisition or
clearance by a Federal, state or local program within 12 months from the date

weathel'ization of the dwelling uni1s would be completed, Further, Travis County had not
properly supported 33 of 45 client transactions reviewed.
~ti The Department concurred whh the report recommendation and will ensure appropria1e
action is taken by the State of Texas to improve administration of Recovery Acl
Weatherization Program funds at Travis County Health & Human Scn•ices and Veterans
Services.

(b)(6)
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DRAFT H.E'.COVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TillS WJ<:l1:K:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Inspection Report or1 Concen1s with Consulting Conlract Administration at Various Department
Sites (SJ JISOOJ)
~~ The mission of the Department is to ensure America's national security and prosperity by

addressing Its energy, environmental, and nuclear weapons challenges through
trans formative science and technology solutions. This work is executed at a number of
contractor-operated facilities, including 17 pre-eminent national laboratories. Department
contractors frequently use consultnnts that are deemed to possess unique capabilities to
assist in advancing their various missions.
~,: The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) requested that we conduct a review

to determine whether a consulting agreement awarded to Heather Wilson and Company,
LLC, (HWC, LLC) by Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) was appropriaLely
administered and managed. Specifically, we were 11sked to determine whe{her: (I) work
products (deliverables) were produced in return for monthly payments to JIWC, LLC of
.$10,000; (2) invoices included itemized charges, as required by the agreement; (3) there
was overlap be1ween the services provided and work products produced by HWC, LLC on
consulting agreements awarded by Sandia National Laboratories (Snndia), Los Alamos,
Oak Ridge National Ll\borntory (Oak Ridge) and the Nevada National Security Site
(Nevada); and (4) an NNSA Contracting Officer was subjected to "pressure" when Los
Alamos National Security, LLC (LANS), the Managemcnr and Operating Contractor for
Los Alamos, requested authorization to enter into an agreement with HWC, L(JC.

Wi Our inspection identified serious concerns with the administration and management of
agreements with HWC, LLC for advice and consultation provided to senior managers al
four Department contractor-operated sites. fn fact, our testing revealed that the four facility
contractors paid approximately $450,000 lo HWC, LLC even though they did not receive
evidence that work performed under the agreements had been completed. These payments
were fully reimbursed by the Government.

~; The issues identified in this report occurred because contractor officials responsible for
crafting nnd administering che consulting agreements either did not incorporate, or failed to
enforce, the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (PAR) into the agreements
with JIWC, LLC. We also determined that contractor officials failed to exercise due
diligence to ensure thnt the government received value for the payments made to JTWC,
LLC. In addition, considering the high profile nature of these agreements and the fact that
contractor officials had been warned about complyi11g with FAR requirements, Federal
officials could have followed up to ensure previously identified problems were corrected,
but did nol do so.

l\t Concerns with the nature and mechanisms of the relationship betwei;:n Sandia, Los Alamos
and HWC, LLC were not limited to Federal officials. We also determined that there was
uncertainty among the various site contracting officials regarding the intent and
implementation of the deliverable and invoice requirements in the PAR.
.

I

!i'li] We made recommendations designed to assist management with ensuring that the intenl of
!he FAR requirements are consistently understood and implemented across the complex,
and that awareness of prohibitions against business development activities by contractors is
improved. We also recommended that a determination be made with regard to the
allowability of the costs ossociated with consulting agreements involving HWC, LLC, 10
include the rcco'llcry of any costs determined to be unallowable. rinally, we concluded that
these matters should be considered in the contractor foe detcrmi1rntions 1 even if retroactive
actions arc necessary.
~~ At the conclusion of our inspection, we briefed Department management on the results of

our inspection. Subsequently, both the Sandia and Los Alamos Field Offices issued a
Notice of lnlcnt to Disallow Cost associated with agreements awarded to HWC, LLC by
their respective she contractors. We also briefed Federal management omcials at the
Nevada National Security Site nnd Oak Ridge National Laboratory on our results.
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Audit Report on Follow-up Audit on Term Assignments of Contmctors (A l2GTO I J)
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··················-········-····················t..;;;.;;;;;;;;::::..:::::.::::::=--------....,..,,..,,........,.....,-.---,~~ The estimated cost of nil facility
contractor term assigmneots to Washington, DC for Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 was over $37
million.
~;,: Our 2005 report on

Management of Facility Contractors Assigned to /he Washington, DC

Area, (DOE/IG-0710) identified issues related to term assignments such as insufficient
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSU:ED TUTS WEEK:

OTl-IIm AUDITS:

llliCOVJ.:H.Y ACT INFORMATION:

SJGNIFICANT lNSPECTlON ACTIVITY:

OTHI•:H TNsn:cnoN ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATfSTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHEH ACTION LETTER lSSUED:

Tl~ArNTNG:

ACTION rTF.M RF.PORTS ATTACHIW:

OTHER MATTERS:

The Oak Ridge Inspections group had the opportunity to work withl
m mmmmrnmlwho.
mm mis anl--m·m-- -land a member of the Future Leaders program for a 30-day
rotation. As a pa11 of the future leaders program,Objective.wasto etanovervir;;wQL
how the Office of Inspector General Office of Inspections operates.
-- rov.edJo
be an excellent tit with the team and jumped right in and lea med as muc as - -ould-m
withinashorl-periodeftime;lm-m_m_
had the opportunity to see how we plan and
conduct inspections, interview, prepare working papers and brief internally (DIGAI, AJGS
and Director) and externally (Manager ORO, General Counsel, as well as an entrance
Ci1
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We want to welcome Rushin Patel to the Los Alamos Audit Group, Western Audits
Division. Rushin is an Air Force veteran and recent graduate of Kean University, where he
earned a Dachelor of Science degree in accounting. Rushin is new to New Mexico and
plans on taking up landscape photography and biking.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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April 19 - May 10, 2013

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Examination Reports on Selected Sub-grantees of the Department of Energy's American
Recoverv and Reinvestment Act. llf/nols State Energy Program (OAS-RA-13-19, Aprll 30, ·

2013}
The Department of Energy'~ (Department} State Energy Program (SEP) provides grants to
states, territories, and the District of Columbia to support energy priorities and fund
projects that meet their uniquC! energy needs. The American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act of 2009 {Recovery Act) significantly expanded the SEP by providing an additional $3.1
billion. The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) was
allocated $101.3 million in Recovery Act SEP funds, and allocated the funds to 8 separate
programs funding more than 138 projects. Office of Inspector General contracted with
an independent c~rtified public accountant firm to perform examinations of four selected
sub-grantees to test compliance with Federal and State laws, regulations and program
gtiidance.
The examinations found that the Association of Illinois Electric Cooperatives did not
adequately monitor member cooperatives to ensure delivery of energy efficiency
upgrc1des or services performed for which rebates were issued. Additionally, Bley, LLC did
not comply with Recovery Act requirements to separately track costs and ma><imize
competition In equipment purchases, and Funk Linko, Inc. did not properly account for its
cost matching and maximize competition in equipment purc_hases. Further, Abengoa
Bioenergy Operations, LLC (Abengoa) could not fully support that it had complied with
Recovery /\ct requirements to separately identify costs, pay prevailing wages In
accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act, and ensure competition in awarding subcontracts.
In addition to compliance issues Identified, we are concerned about Illinois' practice of
providing Recovery Act funds to projects that had already been completed. Although not
expressly prohibited, we questioned whether providing funds for completed projects met
the intent of the Recovery Act to stimulate the economy and create or save jobs. The
Department concurrcd with the recommendations and committed to implementing
corrective actions. Regarding !llinois' practice of providing Recovery Act funds to
completed projects, the Department responded that the costs were incurred during the
allowable time frame for the grant, and stated that it had been assured by DCEO that all
other projects were consistent with the intent of the Recovery Act legislation and that the
costs were incurred within the Recovery Act timcframe.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Home Office Expenses Submitted by FluCJr Federal Services, Inc., on
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC's U.S. Department of Energy Management &
Qyeratlnq (M&O} Contract No. DE·AC09·08SR22470 {OAS·L-13·08, Aprll 19, 2013)
The Oepar.tment awarded Management and Operating {M&O) Contract No. OE-AC090SSR22470 to Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC (SRNS), a for-profit joint venture,
established between Fluor Federal Services, Inc. (Fluor}, Newport News Nuclear, Inc., and
Honeywell International. SRNS commenced performance on the M&O contract on August
1, 2008. Fluor has a majority share In the joint venture.
The Office of Inspector General (DIG) contracted with an independent certified public
accounting firm to assess the accuracy and completeness of the results and conclusions
reported by SRNS lntem(ll Audit on its Corporate Reachbock Floor Check Review of
invoices for loaned employees from Fluor. Additional testing was performed on an
invoiced fluor 11 loaned. employee'* to determine '#hether home office .expenses were
included in the invoiced costs, and if so, quantify the amount of questioned costs. The
SRNS contract, Clause H·20, entitled Home Office Expenses, states "Home office expenses,
whether direct or Indirect, re!atlng to activities of the Contractor are unallowabte, except
as otherwise specifically provided in the Contract or specifically agreed to in writing by the
Contracting Officer consistent with DEAR 970.3102-3-70. 11
The firm concliJdP-d that the results and conclusions reported by SRNS Internal Audit on its
Corporate Reachback Floor Check Review of Invokes for loaned employees from Fluor was
accurate and complete as they related to their audit objectives. The results disclosed that
SRNS' costs incurred for contract Df-AC09-08SR22470, for the period August 1, 2008
through August 21, 2012, included home office expenses of $1,256,481 and $36,763 in
Facilities Capital Cost of Money resulting from ifs use of Fluor loaned employees.
Subsequent to the completion of audit field work, the Savannah River Operations Office
Contracting Officer Initiated action to disallow the $1,256A81 in home office expenses.
Therefore, no recommendations were made in this report .
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Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost AIJowabJJ/ty for Oak Ridge Associated
Universities, Inc. under Department of E.nergy {May 6, ~013)
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An entrance conference was held on Thursday, M<iy 9, 2013 regarding the Audit of Work
for Others at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos} under Department
Contract No. DE- AC52-06NA25396. The objective of this audit is to assess the Internal
control structure in the current environment of Los Alamos and to determine whether it is
effective in achieving the current goals and objectives of the Work for Others Program,
The OIG has engaged KPMG, LLP to perform the subject ~udit. In attendance were
representatives from the OIG, KPMG, DOE Headquarters, the National Nuclear Security
Administrations' Office of Field Financial Management, Los Alamos Field Office, and Los
Alamos' contractor,

8.N.NQUNCEMENTS:
•

The Oak Ridge Audit Group, Eastern Audit Division, welcomes Bruce Kan to the IG's office.
Bruce earned his Dachelor's degree in Accounting from the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte. His recent work experience included a 1 year internship with TIAA CREF, a fullservice financial services company. In his spare time, Bruce is looking forward to
becoming a member of the Oak Ridge Community Orchestra as a violinlst.

•

The Eastern Audit Division 1s Oak Ridge Technology Audit Group welcomed Mr. Charles
Eggers. Charles earned Bachelor's Degrees in Accounting and Computer Science from the
University of North Carolina · Charlotte. Prior to joining the OIG, he worked for three
years as a Revenue Agent for the Internal Revenue Service in Hickory, NC, In his spare
time, Charles enjoys spending time with his wife and traveling. The team is excited to
have him on board.
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May 13 - 24, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Examination Report on South Carolina Energy Office - Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
axJ!J(OAS-RA-13-21, May 14 1 2013)
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was enacted to
promote economic prosperity through job creation and encourage Investment in the
Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant (EECBG) Program received about $3.2 billion to assist in implementing
strategies to reduce fossil fuel emissions, decrease total energy use of local governments,
Improve energy efficiency and create jobs.
The South Carolina Energy OHice (SCEO) is responsible for operating the State or South
Carolina's energy efficiency programs and for administering EECBG Program funding. The
SCEO recelved about $9.6 million that was allocated as block grants to units of local
government and competitive gfants that support energy efficiency projects.

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) contracted with an independent certified public
accounting firm to examfne SCEO's compliance with Federal and State laws, regulations and
program guidelines applicable to the EECBG Program. The examination found that SCEO
complied in all material respects with the requirements and guidelines relative to the EECBG
Program for the period September 30, 2009 through December 31, 2011. There were no
fin dings and recommendations as a result of this examination .
(b)(6)
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Special Review of Cost Incentives for the Department's C/eanflp Contract In Idaho (OASRA-13-20, May 13, 2013)
In Fiscal Year 2005, the Department of Energy (Department) awarded a Cost-Plus-lnccntivcFee contract to CH2M • WG Idaho, LLC (CWI) to lead environmental cleanup of its Idaho
National Laboratory site. The contract originally ran from May 1, 2005 through September
30, 2012, and has been extended for 3 years to September 30, 2015. The contract had a
target cost of $2. 7 billion and a target fee of $196 million (7.36 percent of target cost). The
contract Includes an additional incentive if work Is completed under target cost.
In addition to the target work to be completed within the contract, additional non-target
work was allowed under Section B.S of the contract. The contractor Initially anticipated
that the amount of additional non·target work would be approximately $89 million;
however, the <1mount of non-target work completed ultimately increased to about $510
million, with the largest increase attributable to work funded under the Recovery Act. The

Department and CWI are now negotiating to close out the agreed upon scope of work
covered by the contract performance period that ended September 30, 2012, and to
calculntc fee based upon the cost to complete this work.
During our review, nothing came to our attention to indicate that General and
Administrative (G&A) costs had not been properly allocated to the non-target work. In
accorda.nce with its Cost Accounting Disclosure Statement, CWI allocated about $128
million in G&A expenses to its non-target work, about $88 million more than originally
planned, which reduced the G&A expense allocated to CWl's target work and thereby
reducing the total costs of target work. Additionally, the contractor contends the allocation
served to re<;luce the actual cost of target work scope, and as a consequence, it is entitled to
earn fee at the target work scope rate on the allocated amount. However, we learned that
the Department disagreed with impact of the G&A allocation on the incentive fee and was
in a dispute with CWI regarding its overall fee. Based on the totality of the Information we
reviewed, we c:onduded that the contract modifications accepted by CWI discfosed that its
fee earning potential In this area was undefinitized. Management concurred with our
recommendation and indicated that corrective action has been initiated.
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Audit Report on The Use of Staff Auqmentati'on Subcontracts at the Notional Nuclear
Security Administration's Mixed Oxide Fuef Fabrication Facility (DOE/IG-0887, May 14,

2013)
Shaw AREVA MOX Services, LLC !MOX Services} is responsible for the design and
construction of the National Nuclear Security Administration's (NNSA) nearly $5 billion
Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility (MOX Project) at the Savannah River Site near Aiken,
South Carolina. The facility will remove impurities from surplus weapons-grade plutonium
and mix it with depleted uranium oxide to form fuel pellets for commercial nuclear power
reactors.
MOX Services used staff augmentation subcontracts to fill professional, technical and
administrative support service positions on an as-needed basis on the MOX Project.
Acc:ording to MOX Services officials, a shortage of qualified personnel in the local area
necessitated the use of "temporary" subcontract employees. The OIG received a complaint
alleging a variety of problems involving temporary llvJng expenses, overtime hours, as well
as the appropriateness of staff augmentation labor rates.
We substantiated the allegation that MOX Services billed and NNSA reimbursed payments
to subcontractors for excessive temporary living expenses. Specifically, since January 2007,
MOX Services was reimbursed about $3.7 million for inappropriate temporary living
expenses for staff augmentation employment. Additionally, we did not substantiJtc the
allegations concerning the pricing and payment of regular and overtime hours for staff
augmentation subcontracts from Fiscal Years 2007 through 2011.
These excessive and unncccssnry costs occurred, nt least in part, because MOX Services
eliminated the portion of its policy that limited the cost and duration of staff augmentation

subcontract employee temporary living expenses. This was compounded by the fact that
NNSA had riot effectively monitored MOX Servlces' management of the staff augmentation
subcontracts. In response, NNSA management concurred with our recommendations and
identified actions it had taken. or planned to improve management of the temporary living
expense component of staff augmentation subcontracts at the MOX Project.
(b)(6)
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•

Draft Inspection Report on fol/ow-up on Characterizati'on Wells at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (51215014, May 16, 2013)
Since the early 1940s, Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) has conducted
experimental research on the development of nuclear weapons and explosive materials.
These activities have resulted in the generation and disposal of a variety of hazardous,
radioactive, and solid wastes. Los Alamos has disposed of these wastes in septic systems,
pits, surface impoundments, trenches, shafts, landfills, and waste piles at the facility.
Cont~minants such as plutonium, americium, and tritium have been detected in soils and
sediments at the facility and in groundwater beneath the facility. In 1998, Los Alamos
developed a Workplan that established the basis for characterizing the hydrogeo!ogic
system beneath the facility, determining whether the concentration or contaminants in
groundwater exceeded regulatory limits. lmplementatlon or the Workplan required the
installation of 32 regional aquifer wells, commonly referred to as characterization wells.
In our September 2005 report on Characterization Wells at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
{DOE/IG-0703), we noted that the use of mud rotary drilling methods during well
construction was contrary to specific constraints established in Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act guidance. We also noted that muds and other drllling fluids that remained In
certain wells after construction created a chemical environment that could mask the
presence of radionuclide contamination and compromise the reliability of groundwater
contamination data. We Initiated this revlew to dC?termine [f Los Alamos had taken action
to Improve Its characterization well process.
Our inspection found that Los Alamos had taken action designed to improve the
management of its characterization well program. Specifically, we noted that Los Alamos
no longer uses mud rotary drilling methods during well construction, and appropriate steps
have been taken to ensure data derived from monitoring wells is reliable. y.Je also found
that responsibility for the monitoring well program had been transferred to the New Mexico
Environmental Department (NMED). Additionally, we found that appropriate steps had
been taken to ensure data derived from monitoring wells is more reliable.
We determined that concerns over the reliability of contamination data identified in our
2005 report were addressed by the changes in well drilling processes and the discontinued
use of well screens that had been found to be unreliable. Because of the progress we
observed, we are not making recommendations or suggestions.
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• . Draft Audit Report on Costs Incurred by Selected Tribal Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant Recipients {Al2RA004, May 20, 2013)
Under the Recovery Act, the Department's EEC BG Program received $3.2 billion to Improve
energy efficiency and reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions. The Department's Office
of Energy Efficiency and Renewabte Energy allocated about $2.7 billion of the funds using a
population-driven formula to over 2,000 entities including states and territories, cities and
counties, and Native American tribes. Approximately $54.8 million of these funds were
allocated to 574 individual Native American tribes with awards ranging from $25,000 to
over $6 million.
The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority {NTUA), the Cherokee Nation, Muscogee Creek Nation,
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, and Chickasaw Nation received the largest tribal EE:CBG
grants. The grants totaled $13.9 million and represented approxtmately 25 percent of the
total EECBG funds awarded to Native American tribes. As of December 31, 2012,
approximately $12 millron of these funds had been expended by the rive recipients. The
Department classified the five recipients as "at risk" for financial capability based on
significant deficiencies and/or material weaknesses contained in their most current audit
reports issued pursuant to Ortice of Management and Budget Circular A-133. To mitigate its
risk, the Department required the recipients to submit requests for reimbursement to the
Department for approval rather than allowing the tribes to draw cash advances.
We initiated this audit to determine whether costs incurred by selected trlbal recipients
were reasonable, allocable and allowable in accordance with applicable laws, regulations
and EECSG Program guidance. Our review identified $518,994 in questionable costs
reimbursed by the Department to two of the five largest tribal recipients of EECBG funds.
Specifically, we found that NTUJ\ did not follow applicable Federal regulations or have
adequate support related to atlocability and allowability for $517,794 in costs reimbursed
by the Department for consulting, legal and administrative costs, Additionally, the Choctaw
Nation of .Oklahoma hcid been reimbursed $1,200 by the Department for one duplicative
travel expense which was subsequently resolved when we brought the matter to its
attention. Further, one tribal recipient that was not included in our sample of transactions
at the five largest recipients had a cash advance in the amount of $11,100 for a period of 17
months in violation of Federal regulations related to disbursement of cash advances. We
did not identify any. questioned costs for sample transactions we reviewed at the Cherokee
Nation, Muscogee Creek Nation, and Chickasaw Nation.
The majority of questioned costs were the result of NTUA's failure to follow its own policies.
and procedures related to procurement of services, to adequately review legal expenditures
charged to the grant prior to seeking reimbursement, and to adhere to Federal regulations
requiring the adequate support of allowable administrative charges. NTUA also
misinterpreted EECBG Program guidance regarding the allocation of administrative costs.
The Choctaw Nation of Okfahoma's duplicate reimbursement request resulted from the

tribe not adequately reviewing charges to the grant prior to seeking reimbursement from
the Department. The unllquldated cash advance resulted from the tribe drawine in excess
of its immediate cash needs and the Department's failure to take corrective action.
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:

No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

On Monday, May 6, 2013, Lilian Bain joined the Livermore Office of Inspections. Lilian
comes to us from the Space Coast Credit Union In Miami Gardens, Florida, where she
worked for over 9 years. Lilian received her Bachelor's Degree In Math Education in 2000,
with a minor in Physics Education, from San Marcos Natfonal University in Lima, Peru. She
earned her ,Master's Degree in Accounting in 2011 from Nova Southeastern University in
Davie-Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. In her free time, Lilian enjoys walklng, exercising, and
watching movies. We welcome Lilian to the OIG family.

•

The O!G is now on Twitter I Follow us at: @EnergyOIG

•

The OIG has begun the process of replacing the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking
System (EIGPT}. We have contracted with Edgewater Technologies to conduct a Needs
Assessment to help document our work processes and determine how technology can make
the processes more efficient.
We have also created an iPortal page so employees can actively participate in the effort to
replace EIGPT. Discussion questions have been posted on the E!GPT Replacement iPortal
~under the "Discussions" tab, please join in! If you do not have an iPortal account, from
the iPortal home page click on the "I need to request an !Portal account" link.
Information on the EIGPT Replacement process can also be found on the IGComm under the
''EIGPT Replacement" tab on the home page. If you do not have an Intranet account, please

<:.antac4 . . . . .
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Please use these tools to actively participate ln this process. Also, feel free to post
questions regarding the project on the EIGP:r Replacement iPortal page under the
"Discussions" tab, or send your questions to the EIGPT mailbox at igneweipgt@hq.doe.gov.
•

The 2013 Annual Cybersecurity Awareness Course must be completed by June 21, 2013.
This training is mandatory for all Federal employees. To access the course, logon to the
Online learning Center and search for "2013 Annual Cybersecurity Awareness."
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Audit Report on The Office of Environmental Management's Disposition of Transuranic

Waste

{OAS·L-13-09, May 28, 2013}

The Waste Isolation PHot Plant is the Department of Energy's (Department) underground
repository for contact-handled and remote-handled transuranic waste. The Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant land Withdrawal Act limits its total capacity for transuranic waste to
175,600 cubic meters (ml), of which no more than 7,080 m 3 can be remote-handled
waste. In October 1999, the New Mexico Environment Department granted a Hazardous
Waste Faclllty Permit to the Department to begin storage and disposal of TRU waste,
although remote-handled disposal did not commence until 2007.
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2011, the Office of Environmental Management 1EM) established a
strategic goal, in addition to operational goals, to complete disposition of 90 percent of
the Department's legacy transuranic waste by the end of FY 2015. While EM is also
responsible for the transuranic waste that the Department continues to generate, newly
generated waste is not speclttcally Included in the strategic goal. To achieve the 90
percent goal, EM needed to dispose of approximately 40,000 mJ of waste, or an average
of 8,000 ml per year. The planned annual metric was reduced to 6,000 m 3 for FY 2012
and 4/iOO m3 for FY 2013 because of funding limitations.
We found that while EM had made progress in meeting its operational disposal goals, it

was not on track to meet its goal to dispose of 90 percent of the Department's legacy
transuranic waste by the end of FY 2015. In particular, EM faces a number of challenges
in meetine its planned 90 percent waste disposal goal by 2015. Additionally, without
further modifications to the repository or existing waste disposal practices, the Wziste
Isolation Pilot Plant may not have capacity for disposal of the current remote-handled
Inventory. EM has identified alternative actions to alleviate the challenges facing the
transuranic waste disposition program.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on The Department of Energy Vehlcle Technologies Program's $135 Miiiion In
Funding to Ecotallty, Inc. (A13HQ001, May 31, 2013}

The Department's Vehicle Technologies Program aims. to decrease U.S. oil dependence by
developing and deploying advanced transportation technologies. Historically, this
Program had been allocated about $300 million annually; however, the scope was
significantly increased when the Program received about $2.8 billion in funds as part of
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act).
Over a 6-year period, the Program awarded three financlal assistance agreements to
subsidiary companies of Ecotality, Inc. (recipient). The Program awarded the recipient
about $35 million from 2005 to 2011, for two multi-year projects to test and evaluate
advanced tP.chnoJogy vehicles. In 2009, the recipient was awarded a Recovery Act grant
for about $100 million for electric vehicle demonstration and infrastructure evaluation.
For this award, the recipient planned to install three different types of charging stations
(two commercial and one residential) for electric vehicles in various geographlcal regions
around the country. Consumers and busine5ses that enrolied in the project received a
charging station paid for through the grant as well as a credit toward installation costs.
Our review identified opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the Department's
administration of its awards to the recipient. Specifically, we noted that the Department
had not adequately documented its consideration of alternatives before making
significant changes to the recipient's Recovery Act project. Additionally, the Department
had not ensured that the selection of commercial charging station locations was based on
a process that advanced the goals of the project, and that the recipient's awards were
finaliied in a timely manner.
Furlher, we did not identify specific evidence. indicating that the cost-share concept was
prohibited under Federal regulations. We did note that the cost-~hare arrangement was
unusual and that it provided the recipient with a very generous cost-share credit. The
audit did not identify any Issues with the Department's development and appHcation of
procedures for the solicitation, merit review, and .selection of the recipient. To address
the issues we observed, we made several recommendations designed to Improve the
management of this and similar projects.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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•

Audit Report on Cost Transfers at the Department's Sodium Beadng Waste Treatment
Facility ConstrucHon Project (A121DOS3, May 31, 2013)
In 2005, the Department awarded the Idaho Cleanup Project contract to CH2M + WG ,
Idaho, UC (CWI) to re mediate the Idaho National Laboratory. The Sodium Bearing Waste
Treatment Facility construction project was included in the contract scope, The primary
mission of this facility was to treat approximately 900,000 gallons of radioactivc sodium
bearing liquid waste at a Federal baseline cost of $461 million, which was approved in
December 2006. This facility was constructed to treat the liquid waste for ultimate
disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and was also designed to treat high level
radioactive waste, referred to as calcine waste, at an unspecified future point in time.

Due to significant cost escalation, the Department approved a revised Federal project
baseline in January 2009, to a cost of $571 million and a completion date of August 2011.
Between April and November 2010, CWI made seven funding determinations, transferring
$13.1 million to other non-project operational accounts from the $571 million approved
project cost. In January 2011, the Department approved a revision to the project baseline
that delayed project completion to December 2011, but did not change the project's
estimated costs. As part of its approval of additional revisions to the project baseline, the
Department required further review of the transfers by the Office of Environmental
Management and the Department's Office of Acquisition and Project Management.
Although the Office of Envrronmental Management agreed with the transfers,. the Office
of Acquisition and Project Management questioned the appropriateness of the transfers.
Subsequently, the Department requested that the Office of Inspector General determine
whether the transferred costs were direct project costs that should have remained with
the project.

We found that three of the seven cost transfers totaling $7.9 million represented direct
costs of the project as defined by Cost Accounting Standards, CW l's normal charging.
practices, and the Department's Financial Management Handbook. As such, we
concluded that the costs should not have been transferred. We also found that four of
the sC!vcn cost transfers valued at $5.2 million were for activities that were not direct .
project costs or had been appropriately shared pro rata with other projects in accordance
with Department and CWI accounting and project management principles.

.

We made recommendations designed to help ensure that the cost transfers are reversed
Into the llne item construction project account and that all project cost transfers are .
consistent with Cost Accounting Standards and the Department's Financial M;:magement
Handbo.ok .
(b)(6)
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Examination Report on Common w_ea/th of Puerto Rico Energy A/fairs Administration Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program Funds Provided by the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (A12RA005, May 29, 2013)

The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
EECOG Program received $3.2 billion to develop, promote, implement and man·age energy
efficiency and consNvat!on projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel
emissions, reduce total energy use of the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency
in the transportation, building and other appropriate sectors.
The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Energy Affairs Administration (Puerto Rico} received a
$9.6 million formula Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) grant award,
which was to be expended over a 3-year period from September 21, 2009 through
September 20, 2012. Puerto Rico requested and received an extension of its grant to
March 31; 2013.

The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public
accounting firm, Lopez and Company, LLP (Lopez}, to express an opinion on the Puerto
R!co's compliance with Federal and Commonwealth of Puerto Rico laws, regulations and
program guidelines applicable to the EECBG Program.
The examination found that Puerto Rico did not know the status of and had not
maintained supporting documentation for four cash advances totaling $449,000 to ensure
funds were used for allowable costs. While Puerto Rico ultimately provided the
supporting documentation after multiple requests and over a year later, Lopez found two
of the four sub-grantees had not expended funds totaling $367,116 within 3 days as
required by Federal regulations. Further, based on a review of two Agency quarterly job
reports, Lopez found that the documentation maintained for one quarter did not agree
with Puerto Rico's report and for the other quarter, the support did not contain
information for all sub-grantees for us to con~lude on the accuracy of the figure.
The report also includes an advisory comment regarding a control deficiency that that was
not significant enough to adversely affect Puerto Rico's ability to record, process,
summarize and report data reliably. Specifically, Puerto Rico could not support the
estimates used to allocate $242,258 or administrative labor costs charged to the EECBG
grant.
The report makes recommendations to Puerto Rico to improve the administration of its
EEC BG Program. Puerto Rico provided comments that generally did not agree with the
findings and did not specifically respond to the recommendations. As such, the
Department needs to pursue the matters discussed in the report with Puerto Rico, ~swell
as Its plans to improve administration of its EECBG Program.
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:

No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The 2013 Annual Cybcrsecurity Awareness Course must be completed by June 21, 2013.
This training is mandatory for all Federal employees. To access the course, !ogon to the
Online Learning Centar and search for "2013 Annual Cybersecurity Awareness.''

•

As noted in a recent email message, final report packages are no longer required when
reports are issued.
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June 3 - June 7, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Inspection Report on

Concerns with Consulting Contrqct Administration at Various

Department Sites (DOE/IG-0889, June 7, 2013}
The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) requested that we conduct a review to
determine whether a consulting agreement awarded to Heather Wilson and Company, LLC
(HWC), by Los Alamos National Laboratory {Los Alamos) was appropriately administered and
managed. Specifically, we were asked lo determine whether: (1) work products
(deliverables) were produced In return for monthly payments to HWC of $10,000; {2)
invoices included Itemized charges, as required by the agreement; (3) there was overlap
between the services provldP.d and work products produced by HWC on consulting
agreements awarded by Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the Nevada National Security Site; and (4) an NNSA Contracting Officer was
subjected to "pressure" when Los Alamos National Security, LLC, the Management and
Operating contractor for Los Alamos, requested authorization to enter Into an agreement

with HWC.
Our inspection identified serious concerns with the administration and management of
agreements with HWC for advice and consultation provided to senior managers at four
Department contractor-operated sites. Specifically, our testing revealed that the four facility
contractors paid approximately $450,000 to HWC even though they did not receive evidence_
that work performed under the agreements had been completed. These payments were
fully reimbursed by the Government.
The issues identified in this report occurred because contractor officials responsible for
crafting and administering the consulting agreements either did not incorporate, or failed to
enforce, the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulation into the agreements with
HWC. Management generally agreed with our findings and recommendations and indicated
it was in the process of implementing or completing corrective actions. Management
indicated that the Department has already recovered $442,877 from its contractors of the
approximately $464,203 paid to HWC, and Is reviewing the allowability of the additional
amounts .
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Inspection Report on Alleged Nepotism and Wasteful Spending in the Office of Energ11.
Efficiency and Renewable Energv. (DOE/IG·0888, June 6, 2013)
The Department of Energy !Department) administers various hiring programs designed to
generate a pipeline of talent to replenish its workforce and to maintain overall workforce

vitality. One of those programs is the Student Temporary Employment Program (STEP),
which provides opportunities for students to gain work experience, while enhancing their
awareness of the Department's mission and functions. STEP appointments are exempted
from the usual competitive selection examining procedures; however, this does not negate
the responsibility for ensuring a fair and open competitive process during the selection of
STEP p;irticipants. While the Office of the Chier Human Capital OHicer provides variou~
hiring related services to a number of program offices, selection authority is vested in
individual program offices.
Recently, the Office of Inspector General {OIG) received allegations that a senior Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) official had violated these regulations by: (1)
engaging in n~potism by advocating for his three chlldren to obtain STEP employment at the
Department; and (2) wasting funds by enrolling two of the three children in costly training
courses unrelated to their duties as STEP interns.
Our inspection substantiated the allegation that the senior EERE official was actively Involved
in securing STEP intern appointments at the Department for his three college-aged children.
The allegation related to enrolling his children in inappropriate training was not
substantiated, Nepotism or even its appearance can have a decidedly negative impact on
morale within an organlzatlon. As is readily apparent, providing lnappropriate advantages
for relatives of Federal employees damages the integrity of the competitive process and
erodes public trust in the Federal hiring process. Management concurred with the
recommendations in the report to strengthen Internal controls over hiring processes within
the Department.
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Audit Report on The Hvdroqen Enerqv California Project (OAS-RA-13-22, June 6, 2Q13)
Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, the Department's Office or
Fossil Energy reccivC!d $3.4 blllion to focus on the resecirch, development and deployment or
technologles to use coal more cleanly and efflclcntly, In September 2009, the Department
approved a cooperative agreement award with a Government contribution of $308 million
to Hydrogen Energy C~lifornla, LLC (HECI\) to construct a commercial power plant to
demonstrate the capture and underground storage of c;:arbon dioxide. The project was
expected to be completed in November 2018, at a total cost of about $2.8 billion.
In Marcil 2011, after th.e Department and HECA spent approximate!•, $75 mlflion, HECA's
orlginal recipients notified the Department that they intended to terminate the agrecmC!nt
because the project did not meet their requirements for economic viability. With the
Department's assistance, J-IECA found new owners that believed the project could be
economlcally viabl.e. In September 2011, the Department modified the cooperative
agreement and increased total project cost to approximately $4 billion with a Department
cost share of $408 million. We initiated this audit to determine whether the Department
effectively managed the modification of the HECA cooperative agreement and subsequent
cost share activities.

Our audit found that the project Is progressing; however, In our view, the Department Is
managing 1-lECA at an increased risk level. We noted tharthe modified cooperative
agreement actually represented a substantial Increase In upfront risk to the Department by
allowing HECA to substantia!ly decrease its cost share in the early stages of the project. As
such, the Department is at risk of expending $133 million for its share of project costs in the
first phase without it being completed if the recipient is unable to obtain funding for the next
project phase. To help mitigate the risks identified in the HECA project, we provided
suggestions to ensure similar situations do not recur and improve the management of
cooperative agreements .
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Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowobillty for UT-Batte/le, LlC under
Deportment of Energy Contract No. DE-AC05-000R22725 during Fiscal Year 2010 (OAS·V·
13-11, June 4, 2013)
Since 2000, UT-llattellc, LLC (UT-Battelle) has managed and operated the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (Oak Ridge) under contract with the Department. Oak Ridge is the largest science
and energy national laboratory in the Department. During Fiscal Year (FY) 2010, UT-Battelle
incurred arid claimed $1,508,252,172. As an Integrated management and operating
contractor, UT-Battellc's financial accounts are integrated with those of the Department, and
the results of transactions are reported monthly according to a uniform set of accounts. UTBattelle is required by Its contract to account for all funds advanced by the Department
annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed, to safeguard assets in its care, and
to claim only allowable costs.
Consistent with the Cooperative Audit Strategy, UT-Battelle is requirnd by its contract to
maintain an Internal Audit activity with responsibility for conducting audits, including audits
of the allow.ability of Incurred costs. In addition, UT-Battelle fs required to conduct or
arrange for audits of its subcontractors when costs incurred are a factor in det~rmining the
amount payable to a subcontractor.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable! cost
related audit work performed by UT-Battelle 1s Internal Audit could not be relied upon. We
did not identify any material internal control weaknesses with cost allowablllty audits, which
generally met Institute of Internal Auditors Standards. We found that UT-Battell~'s lntemal
Audit questioned costs of $148,448 In FY 2010, which were subsequently resolved and
reimburs~d to the Department as required. However, we identified other performance
related issues which need to be addressed to ensure that only allowable costs are claimed by
and reimbursed to the contractor. For instance, UT-Battelle did not always conduct or
arrange for audits or its subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor Jn determining the
amount payable to subcontractors. Thus, incurred costs totaling $66,267, 764 are considered
unmsolvcd pending audit. Further, questioned costs identified in 2010 are still unresolved.
Specifically, during FY 2010, the Defense Contract Audit Agency Issued an audit report that
questioned subcontract costs of $38,122, which remained unresolved as of May 2013.

Management generally agreed with the report and recommendations, and stated that UTBattelle will revise their Internal Audit Implementation Design to incorporate a risk-based
approach to subcontract audit. However, management's comments did not address
resolving the subcontract costs pending audit ldentlfied in this review .
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

Congratulations to Shiji Thomas of the Headquarters Audit Group and Matt Robinson of the
Pittsburgh Audit Group for passing all sections of the CPA exam I We are very proud of his
success and dedication to completing th ls major accomplishment.

•

On May 28, 2013, summer intern Bryan Lazu joined the Office of Inspections In Washington,
DC. Bryan is currently enrolled at the University of Puerto Rico at Humaco and anticipates
graduating in May 2014 with a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration. Bryan is a
member of the University's Honor Program as well as the Accounting Student Association.
Bryan will work with the Office of Inspections over the next 10 weeks.

•

Aja Woods to the Office of Audits in Washington, DC on May 28, 2013. Aja is an intern
assigned to the Headquarters Audit Group for the next 10 weeks. Aja is an accounting
student at Jackson State University in Mississippi. She aspires to complete her current
studies, continue to <! Master's Program, and eventually become a CPA Aja is a President
and Dean's List Scholar and a Full Academic Scholarship recipient. She Is also very active
within the community through elementary school programs, food programs, and the choir.

•

The 2013 Annual Cybersecurity Awareness Course must be completed by June 21, 2013. Thls
training is mandatory for all Federal employees. To access the course, logon to the Online
Learning Center and search for "2013 Annual Cybersecurity f\wareness."
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June 10 - June 141 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Draft Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Appl/once and Equipment Standards
Program (A120N0301 June 12, 2013)
The Em~rgy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 established a national-level energy
conservation program for major appliances and called for setting efficiency targets. This Act,
along with subsequent Acts, established mandatory energy efficiency and water
conservation standards (minimum standards) for 42 residential and 24 commercial products
and equipment. The Department of Energy's (Department) Appliance and Equipment
Standards Program (Standards Program} is responsible for setting mandatory minimum
standards and establlshing test procedures for measuring energy efficiency and water
conservation. In 2010, the Department established the Office of Enforcement, within the
Office of General Counsel, to enforce manufacturers' compliance with minimum standards
and certification requirements.
Ovr audit found opportunities for improvement in the administration of the Standards
Program. Specifically, we found the Department had not always ensured manufacturers
certified thelr products to meet the minimum standards as required by Federal regulations.
Further, the Department had not always annually re-certified their products as required by
Federal regulations.
Additionally, the Department could not demonstrate that it had provided adequate oversight
of the Manufacturer Impact Analysis, a key work-product used by program officials to
develop/set minimum standards. We also noted that the Department had not met manv of
!ts legislatlve deadlines for the establishment of test procedures and minimum standards.
As a result of our audit, the Department initiated actions to address the 23 uncertified
products and 6 products that had not been re-certified by either establishine a new
enforcement case or addressing the uncertified products through existing enforcement
cases. As of January 2013, the Department had completed enforcement actions on three of
the products we ref eued to it for enforcement and assessed penalties total Ing $24,000. To
address the issues we identified, we made recommendations to Improve the Standards
Program.
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Draft Audit Report on The Deportment of Energy's Administration of Biomass Project

(Al20R038, June 14, 2013)
Biomass is the single largest source of renewable energy in the United States. Biomass
technologies convert fuels developed from various feed stocks to heat and/or electricity and
can be used in place or fossil fuels in most energy applications, such as steam boilers, water
heaters, generators and gas turbines. Under an Energy Savings Performance Contract
(ESPC), a private-sector energy services company develops, finances and installs energy
improvement projects, such as a biomass project, on a Federal site in exchange for a shan'! of
future savings over the contract term.

To help achieve renewable energy goals and realize energy cost savings, in 201/., the
Department began operating two new biomass facilities located at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (Oak Ridge} and the Savannah River Site. The $65 million Oak Ridge Biomass
Gasification Steam Plant replaced four of the Laboratory's six natural gas boilers, and will be
supplemented by the remalning two gas boilers to provide steam for the laboratory's
thermal needs. The new $164 million Biomass Cogeneration Facility at the Savannah River
Site replaced the 1950s era coal plant, and was designed to provide enough steam capacity
to satisfy the Site's thermal requirements and a significant portion of the electrlcal demand.
Our review of the ES PC-financed Si om ass Projects at Oak Ridge and the Savannah River Site
disclosed that the Savannah River Site had generally developed and administered its Biomass
facility in an eHective manner. We found, however, planning and operational Issues with
the Oak Ridge Biomass Plant could cause the Department to incur over $67 million more
than necessary over the life of the project.
The problems identified with the Oak Ridge Biomass Plant were due in part to inadequate
guidance and oversight. We have made several recommendations desl~ncd to not only
assist the Department with planning, designing and operating future ESPCs and biomass
facilities, but also assist with ongoing biomass projects .
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES;
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCE,.M._ENTS:
•

Lindsey Poppe started with the Richland Audit Group June 17, 2013. Lindsey is a recent
graduate of central Washington University in Ellensburg, Washington, where snc received
her Master of Professional Accountancy degree and Bachelor's degree in Accounting. She is
currently studying for the CPA Exam. Her interests include volunteering, going to the gym,
and spending time with family and friends.

•

The 2013 Annual Cybcrsecurity Awareness Course must be completed by June 21, 2013. This
training is mandatory for all Federal employees. To access the course, logon to the Onllne
Learning Center and search for 11 2013 Annual Cybersecurlty Awareness."
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June 17 - June 21, 2013

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Examination Report on Area Community Services Employment and Training C2u.ncilWeatherlzatlon Assistance Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 {OAS·RA-13-23, hme 18, 2013}
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 {Recovery Act) was enacted to
promote economic prosperity through job creation and encourage investment in the
Natlon 1s energy future. As part 9f the Recovery Act, the Weatherl2ation Assistance
Program (Weatherlzation Program) received $5 blllion to reduce ·energy consumption for
low-income households through ener[!y efficient upgrades. The State of Michigan
received over $250 million in Weatheriiation Program Recovery Act grant funding, of
which $3.58 million was allocated to the Area Community Services Employment and
Training Council (ACSET). The State of Michigan's Bureau of Community Action and
Economic Opportunity under the Department of Human Services was respqnslbte for
administering Weatherlzatlon Program grants, including funds.provided to ACSET.
The Office of Inspector General contracted with Lanl Eko & Company, CPAs, PLLC, to
examine ACSET's compliance with laws, regulations and program guidelines. applicable to
the Weatherization Program.
The examination found that ACS ET had not properly verified applicant and unit eligibility.
Addltionallv, ACSET had not ensured lnltlal weatherlzation services provided, and
subsequent re-work performed, met the quality of work standards of the Weatherizatlon
Program. Further, ACSET had not maintained proper documentation sufficient to ensure
compliance with Weatherization Program recp.drements as they specifically apply lo final
Inspections. The Dep.artment concurred with our recommendation wlll continue to
monitor billing, eligibility determinations, and trend analysis as part of its grant oversight
responsibility.
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Examination Report on Southwest Michigan Communitv Action Aqency-Weatherizatfon Assistance Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (OAS-RA-13~24, June 181 2013)
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was enacted to
promote economic prosperity through job creation and encourage investment in,the
Nation's. energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the Weatheri2ation Assistance
Program {W.eatherizatlon Program) received $5 billion to reduce energy consumption for
low-Income households through energy efficient upgrades.

The State of Michigan received over $250 million in Weatherlzation Program Recovery Act
grant funding, of which $6.69 million was allocated to the Southwest Michigan
Community Action Agency {Southwest). The State of Michigan's Bureau of Community
Action and Economic Opportunity under the Department of Human Services was
responsible for administering Weathe,ization Program grants, including funds provided to
Southwest.

· Thc'Office of Inspector.General contracted with Lani Eko & Company, CPAs, PLLC {Lani
Eko), to examine Southwest's compliance with Jaws, regulations and program guidelines
applicable to the Weatherizatlon Program. The examination found that Southwest had
1
Inaccurately stated "Jobs Created and Retalned ' hours In its quarterly reporting and had
not provided evidence that findings noted by the inspector in the Final Inspection Report
had been addressed. The Department concurred with the recommendation will continue
to monitor billing procC!sscs, e!lgibility determinations, and trend analysis as part of its
grant oversight responsibilities.
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Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program
fonded under the American Recovery and Rein11e5tment Act for the State of Michigan
(OAS·RA-13-25, June 18, 2013)
Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Department of Energy's (Department} Weatherization Assistance Program
{Weatherization Program) received $5 billion to improve the energy efficiency of
residences owned or occupied by low-Income persons. The Department subsequently
awarded a Recovery Act Weatherization Program grant of over $250 million to the State
of Michigan, which included an additional Recovery Act award of nearly $7 million of
Sustainable Energy Resources for Consumers funding. This grant provided roughly 10
times the $26 million in Department funds available to Michigan for weatherlzation in
Fiscal Year 2009. The Michigan Bureau of Community Action and Economic Opportunity
administers these Recovery Act grants through 31 local (:ommunity action agencies and a
limited purpose organization.

We reviewed three of M lchlgan's local agencies - City of Detroit Department of Human
Services, Area Community Services Employment and Training Council (ACSET), and
Southwest Michigan Community Action Agency {Southwest) - to determine if it had
effectively managed the Weatherlzation Program. This report focused on conditions
common to the local entllles reviewed; however, we have issued separate reports on
ACSH and Southwest, under separate covers, for conditions specific to those entities.
We identified opportunities for Michigan and the three loi::al agencies reviewed to
improve management of the Weatherization Program. For instance, we found persistent
problems with the quality of weathcrlzation work. Also, we found that eligibility for
wcatherization services had not always been properly verified, and the local agencies had
requested reimbursement for weatheri2ation services that had either not been completed
or had never been pcrf ormed.

Overall, we questioned $115,800 for reimbursement of weatherization services that had
not been completed or verified as completed or were potentially ineligible. The
Department concurred with our recommendations designed to improve the
W~atherlrntion Program in the areas of quality of work, financial monitorlng and eligibility
determination .
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Department of Energy's Interconnection Transmission Planning
Program Funded through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (OASRA-13-26, June 19, 2013)
Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Ac;t of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Departm.ent of Energy's (Department) Office of Electrlcity Delivery and Energy Reliability
received about $4.5 billion to modernize the electric grid. About $80 million of this
funding was designated for the Interconnection Transmission Planning Program to
facilitate the development or strengthening of capabllities in each interconnection. The
transmission Infrastructure in the United States is separated into three distinct electrical
networks, or Interconnections - the Western, Eastern, and Texas interconnections. The
Department allocated $60 million to five organizations under cooperative agreements to
perform work for the Interconnections and $20 million to the Department's national
laboratories to provide technical support to those organizations. The cooperative
agreements covered interconnection-level analysis and planning, and coordination and
cooperation among states on electric resource planning and priorities.
We found that the Department had generally established and Implemented a system of
internal controls for managing the announcement, review and select Ion of cooperative
agreement funding recipients. Also, the recipients had released the required planning
studies to the public in 2011. However, we found that 'the Department had not
adequately managed reimbursements to recipients for consultant compensation. As
such, we questioned the payment of $86,000 in payments to consultants. Management
partially concurred with our recommendations, but provided corrective actions that we
considered to be r~sponsive. This report is tre third in a series of reports on the
Department's funding to modernize the electric grid.
·
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
Audit Report on The Deportment's Fleet Vehicle Sustcifnab/IJty fnitiatives (A12GT05 l, June 18,
2013)
In Fiscal Year (FY} 2012, the Department of Energy's fleet consisted of 14,457 vehicles operated at
a cost of approximately $131 million. Approximately 72 percent.of the fleet vehicles are leased
through the General Services Administration {GSA) and the remaining fleet consists of both

Department-owned and commercially leased vehicles. Fleet vehicles arc located throughout the
complex and are managed by Fe9eral and contractor site fleet managers.

(b)(5)

While the Department's fleet managers took steps designed to improve economy and reduce
emissions, they had not always updated the vehicle fleet in a cost-effective or efficient manner to
Our audit disclosed several opportunities to further improve fleet
management at Los Alamos National Lab_oratory (Los Alamos) the Bonneville Power
Administration (Bonneville).

J---···-····--

..

I

The Issues we Identified occurred primarily because Departmental policies and procedures had
not been updated to reflect changes necessary to achieve optimal fleet inventory with regard to
the type and number of vehicles. The Department's decentralized approach to fleet ma11agement
also contributed to the problems by allowing sites to manage their individual fleet with
insufficient focus on o timal vehicle invento levels,
(b)(5)
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the Savannah River Site.
During the course of our audit, we also noted that the Department had taken some action to
address the issues outlined in our report. In an erfort to address the high use of gasoline in AFVs,
the Department moved to require that Los Alamos and Bonneville increase Its use of alternative
fuel. While the correcclve actions we observed are positive, additlonal effort Is needed to
address the problems we observed, We made several recommendations designed
l--····-.(~)(_~)···-
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· Audit Report on Follow-up Audit of the Department of Energy's Flnanclal Assistance for
Integrated Blorefinery Projects (A12RA013, June 18, 2013)

(b)(5)

The Department's Bioenergy Technolog!cs·omce (Program su ports the development of
renewable biomass resources into commercially viable
-··---·---- biofuels,bioprq_tj!J.~!~
i;lQQ __[)iQpowcr.
the Program provides
financial assistance for Integrated Bioreflnery projects to assist ln building and operating facilities
at each scale of development: pilot, demonstration and commercial.
Despite over 7 years of effort and the expenditure of about $603 million, the Department had not
yet achieved its biorerlnery development and production goals. Speclflcally, the Program had not
satisfied Its Energy Policy Act of 2005 mandate to demonstrate the commercial application of
Integrated Bioreflneries and was not on target to meet its blofuols production capacity goal.
While the Program reported meeting its goal to demonstrate the successful operation of three
Integrated Biorefineries by 2012, we noted that none of these Refineries were at the commercial
scale. Additionally, we found that the Program had not fully addressed Independent review panel
recommendations to Improve Program management in the future.
Additionally, we found that the Department was not on target for achieving its 2014 production
capacity goal of 100 million gallons of advanced biofuels. More than half of the projects

(b)(5)

specifically identified to contribute toward thQ goal had been terminated. /\s a result, in
November 2012, the Program reduced its 2014 goal to 80 million gallons. Offfclals stated that
other remaining projects expected to contribute to the goal are slated to be operational by the
end of 2014.

As a result of the challenges we noted, the Department is likely to be further delayed in the
successful implementation of a commercial-scale Integrated Biorefinery, negatively affecting
achievement of the Department's Strategic Plan goal to promote enerey security and the Energy
Independence and Securlty Act of 2007 national goal of increasing the supply of advanced blofuef s
to 21 billion gallons by 2022. Add!tionally, project delays and terminations increase the rlsk of
wasteful spending as the Department may contlnue to fund projects that ultimately are
terminated without achievement of the project objectives. Finally, in some cases, project .
completion delays have negatively affected the Department's implementation of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
Despite these improvements made by the Department, further actions are needed to fully
validate the technology, analyze factors leading to the termination of an Integrated Blorefinery
project, and to formalize its lessons learned. Accordingly, we made recommendations to the
Department to improve the management of the Program.
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was held on Thursday, June 20, 2013 regarding the "Follow-Up
Audit of Intergovernmental Personnel Act Assignments.'' The objective of the audit is to
determine whether the Department is effectively managing the use of IPA assienments
and whether the recommendations made in the prior audit have been effectively
implemented. In attendance were representatives from the Office of Inspector General,
Department and NNSA HeadQuarters, the NNSA's Albuquerque Complex, Los Alamos Site
Office, Livermore Site Office and Sandia Field Office.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

The Office of lnspe~tor General now offers an automatic notice of our latest reports. To
subscribe to the RSS Feed c:lick on the icon below or click on the RSS feed icon on our
website (www.energy.gov/ig). If you choose to sign up for the feed and would like to be
removed from the ear!y alert email listing, please send an email to
ignewmedia@hg.doe.gov requesting to unsubscribe.
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June 24 - June 28, 2013

"'
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

Audit Report on Mitigation of Natural Dlsastcrs at Los Alamos National Laborato!'{,
(OAS-M· 13-04, June 24, 2013)

•

Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) is at some risk of seismic events and
susceptible to forest fires, Including those started by lightning. Since 2000, there have
been two major forest fires that threatened Los Alamos.
'
Although Los Alamos had made progress in upgrading existing nuclear facilities, concerns
remained regarding the mitigation of risks (elated to natural disasters. Specifically, we
found seismic issues affecting the Plutonium Facility that remain to be addressed.
Additionally, we found that fire protection and prevention vulnerabilities in Area G Waste
Storage and Disposal Facility (Area G) continue to exist. Further, we found that seve~al
known risks exist with compensatory measures Implemented In Area G that may lessen
their efficacy In mitigating natural disasters. Los Alamos' processes and procedures have
not always been fully effective in ensuring that hazards, including natural disasters, arc
fully analyzed and effectively mitigated.
National Nuclear Security Administration officials responsible tor overseeing Los Alamos
·pointed out that decisions to budget and schedule mitigation measures are based on
factors including the probability of an event occurring, such as a seismic event, and
whether a structure is considered t.o be a permanent or limited life facility. While a
number of compensatory and corrective actions have been completed, in our view,
further actions are needed to mitigate existing vulnerabilities. Management concurred
with the report's recommendations and indicated that corrective actions have been or
would be Initiated to mitigate potential risks.
(b )(6)
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Audit Report on Fiscal Year 2011 Audit of the Work Performed Under the Work for
Others Program at the Lawrence Berkeley Notional Laboratory, {OAS-L-13-10, June 24,

2013)
The OHice of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public
accounting ff rm, KPMG, LLC {KPMG) to determine whether Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory {Berkeley) met the internal control and compliance requirements established
by the Department to achieve the current goals and objectives of the Work for Others
{WFO) Program.

KPMG concluded that, except for the finding detailed in the attached report, Berkeley
lmplemented internal controls and compliance procedures In Fiscal Year 2011 that met
the Department of Energy's (Department) WFO Program requirements, as stated in
Department regulations, guidance, and applicable contract provisions. Specifically, KPMG
found that costs relating to Berkeley's WFO support organization, the Office of Sponsored
Projects and Industry Partnerships, were included in the general and administration cost
pool that is allocated to both WFO projects and other Department projec.ts on an
organization-wide basis, rathm than using an allocation base that bears a more direct
causal beneficial relationship to the support orga.nization's costs. KPMG estimated that if
the Department implemented a separate indirect rate for this support organization, the
annual savings would be approximately $400,000. Further, KPMG noted that corrective
action from a September 2010 Berkeley Internal Audit Division Time and Effort Reporting
audit related to the accuracy of labor distribution to WFO and the Department's non·Wf O
projects had not been implemented as of October 31, 2012.
The Berkeley Site Office did not agree with the finding and recommendation made in the
report, and believes that the current allocation method compiles with Cost Accounting
Standards.
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program

{A12RA01, June 24, 2013)

(b)(5)

The Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program within the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (EERE) coordinates the Department's efforts across four Program
Offices - EERE, Science, Nuclear Energy and Fossil Energy - to promote the widespread
use of hydrogen and ruel cells to help build a competitive, secure and sustainable clean
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The Department spent apptoxlmate!y $1 billion over the last 5 years on Hydrogen and
Fuel Cells Program activities implemented through varlous projects at Federal
laboratories, universities, non-profit institutions, Government agencies and industry
participants. The Department also provided an additional $42 million In American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 funding to accelerate the c.ommerciaUzation and
deployment of fuel cells. As of April 2013, there were nearly 300 ongoing projec.ts funded
at the natlonal laboratories and managed through grants and cooperative agreements.
We found the Department had not always effectively managed the financial aspects of the
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program. For Instance, we found that the Department approved
and reimbursed unsupported and/or unallowable costs at 9 of the 10 recipients included

in our review. Further, the Department had not ensured that recipient procurement
practices were adequate to fully protect the Government's interests and complied with
applicab,le policies, procedures and best practices.
The issues we identified occurred, in part, because program officials had not always
provided effective monitoring and oversight and/or adequate guidance to ensure that
required financial and accounting policies and procedures had been properly adhered to
on a consistent basis. The lack of attention to financial monitoring· of recipients increased
the risk that questionable and/or una!lowable costs would be charged to the Department
and reduce the amount of funds available to complete projects. Accordingly, we
question€d-mofetharf:]million in reimbursements to Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
Program recipients Included in our review.

(b)(5)

We made several recommendations that, If fully implemented, should improve the
Department's control over the financial aspects of hydrogen and fuel cell projects.
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Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Management of Contractor Responsibility
Determinations (A12GT018, June 25, 2013)
From January 2010 to January 2012, the Department's Office of Headquarters
Procurement Services (Headquarters Procur~ment) and the Natlonal Nuclear Security
Administration's Office of Acquisition Management in the Albuquerque Complex
(Albuquerque Procurement) awarded contracts totaling approximately $6 billion to 1,315
contractors included in our review. The President's January 2010 memorandum for the
Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies noted that the Federal government pays
more than half a trillion dollars a year to contractors and has an important obligation to
protect American taxpayer money and the integrity of the Federal acquisition process.
Federal procurement regulations require that contractors certify they meet eligibllity
requirements. Contracting officers are required to utlllze these certifications to make
responsibility determinations for all procurements which exceed the simplified acquisition
threshold of $150,000,

We determined that Headquarters Procurement and Albuquerque Procurement did have
processes and procedures in plar.~ to restrict contracts awards to entities with tax
delinquencies and those deemed non-responsible. However, we identified opportunities
where these processes and procedures could be Improved. Specifically, we identified
instances in which required offerer representations and certifications were either not
completed or were not up-to-date at the time of contract award. In addition, important
procurement documentation used in determining a bidder's responsibility was not always
included in the official contract files, as required by Department pollcies and procedures.
The problems we identified occurred, in part, because Headquarters Procurement and
Albuquerque Procurement management did not ensure that procurement personnel

conslstently implemented controls designed to determine whether a contractor was
r£!sponsible. In addition, management did not always ensure that the official contract files
were properly maintained. To their credit, Headquarters Procurement indicated that as a
result of our audit, an automated check and balance system within the Strategic
Integrated Procurement Enterprise System (STRIPES) has been proposed to ensure that
documentation supporting a responsibility determination is included in the official
contract file. According to the Department's Acquisition Guide, affirmative responsibility
dC!tcrmlnations are an important part of safeguarding agency Interests by ensuring
awards are made to responsibl_e contractors and taxpayer dollars a~e used in an effective
manner.
We provided· a recommendation to address the weaknesses we observed in the
contractor self.certification process .
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Fiscal Year 2011 Work Performed Under the Work for Others Program
at Sandia National Laboratories (Al2AL047, June 27, 2013)
The Department and lls semi-autonomous Natl on al Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) provide research and technical assistance to other Federal agencies on a
reimbursable, full cost recovery basis through the WFO Program. WFO agreements are
also used as a mechanism through which industry can utilize expertise and facilities at
Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia), a Federally Funded Research and Development
Center. Entitles may sponsor Sandia scientists to conduct research in a specific area If
researchers can be identified with appropriate and unique capabilities, as well as interest
and availability. For FYs 2009 to 2011, Sandia's WFO activities crmprisld between0and· ....J~)\~)__
~ent of Its annual fundl~clflcally, WFO funding was
- - ·million in f't'.2009, _ (b)(5)

·~- ~·---::- - · ~illion in FY 2-010 andt::_Jmllllon In FY 2011.
The Office or Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public
accounting firm, l<PMG, LLP (KPMG), to assess the internal control structure at Sandia and
determine whether it is effective in achieving the current goals and objectives of the wro
Program. KPMG concluded that, except for the findings detailed in the attached report,
Sandia implemented internal controls and compliance procedures in FY 2011 that met the
Department's WFO Program requirements, as stated in Department regulations, guidance
and applicable contract provisions.
KPMG, however, identified several opportunitles to strengthen controls cover WfO costs.
For Instance, KPMG found that costs relating to Sandia's WFO support organizations were
Included In the general and administrative cost pool that was allocated to both WFO
projects and other Department projects on an organization-wide basis, rather than using
an allocation base that bears a more direct causal beneficial relationship to the support
organizations' costs. KPMG estimated that the Department woutd have an annual savings
of approximately $2.3 million by implementing a separate indirect rate for thC!se support

organizations. KPMG recommended that Sandia consider removing the WFO support
organization costs from the general and administrative indirect cost pool, and establish a
separate indirect cost pool for allocating these costs to WFO projects.
(b)(5)
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IFurther, KPMG noted that the cost of implementing a

separate Indirect rate for the WFO support organizations!
the $2.3 million of potential annual cost savings.to the Department.

mm

Given the potential impact of these findings at other Department and NNSJ\ sites, we
made recommendations to improve WFO Program at Sandia .
(b)(6)
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Assessment Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowobillty for SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory for the period October 1, 2007 thru September 30, 2011
under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02- 76SF0051S (A13Ll012, June 25,

2013)
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OTHER AUD1T/1NSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was held on Tuesday, June 25 1 2013 regarding the audit of
"NNSA's Nuclear Detonation Detection Systems," The objective of the audit is to
determine whether NNSA Is achieving the Nuclear Detonation Detection Subprogram
goals to me~t customer needs. ln attendance were representatives from the Office of
Inspector General, NNSA Headquarters, Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia
National laboratories.

•

An entrance conf ere nee was held on Thursday, June 27, 2013 regarding the "Livermore
FY 2011-2012 SCIC'' audit. The objectives of the audit are to determine whether: (1)
Internal Audit conducted cost allowability audits that complied with professional
standards and could be relied upon; {2) Contracto' conducted or arranged for audits of
its subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable
to a subcontractor; and {3) Questioned costs and internal control weaknesses impacting
allowabf e costs that were identified in prior audits and reviews have been adequately
resolved. In attendance were representatives from the Office of Inspector General,
Livermore Field Office, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
No activity reported.
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July 1 - July 19, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Follow-up Audit on Term Assignments of Contractor Employees (DOE/IG·0890,
July 2, 2013}
·
The Department of Energy (Department) frequently assigns facility contractor personnel to the
Washington, DC, area on a tempo,ary basis when pr.ogram officials consider it necessary to obtain
technical expertise not avallable locally. Commonly referred to as term assignments, the estimated
cost of all such assignments for fiscal Year (FY) 2012 was over $37 million, all of which was
reimbursed by the Department. Federal officials authorizing such assignments are required to
ensure that costs for assignees are reasonable when compared to other means of acquiring the
necessary knowledge and experience.
The Department's management of term assignments had improved since the 2005 report.
However, additional opportunities exist to en ha nee the effectiveness and reduce the cost of the
program. Specifically, some allowances appeared excessive, and some varied slgnlficantly
between the facility contractors providing term assignees. Further, a cost unalysls had not been
conducted to determine whether cost effective alternatives to term assignments were available,
although specifically required by existing Department policy.
The Issues we discovered occurred, in part, because of inadequate controls and management
oversight. As a result of these lapses, the Department lacked assurance that the cost of technical
and program support provided by the facility contractor personnel assigned to Washington was
bot11 reasonable and necessary and that this approach was the most efficient, least expensive
means of obtaining needed skllls. FurthE-rmore, Inconsistencies ln the dislocation allowances
authorized by site contractors likely resulted In unreasonable and unnecessary costs to the
Departrnent.
Management concurred with the report's recommendations and Identified actions it had taken or
planned to address our recommendations and to Improve management of tem1 assignments to
the Washington, DC, area •
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Audit Report on Modular Office Facl/Jttes for Recovery Act Program ActMties at the Hanford Site

(OAS·RA·L·13·04, July 9, Z013)
The Department's Richland Operations Office (Richland) awarded a contract, effective October 1,
2008, to CH2M HILL Plateau Remediation Company (CHPRC) to remediate select portions of the
Hanford Site's Central Plateau. As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(Recovery /\ct), Richland designated $1.3 blllion of Recovery Act funding to the Plateau
Remediation Contract to accelerate CHPRC's work scope from April 2009 through September 2011.

Due to the Influx of Recovery Act funding In 2009 and the accelerated schedule, CH PRC hired an
additional 1, 757 employees, including subcontractors. To p'ovide ofHce space for these

temporary employees, CH PRC procured a total of 176 modular facilities consisting of 114
purchased and 62 leased facilities at an approximate total cost of $29 million.
The Office of Inspector General received an allegation that a number of the facilities CHPRC
purchased with Recovery Act funds were either never used or were underutilized. Our review
substantiated the allegation. In particular, we discovered that CHPRC incurred as much as $1.5
million more t~an necessary by purchasing unneeded modular facilities and almost $600,000 ln
lease costs that could have been avoided by more expediently returning leased facilities that were
no longer needed. In fact, we found that 7 of 176 facilities purchased with Recovery Act funds
were not utillzed through September 30, 2011, the date that most HP.covery Act work at Richland
ended. We could not determine whether the remaining facilities were undcrutillzed because the
contractor's documentation did not adequately justify the need for all of the facilities.
Management generally concurred with the suggested actions in our report.
(b)(6)
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Inspection Report on Follow·up lnspecHon on Characterlzatfon Wells at Los Alamos National
Laboratorv. (INS·l-13-05, July 9, 2013)
Since the early 1940's, the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) has conducted
experimental research on the development of nuclear weapons and explosive materials. These
activlties have resulted ln the generation and disposal of a variety of hazardous, radioactive, and
solid wastes. In 1998, Los Alamos developed a workplan that established the basis for
characterizing the hydrogeo!oglc system beneath the facility. Implementation of the workplan
required the installation of 32 regional aquifer wells, commonly referred to as characteriza_tion
wells.
In our September 2005 report on Charatterization Wells ot Los Alamos Notional Loborotory,
(DOE/IG-0703), we noted that the use of mud rotary drilling methods during well construction was
contrary to specific constraints established in Resource Conservation and Recovery Act guidance.
We also noted that muds and 01her drilling fluids that remained in certain wells after construction
creiited a chemical environment that could mask the presence of radionuclide contamination and
compromise the reliability of groundwater contamination data.
Our follow-up inspection found that l.os Alamos had taken action designed to Improve the ·
management of its characterization well program. Specifically, we noted that Los Alamos no
longer uses mud rotary drilling methods duri11g well construction, and appropriate steps have
been taken to ensure data derived from monitoring wells is reliable. Additionally, we found that
responsibility for the monitoring well program had been transferred lo the New Mexico
Environmental Department.
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Audit Report

on Safety Aspects of Wet Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel (OAS·l·13-11, July 10, 2013)

The Department is responsible for managing and storing spent nuclear fuel (SNF) generated by
weapons and research programs and recovered through nonproliferation programs. The SNF
consists of irradiated reactor fuel and cut up assemblies containing ufanium, thorium and/or
plutonlum. The Depar!ment stores 34 metric tons of heavy metal SNF primarily in two wet
storage basins located at the Savannah River Site and the Idaho National Laboratory.

Wet storage requires operational vigilance and rellance on mechanical systems to ensure the
safety of workers, the public and the environment The risk assoclated with long-term wet storage
of SNF is well-demonstrated by the recent disaster in Japan. While not subject to damage from
tsunamb, environ mental or mechanical issues are within the realm of possible damage scenarios
faced by the Department's SNF storage faclllties.
Because it lacks a clear disposition path, the Department had not developed definitive plans to
dlspose of its SNF. In Fiscal Year 2010, the Department withdrew its intent to develop a geological
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada to dispose of SNF and high-level waste. Then in 2011, the
Department deferred processing aluminum-clad SNF, some of which Is In wet storage, until
recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear future were issued and
evaluated. As a consequence, the Department determined it must maintain interim SNF wet
storage facilities longer than planned and until disposition options become available.
Given the lack of disposition paths, the Department is taking steps to manage the safety of its SNF
wet storage basins, namely L-Basin and CPP·666. Ou' review revealed that, as required by both
Fed era\ and Department regulations, program officials had analyzed the risks related to storage,
documented these analyses, and concluded that the continued use of the wet storage facilities
was appropriate. While the Savannah River Sile has Initiated activities designed to support the
prolonged storage of SNF in L·Basin, completion of these activities is being deferred due to
funding constraints .
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Examination Report on Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Enerqv Affairs AdmlnlstraHon - Energy
Efficiency and Co11scrvation Block Grant Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of2009 (OAS·RA·13-27, July 15, 2013)
As part of the Recovery Act, the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) Program
received $3.2 billion to develop, promote, implement and manage energy erticiency and
conservation projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel emissions, reduce total energy
use or the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency ln the transportation, building and other
appropriate sectors. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Energy Affairs Administration's (Puerto Rico)
received a $9.6 million formula EtCBG grant award t11at was to be expended over a 3-year period
from September 21, 2009 through September 20, 2012, Puerto Rico requested and received an
extension of its grant to March 31, 2013.

The Office of Inspector Genera I contracted with an Independent certified public accounting firm to
express an opinion on Puerto Rico's compliance with Federal and Commonwealth of Puerto Rlco
laws, regulations and program guidelines applicable to the EECBG Program.
lhe examination found that except for the significant deficiencies described in its report, Puerto
Rico complied in all material respects with the aforementioned requirements and guidelines
relative to the EECBG Program for the perlod September 21, 2009 through December 31, 2011.
For instance, Puerto Rico did not know the status of and had not maintained supporting
documentotion for four cash advances totaling $449,000 to ensure funds were used for allowable
costs. The Department's comments were responsive to our recommendation .
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• Management Alert on AlleqaNans Regarding Prohibited Personnel Practices at the Bonneville
Power Administration (DOE/IG-0891, July 16, 2013)
In June 2012, the Office of Inspector General rccci\led an anonymous complaint alleging
prohibited personnel practices a.t Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville).
Based on our work to date, we have reached a preliminary conclusion that Bonneville engaged in a
number of prohibited personnel practices. Notably, Bonneville's hiring practices appeared to have
effectively disadvantaged veterans and other applicants. Such action was Inconsistent with
concerted efforts by the Federal government to ensure that veterans received appropriate
preferential treatment in the hiring process. Equally concerning and the primary reason for the
urgency of the management alert, Bonnev!lle has apparently proposed or recently executed a
number of personnel actions against certain employees who have cooperated with our review.
·
These actions have a potentially chilling effect on various aspects of our work and, as such,
jeopardize our ability to effectively complete our review of the circumstances surrounding
inappropriate Bonneville hiring practices. The Department's comments were responsivt> to our
recommendations. Notably, the Department initiated immedlate corrective actions.
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Inspection Report on Foflow-up lnspecdon on Material Control and Accountability at Los Alamos
National Laborator'{. (INS·0-13-04, July 18, 2013)
The Department's Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) is managed and operated under
contract by Los Alamos National Security, LLC, for the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA). Los Ala mos tracks, manages and controls nuclear materials in 64 Material Balance Areas
(MBAs). Our September 2007 report on Material Control ond Accountability ot Los Alamos
Notionol lobororory, {DOE/IG·0774) Identified weaknesses regarding the control and
accountabllity of nuclear materials. Management committed to implernentfr1g the report
recommendations and to taking appropriate corrective actions. We lnltiatcd this Inspection to
dete~mine if Los Alamos implemented the planned corrective actions intended to Improve the
poficies and procedures for inventor)'•. transfers, characteristics and locations of nuclear matcr!als
related to the MC&A Program.
While several corrective actions were completed on the recommendations Included in our prior
report, our Inspection revealed that Los Alamos continued to experience problems with the
accountability of certain nuclear materials controlled under Its MC&A Program. SpeclticaUy, our
tesling of 15 MBAs revealed instances in which nuclear materials were not maintained in the
correct location, properly labeled or correctly identlfied in the Los Alamos MC&A data.base. The
issues we identified occurred, in part, because Los Alamos personnel did not always provide
effective oversight to ensure the control and accountability of nuclear materials. Specifically, Los
Alamos did not ensure that Its accounting record system accurately reneclt>d the identity and
location of nuclear materials as required by Department Manual 470.4·6, Nuclear Material Control
ond Accauntobility. Management genera Hy agreed with our findings and recommendations.
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Audit Report on 'osts Jncucred by Selected Trlbol Energy Efficiency end Conservation Bfock Grant

Reeivients (OAS·RA-13-28, July 18, 2013}
Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, the Department of Energy's
(Department) Energy Efficiency 3nd ConserJation Bk>ck Grant (EECBG) Program received $3.2
billion to improve energy efficiency and reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions. The
Department's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy allocated about $2.7 billion of the
funds using a population-driven formula to over 2,000 entities Including states and territories, cities
and counties, and Native American tribes, The Navajo Tribal Utility Authority (NTUA), the Cherokee
Nation, Muscogee Creek Nation, Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, and Chickasaw Nation received the
largest tribal EECBG grants, which totaled $13.9 mllllon and represented approximately 25 percent
of the total EECBG funds awarded to Native American tribes. As of December 31, 2012,
approximately $12. million of these funds had been expended by the five recipients.
Our review identified $518,994 In questionable costs reimbursed by the Department lo two of the
five largest trlbal recipients of EECBG runds. for Instance, NTUA did not follow applicable Federal
regulations or have adequate support related to allocability and allowability for $517 ,794 In costs
reimbursed by the Department for consulting, legal and adminlstrative costs. The majority of
questioned costs occurred becausP- NTUA failed to follow Its own policies and procedures related
to procurement of services, to adequately review legal expenditures charged to the grant prior to
seeking reimbursement, and to adhere to Federal regulations requiring the adequate support of
allowable administrative charges.
Department officials concurred with the findings and recommendations and had been working
with the trillal recipients to ensure all correctfve actions were Implemented. The Department's
corrective actions are responsive to our recommendations.
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Audit Report on Lawrence Livermore Notional laboratory's Use of Time and Materials
Subcontracts (A12lL044, July 9, 2013)
The mission of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Uvermore) is to strengthen the United
States' security through developmt:!nt and application of science and technology to enhance the
Nation's defense, reduce the global threat from terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, and
respond to scientific issues of national importance. Livermore is operated by Lawrence Livermore
National Security, lLC, ror the Department of Energy's (Department) National Nuclear Security
Administration {NNSA). In accomplishlng its mission, Livermore uses a variety of subcontracting
types, lndudiog time 11nd materials subcontracts. As of January 1, 2010, the total contract value of
Livermore's subcontracts greater than $250,000 was approximately $1.7 bllllon, of which about
$655 ml!llon were time and materials suboontrac:ts.
We found that Livermore had not always procured services through time and materials
subcontracts in the most effective and efficient manner. Our testing revealed that some sole
source justifications were not fully supported as required by federal regulations and Internal
policies and procedures. We also found that In two of the sole sm1rc.e subcontracts, Livermore did
not perform an adequate prlce analysis: As a consequence, we could not determine and
l[vermore did not demonstrate that the decision to award these particular time and materials
subcontracts was in the best Interest of NNSA.

The use of time and materlals subcontracts helps Livermore fulfill its mission. We made
recommendations to Improve Livermore's procurement of services through this type of
contracting instrument and ensure that the subcontracts are In NNSA's best interest.
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Inspection Report on Accountablllty and Control of Explosives at the Lawrenc~ Livermore
National Laboratory's High fxp/osfves Applications facility (51215020, July 12, 2013)

11

The High Explosives Applications Facility (Hf.AF) is a Stil!e·of·the·art explosives research facility
located on-site at the Lawrence Livermore National laboratory [UvcrmoreJ. Livermore Is
managed and operated by Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, for the National Nuclear
Security Administration, and the Livermore Field Office Is responsible for administering the
contract.
The Office of Inspector General recelved a complaint illleging weaknesses with the controls over
physical access to cxploslve material, as well as weaknesses with explosive lnventory control and
accountability In the HEAF ~xploslve operations area. We substantiated the allegations regarding
weaknesses with controls over access and inventory of expfoslve materials at HEAF. We found
that Secret and Top Secret cleared individuals at Livermore had the potential to access the HEAF
explosive operations area even though they lacked specific authori2ation and/or had not received
required safety training. Additionally, we found that Livermore's Safety Access Training. a training
requlrement for unescorted access to HEAF's explosive operations area, did not adequately
address the requirements for unescorted access to the facility's explosive workrooms. Further, a
unified perpetual system of records capable of tracking and accounting for explosives acquired,
stored and expended at HEAf from acquisition to disposition did not exlst.
The Identified Issues regarding potential unauthorized access occurred, In part, because officials
did not adequately consider the risks associated with access at the facility and the Increased
potential for theft or diversion of explosives. The weaknesses identitied with the training occurred
because the HEAF Safety Plan's requirement related to unescorted workroom access was not fully
Incorporated into _1he Safety Access Training module. In addition, the inventory controls for
explosives within HEAF primarily focused on safety, and not tracking and accountability of hish·
risk personal property such as explosives from acquisition to disposition.
While our review did not identify any Incidents involving loss, misuse, or theft of explosive
materials, the _weaknesses Identified wilil regard to access, training, and inventory controls could
increase the potential for theft or diversion of explosive materials at HEAF. We made a number of
recommendations designed to improve the controls over access and inventory of explosive
materials at HEAF.
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E><amination Report on Alamo Area Council of Governments - Weatherll:atfon Assistance
Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (A11RA048,
July 19, 2013)
As part of the Recovery Act, the Weatherization Assistance Program (Weatherization Program)
received $5 billion to reduce energy consumption for low-income households through energy

efficient upgrades. The State of Texas received $3 27 m!Jlion in Weatherizat1on Program Recovery
Act grant funding, of which $15.S million w<is allocated to the Alamo Area Council of Gover.nment>
(Alamo} to weatherize appro><lmate~y 3,000 homes. The State of Texas' Department of Housing
and Community Affairs was responsible for administering Weatherlzation Program grants, ·
including funds provided to Alamo.
The Office of Inspector General contracted with an Independent certified public accounting firm, Lani
Eko & Company, CPAs, PLLC (Lani Eko), to express an opinion on Alamo's comp!lance with Federal
and State laws, regulations and program guidelines applicable to the Weatherization Program,
The examination found that Alamo had falsified Weatherization Program records and incurred
unallowable costs of $146,850 for forensic ciudits and reviews to determine the extent of the
program's mismanagement. Further, Alamo improperly weatherized multi-family dwellings and
Lan! Eko questioned the allowabilltyof the $21,904 In c-0sts Incurred for the weatherization of
those buildings. The report makes recommendations to Alamo to improve its administration of
the Weatherization Program .
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Audit Report on The Resumption of Criricatuy Experiments Facility Operations at the Nevada

National Security Site (A12Al033, July 19, 2013)
The mission of the Criticality Experiments Facility, located at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(Los Alamos) was 10 conduct nucleor criticality experiments and hands-on training in nuclear
safeguards, criticality safety and emergency response in support of the National Criticality Safety
Program (NCSP}. Citing safety and security concerns, in 2004 the National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA) halted criticality experiments at Los Alamos and authorized a capital
project to transfer this capabillty to the Device Assembly Faclllty at the Nevada National Security
Site (Nevada). The Nevada Field Office provided oversight of the project, which was managed
through a jolnt project team composed of Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(Livermore), National Security Technology, LLC (NSTec), and Wackenhut Services International.
The project remodeled a portion of the Device Assembly Facility to form the National Criticality
Experiments Research Center (NCERC}, Four criticality machines were transferred from Los
Alamos to NCERC as. part of this project. The Project Execution Plan listed a target date of May
2010 for approval for start-up of the new racllity.
We found that NNSA restored many of the former capabilllies of the Criticality Experiments
Facility at the NCERC in Nevada. We noti::d, however, that several problems with start-up
activities resulted In delays in restoring the full array of experimental capabilities included in the
project. Specifically, N NSA was unable to authorize the start-up of NCERC operations until May
2011. The program experienced rurther delays In the start-up activities of.each criticality machine,
with completion of start-up activities for one machine delayed about 2 years. Further, NCERC has
been unable to restore its full capability to perform plutonium-based criticality experiments.
The delays in restoring capabilities occurred because NNSA had not ensured that contractors had
developed adequate procedures for correcting concerns identified during the process to authorize
the start-up of NCERC, the safety basis documentation matched facility conditions, and procured
s<ifety equipment met cited standards. Additionally, NNSA had not ensured effective
management of the multiple contractors Involved In d~veloplng and amending the safety bcisls
documentation, which ensures that nuclear operations can be conducted without undue rlsk to
workers and the public. Finally, NNSA has struggled to successrully integrate and resolve Issues

between the multiple contractors Involved in NCERC facility operations. We made
recommendations to Improve operational efficiency at the NCERC.
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Audit Report on The Department of energy Vehicle Technologies Program's $135 Mill/on in
Funding to Ecotalitv. Inc. (OAS·RA· 13-29, July 25, 2013)
The Department of Energy's Ve hide Technologies Program alms to decrease U.S. oil dependence
by developing and deploying advanced transportation technologies. The scope of the Program
was significantly increased when lt received approximately $2.8 billion ln funds as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. Subsidiary companies of Ecotality, Inc.
received about $35 mi!llon from 2005 to 2011, for two multi·year projects to test and evaluate
advanced technology vehicles. ln 2009, Ecot<1lity was awarded a Recovery Act grant for about
$100 million for electric vehicle demonstration and Infrastructure evaluation. For this award,
Ecotatlty planned to Install three different types of charging stations for electric vehicles In various
geographical rcglons around the country.
Our review identified opportunities to Improve the effectiveness of the Department's
adminlstration of its awards to Ecotality. We noted that the Department had not adequately
documented its consideration of alternatives before making significant changes to Ecotality's
Recovery Act project. Additionally, the Department had not ensured that the selection of
commercial charging station locations was basea on a proce~s that advanced the goals of the
project. Further, the Department had not ensured that Ecotality's awards were flnalized in a
timely manner. We dld not find that the cost·share concept for this project was prohibited under
Fed era! regulations; however, we concluded that the cost-share arrangement was unusual and
provided Ecotality with a very generous cost-share credit.
We made several recommendations to address the issued we observed and to improve the
management of this and similar projects. Management co.ncurred with our recommendations and
Indicated that 11 had completed or lni~ated corrective actions that were responsive to our
recommendations.
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Audit Report on The Kansas C(ty Responsive Infrastructure Manufacturing and Sourcing Program
(OAS·L-13.-12, August 1, 2013)
The Kansas Clty Plant, managed and operated by Honeywell Federal Manufacturing &
Technologies, LLC [Honeywell}, ls the Oepar~ment of Energy's (Department) National Nuclear
Security Administration's (NNSA) primary production site for non-nuclear weapon products. As
part the Kansas City Responsive Infrastructure Manufacturing and Sourcing (KCRIMS} r>rogram,
Honeywell is in the process of relocating the Plant operations at the Bannister Federal Complex in
Kansas City, Missouri to the newly constructed National Security Campus. During and after the
Plant relocation, production shutdowns are required. Additionally, some manufacturing processes
and parts will have to be requalified at the Campus before the Plant can use the parts or deliver
the parts to other NNSA sites.

of

Our review indicated that Plant officials have es1ablished plans to ensure that non-nuclear
components needed to support the stockpile are av<iilable throughout the relocation and
requalifkation periods. Specifically, the Plant outsourced selected technologies and deve!op~d
plans to bul!d-ahead non-nuclear components to meet.projected demands.
Our review established that the Plant had started plannlng for rcqualiflcation of manufacturing
processes to be used and parts to be manufactured at the Campus. We observed, however, that
some of the Engineering Evaluation Plans used to evaluate processes or parts for requalification
wefe mlssing information and will need to be updated on a schedule that meets production
requirements. Because the Requa!incation Readiness Assessments are currently·underway, we
did not make any formal recommendations regarding the requallfication of parts and processes.
However, we made suggestions to ensure that parts produced by the Plant after relocation will
meet the Design Agencies' requirements.
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Audit Report on Cost Transfers at the Deeartment's Sodium Beorinq Waste
Construction Prolekt (OAS·M· ~3-03, Augusl 8, 2.013)

[reatm~nr

Facility

In 2005, the Department of Energy (Department) awarded the Idaho Cleanup Project contract to
CH2M + WG Idaho, LLC (CWI) to remediate lhe Idaho National Laboratory, which included the
Sodium Bearing Waste Treatment Facimy construction project The primary mission of this faclllty
wa's to treat approximately 900,000 eallons of radloactive sodium bearing liquid waste at a Federal
baseline construct1on cost of $461 million, which was approved in December 2006. Due to
significant cost escalation, the Department approved a revised Federal project baseline In January
2009, to a cost of $571 million and a completion date of August 2011.
Between April and November 2010, CW! made seven funding determinations, transferring $13.1
million to other non-project operational accounts from the $571 million approved project cost. In
January 2011, the Department approved a revision to the project baseline that delayed project
completion to December 2011, but did not change the project's estimated costs. The Department

requested that the Office of Inspector General determine whether the transferred costs were
direct project costs that should have remained with the project.
We found that three of the seven cost transfers totaling $7.9 million represented direct costs of
the project, specific11lly, $3.8 million for a waste transfer line and tie-in, $4 million for
mineralization testing, and$107 ,000 for portable bathrooms. As such, we found that these costs
were not appropriately charged to the project because CWI did not consider all pertinent facts,
and we concluded that the costs should not have been transferred. Additionally, we found that
four of the seven cost transfers, vafued at $5.2 million, were for activities that were not direct
project costs or had been appropriately shared pro rata with other projects In accordance with
Department and CWl accounting and project.management principles. Management concurred
with the report's recommendations and identified actions It had taken to address the Issues we
reported .
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Audit Report on Lawrence Livermore National taboratorv's Use of Time and Materials

Subcontracts (OAS·M· 13-06, August B, 2013)
The mission of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Livermore) ls to strengthen the United
States' security through development and application of science and technology to enhance the
Nation's defense, reduce the global threat from terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, and
respond to scientific issues of national importance. Livermore is operated by Lawrence Livermore
National Security, LLC, for the Department's National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). In
accomplishing Its mission, Livermore uses a va rlety of subcontracting types, including time and
materials subcontracts.
We found that Livermote had not always procured services through time and materials
subcontracts in the most effective and efficient manner. Our testing revealed that some sole
source justifications were not fully supported as required by federal regulations and internal
policies and procedures. Specifically, we found that Livermore had not fully justified sole source
selection for 6 of 7 subcontracts included ln our judgmental sample of 12 time and materials
subcontracts. We also found that in two of the sole source subcontracts, Livermore did not
perform an adequate price analysis. For instance, we determined that If Livermore had hired a
Chief of Staff at a r.ate similar to the highest rate of another Livermore Chief of Staff, It could have
saved about $533,423. further, we estimated that had Livermore performed a more thorough
price analysis and reached an agreement for the lower rates <1! the beginning of the most recent
construction subcontract, it could have saved about $390,7 39. As a consequence, we could not
determine and Livermore did not demonstrate that the decision to award these particular time
and materials subcontracts was 1n the best Interest of NNSA.

Thls report is one in a series of reports that the Office of Inspector General has issued hlghllghting
concerns with subcontracting by the Department's management and operating contractors.
Management concurred with the report's recommendations and proposed corrective actions that
were responsive to our recomrn endations .
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Ora ft Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Energy Innovation Hvbs (Al2CH029, July 30, 2013)
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Department's Energy lnnovatfon Hubs (Hubs) Initiative addresses research challenges with
potentially hlch impact on our.national energy security that have prnved the most resistant to
solution by conventional research and development management structures. The Hubs are
composed of highly collaborative teams integrating expertise in multiple sc!enttfic di.sciplines,
engineering fields and technology areas, Currently, there are three active Hubs: (1) the Fuels
from Sunlight Hub, (2) the Energy Efficient Buildings Hub, and (3) the Modeling and Slmulation
Hub.
The

found that the Hubs initiative was generally satisfying the specific Federal, Department and
programmatic requirements that we evaluated during our.review. Most notably, the Department
selected each Hub foltowlng a rigorous merit review process using crllerla described In the
Funding Opportunity Announcement. Although our revlew did not Identify material concerns
regarding Hub cperations, we identified several areas warranling management attention by the
Department. Specifically, the Department had not effectively managed conference and meeting
costs ar:d had not always ensured conflict of Interest certifications were obtained and/or retained
for all external merit reviewers and Federal employees participating in the Hub selection process
as required by Federal Regulation 10 CFR 600.13, Merit Review, and the Department's Merit
We

Review Guide.
Excessive conference and me.eting costs occurred because the Department had not provided
sufficient oversight over these costs. In fact, officials at one Hub conveyed to us that lt had'
received advance approval to provide meals and refreshments based on correspondence received
from the Contract Specialist. The missing conflict 9f interest certifications were due to poor
recordkeeplng practices. Although Department officials stated that they had obtained the
certifications, they did not ensure that the certifications were maintained in the award files.
During this period of budget austerity and emphasis on spending reductions, it is important for
Federal entities to control travel and conference related costs. We made several
recommendations that, If implemented, should improve controls over the Hubs program.
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Draft Audit Report on Deparrment of Energy .Quolity Assurance: Dedgn Control for the Waste
Treatment and Immobilization Plant at the Hanford Site (A12RL034, August 1, 2013)
The Department ls constructing the $12.2 billion Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant {WTPJ
to vitrify approximately 56 million gallons of radioactive and chemically hazardous waste stored at
the Hanford Site. To ensure the vitrification process is safe for workers, the public and the
environment, the Department requlrcd the contractor for the WTP, Bechtel National Inc.
(Bechtel}, to develop and follow a quality assurance program based on the American Society of
Mechanical Engineer's Quo/Uy Assurance Requirem.ents fo'( Nuclear Facility Applications (NQA· 1)
Standard. Proper design control information for an NQA-1 compliant facility Includes the original
design, design changes and approved design deviations. Design control must be robust to
preserve alignment between WTP construction and the Authorization Basis, the Department's
process for ensuring the safe operations of the facility once construction is completed.
The Office of Inspector General received an allegation that Bechtel was missing design
documentation for the WTP and as such, could not demonstrate that equipment was
appropriately manufactured.

c0r1lrol

.>

We substantiated the allegation. Our review revealed significant shortcomings In the
Department's process for managing the design and fabrication changes of waste processing
equipment procured for the WTP. The Department had not ensured that Bechtel subjected design
changes requested by suppllers to the required review and approval by Bechtel's Environmental &
Nuclear Safety Group. Further, the Department had not ensured that Bechtel properly verified
that deviations from design requirements that could affect nudear safety were implemented.
Although the Department and Bechtel have taken actions to address some of the identified
deficiencies, we believe that additional actions are necessary to ensure design control for the WTP
is maintained and provides the confidence needed for reliance that the design meets the
Authorization Basis for safe operations. Accordingly, we made several recommendations to
strengthen the Department's quallty assurance proces~es for design contro I.
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Draft Inspection R_eport on Non-Sponsored Work at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(S121S016, August 8, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging that Lawrence Livermore National
laboratory (Livermore): (1) engaged in illegal competition with the private sector by performing work
for a non-Federal sponsor; and (2) used the facilities and resources of Livermore inappropriately to
perform this outslde work. These allegations Involve explosives-related work performed at Livermore
for a National Geographic documentary about the Lusltanio, a British passenger ship that sank In May
1915, less than 20 minutes after being struck by a torpedo.

We substantiated certain aspects of the allegation regarding non·sponsored work at Livermore.
Specifically, we found that Uveff'Mre did not adequately consider the prohibitions against a
Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) competing with tlie private sector
when performing work for National Geographlc's documentary, The Dark Secrets of the Lusitania.
Further, we found that Livermore used Department facilities and resources inappropriately, to
include $81,746 ln Licensing and Royalty income, to perform work for National Geographic. In
addition, the work performed for the documentary did not appear to be consistent with
Livermore's mission.
These Incidents occurred, in part, because Livermore officials did not adhere to established WFO
processes for approving and funding the documentary as a non-reimbursable project for National
(b)(5)
(b)(5)
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As a result, Livermore may have violated Federal Acquisition Regulati0s1 35.017, Federally Funded
Research and Development Centers, by using its privileged information or access to lnstallatlons,
equipment and real property to compete with the private sector. We also noted that Livermore
had not established a detailed disposition plan for licensing and Royalty funds ln a manner
consistent with Federal regulations and contract terms. Further, Livermore did not always
adequately account for its actual use of these funds. As such, Federal officials lacked detail
needed for oversight of these funds. Accordingly, we made recommendations to address the
Issues we identified during this inspection.
(b)(6)
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Inspection Report on Unclasslfi'ed Foreign NaHonal Vlsits and Assignments at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (S121S003, August 9, 2013)
·

In support of Its research and development mission, the Department's national laboratories host
thousands of foreign national visitors and assignees (foreign nationals) every year for research
collaborations and access to sdentitlc user facilities. During calendar year 2012, the Oak Ridge
National laboratory (Oi!k Ridge), which Is managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, hosted approximately
6,400 foreign nationals. Department Order 142.3A, Uncloss/fied Foreign Visits ond Assignments
Program, and Site Security Plan require the Laboratory to C1sslgn a host to each foreign national.

To address slte specific security concerns, host responsibilities are included in the Host Agreement
and individual security plan, which ls created for each visiting foreign nation at.
Our inspection revealed that procedures are In place to mitigate risks, bvt improvements are
needed in the implementation of the Department's Foreign National Visits and Assignments
Program at Oak Ridge. We determined that contrary to Host Agreements and individual security
plans, hosts did not always maintain accountability of foreign nationals as required. In addition,
we found that Oak Ridge Office of Counterintelligence officials did not ensure that required
Counterintelligence consultations had been documented and completed in the Department's
Foreign Access Central Tracking System for foreign nationals prior to their visits. We also found
that the Oak Ridge Host Audit Program, which provided management oversight of the Foreign
National Visits and Assignments program, had also not been effectively implemented.
Although we dld not identify any instances in which export Information or other scientific
information was inappropriately obtained by a foreign national, the risk that these events could
occuris higher than acceptable because of the weaknesses in .Oak Ridge's program. The issues we
identified with host accountabillty occurred for a number of reasons. For instance, management
elected to keep foreign national hosts the same, regardless of the facility where work was
conducted. Management also did not change the hosts because it req vired a modification of the
Oak Ridge Personnel Access System, which would entail a review process of at least 7 days;
however, in discussion with pertinent Department officials, we were told that a host change may
not require such a lengthy process. Additionally, management did not define escort requlrements
for forelgn nationals in the Site Security Pfan and escorts were not required to agree to or sign the
Host Agreement and Individual security plans. Further, Oak Ridge provided foreign nationals
unaccompanied access to numerous buildings and as such, hosts were unable to ensvre that the
requirements in the Host Agreement and individual security pta n were met. We made several
recommendations to Improve the lmplementation of the Department's Foreign National Visits and
Assignments Program,
Team Leader; Ph!lllp Holbrook
Project Lead: Bonnie Decosta
Staff: Bob Krieger
•

Draft Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Al!owablllty for UT-Battel/e, LLC under
Department of Energy Contraa No. DE-ACD5-0DOR2 2725 during Ffseal Year 2011 (A 130 R037,
August 6, 2013)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

•

2013 Continuity of Operations {COOP) Awareness Annual Training must be completed by
September 30, 2013.
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August 12 - August 16, 2013

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Southwestern Federaf Power Svstem'5 Fiscal Year 2012 Financlol Statement

Audit (OAS·FS· 1~13, August 12, 2013)
We contracted with the independent public accounting firm of KPMG LLP (KPMG) to conduct the
audit the Southwestern Federal Power System's (SWFPS) financial statements and reporting on
applicable internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations. KPMG concluded that the
combined financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial
position of the SW FPS as of September 30, 2012 and 2011, and the results of its operations and its
cash flow for the years then ended, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles.

The audit Identified an Internal control deficiency over Accounting for Utility Plant in which
depreciation for additions and betterments to existing plant in service was not recorded in
accordance with accounting. policies. Addition atty, an Internal control deficiency over Accounting
Policies and Procedures was identified in which appropriate procedures to properly accrue for
accounts payable at year end were not in place. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers management
agreed with the tindings and recommendations and agreed to take the necessary corrective
actions by June 30, 2014.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on The Department o{Enerqy'5 Appllqnce and Equipment Standards Program

(OAS-M-13-05, August 16, 2013)
The Energy Policy ond Conservoiiofl Act of 1975 established a national-level energy conservation
program for major appliances and called for setting efficiency targets. The Department of
Energy's (Department) Appliance and Equipment Standards Program (Standards Program) is
tasked with administering these statutory requirements. Since 2010, the Office of Enforcement,
within the Office of General Counsel, has coHected $5.6 million in penalties fr.om manufacturers
for noncompliance with minimum standards and certlficatfon requirements.
Our audit found opportunities for improvement in the administration of the Standards Program.
Specifically, we found the Department had not always ensured that manufacturers certified
products to meet the minimum standards as required by Federal regulations, and annually re·
certified products as required by Federal regulations. Additionally, the Department could not
demonstrate that it had provided adequate oversight of the Manufacturer Impact Analysis, a key
work-product used by program officials to develop and set minimum standards. We also noted
that the Department had nol met many of its legislative deadlines for the establishment of test
procedures and minimum standards.
We made recommendations to improve the Standar4s Program and address the identified issues.
As a result of our audit, the Department initiated actions to address the 23 uncertified products
and 6 products that had not been re-certified by either establishing a new enforcement case or
addressing the uncertified products through exist1ng enforcement cases. As of January 2013, the

Department had completed enforcement actions on three of the products we referred to it for
enforcement and _assessed penalties totaling $24,000.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Draft Audit Report on Contract Awards to Small Businesses Under the Mentor·Protege Program
(A12GT046, August 12, 2013)
The goa I of the Department of Energy's Mentor-Prntege Program is to provide an opportunity for
eligible small businesses to receive developmental assistance in business and technical areas. The
Department utilizes the Program to increase lhe participation of small businesses as prime
contractors, as well as subcontractors to prime contractors, During Calendar Years 2010, 2011
and 20i2, the Department had over 100 mentor-protege agreements in place.
Our audit disclosed that the Department had not always effectively managed the Program.
Specifically, we identified 13 proteges that, prior to entering the program, appeared to possess
the capabilities typically de"'.eloped by small businesses through participation in the Program.
Additio11al!y, we identified six mentor-protege agreements with durations that appeared
excessive. Further, we Identified four proteges that successfully graduated from the Program at
one Department site and subsequently entered into mentor-protege agreements at other sites.
These issues occurred because the Department did not have an adequate control structure in
place for effective oversight of the Program. Specifically, the Department lacked sufficient policies
to assist mentors in the solldtation and selection of proteges, did not monitor the progress of
each protege throughout the duration of the agreement, and did not maintain an adequate
tracking system to accurately account for all proteges. We have made recommendations designed
to improve the Department's implementation of the Program.
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:

No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
UPCOMING TRAVEL DEADLINES: Local Vouchers must be approved no later than 9/20/13 in order

•

to use FY 2013 funds - focal travel vouchers submltted after 9/20/13 will need to use FY 2014
funds and cannot be submitted until FY 2014 funds become available. To the extent possible,
travel vouchers shou Id be submitted no later than 9/20/13 -voucners submitted between
9/20/13 and 10/1/13 will be processed but payment may be delayed. Travel authorizations using
FY 2013 funds must be approved no later than 9/27/13 and the travel must be completed no later
than 11/7/13 (Thursday).
2013 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awareness Annual Training must be completed by
September 30, 2013.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
Inspection Report on Allegations oflrregular Hiring ProcHces and Preferential Treatment in the
loon Programs Office (INS·L-13-00, August 21, 2013)

The Department of Energy's (Department) Loan Programs Office (LPO) grants and monitors loans
to private sector en1ities to develop new clean energy technologies. LPO was autti'orlzed by the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 with the go<il of cre<i11ng jobs, reducing dependency on foreign oil,
improving the Department's environ mental legacy, and enhancing American competitiveness In
the global economy of the 21 u century. As with most Departmental programs, LPO relies on both
Federal and contractor employees to carry out its mission. With the support of the Department's
human resources officials, LPO recruits and hlres Federal employees. Federal regulations prohlblt
employees from granting any preference or advantage to applicants for Federal employment,
unless spccfrlcaHy prescribed by law. Regarding contractor support, with limited exception,.
Federal employees are prohibited from becoming Involved In contractor employee personnel
matters.
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging that a senior LPO official: (1} hired a
"friend" for a Federal program position; and (2} directed a contractor to hire six lndlvlduals. We
initiated thls inspectlon to examine the facts and circumstances surrounding these allegations.
Our inspection identified actions 1aken by a senior LPO official that could have caused others to
perceive a misuse of position. Specifically, we substantiated the allegation tha1 the senior LPO
official hired a "friend" for a Federal position. Regarding the second allegation related to directed
contractor hiring, we found that the senior LPO official had, In fact, not only referred six.
Individuals, but actually rderred a total of 10 individuals with whom the otricial was atfillated, to a
support service contractor for hiring considerntion. However, we did not substantiate the
allegatlon that the oHlcia! actually directed the hiring of the referred individuals. Nonetheless, the
actions by the senior LPO official could have created the appearance that the official was
inappropriately involved In the contractor's hiring process .
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
UPCOMING TRAVEL DEADLINES: Local Vouchers must be approved no later than 9/20/13 in order
to use FY 2013 funds - local travef vouchers submitted after 9/20/13 will need to use fY 2014
funds and cannot be submitted until FY 2014 funds become available. To the extent possible,
travel vouchers should be submitted no later than 9/20/13 -vouchers submitted between
9/20/13 and 10/1/13 will be processed but payment may be delayed. Travel authorizations using
FY 2013 funds must be approved no later than 9/27/13 and the travel must be completed no later
than 11/7/13 (Thursday).
•

2013 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awareness Annual Training must be completed by

September 30, 2013.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
Audit Report on The Deportment of Energy's Administration of Energy Savings Performance
Contract Biomass Projects (DOE/IG-0892, August 26, 20131
In 2012, to help achieve renewable energy goals and reall2e energy cost savings, the Department
of Energy began operating two new biomass facilities located at its Oak Ridge National laboratory
(Oak Ridge} and the Savannah River Site.
Our review of the Biomass Projects, financed by Energy Savings Performance Contracts (ES?Cs), at
Oak Ridge and the Savannah River Site disclosed that the Savannah River Site had generally
developed and administered its Biomass Facility In an effective manner. However, we found
planning and operational Issues wlth the Oak Ridge Biomass Plant could cause the Department to
lncur over $67 mllllon more than necessacy over the life of the project. Specifically, we noted that
the Oak Ridge Site Office had not always planned and operated its Biomass Plant to minimize the
Government's risk. For Instance, it had not mitigated the risk of biomass fuel shortages and cost
fluctuations, which could result in fuel costs exceeding original plans/projections by more than·
$23 mil!lon over the life of the project.
These problems were due in part to inadequate guidance and oversight. The Department had not
required major fSPC construction projects to adhere to critical elements of Its existing capital
project management and acquisition directive, and had not developed a process to Identify,
document and disseminate lessons learned from ESPC projects across the complex.
We made several recommendations designed to assist the Department wHh ongoing biomass
projects and with plannlng, designing and operating future ESPCs and biomass facilities.
Management generally concurred with ou~ recommendations and identified actions taken and
planned to <Jddress our recommendations.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
No activity reported.

OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

•

UPCOMING TRAVEL DEADLINES: local Vouchers must be approved no later than September 20,
2013 ln order to use FY 2013 funds - local travel vouchers submitted after September 20, 2013
will need to use FY 2014 funds and cannot be submitted until FY 2014 funds become available. To
the extent possible, travel vouchers should be submitted rm later than September 20, 2013 vouchers submitted between September 20, 2013 and October 1, 2013 will be processed but
payment may be delayed. Travel authorizations using FY 2013 funds must be approved no later
than September 27, 2013 and the travel must be completed no later than Thursday, November 7,
'2013.
2013 Continuity of Operations {COOP) Awareness Annual Training must be completed by
September 30, 2013.
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Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Management of Contractor Responsibility
Determinations (OAS-M·13·07, September 4, 2013)
From January 2010 to January 2012, the Department of Energy's (Department) Office of

Headquarters Procurement Services (Headquarters Procurement! and the National Nuclear
1
Security Adrninisttation s Office bf Acquisition Man~gement in the Albuquerque Complex
(Albuquerque Procurement) awarded contracts totaling approximately $6 billion to 1,31S
contractors included in our review.
We determined that Headquarters Procurement and Albuquerque Procurement did have
processes and procedures In place to restrict contracts awards to entities with tax delinquencles
and those deemed non-responsible. However, we identified opportunities in which these
processes and procedures could be improved. For exarnple, we Identified instances in which
required offeror representations and certifications were either not completed or were not up·todate at the time of contract award. Additionally, Important procurement documentation used in
determlning a bidder's responsibility was not always included ln the official contract files, as
required by Department pollcies and procedures.
The problems we Identified occurred, In part, because Headquarters Procurement and
Albuquerque Procurement management did not ensure that procurement personnel consistently
implemented controls designed to determine whether a contractor was responsible. In addition,
management did not always ensure that the official contract files were properly maintained.

We provided a rec.ommendatlon. Department and NNSA management concurred with our
recommendation to address the weaknesses we observed in the contractor self-certification
process. Management's corrective actions; taken and planned, are responsive to our
recommendations .

. . I~£111Llead.ed
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Audit Report on Sandia National Laboratories' Readine,ss In Technical Base and Faci/itfes
Program {OAS·l·B-13, September S, 2013}
Through the National Nuclear Security Administration's (NNSA) Readiness in Technical Base and
Facilities (RTBF) Program, Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) maintains racllities and
infrastructure equipped with advanced scientific and technical tools to support NNSA's
operational and mlssion requirements.
A key aspect of Sandia's RTBF is the Operations of Facilities Subprogram (Subprogram), which
provides support to 31 of Sandia's 41 mission critical facilities. funding for the Subprogram, which
totaled $139.3 million of Sandia's $165.S million Fiscal Year 2013 RTBF budget, is intended to

sustain specific nu dear weapons' Misslon Critical Cap ahilities (Capabllltles) essential to performing
national security missions in a readiness state to execute missions, such as the nuclear weapons

Life Extension Programs (LEPs). The Subprogram budget also supports nuclear weapons
programmatic infrastructure requlremenh such as general plant projects and capital equipment.
Nothing came to our attention to Indicate that Sandia's RTBF Subprogram was not effectively
supporting LEP mission needs. Specifically, our review disclosed that Sandia met or exceeded Its
RTBF program goals for FY 2012. In addition, we noted that Subprogram officials implemented
performa nee monitoring c<lntrols. Subprogram and Capabllltles management also prioritized
capital investments and management plans to mitigate risks, such as the needed recapitalization
of aging and unsupported tools, We did not propose any recom,mendations because we did not
identify concerns with NNSA's and Sandia's management of the Subpn:igrahi.
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Audit Report on Follow-up Audit of the Deportment otEnerg't,'S Flnancjal Asslstoncefcr
Integrated Diorefinery Prefects (OOE/IG-0893, September 9, 2013)

The Department of Energy's Bioenergy Technologies Office {Program) supports the development
of biomass resources into commercially viable blofuels, bloproducts and bioPower: The Program
provides financial assistance for Integrated hioreflnery projects to assist in buildlne and operating
facilities at each scale of development: pilot, demomtration and commercial.
Despite over 7 yeal's of effort and the expenditure of about $603 million, the Department had not
yet achieved its blorcfloery development and production goals. Specifically, the EPAct mandate
to demonstrate the commercial application of Integrated bioreflneries had not been met and the
Department was not on target to meet Its biofuels production· capacity goal.

We found that the Department had not successfully achieved commerdal·scale operations even
though the fOAs issued in 2006 and 2007 Indicated that the proposed projects should be
operational at the commerclal scale within 3 to 4 years. further, the 2009 FOA indicated
proposed demonstration projects would be operational as soon as possible after award and
proceed rapidly to i::ommerclal-scale opera1ions. Additionally, we found that the Department was
not on target for achieving its 2014 production capacity goal of 100 million gallons of advanced
biofue1s. Program management concurred with the recommendations and Initiated corrective
actions that are generally responsive to our recommendations,
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:

Draft Special Inquiry Report on Review of Allegations Regarding Prohibited Personnel Practices
at the Bonnevlllc Power Administration (S131S008, September 6, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint allt:ging prohibited personnel practices· at the
Department of Energy's (Department) Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville). The
allegations included violations of Office of Personnel Management (OPM) regulations and the

inappropriate dismissal of veteran's during their probationary period. The complaint also alleged
violations of Department policies regarding the a ppticatlon of veterans' preference and the use of
the category rating process ln the exercise of Bonnevll!e's defegated examining authority for
competitive hiring.

We found that Bonneville's hiring practices disadvantaged veterans and other applicants.
Bonneville's actions were inconsistent with concerted efforts by the Federal government to
ensure that to veterans receiyed appropriate preferential treatment in the hiring process.
Specifically, we found that Bonneville consistently manipulated the applicant rating process. Also,
Bonneville failed to fully disclose to the Department that the discriminatory practices had
occurred or the adverse impact on veterans and other applicants. Further, Bonneville did not
notify the affected applicants or initiate corrective actions required to remedy the inappropriate
practices.
The management culture al Bonneville contributed to an environment in which the prohibited
personnel practices could occur. Notably, we observed that Bonneville offlcials spent
considerable effort trying to distance the organization from Departmental procedures, processes
.and oversight.
The Department has initiated corrective actions to ensure disadvantaged <1ppllcants, including
veterans, receive appropriate consideration as required and also to facilitate the restoration of
Bonneville's staff certifications and hlrlng authorities. Whlle these actions are noteworthy, more
needs to be done to ensure that the 3ctions are sustained. Accordingly, we m3de a number of
recommendations to address the issues identified in this report.
(b)(6)
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OTHER. AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
On August 30, 2013, Tiffany Bonlor of the Eastern Audits Division in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and her
!welcomed the birth of thelr bab~
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baby are now home and doing well.
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•

EIGPT will be taken down for end-of-year convcrsatlon on September 22, 2013. It wlll be back
on· line on October 11 2.013. During this time EIGPT will not be <!Vailable to users. Please plan
accordingly for the downtime and the production of semiannual report data.
2013 Contlnulty of Operations (COOP) Awareness Annual Tralnlng must be completed by
September 30, 2013,

•

2013 Privacy Awareness Tr<!lnlng must be completed by October 11, 2013.

•

UPCOMING TRAVEL DEADLINES: Loca1 Vouchers must be approved no later than September 20,
2013 in order to use FY 2013 funds - local travel vouchers submitted after September 20, 2013

(b)(6)

will need to use FY 2014 funds and cannot be submitted until FY 2014 fonds become available. To
the extent possible, travel vouchers should be submitted no later than September 20, 2013
vouchers svbmltted between September 20, 2013 and October i, 2013 will be processed but
payment may be delayed. Travel authorizations using FY 2013 funds must be approved no later
than September 27, 2013 and the travel must be completed no later than Thursday, November 7,
2013 ..
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September 16 - 30 1 2013

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED;
•

Audit Report on Department of Energv·qua/ity Asu£ronce: Design Control (gr the Waste
.Treatment and Immobilization Plant ot the Hanford Site (OOE/!G-0894, September 30, 2013)
The Department Is constructlng the $12.2 billion Waste Treatment and lmmoblllzation Plant (WTP)
.to vitrify approximately 56 mllllon galkins of radioactive and chemically hazardous waste stored at·
the Hanford Site. To ensure the vitrification process is safe for workers, the public and 1he
environment, the Department required t~e contractor for the WTP, Bechtel National Inc.
(Bechtel}, to develop and follow a quality assurance program based on the American Society of
Mechanical Engineer's Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Focilily Applications (NQA-1)
Standard.

The OCflcc of Inspector General received an aPegatlon that Bechtel was missing design control
documentation for the WTP and as such, coula not demonstrate that equipment was
appropriately manufactured.
We substantiated the allegation. Our review revealed significant shortcomings ln the
Department's process for managing the design and fabrication changes of waste processing
equipment procured for the WTP. The Department had not ensured that Bechtel subjected design
changes r~quested by suppliers to the required review and approval by Bechtel's Environmental &
Nuclear Safety Group. Further, the Department had not ensured that Bechtel properly verified
that deviations from design requirements that could affect nuclear safety were implemented.
Management concurred with our recommendations and provided corrective actions taken and
planned to address specific weaknesses identified In our report. We consider management's
comments and plann~d corrective actions responsive to our findings and recommendations.
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Audit Report on The Resumption of CritlcaUtv Experiments Foclllty Operations at the Nevada
Natfonal Security Site (OAS·M·13-09, September 30, 2013)

Citing safety and security concerns, in 2004 the Natfonal Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)

halted criticality experiments at tos Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) and authorized a
capital project to transfer this capability to the Device Assembly Facility at the Nevada National
Security Site (Nevada). The project remodeled a portion of the Device Assembly Faclllty to form
the National Criticality Experiments Research Center (NCERC).
We found that NNSA restored many of the former capabilities of the Criticality Experiments
Facility at the NCERC In Nevada. We noted, h-Owever, th al severar problems with start·up
activities resulted in delays in restoring the full array of experimental capabllltles included in the
project. Specifically, NNSA was unable to autf.o rlze the start-up of NCERC operattons until May
20:1. The program experienced further delays In the start-up activities of each criticality machine.
furtller, NCERC has been unable to restore Its fu !I capability to perform plutonium-based criticality
experiments.

The delays In restoring capabilities occurred'because NNSA had not ensured that contractors had
developed adequate procedures for correcting concerns identified during the process to authorize
the start-up of NCERC, the safety basis documenta11on matched .facility conditions, and procured
safety equipment met cited standards. Additionally, NNSA had not ensured effective
management of the multiple contractors Involved in developing and amending the safety basis
documentation. Finally, NNSA has struggled to successfully integrate and resolve issues between
the multiple contractors involved In NCERC facility operations. Management concurred with our
recommendations and proposed corrective actions that are responsive to our recommendations .
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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Inspection Report on Accountability and Control of Explosives at the Lawrence Li11ermore
National Laboratory's High Explos/11es Appf/catlons facility (INS·0·13·06, September 30, 2013)
The High Explosives Applications Facillty {HEAF) is a statc·of·the·art explosives research facility
located on-site at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Livermore). The Office of
Inspector General received a complaint alleging weaknesses with the controls over physkal access
to explosive material, as well as weaknesses with explosive inventory control and accountability In
the HEAF explosive operations area.

We substantiated the allegations regarding weaknesses with controls over access and Inventory of
exploslve materials at the HEAF, We found that Secret and Top Secret cleared Individuals at
Livermore had the potential to access the HEAF explosive operations area even though they
lacked specific authorization and/or had not received required safety training. Additionally, we
found that Livermore's Safety Access Training did not adequately address the requirements for
unescorted access to the facllity's explosive workrooms. Further, a unified perpetual system of
record> capable or tracking and accounting for explosives acquired, stored and expended at HEAF
did not exist.
The identified i.s.sucs regarding potentlal unauthorized access occurred, in part, because officials
did not adequately consider the rlsks associated with access at the facility and the increased
potential for theft or diversion of explostves. The weaknesses identified with the training occurred
because the HEAF Safety Plan's requirement related to unescorted workroom access was not fully
Incorporated into the Safety Access Training module. In addition, the Inventory controls for
explosives within HEAF µri111arily focused on safety, and not tracking and accountability of highrisk personal property such as explosives from acquisition to disposition, Management generally
agreed with our flndlngs and recommendations and provided planned corrective actions that are
generally responsive to our report findings and recommendations.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on The Department o(fnerqy's (nerqy Innovation Hubs (OAS·M·13·08, September

30, 2013)
The Department's Energy Innovation Hubs (Hubs) initiative addresses research challenges with
potentially high impact on our national energy security that have proved the most resistant to
solution by conventional research and development management structures.
We found that the Hubs initiative was generally Siltisfying lhe speclfic Federal, Department and
programmatic requirements that we evaluated during our review. Although our review did not
identify material concerns regarding Hub operations, we ldentlfled several areas warranting

management attention by the Department. Specifically, the Department had not effectively
managed conference and meeting costs and had not always ensured conflict of interest
certifications were obtained and/or.retained for all external merit reviewers and Federal
employees participating in the Hub selection process.
Excessive conference and meeting costs occurred because the Department had not provided
sufficient oversight over these costs. The missing. conflict of interest certifkations were due to
poor recordkeeplng practices. Management concurred with our recommendations and Indicated
that it had completed or initiated corrective actions designed to address our concerns.
Management's reported corrective actions were responsive to our recommendations .
(b),(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program (OAS-RA-B·31,
September 27, 2013)
The .Department of Energy spent approximately $1 billion over the last 5 years on Hydrogen and
Fuel Cells Program activities implemented through various projects at Federal laboratories,
universities, non-profit institutions, Government agencies and industry participants. The
Department also provided an additional $42 ml!Hon ln American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 funding to accelerate the commerdalizatlon and deployment of fuel cells.
We found the Department had not always effcctlvely managed the financial aspects of the
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program. For instance, we found that the Department approved and
reimbursed unsupported and/or unallowable costs at 9 of the 10 recipients Included ln our review.
Further, the Department had not ensured that recipient procurement practices were adequate to
fully protect the Government's Interests and complied with applicable policies, procedures and
b~st

practices.

The Issues we identified occurred, in part, because progr<im oHicials had not always provided
effective monitoring and oversight and/or adequate guidance to ensure that required financial
and accountlng policies and procedures had been properly adhered to on a·consistent basis. The
lack of attention to financial monitoring of recipients incfeased the risk that questionable and/or
unallowable costs would be charged to the Department and reduce the amount of funds available
to complete projects. l\ccordlngly, we questioned more than $6.7 mllllon In reimbursements to
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Program recipients included In our review. Management concurred with
our. recommendations and indicated that it had initiated and/or taken corrective actions to that
are responsive to our recommendations .
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on The Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facllitv Replacement Protect at.Los
Alamos National Laboratory {OAS·l-13·15, September 26, 2013)
Los Alamos National Laboratory's {Los Alamos) primary responsibility is to ensure the safety,
security and reliability of the nation's nuclear stackpl!e. To meet Its mission, Los Alamos stores,
treats and disposes of low-level waste and transuranic liquid waste {TRU) at the Radioactive Liquid
Waste Treatment Facility (RLWTF). The National Nuclear Security Administration {NNSA) and Los
Alamos have been planning a replacement project for the RLWTF since 2004, have made muftfple
changes in the design of the facility with plans to construct two facilities in 2005, one facility in
2006, and then returning to the two facilities approach in 2011. The current two facility design

ha5 a total estimated project cost as much as $214 milllon and respective completion dates of
2017 and 2020.
While NNSA has recently taken action to address RLWTF replacement project issues, we observed·
that the NNSA and Los Alamos had not effectively managed the project over most of_its lifecycle.
Despite more than 7 years of effort, and the expenditure of $56 million, design work for the TRU
facility has not been completed and the project's completion date is 11 years behind schedule.
Furthermore, the totul estimated cost for the replacement project has Increased from $86 million
to as much as $214 million, a 149 percent Increase. Additionally, independent peer and Internal
control reviews have noted that NNSA and Los Alamos had not developed reliable life cydc cost
estimates, used a Risk Management Plan, and applled Value Engineering principles to optimize the
design of the facility. NNSA and Los Alamos have made lmprovemen1s in the project management
of the ALWTF: however, we made suggestions for further Improvement.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Flscal Year 2011 Work Pedormed Under the Wark for Others Prqqram Qt Sgndia
National Laboratories {OAS-L-13·14, September 25, 2013)

The Department and its semi-autonomous National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)

provide research and technical assistance to other Federal agencies on a relmbursable, full cost
recovery basis through the Work For others (WFO) Program. WFO agreements are also used as a
mechanism through which industry can utilize expertise and facilities at Sandia National
laboratories (Sandia}, a Federally Funded Research and Development Center.
The Office of Inspector General contracted with KPMG, LLP (KPMG), to assess the Internal control
structure at Sandia and determine whether lt is effective In achieving the.current goals and
objectives of the WFO Program. KPMG identified several opportunities to strengthen controls
cover WFO costs. For Instance, l<PMG found that costs relating Sandia's WFO .support
organizations were lnclvded In the general and administrative cost pool that was allocated to both
WFO projects and other Department projects on an organization-wide basis, rather ~han using an
allocation base that bears a more direct causal beneficial relationship to the support
organlzL!tions' costs. KPMG estimated that the Department would have an annual savings of
approximately $2.3 million by Implementing a separate indirect rate for these support
organizations. KPMG recommended that Sandia consider removing the WFO support
orsanl2atlnn costs from the general and administrative indirect cost pool, and establish a separate
indirect cost pool for allocating these costs to WFO projects. NNSA generally concurred with the
findings and recommendations and proposed corrective actions that are responsive to our
recommendations .

to
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Examination Report on Alamo Area £oi1acJI of Governm1mts - Weatherization Assistance
Program Funds Provided b)! the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (OAS-RA·13·

30, September 19, 2013}
As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the

Weatherlzation Assistance Program {Weatherlzation Program) received SS billion to reduce
energy consumption for low-income households through energy efficient upgrudes. The State of
Texas received $327 million in Weatherlzatlon Program Recovery Act grant fonding, of whld1
$15.S mlllion was allocated to the Alamo Area Council of Governments {Alamo) to weatherize
approximately 3,000 homes. The State ofTexas' Department of Housing and Community Affairs
was responsible for administering Weatherizatlon Program grants, Including funds provided to

Alamo. The Office of Inspector General contracted with Lani Eko & Company, CPAs, PLLC {Lani
Eko), to express an opinion on Alamo's compliance with applicable Federal and state laws,
regulations and program guidelines.
The examination found that Alamo had falsified Weatherization Program records and improperly
weatherized multl·famlly dwellings. Further, Alamo had incurred unallowable cost$ of $146,850
for forensic audits and reviews to determine the extent of the program's mismanagement.
Specifically la ni Eko noted Instances In which a four-unit building and an eight·unlt building were
weatherized, even though eligibility requiremP.nts had not been met for those buildings. Lani Eko
questioned the allowability of the $21,904 In costs incurred for the weatherizatlon of those
buildings.
The Department concurred with the recommendation and has been working with the State and
Alamo to ensure that all corrective actions are Implemented. Its comments were responsive to
the r~commcndation to work with the State to improve administration of Recovery Act
Weatherization Program funds at Alamo and resolve the questioned costs .
(b)(6)
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Inspection Report on Unclassified Foreign National Vis[ts and Assfqnments at Oak Ridge

Notional Laboratory (INS-0-13-0.S, September 16, 2013)
During caleodaryear 2012, the Oak Ridge Natlonal Laboratory (Oak Ridge), which Is managed by
UT-Battelle, LLC, hosted approximately 6,400 fore!gn natlonal visitors and assignees (foreign
nationals). Such visits and assignments can be beneficial to the Department but may also create
certain security risks.
Our Inspection revealr.d that improvements are needed ln the Implementation of the
Department's Foreign National Visits and Assignments Program at Oak Ridge. We determined that
contrary to Host Agreements and individual security plans, hosts did not always maintain
accountability of foreign nationals as requited. In addit'1on, we found that Oak Ridge Office of
Counterintelligence (Counterintelligence) officials did not ensure that required
Counterintclllgence consultatlons had been documented and completed in the Department's
Foreign Access Central Tracking System (FACTS) for foreign nationals prior to their visits.
Although we did not identify any instances in which export information or other scientific
Information was in;ippropr!ately obtained by a foreign national, the risk that these events could
occur is higher than acceptable because of the weaknesses in Oak Ridge's program. We also
found that the Oak Ridge Host Audit Program, which provided management oversight of the
Foreign National Visits and Assignments program, had also not been effectively Implemented.
Collectively, these Issues have the potential to increase Oak Ridge's security risk that sensitive
Information and natlonal security assets could potentially be lost or compromised. The Oak Rldge
Site Office concuffed wlth the report recommcndatlons and Identified actions ii had planned or
had already taken' to address our recommendations. We consider management's comments
responsive to our recommendations.
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITlES:

•

On September 26, 2013 the Office of Inspector General held exit conferences with personnel
from the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), the Office of Management {MA), and
the Sustainability Performance Office to discuss the audit report on "The Department's Fleet
Vehicle Sustalnablllty Initiatives at Selected locations" (A12GT051).

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
·•
•

2013 Privacy Awareness Training

must be completed by October 11, 2013.

lt's that time again I It's time to reach down in our hearts, pull out our generosity arid "give." The
. Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) kicked off September 1, 2013. The Campaign theme this year
is "I MAKE IT POSSIBLE." Your headquarters keyworkers are: Rachelle Kennedy, Nlcole Williams,
Nancy Pierre White, and Cindy Miller. You can also reach out to Lois Jessup for additional
Information and assistance. The Nat Iona I Capital Area CFC website Is: www.cfcnca.org
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Sped al Inquiry: Review o(AlleqlJtions Regarding Prohibited Personnel Practices at the
BonneyJ/le Power Administration (DOE/IG-0895, October~, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging prohibited personnel practices at
Bonneville. The allegations included violations of OPM regulations and the Inappropriate dismissal
of veterans during their probationary period. l~e complaint also alleged violations of Department
policies regarding the application of veterans' preference and the use of the category rating
process in the exercise of Bonneville's delegated examining authority for competitive hiring.
We found that Bonneville's hiring practices disadvantaged veterans and other applicants.
Bonneville consistently manipulated the appllcant rating process, and did not fully disclose to the
Department that the inappropriate personnel practices had occurred or the adverse Impact on
veterans and other applicants despite specific requirements to do so. Further, Bonnevllle neither
notified the affected appllcants nor did It Initiate correc11ve actions required to remedy the
inappropriate practices.

The management culture at Bonneville contributed to an environment that enabled the
prohibited. practices to occur. Notably, we observed that Bonneville officials spent considerable
effort trying to distance the organization from Departmental procedures, processes and oversight.
Compounding problems associated with the general environment and culture, our Inquiry
revealed that Bonneville exercised Inadequate oversight and accountability of Its own personnel
recruitment fu nct1ons. In short, there was a massive breakdown In procedure~, processes and
management aHentiveness at several levels of Bonneville's operation.
The impact of Bonneville's improper hiring practices is widespread, has subjected affected
individuals to economic consequences, has disrupted Department and Bonneville opNatio'ns, and
has exposed the Department to a variety of legal challenges. Most importantly, adversely
impacted veterans have not received promised benefits. The Department expressed concurrence
with our report, and Its corrective actions, taken and planned, were fully responsive to our
findings and recommendations.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost A/Jowability for BatteJ/e Energy Al/Janee, .
lLC under Department of Energy Contract No. DEA-AC07-051DJ4517 during Fiscal Year 2012
(OAS-V-14-01, October 8, 2013}
Since 2005, Battelle Energy Alliance, LlC (Sattelle) has managed and operated the Idaho National
Laboratory (INL} under contract with the Department of Energy (Department}. The INL is
managed under a 10-yeM contract valved at $8.5 billion, of which Batte lie expended and claimed
$849,413,088 for Fiscal Year (FY) 2012. Battclle is required by Its contract to account for all funds
advanced by the Department annually on Its Statemen1 of Costs Incurred an.d Clatmed, to
safeguard assets In Its care, and to dalm only al!owable costs.

Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by Battelle's lnternal Audit could not be relied upon. We did not
Identify any material lnternal control weaknesses with Internal Audit's cost allowablllty audits,
which generally met International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
Internal Audit identified $131,770 In expressly unallowable and questioned costs, which have all
been resolved. We Identified no other audits or reviews that reported internal control
weaknesses impacting the allowabllity of costs claimed for FY 2012.
We a Isa found that Battelle provlded audit coverage of its cost reimbursable su bcon1racts. Jn
particular, Internal Audit selected subcontractors for review based on a risk-based approach
applied to the entire cost reimbursable subcontract population. Internal Audit identified $275 in
questioned subcontractor costs, which have been resolved .

. . m.T~_arn. .Lea.der:. J
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Evaluation Report on The Department's Unclassified Cybcr Security Program - 2013 IA13TG019,
October 1, 2013)
In the current Information technology environment, cyber security threats are a major concern for
all Federal entities. Several recent cyber attacks against the Department of Energy's networks and
systems have underscored the importance and urgency of a strong cyber security program. As part
of our responsibilities under the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FlSMA),
the Office of Inspector General conducts an annual Independent evaluation to determine whether
the Department's unclassified cyber security program adequately protected Its unclassified data
and information systems.
The Department had taken a number of positive steps over the past yeat to correct cyber security
weaknesses related to its unclasslfled Information systems. We noted that the Department had
taken corrective actions to resolve 28 of the 38 conditions we Identified during our FY 2012
evaluation. In addition, It had established a senior leadership council to increase high· level visibility
of cyber·related issues impacting 1he Department.
ln spite of these efforts, we found that significant weaknesses and associated vulnerabilities
continue to expose the Department's unclassified Information systems to a higher than necessary
risk of compromlsc. While we observed that weaknesses identified as a result of our vulnerability
scanning decreased somewhat during our FY 2013 evafuatlon, those telated to general informat!on
technology controls increaserl. Our testing revealed various weaknesses related to security
reporting, access controls, patch management, system integrity, configuration management,
segregation of duties and security management. In total, we discovered 29 new weaknesses and
confirmed that 10 weaknesses from the prior year's review had not been resolved. These problems
were spread across 11 of the 26 locations at which we performed testing. Notably, despite
requirements established in FISMA implementing guidance promulgated by the Office of
Management and Budget, we determined that the Department had not lncluded contractor owned
or operated systems when reporting performance metrics related to the health of Its cyber security
program to the Department of Homelar'ld Security.
The weaknesses we identifred occurred, ln part, because Department elements had not ensured
that policies and procedures were fully developed and implemented to meet all necessary cyber
security requirements. Absent Improvements to Its unclasslfied cyber security program, the
Department's Information and systems will continue to be at a higher than necessary risk of
compromise. As such, we made several recommendations that, lf fully Implemented, should help
the Department strengthen its cyber security program.
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Speciaf Report on Recent Events Related to Ecota/ity, Inc. (A13H0.054, October 3, 2013)

•

In our audi1 of the funding to Ecotality, The Department of Energy Vehicle Technologies Program's
$135 Million ;ri FuMing to Ecota/ity, Inc. {OAS-RA-13-29, July 2013}, we found that the
Department's management and administration of Ecotality's awards could have been Improved.
On August 7, 2013, shortly after the release of our audit report, Ecotality Informed the Department
that it was in financlaJ distress and may not be able to meet obligations under its Recovery Act
award. The Qepartment responded on August 8, 2013, by suspending payment under that award
and directing Ecotailty not to incur additional costs. Ecotality then flled a notice of "other events"
with the U.S. Securities and E)(change Commission (SEC) on August 12, 2013, disclosing that the
company had experienced certain material adverse financial· related developments that
significantly impacted its ability to meet its ongoing obligations. On September 16, 2013, Ecotality
filed a petition for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy.
Pr'1or to f'cotality's Chapter 11 filing, we initiated this review to determine whether the Depa_rtmcnt
was aware of, and had disclosed to the Office of Inspector General, pertinent events that occurred
prior to the completion of our previous audlt related to Ecotality's ability to meet Jts obligations.
We also sought lo determine whether the Department was effectively managing Ecotality's awards
in light of recent events.
We found that the Department had not fully disclosed known concerns regarding Ecotality's ability
to meet Jts EV project obligations lo the Office of Inspector General prior to completion of our
previous audit. Information that raised questlons about Ecotality's ability to meet Its project goals,
Including completing planned EV charger Installations and the collection of EV usage data, was not
provided even though the data had a readily apparent connection to our in-process audit. The
Department became aware of the EV project concerns at about the same lime that Department
officrafs were preparing a response to a draft of our July 2013 audJt report.
Program management officials asserted that the failure to disclose the information regarding
Ecotality's diffiwltles was not malicious. Nothing came to our attention to the contrary; however,
we are deeply concerned because the information directly related to the objective of our audit, to
determine whether the Department had effectively awarded and managed funding to Ecotality.
The disclosure of Issues that could have Impacted project completion. would have led us to perform
addltlonal audit procedures to evaluate Ecota llty's ability to fulfill its obligations under the
Recovery Act award. These issues also could have impacted our overall conclusions regarding
Ecotallty's performance under the award.
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Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Babcock & Wilcox Technical
Services Pantex, LlC for the period October l, 2009 thru September 30, 2012 under Department
of Energy Contract No. DE-AC54·00AL66620 (A13LV021, October 9, 2013}
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Audit Report on The Deparlment of Energy's American Reco11ery ond Reinvestment At:t Energy

Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program - District of Columbia (A12RA009, October 10,
2013)
The Department of Energy's Energy Efficiency and Conservation Bicek Grant (EECBG) Program
received about $3.2 bllllon under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 to help
state and local entities develop, Implement and manage energy efficiency and conservation
projects. Of the funding provided, more than $2.7 plllion was distributed to over 2,000 entitles
using a population-driven formula. The Department allocated about $9.6 mllllon In December
2009 to the District of Columbia government through the Olstrkt Department of the Environment
(DDOE). DODE selected four District of Columbia government agencies and six non-profit
community based organizations jCBOs) to assist In completing retrofits.
We Identified multiple weaknesses that ied us lo question the sufficiency of DDOE's controls over
EECBG funding to CBOs. For example, our audl1 revealed that DDOE had awarded $630,000 to
two
that lacked adequate experience In the area of energy efficiency retrofits 1 and had
advanced over $160,000 to three CBOs without assigning corresponding work. In contrast,
nothing came to our attention to indicate that the work performed by the District of Columbia
government entitles was not appropriately completed.

ceos

We found th al the issues identified occurred, primarily, because of an ineffective control
environment within DDOE. These Issues were not transparent to the Department because ODOE
is a government entity, and consistent with existing practices, was not required to provide
detailed documentatlon supporting its EECBG expenditures, Therefore, Department officials may
not have had the information necessary to Identify these issues and take appropriate action. We
have also made several recommendations to address the concerns in our report.
(b)(6)
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Evaluation Report on The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's UnclassJfied Cyb er Security
Program - 20J3 {Al3TG03S, October 10, 2013)
The Federal Energy Reculatory Commission (Commission} is an independent agency within the
Depart men! of Energy (Department) responsible for, among other things, regulating the Interstate
transmission of the nation's eiectrlclty, natural gas and oil. To help protect against continuing
cyber security threats, the Commission estimated that It would spend approximately $5.8 million
during fls<;al Year (FY) 2013 to secure its information teehnology assets, a 9 percent increase
compared to FY 2012. The Federal Jnformol.ion Security Management Act of 2001 {FlSMA}
established requirements for Federal agencies related to the management and oversight of
Information security risks and to ensure that informatlon technology resources wete adequately
protected.
The Commission had taken action to improve its cyber security posture and mitigate risks
associated with the weaknesses Identified during our FY 2012 evaluation. Our current evaluation,
however, disclosed that additional opportunities existed to better protect information systems
and data. Jn particular, we continued to Identity weaknesses related to the Comml<;.sion's timely
remediation ol software vulnerabilities.
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Audit Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowob/IJty for Natfonal Renewable
Energy laboratory during F/scCif Years 2009 through 2DH. under Department of Energy Contract
No. DE·AC36-0BG028308 (ABDN010, October
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OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES;
•

An entrance conference was held on Wednesday, October2, 2013 regarding the Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy's {EERE) Procurement Activity. The objective of the audit is to
deterrnlne whether EERE has effcctlvcly arid efficiently managed its procurement activities. In
attendance were representatives from the Office Inspector General, Headquarters Procurement
Services, EERE Headquarters and Golden Service Center.

of

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

Despite several attempts to correct system issues, the CFCNCA webpage portal will not work
correctly for payroll deductions. Alternative procedures for making payroll contributions were
emailed to all DIG staff this week. If you have any questions, please contact your Keyworker.
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Evaluation Report on The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Unclassified Cybe.r
Security Program - 2013 (OAS-M-14-0l, October 23, 2013)
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission} is an independent agency within the
Department of Energy (Department} responsible for, among other things, regulating the interstate
transmission of the Nation's electricity, natural gas and oil. Ta help protect against continuing
cyber security threats, the Commission estimat(?d that it would spend approximately $5.8 million
during Fiscal Year {FY) 2013 to secure its information technology assets, a 9 percent increase
compared to FY 2012.
The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) established requirements for
Federal agencies related to the management and oversii;ht of information security risks and to
ensure that information technology resources were adequately protected. As directed by FlSMA,
the Office of Inspector General conducted an independent evaluation of the Commission's
unclassified cyber security program to determine whether It adequately protected data and
information systems. This report presents the results of our evaluation for FY 2013.
The Commission had taken action to improve its cyber security posture and mitigate risks
associated with the weaknesses identified durine our FY 2012 evaluation. Our current evaluation,
however, disclosed that additional opportunities existed to better protect information systems
and data. In particular, we continued to identify weaknesses related to the Commission's timely
remediation or software vulnerabilities. Due to security considerations, information on specific
vulnerabilities has been omitted from this report; however, m.inagement was provided with
detailed information regarding identified vulnerabilities. The Commission concurred with the
report's recommended action and stated that it had initiated corrective action to address
weaknesses identified in the report.
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Audit Report on The Department's Fleet Vehicle Sustainability Initiatives at Selected
Locations (DOE/IG-0896, October 24, 2013)
In Fiscal Vear 2012, the Department of Energy's fleet consisted of 14,45 7 vehlcles operated at an
annual cost of approximiltely $131 miilion. Nearly 72 percent of the vehicles were leased through
the General Services Administration, with the remaining Department-owned and commercially

leased.
While Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Bonnevil!e Power Administration had taken steps
designed to improve economy and reduce emissions, they had not always managed their
substantial vehicle fleets in a cost~effectivc or efficient manner, nor did they take all prudent steps
to <idvance the use of alternative fuels. Specifically, these organizations leased flex-fuel vehicles

that were routinely fueled with gasoline instead of alternative fuels and did not optimize the size

of their fleets.
The issues we identified occurred primarily because Departmental policies and procedures had
not incorporated changes necessary to achieve optimal fleet inventory with regard to the type and
number of vehicles. Further, the policies did not reflect the need for procedures to locate
alternative fuel vehicles near alternative fueling stations. We also noted that fleet vehicles were
effectively managed and appropriately updated to achieve sustainability at the Savannah River
S\te. The Office of Management and the National Nuclear Security Administration generally
agreed with our findings and recommendations and submitted planned corrective actions that are
fully responsive to our recommendations.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:

No activity reported.
OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
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you would like to send a card, please contact Margaret Wright for Judy's address.
•

An Entrance Conference was conducted on October 22, 2013, for our audit on the Department's
Implementation of the Pilot Program for Agreements for Commcrciallzation of Technology (ACT).
The conference took place at the PNNL The objective of the audit is to determine if the
Department is effectively managing the Implementation of ACT. Initial fieldwork will be
conducted at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNLJ and Lawrence Livermore National

laboratory (LLNL). Represcnt<itivcs from the Office of Science, National Nuclear Security
Administration, PNNL, and LLNL were in attendance.

•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and
the Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course must be completed by

January 15, 2013.
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October 28 - November 1, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Evaluation Report on The Department of Enerqv's Unclassiflgd Cvber Security Program -

2013.

(OOE/IG·0897, October 29, 2013)
Cybef security threats are a major concern for all Federal entities, Including the Department or
Energy. The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) estabUshed the
requirement for Federal agencies to develop, implement and manage agency-wide information
security programs, and provide acceptable levels of security for the information and systems that
support the operations and assets of the agency. As part of our responsibilities under FISMA, the
Office of Inspector General conducts an annual Independent evaluation to determine whether the
Department's unclassified cyber security program oidcquate!y protected its unclassified data and
information systems.
The Department h<id taken a number of positive steps over the past yeaf to correct cyber security
weaknesses related to its unclassified information systems, including corrective actions to resolve
28 of the 38 conditions we identified during our FY 2012 evaluation. In spite of these efforts, we
found that signifkirnt weaknesses and associated vulnerabilities continued to expose the
Department's unclassified information systems to a higher than necessary risk of compromise.
Our testing revealed various weaknesses related to security reporting, access controls, patch
management, system integrity, configuration management, segregation of duties and security
management. In total, we discovered 29 new weaknesses and confirmed that 10 weaknesses
from the prior year's review had not been resolved. These problems were spread across 11 of the
26 Department locations where we performed testing.
The weaknesses identified occurred, in part, because Department claments had not ensured that
cybcr security requirements were fully developed and implemented. Management concurred
with our findings and recommendations an<i has taken and/or initiated corrective actions .
(b)(6)
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Speelal Report on Recent Events Related to Ecotality, Inc. (OAS-RA-14-01, October 31, 2013)
In our audit of the funding to Ecotality, The Department of Energy Vehicle Technologies Program 1s
$135 Million in funding to Ecotality, Inc. {OAS·RA-13-29, July 2013), we found that the
Department's management and administration of Ecotality's awards could have been improved.
We initiated this review to determine whether the Department was aware of, and had disclosed
to the Office of Inspector General, pertinent events that occurred prior to the completion of our
previous audit related to Ecotality's ability to meet its obligations. We also sought to determine
whether the Department was effectively managing Ecotality's awards in light of recent events.
We found that the Department had not fully disclosed known concerns regarding Ecotality's ability
to meet its electric vehicle project obligations to the Office of Inspector General prior to

completion of our previous audit. Information that raised questions about Ecotality's ability to
meet its project goals, including completing planned EV charger installations and the coltection of
electric vehicle usage data, was not provided even though the data had a readily apparent
connection to our in-process audit.
Program officials asserted that the failure to disclose the information regarding Ecotality's
difficulties was unintended. Nothing came to our attention to the contrary; however, we are
deeply concerned because the information directly related to the objective of our audit. While
the Department moved swiftly to suspend funding of Ecolality's Recovery Act award, it had not
taken similar action for the remaining ongoing Ecotality project. Notably, the Department had not
suspended payments under Ecotality's 2011, $26 million award to test electric vehicles ..
Management conc:um~d with our recommendations and indicated that it had completed or
initiated certain corrective actions.
(b)(6)
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Special Report on Management of the $245 million Nuclear Materials Safeguards and Security
Upgrades Project Phase If at Los Alamos National laboratory (A13LA002, October 30, 2013)
To address aging security infrastructure, the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) ls
now in the final phase of a project to upgrade security at Los Alamos National Laboratory's (LANl)
Technical Area-55, a facility that houses high security p!utonium assets and operations. These
upgrades, known collectively as the Nuclear Materials Safeguards and Security Upgrades Project Phase II (NMSSUP) began in 2009. While LANL retained the option to perform some work, it
divided the bulk of the project into five firm-fixed price subcontracts that were awarded to one
design company and three construction contraclors. Due to favorable contract bids in April 2011,
NNSA reduced the estimated tot.ii project cost from $245 million to $213 million. The project,
which consisted of more than 2,200 scheduled activities, was e)(pected to be completed in January

2013.
Our review revealed that the NMSSUP suffered from a number of project management
weaknesses. These issues ultimately resulted in cost Increases of as much as $41 million and
delayed completion of the project by nearly a year. Specifically, neither NNSA nor LANL had
ensured that the work scope was fully and accurately planned, inferior wotk by construction
contractors was promptly corrected, and management systems provided a clear and consistent
view of the project's schedu!e and cost performance. In addition, management information
systems failed to provide accurate and complete information about the funds available to
complete the remaining work scope.
These project management issues created a series of problems that cascaded into unanticipated

cost and schedule impacts. IANL estimated that project management, susp(rnsion, compensatory
security measures, and additional contingency costs would exceed the project's approved budget.
As a result, the project will be delayed approxlmately 1 year and wHI require an additional $41
million more than anticipated to complete.

Although it failed to take effective action to address project management weaknesses in NMSSUP,
the Department implemented detective controls thal identified many of the issues in this report
and are key tools for holding Department contractors accountable for their performa:1ce.

Additionally, NNSA had taken a number of positive actions to hold I.ANS accountable for lack of
performance. Despite these actions, proiect management concerns remain following the
suspension period. As such, we made recommendations to further improve project management.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and the
Introduction to Classlfi!!d Matter Protection and Control Course must be completed by January 15,

2013.
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November 4 - 15, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:

•

Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Babcock & Wflcox Technical
Services Pantex, LLC for the period October l, 2009 through September 30, 2012 under
Department of Energy Contract No. DE:-AC54-0DAl.66620 (OAS-V-14-01, November 4, 2013)
Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Pantex, LLC {B&W Pantex) has managed and operated Pantex
Plant (Pl<intex} in Amarillo, Texas under contract DE-AC54-00AL66620 with the Department of
Energy (Department} since February 1, 2001. The Department recently extended its contract with
B&W Pantex through January 31, 2014, Durine the 3-year year period from October 1, 2009,
through September 30, 2012, B&W Pantex incurred and claimed costs totaling approximately $1.7
billion. B&W Pantex is required by its contract to account for all funds advanced by the
Department annually on its Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed (SCIC), to safeguard assets in
its care, and to claim only allownblc costs.
Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by B&W Pantex's Internal Audit for FYs 2010 through 2012 could
not be relied upon. We did not identify any material intern<il control weaknesses with the cost
allowability audits, which generally met the International Standards for the Professional Practice
of Internal Auditing. During the 3·year period, lntcrn<il Audit questioned costs totaling $340,955,
of which $246,033 had been resolved. Thus, we arc reporting the remaining $94,922 as
questioned costs.

During our review of the annual cost allowability audits, we observed that lnterntil Audit
performed post award audits of subcontracts on a sample basis using appropriate risk-based
methodology. In addition, Internal Audit issued a Subcontracts Audit Report in April 2010 that
questioned costs totaling $19,195, which have been resolved. Furthermore, Internal Audit
initiated a subcontract audit in June 2013 for the period of FY 2011 through May 2013. /\t the
time of our review1 the subcontract audit had not yet been completed.
NNSA management concurred with our recommendation and provided an action plan that is
responsive to our recommendation.
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Drah Special Report on The Department of Energy's July 2013 Cyber Security Breach (A13TG056,
November 6, 2013)

To facilitate its administrative and operational needs, the Department of Energy maintains a
substantial amount of personally identifiable Information (Pll). The Department's Management
Information System (MIS) provides a gateway for users to access a system known as the DOE
Employee Data Repository {DOE!nfo) database. Over the past several years, MIS has been
involved in no less than threP. cyber security breaches. According to Department officials, neither
of the first two incidents, one in May 2011, and the second in January 2012, appeared to result in
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November 18 - 22, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Management ot Tritium within the Nqtional Nuclear Security Administration

(OAS·L·14-01, November 18, 2013)
The National Nuclear Security Administrntion (NNSI\) is responsible for producing tritium, a key
component recessary for mainlaining the Nution's nuclear weapons stockpile. NNSA's nuclear
weapons Readiness Campaign coordinates with the Department of Defense to determine
stockpile requirements and provide annual updates on tritium production and inventory status.
The Tritium Readiness subprocram provides the capability for producing tritium needed for the
Nation's nuclear weapons mission.
Based on our review, we determined that NNSi\ is effoctively managing tritium supplies to meet
nuclear weapons needs. NNSA currently maintains tritium supply levels slightly above demand
lcve!s and projects th;;t future supplies wilt be maintained at similar levels. At the time of our
review, NNSA had developed plans to increase the nurnbcr of tritium-producing burnable
absorber rods (TPBARs) irradiated per reactor cycle as the demand for tritium increases. NNSA
plans called for a steady increase in the number of TPBARs Irradiated per reactor cycle to a
maximum of 2,000 TPllARs in 1 reactor. Should future demands require more than 2,500
TPBARs per react-Or cycle, Tennessee Valley Authority will have to use more than 1 reactor to
irradiate the TPBARs.
While NNSA is effectively m;;naging tritium supplies to meet nuclear weapons needs in the near
term, we found that several key actions should be completed to ensure that future tritium
supplies are not disrupted. We provided suggested actions to ensure the long-term supply of
tritium for the Nation's nuclear weapons mission.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on Contract Awards to Small Businesses Undgr the Mentor-Proteqe Program
(DOE/IG-0898, November 20, 2013)
The goal of the Department of Energy's Mentor-Protege Program is to provide an opportunity
for eligible small businesses to receive developmental assistance in business and technical areas.
The Department utilizes the Program to increase the participation of small businesses as prime
contractors, as well as subcontractors to prim~ contractors. During calendar years 2010, 2011
and 2012, the Department had over 100 mentor·protege agreements in place.
Our audit disclosed that the Department had not always effectively managed the Program.
Specifically, we identified 13 protP.ges that, prior to entering the program, appeared to possess
the capabilities typically developed by small businesses through participation in the Program.
Additionally, we idcntlfied six mentor protege agreements with durations that appeared

excessive. Further, we identified four proteges that successfully graduated from the Program at
one Department site and subsequently entered into mentor-protegc agreements at other sites.
These issues occurred because the Department did not have an adequate control structure in
place for effective oversight of the Program. Specifically, the Department lacked sufficient
policies to assist mentors in the solicitation and selection of proteges, did not monitor the
progress of each protegc throughout the durntion of the agreement, and did not maintain an
adequate tracking system to accurately account for all proteges. Management concurred with
the report's recommendations and identified planned actions that are responsive to our
recommendations.
(b)(6)
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Report on Assessment of lludit Coverage of Cost" Allowability for Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory under Department of foergy Contract No, Df-AC02·05CH1.1231 during Fiscal Year
2011 (A12GTOS1, November 18, 2013)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
No activity reported.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and the
Introduction to Classified Matter Protection ;:ind Control Course must be completed by January

15, 2013.

•

Fourteen Office of Inspector General employees

graduated from the CIGIE Trnining in
Washington, DC.

•

The Richland Audit Group participated in the
local "Day of Caring/' in which volunteers from
the Pacific Northwest Site Office, Hichland
Operations Office and Office of Hiver Protection
spent the afternoon of November 7, /.013
volunteering at local organizations. The
Richland Audit Group spent the afternoon at
Second Harvest in Pasco. Second H<HVt~st is committed to ensuring a safe and nutritious supply
of food is available to families, childrnn and seniors in need in our neighborhoods. Since
opening a food distribution center in 1997, Second Harvest has increased food distribution and
improved services to people in need throughout the Columbia Basin. The new warehouse in
Pasco distributes nearly 460,000 pounds cf food each month, including fresh produce and other
wholesome perishable products. Second Harvest's rood goes to more than SO neighborhood
food banks and meal centers in southc<istcrn <ind south central Washington to feed hungry
people. The group spent the! afternoon sweeping and mopping floors, and clearing
tumbleweeds all while braving 30 mile <:m hour winds. It was a great team effort and everyone
was happy to help our local communities!
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November 25 - 29, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Federal EnerJJ..V.. Requfrttor.y Commission's Fiscal Year 2013 Financ/qf Statement

Audit (OAS-FS-14-01, November 25, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General contracted with the independent public accounting firm of
l<PMG, LLP (KPMG) to conduct the audit, subject to our review. KPMG Is responsible for
expressing an opinion on the Commission's financial statements and reporting on applicable
internal controls and compliance with Jaws and regulations. The Office of Inspector General
monitored audit progress and reviewP-d the <iudit report and related documentation.

KPMG concluded that the financial statements present fairly, in all m<lterial respects, the
financial position of the Commission ;is of and for the years ended September 30, 2013 and
2C12, and its net costs, changes in net position, budgetary resources and custodial activities for
the years then ended, in co11formity with generally accepted accounting principles.
(b)(6)
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Audit Report on The De1mrtmgnt of Energy's American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Energy
Effkienc" and Conservat/011 f'JJock Gmnt Proqrarn - District of Columbia (OAS-RA-14-02,
November 25, 2013)
The Department of Energy's lnergy Efficiency <:ind Conservation Bloc!< Grant {EECBG) Program
received about $3.2 billion undrr the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 to help
state and local entities develop, implement and manage energy efficiency and conservation
projects. Of the funding provided, more than $2.7 billion was distributed to over 2,000 entities
using a population-driven formula. The Department allocated about $9.6 million in December
2009 to the District of Columbia government through the District Department of the
Environment {DDOE). DDOE selected four District of Columbia government agencies and six
non-profit community-based org<:mizations {CUOs) to assist in completing retrofits.
We identified multiple weaknesses that led us to question the sufficiency of DDOE's controls
over EECBG funding to CBOs. For example, our audit revealed that DDOE had awarded
$630,000 to two CBOs that lacked <1dequate experience in the area of energy efficiency retrofits,
and had advanced over $160,000 to three CBOs without assigning corresponding work, In
contrast, nothing came to our attcntion to indicate that the work performed by the District of
Columbia government entities was not appropriately completed.
We found that the issues identified occurred, primarily, because of an ineffective control
environment within DDOE. These isstws were not transparent to the Department because
ODOE is a government entity, and consistent with existing practices, was not required to provide
detailed documentation supportin3 its EECBG expenditures. Therefore, Department officials
may not have had the information ricccssary to identify these issues ilnd take appropriate

action. The Department agreed with our recommendations and stated that it was working with

ODOE to ensure that all corrective? actions were implemented.
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Special Report on Management ClrnJ.l_gJ]qes at the Department of Energy- Fiscal Year 2014
(DOE/IG-0899, November 26, 2013)

With its critically important missions in mind, the Office of Inspector General identifies what it
considers to be the most significant management challenges facing the Department of Energy
each year. The purpose of this effort is to identify challenges to the Department's wide-ranging
operations as well as problems with specific management processes. The overall goal ls to focus
attention on key issues with the objective of aiding Department managers in their efforts to
enhance the effectiveness of agency programs and oper<itions.
Based on the results of our body of work over the past year, in our judgment, the management
challenges list for Fiscal Year 2014 remains largely consistent with that of the previous year.
These challenges include: operational erfidcincy and cost savings, contract and financial
assistance award management, cyber security, environmental cleanup, human capital
management, nuclear waste disposal, sJfeguards <ind security, and stockpile stewardship •
(b)(6)
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Audit Report an Assessment of Cost 111/owabWty for B&W Technical Services Y-22, I.LC under
Department of Energy Contract No. Df·AC05-000R22800 during Fiscal Years 2011and2012
(A13YT031, November 25, 2013)

(b)(5)
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last week, Eastern Audits Division members Wayne! Herbert and Steve Sommer took advantage
of free training provided by the locol Oak Hide{' Office by attending the "Managing Contract
Changes" training course held in Oak Hidge, fonnessee. Attendees included Federal employees
from the Oak Ridge Offlcc, Y-12, llerkeley Sile Office, and the MOX Project located in South
Carolina. The course was very informative <ind focused on contract changes and the integration
of contract and project management ln large complex contracts. It also provided valuable
insight into the oversight differences between Management and Operating contracts and
contracts issued ln t:lccordance with tho federul Acquisition Regulation. Management
encourages staff to seek out similar no cost trJining opportunities from their local organizations.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and the
Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course must be completed by January

15, 2013.
•

The Germantown audit groups welcome lashae Cain, David Lee and Andrew Seehusen, and
welcome back Ryan Cocolin to the Office of Inspector General.
•

Lashae joins us from the Walter Reed Nationfll Military Medical Center in Bethesda, MD.
With Walter Reed, Lashac served as tl Program Manager and was responsible for oversight
of the optical program for all branches of the United States Military. Ms. Cain obtained
her Master's in Business Administration in 7.012.
David comes to the OIG from the Dctcnse Contract Audit Agency where he served as an

auditor reviewing proposals, cost accounting standards, direct rates, contractor's indirect
rates and incurred costs. D<wid has a Maste>r's Degree in Accounting and is a Certified
Public Accountant.
•

Andrew joined the OIG by way of the Government Accountability Office. At GAO, Andrew
performed financial st<Jtcment <Judit procedures at the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the FmJcral Deposit Insurance Corporation. Andrew has a Sachelor's
Degree in Accounting and Finance and is a Certified Public Accountant.

•

Ryan I has a Master's Degree in Business Administrntion. He previously worked for the
OIG from November 20'.l.O through January 2013, Ryan rejoins the OIG from the private
sector. Prior to the OIG, he spent 3 years in the Army as a Field Artillery Officer.
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December 2 - 6, 2013
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Special Report on the Department of Energy's Jy}y.,2013 Cyber Security Breach (COE/IG·0900,
December 6, 2013)

To facilitate its administrative and operational needs, the Department of Energy maintains a
substantial amount of personally identifiable information (Pll). The Department's Management
Information System (MIS) provides a gateway for users to access a system known as the DOE
Employee Data Repository (DOE'.lnfo) database. Oecause of the importance of ensuring the
security of the Department's systems and sensitive information and at the request of the Chief
Information Officer, we commenced a special review into the circumstances surrounding the
MIS/DOElnfo breach.
In spite of a number of early warning signs that certain personnel-related information systems
were at risk, the Department had not taken action necessary to protect the Pll of a large number
of its past and present employees, their dependents and many contractors. We concluded that
the July 2013 incident resulted ln the exfiltration of a variety of Pll an over 104,000 individuals.
Our review identified a number of technical and management issues that contributed to an
environment in which this breach was possible. We also identifiod numerous contributing
factors related to inadequate management processes. We also found that the extent of Pll
stolen was much more extensive than that originally reported by the Department.
These issues created an environment in which the cyber security weaknesses we observed could
go undetected and/or uncorrected. While we did not identify a single point of failure that led to
the MIS/DOElnfo breach, the combinatjon of the technical and managerial problems we
observed set the stage for Individuals with malicious intent to access the system with what
appeared to be relative ease. Management concurred with our recommendations and indicated
that it had taken and/or initiated corrective actions.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b )(6)
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Audit Report on Assessment of Audit Coverage of Cost AIJowabl/lty for National Renewable
Energy Laboratory during Fi5cal Years 2009 through 2011 under Department of Energy Contract
No. DE-AC36·08G028308 {OAS-V-14-03, November 26, 2013)

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory {NRELJ supports the Department of Energy's
(Department) research and development initiatives. Since October 1, 2008, the Alliance for
Sustainable Energy, llC {Alliance) has managed and operated NREL. During Fiscal Years (FYs) 2009
through 2011, Alliance incurred and claimed costs of approxhnately $1.2 billion. As an integrated
1
management and operating contractor, Alliancc s financial accounts are integrated with those of
the Department, and the results of transactions arc reported monthly according to a uniform set
of accounts.

Based on our assessment, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by Alliance's Internal Audit did not meet Institute of Internal
Auditors Standards and could not be relied upon for FYs 2009 through 2011. However, we found
that Alliance had t)ot always conducted or arnmged for audits of cost-type subcontracts during FYs
2009 through 2011. Thus, we considered approximately $17.6 million in incurred costs on 42
subcontracts as unresolved pending audit. Further, Alliance asserted that, in lieu of audits, it had
conducted 20 "attestation engagements" in accordance with generally accepted Government
auditing standards {GAGAS). However, we concluded that reliance could not be placed on these
"attestation engagements" because Subcontract Audit had not always compiled with GAGAS
regarding supervision, quality control, independence and compliance statements.
We found that Internal Audit reported $94,093 in questioned costs during FYs 2009 through 2011.
Of this amount, $12,909 had been recovered and $81,184 had been resolved based on retroactive
approvals of transactions or receipt of additional supporting documentation. Additionally, during
this period, Internal Audit reported a material internal control weakness related to an accrual
issue, which was subsequently resolved. Subcontract audits-performed by the Defense Contract
Audit Agency and "attestatlor engagements" performed by Subcontract Audit also resulted in
over $1.4 million of questioned costs. Of this amount, $325,471 had not yet been recovered by
the Oep<irtment, although the Contracting Officer had made a determination that the costs were
unal!owable. Finally, we noted that an account discrepancy, which Internal Audit continually
reported for over 10 years, remained unresolved. Specifically, the trial batance for one accrued
cost liability account in NREL's accounting system was out of balance by approximately $1.2
million with the Department's accounting system. Management concurred with our
recommendations and proposed corrective actions.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
No acti'i1ity reported.

OTHER AUDIT /INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrnnce conference was conducted on December 3, 2013 for the audit of the Department's
Management of Spare Parts and Other Special Items. The objective of the audit is to determine
whether the Department is effectively managing its spare parts and other special items across
the complex. Representatives from the Office of Management, the National Nuclear Security
Administration, the Office of Science, the Office of Environmental Management, and the Office
of Nuclear Energy attended.

•

On December S, 2013, an entrance conference was conducted for the audit of the Department
Energy's Audit Resolution and Follow-up Process. The objective of the audit is to determine
whether the Department has corrected previously reported problems with the audit resolution
and follow-up process and whether issues Identified in recent audits have been resolved.
Representatives from the Office of Chief Financial Officer, the National Nuclear Security
Administration, the Advance Research Projects J\gency, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
the Berkeley Site Office, the Carlsbad Field Office, the Office of the Chief of Staff, the Oakridge
National laboratory Office, Environmental Management, the Department of Energy's Idaho
Operation Office, the Western Area Power l\dmioistrntion, Office of Health Safety and Security,

the Department Of Energy's Savannah River Opcr<ition Office and the Office of IT Corporate
Management.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and the
Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course must be completed by January

15, 2013.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Audit Report on Department of Enemy's Nucleor Waste Fund's Fiscal Year 2013 Finonc/al

Statement Audit {OAS-FS-14-02, December 11, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General contracted with the independent public accounting firm of
KPMG, LLP (KPMG) to conduct an audit of the Department of Energy's Nuclear Waste Fund's
fiscal Year 2013 balance sheet and the related statements of net cost, changes in net position
and combined statements of budgetary resources.
KPMG concluded that the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the fund as of September 30, 2013 and 2012, and its net costs, changes ln
net position, and budgetary resources for the years then ended, in conformity with United
States generally accepted accounting principles.
The auditors' review of the Fund's inlernal control structure and compliance with certain laws
and regulations disclosed no deficiencies or instances of noncompliance required to be reported
under generally accepted Government auditing standards or applicable Office of Management
and Budget guidance .

.• ~~~:''.'."_de,+- -
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(b)(6)

•
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Audit Report on Department of Energy's Fiscal Year 2013 Consolidated Ffnancio/ Statements

(OAS·FS·14-03, December 12, 2013)
Pursuant to requirements established by the Government Management f?.eform Act of 1994, the
Office of Inspector General engaged the independent public accounting firm of KPMG, I.LP
(KPMG) to perform the audit of the Department of Energy's Fiscal Year 2013 Consolidated
Financial Statements. KPMG audited the consolidated financial statements of the Department
as of September 30, 2013 and 2012, and the related consolidated statements of net cost,
chances in net position, and custodial activity, zmd combined statement of budgetary resources
for the years then ended.
The audit revealed certain deficiencies in Internal control related to unclassified network and
information systems security that were considered to be a significant deficiency. A significant
deficiency was identified regarding Unclassified Network and Information Systems Security in
the Department's system of internal controls, and is not considered a material weakness. The
audit disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported
under applicable <ludit standards and requirements. We appreciated the cooperation of
Department clements during the review .
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Ora rt Audit Report on fiscal Year 2012 Work Performed Under the Wark for Others Program at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (A13tA030, December 11, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public accounting firm,
KPMG, LLP (KPMG), to ;:isscss the internal control structure at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL} and determine whether it Is effective in achieving the current goals and objectives of the
Work for Others (WFO) Program. For Fiscal Years (FYs) 2010 through 2012, LANL's WFO
activities comprised between 10 and 12.5 percent of its annual funding. Specifically, WFO
funding was $268 million in FY 2010, $241 million in FY 2011 and $206 million in FY 2012.
However, these figures do not include classified WFO projects, which were not included in the
scope of this audit.
KPMG concluded that, except for the finding detailed in the attached report, LANL implemented
internal controls and compliance procedures in FY 2012 that met the Department's WFO
Program requirements, as stated in Department regulations, guidance and applicable contract
provisions. However, l<PMG found labor costs of certain personnel who primarily supported the
WFO Program were not allocated to WFO projects. Rather, the labor costs were allocated as
oart of the indirect rates to both the Department and WFO projects on an organization-wide
basis, rather than using an allocation base that bears a more direct causal benefici<il relationship
to the support costs. KPMG estimated that during FY 2012, the Department would have an
annual savings of approximately $2.0 million by implementing a separate indlrcct rate for tliese
support organizations. KPMG recommended that LJ\Nl and the NNSA Los Alamos Field Office
consider the cost benefit of removing the WFO related organization support costs from the
general and administrative and program support cost pools, and establish a separate indirect
cost pool for allocating these costs to WFO projects and other projects supported by the WFO
support organization on a base that has a more direct causal beneficial relationship to the
employee's functions.

I~i'.:bnicaJMonltoi....·--·-·-·····_ _ _ __.
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•

Draft Audit Report on National Nuclear Security Administration Nuclear Weapons Systems
Configuration Management (A12Al024, December 12, 2013}
The Office of Inspector General received multiple allegations regarding National Nuclear
Security Administration's (NNSA) management of Configuration Management (CM} info:-mation.
The allegations related to incomplete product definitions for NNSA nuclear weapons, and
mismanagement of classified nuclear weapons drawings, a situation that could lead to
unauthorized changes to the drawings. As a result, we initiated this audit to determine whether
NNSA had maintained accurate and complete CM information for nuclear weapons and nuclear
weapons components to support safe, sound and timely decisions related to these devices.
Our review substantiated the allegations that NNSA had not always maintained accurate and
complete CM information for its nuclear weapons and components. We also identified
additional concerns with the use of nuclear weapons parts and components that did not
conform to specifications. For instance, we found that NNSA sites could not always locate "asbuilt" product definitions or associated drawings for nuclear weapons and components in its
official records repositories, and sites did not always ensure that parts that did not conform to
specifications were actL1ally fit for use in a nuclear we<.1pon.

Because of the signlflcance of these issues and the potential impact on stockpile reliability, we
made recommendations designed to improve NNSJ\'s configuration management and its efforts
to prioritize planned wc<:1pons initiatives.

(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:
•

An entrance conference was conducted on December 12, 2013 for the audit of the Follow-up on
Treatment of High level Waste at the SavaMah River Site. The objective of the audit is to
determine whether the Department is operating the Defense Waste Processing Facmty
efficiently and effectively to maximize the amount of high level waste processed and the
number of canisters produced. Representatives from the Savannah River Operations Office,
Office of Waste Disposition attended. Francis Bolton is the Auditor-in-Charge for this audit
effort.

ANNOUNCEMENTS~

•

Congratulations to Lindsey Poppe of the Richland Audit Group, who passed all four parts of the
CPA exam in less than 6 months.

•

Congratulations to Wayne Herbert of the Eastern Audits Division, who completed his Master's
degree in Buslr:ess Administration at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.

•

Congratul<:1tions to Pamela Baizas of the Livermore Audit Group for receiving her Master's
degree in Public Administration from the University or San Francisco. She was selected as the
commencement speaker and was also inducted to Pi Alpha Alpha, the National Honor Society
for Public Affairs and Administration. She was also involved in the Graduate Student Senate and
served as the Senator representing all graduate students from <ill branch campuses of the
University of San Francisco.

•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management Course and the
Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course must be completed by Janu<iry
15, 2013.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Special Report on NNSA's Management of the $245 million Nuc/cqr Materials Safeguards ~rut
Security Upgrades Project Phase II at Los Alamos National Laboratarv. {DOE/IG·0901, January 2,
2014)
To address aging security infrastructure, the National Nuclear Security Administration is now in
the final phase of a project to upgrade security at the Los Alamos National Laboratory's (LANL)
Technical Area·55. These upgrades, known collectively as the Nuclear Materials s~feguards and
Security Upgrades Project· Phase II (NMSSUP), began in 2009. LANL divided the bulk of the
project into five firm·fixed price subcontracts that were awarded to one design company and
three construction contractors. Due to favorable contract bids in April 2011, NNSA reduced the
estimated total project cost from $245 mfllion to $213 million. The project consisted of more than
2,200 scheduled activities and was expected to l:Je completed in January 2013. Los Alamos
National Security, LLC (LANS) is the management and operating contractor for LANL.
Our review revealed that the NMSSUP suffered from a number of project management
weaknesses. These issues ultimately resulted in cost increases
as much as $41 million and
delayed completion of the project by nearly a year. In addition, management information systems
failed to provide accurate and complete information about the funds available to complete the
remaining work scope. These project management issues created a series of problems that
collectlvcly resulted in significant unanticipated cost and schedule impacts. Although it failed to
take effective action to address project management weaknesses in NMSSUP, the Department
implemented detective controls that identified many of the issues in this report and are key tools
for holding Department contractors accountable for their performance. NNSA had taken a
number of positive actions to hold LANS accountable for lack of performance; however, project
management concerns remain despite these actions.

or

NNSA management generally concurred with our recommendations and acknowledged the
problems that previously plagued the project; however, Management disagreed with our
description of the evolution of NMSSUP's cost baseline and our conclusion that the project 1s costs
exceeded its approved baseline. Management's existing and planned corrective actions are fully
responsive to our recommendations,
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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•

Management letter on the Federal Energy ReqµJatorv Commission's Fiscal Yr;.ar 2013 Financial
Statement Audit (OAS·FS-14-04, December 18, 2013}
The letter was prepared by KPMG, LLP, and details are not provided because it is marked Official

Use Only .
(b}(6)
(b)(6}
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Q_BAFT REPORTS ISSUED:
•

Draft Audit Report on Technology Transfer and Commercialization Efforts at the Department
of Energy's National laboratories (Al:JCH027, December 20> 2013}

The Department of foergy National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989
established technology transfer as a mission of Federal research and development agencies,
including the Department of Energy (Department). The Department has since encouraged its
national laboratories to enter into technology partnering activities with non-Federal entitles and
has authorized its facilities to patent and license intellectual property that may arise from
research and development activities.

The Energy PoUcy Act of 2005 and the October 2011 Presidential Memorandum on Accelerating
Technology Transfer and Commercialization of Federal Research in Support of High-Growth
Businesses had specific requirements regarding the Department's technology transfer and

cornmercia!ization efforts.

Our review revealed opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the Department's
management of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts. Specifically, we found
that the Department had not finalized quantitative performance metrics necessary for it to
determine the success of its technology transfer and commercialization efforts, developed a
forward-looking approach for investing the Energy Technology Commercialization Fund required
by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and ensured the nationaf laboratories were consistently
treating their equity holdings in licensees received as part of their technology transfer efforts.
Due to turnover in key staff, we were unable to definitively determine why the Department had
failed to finalize and transmit its Execution Plan to Congress.
In the absence of finalized performance metrics and forward looking budgets, the Department is
at increased risk of failing to maximize its re tum on investment of limited technology transfer
and commercialization funds. We made several recommendations that, if implemented, should
help improve the Department's technology transfer program.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b}(6)

•

Draft Audit Report on Compliance with the Memorandum of Agreement Between the u.s.
Department of Energy and the Em:rgy Child Development Centers, Inc. (A13GT016, December

18, 2013)
The Office of Inspector General contracted with Lopez and Company, LLP (Lopez) to determine if
the Energy Child Development Centers, Inc. {ECDC, Inc.) met the reporting and performance
requirements of its December 16, 2002 Memorandum of /\ereement (MOA} with the
Department of Energy for the pel'iod of December 16, 2002 through December 31, 2011.
Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not meet the reporting and performance compliance
requirements of the MOA. Due to a lack of documentation maintained by ECDC, Inc., Lopez was
unable to make a determination of ECDC lnc.'s compliance? with 8 of 13 major risk areas. For the
remaining key processes, Lopez concluded that ECDC, Inc. did not materially comply with
reporting and performance requirements. Specifically, Lopez found that ECDC, Inc. did not
adequately screen recipients for tuition assistance eligibility in accordance with the MOA and
General Services Administration requirements, provide both financial and program reporting as
required by the MOA, always ensure that its financial and tax Information reports reflected
actual financial activily, and maintain documentation demonstrating that its Board of Directors
was duly constituted according to its own bylaws.

Due to the lack of reporting and performance compliance with the MOA, the overall
recommendation is that the Department considers terminating the MO.I\ with ECOC, Inc. or
work with ECDC, Inc. to revise its governance structure and the MOA and enforce the provisions
of the MOA.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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OTHER AUDIT/INSPECTION ACTIVITIES:

No activity reported.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
(b)(6)

(b)(S)
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•

Terri

•

The Germantown Audit groups were fortunate

..... • .J .:...::. .. . J.Ierri'.sdaughtBrl._·····-······-···_ _ _ _ _ __,jare both doing well.
to be able to sponsor a family from
Germantown Help this holiday season. fn an
effort to make the holidays a little brighter for
one family, the Germantown office was able
to provide a holiday meal, clothes and toys for
a mother and four children this year.
Germantown auditors delivered the items to
the mother on December 20, 2013.
•

TRAINING: The DOE Supervisory/Non-

Supervisory Performance Management Course
and the Introduction to Classified Matter
Protection and Control Course rnust be completed by January 15, 2013.
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Aclivily Report" is Intended for the use or the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIF1CANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing In Fraud Case
On December 20, 2012, the spouse of a former member of the Department's Senior
Executive Service was sentenced in U.S. District Court in Greenbelt, MD, to serve 2
years probation, fined $1,000, and ordered to pay the Department $104,000 in
restitution. As previously reported, the spouse was convicted on one count of aiding
and abetting. The investigation determined the former employee arranged for the
spouse to receive over $1.2 million in consulting fees and subcontract payments on
a Department project the former employee orchestrated .

(b)(6),(b)(7)( C)
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2. Indictment in Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On December 19, 2012, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina
indicted a former Savannah River Site subcontractor employee on one count at theft
of Government funds and seven counts of false statements. As previously reported,
the investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee fraudulently
received over $69,000 in J.1er diem benefits by falsifying per diem eligibility
(b)(6) ,(b )(7)(C)
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This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
rnformiition Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Secliou 552a).
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Open Cases:
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Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
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0
0

Region· Region
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3

4

5

6
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0
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0

0

0

4

0
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0

1
1
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0
5:1

47

37

25

29

0
0

0

a

0

7:1

6:1

6:1

3:1

0
0
4:1

13
0
0
5:1
1:1

6

7
0
0

6
0
0

7
0

6

2

0
1

0
0

7
0
0

0
0

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

0

0
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2

O
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB 01/04/2013
With MA POFC
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0

0
Cases Completed
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This Week

This Week

0

1

46
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

With POFC

9
0
3

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

•

TCS

For Signature

0
Cases Withdraw
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0

0

Total Cases
Open
10

T otaJ Closed
in FY 2013
5
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RECOVERYACTEFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None
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SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

None

CASE INVENTORY
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1

_2_
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Open Cases:
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Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

0

0
0

0
4

46

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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13
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6
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2
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

80
7
3
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB 01 /11/2013
With POFC

With MA POFC

In GIG

For Signature

10

0

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened

Cases Withdraw
This Week

This Week

0

0

0

Total Cases
Open

10
Total Closed
in FY 2013

5

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:

(b)(GJ,(bJEJ~:l.. ·-·• .... Regi.on-5.=0nJanuary7,,~013f·-··-· ·········-

····!conducted a
briefing to approximately 20 finance managers at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore. CA

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS,

•

CARES, CONCERNS

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

None
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SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•
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Former Department Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On January 11, 2013, the OIG learned that a former Department subcontractor
employee had been debarred from Government contracting for a period of 3 years.
As previously reported, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted
the former Department subcontractor employee on one count of theft of public funds
and three counts of false statements. The former Department subcontractor
employee entered tnto a pretrial diversion agreement requiring 100 hours of
community service and $32,428 in restitution. The investigation determined that the
former Department subcontractor employee falsified three per diem certification
forms in order to receive per diem pavments which would have otherwise been
_unauthmized. (lttSR024+
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TCS

9

0
0
3

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

117
4
26
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOIA}
Status as of COB 01118/2013

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

0

8

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

1

0

0

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
In FY 2013

6

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None
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.... ~epartrnent of En~rqy

WEEKL y AcnvrrY REPORT
.. : ·. 1.:;·.. ·.

Office of Inspector Genernl

Ending January 25, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OlG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Search Warrant Executed In Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Fraud
Investigation
rb](7)(A)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

. . . J.....
(b_J(7_J(_AJ_ _ _ _ ____.l-OtOHQ014: .....
I-_··-····_ ____.

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Oak Ridge Office (ORO)
On January 24, 2013, an IRM was issued to the ORO Manager regarding access to
ORO's electronic information management system. As previously reported, the
investigation determined that a former Department contractor employee copied
proprietary software and a computer file from ORO systems containing Personally
Identifiable Information for 16,068 current and former Department emP.foyees and
contractors without authorization prior to his termination. (1120R004:
m(*~~)·~~)(?)(C)

I

3. IRM Issued To Weatherization Assistance Program {WAP}
On January 22, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office
of Weatherization, regarding income eligibility and conflict of interest requirements
for the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP). Several individuals affiliated with
the Southwest Michigan Community Action Agency (SMCAA) received or applied for
WAP funds, creating possible conflicts of interest because SMCAA is a sub-recipient
of Department WAP funds. Shortcomings were also identified in how SMCAA
calculated income requirements for WAP recipients. (112PT004:
mmm+- m __ J~)(_~)·\b)(7)(C)

I
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CASE JNVENTORY
Region
_1_

Region
2

Region
3

Region

--

Region
5

Region

4

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0
0

47
0
0

44
0
4

37
0
0

25
0
0

28

9

1

1

0
0
3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40
0
0
5:1

47
1
0

48
0
0

37
0
0

30

12

7:1

6:1

6:1

25
0
0
3:1

1
0
6:1

7
0
4

6
0
1

7
0

6
0
0

1

7
0

5

0
0
4:1
1:1
2

0

0

1

1

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

87
5
1
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOIA)

Status as of COB 01/25/2013

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

8

0

0

Cases Completed
This Week

0

For Signature
0

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

a

0

TCS

6

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
in FY 2013

6
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Confidential Financial Disclosure Report- 01 employees who have received a
CHRIS email notification that they must file an Annual Confidential Financial
Disclosure Report should ensure 1hat the report is filed no later than
February 15, 2013.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

Congratula~l(b)( 6 ).(b)(?)(C)

Iwho was selected as the I

mmmmlforHotline

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Operationst=__Jbegins her new position on January 28, 2013.
•

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On January 22, 2013, the OIG received a letter of commendation from the U.S.
Attorney's Office for the Middle District of Pennsylvania recognizing the outstanding
effortso~mmm-- mmm
jin a grant fraud investigation that resulted in a Pennsylvania
State University professor being convicted and incarcerated for 41 months and
ordered to pay $640,660 in restitution. The investigation also identified tgnifiynt
cost savings and recovered funds for the Department. Congratulations
- - - . . . . . . - __ .......... (~_)( 6 ).(b)(?J(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

A vacancy announcement for an Operations Officer (GS-1811-13/14) will be posting
soon to USAJobs. All interested personnel are encouraged to apply.

•

The 01 Managers Meeting scheduled for February 25 - March 1 has been
postponed and will be rescheduled.
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Depa1t1nent of. Ener(J'r' . .

WEEKLY ACTIVITY RF.PORT
... -····

:.:.: :.:.: ..

Office of Inspector General

Ending februa1y 1, 201:3

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OlG Actlvily Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI), The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OI Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

1. Former Department Contractor Employees Pied Guilty
On January 1O, 2013, in the Seventh Judicial District of Idaho, two former Idaho
National Laboratory (INL) contractor employees each pied guilty to one count of
grand theft. The investigation determined both individuals stole Department power
equipment and tools from INL valued at over $5,000. Sentencing is scheduled for

(b)( 6 ).(b)( 7 )(~)mmmm m' ' mfE:JQLIJf:l'Y 20.4013. m(IJ21EQQ5;,lmmm•• mmmmmmm

I

2. Recovered Funds as a Result of an OIG Investigation
On January 23, 2013, the OIG was notified the Department de-obligated $152,844
·
·
·
·
·
eported,

(b)(7)(A)

110HQ016:

This documcnl is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Preedom of
lnfomrntion t\ct (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seel ion 552u).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

_3_

4

_5_

6

42
0
4

38

26

0
0

0
0

29
1

26
1

31

14

1

0
3:1

0
6:1

2
0
4:1
i:1

40

47

Hold:

0

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

0

0
0

40

47

0
0
5:1

0
0

46
0
2

38
1
0

7:1

6:1

6:1

7

6

7

6

0
0

0
0

0
1

0

7
0

0

1

Open Cases:

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

1

5

2
0
0

97
6
6
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 01/31/2013

With POFC

In CJG

With MA POFC

For Signature

Total Cases

Open

10

0
Cases Completed
This Week

0

0

0

10

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
In FY 2013

Cases Opened
This Week

0

2

11
0
0
3

0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

TCS

6

2
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

_ ...11........... Region..4. =0n.January25;2013_J-_·······-··_ _ ___,!conducted

a briefing to 5 managers

from Sandra National Laboratories.
OTHER MATTERS
•
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

I

Welcome tol(b)(SJ,(b)(?)(C)
a new member of the Management and
Ad ministrati~) staff. 01 will benefit fro ml
---- !support on-various.budget
. maUers 1 andt:_JVill serve as the final approval of all CHRIS training requests.
CHRIS Workflow- Please update the Employee Training Workflow Profile in CHRIS
for 01 employees to reflect the following:
Step
step
Step
Step
Step

JOYS,
•

1: Immediate Suoervisor
2: (b)(6),(b)(7)(CJ

3:
4:
5:

-------------

CARES, CONCERNS

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS CP3) UPDATES
•

A vacancy announcement for Operations Officer (GS-1811-13/14) is currently open
on USAJobs until February 12, 2013. All interested personnel are encouraged to
apply.
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

.• .. ;

Deportment of Eperqy
... : ... • :: . .: . : ..

WEEl<LY ACl-IVITY REPORT
~
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.., .

. .:.:·: ,; ··,! •. .~ :';:.: : .. : ~ .

Offo::c of Inspector General

Ending February 8, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may no! be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OJ Special
Agent(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Returned American Recovery Act Funds
On February 4, 2013, the OIG was informed that a Department grantee returned
$842, 189 to the Department. The grant funds were awarded under the Recovery
Act, and an audit by the OIG Office of Audits determined that the grantee used the
funds far activities beyond the approved scope of work; Specifically, the grantee, in
lieu of pending work furfoughs, paid some of its employees with Department funds to
work on unrelated non-profit projects outside of the workplace. This joyestjaation
continues in support of Civil False Claims Act penalties. (113PT004:1
mmmm m-l
\~)( 6 ),(b)(7)(C)

2. Guilty Plea in Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) Theft

On February 4, 2013, an individual with no Department affiliation pied guilty to theft
of Government properly and destruction of an energy facility in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Colorado. The investigation determined that the individual
and an accomplice burglarized a WAPA electrical substation in Sterling, CO, and
stole several items, including a vehicle. The OIG recovered most of the property,

1

1

~~j~~ was T1u~d al aaaai~imate!y $100 000, This is a jojgt joyes!igajlo~ ~~~~~S:

3. Former Subcontractor Employee Pied Guilty
On February 6, 2013, a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National Security
Complex (Y 12) pied guilty to one count of 1heft in 1he ?'h Judicial District of
Tennessee, Anderson County. The individual was sentenced to 30 months
probation and ordered to pay in restitution to Y-12 and a fine and court costs totaling
$986. The investigation determined that the employee stole approximately 1,400
pounds of copper wire from 1he Y-12 site and sold it at a local scrap ya rd on 15
.... mseparate occasions.. -(11 OOR011 :-+- m•mm m•mm
I
w

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

mmm
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4. Indictment in Embezzlement of Recovery Act Funds
On January 31, 2013, lhe formel(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
ltor Louisiana Association of
Community Action Partners (LACAP), lnc., Baton Rouge, LA, was charged through a
Criminal Information with embezzling more than $50,857 in Federal funds. LACAP
received funding from the Department and the Department of Health and Human
Services for weatherization and software training. The invfsfoati 0 ~ det~ed that
m···fosedL::jJositien-.. .J!>)~S),(~)(?)(C)
from September 2011 through November 2011, the formerl
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

m~on~~~~~~(l~~~~g6~~rm~~~~e prorrams for personal use.

The investigation is

5. Former Department Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On January 29, 2013, the Department's Office of Acquisition and Project
Management debarred a former Department subcontractor employee. As previously
reported, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former
Department subcontractor employee on one count of theft of public funds and one
count of fafse statements. The former Department subcontractor employee entered
into a pretrial diversion agreement requiring restitution of $14,356, 100 hours of
community service, and a suspension of employment with the Department or any of
its contractors for a period of 18 months. The investigation determined the former
contractor employee falsified per diem certification forms, resulting in the payment of
$14,356 that otheiwise would have been unauthorized. (111 SR012:
•mm --lm-!~)(~)·~~)(7)(C)
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region
4

Region

Region

3

_5_

_ 6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0
0

46
0
0

42
0

38
0

28

30
1

11
0

4

0

0
0

1

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40
0

TCS

3

0
5:1

7
0
0

0

38
0

0

0

6:1

6:1

46

46
0
1
7:1

6
0
0

28
2
0
4:1

7

6

0

0

7
0

3

0

3

32
1
0

6:1
5

0
0

2
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14
0
0
5:1
1:1
2

a
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

112
7
6
O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)
Status as of COB 02/07/2013

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

9

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

0
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

a

0

Tatar Cases
Open

9
Total Closed
in FY 2013

6

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:

(b)(G),(b)SDS~L---···~ B.egion5::. . 0n.January-31- 1 201~-J----m----·· ·-··---~--

I

conducted a briefing ta 100 procurement officials and managers at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

OTHER MATTERS

•

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman and AIGI Michael Milner
visited the Region 6 Investigations Office ln Richland, WA. During their visit, they met
with 01 and Office of Audits staff, as well as, Office of River Protection Manager Kevin
Smith and Richland Operations Office Deputy Manager Doug Shoop.

3
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Please join us in wishind(b)(G),(b)( 7)(C)
Lvell as~
....... · ··.nQ········ fl'ewpositierrnext:::c·······J~lt~JJ. 9. l(Yl(@j
. I Pro tec 1·mn Bureau. . . . . . .w1· . . . em1sse
. ·
di. ...... ... ·--(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
week w1'th th e Consumer F'1nanc1a
-·-···

POLICY,
•

PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

The mission of P3 is to serve as Ol's point of contact with Management and
Administration {MA). We can occasionally resolve certain issues or provide
clarification without involving MA Please route all r~guests other than personal
Human Resources matters 1 destined for MA through (b)(G),(bJ(7 J(C)
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WEEl<L Y ACTIVITY REPORT

..

Office of Inspector Gener.:il

Ending February

ts, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report• is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department). Office of Inspector General (OJG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval or the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGl). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Portsmouth/Paducah
Project Office (PPPO)
On February 12, 2013, an IRM was issued to the PPPO Manager with one
recommendation. The OIG investigation developed facts indicating from
August 2001 through September 2009, the U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC}
overbilled the Department approximately $16,590,000 using inflated average homly
rates. As a result, USEC violated Federal Acquisition Regulation provisions
regarding allowable cost and charged the Department more money than it actually
paid its employees. The IRM recommended PPPO determine if USEC overbilled the
Depar1ment, and if so, take appropriate action to recover the overbilled amounts.
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

m_.(JQ2QR012f-- mm-mm--•- mmm

I

2. Former Subcontractor Employee Sentenced
On February 12, 2013, in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina, a
former subcontractor employee was sentenced for fraudulently receiving per dlem
benefits while working at the Savannah River Site. The former subcontractor
employee was sentenced to 5 years probation and ordered to pay $19,226 in
restitution. As previously reported, the former subcontractor employee was Indicted
and pied guilty to fraudulently receiving per diem benefits by creatjng over 50 fatse
hotel receipts to maximize his per diem benefits. (111 SR017:
--Im-· - ---

r

-

3. Former Western Area Power Administration {WAPA} Employee Indicted for
Mail Fraud
On February 6, 2013, a Federal grand jury in the District of Montana indicted a
former WAPA employee on five counts of mail fraud. The OIG investigation
determined that from 2001 to 2012, the individual defrauded the U.S. Department of
Labor's (DOL) Office of Workers Compensation Program by not reporting his
self-employment income, resulting in long~term disability over a ments of
approximately $275,000. This is a joint investigation with (b)(7)(Al
(b)(6),(b)(7)(·C·····)····· ··-·-········· ····· (J08DNOO.l:f--·

-

I
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_2_

_3_

_4_

_5_

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39

45
0
0

42
0

39

28
0

30

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

39

45

0
1
5:1

0

0
0

0
0

4

1
1

0

1

46
0
0

7:1

6:1

6
0
0

7
0

7
0
0

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

39

28

32

1
0
6:1

0
0
4:1

0
0
6:1

6

7
0

5

0
0

1

0
0

3

104
3
4
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 02/14/2013

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

9

0

0

Cases Completed
This Week

0

12
0
0

3

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week
0

0

Total Cases
Open
9

Total Closed
in FY 2013

6
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15
1

0
6:1
1:1
2
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The Department encourages all employees to log into the Employee Self Service
site and update their personal information. This will ensure you receive
Departmental notifications in a timely manner.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

Supplemental policy issued this week regarding Firearms Tracing is viewable in the

in1ranet version of the Investigations Manual, Chapter 9. Please contact your SAC
or fhe P3 Director if you have questions regarding this new policy
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WEEl<LY ACrIVITY REPORT

.. ·.:.·
Departn1ept
of Enrn:~l'f
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Office of Inspector General

Ending Febnmry 221 2013

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) emptoyees only. II may not be disclosed outside
!he OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by O! Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Seizure Warrants and Notice of Forfeiture Executed in Theft Investigation of
Contractor Employee
(b)(?)(A)

(b)(?)(A)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

,_(b_J(_?l_(A_l_ _ _ _ _

__,L(11 . 30R.004-:j,_..·-_ _ ___,

I

2. Former Department Contractor Employees Sentenced for Theft of Government
Property
On February 20, 2013, two former Idaho National Laboratory (INL) subcontractor
employees were sentenced in the Butte County District Court in Arco, Idaho to
14 days incarceration and 3 years probation, and they were fined $750.00 and
$1,000, respectively. As previously reported, the two former INL subcontractor
employees each pied guilty to one count of Grand Theft in connection with the theft
of Department owned tools and property from the INL (1121F005: I
mmm "mm-I _j~)(_~).(b)(?)(C)
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:

122
9

Total Referral Letters Issued:

4

Positive Outcomes:

0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 02/2112013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act.related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:
•

On February 19, 2013,l(b)(S),(b)(7)(C)
!conducted
a brlefing to the State of Georgia Inspector General and Deputy Inspector General,
as well as officials from the State of Georgia Environmental Finance Authority.

OTHER MATTERS
•

For 0 eratlons Officer related matters, please ontact
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

or

telephone numbe

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Please join us in wishingl<bJ(S),(bJ< 7J<CJ
lwell as[]oeginsGneMitifll'F :·
next week with the National Archives and Records Administration OIG. LJ">fllbemissed!

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DtSTRIBUTION
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Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending March 1 1 2013

The Office of lnvesliga!ions (Of) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptlons of investigative aclivities performed by or Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details <ln any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy lnspeclor General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Indictment in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On February 26, 2013, a Grand Jury in Travis County, Texas, re-indicted the owner
of a Department subcontractor company on two counts of fraud. The indictment
supersedes the two-count fraud indictment previously reported in December 2011
and renects an enhancement outlining the owner's prior Federal felony conviction for
the unauthorized possession of explosive devices. This prior conviction will result in
a minimum sentence of 10 years if the owner is found guilty on the current charges.
The Investigation determined the owner and a former State of Texas employee
conspired to submit fraudulent documents and false claims relating to wind energy
systems while a t m tin to obtain approximately $2 million in Recovery Act funds.

(111AL015:

(b)(S),(bJ( 7 )(C)

2. Two Investigative Reports to Management (IRMs) Issued to the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management
On February 22, 2013 1 two IRMs were issued to the Director of the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management recommending suspension and
debarment action against two former Hanford Site contractor employees. The
investigation determined that between January 2004 and October 2008, several
Hanford Site contractor employees had routinely submitted timecards falsely
claiming pay for hours they had not worked. As previously reported, the two former
contractor employees each pied guilty to one count of Conspiracy to Defraud the
Government with Respect to Claims. Their plea agreements call for incarceration up
to 12 months, supervised probation, and restitution in the amounts of $90,000 and
$165,744 respectively. Sentencing is scheduled for October 24, 2013. (108RL007:
(b )(6), (b )(7)(C)
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Total Hotline Contacts:
136
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 10
Total Referral Letters Issued:
6
Positive Outcomes:
0
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

None
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

13
0
0
6

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

Region 4 - On February 26, 2013 (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
conducted two fraud
briefings to sixteen procurement pe-rs_o_n_n_e....a....,...,...--~~.-a-m_.os National Laboratory.
2
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OTHER MATTERS
•

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

The Ins ector General recent! received letters of commendation fo (b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
for their valuable contn u ions o a
recent Inspector General Criminal Investigator Academy program.
.mmm·Jserved mm .(~l.(~J.(bJ(?J(CJ
mmm. as aninstructor.and8served as a facilitator. Their efforts reflect positively on
the entire OIG!

I

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
hose_l(b_J(_6 l_ _ _ _ ___,

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

OIG policies can be found on the. IGComm at:
htlps://igcomm.doe.gov/policy/oig-policies.
The following OIG policies under Management and Administration have been added
or updated recently:
1) Personal Travel in Conjunction with Official Travel (to include form to obtain
reimbursement) - NEW
2) Association and Organization-Sponsored Conference Attendance -

UPDATED
3) OIG Conference Management (to include form to request attendance at
conferences) - NEW
OIG employees shall Id ensure that they are familiar with all OIG policies. If you
have any questions about any of the policies, please discuss your questions with
your supervisor.
Employees that do not have a current username or password to the IGNet should
contacWb)(G).(b)(?)(C)
~or assistance.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
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Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending March 8, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Aclivity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in lhis report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brlef (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Projecl Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Global Settlement Reached with Hanford Site Contractor
On March 6, 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney's Office for
the Eastern District of Washington (USAO) reached a global settlement agreement
with CH2M Hill Hanford Group, Inc. (CH2M Hill) and its parent company. Pursuant
to the agreement, CH2M Hill will pay a total of $18.5 million. The settlement
consists of CH2M Hill paying $16.5 million to resolve its civil liability under the False
Claims Act. Addltionally, CH2M Hill entered into a Non-Prosecution Agreement with
the USAO to resolve its criminal liability. Under that agreement CH2M Hill will
refund $1.95 million in wrongfully obtained profits, dedicate $500,000 to foster
increased accountability at the Hanford Site, and pay for Independent monitoring to
ensure that CH2M Hill takes adequate corrective actions. The investigation
determined that CH2M Hill employees routinely overstated the number of hours they
worked on their timecards and that CH2M Hill management condoned the practice
as well as submitted inflated claims to the Department that included the fraudulently
claimed hours. To date, eight of the employe
red guilty pleas, and a
number are pending adjudication, (108RL007 (b)(G),(b)( 7)

2. Five Investigative Reports to Management (IRMs) Issued to Procurement and
Assistance Management
On February 28, 2013, five IRMs were issued to the Director of the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management (OPAM) recommending suspension and

debarment action against five former CH2M Hill Hanford Group Inc. (CH2M Hill)
contractor employees at the Hanford Site. The investigation determined that
between 2004 and 2008, multiple CH2M Hill contractor employees at the Hanford
Site routinely submitted timecards claiming pay for hours they had not worked. As
previously reported, the five former CH2M Hill contractor employees each pied guiity
in federal District Court to one count of Conspiracy to Defraud the Government with
Respect to Claims. Their plea agreements call for incarceration ranging from

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by 01e Freedom of
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12 to 18 months, supervised probation, and restitutions totaling $596,467.52.

Sentencing is scheduled for later this year. Additionally1 OPAM responded to three
previously issued IRMs recommending suspension and debarment actions against
three former Hanford Site contractor employees who pied guilty to the above
described conduct. OPAM considered the matters but declined to take suspension
and debarment actions against the former contractor employees. (108RL007:
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

3. Pretrial Diversion Agreement Approved For Former Department Contractor

Employee
On February 28, 2013, in U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon, a Pretrial
Diversion agreement was reached with a former Department contractor employee.
As a condition of the agreement, the former employee is required to pay restitution in
the amount of $30,000 to the Department and remain on good behavior for 18
months. As previously reported, the investigation determined that between 2003
and 2009, the former employee falsified transmission line testing reports submitted
to the Bonneville Power Administration. The former em
ee had faced up to 5
years imprisonment if convicted. (109RL01 O: (bJ( 6 ),{bJ( 7 )(C)
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HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

In response to an OIG referral, the Portsmouth/Paducah Project Office (PPPO)
conducted an inquiry into allegations of falsified security checks at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Although the inquiry did not confirm the allegations
referred by the OIG, an incident of improper security checks was discovered.
According to the response, the PPPO does not beHeve that falsification of security
to
checks is endemic; however, the PPPO is working with the site contractor
..,,....,.,=""",...,..,.,,,_-..
implement the use of a guard tracking system at the site. (113RSOC7: (bJ(6),(b)(7)(C)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 2 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
•

Region 4 - On February 28, 2013j(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
~onducted two fraud briefings
to 19 procurement personnel at the Los Alamos National Laboratory,

•

Region 3 - On March 5, 2013HbJ(6J,(b)(7J(C)
Iprovided
a briefing to Oak Ridge National Laboratory staff members, including the Director of
Operations and Oversight and several procurement and program managers.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are remlnded that formal requests for AudiUlnspection assistance must be
processed through Headquarters. See Chapter 19 of the Investigative Manual for
details.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

3
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

The MOU with FinCEN for our desktop access has been signed. P3 Director will be
identifying users and getting them registered with FinCEN in the coming days.

•

We have requested an MOU with ATF that will enable us to use eTrace for tracing
any firearms seized as evidence, in compliance with a recent Executive Order.

•

Third Quarter travel allocations will be made available the first week of April, but
additional procurement allocations are on hold pending the outcome of Continuing
Resolution negotiations.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending March 15, 2013

The Office of lnvest!gatlons (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be.disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvesligations (AIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of invesligallve activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (lEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Management and Operating Contractor Repays $4 Million in Fees
On March 8, 2013, the OIG was notified that the Savannah River Site (SRS)
Management and Operating Contractor had repaid the National Nuclear Security
Admlnistratlon {NNSA) $4 million in awar
·
·
1 'on of
the Waste Solidification Buildin at SRS. (b)(?)(A)

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Theft Investigation
On March 12, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Acquisition
and Supply Management recommending suspension and debarment action against
a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National Security Complex ~Y-12). As
previously reported, the individual pied guilty to one count of theft in the 7 11 Judicial
District of Tennessee in Anderson County and was sentenced to 30 months
probation and ordered to pay restitution and fines. The investigation determined the
·
employee stole approximately 1.400 pounds of copper wire from th
sold it at a local scrap yard on 15 separate occasions. (1100R011: (b)(S),(b)( 7 )(CJ

3. Oak Ridge Office (ORO) Takes Action In Response to IRM
On March 8, 2013, ORO responded to an IRM, concurring with the OIG's concerns
regarding ORO's electronic information management system. As a result, ORO
created a new information security policy, which consolidated their existing policies
into one document and includes procedures for removable media devices.
Additionally, ORO procured auditing and forensics tools to help prevent any future
incidents. As previously reported, the investigation determined a former Department
contractor employee copied proprietary software and a computer file from ORO
systems containing Personally Identifiable Information for 16,068 current and former
fi;~~~~~~: (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
contractors without authorization prior to[jterminaUor1.

This document is for OFFlClAL USE ONLY. Publfo disclosure is delermined by the Freedom of
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(~_l~6.L~~J(7)(CJ

4. Debarment Actions in Weatherization Assistance Program Bribery Case
On March 5 and 13, 2013, a formerweatherization auditor and a former
weatherization sub-contractor were each debarred for 3 years for their involvement
in a bribery/kickback scheme related to that American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) funded Weatherization Assistance Program. As previously reported, the
former weatherization auditor was convicted in Federal court for directing ARRA
awards to the sub-contractor in return for monetary kickbacks. The auditor was
sentenced to 2 years supervised P[Obatjpn and 400 hours of commurty service.
· is a 'oi t investigation with thet(b)(?J(A)
_ (110PT011:
(b )(6), (b)(7)( C)

5. Former Department Contractor Employee Debarred
On March 13, 2013, a former Bonneville Power Administration contractor employee
was debarred for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the investigation
determined that the individual embezzled approximately $36,000 in Department
·ncluding electronics, gym memberships, and
funds for personal us
vacations. (I 11 IF003: (b)(S),(bJ( 7 J<C!

6. Former Department Contractor Employee Debarred
On March 13, 2013, in response to an IRM, the Director, Office of Acquisition and
Project Management, debarred a former Department contractor employee. As
previously reported, the individual pied guilty to theft for submitting falsified
timesheets and was subsequently sentenced to 3 yea
'o a d agreed to pay
$20,000 in restitution to the Department. (11 OOR017: (b)(6).(b)(7 )(C)
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotllne Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:
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HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 03/14/2013
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lnCIG
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

On March 12, 2013, SA Laura Slatton served as a panelist during the 2013 Oak
Ridge Women's Workshop, sponsored by Federally Employed Women. This year's
theme was "Resilience: The Difference is You." The Oak Ridge Office invited
SA Slat1on to participate in this event after attending one of her fraud awareness
briefings.

•

Agents are reminded that priority alerts are required to be made to HQ Operations in
a timely manner for investigative outcomes such as indictments, convictions, civil
settlements, etc. See 01 Manual, Chapter 5, Section H, Sub-section 5, for more
information.

3
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY,

PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

Mid-Year Performance Reviews are due for all INV personnel by March 31, 2013.

•

All training, other than FLETC/IGCIA training, which results in expenditure of funds,
whether for tuition andior travel, is now considered a conference by the Department
and requires submission of a Conference Attendance Request Form. Please see
IGComm>Policy>Management and Administration>Policy>OIG Conference
Management for additional information.

DISTRlBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (01} 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Departmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained ln this report are general descriptions of investigative actlvilies performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracl<ing {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Hanford Site Contractor Employee Pled Guilty In Purchase Card
investigation
On March 14, 2013, a former Hanford contractor employee pied guilty to one count
of violating the Anti-Kickback Act in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Washington. As previously reported, the investigation determined that the contractor
employee offered and provided kickbacks to at least 14 Fluor material coordinators
on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, to induce purchases from the former
con1ractor's company over competing vendors. The kickbacks, which took the form
of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift cards, and other things of value, prompted the
award of $3.5 million in business to the former contractor's company. Through the
plea agreement, the employee agreed to pay restitution not to exceed $250,000 and
to be incarcerated for up to 10 years and serve 3 years
·
probation.
Sentencing is scheduled for June 26, 2013. (109RL001 (b)(S),(bJ( 7)(C)

2. Former Contractor Debarred
On March 15, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management {IRM),
the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG that a
former subcontractor was debarred from doing business wlth the Federal
Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the former contractor
was indicted and pied guilty to falsifying per diem eligibility certifications in order to
receive $31,732 in benefits. The subject was sentenced to 5 years probation, 6
months home confine
· e of $2,000, and ordered to pay $31,732 in
restitution. {111 SR026: (b)(S),(b)(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USF. ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, lJ.S.C., Scctiou 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Scctkm 5S2a).

3. IRM Issued to the Director, National Energy Technology Laboratory {NETL)
On March 20, 2013, an IRM was issued to the NETL Director making fourrecommendations for corrective action. The OIG investigation determined that the
annual Science Bowl competition, an educational outreach activity sponsored by
NETL, lackMd adem1ate management, oversight, and accounting controls.
(I 13PTOO 1:~b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) responded to an OIG
Hotline referral confirming five allegations of questionable management practices
at NNSA's Pantex facility in Amarillo, Texas, ranging from restatement of policy,
policy change, and training. In addition, the M&O contractor developed a Safety
Culture Plan with the objective of positively reinforcing safety behaviors that are
consistent with the Institute of Nuclear Power 0 erators Principles for a Strong
Nuclear Safety Culture. (112RS024 (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•

ln response to an OIG referral, the Richland Operations Office (Operations
Office) conducted a self-assessment of the site's Substance Abuse/Random
Drug Testing Program. Although the inquiry into the allegations revealed that the
Operations Office and the Office of River Protection were in compliance with the
major requirements of the Drug Free Federal Workplace Testin Pro ram, they
identified the need for policy improvements. (112RS085: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed one Recovery Act-related fraud awareness
briefing over the past week, as follows:
•

I

On March 18, 201 *b)(S),(b)(?J(C)
provided a briefing to 55 Federal employees
and contractors at the Thomas Jefferson Site Office/ Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility in Newport News, Virginia.

OTHER MATTERS
(b)\6),(b)( 7 J(C)

met with senior management of the Department's Office of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence to discuss collaborative cyber-security efforts,
the OIG's mission, and the level of cooperation needed to successfully address
future cyber threats.

•

Agents are reminded to record both suspension and debarment actions in EIGPT.
Agents may visit the System for Award Management website at
https:/Jwww.sam.gov/portallpublic/SAMJ, to determine if there has been activity in
a pending suspension/debarment matter.

•

Agents are also reminded that any significant activity occurring during the current
semi-annual reporting period, but not entered into EIGPT by March 18, 2013, should
be recorded as April 1, 2013. A note explaining the difference between the actual
date and the recorded date should be made in the Executive Brief.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

3
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES

•

Performance Plan Progress Reviews for all 01 personnel must be recorded in
ePerformance by March 31, 2013.

DISTRIBUTION
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending March 29, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), OHice al Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewi119 the Executive Brief (!EB} in
!he Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNlFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Hanford Site (Hanford) Employee Pleads Guilty and Investigative Report to
Management (IRM} Issued to Office of Procurement and Assistance
Management (OPAM)
On March 19, 2013, a one-count Criminal Information was filed in the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Washington charging a current Hanford contractor
employee with conspiracy to violate the Anti-Kickback Act. On the same day, the
employee pied guilty to the charge, and sentencing was scheduled for October 24,
2013. Additionally, on March 22, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Director of OPAM
recommending suspension and debarment actions against the employee. As
previously reported, the investigation determined extensive timecar,..,.....,.....~u......
Hanford contractor employees and their management. {108RL007: (bJ(G),(b)( 7 J
2. Ten Hanford Employees Indicted and IRM Issued to OPAM
On March 20, 2013, a Federal Grand Jury in the Eastern District of Washington
indicted 10 current and former managers of a Hanford contractor for 34 counts of
various felony violations relating to timecard fraud. On the same day, an IRM was
issued to the Director of OPAM recommending suspension actions against the 10
indicted managers. As previously reported, the investigation determined extensive
·
ud by Hanford contractor employees and their management. (108RL007:
(b)(6),(b)(7)( C)

3. Two IRMs Jssued to OPAM
On March 22, 2013, two IRMs were issl1ed to the Director of OPAM recommending
suspension and debarment actions against two Hanford vendors. The investigation
determined that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, the vendors
provided kickbacks to at !east 14 Fluor material coordinators in exchange for more
than $3.5 million in business. As previously reported, the vendors pied guilty to one
e count of violating the Anti-Kickback Act,
count of misprision of a fe
respectively. (109RL001: i~i( 6 l (b)( 7l
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

As a result of an OIG referral, the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) conducted a classification review of documents that were being offered
in an estate sale in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Although the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory previously conducted a technical review of the documents before the
documents were offered for sale, the classification review identified additional
documents that were potentially sensitive. NNSA retrieved the potentially
sensitive documents and allowed the non-sensitive documents to remain in the
estate sale.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB March 28, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations "completed three Recovery Act-related fraud
awareness briefing over the past week, as follows:
•

Re ion 1 - On March 26 2013 (bH 6Hbl( 7 )(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
along with the Offices of Audits and
2
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Inspections, provided a briefing to 40 members of the Office of Electricity Delivery
and Energy Reliability at Headquarters in Washington, DC.
•

Region 3 - On March 26 1 2013 (b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
rovided a briefing to 50 newly
hired employees as part of their ethics trarnmg at he Y-12 National Security
Complex, Oak Ridge, TN.

•

Region 4 - On March 22, 2013J\b)(6),(b)(7)(CJ
provided a fraud
awareness briefing to the members of the Northern New Mexico Chapter of the
Information Systems Security Association, a public and private consortium of cyber
security officials.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that blind copies of IRMs and mana ement responses should
be sent to Headquarters, ATTN: P3 {b)(6),(b)(7)(CJ
See Chapter 12 of the
Investigative Manual for details.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Please join us in wishing (b)(S),(bJ(?)(CJ
with the Deparlment of eterans Affairs, OIG.

I asnbegins fl:new=posilion:- __ (13}(9),(13)(1)(1§)
- wiH~mlssect!:-1 - J_b)( 6 ).~b){?)(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

01 personnel are reminded of the llability insurance reimbursement cap of $150 that
went into effect December 2012.

•

When submitting training requests in CHRIS, please include tuition and travel cost
estimates in the appropriate fields. If none, please state that in the remarks section.

•

The current Unique Federal Agency Number (UFAN) expires on Sunday. March 31,
2013, at 11 :59 pm. If you have not yet received the new UFAN, please contact your
firearms instructor, SAC, or the P3 Director.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
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Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
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WEEl<L Y l\CTIVITY REPORT

Office of Inspector Genernl

Ending April S, 201.3

The Office of lnvestigalions (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in !his report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Detalls on any particular mailer may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Plea in Weatherlzation Fraud and Bribery Investigation
On March 28, 2013, the Superior Court of California for the County of Los Angeles
accepted a plea agreement from a former California non-profit agency fiscal officer
for 117 counts of corporate fraud and 75 counts of submitting false claims on
weatherization contract work. As previously reported, the investigation determined
the fiscal officer and a former president of the nan-profit agency solicited and
accepted bribes from a subcontractor totaling approximatefy $1.2 million. They also
submitted inflated claims to the State of California, resulting in overbilllng to the
Department and U.S. Depanment of Health and Human Services weatherization
programs by approximately $440,000. This mr-(b~)(~?~)(A~)::&...a.Cl.C..J.·m.u:~il....b:.QC.::i.l.il.Q..o.L...IJ.C.t..
funds and is being investigated jointly with th'-------~~---....--'
Sentencing is scheduled for September 30, 2013. (11 OLL005: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Settlement Reached with Hanford Site Contractor
On April 3, 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney's Office for
the Eastern District of Washington reached a settlement agreement with Fluor
Hanford, Inc. and its parent company, Fluor Corporation. The settlement consists of
Fluor agreeing to pay $1.1 million to settle allegations originating from a qui tam
action charging that Fluor violated the False Claims Act by using Federal funds for
lobbying. The investigation found that Fluor used Department funds to lobby
Congress and other Federal officials to increase funding for the Hazardous Materials
Management and Emergency Response (HAMMER) facility, in violation of the Byrd
Amendment, which rohibits the use of Federal funds for lobbying.

(111 RL008: P (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. PubHc disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Former Department Manager Sentenced
On March 28, 2013, a former Department manager was sentenced in U.S. District
Court in the District of Idaho following an earlier guilty plea to one count of theft of
government funds. The former Department manager was sentenced to 1 year
probation, ordered to pay fines and restitution, and must perform 100 hours of
community service. As previously reported, the investigation determined that the
ceipts to facilitate his
former manager falsified a travel voucher and a
scheme to defraud the Department. (111 IFOOS: (b)(S),(b)( 7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLJNE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB April 4, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that all fraud awareness briefings should contain information
on the Recovery Act and need to be coded as Recovery Act in ElGPT in the
Investigative Briefings and Liaisons (ISL) tab.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
6

•li'h'i:Cic:o n~g~r_at_u_la_t_io_n_s_to__(b-)(_i_,(b-J(-J_(c_)_ _.__n_dL(b-)(-6l_J.,on the birth of their first child,j(b)(6)

1

7

(b)(6)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

01 personnel are encouraged to provide feedback on training courses attended.
Good training is important to share so others can attend, and poor training is
important to avoid from a cost and time savings perspective.

DISTRIBUTION
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Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending April 12, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees onty. II may not be disclosed outside
the OlG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investfgative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management (OPAM) in Weatherization Assistance Program
Case
On April 4, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Director of OPAM recommending
suspension and debarment actions against a Weatherization Assistance Program
\'NAP) sub-grantee. The investigation determined that the WAP sub-grantee
misappropriated $551,712 in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, WAP funds
for use on unrelated operational expenses. Prosecution was declined because the
funds were not used for the personal enrichment of the sub-grantee's staff.
(!11 HQ021: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - < - - - - - - - - · - · --············-----·---------->
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Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATrON/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)
Status as of COB April 11, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that in cases where there is court ordered restitution back to
the Department, this needs to be claimed in ElGPT under both the MRD (Monetary
Restitution to DOE) and MGR (Monetary Court Ordered Restitution) action codes. If
you have any questions regarding this, please contact your Assistant Special Agentin-Charge (ASAC).

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6)

Congratulations to Hotlin
and
on the birth of
their first childr::(b~J(~6)~.(b:-':-)~(7~)(C~J"l.--------~~----~.;...;....;.;.;..;;...;.;.;.;..;;;;.;...~~
and (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
Mommy and baby are doing fine
(just a little sleep deprived).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All 01 personnel are encouraged to read new policies regarding local travel vouchers
on IGComm, under Management and Administration Policy. In summary, local
vouchers should be submitted on a quarterly basis and should include an $8
processing fee for the voucher itself.

•

01 personnel assigned to the Forrestal Building are encouraged to read the new
policy regarding Capital Region Call Tree. It requires you to provide current
emergency contact information for yourself and to respond immediately to
supervisory inquiries regarding location and status when the Call Tree is activated.

2
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Ending April 19, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Oepartmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed oulslde
the OIG without prior approval of !he Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA}. De!ails on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) sysfem.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Plea in Access Device Fraud Investigation
On April 10, 2013, a former Department subcontractor employee pied guilty to 10
counts of fraud and conspiracy in U.S. District Court, Albuquerque, New Mexico. As
previously reported, this joint investigation with the U.S. Secret Service determined
the subcontractor employee provided another individual, not affiliated with the
Department, with thousands of serial numbers for Department-owned computers
from multiple National laboratories. The second individual used the serial numbers to
fraudulently obtain computer parts valued at approximately $1.6 million through
manufactu
cements that were later used and sold for personal gain.

(11 OAL012

(b)( 6 J,(b){?)(C)

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM} Issued in Theft Investigation
On April 15, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Department's Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending suspension and debarment action
against two former subcontractor employees at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL).
As previously reported, the two individuals pied guilty to one count each of grand
theft of Department-owned tools and property from the INL and were sentenced in
the Butte County District Court in Arco, Idaho, to 14 days incarceration and 3 years
probation and ordered to pay fines. Department mana ement considered the IRM,
but decided to take no further action. (1121F005: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

3. Former savannah River Site (SRS) Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On April 18, 2013, in response to an !RM, the Department's Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management debarred a former SRS subcontractor employee for 3
years. As previously reported, the former subcontractor employee entered into a
settlement agreement to resolve allegations of Civil False Claims Act violations
rerating to his submission of false per diem claims. Pursuant to the a reement the
subcontractor will repay $58,000 to the Department. (111 SR013 (b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
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Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB April 18, 2013
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RECOVERYACTEFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that they must qualify with their personally owned firearm that
has been approved for official duty on a quarterly basis. Agents are required to
qualify with the GIG-issued firearm at least once every 365 days. See 01 Manual,
Chapter 4, Section V, Sub~section C (3c), for more information.

2
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Con ratulations t

(b)(G),(b)( 7)(C)

on the birth of her first randchild

(bl( 6),(b)(7 )(C)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Grandma is helping mommy

(b}(6),(b)(7)(C)

and baby, who are doing fine

Gust a little sleep deprived).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
• A clarification on Local Vouchers - The $8 processing fee mentioned in the previous
Weekly is automatically added to the voucher. Please do not add this fee manually.
•

01 personnel are reminded to provide tuition and travel expense estimates on
CHRIS training requests. Tuition costs will be included with Reporting Instructions or
Registration information forwarded from P3.
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Ending April 26, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Ac1ivity Report" is inlended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in !his report are general descriptions of investigative aclivities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any part!cular matler may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (lEB) in

the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Savannah River Site (SRS) Contractor Employee Debarred
On April 18, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance Management debarred a former
SRS contractor employee for 3 years. As previously reported, the former contractor
employee participated in a scheme involving th~tion of a fake lease agreement
ks throug ··········personalbank-account.inan .......... (?.)(~!'.i~)(?)(Cl
and the processing of nu
effort to demonstrate tha (b)(G),(b)( 7)(C) a subcontrac or employcSRS, incurred
local lodging costs and was el g1 le or per diem. As a result o -·-parlici ·atior.lin.___ .<?!<.~l.,~?.l\?)(C)
the scheme, the contractor's employment was terminated. {111
13 (b)(6).(b)(?)(C)

2. National Energy Technology Laboratory {NETL} Takes Action in Response to
IRM
On April 19, 2013, NETL responded to an IRM regarding management of the annual
Science Bowl sponsored by NETL As a result of the IRM, NETL is implementing
new management controls to provide better oversight of the administration of
educational activities. Additionally, NETL is providing training to employees who
support educational activities such as the Science Bowl. As previously reported, the
investigation indentified weak internal controls relating to NETL employe'f#.,'.,.,,,,..,~=---.
J!ll~~~.fil.!o~ffunds procured to support the Science Bowl. (I 13PT001: (b)(GJ,(bJ(?)(C)
(b )(6),(b )(7)( C)
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CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

o

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below
Positive Outcome Details

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB April 25, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On April 17-18, 2013l(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
!provided briefings to Department, contractor,
and subcontractor employees at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant. A combined
total of 50 individuals attended, including representatives from Paducah's Site
Office, LATA Environmental Services of Kentucky, and Swift and Staley, whose
responsibilities include management, procurement, site security, and cyber security.

I _•_On April 22, 2013l(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

brovided
a briefing to contractor employees at the Pacific Northwest Site Office. A combined
total of more than 80 individuals attended, including representatives from the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, whose responsibilities include management,
procurement, internal audits, business management, and cyber security.
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OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that when obtaining a consent ta search, the agent needs to
use the General Consent to Search Form for non computer/electronic-based
searches and the Consent to Search Computer/Electronic Equipment Form for all
computer and electronic-based searches (See General Consent to Search Form Chapter 4, Exhibit Z or Consent to Search Computer/Electronic Equipment Form Chapter 4, Exhibit AA).

•

On April 21, 2013, l(b)(SJ,(bJ(?)(C)
barticipated in a
National Missin Children's Da event with the Federal Law Enforcement Officers
(bJ(6),(bJ(?l~C?LJ .... Association - assisted with making emergency child safety
and identifica on 1 s or approx1ma e y 130 families.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

Offlrn of Inspector (~ener.al

Ending May 3, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in 1his ·report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Plea in Embezzlement of Recovery Act Funds
On April 30, 2013, the former Finance Director for Louisiana Association of
Community Action Partners {LACAP), Inc., Baton Rouge, Louisiana, pied guilty in
the Middle District of Louisiana to embezzling $50,858 in Recovery Act funds. As
previously reported, the Department and the Department of Health and Human
Services paid LACAP to provide weatherization and software training. The
investigation determined that from September 2011 through November 2011, the
former Finance Director used her osition to embezzle funds from these programs
for personal use. (112CH004 (b)(6),(bJ( 7)(C)

2. Farmer Contractor Debarred
On April 26, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG of the
debarment of a former subcontractor for a period or 3 years. As previously reported.
this individual was indicted for receiving over $36,000 in fraudulent per diem
benefits. based on falsified hotel receipts. The former subcontractor pied guilty and
was sentenced to 6 year
·
nd ordered to make restitution to the
Department. (111 SR017 (b)(S),(b)( 7 J(C)

3. State Grantee Implements Controls in Response to IRM
On April 29, 2013, The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
responded to an IRM, concurring with the OIG's concerns about a State of Michigan
sub-grantee's procedures for determining Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP) eligibility. The sub-grantee has since implemented a statewide web-based
system for WAP application and eligibility processing, improved their monthly billing
review process, and incorporated trend analysis Into their technical monitoring to
improve administration of Department grant funds. As previously reported, the
investigation found that the sub-grantee failed to proi:ierl determine eligibility
requirements for some WAP applications. (I 12PT004 (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB May 2, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

01 personnel are reminded to review 01 Manual Chapter 5.H.4.c and d for definitions
of Pending and Hold statuses. ln summary, Pending status is to be used when
investigative activity is not required or necessary within 30 days or beyond, and Hold
status may only be used on a limited basis when the Assistant Special Agent-inCharge determines that available resources do not permit the dedication of a
reasonable amount of time and effort to a particular routine case. These statuses are
not synonymous, and errors have recently been discovered in a number of
instances.
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All personnel Identified by a Special Agent-in-Charge (SAC) as requiring FinCEN
access should have been contacted by P3 and FinCEN. If you believe you were
erroneously left off this list, please contact your SAC or Dustin Wright.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector Genera!
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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r:nding May 9, 2014

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly DIG Activity Report" is Intended for use by Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Allegations Summary in
the iPRISM system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Federal Grand Jury Indicts Former Contractor Employee In Per Diem Fraud
Investigation
On May 6, 2014, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a
former contractor employee on one count of Theft of Government Funds and two
counts of False Statements. As previously reported, the investigation determined the
former contractor employee fraudulently received over$
in e ·em benefits
by falsifying per diem eligibility certifications. (12-0106-1: (b)(6),(b)(7)(CJ

2. Action Taken In Response to an Investigative Report to Management In
Computer Misuse 1nvestlgatlon

On May 2, 2014, the Acting Director of the National Energy Technology Laboratory
(NETL) issued a response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), which
made two recommendations for corrective action related to the misuse of a
Government computer and email account by an employee. The Acting Director
complied with both recommendations and proposed a one~day suspension without
pay and additional ethics training for 1he employee. As previously reported, a review
of the NETL employee's email account during an unrelated investigation revealed
that they used their Government computer and email account while on du to send
and receive emails related to paid outside employment. (13-0096-1 (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
3. Investigative Report to Management Jssued In False Clalms Investigation
On May 5, 2014, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Los Alamos Field Office
(LAFO). The IRM highlighted a specific example of double billing of lodging
expenses to the Government and called attention to potentially broader issues of
inadequate oversight and noncompliance with Government regulations by Los
Alamos National Security (LANS). The invest!aat!on determiped LANS double billed
the Government tor lodging expenses forlibJ(SJ,(b)(?J(CJ
lwho both separately
submitted the same lease agreement to obtain full Individual reimbursements for
lodging expenses at their shared residence. The IRM made five recommendations,
to include determining whether LAFO should initiate action to recover $28,650 in
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552} and the Privacy Ac1 (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

unallowab!e lodging expenses from LANS; require LANS to modify internal policies
to appropriately administer requests for duplicate expenses; require all LANS and
subcontract employees to notify LANS when lodging and relocation arrangements
are shared among employees receiving Government funds; and ensure LANS
·
·ate Government travel and relocation
policies are in complian
regulations. (09-0014-1: (b)(S),(b)( 7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
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Positive Outcomes (Detailed Below)

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

BRIEFINGS AND RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) ...... ....

On 7 May,

201~(b)(S),(b)( 7 )(C)

!conducted a Fraud Awareness Briefing for 30
senior mana ers of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in Washington,
DC,.... . . . . .
iscussed program fraud indicators, ethical issues, and the OIG
comp a1n an referral process.

OTHER MATTERS

• None
JOYS,

CARES, CONCERNS

• None
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.

INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the 2014 DOE Harassment Prevention Training Course
no later than May 19, 2014. To access the course, logon to OLC and search for
"2014 DOE Harassment Prevention."

•

All personnel are encouraged to utilize Sector Communication Services during our
pilot program, which runs through August 15, 2014. Jn order to adequately evaluate
whether to continue utilizing Sector, we will need your feedback. All re uests must
be submitted throu h one of the followin Authorized users (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•

The Second Progress Review for FY14 must be finalized in ePerformance by June
30, 2014.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending May 17, 2013

The Office of lnvesligations (OJ) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGl). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesUgalive activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
{SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Misuse of Position Case
On May 13, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Chief Health, Safety, and Security
Officer, on an investigation that determined a Department manager assisted in the
hiring of a close personal friend as a Department contractor employee. The !RM
recommended that mana ement determine if administrativi3 action is warranted.
(l13HQ008: (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
2. Search Warrants Executed in False Claims Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b-)(-7)-(A-)_ _ _
...

____.I (I 13AL007 :1(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

3. IRM Issued in Travel & Time Fraud Investigation
On May 10, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Assistant Deputy Administrator, Office of
Secure Transportation (OST), recommending administrative and security clearance
action against a current OST employee. The joint investigation with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission OIG determined the employee submitted multiple fraudulent
travel vouchers totaling approximately $17,000 and fraudulent time and attendance
dac11ments tota!ina $62 000 for work not nedormed This case is being coordinated
l(b)(7)(A)

I

(112AL009:,(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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4. Sentencing in Western Area Power Administration (WAPA} Theft
On May 06, 2013, an individual with no Department affiliation was sentenced in U.S.
District Court in the District of Colorado following an earlier guilty plea to theft of
Government property and destruction of an energy facility. The individual was
sentenced to 36 months incarceration, 3 years of supervised release, and ordered to
payWAPA approximately $19,722 in restitution. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the individual burglarized a WAPA electrical substation in
Sterling, Colorado, and stole several items, including a vehicle. The OIG recovered
most of
alued at a roximatel $100,000. This is a joint investigation
With th (b}(?)(A)
(l120N005: (b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Qutcomes (Detailed Below)

0

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB May 16, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
When a point of contact is provided in an Investigative Report to Management, it
should be 1he person identified as the issuing official, usually an ASAC or SAC.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

I

We send our best wishes tal(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
(TCS) as they depart on Monday for the Criminal Investigator Training Program at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, GA. Graduation is scheduled for
August 8.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Due to budget constraints and existing 01 policy limiting rental cars to those situations
"when other methods of transportation would not be advantageous to the
Government'' (Chapter 15, Section 6), effective June 1, 2013, rental cars will not be
authorized for FLETC/Glynco attendance. FLETC provides free bus transportation
from the Brunswick and Jacksonville airports, which is a method of transportation
more advantageous to the Government. Information on coordinating FLETC ground
transportation is available on the FLETC website.

•

When conducting official travel in a vehicle, a government owned vehicle (GOV)
should be used when available. Approving officials may, based upon needs and
circumstances, authorize use of a privately owned vehicle (POV). The correct
mileage rate to use in this situation, under most circumstances, is the lower rate for
POV usage when a GOV is available. This rate can be found on the GSA website.

•

All NCIC-related issues to jnclu~e training and loss of service, should be directed to

is currently our agency NCIC coordinator and the
only person authorized to contact NCIC on our behalf.

l(b)(SJ,(b)(?)(CJ

•

The OIG has joined the socia
by searching for EnergyOIG. (b)(S)
up your own Twitter account 1 you

•

The Department-mandated training cycle starts in May with the first online course:
2013 Annual Cyber Security Awareness Training. Please be aware of future
DOECASTs, which will provide information regarding the deadline for training
completion.

lution. You can now follow us on Twitter
as offered to provide assistance in setting
on ta ready have one.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY HEPORT
Ending May 31, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the DIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular mailer may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM} Issued in Theft Investigation
On May 30, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Deputy Director of the Office of
Acquisition and Project Management recommending suspension and debarment
action against a former Department contractor employee. The investigation
determined the individual received stolen trailers and power tools from the
·
allard County
Department's Paducah site. He later pied guilty to a fel
Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky. (1130R001 (b)(SJ,(bJ( 7 J(C)

2. Former Recovery Act Contractor Debarred
On May 29, 2013, the Deputy Director of the Office of Acquisition and Project
Management debarred the owner of a weatherization contracting company for
3 years. The company was contracted by the State of Kansas to provide
weatherization services under the Recovery Act. As previously reported, the owner
entered into a pretrial diversionJareement for submitting falsified payroll reports. This
(111 DN002:
was a ·oint investigation with th (b)(?)(A)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes (Detailed B.~low)

0

-

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB May 30 1 2013

With.MA'POFC,:·.
8

11

1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On May 28, 2013J<b)(G),(b)( 7 )(C)
brovided a Fraud Awareness Briefing to 50
senior Department managers at the Savannah River Site. The briefing emphasized the
ro!e of the OIG in investigating fraud related matters concerning the Recovery Act.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded of their responsibility, per 01 Manual Chapter 4, Section Vil,
Subsection A.5, to ensure the adequate safety and storage of firearms and
ammunition. Acceptable storage devices/locations include a locked firearms
carrying/storage case or locked hard side briefcase stored in the locked trunk of a
locked sedan or concealed compartments within locked vehicles that don't have a
trunk.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The Conference Attendance Request Form, required for non-FLETC/non-DOE
mm has been revised. When
classroom training as well as c
completed, it should be sent t (b)(G),(b)( 7 )(C)
who will forward it to Management
and Administration for Departmen a processing. on't hesitate to contact P3 if you
have questions regarding whether a form is needed or how to complete the form.
2
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY HEPORT
Ending June 7, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of fnspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the O!G without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIOI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activit1es perfosmed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Arrest Made in Multi-Agency Computer Conversion/Resale Investigation

On June 4, 2013, an individual with no Department affiliation was arrested pursuant
to a Federal arrest warrant. This joint investigation uncovered 13 allegedly fraudulent
non-profit entities established by the individual to obtain free computers and related
equipment that the Government donates through General Services Administration's
"Computers for Learning Program." After receiving the items, the individual sold them
for profit on eBay and other online sites. During the last 5 years, the fraudulent
entities received computers and related equf pment with original acquisition value.__.__
exceeding $25 million, including $7 .5 million from 9 Department sites. (I 12RL009: (b)\G),(b)
l(b)(6),{b)(7)(C)

I

2. Former Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) Employee Pleads Guilty to
Mail Fraud
On June 3, 2013, a former WAPA employee pied guilty to five counts of mail fraud in
the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana. As previously reported, the OIG
investigation determined that from 2001 to 2012, the individual defrauded the U.S.
Department of Labor's (DOL) Office of Workers Compensation Program by not
reporting his self-employment income, resulting in long-term (b)( 7)(A)
rpayments
of approximately $275,000. This was a joint investigation wit
Sentencing
has been scheduled for September 26, 2013. (I08DN003· (b){6),(b)(7J(C)
3. Investigative Report to Management {IRM) Issued In Theft Investigation
On June 4, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Deputy Director of the Office of
Acquisition and Project Management recommending suspension and debarment
action against a former Department contractor employee. The investigation
determined the individual possessed items that had been stolen from the
Department's Paducah site. The items included a trailer, a large welder, and various
hand and power tools valued at $11,678. He later pied guilty to a felony int,~,...._.........____
McCracken County Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky. (1130R001: (b)(G),(b)( 7)(C)
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The second Progress Review for this appraisal period is required to be completed
within ePerformance no later than June 28, 2013.

•

Annual Cybersecurity Awareness training is mandatory and must be completed via
the Department's Online Learning Center by June 21, 2013. E~mail your Certificate of
Completion tq<b)(S),(b)( 7 J(C)
lin order to receive credit

•

Management and Administration has requested we change
routing. Please modify your profile to reflect the following:

Step
Step
Step
Step

our CHRIS approval

1: Immediate Sll ervisor
2. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
3.
5 'rn~o~a~n-e-rr-o-r,-w-'e are sk[pping Step 4)1(b)(GJ.(bJ( 7J(CJ
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

.

Ending hme 14, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of lnspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narralives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agenl(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief <JEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Search Warrant Executed in Environmental Safety Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

113oRoos:r(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

1

1

...._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----!

2. Guilty Plea in Weatherization Fraud and Bribery Investigation
On June 12, 2013, the Superior Court of California for the County of Los Angeles
accepted a plea agreement from a former California non-profit agency manager for 2
counts of submitting false claims on weatherization contract work. As previously
reported, the investigation determined the fiscal officer, weatherizatron manager, and
former president of the non-profit agency solicited and accepted bribes from a
subcontractor totaling approximately $1.2 million. Additionally, they submitted inflated
claims to the State of California, resulting i"n overbilling to the Department and the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services weatherization progra.,..m~s~b~v.,.,__ ___,
·
. This case is being investigated jointly with th~(bJ( 7 J(A)
(b)(?)(AJ
·ng is scheduled for July 24, 2013.
(11 Oll005: (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
3. Guilty Plea and Sentencing in Per Diem Investigation
On June 6, 2013, in U.S. District Court in the District of South Carolina, a former
contractor employee pied guilty to one count of theft of Government funds in
connection with fraudulently receiving per diem benefits while working at the
Savannah River Site. On the same day, the former contractor employee was
sentenced to 5 years of probation and ordered to pay $69,822.45 in restitution. As
previously reported, a Federal Grand Jury indicted the former contractor employee for
fraudulently receiving per diem benefits based on falsified leases and supporting
documentation. (111 SR026 (~(6J,(b)(7J
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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4. Former Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On June 3, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Acting Director of the Office of Acquisition Management, National Nuclear Security
Administration, debarred a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National
Security Complex (Y-12) for 3 years. As previously reported, the former subcontractor
employee pied guilty to one count of theft and was sentenced to 30 months probation
and ordered to pay restitution and fines. The investigation determined the employee
stole approximately 1,400 pounds of copper wire from the Y-12 site and sold it at a
local scrap yard on 15 separate occasions. (i100R011 :l(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

5. IRM Issued in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act False craims
Investigation (ARRA)
On June 5, 2013, an IRM was issued to the Office of Acquisition and Project
Management recommending that the Department consider debarment action against
a Department subcontractor. The investigation determined that the subcontractor
converted ARRA incentive rebate monies 1 designated for the purchasers of energy
efficient thermal heating systems for personal use. This case is bein coordinated
l(b)( 7)(A)
(112 HQ014: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

In response to an OIG referral, the District of Columbia Office of Inspector
General conducted an investigation that confirmed allegations that a
District resident fraudulently received over $8,000 in weatherizat!on
benefits. The matter was submitted to the Attorney General for the District
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of Columbia for civil recoupment. The Inspector General sent a letter of
appreciation to the Deputy Inspector
o nvestigations expressing
gratitude for the referral. (112RR084: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)
Status as of COB June 13, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On June 12, 2013l(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
jprovided a fraud awareness
briefing to 20 contractor and management employees at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory Budget Office.

OTHER MATTERS
•

ln February 2013, Management and Administration (MA) issued guidance on
Association and Organization-Sponsored Conferences" (see IGCOMM for details). In
accordance with Section 4.e. for the foreseeable future, MA will not be approving
attendance at conferences that do not involve maintenance of a job-related
certification (e.g., CFE. CPA) or the meeting of professional requirements (e.g., audit
standards, Attorney General Guidelines, etc.). This actlon is based on the current
budget situation (sequestration) coupled with increased Congressional scrutiny of
costs associated with conferences. This restriction does not apply to local
conferences with minimal to no cost.
11

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Region 1 Investigations welcomes (b)( 6).(b)(?)(C)
who will be joining their staff
from the Hotline and Analysis Section. e ective June 16, 2013.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Annual Cybersecurity Awareness training is mandatory and must be completed via
the Department's Online Learn in Center b next Frida , June 21, 2013. E-mail your
Certificate of Complelton to (b)(6).(bJ(7J(CJ
in
order to receive credit.

3
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the DIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Recovery of Funds from ARRA Sub-grantee
(b)(7)(A)

(I 13SR008J(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

2. Former University of Kentucky Professor Indicted
On June 18, 2013, a former University of Kentucky Professor was indicted by a
Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina on one count of theft of
Government property. The investigation determined the professor cannibalized,
destroyed, and failed to return certain Government~owned scientific equipment,
books, and supplies valued at approximately $506,657.62. The OIG has recmrered
of the known misc:.ing equipment. This is a 'oint investigation with th~(b)(?)(A)
r)(7)(A)

f<111 SROOB: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

jll
-

3. Former Subcontractor Debarred
On June 12, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the Office
of Acquisition and Management, National Nuclear Security Administration, notified
the OIG of the debarment of a former subcontractor from doing business with the
Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, a Federal grand
jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the individual on one count of Theft of
Government Funds and one count of False Statements. The former subcontractor
entered into a Pretrial Diversion Agreement and was ordered to make restitution in
1
the amount of $9,739.50. The investigation determined that the former subcontrac,'""rf1,.._
r..,.,,.____.........,
fraudulent! received per diem benefits by falsifying per diem invoices. (112SR001 i~i(S),(b)(?)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

~-'-~~~~~--'-~~~~~~

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB June 20, 2013

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

I

•

On June 18, 2013,l(b)(6) (b)(7)(C)
provided two fraud awareness briefings to
21 contractor and management employees at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL).

•

On June 19, 2013'(b)( 6),(b)(?)(C)
provided two fraud awareness briefings
to 15 LANL contractor and management employees.

I

2
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OTHER MATTERS
•

Offices are reminded to ensure all fields are properly populated when closing cases
in EIGPT. There have been recent instances where the priority and special interest
sections have been left blank, and these are needed for filing purposes. In addition,
please ensure that all required paperwork noted on the case closure form is sent with
the file to Headquarts after closing.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

A new policy regarding the use of the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN} Portal will be posted to the IGCOMM Intranet in the near future. All agents
are encouraged to review the FinCEN policy to ensure compliance.

DISTRIBUTION
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
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Ending June 28, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesligative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing tr.e Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Indictment in Multi-Agency Computer Conversion/Resale Investigation
On June 26, 2013, an individual with no Department affiliation was indicted by a
Federal grand jury in 1he Western District of Washington for wire fraud, mail fraud,
and aggravated identity theft. This joint investigation uncovered 13 allegedly
fraudulent non-profit entities established by the individual to obtain free computers
and related equipment the Government donates through General Services
11
Administration's Computers for Learning Prograrn. 11 After receiving the items, the
individual sold them for profit on eBay and other online sites. During the last 5 years,
the fraudulent entities received computers and related equipment with original
acquisition value
·
'lion, including $7.5 million from 9 Department
sites. (112RL009: (b)(GJ,(b)( 7 )(C)
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Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB June 27, 2013

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

f

On June 25, 2013J(b)(G),(b)( 7 )(C)
rovided a
briefing to contractor employees at the Department's Oak Ridge National aboratory.
The briefing included an emphasis on OIG~speclfic reporting requirements
concerning suspecVcounterfeit items. A total of 42 individuals attended, including
representatives whose responsibilities include qualify assurance and procurement.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) policy is currently posted to the
IGCOMM Intranet. The policy can be found at
https:/ligcomm.doe.gov/policy/invesfigations-manuaL

•

The revised Fraud Awareness Briefing is currently posted to the IGCOMM Intranet.
The briefing can be found at https://igcomm.doe.gov/policY1examples.
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Ending July 12, 2013

The Office of Investigations {01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIG!). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent{s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in the Energy
lnspeclor General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Arrest Made in Access Device Fraud Investigation
On July 11, 2013, an individual with no Department affiliation was arrested pursuant
to a Federal arrest warrant. The U.S. Marshals Service and the McNairy County
Sheriff's Office assisted with the arrest. On July 10, 2013, the individual was indicted
on 27 counts of wire fraud and 24 counts of mail fraud in the U.S. District of Colorado.
The investigation determined the individual used serial numbers from Department
and Defense Department-owned computers to fraudulently obtain computer parts
valued at approximately $291,000 through manufacturer warranty rep!acemen _ _ _...,
e sed and sold for ersonal ain. This is a 'oint investi alien with the (b)(?)(A)
(111AL013:
2. Former Subcontractor Debarred
On July 8, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the Office of
Acquisition Management, National Nuclear Security Administration, notified the OIG
of the debarment of a former subcontractor employee from doing business with the
Federal Government for a period of 3 years. The employee was previously convicted
of state charges and sentenced to 5 years of probation for felony grand larceny
involving the theft of ap roximatel $21 000 of Government-owned electronics
equipment. (113MN001 (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
3. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Recovery Act Investigation
On Jufy 9, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Department debarment official recommending suspension and/or debarment action
be considered against a community action agency and two of its officials. The
investigation determined that the two officials converted American Reinvestment and
Re
rant monies for their ersonal use. The case is being coordinated with
and a prosecution decision is
the (b)(7)(A)
pending. (I 12HQO 1O: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disdosure is determined by the Freedom of
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB July 11, 2013
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0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None
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F.nding July 19, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OJ) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department). Office of Inspector General (OIGj employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA}. Delails on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in tha Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Sentencing in Access Devrce Fraud Investigation
On July 15, 2013, in the Second Judtcial District for the State of New Mexico, a
former Department subcontractor employee was sentenced to 10 years incarceration,
5 years probation, and 1 year parole, after pleading guilty to 1O counts of fraud and
conspiracy. The subcontractor employee was ordered to pay court fees and
restitution. The restitution amount has not yet been determined. The Investigation
determined the subcontractor employee provided thousands of serial numbers for
Department-owned computers to another individual not affiliated with the
Department. The second individual used the computer serial numbers to fraudulently
obtain computer parts valued at approximately $1.6 million through manufacturer
warranty replaceme~ts that were later sold for personal ain. This is a 'oint
OAL012: (b)(S),(bJ(?J(C)
investigation with th,(b)(?)(Al

t11

2. Target Letter Issued in North Carolina Weatherization Assistance Program
Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

l(b)(7)(A)

I(112SR004:

(b)(6), (b )(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom cf
Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C .. Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Weatherization Assistance Program
Sub-grantee and Official Debarred
On July 11, 2013, ln response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance Management debarred a
Washington, District of Columbia, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
sub-grantee and one of its executive officials for a period of 3 years. As previously
reported, the investigation determined the sub-grantee misused $551, 712 in ARRA
funds to make up for bud et shortfalls associated with unrelated operational
expenses. (111 HQ021; (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB July 18, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
~~~~~u.:e.:.:.s....:S~ectlon SAs. l<b)(GJ,(b)( 7)(CJ
will be
s a 1one in ivermore. Both started work on July~5......................-a-n-.--w-1,........spend the next
few weeks undergoing orientation at Headquarters before departing for their duty
stations.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Please submit nominations for the 2013 AIGI Awards t (b)(G).(b)( 7 J(C)
by August 2,
2013, Additlonal information on the award categories an t e nomma ion process can
be found in Chapter 14 of the 01 Manual.

•

New policy for long guns was published this week. It will be posted on IGComm
under Supplemental Policies. Firearms instructors will review the new policy and
obtain acknowledgement certifications from all SAs during future firearms training
sessions.

•

Acknowledgement certifications for the recently published FinCEN policy were
distributed this week. If you did not receive one, please contact your supervisor o~\~?}~,«bl
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
in P3. Completed certifications are required of all 01 personnel
e su milted to SA Morrison by July 31, 2013.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
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Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
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Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
Al! Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (Ol) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. ll may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistanl Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions or investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
{SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Administrative Action Taken in Recovery Act Weatherizatlon Fraud
Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

This investigation is ongoing. {112PT005:1(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I
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Positive Outcome Details
•

None
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB July 25, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On July 23-24, 2013l(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
provided briefings to
Department and contractor employees of the Golden Field Office's Financial
Assistance Office. A combined total of 52 individuals attended, whose responsibilities
include solicitation, negotiation, and awarding of financial assistance through various
means.

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel are reminded to properly dispose of Official Use Only and sensitive OIG
documents. This includes, for example, draft MOIAs and IRMs, complaint forms,
documents with Pll, and similar records. Proper disposal includes burn bags and
shredders. Recycle bins and standard trash containers are not acceptable.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Annual ethics training is mandatory and must be completed via the Department's
Online Learning Center by August 22, 2013. Don't forget to enter the training in
CHRIS as well.

•

2013 AIGI Award nominations are due next Friday, August 2, 2013.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOIH
Ending August 2, 2013

The Office of Investigations (O!) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OJG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesligative activilies performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Misuse of Position Case
On August 2, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and the Chief Human Capital
Officer. The IRM outlines the results of an investigation that confirmed allegatioiµ...._,
that a senior NNSA official facilitated the employment of another NNSA official'st____:j{~)(§J.,(b)(?)(C)
with a Department of Energy contractor. The IRM contains recommendations for
corrective action, including consulta1ion with the desi nated a ency ethics official and
administrative action, if warranted. (I 13HQ012: (b)(S),(b)(7)(C)

2. Sentencing in Weatherization Fraud and Bribery Investigation
On July 24, 2013, the Superior Court of California for the County of Los Angeles
sentenced the former fiscal officer of a California non-profit agency to 2 years
mandatory supervision and ordered them to pay $337 ,000 in restitution and $350 in
fines and assessment fees. As previously reported, the investigation determined the
former fiscal officer and President of the non-profit agency submitted false claims on
weatherization contract work and solicited and accepted bribes from a subcontractor
totaling approximately $1.2 million. The non-profit agency also submitted inflated
claims to the State of California that resul1ed in overbilling to the Department and the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services by approximately $440,000.
(l 1OLL005: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

1
Positive Outcome Details
•

On July 30, 2013, the Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence provided
the OIG a response to a referral regarding allegations against a senior official
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Specifically, it was alleged that the official
violated standards relating to classified and sensitive information. During a
review, the Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence did not substantiate
the allegations, but the discovered information that led to the official's
dismissal. (113RS029 (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB August 1, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

A new checklist and template for Executive Briefs have been posted on IGComm in
the Examples section of Investigations Policies.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

l

(b)(S)

• Please extend a warm welcome tollb)( 6),(b)(?J(C)
who 'oined us as an 0
(bl( 7 ~<~) __ ......... QfficeronJuly 29, 20t8emporary phone number i (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

2
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All 01 employees are encouraged to complete the online 2013 Employee Satisfaction
Suivey, available at: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/B99SQWG. Please provide
your feedback no later than August 23, 2013. Contact SA Adrianne Morrison if you
have any questions.

•

Rifles are now outfitted and will be arriving at field offices in accordance with Special
Agent-in-Charge requests.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOffl"
Office of Inspector Genera!

Ending Augul'.t 9, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use or the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigalive activities performed by 01 Special Agent{s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brlef (IEB} in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Investigative Report to Management Issued in False Claims Investigation
On August 2, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the Sandia
Field Office Manager recommending a Department contractor ensure internal Cost
Transfer Requests are compliant with Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) and that a
reconciliation process be used to determine the legitimacy of those same internal
Cost Transfer Requests. The investigation determined the contractor did not foHow
CAS by knowingly and improperly transferring approximately $1,595,289 in securityrelated costs during a 4-year period. The contractor violated its contract terms and
conditions with 1he Department and submitted five inaccurate CAS Disclosure
Statements and five inaccurate Statements of Costs Incurred and Claimed to the
Department This case was coordinated with the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil
Litigation Division, which did not pursue prosecution. (103AL022:l(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

CASE INVENTORY

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfom1ation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

0
Positive Outcome Details

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)
Status as of COB August 8, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel are reminded that in encrypted e-mail messages 1 the subject line is
visible to all. Avoid using sensitive information in that field such as subject names and
case numbers. Additionally, lnvestigative or other sensitive documents attached to an
encrypted e-mail should be password protected. If an encrypted e-mail is mistakenly
sent to a Department or contractor employee with an Entrust account, ihe person
could open the e-mail but would not have access to a password protected
attachment.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

..

graduated from th~eek
on August 8, 2013L.::Jearned. thet?l(~'-:_<?ll 7 l\C)
arned both the Firearms Expert (294) and

(bJ(6).(b)(7)(CJ

Cnmma nvest1ga or
FirearmsExpert{289)-Award;an
Driving Awards. Congratulations to

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Tlt!e 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act nitle 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The Security tab of IGComm now has a link to Quarterly Security Tips. All 01
personnel are encoura ed to review the informa1ion and rovide questions or
suggestions to the (bJ( 6 J,(b)(?)(C)

•

WingSwept has been selected as the company that will develop our new electronic
case management system. Information on this company and their products is
available at www.wingswept.com.

•

A procurement request for hardware and software licensing associated with a webbased evidence tracking system was submitted this week. Training and additional
information are forthcoming, but interested personnel can see their website at
www.tracker roducts.com in the meantime. Special thanks t (bJ(6J,(b)(7J(CJ
(b)(6).(b)(7J(C)
for conducting the research an su m1 tmg t e
proposal to acquire t is new tool.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOHT
Ending August 16, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the O!G without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Two Former Contractor Employees Debarred
On August 7, 2013, in response to two Investigative Reports to Management, the
Deputy Director, Office of Acquisition and Project Management, debarred two former
Department contractor employees for a period of 3 years. The investigation
determined the individuals possessed trailers, a large welder, and various power
tools that had been stolen from the Department's Paducah Site. As previously
reported, the Individuals each pied guilty ta one felony v'
· n in se arate Circuit
Courts for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. (1130R001 (b)(6).(bJ( 7)(C)
2. Former Hanford Site Contractor Employee Sentenced In Purchase Card

Investigation
On August 8, 2013, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, a
former Hanford contractor employee was sentenced to 3 years supervised probation
and 100 hours of community service, after pleading guilty to violating the Anti~
Kickback Act. The subcontractor employee was ordered to pay restitution in the
amount of $1 ,000 and a special assessment fee. As previously reported, the
investigation determined that the contractor employee offered and provided kickbacks
to at least 14 Fluor material coordinators on multiple occasions between 2005 and
2008, to induce purchases from the former contractor's company over competing
vendors. The kickbacks, which took the form of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift
5 million In business to
cards, and other things of value, prompted th
the former contractor's company. {109RL001: (bJ(S),(bJ( 7J(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., SecUon 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Search Warrant Executed in Grant Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

0

I {111 LL017t(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(7)(A)

I

CASE INVENTORY
ases Opened This Week

c·ases:pkised..This ,Week .J
Total O en Cases for this Endin

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
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Positive Out~2mes (Detailed Below)

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB August 15, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

This document ls for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public dl~losure ls determined by the Freedom of
lnformation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
•

Region 1, Technology Crimes Section, Hotline, and Operations Officers participated
in Annual Refresher Training on August 13~14, 2013 1 at FLETC, Cheltenham,
Maryland. Training included control tactics, firearms, and a legal update, with a focus
on civil/administrative remedies. Firearms trainin included shotgun familiarization.
for providing a great training
Special thanks t {b)(6),(b)\7)(C)
session I

•

Agents are reminded to include case file review forms when sending closed cases to
Headquarters. These forms are subject to Peer Review.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

The OIG is scheduled to convert to our new travel management contract, "Concur,"
on October 28, 2013. WebEX webinar training sessions are available for travelers,
document preparers, and routing officials. Please contactl(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
you need a copy of the training schedule.

jit

•

End of fiscal year (FY) reminders: Local vouchers not approved by September 20 will
not be approved until FY14 funds become available; travel vouchers should be
submitted by September 20 (travelers submitting vouchers after that date should
anticipate delayed payment); travel authorizations must be approved by September
27 and travel completed by November 7 (travel planned to be completed after
November 7 will need to be authorized under FY14 funding).

•

All 01 employees are reminded to complete the online 2013 Employee Satisfaction
Survey, available at: htt ://www.surve onke .com/s/B99S WG. Please rovide
your feedback no later than August 23, 2013. Contact (b)(6).(b)(7J(C)
if you
have any questions.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOHT

. Dep~ry11e11to~ 511e~9y

Office of Inspt~ctor Gt<nllfil!

Ending August 23, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative actlvitles performed by OI Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

None

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB August 22, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On August 12, 2013,l(bJ( 6l (b)(7)(C)
!provided briefings to
Department employees of the Idaho Operations Procurement Office. A combined
total of 21 employees, whose responsibilities include awarding and managing
contracts associated with the Idaho National Laboratory, attended the briefings.

•

On August 21, 2013,l(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
provided a briefing to
Department employees of the Argonne Site Office. A total of 12 individuals with
varying roles in the Department attended the briefing.

I

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel are reminded that CHRIS serves as our official training record. It is
critical to ensure CHRIS accurately reflects training requested and, when applicable,
successfully completed. Everyone is encouraged to review their own training record
and make corrections and revisions as necessary.l(b)(6),(b)(7J(CJ
(b)(6).(b)(7J(CJ
can assist with revisions, particularly with regard to the
status of a particu ar course.

I

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Congratulations to (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
for receiving a 2013 CIGI E Award for
outstanding work on an mves 1ga ion involving a money laundering scheme by a
senior Department official and his spouse.

•

We send our best wishes tq(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
!for ther----,
Eastern Investigation Operations, Technology Crimes Section, and ~.e. asL.:J {~)(~),(~J(?J(CJ
departs for a new position with the Nuclear Regulatory CommissionL=fastday.in . (b)(SJ,(b)(?J(CJ
the office is August 23, 2013.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

A Special Agent Advisory Committee (SAAC) has been created, and each region is
represented by the following individuals:
Region 1 - (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
Region 2 Region 3Region 4Region 5Region 6 ...,,.-......,.,,.,....,.,....,...~,.,------......
Hollin _ (bJ(6J,(bJ(7)(CJ
TCS _ (b)(6),(b)(7)(CJ

2
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act lTitle 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Pr~v.-icy Ac.t (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

I

l(b)(G) (b)(?)(C)
serves as the Chairman of the SMC. Everyone Is encouraged to
speak with their representatives regarding any issues and/or concerns that will assist
management in creating a better 01. The SAAC's first meeting will be held on
October 3, 2013.
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Office of Inspector General

Ending August 30, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of lhe Department of
Energy {Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AlGI). The narratives
contained in lhis report are general descriptions of Investigative activities pertormed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Verdict In Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
'

m

On August 28, 2013, the owner of a Department subcontractor company was found
guilty by a Travis County Texas jury on one count of fraud. As previously reported,
the investigation determined the owner and a former State of Texas employee
conspired to submit fraudulent documents and false claims relating to wind energy
systems to the Department to obtain approximately $2 million in Recovery Act funds.
Sentencing is scheduled for September 2013, and due to a prior Federal felony
conviction resulting from this investigation, the owner faces a 15 year minimum
sentence. Judicial action against the former State of Texas employee is pending.
,,.{L1JAL015f- •

I

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued in Grant Fraud Case
On August 23, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Director, Office of Procurement and Assistance Management, containing
recommendations for the suspensions of three Department grant recipients based on
interim investigative findings. The investigation has determined that a ~t Virginia
University professor, the principal investigator on the grant, and two ofl._jassociates
at the university, used grant monies for personal expenses. A determination of total
loss to the Department is pending. This case is being coordinated with the United
cce ted
States Attorney's Office, Northern District of West Virginia, and ha ee
•
(b)(7)(A)

•

•

·

•

•

• · , ·

•

·

•

5
(bJ( J,(b)(?J(CJ

(b)(7)(A)

112RL006:
3. Small Business Innovation and Research Grantee Suspended
On August 29, 2013, an Small Business Innovation and Research (SB!R) grant
recipient company and principal investigator were suspended indefinitely from
contracting with the U.S. Government by National Science Foundation officials. The
!made
joint investigation's interim findings revealed thel(b)(?)(A)
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(7)(A)

(b)(~)(~~(7_)(9)

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Hotline Com laints Predicated
Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB August 29, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

·

None

2
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Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5 1 U.S.C., Section 552a}.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

•

We send our best wishes td(b)(S),(b)(?)(CJ
!Region 1 Fraud Investigations, as[3
departs for a new position with the Department of Justice.Glastdayjnthe office!$__
September 6, 2013.

ln anticipation of Labor Day, the Secretary has auihorized an early release of 2 hours
for all Department employees who work on Friday, August 30, 2013. See your
timekeeper or supervisor if you have questions.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

s a , o me comp am s can now e su m1 e via he
--.,-----.-=.,..-..,.,.....,,...,..._,.,....... an
nternet. The link to the Hotline Submission Form is on the Inspector General page of
the Energy.gov website.
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(b )(6) ,(b )(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOHT

:.. pcpartme~'.t or, ~nc1w .
Office of Inspe,tor General

Ending September 6, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OJG Activily Report'' ls intended far the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of tnspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in lhe Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

(b)(6).(b!F2\~2-

Investigative Report to Management Issued In Handling of Personally
Identifiable Information at the Savannah River Site.
On September 4, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Director, Savannah River Site (SRS), making five recommendations as a result of an
investigation. These recommendations included reviewing internal controls for
accountability of property removed from SRS, telework policies and training for
contractor employees, and training and internal controls for properly handling
Personally Identifiable Information. The investigation focused on allegations that an
SRS contractor employee had an SRS-owned computer hard drive at his residence
that contajned the Personally Identifiable Information of SRS employees. (113TC005:

----1---------

I

CASE INVENTORY
Date>··.··.··

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Refetral Le«ers.Jssµea··
Positive Outcomes Detailed Below
Positive Outcome Details

•

None

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfonnation Act (Titre 5, U.S.C., Secl1on 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB September 5, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

When sending a complaint form to the Hotline for the Complaint Coordination
Committee consideration, please send the electronic version so the Hotline can
finalize the form for submission to the case file.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY. PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

The hardware associated with our new electronic evidence tracking system, Tracker,
mm!Jas_beenreceived.lm- mmm•mm
lis Working With the vendor to establish our
forms and profiles and preparing a computer system to conduct a demonstration
during the Managers' Meeting in October 2013.
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Ending September 13, 2013

The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Oetai!s on any particular mat!er may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) ln the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

(b )(6).(b )(7)(C)

Investigative Report to Management Issued in Recovery Act Weatherizatlon
Fraud Investigation
On September 10 1 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Program Manager, Weatherization and Intergovernmental Programs, recommending
the Department determine if any grant monies paid to the West Virginia Governor's
Office of Economic Opportunity (GOEO) and its sub-grantee, Capital Resources
Agency (CRA), should be disallowed and recovered. The investigation determined
CRA failed to maintain adequate accounting controls and oversight of its federally
funded weatherization program and submitted unallowable and unsupported claims
ta GOEO, and ultimately the Department. During the investigation, GOEO conducted
a full review of CRA's weatherization program and found CRA was reimbursed for
unallowable and unsupported costs totaling $643,006. This case was coardinat.-e....
d_....
with the United States Attorney's Office, Charleston, West Virginia. (110PT004:1
Hl<~X~),~b)(?)(C)

-·+--

I

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF 1NFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB September 12, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATIERS
•

Travelers are reminded that all expenses claimed on a voucher must be actual

incurred expenses. For example, telephone calls home whife on travel is a
permissible expense, but may only be claimed when that expense is incurred. Please
refer to DOE M 552.1-1A. Travel Manual, for additional information.
•

Travelers are reminded that making reservations directly with AdTrav via telephone
incurs a $34 reservation service charge, while making reservations online through
GovTrip incurs reservation charges of only $18.10. The $15.90 difference per trip
results in significant cost savings over the course of a fiscal year. All travel
reservations must be made online through GovTrip, with the exception of last minute
changes, which can only be made by calling AdTrav.

•

Agents are reminded that EIGPT will be unavailable from September 22, 2013,
through September 30, 2013, due to end-of-year conversion. Please ensure EIGPT

is up to date, and all significant activities have been recorded by September 20J
2013.
•

Agents are reminded that any significant activity occurring during the current semiannual reporting period, but not entered into EIGPT by September 20, 2013, should
not be entered until October 1, 2013 at the earliest. For example, a conviction occurs
2
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on September 28, 2013, may not be entered into EIGPT until October 1, 2013.
Additionally, the date of the conviction must be entered in the "IAT" screen as
October 1, 2013, with a note in the IEB explaining the difference between the actual
date and the recorded date. Any questions about this should be directed to an
Operations Officer.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Congratulations

t~(b)(SJ,(b)( 7 )(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
•••rn .. ,"""'••••m~

•

Mandatory 2013 Privacy Awareness Training must be completed by October 11,
2013. The training should appear on your to-do list in the Online Learning Center.

•

The Special Agent Advisory Committee is scheduled to meet on September 20, 2013.
Please contact your regional representatives if you wish to express any concerns,
which can be done without attribution. Regions are represented by the following
individuals:

Region 1 · -·--·-- -·. , _ ·· ·-.. ...... RJ~.gion 2 Regfo1f3::

······--.....

Region 4 -

Region 5 Region 6,...-.....___________,
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(SJ,(bj(i)(Cj

1

. Hotlt.n.e;:::±::=::::=;=---_JI
. . . . TCS=.~····················

I
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Office of Inspector General

Ending September 1.01 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly 010 Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of lnspeclor General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activit1es performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in the Energy
lnspe<:tor General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

On September 19, 2013, a former Department employee was convicted in U.S.
District Court in the Northern District of California following a trial for possession of
child pornography. The former Department employee viewed and downloaded
numerous image~hild pornography onto his Department-issued computer. A
-search-warrantat_Jresidence resulted in discovery of a larger child pornography
c~llection. T.hls conviction carries a 10 year mjnjmu1~-~=~~~qce, and the sentencing
Wiii be held m December 2013. (l10TC001
j·mmmm __ m___mmmm ___ m

(b)(GJ,(b)(?)(C)
m-

---·

Conviction in Child Pornography Investigation

•••

•

Reimbursement to Government for Science Misconduct

(b)(7)(A)

(~(?) {113hb004:-·•··-·····--···········.

(b )(6). (b )(7)(C)

•

(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)m•mm

Settlement Agreement with Department Vendor

On July 31, 2013, the United States Attorney's Office for the Middle District of
Tennessee entered into a settlement agreement whereby a Department vendor and
its four principals will pay $750,000 to the United States for false claims for payment
and improper product substitution involving parts such as o-rings, gaskets, and
mechanical seals. This was a joint investigation with the Tennessee Valley Authority
OIG, U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations, and Defense Criminal
. m Jnvestigative.Sei:vice_(I070R0061
mm
-

I
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(b)(6).(b )(7)(C)

•

Community Based Organization Suspended in Recovery Act Weatherization
Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

....
(b-)(-7)-(A_i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___r[l12HQ010:

•

___

I...._

: ' ' '·······' '• ...... El.\~>.:f~)(7)(C)

__,

Subcontractor Enters into a Voluntary Exclusion Agreement with the
Department
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

j<l12HQ0141(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
ttat1,m~:·Q9rjta¢.t$

·' ·.:.. · _. . .. · · · ·

··.

.<•

Hotline Com laints Predicated
Ref~rraH.,'.eft~rS'Js~Ued. ~i{.::<~n< '·' "·<} •··•···~· .....
Positive Outcomes Detailed Below
Positive Outcome Details
•

None
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB September 19, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On September 19, 2013j(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
provided a briefing to Oe._p_a~rt~m-e-n~t-c-on~t-ra-c~to_r_,-=s-ci=-e-n-ce___,.A_p_p..,..lic-a"""ti,....o-n-s..,..ln"""'t_e_rn_a..,..ti-on_a_l__J
Corporation, in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. A total of 70 employees, half present locally
and half joining via teleconference, attended the briefing. Participants included
engineers, scientists, contract personnel, corporate attorneys, and support staff.

(b )(6), (b )(7)( C)

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel are reminded that to the extent possible, official emails should be sent
using the Department's email system. If it is not practicable to use the Department's
email system, any official email sent from outside the system should include a cc to a
Department email address to ensure the document is preserved in the Department's
email system, as required by National Archives and Records Administration
regulations. Additionally, no sensitive information or documents (QUO, Pll, etc.) can
be sent to personal email accounts.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Office of Investigations personnel recently participated in the Office of Audits and
Inspections regional training conferences by provided training to audit and inspection
staff. Topics covered included Emerging Fraud, Interviewing Tips, Hotline Operations,
Technology Crimes Section as Your Resource and lnvestl ative Case Studies.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Some end of Fiscal Year (FY) travel reminders:
•

•

•

Local Vouchers - must be approved no later than September 20, 2013 in
order to use FY 2013 funds - local travel vouchers submitted after September
20, 2013 will need to use FY 2014 funds and cannot be submitted until FY 2014
funds become available.
Travel Vouchers - to the extent possible, travel vouchers should be submitted
no later than September 20, 2013 - vouchers submitted between September
20, 2013 and October 1, 2013 will be processed but payment may be delayed.
Travel Authorizations - travel authorization using FY 2013 funds must be
approved no later than September 27, 2013 and the travel must be completed
no later than November 7, 2013 (which is a Thursday).

•

Mandatory 2013 Privacy Awareness Training must be completed by October 11,
2013. The training is available via the Online Learning Center.

•

Agents are reminded that EIGPT will be unavailable from September 22, 2013,
through September 30, 2013, due to end-of-year conversion.
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA}. Delails on any parltcular mailer may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in the Energy
Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Sentencing in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On September 24, 2013, the owner of a Department subcontractor company was
sentenced in Travis County Texas District Court to 15 years incarceration and
ordered to pay $1.8 million in restitution. The state sentence is to run concurrently
with the owner's Federal felony weapons conviction, also a result of this investigation.
As previously reported, the investigation determined the owner and a former State of
Texas employee conspired to submit fraudulent documents and make false claims to
the Department t o i n approximately $2 million in Recovery Act funds. The owner
.. falselystatedlha
ompany's technology for wind turbines was "shovel ready";
however, no func 1onal turbines were ever built. Judicial action a ainst the former
State of Texas employee is pending. (111AL015: (b)(SJ,(bl( 7 J(CJ
-rnrn

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Hotline Contacts

>·· ···.

Hotline Com laints Predicated

Positive Outcome Details

•

None
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Ending October 4, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report'' is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector Generaf for lnvestigalions (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesllgatlve activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Department Contractor Enters Into Repayment Agreement
On October 1, 2013, the Department received payment from a former Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) contractor employee pursuant to a $13,382.72
repayment agreement that was entered into with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the
District of New Mexico. As previously reported, the investigation determillANL
paid 1he former contractor employee for 354 hours of sick leave to which - · asnet- (b)( 6),(b)(?)(C)
entitled. The investigation found the former contractor employee took sick: eave from
LANL, while pertorming outside employment and residing in North Carolina. No
further criminal or civil judicial action is forthcoming In this investigation. (107 AL013:~K6.):\b)(7)(C)

L.:J-

r)(6).(b)(7)(C)

1
2. Department Employee Resigns in Lieu of Termination and Receives Target
Letter
(b)(7)(A)

I
3. Former Western Area Power Administration Employee Sentenced
On September 26, 2013, a former Western Area Power Administration employee was
sentenced in U.S. District Court, District of Montana, to 4 years probation and
ordered to pay a $3,500 fine and restitution to the Department in the amount of
$83,700. As previously reported) the OIG investigation determined that from 2001 to
2012, the former employee defrauded the U.S. Department of Labor's (DOL} Office of
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Workers Compensation Program by not reporting
resulting in long-term djsabi!jty overpayments of
r)(?)(A)
1(108DN003:

· · · · · eff-employmentincome; . .
\?_l_(~j.(b)(?)(C)
ximately $275,000. This was a
m m

_

mmmm m

(?)(~)·\?l(7)(C)

4. Settlement Agreement with Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant
Recipient
On September 25, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Department signed a $31,783 settlement agreement with an Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) recipient. As previously reported, the OIG
investigation determined the EECBG recipient hired consultants to assist in awarding
an EECBG project. The project was subsequently awarded to another company
employing the same consultants. These actions violated an EECBG provision
concerning conflicts of interest. (1120R006:1
mm•mm-mm+
.. m m _ . mmmmmm- mm-

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

5. Criminal Information Filed In North Carolina Weatherlzatlon Assistance
Program Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

. · · · · · · +-

....
l(b-)(-?)-(A-)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.Jl12SR004:1
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\~(~!,(b)(7)(C)

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)
Status as of COB October 3, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

•

The new Case Management and Tracking System (CMTS) is now in its initial
implementation phase. The subject matter experts are working closely with the
contractors and Carnegie Melon team to ensure a smooth implementation. Training
for the field will begin in early 2014, and CMTS is slated to be fully operational on
April 1, 2014.
Agents are reminded of the requirement to obtain a written waiver from their

supervisor if unable to attend quarterly firearms training due to exceptional
circumstances. See 01 Manual Chapter 4,Xlll,C,2 for additional details.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Secretary Moniz personally visited the IG's office in the Forrestal building on October
3, 2013. He expressed his appreciation for our dedication and professionalism. He
also stated our work was having a positive impact on the Department, for which he
was grateful.

3
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

All FLETC training is cancelled until ongoing budget issues are resolved.
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Ending October 11, 2013

The Office of Investigations (OJ) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees on\y. lt may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

Guilty Plea ln Savannah River Site False Statements Investigation
On October 3, 2013, a former contractor employee pleaded guilty to one count of
False Statements In U.S. District Court in the District of South Carolina. As previously
reported, a Federal Grand Jury indicted the former contractor employee on three
counts of False Statements after the investigation determined the former contractor
employee-usedl-···-··
!personally identifiable information to obtain a Savannah

. !~: ;;!'::!;~:~ij;!~~r:~[;t~~·~~~~~R~~~l'"ptcy. :~~°-rve P:_
CASE INVENTORY

Cases Pendin

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

HOtuhe;bohtacts ,•·· · . •. , ·.· · •: "'

.J .. , . ••..•

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

None
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB October 101 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Thanks to everyone who responded to the Case Management & Tracking System
survey. If you have not already responded, please remember the survey concludes
today. The survey link is: http://www.surveymonkev.com/s/5BKZ9ML

•

The Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) theme for this year is _"Make it Possible." lf
you have any questions or concerns, please contact 1he Key Worker for your office.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

•

The 2013 CIGIE Awards Ceremony previously scheduled for October 15, 2013, has

~eec~~i~~~~~~~!~ostponed due the budget situation.,

m mmmmmm m

r~~~(;l~9T9 mm~~)\~)-(~)(7)(C)

The 2013 OIG Awards Ceremony will occur October 16, 2013, from 1 to 3 p.m. EDT
and be broadcast to all field sites by VTC.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Contact with the Veterans Administration OIG Peer Review Team Leader has been
initiated. Their plan is to begin the review in mid-January 2014. Locations for site
visits have not yet been determined. P3 has begun initial preparations for the Peer
Review.
·
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. If may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activilles performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA}. Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (ElGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management Issued In Misuse of Position Investigation

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

On October 15, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Assistant Secretary of Fossil Energy, making three recommendations for corrective
action. The ongoing investigation has determined that a senior Department employee
requested a subordino delete or modify records connected with an OIG
lnvestigaUon,misused -·· position to effect the hiring of certain interns, and misused
his Government comp
to view pornography. After being interviewed by the OIG,
the senior employee resigned their employment with the Department. The
investigation is being coordinated with the United States Attorney's Office, Western
Distrlct.otf?.ennsylvanla. (U4PT002.:I-·-··· ---

I

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued In Radiation Detection Device
I nvestlgatlon
On October 16, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Deputy Director, Office of Acquisition and Project Management, recommending
suspension and debarment action against three former prime contractor managers
from the Department's Portsmouth site. As previously reported, the investigation
determined subcontractor Radiological Control Technicians. at the direction of three
contractor managers, altered the testing records of portable radiation detection
devices so they appeared to be calibrated, when in fact they were not (1130R006:[31~~!,_<~)( 7 )(C)
(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

1-··••H

I

.
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB October 17. 2013

0

13

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
(b){SJ,(bJ(?){C) ..... --•

on.Octot>er::15,2013l--

-------------·-········ ·
provided two fraud
awareness briefings at West Virginia University (WVU) in Morgantown, West Virginia.
The briefings were provided to 101 staff members of the Financial Services Division,
as well as 1O Deans and Associate Deans from WVU's Research & Development
Corporation and the Colleges of Creative Arts and Engineering & Mineral Science.
The employees are directly involved in tile solicitation, administration and submission
of Invoicing on numerous Department grants awarded to WVU. The briefings focused
on fraud trends and Indicators and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Congratulations to the winners of the 2013 AIGI Awards:

(bJ(6J,(bJ< 7 HCJ

·········- . . .. . ·.·
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

...

__

(bJ(GJ.(bJ(7)(cf

t

t th ¥

..•...

I

I

1

o . New. mployee of-the ¥eaf-d ··

___ o .. StaffEerson..of:Y:ear--f

(b)(GJ (bJ(7)(CJ

(b)(G),(b)(~l(<?l

r

~ 1~~==:~=,:n";, t~ ~==~ ~-~nf~rd OVertlme Fraud (Case Agentj
__

.

1

Gongratulationstq--·-------·

- ---- -·- ·

....

I

I

Itor receiving CIGIE Awards for Excellence for

individual investigative accomplishments and as a member of the Small Business
Innovation Research Working Group.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Individual Development Plans are due by November 4, 2013. The plan should be
completed and submitted through the Department's Employee Self Service web

page.
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Office of Inspector Genernl

Ending October 25, Z013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is inten<:led for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s}
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Subcontractor Employee Debarred In Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On October 21, 2013, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG of the
debarment of a former subcontractor employee from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, this Individual was
indicted for fraudulently receiving per diem benefits by falsifying eligibility
certifications in order to receive $69,822. The former subcontractor employee pied
guilty, was sentenced to 5 years of probation, and ordered to pay $69,822 in

(b)( 6 ),(b)~~l~9). mmm ••mmmresututlon-.-{1-11SR026j----

mm

I

2. Five Former Contractor Employees Indicted and Arrested
On October 8> 2013, five former contractor employees were indicted in the District of
South Dakota for conspiracy to commit theft. The individuals were subsequently
arrested on October 15, 2013. The investigation determined these Individuals used a
scheme in which false vouchers were generated by a contractor and paid for work not
performed. These individuals recelved over $80,000 in Federal block grant funding
and admjtted usjoq the money for dru9s and hote sta s. This is a ·oint investigation

l(bl( 7)(A)

I(I 11 IF006

(b )(6) (b )(7)(C)
,___ _ _ _ _ _.....1

3. Investigative Report to Management Jssued to National Energy Technology
Laboratory Director After Investigation of Property Accountablllty Issues

(b)(6).(b )(7)(C)

On October 18, 2013, in response to an allegation that a National Energy Technology
Laboratory (NETL) scientist could not account for precious metals he had signed for
and received, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the Office of the
NETL Director making two recommendations for corrective action. Although the
metals were found, the investigation determined that NETL was not complying with
Federal and Department directives in accounting for, and properly securing precious
metals.f-m·m
jl14PT001)
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4. Sentencing In Investigation lnvolvlng Embezzlement of Recovery Act Funds
On October 24, 2013, a former finance director for a Baton Rouge, Louisiana 1 nonprofit agency was sentenced to 12 months and 1 day imprisonment and 12 months
supervised release following imprisonment. As previously reported, the former
finance director was convicted of embezzltng more than $50,000 in Federal funds
and using the money for gambling and personal expenditures. The non-profit agency
received Recovery Act funding from the Departments of Energy and Health and
Human Services for weatherization and software training. (12CH004:1
-rn···
{b)_(~HbJ(7)(C)

·I--.

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Posittve Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOtA)
Status as of COB October 24, 2013

0

13

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
(b)(6J,(b)(7)(C)

......~.,...

I

On0ctober.21,2013J .
provided a fraud
awareness briefing to 11 staff members of the University of Pittsburgh, College of
Engineering. The employees are involved in the solicitation, administration, and
submission of invoices on several Department grants awarded to the university. The
m

•••

·-

. . . .

··-
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briefing focused on fraud trends and indicators, as well as the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

provided three fraud awareness ne ngs
to over 480 Federal and contractor personnel from the Headquarters Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE). The audience included personnel of all
levels from EERE, including the Assistant Secretary.

__

_.... ......

······-········--·- -----

OTHER MATTERS
•

Implementation of the new case management system is progressing. Members of the
team are meeting regularly with contractors and the vendor to ensure that all of our
needs for a new system are met. More updates and opportunities to view the new
system will be coming in the near future.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS fP3) UPDATES
•

Final FY13 Performance Ratings are to be completed in ePertormance by October

31, 2013.
•
•

FY14 Individual Development Plans are to be completed by November 4 1 2013.
FY14 Perlormance Plans are to be initialized in ePerformance by November 151

2013.
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Office of Inspector Gcnernl

Ending November 1, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is Intended tor the use of the Department of
Energy {Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may nol be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General tor Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities perfonned by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Interim Distribution of Bankruptcy Proceeds In Defective Body Armor Case
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

___,1_<1949g_o1. o.;f...._··· _·-·._._ ___,

....
(b-J(-7)-(A-)

2. Investigative Report to Management Issued In Conflict of Interest Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)
··················-······

.

•···

.... , .........•..., ,

~1120R017:
!--··········· ························-····
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CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB October 31 t 2013

0

13

0

0

13

0

0

0

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are reminded that the Operations Officers will assist you with weekly
submissions and stat updates when you are unable to do so due to investigative
obligations. The goal Is to ensure that field accomplishments and notable activities
are included in the Weekly Report.

•

All personnel are reminded to ensure leave requests in ATAAPS are revised as
appropriate. Requests should reflect claims on timesheets. Please direct questions to
your supervisor.

2
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)( 5).(b)( 7)(C)
(b)( 5 ).(b)( 7 )(C)

.. •

Please remember to set your clocks back 1 hour Saturday night.

Bestwishesto(~J@J~)(7J(GJ
· · · · · · s[J1eaves the Hotline for the Richland
ast day at ihe Hotline will be November 7, 2013 andQflrst. J?)(~2-(_b)( 7 )(C)
day in Richland will be November 15, 2013.

.··. Washingtonoffic

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Courses taken via the Department's Online Learning Center do NOT need to be
entered separately into the CHRIS database.

•

Completion of the training evaluation form in CHRIS converts the course status to
Com reted. If not com letin a trainin evaluation for any reason, please contact
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
so the status can be manually
converted.

•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,

2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management - This course is
available through the Online Learning Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website, http://ntc.doe.gov. Please send a
copy of your training certificate tol(b)( 5).(bJ( 7)(C)
once completed.
·
.

I
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Depa1tmen~
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY
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' •..· "
Ending November 1S, J.013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report'' is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG \'lithoul prior approval of !he Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities pertonned by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Sentencing In Weatherlzatlon Fraud and Bribery Investigation
On November 4, 2013, the superior Court of California for the County of Los Angeles
sentenced a farmer employee of a California non-profit agency to 24 months In jail;
however, 16 months are suspended and the remaining 8 months are to be served by
electronic monitoring. The former employee was also sentenced to 3 years probation
and ordered to pay $323,991 in restltt.Jtion and $630 in fines and assessment
fees. As reported previously, U1e investigation determined the former employee of the
non-profit agency submitted false claims on weatherization contract work and
solicited and accepted bribes from a subcontractor totallng approximately $1.2
million. Tile employee also submitted inflated claims to the State of California that
of Health and
resulted ln overbilling to the Department and the U.S. De
Human Services by approximately $440,000. (110LL005: (b)(G),(b)(r)(C)

2. Suspension Jn False Claims Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

3. Administrative Actions Taken Against Former Social Security Administration

Beneficiary

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

On November 7, 2013, as a result of this joint investigation between the Social
Security Administration (SSA} OIG and DOE OlG, the Government recovered
$18,282 incent benefits paid to a Savannah River Site (SRS) contractor
employee' dditionally, this investigatES·
vented future.f. raudulent b. en·e· fit·s··
from being pa1 o the contractor employee'
··········· · ulttngina-<;ost-s ·
. of- __
$141,917.00. Specifically, the SSA denied the

(~_)(S),(~l( 7 )(C)

···············benefitsbecauseL:Jouseheld~J.rnJ,t~}!r}(E}
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(b)(6), (b )(7)(C)
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)
{b )(6),(b )(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7}(_t::) .

income exceeded SSA's limits. On the same day SSA benefits were denied, the
contractor employee and his wife,siaqed a false marriage separation a reement and
theoontracteF·emptoyeeehangect:Jdriver's llcense address t (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
address. By submitting these two false documents to SSA, the contra
mp oyee's
incom.ewaS·SUbtractedfmnt -mm
household income which made
ligiblemto. •nJ?)~~]:<~)(?)(C)
receive SSA eoefits This investigation determined that the SRS contrac ed

f
r•mployeran:---...... ·-·

I

~Id not separate nor did t

employee move toLJl''!.)"X7J(CJ

home as purported to SSA (111 SR018 (b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

4. Investigative Report to Management Issued In Embezzlement of Recovery Act
Funds Investigation
On November 14, 2013, an Investigative Report to Management was issued to the
Director, Office of Procurement and Assistance Management, containing a
recommendation for the suspension and/or debarment of the former finance director
for a Baton Rouge, Louisiana, non-profit agency. As previously reported, the former
finance director was convicted of embezzling more than $50,000 in Federal funds
and using the money for gambling and personal expenditures. The former finance
director was sentenced to 12 months and 1 day imprisonment and 12 months
supervised release following imprisonment. The non-profit agency received Recovery
Act funding from the Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services for
weatherization and software training. (112CH004: (b)(6),(b)(7)
IC

5. Action Taken In Response to Ongolng OIG Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

p13AL007:

l(b)(7)(A)

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~

l(b)(6),(b)(7){C)

I

CASE INVENTORY
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Hotlifie.c6hta'C:~s. ..

.·. . . ..

Hotline Com lalnts Predicated -·--Positive Outcomes .{D_e_t__a_....ile--d:;;_;:::_B-=-e=-=lo--w:.L.-_ _ _ _ ___._____ ..
Positive Outcome Detalls
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB November 14, 2013

·

·V\'it~<Jrawn

·

a

14

· ·. ;ciosedThis FY••

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman announced a contesi to
name our new electronic case management system (currently known as CMTS).
Submit ideas via email to OIGCMTS@hg.doe.gov. The person submitting the name
that is ultimately selected will have the honor of being forever known as the "namer of
the system," and will receive a $25 gift card from John to the retailer of their choice.
Additionally, all 01 employees are encouraged to submit questions about CMTS to
the same email address.

JOYS,CARES 1 CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,
2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management - This course is
available through the Online Learning Center.
3
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2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website, htt ://ntc.doe. ov. Please send a
co of our training certificate to (b)(6),(b)(7J(C)
(b)(6).(b)(7) once completed.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..
(C)

•

The Federal Employee Healtll Benefits Program open season has begun and runs
through December 9, 2013. Forms and uides were recent! distributed via email.
Questions should be directed to (b)(S),(b)(7)(C)
is
available by email or at (b)(6),(b)(7J(C)

•

The following fields must be completed on all CHRIS Training Requests:
o Course Title
o Begin/End Date
o Duty Hours
o Course Type
o Delivery Type
o Vendor Name
o Training Location (City and State)
o Training Reason
o Purpose
o Direct Costs (If None, please indicate in the Remarks Section)
o Indirect Costs (If None, please indicate in the Remarks Section)

•

Agents are encouraged to utilize the Special Agent Advise Committee to express
s the
any concerns, which can be done without attribution. (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.. directlyorane.ofJ .eit39iQl}§ll
current Chairperson. Feel free to contact
representatives fisted below.
Region 1 _ (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
Region 2Region 3Region 4Region 5,.,.,..,...,.,..,.....,,....,...,.,,,,...,...,,..,__
Region 6Hotline (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
TCS _ (b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

_______
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

WEEKLY ACTIVITY RF.PORT

...-·<.-.:·.::.:·,·.'
~f.J<lt.t.ment of Energy
:: :;· .· .·,::.- .· . . . . . . ..
Office of Inspector General

Ending Novembe1· 22, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report'' is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agenl(s)
{SA). Details on any particular matter may be oblained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SlGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Nattonaf Energy Technology Laboratory Director Indicted
On November 19, 2013, the former Director of the National Energy Technology
Laboratory was Indicted in U.S. District Court, Western District of Pennsylvania.
Specifically, the former Director was indicted for attempting to alter documents and
influence witness testimony in connection with an inquiry into allegations that he had
misused his position. As previously reported, the ongoing investigation determined
the former Director instructed a subordinate to delete or modify records connected
with an OIG lnvestlgation, misused his position to effect the hiring of certain interns,
and used his Government computer to view pornography. After being interviewed by
the OIG, tile former Director resigned from employment with the Department. The
investigation is being coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office, Western District of
Pennsylvania. (114PT002:1(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

2. Settlement Agreement Reached Jn Cost Mlscharglng Investigation
On November 5, 2013, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of North
Carolina reached an agreement with a Department contractor to reimburse the United
States $414,828 for mischarges submitted to the Department and the Department of
Defense from 2006 through 2013. The mischarges were revealed by the contractor in
a Contractor Disclosure Report pursuant to Federal Acquisition Regulations. The OIG
joint investigation with the Defense Criminal Investigative Service determined that
between 2006 and 2013 the contractor's employees were instructed by a former
Director of the company to change timekeeping entries to match Internal financial
projections rather than reflect their actual hours worked. (I 13SR011 f(b)(GJ,(b)( 7)(C)
3. Administrative Actions taken against Former Department Contractor Employee
On November 13, 2013, a contractor employee at the Idaho National Laboratory was
terminated for the Improper use of Government property. Property valued at
approximately $67,703.00 was recovered from the contractor employee's residence.
In addition to the recovery of Government property, the contractor employee was
This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Acl {TiUe 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

denied a year-end award valued at approximately $68,000. The investigation
determined the contractor employee took Government ro ert such as computer
switches and firewalls, to his residence. (111 IFOOS: (b)(6J,(b)(7)(Cl

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB November 21, 2013

0

15

0

0

15

0

1

0

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman announced a contest to
name our new electronic case management system (currently known as CMTS).
Submit Ideas via email to OlGCMTS@hq.doe.gov. The person submitting the name
that is ultimately selected will have the honor of being forever known as the "namer of
2
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the system," and will receive a $25 gift card from Jahn to the retailer of their choice.
Additionally, all 01 employees are encouraged to submit questions about CMTS to
the same email address.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

•

We extend a warm welcome t (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
both of
whom started their DOE careers this wee (bJ(GJ,(b)(?)(C) ·oins the othne and
Analysis Section as our first Investigative Analyst (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
·olns the
Washington, DC office of investigations as a fraud investigator. ease introduce
yourselves to our new colleagues and welcome them to our team.
This wee (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
earned that a casnworkedasthecase-a.gentJrom ----~~J,-~~~:~~)(7)(C)
beginning to en while working as an Air Forc~ice of Special Investigations agent
has resulted in the largest Trial Judgment under the False Claims Act in the history of
the Unlted States. The investigation determined United Technologies Corporation
misrepresented how it calculated prices on F-16 fighter jet engines. After remand
from the 61h Circuit, the District Court awarded the Government False Claims Act
damages and penalties of $364 million, which Is the highest recovery obtained by the
Government in a case tried under the false claims act. Additionally the court ordered
$109 million in common law damages and $191 million in prejudgment interest for a
total judgment of $664 million. Anyone interested in reading the press release can
click on the following link: http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2013/June/13-civ-696.html.

POLICY. PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,

2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management - This course is
available through the Online Learning Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center website, http://ntc.doe.gov. Please send a
' copy of your training certificate tol(bJ( 6 J,(bl( 7 J(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7) once completed.

I

•

The Federal Employee Health Benefits Program open season has begun and runs
through December 9, 2013. Forms and guides were recently distributed via email.
Questions should be directed t (b)(6),(b)(7J(CJ
Is
available by email or at (b)(6),(bJ(7J(CJ

•

The OIG is scheduled to convert from GovTrip to Concur on February 3, 2014.
Additional information will be provided as it becomes avaHable.

3
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•

Our new electronic case management system will be demonstrated to au 01
employees in January. The two dates currently scheduled for the 1 hour
demonstration are January 29 1 2014 at 10 am (EST) and January 30, 2014 at 2 pm
{EST).
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Off!<:e ot fospector Genernl

Ending December 6, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained ln this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special Agent(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing 01e Exeeutive Brief (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. GUiity Plea by Former State of Texas Official In Recovery Act Grant Fraud
tnvestf gatlon
On November 25, 2013, a former State of Texas grant administrator pied guilty to one
count of Misuse of Official Information in the Travis County District Court. Per the
plea agreement, the former administrator will serve 3 years of deferred adjudication
probation. pay $2,500 In restitution, and cannot be employed in a position that
manages grant funds. The investigation determined that the owner of a Department
subcontractor company and the former administrator conspired to submit fraudulent
documents and make false claims to the Department to obtain approximately $2
million in Recovery Act funds. As previously reported. t11e owner was found guilty of
one count of rraud and other weapons violations and is currently serving a 15 year
sentence. Sentencin for the former administrator is scheduled tor December 20,
2013. (111AL015 (b){S),(b)( 7 )(C)

2. Plea Agreement In North Carolina Weatherlzatlon Assistance Program
Investigation
On December 2, 2013, a former Director of t11e Weatherization Assistance Program
(WAP) for a local community action agency pied guilty in the U.S. District Court for
the Middle District of North Carolina to conspiracy to embezzle money and
embezzling money from an organization receiving Federal funds. The investigation
determined that the former Director received monetary kickbacks in excess of
$300,000 from the Director's relatives who presented themselves as local contractors
in order to be selected by the Director for the WAP work. One of these relatives
created a company in an effort to both disguise their relationship to the Director and
to give an appearance of performing business as a legal enterprise. Although the
contractor company was paid in excess of $900,000, the investigation determined
that they performed approximately $400,000 of legitimate work, and additional
conspiracy charges are expected for others involved In the scheme. This is an
on oin ·oint investi ation with th (b)(7){A)
(b)(7)(A)
(112SR004: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
This document ls for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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3. Former Lawrence Livermore Natlonal Laboratory Employee Arraigned
On November 27, 2013, a former Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
employee was arrested on two felony warrants for Grand Theft and Possession of
Stolen Property and was arraigned and charged on December 4, 2013, in the
Superior Court of California for the County of Alameda. An investigation determined
the former employee stole optical devices, toner cartridges, and computer parts and
accessories valued at approximately $58,000 from LLNL and sold the items on eBay.
Additionally, the OIG recovered approximately $2,292 worth of stolen LLNL property
from the former em lo ee's residence. This is an on oin investigation with the
(b)(7)(A)
(I 13LL009: (b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

4. Employees Terminated and Suspended at Los Alamos National Laboratory
On November 25, 2013, a Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) employee was
terminated as a result of misusing several LANL General Services Administration
(GSA) fuel cards on multiple occasions. An additional LANL employee received a 2
day suspension without pay for failing to report the misuse to management. The joint
investigation with the GSA OIG determined that on multiple occasions, the terminated
employee used several LANL GSA fuel cards to frau
·
ersonal use. This case is bein coordinated with the (b)(?)(A)
(b)(?)(A)
I13ALO 15:·1ii(b:;\,)(~6)i7.(bki'Jh-.n-.--~------__J

CASE INVENTORY

'Date\'·· ..

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Hofl{fie C.ontacts · ·
Hotline Com laints Predicated

0

Positive Outcomes Detailed Below

Positive Outcome Details
•

None
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

On December 2, 2013,l(b)(6J,(b)(7J(CJ
jprovided a fraud
awareness briefing to over 100 Federal and contractor personnel from the Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy's Golden Field Office (GFO). The audience
included GFO personnel from technical programs, facilities, lab operations, finance,
acquisitions, legal, environment, human resources, workforce management, and
project management.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Our new electronic case management system will be demonstrated to 01 employees
in January. The two dates currently scheduled for the 1 hour demonstration are
January 29, 2014, at 10 am (EST) and January 30, 2014, at 2 pm (EST). All 01
employees are expected to view one of these demonstration sessions. Please
continue to submit any questions relating to the case management system to the
following e-mail address: OIGCMTS@hq.doe.gov.

JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

All 01 personnel with an Lor Q clearance are required to complete the 2013 Annual
Security Refresher Training via the Management Information System website by
December 27, 2013, in order to maintain security access. An e-mail providing details
was sent on November 27, 2013. If you need additional information, contact SA
Adrianne Morrison.
3
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•

MA is currently working with the Department with regard to an OIG exemption from
the 50 mile Travel Aut11orization (TA) requirement. Until resolved, personnel should
submit and get a TA approved in GovTrip for all travel exceeding 50 miles from the
employee's duty station. Following the trip, voucllers only need to be generated when
there are reimbursable expenses incurred during the travel.
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending December 13, 2013

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agont(s)
(SA). Details on any particular matter may be oblained by reviewing the Executive Brlef (IEB) in the
Energy Inspector Genera! Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Complaint Filed Against Three Department Contractors and Company
Owner in Connection with False Claims Act Violations
On December 6, 2013, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of
Washington filed a civil complaint under the False Claims Act. The complaint alleges
three Department contractors and a company owner falsely claimed credit for
awarding tens of millions of dollars in Federal subcontracting .business to qualified
small bL1sinesses. The investigation substantiated that a Department prime contractor
claimed small businesses were performing subcontract work, but the work was
actually performed by another Department subcontractor that does not rn1alify as a
small business. This is a joint investi ation with the ib)(7 )(A)
l(b)(7)(A)
l(l 13RL003: (b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
.

j

2. Monetary Recovery in Kickback Investigation
On December 10, 2013, the National Nuclear Security Administration's Pantex Field
Office notified the OIG that as a result of an ongoing O!G investigation, 1he Managing
and Operating (M&O) contractor for the Pantex Plant agreed to reimburse the
Department $40,942. The investigation involves allegations of a quid pro quo
arrangement in which an M&O procurement official accepted gratuities in exchange
for the award of a $228,000 contract for outside legal services. The investigation is
ongoing and is being coordinated wjth the U.S. jttorney's Office for the Northern
District of Texas. {!11AL011 :l(b)(E),(b)( 7 )(C}

3. Action Taken in Response to an Investigative Report to Management in Misuse
of Position Investigation
On December 3, 2013, the Office of Fossil Energy responded to an Investigative
Repol'I to Management (IRM) that made three recommendations for corrective action.
As previously reported, the Office of Investigations issued an IRM to the Acting
Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy following an investigation into allegations that
the former National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)
This document is for OFFICIAL USF. ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by lhe Freedom of
Information /\ct (Til!e 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C , Section 552a).

Director misused his position. The investigation determined the former NETL Director
requested a subordinate to delete or modify records connected with an OIG
investigation, misused his position to effect the hiring of certain interns, and misl1sed
his Government computer to view pornography. In response to t11e IRM, Fossil
Energy agreed with all recommendations and is strengthening internal controls to
address identified weaknesses. The prosecution of the former NETL Director is being
coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania.
(114PT002fb)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

4. Search Warrant Executed in Theft of Government Property lnvestigation
(b)(7)(A)

{l13AL012:

CASE INVENTORY

Cases.as

jTotaTOQen
of Previous Ending Date __
Cases Oe~ned This W~ek
Cases Closed This Week
Total Open Cases _for this En_dinQ Date
Cases in Hold Status
Cases PendinQ Closure/Action
TCS Case Suooort

229
1
5

..

225
0

......

3
6

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Hotline Contacts
Hotline Complaints Predicated
Referral Letters Issued
-.
Po_sitive Outcomes (Detailed Below)

101
··-

12 - 2
0

Positive Outcome Details
•

None
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB December 12, 2013
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS,CARES 1 CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3lUPDATES
..

All personnel must complete the following on line courses no later than January 31,
2014:
1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management - This course
is available throlJgh the Online Learning Center.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPOHT

Office of ln!jpector Genernl

Ending December 20, 2013

Dep~rt111entof ~r~rgy

The Office of Investigations (01) ''Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivHies performed by 01 Special Agent{s)
(SA). Details on any particular malter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (lEB) in the
Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Action Taken In Response to an Investigative Report to Management In False
Claims Investigation
On December 13, 2013, the Sandia Field Office (SFO) Manager concurred with two
recommendations made in an Investigative Report to Management. As previously
reported, the OIG investigation revealed a Department Managing and Operating
contractor did not follow Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) over a 4 year period and
conducted over $1.5 million in improper internal cost transfers. The improper cost
transfers caused the contractor to violate the terms and conditions of its contract with
the Department by knowingly submitting inaccurate CAS Disclosure Statements and
Statements of Costs Incurred and Claimed to the Department. Additionally, in
response to the Investigative Report to Management, the contractor has implemented
internal controls to reduce the likelihood of future cost transfer violations occurring
and also now includes a review of cost transfers in self-assessments that are
·
tile SFO and the Office of Field Financial Management. (103AL022: r::l_(b).\~):(~)(?)(C)
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

L...::J

2. Settlement Agreement Reached In Embezzlement Fraud Scheme
On December 17, 2013, the U.S. Attorney's Office for t11e Northern District of Indiana
provided the OIG with a fully executed settlement agreement with Bechtel SAIC, LLC
(Bechtel}. In the agreement, Bechtel agreed to pay the Federal Government
$209,308.00 to settle civil proceedings. The Government contended that it had
certain civil claims against Bechtel arising from kickbacks paid to a former employee
of Bechtel. The kickbacks related to purchases of goods used in the Yucca Mountain
Project. As previously reported, the former Bechtel employee and another individual
not affiliated with the Department pied guilty and were sentenced to 5 months
incarceration and 2 years of probation, respectively, and ordered to jointly pay
$42,627 .08 in restitution. The investigation determined that both individuals engaged
in an embezzlement fraud scl1eme for personal ain. This is a joint investigation with
l(b)(?)(A)
l<I08LV003: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

This document is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. Public disclosure is determined by 1he Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Subcontractor Agrees To Voluntary Exclusion In Energy Efficiency Rebate
Fraud

As the result of an Investigative Report b
b
c nt, a subcontractor agreed to a
2 year voluntary exclusion which debar < )(6 ).( J( 7 )( ) company from being awarded
Government contracts for the period of the exclusion. The subcontractor admitted
that rebates were received from a Department energy efficiency program funded by
the Americari Recovery and Reinvestment Act, and the subcontractor failed to pass
the rebates to customers as required by the program rules. The program provided
rebates, through the subcontractor, to customers who installe (b)(?)(A)
olar
nanels an their nmnerties This case was ::ordinated with th
)(?)(A)
_J (I 12H QO 14: (b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

r

CASE INVENTORY

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Positive Outcome Details

•

None

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

All personnel are encouraged to utilize the Trip Details field of the Travel
Authorization in GovTrip to provide a case number(s) for case-related travel and
justifications for any uncommon expenses (e.g., non-compact rental car, privately
owned vehicle mileage expenses).
2
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

Please enjoy a safe and happy Christmas Day holiday next week. The Secretary has
authorized 3 hours of Administrative Leave for early releases on both December 24
and 31, 2013. Only employees in duty status on those dates are eligible for the
Admtnlstrative Leave claim.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All personnel must complete the following online courses no later than January 31,
2014:

1. DOE Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management- This course
is available through the Online Learning Center.
2. Introduction to Classified Matter Protection and Control Course - This course is
located on the National Training Center websjte. http://ntc doe qoy. Please send a
co of our training certificate tol(bJ(SJ,(bJ( 7 J(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7) once completed. (NOTE; This course takes longer than most other
online courses. Plan accordingly to meet the deadline.)

I
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Document Number 5

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending January 14, 2011
FINAL IUWORTS TSSUED THIS WEEK:
Repo1t on Audit Cover(lge of Cost Allowabilityfor Babcock&. Wilcox Technical Services Pan lex,

LLC d1wing Fiscal Years 2006 through 2009 under Department of Energy Contracl No. DE-AC0400Al66620, Janunry 11, 20! I, OAS-V-1 J-03, (AIOLV0!7).
~ Based on our audit, we concluded that the allowable cost related aLidit work performed by

B&\V Pantex lnlemal Audit from October I, 2005, lhrough September 30, 2009,
substantially complied with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing and could be relied on. We also found that questioned costs identified in
audits and reviews have been adequately resolved.
~ While we did not identify any material internal control weaknesses, we noted concerns

which need to be addressed to ensure that only allowable costs are claimed by and
reimbursed Lo B&W Pantex. Specifically, we observed that:

•

Internal Audit had not always ensured that workpapers met auditing standards'
regarding supervisory re\1 icw; and,
·

•

B&W Pantex had not arranged for audits of all subcontractors when costs incurred
a factor in determining the amount poyable to a subcontrnctor. We identified
three subcontracts that incurred $8,408, 155 over Fiscal Years (FY) 2006 and 2007
which we concluded should have been audited. We ~re reporting these
subcontractor costs as unresolved costs pending audit.
~were

.~ In addition, the Nntional Nuclear Security Administration Field Chief Financial Officer

(CFO) has not signed the PY 2009 SCIC, as required by the Department's Accounting
l fondbook, due to B& W Pantcx's non-compliance with Cost Accounting Standard 405,

Accounting for Unaflowabfo Costs. Because of the lack of auestation by the Field CFO, we
will not sign the FY 2009 SCIC until concerns nre resolved and the Field CFO signs the
SCIC.

mi

ll'!i

We recommended that the Pant ex Site 0 ffice mnnagcr <lircct the Contracting Officer to:
( l) ensure that B& W Pantex's Internal Audit meets auditing standards related to
supervisory reviews; (2) ensure that the subcontract administration procedures are aligned
with the DEAR requirements and provide specific guidelines fol' determining when cost·
type subcontracts are subject to a post·award audit; and, (3) require the conduct of, or
arrangement for, audits of subcontracts when costs incurred are a foctor in determining the
~mount payable to a subcontractor.
ef •
Management generally agreed with the report and concurred with the recommendations.
Management's response included corrective actions to be taken in response to our
recommcrnJations along with milestones for completion.

Team Leader:
AIC;
Staff:

l(b)(G)

------~

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUIW THlS WERK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT RE.PORTS CSSUEW THIS WEEK:

LETTim REPORTS ISSUF.D THIS

WEI~K:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUF.D THIS WF,EK:

FlNANClAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFOR.t\IIATION:

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY:

Inspection of Property Accountiibility and Accounting Controls Under the Cooperative Agreement
with the Incorporated County of Los Alamos
On January 13, 20 I l, an Entrance Conference on the "Inspection of Property Accountability and
Accounting Controls Under the Cooperative Agreement with the Incorporated County of Los
Alamos" was held at the National Nucleor Security Agency (NNSA) Service Center in
Albuquerque. The conference was conducted in conjunction with the Office of Audits, who will
be addressing a portion of the Inspection. The conference was held via tele-video, and officials
invited to attend were from the Office of Internal Controls, the NNSA Service Center, the Los
Alamos Site Ollicc, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and the County of Los Alamos to include
the Fire Department. (SI I IS004;1(b)(6)

I

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY

ANNOIJNCRMli:NT 011 Nli:W INSPECTIONS:

NO FlHnHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY;
INSPF:CTIONS 1 OPI•:RATIONS

Region
ERS
WRS
Total Open

Inspections

Performance
Inspections

Allegation-Based

6

1
2

0

7

5

0

7

.ll

~

1

TRAINING:

ACTION lTEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

1

2

AdHoc, Special Jnquities and Close Outs.
Includes fieldwork and report drafting

Inspections

Other 1

Totals2

OTHER MATTEHS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Jnspcctor General
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Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector (.Jenera! for Investigations
Dept1ty Inspector General for Management & /\dministrntion
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Asslstant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Audit Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending January 21, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Drnft Audit Report on "The Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee Programfor Clean Energy
Technologies," January J 8, 2011.

,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_he Department is authorized to make loan guarantees to
accelerate commercial use of new or improved technologies that will help to sustain economic
growth, yield environmental benefits, and produce a more stable and secure energy supply. The
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 temporarily expanded the Program
emphasizing loan guarantees for certain renewable energy systems, electric transmission systems
and leadin edge befouls projects. In total, the Program, one of the largest of its kind, has up to
(b)(5)
in loan guaranteel(b)(5)

I

At:. part or its loan guarantee decision-making strategy, the Department instituted a due diligence
process, which is designed to exnmine the viability and legitinrncy of potential projects and project
borrowers, fully identify technical and financial risks, and evaluate and propose potential risk
mitigation strategies. According to Program officials, this process was modeled after a proven
system used by other Federal agencies with loan programs. During the due diligence process, the
Program develops a risk rating for each loan guarantee application based on its assessment of the
technical and financial risks associated with each project and the borrower.
Given the significant amount of funds involved and the level of risk associated with a number of
the proposed projects, we initiated this audit to. determine whether the Department had established
and implemented effective s<tfcguards to manage the Government's risk of loss, while at the same
time, identifying potential opportunities to improve loan processing activities.
Our audit disclosed that the Department had taken a number of positive steps to implement the
Program. As of the date of the audit, the Program had issued over $3.9 billion in loan guarantees

to eight recipients and ·had over $12 billion under conditional commitments for potential future
loan guarantees. We found, however, that the Program had not documented the analyses
perfonned during the due diligence process, supporting infonnation that was critical to
demonstrating Program transparency and accountability necessary to confinn that identified credit
risks were fully addressed and/or mitigated.

We noted that:
•

Credit Papers, which summarize the results of the due diligence process, did nol set forth
the specific analyses performed by the Program and did not include information on how
each of the risks identified were mitigated. For one approved loun guarantee, 21 specific
risks were initially identified during 01c due diligence process; however, only 5 of the risks
were addressed and/or had mitigating actions described in the Credit Paper.

•

Risk ratings, developed during the due diligence process, did not provide details supponing
the score assigned to each risk area, nor were the ratings addressed in the Credit Papers. In
one case, the Program assigned a score of 2.04 out of 5,00, which categorized the project as
"weak." However, the Imm approval package did not explain the rationale for 11pproving
1he loan guarantee despite ils ''weak" risk rating.

•

Loan origination files, required by Federal regulations to contain key documentation to
:mpport actions taken by the Program as part of !he loan guarantee process, were not
maintained in the official clcclronic information repository. In some instances, they were
not maintained at all. Of the 18 projects with loon guarantees or conditional commitments,
three of the projects had no documentation in the system and 12 of the projects had only a
limited amount of information. Documentation for the remaining lhrce projects was more
robust than the others, but still did r.ot contain nil of the core information that would be
needed to confirm !he sufficiency of actions taken by lhc Department to evaluate lhe
projects.

The Credit Papers, risk ratings and other loan origination documentation are pivotal pieces of
inFOnnation used by decision makers in deciding whether to sustain recommendations to approve
or disnpprove loan guaranlees. They arc also used as a basis for determining the key financial
requirements·of loans.
We found tha! despite the magnitude of the loan guarnntec effort, the Department had not adopted
a comprehensive records management system. Although the Program's website references Federal
requirements for loan documentation, the Program's policies and procedures dirl nor require a
records management system that would have imposed a structure, consistency and discipline in the
creation and mainlenance of loan documentalion. While the Department had adopted a formal
information system designed lo store important loan records, that system, in the absence of a
structured approach to records management, had not been completely populated by Program
officials and was, as a result, ineffeclive.
Additionally, the Program had not included records retention clauses in ils agreements with
independent advisors and contractors who reviewed and analyzed the technical, financial and
marketing conditions of applicants' projects. We were told lhat such reviews were critical
elements in loan decision-making. We reviewed the agreements for independent advisor and
contractor services and determined that the terms and condi1ions did not require that records
created be submitted to the Department or retained for a specified period of time. Based on our
inquiries, Program officials were, after significant effort, able to collect rind nssemblc a number of
contractor generated documents for the loan guarantees we reviewed. These documents, however,
were in contractor custody and had never been incorporated in the offidal electronic record
keeping system.
·

For the lo;m guarantees that have closed to date, over $3.9 billion in loan guarantees provided by
the taxpayers ar~ at risk. Overall, the program may grant up to $95.7 billion in additional loan
guarnntees. As such, ensuring that the Prograrn can readily demonstrate that its actions were
appropriate and that all relevant risks were addressed is critical. Therefore, we have made a
number of recommendations aimed at improving the management of the Program. Our overall
concern is that the Department is able to provide the transparency necessary to ensure that it can
readily demonstrate that it gave full consideration to the credit worthiness of its applicants.
Team Leader:

j(b)(G)

AIC: (b)(6)

I

Staff:
Staff:

LETfER REPORTS T.SSUEO THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEI'vIENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

WEEKLY OPERA TIO NS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:
INSPECTIONS' OPJmATIONS

Region
ERS
WAS
Total Open
Inspections

Performance
Inspections

Allegation-Based
Inspections

6
5

1

a

7

2

0

7

12

~

1

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distrihution:
Tnspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General

Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
• AdHoc, Specrar Jnqulries and Close Outs.

' lncludas fieldwork and report drafllng

Totals 2

Deputy Jnspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assb:tant Inspector General for Inspectioi1s

Director for Audit Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance

Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending January 28, 2011
FINAL RRPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on the ."Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's iWonitoring of Power Grid Cyber
Security," DOE/IG-0846, January 28, 2011, (AIOTG013)
.I; Congress pRssed lhc Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Energy Policy Act), giving the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission) jurisdiction to conduct oversight of the bulk
power syslcm, commonly referred to as the bulk electric system or power grid, including
. the approval of mandatory cybcr security reliabillty standards. The bulk electric system
consists of approximately 1,600 entities operating at I00 kilovolts or higher. The system
docs not, however, include distribution to end-L1sers, as that function remains under the
jurisdiction of state pub lie utility commissions. Jn July 2006, the Commission, as
authorized in the Energy Policy Act, designated the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) as the Electr!c Reliability Organization (ERO). As the ERO, NERC
has the sole authority to propose reliability standards for the power grid to the Commission
for approval. NERC developed Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) cyber security
reliability standards which were approved by the Commission in January 2008. NERC
designated, with the Commission's approval, eight regional entities with responsibility for
ensuring compliance with the reliability standards through audits and investigations of the
registered entities. The Commission is responsible for maintaining oversight ofNERC and
its regional entities.
·
~ Security over the Nation's power

grid remains a critical area of concern. Recent testimony
before Congress disclosed various issues, including the existence of significant
vulnerabilities in the power grid's infrastructure and many utilities that were not in
compliance with the standards. Because of the importance of its efforts to secure the bulk
electric system, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Commission adequately
monitored cyber security over the Nation's power grid.

~

Although the Commission had taken steps to ensure CIP eyber security standards were
developed and approved, our testing revealed that such standards did not al ways -include
controls commonly recommended for protecting critical information systems. tn addition,·
the CJP standards implementation approach and schedule approved by the Commission was
not adequate to ensure that systems-related risks to the Nation's power grid were 111 itigatcd
or addressed in a timely manner. In particular:

•

Despite their importance to protecting the power grid, the CIP standards did not
include a number of security controls commonly recommended for government and
industry syslcrns. In addition, wnile we recognize that there arc inherent delays
i:issociatcd with the current regulatory structure, we found tlrnt the timeliness of the
standards development and arproval process was also impacted because the
Commission did not take advantage of existing authority; and,

•

The Commission approved an implementation .approach and schedule for the CIP
st<indards that did not adequately consider risks to information systems. For
example, implementation of technical controls related to system access, patch
management, and malware prevention were delayed while documentation
requirements were given priority. In addition, all entities were not required to
comply with lhe CIP standards at the same time even though they may have
encountered similar threats.

~ We found that these problems existed, in part, because the Commission had only limiled
authority to.ensure adequate cyber securlly over the bulk cleclric system. While the Energy

Policy Act established the Commission's authority to approve, remand, or direct changes to
proposed reliability standards, the Commission did not have the authority to implement its
own reliability standards or mandntory alerts in response to emerging threats or
vulnerabilities. However, even in situations where authority did exist, the Commission had
not always acted to ensure that cyber secmily standards were adequate. In addition, the
Commission had nol ri.!ways effectively monitored how NERC and the regional entities
assessed implementation of the cyber security standards.

Wi Without improvements, the Commission may not be able to provide adequate oversighl to
ensure that cyber security vulnerabilities within the power grid are identified and mitigated.
Notably, the Commission has participated in a number of reliability standards reviews at
entities and continues to work with Congress to oblain authority appropriate for ensuring
adequate cyber security over the bulk electric system. Additionally, the Commission has
worked with NERC to establish mandatory standards, including providing NERC with
numerous directives identifying ways to improve lhc slandards, While these are positive
steps, additional action is needed. As such, we have made several recommendations that, if
fully implemented, should help improve tile overall effectiveness of the Commission's
ability to monitor security over the Nation's power grid. Management concurred with three
of the recommendations and concurred with the intent of the remaining two
recommendations.
Team Leader:
A.IC:
Staff:

(b)(S)

RECOVERY ACT REPOUTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on "The Deportmcnl of Energy's Ameriam Recovery and Relnvestmem Act Massaclmsells State Energy Program," January 21, 2011. (A IORA036)

.I:; The Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Department of Energy Resources (Massachusetts)
was allocated $54.9 million in Stale Energy Program (SEP) funds under the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Recovery Act of 2009 (Recovery Act)- a more than 72-fold

increase over its Fiscal Year 2008 SEP grant of $753,000. Massachusetts planned to use its
granffunds to undertake activities that would preserve and create jobs, save energy,
increase renewable energy sources, and reduce greenhouse gas: em[ssions. Because of the
states' important role in the implementation of the Recovery Act, we initiated this review to
determine whether Massachusetts had internal controls in place to provide assurance that
the goals of the SEP and Recovery Act will be accomplished efficiently and effectively
~ Massachusetts had, for the most part, implemented processes and controls necessary to

manage its SEP Recovery Act funding. For example, Massachusetts' employed a project
selection process designed to accelerace project imr'cn;cntation and achieve SEP Rrovery
Act goals. This allowed Massachusetts to disburse_(b)(o)
_of its
SEP Recovery Act funds byl(b)( 5 )

I

~ However, we found that Massachusetts had not finalized Reeovery Act sub-recipient

oversight plans and procedures. Specifically, Massachusetts had not completed its plans
fer site visits to the sub-recipients that received funding directly from Massachuset!s. lt
also had not finalized the selection methodology for visiting the more than I 00 entities that
received funding from the sub-recipients (referred to as second-level sub-recipients). fn
addition, Massachusetts had not determined whether additional staff would be required to
properly implement its oversight activities.
•

We also noted- that Massachusclts' obligat1ons were overstated. For example, as of June 24,
20 I0, Massachusetts' SEP Recovery Act funds were reported as 97 percent obligated even
though at least 43 percent, or approximately $23.8 million, did not have executed contracts
in place. While actual obligations have since been brought closer In line with reported
obligations, as of September 30, 20 I0, obligations were still overstated by about 6 percent

~i The concerns addressed in this report can be attributed, at least in part, to insufficient

guidance from Che Department of Energy (Department). Specifically, the Department did
nol provide timely guidance pertaining to sub-recipient monitoring. In addition, the
Department's initial guidance did not adequately define an obligation. Other factors also

contributed to the situations described in our report. In particular, it took longer than
anticipated for Massachusetts to finalize the contracts for its projects, a factor that delayed
its efforts to implement monitoring guidance. Additionally, the Department's oversighl. of
Massachusetts dl<l not include validation of amounts claimed as obligated.
I} We have made a number of recommendations to improve the Department's oversight of the

states SEP activities.
Team Leader: Db)(G)

ATC:
Staff:
Draft Audit Report on "The Department of Energy's Geothermal TecJmologtes Pr(Jgram under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act", January 21, 2011
.•; Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 the Department of Energy's
(D(;partmcnt) Geothermal Technologies Program received $400 milllon to promote the

exploration and development of new geothermal fields and innovative research into
advanced geothermal technologies. This funding represents an almost ten-fold increase
over the $44 million originally appropriated to the Program for that year. As of January
2011, the Department had awarded $368 million in financial assistance agreements for 135
geothermal technologies projects .
.~ Recovery Act funding will support projects undertaken by private industry, academic
institutions, tribal entities, local governments, and the Department1s National Laboratories.
The projects, covering activities in 39 states, represent a significant expansion of the U.S.
geothermal industry and are intended to create or save thousands of jobs in drilling,
exploration, construction, and operation of geothermal power facilities and manufacturing
of ground source heat pt1mp equipment.
•

(b)(5)

we lmllate this audit to etemune
whether the Department had effectively managed the awards funded under the Recovery
Act.

(b)(5)

a;

Our review disclosed that the Department had followed es!abl ished procedures for the
solicitation, merit review, selection and award of geothermal projects. However, we
identified weaknesses in project administration that need to be addre!'lsed to ensure that the
Government's interests arc protected, the financial assistance recipients fully comply with
Federal requirements, and the goals of the Recovery Act are met. Specifically, our review
of six major projects revealed that:
•

Five of the six award recipients we audited had been paid about $110,000 for items
that were either expressly unallowablc under Federal regulations and award
conditions or were questionable. Recipien1s had claimed and been reimbursed for
unallowablc costs such as alcohol, excessive travel, and entertainment expenses; as
well as for duplicate payments for the same items and other expenses that lacked
sufficient supporting documenlation; and,

•

Five of the six award recipients had not required subcontractors to implement
Davis-Bacon Act requirements to pay prevailing wage rates as mandated by the
Recovery Act. Subcontract awards account for an estimated 90 percent of the $57
million in project costs for the five recipients.

!It The Department had not established fully effective procedures for monitoring geothermal
awards nor had it assi ned an ade uate level of staffin to monitor the awards. Further, a
(b)(5)

ward recipients also indicated that they were uncertain about how
Davis·Bacon Act re9uirements could be applied to their awards.

(b)(5)

~ Payment of unallowab!e and questionable expenses reduces the amount of funds avallable

for mission objectives and represents waste and abuse of taxpayer dollars, Accordingly, we
are questioning $11
·
h·
'
tin officer. (b)(S)

Team Leader:
AIC: (b)(6)
Staff: (b)(SJ

(b)(6)

"-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WI<:EK:

OTHER AUDlTS:
~ An entrance conference was held on January 25, 2011 for the Audit of the Department of

Energy's (Department's) Protective Force Training Facilities. In attendance were
representatives from the Department's Office of Environmental Management, Office of
Health, Safety and Security, the National Nuclear Security Administration, Wackenhut
Services 1ncorporated, Linvrer.ce Livermore, Los Alamos and Sandia National
Laborntories, Y-12 National Secmity Complex, Nevada National Security Site, Pontex
Planl 1 Hanford Site and the National Training Center.

Ii An entrance conference was held on January 27, 2-00 I, for the Audit of the Contractor
Assurance Systems ar National Nuclear Security Administration Sites. The audit objective
is to determine whether NNSA sites have fully implemented contractor assurance systems.
Representatives from headquarters, the Nevada National Security Site, Sandia National
Laboratories, and Los Alamos National Laboratory were attendance.

in

RF:COVEH.Y ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY:

WKRKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NJ;;W INSPECTfONS:

Alleged Mis11se ofARRA Weatherizalion Funds by the Western Arizona Council of Governments
(WACOG)

.W The Office of Inspections has initiated a new inspection regarding the "Alleged Misuse
of ARRA Wcathcrization Funds by tile Western Arizona Council of Governments 11
(W ACOG). As part of the Recovery Act, W ACOG has received about $5.9 million in
funding to weatherize homes in the three western most counties in Arizona. These
countres include the cities of Yuma and Kingman, Arizona. In the anonymous
allegation provided to the Office of Jnspec~or General Hotline, it was alleged among
other things, that WA COG was spending Recovery Act funds on allowable or wasteful
items, that competition among contractors was not done on a fair basis, that billing for
units completed was not accurate, that Davis-Bacon regulations were not ~roperly
followed and that procurement and inventory problems exist. (S 11 IS005, l(b)(S)
~-----'

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

WEEKLY OPERATlONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

INSPECTIONS' OPERATIONS

Region
SPO

ERS
WRS
Total Open
lnspecUons

Performance
Inspections

Allegation-Based
Inspections

Other 1

0
5
5

0
0
3

4
0

6

0

8

1Q.

1

1

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM RF-PORTS ATTACHF:D:

OTHER MATTEH.S;

1
2

AdHoc, Special Inquiries and Close Outs.
Includes fieldwork and report drafting

Totals 2

4

Ji On January 24, 20 l l, the Office oflnspections briefed the Deputy Inspector General
for Audits and Inspections and the Assistant Inspector General for Inspections on the
potential findings and recommendations for three inspections that are currently in the
report drafting phase:

•

•

•

Waste Disposal at the Oak Ridge Reservation. Lead Inspector D. Jones
identified three potential findings related to contract administration,
productivity and safety. (SI OJS003)
Follo\v-Up on Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's Security Cleamnce

Terminalion Proceduresl(b)(6)
~oncluded that 1he laboratory
continues to experience internal control weaknesses in its security clearance
termination procedures. (SI OJS008)

Implementation ofNuclear Wea ons ualit Assurance Re uiremenls at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. (b)(6)
identified problems
with frequently cited weaknesses in major quality ma11agement topical areas.
(SI OISOO!)

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General

Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management·& Administration
Assistanl lnspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Audil Planning, Administra.tion & Quality Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Di vision lJirectors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending February 4, 2011
FINAL REPORTS JSSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on The Department ~f Energy's Weatherizalion Ass;stance Program under the American
·Recovery and Reinvestment Act for tJie C<Jpilal Area Community Action Agency-Agreed-Upon

Procedures, OAS-RA-11-04, February I, 2011, (A10RA056)
~j The report presents the results of an agreed-upon procedures review of the Department of

Energy's (Department) Weatherization Assistance Program for the Capital Area
Community Action Agency, located in Tallahassee, Florida under the American Recovery
a11d Reinvestment Act'of 2009 (Recovery Ac(). The Office oflnspector General (OIG)
engaged an independent certified public accounting firm, Otis and Associates, PC, to
perform the agreed-upon procedures for Capital Area, a sub~recipient of the Department's
Recovery /\ct Weatherization funding for the State of Florida .
.~ The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
Weatherization Assistance Program was implemented to reduce energy consumption for
low-income households through energy efficient upgrades. The State of Florida received
$176 million in Weatherization Assistance Recovery Act grant funding, of which $7-.5
million was allocated to the Capital Area Community Action Agency. The Florida
Department of Community Affairs was responsible for administering Weatherization
grants, including sub-grants provided to the Capital Area. This grant provided more than a
seventeen-fold increase in funds available to Florida for weatherizatio11 over the amount
aulhorized in Fiscal Year 2009.

Wi The review identified opportunities for the State and Capital Area Community Action
Agency to improve their administration of Recovery Act funds made available by the
Department's Weatherization Assistance Program. In particular, the review found that the
State's guidelines for verifying that homes had not been weatherized atler September 30,
1994 were not consistent with Department regulations. Specifically, the State required
community action agencies such as Capital Area Community /\ction Agency to search a
centralized data system that could only be searched by the applicant's social security
number and not by the address of the home/unit to be weatherized. Additionally, the data
system only contained homes/units that had been weatherized for the last ten years.
Consequently, there was a risk that homes would be improperly re-weatherized since
searches would only identify (a) applicants who had received weatherization assistance and
not the weatherized home/units, and, (b) applicants who received assistance since 200 I,

~ The review also determined that one of the 30 weatherization assist<mc{.; recipients tested

did not meet lhe income eligibility requirements for the Weathcrization Program due to a
calculation error. The weatherization costs of $3,.502 incurred for the unit were questioned
and in response, Capital Arca reimbursed the State of Florida.
~ The State of Florida and the Capital J\rea Community Action Agency provided responses

that expressed agreement with the recommendations and provided planned and ongoing
actions to address the issues identified. In discussions with the Office of Inspector
General, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy management agreed to
address the issues in this report as part of their ongoing monitoring of the State of Florida 1s
Weatherization Assistance Program and to promptly resolv.e all questioned cosls identified.
~ To its credit, the Florida Department of Community Affairs stated that it has directed all

provider agencies that <lo have Weathcrization data pre~dating the State system to retain
that data back to 1994 and to use it for purposes stated in the audit. Further, the State has
directed its support contractor to incorporate a query in the system to allow for checking of
the dwelling address against the data sorted in the system in addition to the client check
that already exists. The State also responded that it had recovered the questioned costs
from the Capital Area Community Aclion Agency.
Audit Team: Otis and Associates, PC

Technical Monitoring:""j(b,...,.)""'(6,,...)-~-----------

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER RRPOilTS ISSlJED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WF:EK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT RF.PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDJTS:

'1i An entrance conference was held at Headquarters on January 31, 2011, to discuss the audit
of The Department of Energy'.~ lmplemenlalion ofRenewable Energy Projects
(A 11 OR006). At the entrance conference were representatives from the Office of Energy
Efiiciency and Renewable Energy, Office of Science, Office of Environmental
Management, National Nuclear Security Administration, Western Area Power
Administration, and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The purpose of the audit
;

is to determine whether the Department has an effective renewable energy plan to achieve
the renewable energy requirement, as stipulated in the Energy Policy Act of 2005, In

"'"T'°'

liCil~nda nee from the Office of I
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RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW

INSPI~CTIONS:

Special Report on Energy Annex, Emergency Support Funclicin J2' lo the National Response
Framework, OOE/IG-0847, January 31, 2011
I;;

We found lhat the Department of Energy (Department) had completed a munber of actions
designed to prepare it to implement an effective response to incidents and disasters.
Spccifical!y, Departmental personnel had participated in major coordination cffons, made
rcadlness assessments in response to I furricane efforts, implemented short and long-term
incident management and recovery efforts, and maintained financial accountability. We
did, however, identify an opportunity to improve preparedness by ensuring that responders
receive required training prior to participating in exercises or actual emergency situations.
Specifically, we determined that a number of coordinators and volunteers may not have
received requ'ired training prior to deployments, We made no formal recommendations to
management since corrective actions were initiated to resolve the training issues.
(SI OIS004;1(b)(6)

I

NO FURTHER ACTfON LETTRR ISSUED:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

INSPECTIONS' OPERATIONS
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1
2

AdHoc, Special Inquiries and Clos~ Outs.
Includes fieldwork and report drafting
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Total Open
Inspections

!l

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED;

OTHER MATTERS:
~ Iris Curlis joined the Energy Audits Division on January 17, 2011 as an Auditor working in

our Headquarters office. Iris earned a Bachelor1s Degree in Accounting from Lane College,
Jackson, Tennessee. Iris joins iis from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission where she
worked as a Field Auditor and an Energy Industry Annlyst in (he Market-Based Rates
section. lrls also owned an lnterior Decorating business for several years. Outside of
work, Iris enjoys travelling, swimming, horseback riding and spending time with her
daughter.

I'! Shola Epemolu joined the Energy Audits Division in Headquarters on January l 71 2011.
Shala has a Bachelor's Degree in Accounting from the University of Maryland, Eastern
Shore and a Masters of Business Administration from the University of Maryland,
University College. Sholajoins us from the Universal Service Administrative Company
where she worked as an Internal Auditor. Prior to USAC, Shola worked at Delotte and
Touche serving as an Auditor-In-Charge for several Financial Statement audits. In her
spare time, Shola enjoys cooking 1 reading, and mectlng new people.

l.t Reza Sepehri joined the Energy Audits Division on January 31, 2011 as nn Auditor
working in our Germantown office. Reza earned his Bachelor's degrees in Accounling and
Finance from Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Reznjoins us from Iowa's Auditor of
State Offic.:e where he worked as a staff auditor. Outside of work, Reza enjoys travelilng
and spending time outdoors.

~ Ana Soumare joined the Energy Audits Division on January 17, 2011 as an Auditor

working in our Germantown office. Ana earned a Masters Degree in Accounting "'.Yith a
focus in Internal Audit from the Robert Smith Business School of the University of

Maryland. Ana joins us from the private sector where she worked with PAE Group,
BearingPoint/Dcloittc, Chcmonics International, and Ronco Consl1lting. Ana is fluent in
French and has a basic knowledge of German. She enjoys swimming, cooking, spending
time with her family and reading articles from the Institute of Internal Auditors. Ana is
working toward her CPA.
~

The Germantown Corporate Audit Group would like to welcome their new Auditor, James
McKean. James joins us from the Pennsylvania National Guard. At the age of J9 he
joined the USAF and served on active duty for approximately 3 years as an Aircraft.
Technician on !he F-1 SE fighter jet. After those 3 years, he joined the Pennsylvania Air
National Guard and continued to work as an Aircraft Technician on the A-1 OA fighter jet.
During this time James went to school at Temple University in Philadelphia and received a
Bachelor's Degree with a double major in Accounting and Finance. He has heen deployed
twice: six months in Qatar and five months in Baghdad. Collectively, he has served in the
military for more than nine years. James just recently came to Germantowti from Effort,
Pennsylvania, which is located in the Poconos. In his free time, James enjoys watching
sports, movies, going to concerts, vacationing, and experimenting with new kinds of
food/restaurants.

~ The Office of Inspections wishes to welcome Phil Holbrook, Jr. to our Oak Ridge office.

Phil will serve as the Team Lead for the Eastern Region's satellite oftices--Oak Ridge and
Savannah River. Phil has over 18 years in Federal service as an auditor with various Omcc
of Inspector General type organizations. In his most recent position, he served as an Audit
Director with the Naval Audit Service in Washington, DC. Phi! holds a Bachelor's Degree
in Accounting from East Tennessee State University and a Master Degree in Infonnation
Systems from Strayer University. Please join us in welcoming Phil to the Office of
lnspector General.

JOYS, CARES. CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector Ocncrnl
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant lnspeclor General for Audits
Assistant Inspeclor General for Inspections
Director for Audit Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections
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Ending February 11, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
- Report on Ma11ageme11J of Controlled Substances at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
lNS-0-11-0 I, February I 0, 2011, (S 1OIS002)

•

Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory (Livermore) maintains 42 controlled
substances, including drugs such as black tar heroin, cocaine, phencyclidine (PCP) and
steroids under three business activities registered to possess controlled substances:
Researcher for bio-medical research; Health Clinic for medical treatment of Livermore
personnel; and, Analytical Lab for forensic science work. Because of potential ,<;afety and
health risks, the Office of Inspector General initialed this inspection to detenninewhether
Livermore was appropriately managing conlrollcd substances to prevent misuse or
misappropriation,

ft

We found that, with the exception of !he Health Clinic, Livermore was not appropriately

managing its controlled subslances in accordance with Federal regulations and
Department of Energy policy intended to prevent misuse or misappropriation.
Specifically, our testing revealed that Livermore could not accurately account for
quantities received, distributed, used or on hand for at least 6 of the 33 controlled
substances in the possession of the Analytical Lab; and, despite requirements to the
contrary, Livermore failed to segregate accounling for substances listed on different
schedules and under different business activities.
~

We shared an initial draft of this report with the Livermore Sile Office (Site Office) to
obtain technica!'comments on the findings identified, In response, the Site Office stated
that controls were being implemented immediately to mitigate the risks identified in this
report. To help ensure that the safeguards being developed are adequate, we made several
recommendations designed to improve the accountability over controlled substances at
Livermore. NNSA management concurred with the report recommendations and agreed
that there is a need for a rigorous system of controls for managing the.inventory of
controlled substances.

Lead Inspector:

Inspector:
Team Leader:

(b)(6)

l

HECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on Management of the Tank Farm Recovery Act Jllfrc1stmcture Upgrades Project,
February 9, 2011, OAS-RA-L-11-03 (AlOR;\043)

IWi As part of the American Recovef)' and Reinvestment Acr of 2009 (Recovery Act) the
Department of Energy (Department) awarded Washington River Protection Solutions
(WRPS) approximately $324 million to accelerate completion of infrastructure upgrades
for the Hanford Sile's lank farms during the fiscal year 2009-2011 time frame. These funds
were applied to the ex isling contract with WRPS to manage the operations and construction
activities necessary to store, retrieve, treat and dispose of the 53 million gallons of Hanford
lank waste. In light of the importance of these activities and the amount of funding
involved, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Department had used Recovery
Act funds to achieve the goals and objectives for tank farm infrastructure upgrades.

JJi We found that the projects selected for Recovery Act funding supported the goal of
ensuring that infrastructure and waste feed delivery systems were upgraded. In addition,
WRPS was on schedule to complete the Recovery Act work scope and had spent
$22.4 milllon less than estimated for the work completed as of November 21, 2010.
Specifically, WRPS had completed $199 million of the total estimated work scope, al an
actual cost of $176.6 million. Furthermore, WRPS projects that it will finish the cuf!"ent
Recovery Act work scope at approximately $9 million under budget. As a result,
additional projects have been added through contract modification to utilize the remaining
Recovery Act funds.
•

Although the Recovery Act funded work was being delivered oi1 schedule and under
budget, we were unable to verify that the use of these funds actually accelerated overall
project completion. Both the project baseline and WRPS's original contract proposal
lacked sufficient detail to allow us to differentiate between original project work scope and
any new work scope funded by the Recovery Act. Without additional project descriptions
and costs, management could not support, and we were unable to determine whether lhe
Recovery Act funded work rep!esented an acceleration of work called for in the project
baseline or contract proposal. Because the level of detail necessary to trace project costs as
needed for the Recovery Act was not foreseen when the original contract was i1wardcd and
cannot be objectively recreated at this time, we did not make any specific suggestions or
recommendations to address this matter.

Team Leader: l(b)( 6 l
AlC:
Staff:

.._~~~~~~~~~~---'

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS TSSUEO THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on "The Department of Energy's Energy Conservation Efforts", OAS-L-11-02,
February 9, 2011, (AlOOR007)
-

The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) requires Federal agencies to
apply energy efficiency measures to Federal buildings so that by Fiscal Year (FY) 2015,
each agency's energy intensity is reduced by 30 percent from the baseline established in

FY 2003. 1f the Department of Energy (Dcp·artment) achieves the 30 percent energy
conservation requirement in FY 2015, its energy consumption would be reduced by nearly
7 trillion BTUs, resulting in a savings of nearly $80 million annually. The Department's
approach to meeting its EISA requirement has been to rely, to the maximum extent
possible, on its individual sites obtilining third-party financing agreements, known as
Energy Savings Performance Contracts (ESPCs), to fund energy conservation projects.
Because of the Department's commitment to reduce energy consumption, we initiated this
audit to dctenninc whether the Department had developed an effective approach for
meeting EISA's energy intensity reduction requirement.
~ The Department's current approach was not sufficient to permit

it to achieve the EISA
imposed energy conservalion requirement. At the lime of our review, Department sites had
cumulatively planned only enough conservation measures projected to reduce the
Depamnenc's energy intensity by only 22 pcrcenL by FY 2015 .

.!Jli We found that not all of the Dcpartnient's sites could successfully manage or pursue ESPCs
lo meet the energy conservation requirement. Specifically, we found that several sites,
including Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and SLAC National
Accelerntor Laboratory (SLAC), had not pursued or implemented ESPCs because they
were determined to be not economically viable. In lhe ab1'ence of ESPCs, Department sites
had difficulty securing appropriated funds to support thelr energy conservation efforts.
Officials at both SLAC and l.ol\ Alamos National Luboratory told ul\ that they had been
unable to obtain fund.~ to implement energy conservation measures due to competing
mission priorities.
~ While we recognize that funding for energy conservation projects must compete with

mission needs for increasingly scarce Federal resources, we noted in the past !he
Departmcnl lacked a systematic approach to funding energy conservation measures .

.II In September 2010, the Department established a Strategic Sustainability Perfonnance Plan
(Sustainability Plan) as required by Executive Order 13514 on Federal leadership in
E11viro11me11tal, Energy, and Economic Pelformance. This order called on Federal
agencies to improve their energy erticiency and achieve target reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions. The strategies described in the Sustainability Plan, if fully implemented, should
advance the resolution of the 'issues identified in this ond our previous reports, and help the
Department meet the EISA mandate.

Team Leader:Db)(G)
AIC:
Staff:

DRAI<VI' REPORTS TSSURO THIS WRRK:

Draft Audit SCIC Repo1i on "Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for UCflicago Argonne, LLC
1mder Depar1111ell1 of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02-06-CFJJ 1357 for Fiscal Year 2009,"
February 8, 201 t, (A t0Cf:f0J4)

~(b)(5)

Specifica[[y, we observed that:
•

(b)(5)

•

•
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Team Leader: D
J b)(
AIC:
Staff:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WREK:

OTHER AUDITS:

Ii An entrance conference was held at Headquarters on February 10, 2011, to discuss the
audit of The Management of Post-Recovery Act•Warkforce and Operational Aclivitics at
Office of Environmental Management Sizes (A 11 RA024). At the entrance conference were
representatives from the Office of Environmental Management (EM) and multiple EM
sites. The purpose of lhe audit is to determine whether EM management had developed an
effective plan to transition its Recovery Act workforce as Recovery Act funds are
x ended. In attendance from the Office of Ins ctor General werel(b)(6)
(b)(6)
...___ _ _ _ _ ____,

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVlTY:

•

A Decision Briefing was held on Februal'y 8, 2011, concerning "Alleged Violation of
· Executive Order 12333 on U.S. Intelligence Activities" (S l 1IS003). The objective of the
inspection is to detennine whether Executive Order 12333 and/or related procedures were
violated by Counterintelligence (CI) officials and/or staff at mul!iple Department of
Energy lo~tions. Specifically, it was alleged that CI officials collected, retained and
disseminated information on U.S. Persons via Spot Repons withoul a foreign nexus.
Based ~m our preliminary field work, a decision was made to brief the Inspector General
dm'ing the week of February 1411'. (S 11 IS003, Jones)
.

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:
Continuity of Operations and Imellige11ce Readiness (COOP)

It On February 8, 201 l, the omce oflnspeclions announced an inspection of the "Continuity
of Operations and Intelligence Readiness (COOP)". Tl1e objective of the inspection is to
assess !he COOP cttpability and readiness of the Office of Intelligence and
Counterintelligence. The inspection is being conducted in conjunction with the
Intelligence Community Inspectors General to delermine COOP capability and readiness
of operations funded by National Intelligence Program. We are coordinating with Audits
to include the results included in its Report on /mprovemenls Needed fo the Department's
Emergency Preparedness and Contilwiry of Operations Planning, DOE/IG-0845,
January 2011. Also, we are in the process of scheduling an entrance conference.
(S 11 IS0061(b)(6)

I

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER fSSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION

ITJ<~M

REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTI•:RS:

.TOYS. CARES. CONCERNS:
•
(b)(6)

Con ratulations to Jeff Nelson of the Ener
n the birth of their (b)(6)

Audits Di vision Pittsbur h and his wife
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Ending February 18, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on "K Basins Sludge Treatment Project at the Ha11ford Site", February 17, 201 t
(A09RL036)

.• The Department of Energy's (Department) Richland Operations Office (Richland), is
required by statue to retrieve, treat and package for disposal an estimated 28.5 cubic meters
of radioactive sludge from the Hanford Site K Basin. The Department's former prime
contractor for the K Basins Sludge Treatment Project, Fluor Hanford, Inc. (Fluor),
subcontracted with British Nuclear Group America (BNGA), to design and fabricate a
modular system known as the Contractor's Stabilization and Packaging System (CSAPS).
This system was to retrieve, oxidize, and package the sludge to meet the Department's
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant waste acceptance criteria for disposal. We performed this audit
to follow up on our prior audit and lo determine whether the Department effectively
managed the sludge trcalment phase of the Spent Nuclear Fuel project.
.• Our review disclosed that the sludge treatment phase of the Spent Nuclear Fuel project had
not been effectively managed. Specifically, the Department did not require Fluor and its

sub.-.contractor to implement key project management principles, !he lack of which
ultimately lead to abandonment of the planned approach after three years of effort and the
expenditure of about $43 million for the CSAP.S. We also found that Fluor did not follow
Pederal Acquisition Regulations when they paid $1 million in fee to BNGA that was not
tied to any performance objectives but appeared to be for contract closeout.
~·

The unsuccessful attempt to dispose of the K Basin sludge was due lo the Department's
inadequate management oversight of the project by the Department. Because of its focus
on meeting schedule, Richland did not ensure that contractors followed requirements and
best business practices that would have mitigated project risk and help ensure that
substantial cost and time were not wasted in constructing an unacceptable nuclear facility.
Project management, quality assurance, and contract management weaknesses directly
contributed to the failed design and fabrication effons. Specifically, Richland did not:
•

Implement key project management principles and best practices designed to
mitigate project risk;

•

Require Fluor to adhere to policies and procedures that reduce safety risk and
ensure that equipment met technical specifications. Richla.nd permitted Fluor to
procure equipment for the K Basins Sludge Treatment Project, without first
determining whether the safety performance of the equipment was technically
feasible or in the best interest to the Departmenl; and,

•

Adequately manage the contract for the K Basins Sludge Treatment Project.
Richland approved }lJuor's contract strategy to :;ubcontract the entire sludge

:J

treatment phase to a subconlractor without requiring adequate oversight from either
Fluor or Richland .
.~ This project provides a number of valuable lessons learned. Accordingly, we made several
recommendations to improve current and future management of Environmental
Management projects. Also, this report should be taken into consideration du1ing Pluor's
contract closeout negotiations.

______

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
.___
AIC:

.....

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIIlS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS TSSUED THIS

WJ<:J<~K:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSlJED THTS WEfi:K:

OTHEU AllOlTS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
Coordination Draft Inspection Report Issued
~

On February 15, 2011, the Office of Inspections issued a Coordination Draft Inspection
Report on "Organizational Conflicts of Interest Program at Sandia National Laboratories."

-

The Department of Energy's (Department's) Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) is a
multi-program national security laboratory managed and operated under contract by Sandia
Corporation, a subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation (LMC). Under the tenns of its
management and operating contract with the Department's National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA), Sandia is designated as a Federally Funded Research and
Development Center (PPRDC). In performing its various research related activities, Sandia
has special access to a wide variety of government proprietary information .

.lffi Pursuant

to Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 35.017, Fe(jerally Funded Research and
Development Celllers, and other contractunl provisions, Sandia is obligated to protect
proprietary data, act with independence and objectivity, and perform in a manner free from
any Organizational Conflicts of lnterest (OCI). Because of the importance of ensuring
independence and objectivity, we initiated this inspection to determine whether the OCI
Program at Sandia complied with contractual requirements .

.'1) Our inspection revealed that Sandia, in a number of instances, had not taken the actions

necessary to ensure that potential or actual organizational conflicts of interests were
identified. Although specifically required by Federal Regulation and contractual
provisions, we found that Sandia had not completed a number of OCI related activities.
We made eight recommendations to the Manager, Sandia Site Office,

Ii The Coordination Draft was sent to the Manager, Sandia Site Office and the Director,
Office of Internal Controls, NA-66, for informal comments. We asked to receive all
Coordination Draft comments within 5 workin da s, after which we will prepare the
Official Draft Report. (S 1OIS006, (b)(6)

.•

A Message Meeting was held on February 15, 2011, concerning ''Suspect Parts for Sun
Microsystems Processors at Sandia National Laboratories-New Mexico." The objective of
the inspection was to determine if Sandia National Laboratories-New Mexico purchased
suspect computer parts that were installed in Sun Microsystems (Sun) Processors from
2004-2010. Specifically, it was alleged that if any Sun pr:oducts provided to the
Laboratory by Commercial Data Systems were not purchased from a particular distributor
of Sun products, then there was a very high probability that the products in question were
purchased on the ''Grey Market." Based on our field work, \ve did not find any evidence
that substantiated the allegation and a decision was made to prepare a Letter Report.

(s IOISO 15 ·l(b )(6)

I

.

.

Ii A Message Meeting was held on February 17, 2011, concerning "Management of
Explosives at Selected Department Sites." The objective of the inspection was to
determine whethe.r munitions at selected Department of Energy sites are being·safely
stored and handled. We identified three potential findings and three observations
regarding explosives inspection and handling, risk assessment, site plans, accountability,
combustible material, and fire symbols. Based on our field work, a decision was made to
conduct an additional interview regardin ex losive policy and to begin the report writing
phase of this inspeqion. (S l OISOl (b)(6)

~

An Entrance Conference was held on February 16, 2011, concerning "Continuity of
Operations (COOP) and Intelligence Readiness." The objective of the inspection is to
assess Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence's {IN) COOP capability and
readiness, Inspection staff met with representatives from IN, National Nuclear Security
Administration, and the Office of Management. (S 1118006, l(b)(6)

I

~

·

J\n Entrance Conference was held with the State of Arizona Commerce Authority, the
responsible entity for managing the Arizona weatherization progrnm, on February 16,
20l l,. for the purpose of gaining infonnation regarding an allegation of misuse of ARRA
funds. The inspection is titled, Alleged Misuse of ARR We th riz tion Funds by the
_.
Western Arizona Council of Governments. (Sl lIS005 ...._
(b){6)

___

\VEI~KLY

OPERA. TIONS STATISTICAL SUMMA RY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

R

NNSA & Science Audits Division would like to welcome Adeline Agbedo and Michael

"Chris" Magee to the Y-12 Audit Group.
•

Chris earned his undergraduate degree in Accounting at Io~niversity and lms
worked in banking and manufacturing. Chris and his wif~ave three children
and are looking forward to settling into East Tennessee.

• Adeline Agbedo relocated from Stuttgart, Gennany to work with the Office of
Inspector General; she couldn't pass up this opportunity. She completed her
undergraduate degree in Accountancy at National University, California. She has al(b)(6)
l(b)(6)
land an active duty husband both currently living in Germany.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Ending February 25, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Audi/ Report on "Snlar Tech11ology Patl1way Partnerships Cooperati11e Agreements,"
February 24, 20l l (AJODNOOI)
~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy established the Solar Technology Pathway Partnerships (Solar TPP) progrnm as
part of an effort to make solar ener cost-com titive with conventional forms of
electricity by 2015. (b)(5)
(b)(5)

To imp ement l e program, the Department, beginning in 2007,
esta 1s e cooperative agreements with 12 for-profit financial assistance recipients who in
tum established partnerships with universities, non-profit organizations, and th,e
Department's national laboratories. To <late, cooperative agreements with 9 of the 12
original. recipients remain active. Of the three cooperative agreements that had been
discontinued, two were terminated due to concerns about their viability and the other
recipient withdrew before beginning work.

(b)(5)

!I As of June 2010, the Department had reimbursed about $120 million in costs incurred by
the 11 recipients who actually began work, just over 80 percent of total program awards of
$147 million. The Department reported that it was responsible for financial oversight,
including review of indirect cost proposals and impl~mentation of audit requirements, for
7 of the 11 recipients. Because they provided the majority of total direct funds, financial
oversight of the remaining four recipients was assumed by other Federal agencies .

.II Because of the size of Solar TPP awards and the importance of the program to achieving
national energy goals, we initiated this audit to detennine if the Department had effectively
managed the program's award, technical monitoring and cost reporting processes.
-~ We I)Oled that the Department had developed and implemented controls designed to ensure

that Solar TPP projects were awarded in compliance with applicable regulations and were
making adequate technical progress. Our testing, however, revealed that the Department's
financial monitoring of the $120 million expended for these projects was not always
adequute. Specifically, Che Department had neither ensured that recipients complied with
audit requirements nor requested audits of costs incurred by recipients.

.Iii Even though the Solar TPP program had expended approximately $120 million as of
June 30, 2010, the Department had not:
•

Ensured that recipients had independent audits of their internal control structures
and their compliance with applicable laws and regulations as required by Federal
regulations (10 CFR 600.316);

•

Obtained and reviewed recipients' cost reports to determine the a11owabilily of costs
as required by Federal regulations (10 CFR 600.317); and,

•

Requested cost allowability audits for any of the seven recipients for which ii was
responsible and had not ensured that the responsible agencies for four other
recipients had arranged for audits .

.Ii The lack of compliance with the requirement for annual internal control and compliance
audits was caused by insufficient Departmental guidance concerning audits of for-profit
organizations receiving financial ::issistancc. Although the cooperative agreements
reference the . Federal regulations, they do not specifically explain the audit requirement,
provide guidance about how the audits are to be conducted, or include the audits in the
checklisl of required documentation to be submitted by the recipients. Program officials
acknowledged that they had not required recipients to conduct internal control and
compliance audits, citing the lack of guidance .

.II In the absence of timely financial oversight, there is an increased risk that recipienrs will
not have adequate controls in place to ensure compliance with applicable laws, regulations,
and award requirements. There is also an increa.sed risk that recipients will incur
una11owable or unnecessary costs. Additionally, as we have noted in previous audits,
delays in conducting audits increase the risk that recipients will be unable to produce
documentation supporting their cos ls, thereby preventing costs from being audited.
Team Leader:
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Ending March 4, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on ""!11e Department of Energy's Loan Guarantee Program for Clean Energy Teclmologies 111
DOE/IG-0849, March 2, 2011

ti As of December 2010, the Department of Energy's (Departmenl) Loan Guarantee Program
(Program)"for Clean Energy Technologies had issued over $3.9 billion in loan guarantees
to 8 recipients and had couditional commitments for an additional $12 billion in loan
guarantees. We initiated the audit to determine whether the Department had implemented
effective safeguards.to manage the Government's risk of loss and to identify opportunities
to improve loan processing activities .

.11 We found that the Program could not always rea<lily demonstrate, through
systematically organized records, including con!emporaneous notes, how it resolved
or mitigated relevant risks prior to granting loan guarantees. Despite a number of
positive actkms on the part of Program officials, we noted that:
•

Decision docl1mcnts summarizing the result_:; of the due diligence and risk
assessment processes did not always describe actions Program officials told us they
took to address, mitigate and/or resolve risks; and,

•

Loan origination files, which according to Federnl regulations are to contain key
docun\entadon to support actions taken as part of the· loan guarantee process, were
not maintained in the Program's official electronic informa!ion repository. Of the
18 projects with Joan guarantees or conditional commitments, there was no
information archived in the electronic system for 3 of the projects. The system
included only limited data for 12 additional projects. Documentation for the
remaining three project'l was more robust, but did not include all of the information
necessary to describe the actions taken to evaluate the applicant's credit worthiness
and/or the risks associated wHh the projects.

Ii As noted in the Program's established policies and procedures, records describing the due
diligence and risk assessment process are pivotal pieces of information used to approve or
disapprove loon guarantees. Our review.of current Federal policy promu1gated by the U.S.
Department of Treasury and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and general
husiness pracli'ces, specifkally concerning the all important issues of accountability and
transparency, confirmed thal the maintenance of complete and accurale records, including
contemporaneous decision notes, is vitally important lo (a) protect the legal and financial
rlghts of the Government over the life of lhe loan guarantees; (b) ensure continuity and
consistency in the administration of the Loan Guarantee Program; (c) assist current
managers and their successors in making informed decisions; and, (d) provide a reliable
source for information needed to respond to inquiries from the OMD, the Congress,

financial management agencies, ·and other oversight bodies.

Ii As our audit findings evolved and management was made aware of the status of our
review, Program officials acknowledged the need to develop and implement a sound
records management system to enhance the transparency of the dccision·making process
and to update loan related policies and procedures. For example, we were told by a senior
official that, as a result of our audit, a comprehensive review of the Program's policies and
procedures was underway. Also, the Program had recently retained a Chief Operating
Officer. The Chief Operating Officer told us ttiat one of his key objectives was to develop
a records manage1ncnt program. Finally, Program officials indicated that they had initiated
procedures to document the disposition and closure of all risks identified during the due
diligence process .
.II Management generally agreed with the recommendations. We considered management's
planned actions with regard to our recommendations to be generally responsive.
Team Leaded(b)(G)
AIC:l(b)(6)

Staff:l(b)(6)

Rep011 on "Audit Coverage of Cost Al/owability for Bauelle Energy Allia11ce, LLC under
Department of Energy Co1itracl No. DE-AC07-05/Dl4517 during Fiscal Year 2009",
OAS-V-11-04; March 1, 2011

!R Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by Battelle Energy Alliance LLC's (Ballelle) Internal Audit
did not meet Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) Standards and could not be relied upon.
Further, Battelle did not conduct any audits of subcontractors where costs incurred were a
factor in determining the amount payable lo the subcontractor because there were no
subcontracts requiring audit under its policy. We noted that <luring the Fiscal Year (FY)
2009 Cost Allowability Review, Internal Audit identified $2,753.7 l in unallowablc costs
and $42,218.34 in questioned costs. In addition, an Internal Audit review of Packaging and
Transportation also identified $1,572.80 in unallowable costs and $37,480.25 in questioned
costs. All of these unallowable costs and questioned costs were appropriately repo1ted and
resolved to the satisfaction of the Contracting Officer.

J?i We identified no other audits or reviews that reported questioned costs or internal control
weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs claimed for FY 2009.
Team Leader: l(b)(G)
AIC:
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Rep mt on "Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Bauelle Memorial Institute during fiscal year
20091111der Department of Energy Co11trc1ct No. DE-AC05·76RL01830'', OAS-V-11·05; March 2,
201 I; (Al I RL029)
•

Since 1965, Dattelle Memorial Institute (Battelle) has operated the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) under contracl with the Department of Energy {Department),
PNNL, in the Department's Office of Science, performs research and innovations in the

areas of environmental protection and clean up, energy resources, and national security.
PNNL is managed under a performance-based management contract, lhrough September
30, 2012. During Fiscal Year (FY) 2009, Rattcllc expended and claimed $907,201,560.79.

Jt To help ensure that audit coverage of cost allowability was adequate for FY 2009, the
objectives of our audit were to detcnnine whether:
~

Internal Audit conducted a cost allowability audit that complied with professional
standards and could be relied upon;

~

Batlelle conducted or arranged for audits of its subcuntrnctors when costs incun-ed
were a factor in detennining the amount paya~le to a subcontractor; and,

~

Questioned costs and. in1cn1al control weaknesses impacting allowahle costs that
were identified in audits and reviews have been adequately resolved.

'-1 Based on our audit, we concluded that the allowable cost-related audit work performed by
PNNL's Internal Audit substantially complied with the Institute of Internal Auditors
Standards and could be relied upon. Further, PNNL had conducted or arranged for audits
of subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable to
the subcontractor.

Jli We are questioning costs totaling $144,929.99 that were identified in prior audits and
reviews and have not been resolved. We observed that PNNL's Internal Audit identified
$69,418 of questioned costs and unallowable costs of $80 in their FY 2009 allowable cost
audit. Internal Audit identified an additional $64,378.72 of questioned costs during audits
of procurement credit cards, executive expenses, payroll and cost recovery. The questioned
costs identified by Internal Audit in FY 2009 were reported to the Contracting Officer but
have not been resolved. The Contracting Officer also has yet to make n determinalion
regarding $11,053.27 of questioned costs for FY 2008 identified in Reporf on AHdit
Coverage of Casi Al/owability for Batte/le Memorial lnstirure under Deparrmem of E11ergy
Contract Number DE-AC05-76RLOJ830 d1~ri11g Fiscal Years 2007 and 2008 (OAS-V-1017, August 2010).
Team Leader: l(b)( 5 )
AIC:
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RRCOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIDS WEEK:

LETIER REPORTS ISSUim THIS WKJ•:K:

Report on "The Department's Infrastructure Modernization Projects u11dcr the American Recovery
and Reinvestmem Act of2009", March 2, 201 l, OAS-RA-L-11-04, (Al ORA032)

.Ii The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was enacted on
February 17, 2009. The goals of lhe Recovery Act arc to n:tain or create jobs, increase
economic efficiency, and invest in infrastructure that will provide Jong-term economic
benefits. The Recovery Act provided just over $36 billion for the Department of Energy
(Department), including $198 million to be used by the Office of Science (Science) for
infrastructure modernization initiatives, Science officials stated that modernization was
needed to many Department laboratories, offices, and other facilities due to their age.
Accordingly, we initiated this audit to determine if the Department is efficiently and
effectively managing its Recovery Act infrost111cture modernization projects.

Jt:

Our review of nine projects at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) found that both sites generally employed

required project management practices and the projects were meeting their cost and
schc.:dule baseline estimates. The projects also generally complied with various Recovery
Act requirements and properly reported the jobs created.
•

However, we did note that one LBNL project planned to use $2.6 million in Recovery Ac!
funds to purchase a switching station for which there.was no current demand.and which
would not be placed into .service for some time. Officials indicated that, through a
technical review, they had determined a long-term need for the switching slat ion.
However, LBNL's 2006 Lnng Range Del'elopment Pian stated that the Laboratory's current
electrical supply and distribution system ha<l sufficient capacity to meet current and future
demand beyond what is forecast in the plan.

~ This occurred because, in its efforts to promptly spend surplus Recovery Act funds, LBNL

did not adequately ensure that Recovery Act spending yielded the optimum benefit to the
Department. Subsequent to our raising concerns over the lack of immediate need for the
switching station, LBNL officials stated that they had decided to change their plan. LBNL
had expended about $125,000 in Recovery Act funds oil the design of the switching station,
but LBNL officials stated they plan to reimburse this amount with non-Recovery Act
funds.
·
-~

To help derive the greatest benefit from Recovery Act expenditures for infrastructure
modernization, we suggest that the Berkeley Site Office thoroughly review all project plans
lo ensure that LBNL is using Recovery Act funds to upgrade equipment, laboratory space,
and office space that offers the maximum benefit to the Department.

Team Leader: (b)(6)

AIC:
Staff:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS wimK!

Draft Report 011 "Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for UT-Ratte/le, LLC under Department of
Energy Contract No. DE-A C05-000R22725 for Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009" March 2, 2011
(AlOYTOl9)

.II

(bJ(5l

-~

ft

(b)(5)

Team Leader: l(b)( 6 )
AIC:
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Draft lnspection Report 011 "Verification of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's Co11trac1
Workers' F.ligibility to Work in the U.S.," March 3, 20} I (S/OJS005)

- ft The Department of Energy's (Department's) Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley) is a research laboratory managed by the Department's Office of Science through
its Berkeley Site Office. Bel'keley, part of the University of California system, is charged
with conducting unclassified research across a wide range of scientific disciplines.
Berkeley employs approximatel~scientists, engin~pport staff and students. In
addition to its Fiscal Year 2010 budget of approximate1>1.__:.jmilHon, Berkeleyrecei.vcd._.
an additional $104 million in funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 (Recovery Act). Much of this funding is being used in combination with
Department funds to complete infrastructure upgrades through the use of contractors and
subcontractors, rcsulling in lemporary workers gaining access lo the Berkeley site .

(b)(5)

.II The Immigration Refonn and Comrol Act of 1986 (the Act) makes it illegal for employers
to knowingly hire and continue to employ indiv.iduals who are not eligible to work
(unaulhorizcd workers) in the United States. To comply with the Act, employers must
complete an Employment Eligiblli!y Verification Form (Form I·9) for each employee at the
time of hiring. Because of the security concerns associated with unauthorized workers, we
initiated this inspection to determine whether contmctors who were awarded contracls for
infrastructure upgrades at Berkeley, including their subcontractors, verified the
employment eligibility of their employees in accordance with Federal requirements prior to
those employees accessing the site.

ft We found that not all of Berkeley's subcontractors ensured that individuals they employed
to work on the site were initially eligible or maintained authorization to work in the U.S.
Jhroughout the term of lheir employment. Some contra~tors crciltcd required Form I-9s
only. aflcr we requested them, 01hcrs purged their employees' forms from personnel files
while others neglected to update and re-verify supporting documents (such as, work
authorizations and visas). In addition, some contractors failed to document required key
employment eligibility elements such as expiration dates for documents that establish
identity and/or employment aulhorization, or required documentation such as a social
security card, driver's license or permanent resident card.
•

Although available for voluntary use by all employers since 2007, we also found that none
of the 19 Berkeley subcontractors included in our review used the R. Yerffy system 10
supplement the Form I-9 employee eligibility determination process. Had E-Verify been
voluntarily used, Berkeley's contractors likely would have identified a number of other
anomalies 1hat we discovered during our testing. For example, we identified eight Forni I9s containing duplicate social security numbers, the use of social security numbers that
belonged to deceased individuals, or lhe use of social security numbers that had yet to be
assigned.

!'ti These problems occurred because Berkeley contractors did not place sufficient emphnsis on
ensuring that their employment verification activities complied with Federal law. In
addition, cu1Tent Department policy does not require Department site security offices to
verify, or even to confirm by a sample basis, the employment eligibility of contract workers

(b)(5)

before site access is allowed. As a consequence, unauthorized workers may have
inappropriately gained access to Federally-funded facilities and could have displaced U.S.
cilizens or other authorized workers.

Lead Inspector:
Staff:

l(b)(S)
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FINANC£AL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

W A joint entrance conference for the audit of the Department of Energy (Department)
. Fiscal Year 2011 Consolidated Financial Statements and the evaluation of the
Department's Unclassified Cyber Security Program was held on Febnrnry 28, 201 L
Officials from the Office of Inspector General, KPMG, LLC, Office of the Chief
Financial Officer, Office of Chief Infonnation Office1" and various field sites were in

allemfance.
RECOVERY ACT CNFORl\-1ATION:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Comments Received on Coordination Draft Report
.. On February 25, 2011, the Sandia Site Office provided management comments on the
Coordination Draft Report titled "Organizational Conflicts of Interest Program at Sandia
National Laboratories." On March 1, 2011, Sandia National Laboratories also provided
their management comments. The comments are being evaluated and the report is being
~in preparation for development of the Official Draft Report. (SI 01S006~(b)(6 I

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCgMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO l<'URTHER AC1'ION LETTER ISSUED:

TH.AINI NG:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

.II Cynthia Spencer joined the Environment, Technology & Corporate Audits Division on
February 14, 2011 as an Auditor working in the Savannah River Audit Group at the
Savannah River Site in Aiken, SC. Cynthia earned a Bachelor's Degree in Accounting
from University of Phoenix, Phoenix Arizona, and joins us from the private sector where
she was most recently employed in the accounting department of The Greenbrier Hole! in
West Virginia. Outside of work, Cynthiu enjoys traveling, horseback riding and spending
time with her family.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
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Director for Audit Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
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~nding March 11, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THlS WEEK:
Report on "Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Washington Sava1111ah River Company, LLC
under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC09-96SR18500 during Fiscal Years 2007
through 2009"; OAS-V-l_l-06; March4, 2010, (AlOSR021)

R In a prior attempt to audil coverage of cost allowability for Fiscal Ycnr (FY) 2007, we
concluded that !he work performed by the Washington Savannah River Company, LLC
(WSRC) Internal Audit func1ion (Internal Audit) could not be relied upon. For this
reason we were unable to assess the allowability of the $1.4 billion in costs incurred
and claimed by WSRC in FY 2007. To address the situation, we issued Washi11g1on
Savannah River Company, LLC lntemal Audit F11nctin11 (DOE/IG-OR 11, January 2009).
Our current review found that Savannah River Operations Office (SRO) management
had not determined the al1owability of $2,915, 953.48 in questioned costs identified by
WSRC Internal Audit SRO officials stated they had not acted due to an ongoing
Office of Inspector General invcsligation and the advice of SRO legal counsel.
Furthermore, the FY 2007 Allowable Cost A11dit questioned costs of $1,027 .

.!I Regarding FY s 2008 and 2009, nothing material came to our attention to indicate that
the allowable cost related audit work performed failed to meet Institute of Internal
Auditors Standards or was unreliable. Further, WSRC had conducted or arranged for
audits of subcontractors when costs incurr_ed were a factor in determining the amount
payable to the subcontractor. However, we found that SRO management had not made
a determination on the allowability of $219,8/9.29 in costs questioned by WSRC
Internal Audit in FY 2008. We also identified another 29 employees that were
reimbursed for Long Term Temporary Assignments costs similar to those being
questioned, and detennined these costs may also need to be audited for allowability.

If: Subsequent to the completion of our field work, on October 8, ~010, the SRO
contracting officer issued a memorandum directing WSRC to repay the $1,027 in
questioned costs associated with the FY 2007 Allowable Cost A1~dit. Additionally, the
SRO contracting officer directed WSRC to repay $692,201 associated with the FY ·
2008 questioned long term temporary assignment costs, and $4,033. 91 in relocation und
miscellaneous !ravel related expenses for PY 2008.

rt In addilion to the questioned costs idenlified above, we found that SRO management
did not have a policy to lrack the implementation of corrective actions related to
. internal control weaknesses that could permit unallowable costs.

II We recommended that the Manager, Savannah River Operations Office (I) establish
policies and procedures to track and resolve questioned costs, and ensure the internal
control weaknesses are corrected; and, (2) determine the allowability of the remaining
FY 2007 questioned costs and recover those costs, as appropriate. Management

concurred with the report's recommendations and proposed planned actions that were
responsive to the intent of our recommendations.

_____

Team Leader:l(b)(G)

AlC:
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on Recovery Act Funded Project.~ at the SLAG National Accelerator Laboratory,
March 8, 2011, OAS-RA·L·l l-05, (AIOR/\007).
~. In February 2009, th~ President signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of

2009 (Recovery Act) into law. The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of
Science received approximately $1.6 _billion through the Recovery Act which it used to
invest in science projects including approximately $97 million for major construction,
laboratory infrastructure, and research efforts al the SLAC Nationa I Accelerator Laboratory
(SLAC) located in Menlo Park, California. These funds were allocated to eight projects lo
improve mission readiness and science capability. SLAC is managed and operated by
Stanford University, The SLAC Site Office is responsible for overseeing SLAC, including
its management of these projects .

.'Ji Based on the importance of the Recovery Act's investment in science projects, we initiated
this audit to detem1inc if the Dcpanment is efficiently and effectively managing its
Recovery Act funded projects at SLAC.
Jf,. Our review of three SLAC Recovery Act funded projects, accounting for over $47 milJion,

did not reveal problems with schedule or budget. In addition, for the specific SLAC
projects we tested, we did not identify material issues with compliance of Recovery Act
requirements, including the segregation of funds. We noted, however, that in some
instances SLAC did not always comp]y with its internal requirements designed to ensure
that subcontractor invoices and purchase requisitions for Recovery Act related work were
adequately reviewed and properJy classified. Specifically, SLAC had not always;
•

Properly approved subcontractor invoicel': for Recovery Act work prior 10 payment;
and,

•

Ensured that Recovery Act subcontractor invoices and purchase requisitions were
clearly identified as Recovery Act funded work.

111 After discussing our findings with SLAC management, SLAC initiated actions intended to
miligalc these concerns. These mitigating actions, if successfully implemented, should
address the concerns discussed in the report. However, we suggest that the SLAC Site
Office provide continued oversight and monitoring of the issues identified in this report.
No formal recommendations were made in this report.
Team Leader: (b)(G)
AIC:
Slaff;

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUEQ THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on Audit of National Security Technologies, LLC Internal A1ldit Function, March 8, 201 l,
OAS-L-11-03, (AlOLV007) .

.ft National Security Technologies, LLC (NSTec), has managed and operated the Nevada
National Security Site since July 1, 2006, for NNSA's Nevada Site Office. The contract
requires NSTec to establish and maintain an independent intcrna.1 audit function and to
develop an Internal Audit Implementatiori Design that describes the audit organization,
lines of reporting, oversight responsibilities, and auditing standards to he followed.

R To help ensure that only allowahle costs are claimed by management and operating
contractors, the Office of Inspector General, the Department's Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management, and contractors implemented a Cooperative Audit Strategy. This
strategy relies on the contractors' internal audit function to provide audi! coverage of the
allowability of incurred costs claimed by contractors. It requires thal contractors structure
their organizations so that the internal audit manager reports func1iona1ly to the Board of
Directors, audit committee, or equivalent corporate independent governing body. The
strategy's success depends on the organizational placement of the internal audit department
and the internal audlt function's adherence to the audit standards established by the
InternMional Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards) as
promulgated by the Institute of Internal Auditors (UA).

II Because the role of contractor internal audit departments is critical to the success of the
Cooperative Audit Strategy, we performed this audit to detennine whether audits
conducted by the NSTcc lnlemal Audit Department (Internal Audit) during Fiscal Years
(FY) 2008 and 2009 met hoth quality and professional audiling standards.

R Although we found that NSTec Jntemal Audit generally. met IIA Standards for the seven
audits we reviewed, we identified n number of exceptions in one audit that resulted in that
audit not meeiing quality and professional standards. Specifically, we identified instances
in which Inlernal Audit had not ensured that relevant audit work supported audit
conclusions and results. Further, although Standards require that the Internal Audit
Manager cornmunicate directly with the Board of Directors, NSTcc's Internal Audit
Manager did not have direct contact with the Board. We also found that, during FYs 2008
and 2009, the Audit Committee Chairman was not independent of company management
since he was also the NSTcc's Trensurer responsible for managemenl of the company's
bank accounts.

R The audit quality exceptions that we identified were isolated and NSTec has acted lo
improve hoth the quality and independence of ils internal audit organization since the time
lhe audit in question was completed. To ensure these actions are completely implemented,
we made suggestions to address the issues identified in this report lhat included; (1)
determining whether mischarges totaling $35,000 were appropriutely managed; and, (2)

ensuring that the NSTec Internal Audit Manager has sufficient interaction and pat1icipation
with senior management and the Board of Managers to ca1ry out his responsibilities.
~ Management concurred with our recommendations and indicated that it had initiated or

already completed actions to address weaknesses identified during our review.
Team Leader: l(b)(S)

AIC:
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DRAFT H.EPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

li'INANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

ft An entrance conference was held with representatives of the Colorado Governor's Energy
Office on February 24, 2011, to discuss the audit of The State of Colorado's Energy
Efficiency and Consen 1atio11 Block Grant Program (A 11 RA006). The purpose of the audit
ls to determine whcthel' the State of Colorado has adcquntc safeguards in pince to ensure
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant funding is manage fficientl and
·
en ance from the ffice of Ins cctor Ucneral wer (b)( 6)

kECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATfONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT Ofr NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION

Ll<~TTER

ISSUED:

TRAININGi

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHJ<:D:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Inspector General
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Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Audil Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Director fol' Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistnnt Divisio11 Directors
Team Leaders
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Weekly Activity Report
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Ending March 18, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERV ACT REPORTS ISSlmD THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVImY ACT Rl<:PORTS ISSUED TUTS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS Wl.:EK: ·

DRAFT REPORTS ISSU.KD THJS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

"IJ An entrance conference was held with representatives of the Pennsylvania's Division of
Energy Policy and Technology Deployrnent on February 22, 2011, to discuss the audit of
The Energy Ej]iciency and Conservation Block Grant Program for the State of
Pennsylvania (Al 1RAOJ7). The purpose of the audit is to qetermine whether the State of
Pennsylvania has adequate safeguards in place to ensure Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant funding is managed efficiently and effectively. In attendance
from the Office of Inspector General werel(b)(6)
j(b)(6)

I

.________________

RECOYF,RY ACT INFORMATION:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
~

A Message Meeting was held on March 16, 2011, concerning the inspection on "Property
Accountability and Accounting Controls under the Cooperative Agreement with the

-.!

Incorporated County of Los Alamos." The objective of the inspection was to dctcnnine ·
whether the Incorporated County of Los Alamos was effectively managing Federally-owned
personal property under the National Nuclear Security Administration Cooperative Agreement
and if the County established controls to ensure that costs incurred were consistent with the
terms and conditions of the Cooperative Agreement. In December 20 l 0, the Office of
Inspection General received a complaint alleging that government property, including
computers, was missing at the Los Alamos County Fire Department. In addition, the
complainant alleged that the County purchased or attempted to purchase items that were not
allowable. Based on our field work, we identified several issues and decision was made to
prepare a report. (S l l IS004,l(b)(6)
r
WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTrCAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF l'i'RW INSPECTIONS;

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAINING:
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OTICER MATTERS:
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Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
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Director for Audit Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance

Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending March 25, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Final Report on "Solar Techno/ozy Pathway Partnerships Cooperative Agreements,"
OAS-M-11-02, March 22, 2011 (AlODNOOI)

.i!llft The Dcpariment of Energy's (Department) Office of Energy Efficiency and ·Renewable
Energy established the Solar Technology Pathway Partnerships (Solar TPP) program as
part of an effort to make solar energy cost-competitive with conventional forms of
electricity by 2015. The program focused on new solar energy photovoltaic systems. To
implement the program, the Department, beginning in 2007, established cooperative
agreemen1s with 12 for-profit financial as~istance recipients who in turn established
partnerships with universities, non-profit organizations, and the Department's national
laboratories. To date, cooperative agreements with 9 of the 12 original recipients remain

active. Of the three cooperative agreements that had been discontinued, two were
terminated due to concerns abouL their viability and the other recipient withdrew before
beginning work.
"' As of June 20 I 0, the Department had reimbursed about $120 million in costs inc11rred by

the I I recipients who had begun work, just over 80 percent of total program awards of
$147 million. The Department reported that it was responsible for financial oversight,
including review of indirect cost proposals and implementation of audit requirements, for 7
of the 11 recipients. Because they provided the majority of funding, financial oversight of
the remaining four recipients was assumed by other Federal agencies. Due to the size of
Solar TPP awards and the importance of the program to achieving national energy goals,
we initiated this audit to determine if the Department had effectively managed the
program's award, technical monitoring and cost reporting processes.
~ We noted

that the Department had developed and implemented controls designed to ensure
that Solar TPP projects were awarded in compliance with applicable regulations and were
making adequnte technical progress. Our testing, however, revealed that the Department's
financial monitoring of the $120 mil!ion expended for these projects was not always
adequate. Specifically, the Department had not:
9

Ensured that recipients had independent audits of their internal control structures
and their compliance with applicable laws and regulations ns required by Federal
regulations (10 CFR 600.316).

•

Obtained nnd reviewed recipients' cost reports to determine the nllownbility of costs
as required by Federal regulations (IO CFR 600.317).

•

Requested that the Defense Contract Audit Agency conduct cost a!lowability audits
for any of the seven recipients for which it wiis responsible iind had not ensured 'that
the responsible agencies for four other recipients had arranged for a lid its.

Jl,f. Problems with fl11ancial monitoring were caused by insufficient Dcpartmenta1 guidance
concerning audits of for~profit organizations receiving financial assistance. Although the
cooperative agreements reference the .Federal regulations, they do not specifically explain
the audit requirement, provid.c guidance about how the audits are to be conducted, or
include the audits in the checklist of required documentation to be submitted by the
recipients. Program officials acknowledged that they had nol required recipients to conduct
internal control and compliance audits, citing the lack of guidance .

.lft In the absence of timely financial oversight, there ls an increased risk that recipients will
not have adequate controls in place to ensure compliance with applicable laws, regulations,
and a'Nard requirements. There is also an increased risk that recipients will incur
unallowablc or unnecessary costs. Additionally, as we have noted in previous auditsi
delays in conducting audits increase the risk that recipients will be unable to produce
documentation supporting their costs, thereby preventing costs from being audited.

Team Leader: D'b)(6)
AIC:
Staff:
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RECOVERV ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS W1<31<:K:
Audit Report on 11The Depanmell/ of l?nergy1s American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
Ma.~sachusetts State Energy Program," OAS-RA- 11-06; March 22, 201 ! (AIORJ\036)
~ The Commonwealth of Massachusetts' Department of Energy Resources (Massachusclls)

was allocated $54.9 million in State Energy Program (SEP) funds under the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act). Our audit found that
Massachusetts had. for the most part, implemented processes and controls necessary to
manage its SEP Recovery Act funding. For example, Massachusetts employed a project
selection process designed lo accelerate project implementation and achieve SEP Recovery
Act goals. This allowed Massachusetts lo disburse $26.4 million (about 48 percent) ofits
SEP Recovery Act funds by January 3 I, 20 I I.
•

We found, however, that Massachusetts, although it had draft plans, had not finalized its
Recovery Act sub-recipient oversight plans and procedures. Specifically, Massachusetts
had not comple1ed its plans for site visits to the sub-recipients that received funding
directly from Massachusetts. It also had not finalized the selection methodology for
visiting the more than l 00 entities that received funding from· the sub-recipients (referred to
as second-level sub-redpients). Jn addition, Massachusetts had not determined whether
additional staff would be required to properly implement its overslght activities.

~ We also noted that Massachusetts' obligations, as defined and subsequently clarified by the

Qcpartment of Energy (Department), were overstated. For example, as of June 24, 2010,
Massachusetts' SEP Recovery Act funds were reported as 97 percent obligated even though
at least 43 percent, or approximately $23.8 million, did not have executed contracts in
place. While actual obligations have since been brought closer in line with reported
obligations, as of September 30, 20 I 0, obligations were still overstated by about 6 percent.

l!ll't. The concerns addressed in this report were attributed, at least in part, to insufficient
guidance from the Department. Specifically, the Department did not provide timely
guid;mce pertaining to sub-recipient monitoring. We also found that, hecause of the
requirements stipulated in the Recovery Act, it took longer than anticipated for
Massachusetts to finalize its contracts on all of its projects, a factor that delayed its efforts
to implement lts monitoring guidance. fn addition, the Department's initial guidance did
not adequately define an obllgation and its oversight of Massachusetts did not lnclude
vafidation of amounts claimed as obligated .
.~ Management concurred with our recommendations and stated that it will continue to
closely oversee the work carried out under Massaclrnsetts 1 SEP, including regular on-site
visits, frequent communication and reviews of all reports.

Team Leader:

l(b)(S)

AJC:
Staff:
·Audit Report on 11 The Department of Energy's Geothcrm(lf Technologies Program under the Americtm
Recovery and Reinvestment Act," OAS-RA-11-0S, March 22, 201 l

•

Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009 (Recovery Act), the
Department of Energy's (Department) Gco1herma1 Technologies Program received $400
million to promote the exploration and development of new geothermal fields and
innovative research into advanced geothermal technologies. This funding represents an
almost ten-fold increase over the $44 million originally appropriated to the Oeothennal
Technologies Progrnm for 2009. As January 2011, the Department had awarded $368
mi 11 ion in financial assistance agreements for 135 geothermal technologies projects, with
about $68 million having been expended .

of

.~ Recovery Act funding supports geothermal projects undertaken by private industry,
academic institutions, tribal entities, local governments, and the Department's National
Laboratories. The projectsJ covering activities in 39 states, represent a significant
expansion of the U.S. geothennal industry nnd are intended to create or save thmisands of
jobs in drilling, exploration, construction, and operation of geothermal power facilities and
manufacturing of ground source heat pump equipment.
•

We initiated the audit to determine whether the Department had effectively managed the
geothermal awards funded under the Recovery Act,

'1i Jn genernt, the Department followed establlshed procedures for the solicitation, merit
review, selection and award of geothermal projects. However, we identified weaknesses in
project administration that need to be addressed 10 ensure that the government's interests
are protected, the financial assistance recipients fully comply with Federal requirements,
and the goals of the Recovery Act are met Specifically, our review of six major projects
revealed that:
• Five of the six for-profit award recipients had been paid in excess of$ l l{l,000 for
items that were either expressly unallowable under Federal regulations and award
conditions or were questionable. Recipients claimed and been reimbursed for

unallowable costs such as alcohol, excessive travel, and entertainment expenses, as
well as for duplicate payments, unauthorized pre-award expenses, and for the other
expenses that lacked sufficient supporting documentation; and,
• Five of the six award recipients had not required sub-contractors to implement
Davis-Bacon Act requirements to pay prevailing wage rates as mandated by the
Recovery Act. Subcontract awards account for an estimated 90 percent of the $57
million in project costs for the 5 recipients.
-~ The Department's approach to monitoring geothermal awards was not fully effective.

Specifically, it had not developed and implemented procedures for monitoring projects.
Additionally, it had not assigned adequate staff to monitoring activities and had not
adequately trained recipients on Federal rules regarding unallowablc costs. Award
recipients also indicated that they were uncertain about how Davis-Bacon Act requirements
could be applied to their awards .

.Iii Payment of unallowablc and questionable expenses reduces the amount of funds available
for mission objectives and represents waste and abuse of taxpayer dollars. Accordingly, we
are questioning $110,000 in award payments that need to be resolved by the Department's
contracting officer. Because our review was confined to a sample of active projects and
with almost $300 million remaining to be spent as of December 20 I 0, it is essential that the
Depa11mcnl take immediate action to avoid similar problems in the future.

ft The Department concurred with the findings and recommendations contained in our audit.
Specifically, management stated that it had either completed or had ongoing actions to: (I)
adjust resource allocations for project monitoring; (2) develop procedures to review
compllance with Davis-Bacon Act requirements; (3) provide recipient training on laws and
regulations applicable to awards, including Davis-Dacon Act requirements; and, (4)
monitor recipient t1ow-down of requiremenls in sub·contracts and direct compliance when
required. Further, the Department reported that it had already recovered 97 percent of the
costs we questioned. Finally, management pointed out that our review occurred early in
project period and that future unallowablc costs would be identified during annual incurred
cost rcconciliationi:;. Management also stated that it had requested post-award audits of
Recovery Act funded projects. Management's aclions are responsive to our
recommendations.
Team Leader:

l(b)(6)
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIIIS WEEK:

LETTJl~R

REPORTS ISSUED TITTS wrmK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FTNANCTAL STATF.MENT AUJ)IT REPORTS JSSURD THlS WF.EK:

OTHER AUDITS;

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNJFICATNT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Coordination Draft Inspection Report on "Alleged Violations of Executive Order I 2333, U.S.
Intelligence Activities," Issued on March 22, 20 I 1 (S 11 IS003)
~ The

Department of Energy (Department), as part of its mission, gathers intelligence
information on various subjects to help protect the complex. The Office of Intel Ii gen cc and
Counterintelligence is responsible for collecting and am1lyzing information in the fields of
nuclear terrorism, counterintelligence, and cyber threats. The Counterintelligence (Cl)
Di rcctorate of that office and its field locations across the complex arc responsible for
collecting, revie\ving, investigating and acting on information ranging from foreign
intelligence to potential and actual terrorist activity. As a means of quickly disseminating
and acting on items of critical intelligence, the Department developed SPOT Reports.
These reports are intended to record and communicate information that could merit
national-level attention and require expeditious action. SPOT Reports may contain
information on "U.S. Persons," which include United States citizens, aliens known to be
permanent resident aliens, or a corporation incorporated in the United States.

M} Presidential Executive Order (E.0.) 12333, United States Intelligence Activities,

as

amended, July 2008, authorizes the Department to prescribe procedures, approved by the
Attorney Genera[, that limits intelligence collection methods and helps ensure the
protection of co11stitutiona 1 and other legal rights of U.S. Persons. The Department
developed policies, procedures and guidance based on the requirements established in E.O.
12333 which specifically required that information gathered and reported on U.S. Persons
be reviewed quickly to dctcnnine if a foreign nexus exists, and, if determined not to exist
be destroyed based on a specified timeline. A foreign nexus indicates that a person is or
may be engaged in intelligence, terrorist, or other hostile activities directed against the
Department by foreign powers, organization or their agents, or indications of contact
between the subject and foreign intelligence services. Bec11use of the importance of
protecting the rights of U.S. Persons and b<lsed on a specific allegation, we initiated an
inspection to determine whether the Department's CI Directorate was inappropriately
collecting, retaining, and disseminating information on U.S. Persons without a foreign
nexus .
.\fj Our inspection sub~tantiated the allegation that the Department was improperly collecting

nnd retaining information on U.S. Persons even though it could not or had not taken action

necessary to establish a foreign nexus. We concluded that the actions related to SPOT
Reports, at a minimum, violated the spirit ofE,O. 12333, concerning information on U.S.
Persons. This occu.rred and persisted becai1sc of a lack of management focus on this
important topic. We made four recommendations to the Director, Office oflntctligence
and Counterintelligence, and one recommendation to the Director, Office of General
Counsel.
•

The Coordination Draft was senl to the Director, Office of Intelligence and
Counterintelligence, and the Director Operations and lnvestigations Division,
Counterintelligence Directorate on March 22, 2011, for informal comments. We asked 10
receive all Coordination Draft comments within 5 working <lays, after which we will
prepare the Official Draft Report. We have a meeting to discuss their comments on March
29, 2011. (Lead rnspector:1(b)(6)

I

OTHJ.:R INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
~ A Message Meeting was held on March 16, 2011, concerning the inspection on "Property

Accountability and Accounting Controls under.the Cooperative Agreement with the
Incorporated County of Los Alamos" (S 11 IS004). The objective of the inspection was to
determine whether the lncorporated County of Los Alamos was effectively managing
Federally-owned personal property under the National Nuclear Security Administration
Cooperative Agreement nnd if the County established controls to ensure that costs incurred
were consistent with the terms and conditions of the Cooperative Agreement. In December
2010, the Omcc of Inspection General received a complaint alleging that government
property, including computers, was missing at the Los Alamos County Fire Department. In
addition, the complainant alleged that the County purchased or attempted to purchase items
that were not allowable. The inspection identified several issues and a decision was made
lo prepare a report. (Lead Inspe~tor; l(b)(G)
j '
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Ending April 8, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THJS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WRRK:

DRAFT RRCOVERY ACT RF,PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Report on "The Department of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment A er in tire State of West Virginia" April 5, 20 11 (A IORA059)

t:; The Department of Energy's (Department) Weatherization Assistance Program received
$5 billion under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) to
improve the energy efficiency of residences owned or occupied by low-income persons.
The Department subsequently awarded a three-year Recovery Act Weatherlzation
Assistance Program grant or almost $38 million to the State of West Virginia. This grant
provided nearly eight times the $4.8 million in Departmental funds available to West
Virginia for wcatherization in Fiscal Year 2009.
•; The West Virginia Governor's Office of Economic Opportunity administers the Recovery
Act grant through 12 locol community action agencies. These agencies nre responsible for
determining applicant eligibility, assessing and weatherizing homes, and conducting home
inspections. West Virginia's goal is 10 weatherize app~oximately 3,500 homes with
Recovery Act funding, providing services to qunlilicd elderly and handicapped low-income
persons on a priority basis. As of October 20 I0, the State reported weatherizing almost
1,800 homes at a cost ofS l 6.3 million in Recovery Act fonding.

l'i Given the significant increase in funding and the demands associated with weatherizing
thousands of homes, we initiated the audit to dctcnninc if West Virginia and three of its
local agencies - Eastern West Virginia Community Action Agency (Eastern), North
Central West Virginia Community Action Association (North Central) and Southwestern
Community Action Council (Southwestern)- had adequate safeguards in place to ensure
l/1at the Weatherization Assistance Program was managed efficiently, effectively and in
compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations.

Ii

The State of West Virginia had not always managed its Weatherization Assistance Program
efficiently and effectively, nor had it always ensured compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. We found problems in lbe areas of weatherization workmanship, financial
management, prioritization of applicants for wcatherization services, and compliance with
laws and regulations. Specifically, we noted that:

• Despite the facl that over half of the homes weatherized and inspected by local agencies
(l02 of 183) had failed State re-inspections due to poor workmanship (including health
and safety issues such as ventilation and clearance lssues with furnaces, stoves, and gas
hot water heaters) or the need to install prescribed materials, West Virginia had not
developed a state-wide plan to identify and address systemic problems. Instead,
workmanship issues were handled on a case-by-case basis; a practice that while
generally effective in correcting problems at lhe particular units re-inspected, was not
t1seful in reducing what appeared to be.pervasive quality issues.
• Financial management at the State and the three agencies we visited needed
improvement:

>

North Central had billed for all costs associated with weatherizing homes,
regardless of whether the work had been fully completed. We were unable to
determine the extent of the problem since North Central had not maintained records
of the homes that. required work for which it had already billed the State;

>

North Central an<l Southwestern had not effectively accounted for materials
inventories. Specifically, neither local agency had reconciled inventory balances to
actual inventories, resulting in numerous ob~erved differences between recorded
and on-hand balances;

)>

Eastern, contrary lo Stale procurement rules, had not always competitively selected
sub-contractors and had not properly accounted for over $4,000 in administrative
personnel costs; and,

)>

At !he State level, we reviewed the three personal services contracts funded with·
Recovery Act monies and found that documentation was unavailable to support any
of the $47,500 paid. In these particularly troubling examples, State service
agreements supporting the payments had limited or no defined work products.

• North Central bad given preferential treatment to its employees and their relatives who
qualified for the Program.· As a result of what, in our view was an unjustifiable violation
of program gl1idance, elderly and handicapped applicants who should have received
services on a priority basis according to the State's weatherization program were at a
distinct disadvantage. In fact, whiie employees and their relatives waited for services an
average of about 2.8 months from the date of application, non-employees in our sample
of 32 client files waited an average of21.4 months; and,

*

Local agencies had also not established controls necessary 10 ensure compliance with
Recovery Act requirements. For example, controls were not effective in preventing
provision of services to homes that had beer. weatherized after September 30, 1994.
Neither the State nor lhe two local agencies we reviewed had maintained information
sufficient to identify homes lhat had been weatherized after l 994. Further, Eastern had not
ensured compliance with the Dnvis-Bacon Act regarding compensating sub-conlractor
employees in accordance with prevailing wages and the Recovery A<.:t regarding reporting
jobs crealed and saved.

The above problems were callsed by a number of factors. For example, the Stale had not
performed state·levcl trend or root cause analyses to identify systemic weatherization
quality problems. The performance of trend and root cause analyses would help the State
to determine whether recurring problems such as inadequate fomace ventilation and
clearance were systemic, identify che underlying causes for such problems and de.ve!op
corrective actions.
~ While the cause of certain other issues were apparent, some could not be identified with
certainty. For example, officials indicated that they were unaware of requirements such as

the Davis-Bacon /\ct, even though the Siatc had provided them with written reminders.
Other than a general lack of focus on transparency, we were unable to pinpoint a reason for
the State's award and payment for personal service contracts that did not produce tangible
results.

ft To achieve the objectives of the Recovery Act, it is important that the Department and the
State of West Virginia have effective financial and operational controls in place to manage

the Weatherization Assistance Program at all levels. By ensuring that the additional
funding provided by the Recovery Act is properly managed and expended, West Virginia
has the opportunity to improve the health and safety of many of its low·incomc citizens as
well as significantly reduce energy consumption. Unless the weaknesses identified in this
report are addressed, the risk of failing to achieve Recovery Act goals, along with the risks
of fraud, waste and abuse, will likely increase.

lf.i After we brought these matters to their attention during the course of our audit, State
officlals told us that they will address a number of issues discussed in our report. For
example, State officials indicated that they will; (1) perfonn a comprehensive trend
analysis of inspection results, (2) require that only costs for folly completed homes are
claimed, (3) use a newly developed ::itandard conlract to procure consulting services that
require clearly defined work scopes and deliverables,. and, (4) implement a strict policy
related to weathcrization services provided to local agency employees. /\<lditionally, Stale
officials told us that they increased local agency monitoring.
~

Eastern officials also told us that they had acted to addressed issues identified during our
audit. Specifically, Eastern officials said that they had instituted new policies and
procedures governing compliance with competitive procurements, administrative time
charges and Davis Bacon Act requirements. The actions initiated by West Virginia are
positive and should, if properly execu1ed, help improve lhe likelihood of meeting Recovery
Act weatherizalion goals. To help ensure that these initial actions are sustained, we made
several recommendations to increase accounlability and transparency in the management of
West Virginia's Weatherization Assistance Program at the State and local agency levels.

Draft Report on "The Department of Energy's Weathel'ization Assisrance Program for the State of
Wisconsin" April 6, 2011 (A10RA061)

a;

The Department of Energy's (Department) Weatherization Assistance Program received

$5 billion under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) to
improve the energy efficiency of homes, mu)(i-fami!y rental units and mobile homes
owned or occupied by low-income persons, Subsequently, the Department awarded a
three-year Weatherization Assistance Program grant for $14 J .5 million to the Stotc of
Wisconsin. This grant provided an eight-fold increase in fonds available to Wisconsin for
weatherization compared to the $15 million that was authorized in Fiscal Year 2009.

•

Wisconsin's Department of Administration, Division of Energy Services, administers the
Weathcrization Program through 20 local agencies. These agencies are responsible for
evaluating the energy efficiency of homes, performing wcatherization work, and
conducting inspections. Typical wcatherization services include installing insulation,
sealitlg ducts, tuning and repairing furnaces, and mitigating heat loss through windows,
doors, and other infiltration points. Per Wisconsin State law, local intake agencies in each
of the State's 72 counties and 8 tribes process applications for all state and federal energy
assistance. These agencies, for the most part, are independent orthc State and local
weatherization agencies that actually provide weatherization services.

~ Given the significant increase in funding and the demands assodated with weatherizing

thousands of homes, we initiated the audit to determine if Wisconsin hacl effectively
managed its Weatherization Program. To perform our audit, we analyzed Wisconsin's
management of the Weatherization Program and examined the weatheriz.ation activities of
three local agencies, Ashland County Housi11g Authority (Ashland), La Casa de Esperanza,
and Racine/Kenosha Community Action Agency. The agencies represented 17 percent of
the State's total funds and 11 percent of the 20,700 units expected to be completed by
March 2012.
·
~

(b)(5)

However, we 1 in opportumtJcs or 1mprovemen s.
1
opportunities to improve Wisconsin's Weathcrization Assistance Program in the areas of
retaining documentation supporting applicant eligibility for weatherization services and
maintaining separate accounting for Recovery Act spending. Specifically, we found that:

(b}(5)

•

Wisconsin had not required intake agencies to retain supporting documentation,
such as wage statements, to verify applicant eligibility for Weatherization Program
scrvic<;s. State officials informed us that they had retied on a 1983 Department
memomndum stating that "copies of the documents themselves need nol be
retained." While the Depar!menrs current Weatherization Assistance Program
guidancel(b)(S)
_requires recipien(s to maintain records
documenting the eligibility of applicants for assistance, it does not prescribe the
type of documentation to be retained. The Department is currently evaluating the
costs and benefits of strengthening documentation retention requirements.

•

Ashland County Housing Authority (Ashland) had not separately accounted for
Recovery Act funding. Rather; Ashland accounted for Weatherization Assisrnnce
Program Recovery Act funds together with weathcrlzation assista11ce funds received
from three additional Federal and State programs. The Recovery Act established a
goat of increased transparency and requlred that recipients separately account for
activities funded by the Act. Ashland officials told us that, as a re11ult of our audit,

they have modified their accounting system to separately iiccount for Recovery Act
expenditures.
-~ To achieve the goals of the Recovery Act and the Depa1iment's Weatherization Assistance

Program, we made recommendations to the Acting Assistanl Secretary for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy designed to address the areas of improvement identified
in the audit.
Team Leader:l(b)(G)
AIC:J(b)(6)

______

Staff _

__,

Draft Report on Tlie Stale of Missouri Wealherization Assistanee Program," April 7, 2011
(AIORA060)
11

~ Miss0t1ri's Department of Natural Reso\1rccs (Missouri) is responsible for administering 1he

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery· Act) grant through 17 local
agencies and a municipality (local agencies). Local agencies are responsible for
determining applicant eligibility; performing initial home assessments to dctcnnine
nppropriatc weatherization measures m:cdcd; assigning contractors to weatherize homes;
and, conducting final inspections on completed homes. Wealherization services include
installing insulation; sealing ducts; and tuning or replacing furnaces. Missouri plaimed to
use its Recovery Act funding to weatherize about 20, 150 homes.
I;' Given the significant increase in funding, we initiated this audit to determine if Missouri
had adequate safeguards in place to ensure that the Wealherization Program was manilge<l
efficiently and effectively.
~ (b)(5)

(b)(5)

•

Missouri has experienced recurring problems in the quality of wcatherization work.
Between July 2009 and June 201 O~ for example, State monitors determined that
approximately 30 percent ( 156 of 523) of the homes they re-inspected throughout
Missouri ·required f urthor action because the work was not acceptable. State
monitors found issues such as unacceptably high levels of carbon monoxide emitted
by furnaces and hot water heaters that had been worked on by contractors, furnaces
and hot water heaters that had not been vented properly, the lack of pressure release
pipes on water heaters, failures to properly install insulation and failures to
complete all work order requirements;

•

During our observation of local agency final inspections conducted by Kansas City,
St, Louis, and Delta, we found that l l of 20 homes (55 percent) failed the a"gencies'
final inspections. Eight of the homes failed because a furnace or, hot water heater
was not wol'king properly and/or was emitting carbon monoxide nt higher than
acceptable rates. Subsequent to our review, !he local agencies took appropriate
action to resolve the issues we observed; and

•

Three of the 20 final inspections we attended idcnlified problems with the initial
assessments conducted on the homes. These problems included calling for
insulation that would create a potential fire hazard and failing to identify a hot water
heater that was not properly vented. Fortuna1ely, in these cases, the issues were
appropriately resolved .

.I;' Weatherization work quality problems resulted from a cnmbination of program
weaknesses, including inadequa!e final inspections conducted by local agencies, ineffective
follow-up on systemic issues identified in re-inspections, and incomplete training of local
agency and contractor personnel. In particular:·
•

Although they performed effective inspections of the homes we visited, local agency
final inspectors often foiled to identify problems, allowing workmanship issues to
persist. During thelr re~inspections of homes weatherized by local agencies, stale
monitors found that in one out of three cases, local agency final inspectors passed
homes that actually required further action. 111 other words, homes deemed to be
completed by local agency officials often had significant problems, such as furnace
issues, that had not been resolved;

•

Neither the State nor the three local agencies we visited addressed systemic issues that
ca~1sed recurring weatherizatim1 work quality problems noted during inspections and-reinspections. Although Missouri had repeatedly identified workmanship issues at local
agencies thrmighout the State, it had not taken steps to correct systemic or frequently
recurring problems, relying instead on correcting problems on a home-by-home basis.
(b)(5)

Additionally, norie of the three

""T-o-ca.,....a_g_e-n""'ci,...e-S.,..m-C'Tl_t.,..e~1"""n-o""'"u,..,r'""a.,.,.u""'1-rT"""'a._,..a,.,..,..e-n""'s....e,...p...,.s...,10 i dent ify contractors with

recurring problems and require them to lake corrective action to prevent the problems
in the future; and,
•

Although the State's 2009 Wcatherization Annual Plan had identified the need for
State-wide training tu ensure the performnnce of quality weatherizallon work, Missouri
had not fully implemented a training program for local agency and contractor
personnel.

.fl We also found (hat one local agency, St. Louis, had used Recovery Act funds to acquire
more vehicles than it needed to meet ils weatherization goals. After we brought this matter
to the attention of agency officials, they subsequently sold excess vehicles fO other local
ager.des in the State, recouping over $100,000 that will be available to weatherize
additional homes.

Ii As noted in the report, the State had taken step!! to safeguard Recovery Act funds by
improving its oversight of1he focal agencies. For example, the State implemented on-site
monitoring at each local agency three times a year, exceeding the Department's requirement
of annual monitoring. However, absent an increased focus on correcting systemic issues,
quality issues are likely to continue. Weaknesses in Missouri's Weatherization Program
can pose health and safety risks to residents, hinder production, and increase costs. Of

particular concern is the high incidc11cc of furnaces or hot water heaters that were not
working properly and/or were emitting higher than acceptable levels of carbon monoxide.
We made a number of recommendations designed to improve the Weatherization Program.

Team Leader:

(b)(S)

AIC:
Staff:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WF:RK:

Draft Inspection Report on "Organizational Conjlicts of lntel'est Program <II Sandia National
Laboratories," April 5, 20 I I (SI OIS006)

lj On April 5, 20 l l, we issued our official draft report to the National Nuclear Security
Administration. Management comments to the draft are due by April 26. 2011. The
objective of the inspection was to determine whether the OCT Program at Sandia complied
with contractual agreements. Our inspection revealed that Sandia, in a number of
instances, had not taken the actions ncces:>ary to ensure that potential or actual conflicts of
interest were identified.

Team Leader;

""'f____
'!'!--------.. .
(b)(G)

__...

Lead Inspector: ....._
(b)(6)

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS lSSUEO THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on "Departmelll of Energy Isotope Program's Fiscal Year 2007 Financial Statement
Audit," OAS-FS-11-06, April 7, 2011 (A07FN003) .

.'1i This report presents the results of the independent cer1itied public accountants' audit of the
Department of Energy Isotope Program's Fiscal Year 2007 financial statements. KPMG,
LLC (KPMG) concluded that the financial statements are pre~ented fairly, in all material
respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. KPMG
noted five slgnificanl deficiencies. Two of the significant deficiencies are considered
material weaknesses. The results of KPMG's tests of compllance with cert11in provisions of
laws, regulntlons, contracts, and grant agreements disclosed no instances of noncompliance
or other matters lhat were required to be reported.
.

•
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(b)(6)
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Ending April 15, 2011
WEI~K:

Report on "Security Plmmingfi>rNalional Security Injormalion Systems at Lawrence Livermore
N<1tiona! laboratnry'~ April l 5, 201 l, OAS-M· 11 -03, (A 10TG023)
.I} The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is responsible for the maintenance

and security of the Nation's nuclear stockpile) management of nuclear nonproliferation
activities, and operation of the naval reactor programs. A significant amount of the
information related to these mission activities is classified and stored or processed in
national security information systems. The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) maintains various national security systems, ranging from diskless workslations to
large supercomputers, which process sensitive and classified information in support of
program objectives. In the past, physical and cyber security controls over sensitive and
classified information throughout the Department of Energy (Department) have been areas
of concern. Given the irnportance of this area, we initiated this audit to determine wliether
NNSA had developed and implemented an effective risk management process over its
national security information systems al LLNL.

a1 Uur review found that LLNL had 1aken steps to improve the risk management process for
its national security informalion systems based on our prior reviews. However, we found
that additional actions are needed in the area of security planning and policies lo reduce the
risk of compromise. In particular, we noted that three of four system security plans we
reviewed were incomplete and did not always sufficiently describe security controls and
how they were implemented. Jn addition, contrnctor officials made security-significant
changes to national security systems that potentially increased the risk to those systems
without first obtaining approval from the rederal Authorizing Official. Finally, NNSA had
not incorporntcd ·security controls established by the Commiltee on National Security
Systems, the organization designated by Executive Order l 3231 lo develop policies and
standards for protecting national security information systems, into its cyber security
policy, thus negatively impacting LLNL's nbility to meet Federal security requirements.

a

These issues were due, at least in part, to inadequate program and sitc~lcvel policies an9
procedures for protecting national security information systems. The problems Identified
persisted because of insufficient performnnce monitoring by Headquarters and Site Office
Federal officials. Without improvements, the weaknesses identified may limit program and
site-level officials' ability to make informed risk-based decisions that support the protection
of classified information and the systems on which it resides. LLNL officials reported thal
they are currently reforming the site's system authorization process and recertifying its
nntional security information systems to better align with current NNSA policies. While
these are positive actions, additional effort is necessary. As such, we have made several
recommendations thal, if fully implcmcnlcd, should help enhance NNSA's and LLNL's
management risk over national security information systems.

of

f? Management indicated thal it generally agreed with the report's findings. While the
Livermore Site Ortice did riot agree with the report1s recommendations, management
commented that corrective actions were already underway to address issues identified in
the repo11. However, no specific corrective actions were included in management's
comments. Jn addition, management disagreed with several of the conclusions in the repot1
related to policy implementation Rnd performance monitoring.

Team
AJC:
Staff:

_______

Leader:l(b)(6)

_,

Rcpm1 on "Verification of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory1s Contract Workers' Eligibility
to Work in the U.S.. " April 15, 2011> DOE/IG-0850; (SIOlS005)

Jtj The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (the Act) makes it illegal for employers

to knowingly hire and continue to employ individuals who are not eligible to work
(unauthorized workers) in the United States, To comply with the Act, employers must
complete an Employment Eligibility Vr:rific<Jtion Form (Form J-9) for each employee at the
time of hiring. Dect1use of the security concerns associated with unauthorized workers, we
initiated this inspection to determine whether contractors who were awarded contracts for
infrastructure upgmdes at Berkeley, including their subcontractors, verified the
employment eligibility of their employees in accordance with Federal requirements prior to
those employees accessing the site.
.~ We found that not all of Berkeley's subcontractors ensured that individuals they employed
to work on the site were initially eligible or maintained authorization to work in the U.S.
throughout the term of their employment. Some contractors created required Form l-9s
only after we requested them, others purged their employees' forms from personnel files
while others neglected to update and re~verify supporting documents (such as, work
authorizations and visas). In addition, some contractors failed to document required key
employment eligibility elements such as expiration dates for documents that es!ablish
identity al\d/or employment authorization, or required documentation such as a social
security card, driver's license or permanent resident card. The Department and the
Berkeley Site Office concurred \vith the repoit's findings and recommendations.

____
___

(b)( 5)
Team Leader: ...._
Project leader: ...._
(b)(6)
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ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OUAVJ' HECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THJS

ORAI1T IlEPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

WEEK~

f

Report on "Alleged Violations of Executive Order 12333, U.S. Intelligence Aclivilies - Improper
Retention of Information on U.S. Person," (S11 IS003)
~ On April 12, 2011, an Official Draft Inspection Report was issued lo the Office of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence on the inspection titled "Alleged Violations of
Executive Order 12333, U.S. Jntclligcnce Activities - Improper Reter;tion oflnformation
on U.S. Persons. Management comments to the draft are due by May 5, 2011. The
objective ofthe inspection was to determine whether the Counterintelllgence officials
retained and disseminated information on U.S. Persons without a foreign nexus.

LRTTF;R

rn~PORTS

ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHF.R Atmns:

RECOVERY ACT INFOHMATION:

SIGNJFICATNT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY;

Potential Risks Concerning Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) Holline Alleg<11irm Review
(Pl I HL279)

Ii An interview was conduct~d on April 13, 201 l, for a Hotline Complaint involving
"Concerns Regarding Nuclear Safety Mismanagement al Sandia Reactor. 11 The complaint
was based on a newspaper article published in the Albuquerque Journal entitled "Sandia's
Reactor Puts Risk in Our Backyard.'' The focus of this preliminary review was to
determine if Sandia National Laboratories-New Mexico (Sandia) was aware of the article;
if Sandia has plans to address possible safety issues: and if Sandia has any his1orical
information concerning th ls reactor, The interview was held \Vith four Srmdia officials and
three Sandia Site Office personnel. A Memorandum oflnspection Activity is being .
prepared to address Unclassified Nuclear Controlled Information (UNCI) we collected.

Potenlia/ Non-Compliance with J0 CFR 830 Requirements at the Los Alamos National laboratory
Holline Allegalion Review (P 11 HL266)
-~ On April 6, 2011, the Western Region Inspections Office - Albuquerque began a
preliminary review to ·determine if a complaint received by the 010 Hotline - "l 0 CFR 830
Compliance Concerns at the LANL WCRRF HC-2 Nuclear Facility'' - contained sufficient

basis for initiating an inspection at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The focus of this
review is to detennine why the Los Alamos Site Office Manager did 110t stop the
Contractor from resuming waste drum remediation operations despite being aware of
potential inadequacies in the safely analysis for the facility, We conducted interviews of
the Complainant, lhe Complainant 1s supervisor, personnel at the Los Alamos Site Office,
and Laboratory employees at Los Alamos. Additional interviews and document reviews
are being planned to complete the work steps necessary to determine if an inspection will
be initialed.

Team Leadcr:l(b)(G)
Lead lnspecto ....
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WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NF.W lNSPI~CTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAINJNG;

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHJm:
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re all doing well.
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Ending April 22, 2011
~'INAL

REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Management Alert on "Plmmed Ac/ions Related to the National Energy Technology Labor(ltory's
Sim11lation-Based Engineering User Center", April 22, 2011, OAS-RA-1 I -08, (A 11 TG023)

JI· The Department of Energy's National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) initiated
plans to utilize $20 million of American Recovery and Rein vestment Act of 2009 funds to
develop the Simulation-Based Engineering User Center (User Center) - part of the Carbon
· Capture Simulation Initiative program. According to project documentation, $3 million of
the total cost will be dedicated to acquiring and installing a Performance Optimized Data
Center (POD) at NETL's Morgantown, West Virginia, site. And, the remai1.1ing funds will
be spent equipping and·supporting the POD with a high performance computing system. In
March 2011, NETL was given final approval for the project from the Department's Chief
[nforma[lon Officer.
•

We concluded that the plan to acquire and install the POD at a cost of $3 million may not
be the least costly available option. Specifically, we noted that over 3,000 square feet of
the usable space in the NETL's existing data center is not currently utilized nor are there
firm plans to use this space in the future. The urmtili1ed 3,000 square feet of space
represents about 70 percent of the data center's entire capacity. Despite this fact, project
documentation submitted to the Chief Information Officer indic.ated NETL's intent to
acquire additional capacity to support the User Center initiative. We do not question the
need for the User Center. However, we concluded that documentation submitted 10 the
Chief Information Officer to describe how the project will be implemented contained a
number of analytical flaws and unsupported assumptions that, in our view, require
reconsideration. Because decisions to proceed with the proposed acquisition arc expected
shortly, we are bringing these matters to your attention in the expedited form of a
management alert. These issues were discovered during our on-going audit of Efforts by
tlte Depanme111 to Ensure E11ergy·Efficient Management of its Data Centers.

~

Based on discussions with NETL personnel who had responsibility for data center
operations and facilities, respectively, we also detcnnincd that a lilck of coordination
existed related to the Office of Research anct Development's preparation of the User Center
project plan. Based on our review, we believe that the acquisition of additional data center
space could undermine efforts to more effectively utilize existing real property and
promote energy-efficiency of data centers. In addition, the use of Recovery Act funds to
procure what may be unnecessary data center space raise$ serious concerns about the
effective use of the Department's finite resources. We recognize that decisions such as the
one proposed for the User Center are often more complex and nuanced than they might
appear. However, we wanted to ensure !hat the Depanment was aware of the concerns we
have before resource commitments were made regarding the path forward .

.Ii Management stated that it concurred with the recommendations and factual accuracy of the
Management Alert. However, management explained that while many of the concerns we

identified were accurately described, a number of them were already being addressed as
part of the site's project management process,
•

We commend managemenl for initiating action co address a number of the issues identified
in our report. We disagree, however, with a number of management's comments in
response to our draft report. While we encourage NETL to select the User Center option
that best meets mission needs at the lowest cost, we also remain concerned that incorrect
infonnation concerning this matter may have been submitted to the Office of the Chief
Information Officer and to the Office of Management and Budget. Allhough NETL's
current action to initiate a detailed study of the varioui; User Center options is consistent
with our recommendations, it is important that the Department, in consideration of
alternatives, emphasize the principles established in Executive Order l 3514, October 5,
2009, relating to Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic
Performance, specifically those related lo Federal data center management.

Team Leader:

AIC:
Staff:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSlJED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFI' REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on "Los Alamos National Laboratory Environmental Management Activities Funded by the
RecoveryAct", April 22, 2011 (AIORA052) .

.~ Our review identified weaknesses with certain project management controls designed to
support effective project decision making and ensure funding availability and transparency.

Specifically,
•

Los Alamos National Laboratory (J.os Almnos) had not e~tablished an adequate risk
rating for the Material Disposal Area B (MDA·B) project given the great uncertainty

thal existed at the time of project planning about waste volumes and hazards. As a

•

Additionally, Los Alamos had not fully implemented required baseline change
controls processes and had not maintained an updated Project Execution Plan for the
Technical Area 21 American Recovery nnd Reinvestment Act of2009 (Recovery
Act) work.

~ (b)(5)

!I' (b)(5)
lhe MDA-B Project faced a bud ct
shortfall of 26.8 million as of December 2010 to com !etc the ro'ect. (b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

!f. We did not identify any material issues with National Nt1clear Security Association's
compliance with Recovery Act requiremerlls for reporting, ::;egregotion of funds, and flow
down of requirements lo subcontracts. Specifically, Los Alamo~ segregated Recovery Act

costs and included Recovery Act requirements in subcontracts.
~ We made several recommend;Hions to improve project management of Los Alamos'
management of environmental projects funded by the Recovery Act

Team Leader:

(b)(S)

AIC:
Staff;

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHlm AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICATNT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Potenlia/ Risks Co11cemi11g Amwlar Co.re Research Reactor (ACRR) Hotline A/legation Review
(Pl 1HL279)
.~ An interview was conducted on April 13, 2011, for a Hotline allegation involving
"Concerns Regarding Nuclear Safety Mismanagement at Sandia Reactor (P 11 HL279)."
The allegation was based on the Albuquerque Journal newspaper article entitled "Sandia's
Reactor Puts Risk in Our Backyard." We determined that: (1) Sandia National
Laboratories-New Mexico (Sandia) was aware of the article; (2) Sandia addressed

"suspected" safety issues through lhe annual safely basis process; and, (3) the Sandia Site
Office is directly involved in overseeing reactor operations and their safety. We
interviewed four Sandia oft1cials and three Sandia Site Office personnel. A Memorandum
uf Inspeclion Activity documented the interview to include the collection of Unclassified
Controlled Nuclear Information. The memorandum was sent to Headquarters, Office of
Inspector General.

Potential No11-Complia11ce with JO CFR 830 Requirements at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
Hotline /\/legation Review (P 1 l HL266)
~ The

Western Region Inspections Office continued the work steps to determine if there is
substance to an allegation llrnt the Los Alamos Site Office Manager did not-stop Los
Alamos National Security, LLC rrom resuming waste drum remediation operations despite

being aware of potential inadequacies in the safety analysis for the Waste Characterization
Reduction and Repackaging facility. The inspection team traveled to Los Alamos to
conduct several interviews of Los Alamos Site Office officials and conducted a number of
document reviews.

Assessment of rhe Office of Intelligence's "Conlimlity of Operations and Intelligence Readi11e.\'s"
(S 11 IS002)

.

•. On April 19, 2011, the Assistant Inspector General for Inspections, and the Lead Inspector,

attended the AIG for Inspections Working Group Porum (hosted by t~e Office of the
Director of National Intelligence Office of Inspector General (OIG)) to brief preliminary
results of the OIG's inspection, Eight OIGs briefed and identified issues with program
oversight, planning, and preparedness.
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Ending May 6, 2011

FINAL REPORTS ISSUF.D THIS WRF.K:

RECOVF.RY ACT REPOlffS

ISSU•~D

THIS WJ<:EK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

I ,RTTRR REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

l<'IN AN CI AL ST ATJi:M J<:NT A UDTT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RRCOVF,RY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICATNT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
Potential Waste of Funding at Los Alamos National Laboratory Hotline Allegation Review .

(Pl 1HL277)
~ This week the Western Region Inspections Office received an allegation concerning Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) potentially wasting funds on a paving project that
was subcontracted out ins tend of being completed by LANL. In addition, the allegation

questions the layoffs of individuals that are Q·cleared and substituting them with
individ\lals that are not Q·ckared. The inspection te<im is developing work steps and has
contacted the LANL Audit Liaison to coordinate key interviews.

Potenlictl Non-Compliance with 10 CFR 830 Requirements at the Los Alamos National Lc1borotory
Hotline Allegation Rev!eH' (Pi i HL266)
'

If. The inspection team conducted interviews of Los Alamos Site Office officials, including
the Site Office Manager to determine if the Los Alamos Site Office (LASO) Manager
failed in his responsibilities by nol stopping the Contractor from resuming waste drum
remediation operations despite being aware of potential inadequacies in !he safety analysis
for the facility. Final briefing and summary documents are being prepared to inform OIG
management of results of this inquiry.
·
Team Lender ....,..,..,..,.,,,,..-----1
(b)(G)
Lead Inspector (b)(6)
Team Member
WEEKLY OPERATlONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY;

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPRCTIONS:

NO FURTHEH. ACTION LRTTER ISSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHRD:

OTHRR MATTERS:

I!. On May 5, 2011, the Director, Eastern Region, Office of Inspections, conducted a WebEx
· briefing for officials from the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy on the

Office ofJnspections' processes and products. Members of the Office of Audits and the
Office of Investigations were also in attendance."
·

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
~-

Congratulations to Todd Siemering (Inspections) whom will be getting married on
May 7, 201 I.
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Ending May 13 1 2011
FINAL IU~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED 'fHJS

WEl~K:

DRAFf RECOVERY ACT REPO.RTS JSSlJEO THIS WEEK!

DRAFT REPOR'fS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

The Department of Energy's K-25 Building Decontamination and Decommissioning Project;
A JOET022; May l 3, 2011
~

The East Tennessee Technology Park, formerly the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
began operations in World War II as part of the Manhattan Project. As the Department of
Energy's missions changed, operations ceased and the Department began its environmental
cleanup of the site. In 2001, the Department initia11y estimated that it would complete the
dcconlmuination and decommissioning (D&D) of both the K-25 building and its sister
facility, the· K-27 building, at a cost of $460 million. We initiated this audit to determine
if the Department had effectively managed the D&D project.

R We determined that problems wi!h contract administration nnd project management for the
K-25 D&D Project likely impacted the Department's ability to effectively manage the
technical challenges lt encountered. For example, the Department

m~ny

)>

Lacked the ability to ensure that contractor reports on cost and schedule

performance were accurate, because the cost and schedule estimates used to
measure perfotmance in the contractor's Earned Value Management System were
not based on an independent Government cost estimate and had not been
developed from the bottom-up, as required.
)>

May not have fully understood the scope and sevcrily of technical challenges,
because it did not analyze for merit or otherwise review the outstanding issues
described in Requests for Equitable Adjustment submillcd by the contractor until
the contract was renegotiated in 2008.

};>

Did not fully update its $622 million cost baseline for completing the K-25 Project.
As of Febmary 201 J, the Department had not approved a revised baseline for
completing the project despite its recognition that project completion timy not

occur until 2016 and the total cost could almost double, rising to as much as $1.2
billion.
!JM While we could not directly link the contract and project management weaknesses we

observed with discrete cost and schedule impacts, in our opinion, these weaknesses
adversely affected management's ability to fully understand the true cost of the K-25 D&D
project and to effectively manage costs. For example,

~

)>

Although there were technical differences in the two cleam1p efforts, the
Department had not prepared separate project baselines for the K-25 and K-27
D&D efforts until 2008.

~

The Department also had not assigned adequate staff or provided dedicated,
consistent project leadership to oversee the project.

In recognition of the issues facing the K-25 effort, the Department had taken u number of
contract related actions and plans to address staffing issues. However, additional action is
necessary to prevent further cost increases and project delays and lo reduce the risks
associated with safety and environmental problems posed by the K 25 building.
4

Accordingly, we made a series of recommendations designed to help strengthen overall
project management for the K-25 Project.
Team Leader:
AIC:
Audit Staff:
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LETIER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICATNT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHl~R

INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHJ<:R ACTION LETTER iSSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:
~ On

May 10, 2011, the Deputy Inspector General for Audits.and Inspections, the Assistam
Inspeclor General for Inspections and the Office of Inspections, Headquarters' personnel,
attended the 17th Annual Intelligence Community Inspectors General Conference held at
the Defense Intelligence Agency's Defense Intelligence Analysis Center. Conference
speakers presented information on matters relating to the Intelligence Community,
including overall procedures for intelligence oversight.
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Ending May 20, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on "The Use of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 Funds on Solid Waste
Project Activities at the Derartment of Energy's Hanford Site", May 19, 2011,
OAS-RA-L-11-08, (AIORA041)
~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Richland Operations Office (Richland) awarded a
contract to CH2M HILL Plateau Remediation Company (CHPRC) to rcmediatc Hanford Site's

(Hanford) Central Plateau. The Department allocated $315 million in American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) funds to support Han ford's Solid Waste Project
under the CHPRC contract.· Performance metrics were established to measure actual work
accomplished and to determine if Recovery Act goals for the Solid Waste Project were met.
Because of the significant increase in funding, we initiated this nudit to determine if the·
Department effeclivcly managed Han ford's Solid Waste Project Recovery Act activities.
~

We determined that although lhc Department had met its goal to retrieve remote-handled
transuranic (TRU) waste, and is on track to meet its goals for TRU waste repackaging and
contact-handled TRU waste disposal, it is behind schedule for contact-handled TRlJ waste
retrieval and mixed low level waste shipping. In particlilar, CHPRC:
•

Is behind schedule to meet the goal of retrieving 2,500 cubic meters of contact handled
TRU waste by September 30, 2011. As of March 2011, CHPRC had only retrieved
846 cubic meters of waste and had only 6 months remaining to retrieve the remaining
1,654 cubic meters of waste.
·

•

May not be able to meet the goal of shipping 1,800 cubic meters of mixed low-level waste
by September 30, 2011. As of March 2011, CHPRC's sh iprnent of a cumulative total of
1,249 cubic meters was behind ils target value of 1,427 for that date: We noted that
CHPRC was initially able to ship from its backlog of mixed low-levt:I waste that was in
storage. However, for the remaining waste volumes, CHPRC will first have to retrieve
waste from bu.rial grounds, which will be more di!licu!t and time consuming.

·" According to management officials, Richland has implemented procedures to bring the
contact-handled wa.c;te retrieval back on schedule, including adjusting procedures for handling
TRU waste and evaluating various options, such as using an off-site treatment facility to
repackage the waste into standard waste boxes. We believe that the Department's planned
actions, if successfully implemented, should help mitigate the issues we identified. Therefore,
we made no recommendations for further corrective action.

Team Leader:
AIC:
Audit Staff:

(b)(6)

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT H.EPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on, The Department ofEnergy's American Recovery and R.einvestme111 Act-·
California State Energy Program, May 16, 2011, (A IORAOO I)
~ The California Energy Commission (Commission) received a State Energy Program (SEP)

Recovery Act grant of $226, 1 million, the largest SEP grant awarded by Department of
Energy's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE). The Commission
planned to use the vast majority of these funds, $I 93 million, to provide energy efficiency
retrofits for 29,000 residential and S,500 commercial buildings and to create 2, 100 jobs. Of
the $193 million, the Commission planned to use $80.6 million to provide loan capital for
business equipment and public building retrofits and $113 million for incentive programs
to encourage energy efficiency retrofits of existing residential ;;ind commercial buildings.
The remaining $32.4 million was for program management and green jobs training. EERE
program guidance emphasized that stales were responsible for administering the SEP and
required each state to Implement controls over the use of Recovery Act funds. Because of
!he states' role in the implementation of the Recovery Act, wc initiated this review to
determine whether the Commission was effectively administering its SEP Grant. Because
of the states' role in the implementation of the Recovery Ac1, we initiated this review to
determine whether the Commission was effectively administering its SEP Grant.

•

•

We found that the Commission ex erienced dela sir execLJting its plan to spend
In fact (b)(S)
r nearly 2 ye~er SEP
funds became available in June 2009, tile Commission had spent onl>l-=JnilHon ·
of its $226. I million award. Spending was primarily confined to direct ·Joans for
state and municipal building retrofits an<l green jobs trnining. Further, we
dlscovered that, although the Commission had made progress in resolving
weaknesses revealed by several SEP specific audits, it had not completed all
necessary actions to monitor sub-recipients of SEP funds. Fin(llly, we determined
that EERE had not effectively monitored the Commission's actions to co1Tcct
previously discovered program weaknesses.

SEP Recovery Act funds.

Numerous factors contributed to delays the Commission experienced in its
implementation of its energy efficiency building retrofit projects. Initially, the
Commission planned to award building retrofit loans and contracts by February I,
201 O; however, delays occurred as the Commission worked to comply with
Recovery Act specific requirements. Regulator concerns, as well as litigation, led
the Commission to cancel its plan to use Pmperty-Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)
financing as an incentive for residential and commercial energy efficient building
· retrofits. Concerns and litigation about PACE effectively delayed the
Cam mission's plans to incentivize residential and commercial retrofits by almost a
year after originally planned. Given the delays experienced, the Commission ls at
risk of not spending its Recovery Act funding by April 30, 2012, as required by the
grant award, and meeting its building retrofit goals.

(~)(~!

~

•

•

Although the Commission had made progress in correcting previously identified
weaknesses, it had not completed all necessary actions to monitor SEP fund sub·
recipie'nts. Further, EERE had not effectively monitored the Commission's actions
to correct internal control weaknesses, We concluded that the roles and
·responsibilities for following up on the weaknesses were not defined and
coordinated between EERE's Field Performance Management Office of Field
Operations (Headquarters), Golden Field Office (GFO) and National Energy
TechnoJogy Laboratory (NETL). Although Headquarters' October 20 l 0
memorandum instructed the Commission to send its response to GFO, it did not
coordinate GFO's role in the resolution process. GFO officials told us that they
believed it was NETL's responsibility to follow up on a'udil report findings.
Conversely, NETL officials told us that they only follow up on Office of
Management and Budge! A-133 Single Audil Act financial statement audits. EERE
management slated that it has continuously reviewed and updated the roles and
responsibilities of Project Officers engaged in monitoring. EERE also slated that a
Single Audit Resolution and Managemetll Decision Process was developed by a
working pro1m ju 2010. whjch joyolyes cross functional groups. Nonetheless,

•

The Commission's delays and the control concerns may impact its ability to meet
SEP Recovery Act goals. Although the SEP slate plan estimated that the
S 193 million Recovery Act investment would result in energy efficiency retrofits
for 2~,000 residential and 5,500 commercial buildings and create 2,l 00 jobs by
April 30, 2012, the Commission had reported only 210 jobs created and 85
completed commercial and residential retrofits as of December 31, 2010. [n fact,
only 30 retrofits were completed In the last quarter of2010. With close to a year
.remaining in the grant, the Commission will need to increase its completion rate
exponentially, 10 approximately 5,800 residential and 1,083 commercial unit
retrofits each q~iarter to reach its retrofit goals.

We recommended that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency establish and
implement clearly defined roles and responsibilities to ensure that the Commission's
internal control weaknesses are resolved; aggressively monitor the Commission's progress
toward achievlng its SEP Recovery Act goals aml take appropriate ac1io11 to maximize the
achievement of those goals; nnd, determine whether completion of the Commission's
planned actions are possible, and, as appropriate, reallocate funds to other projects if
necessary.

1 cam Leader:
AIC:

(b)(6)

Stnff:

DRAFT RF.PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LF,TTRR RF.PORTS ISSUF.O THIS WF.EK:

FINANClAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THlS WF:F:K:

OTHl<:H. AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Continllity of Operations and lntelligcnce Readiness (S 11 IS006)
~ On May 20, 2011, the Eastern Region Director, Lead Inspector and team provided a status

brief to the Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections and the Assistant
Inspector General for Inspections. The team briefed tentative findings related to both the
Department's and 1he Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence's (IN) Continuity of
Operations (COOP) program, as well as !N's Continuity Implementation Plan, Continuity
Communications, and Contractors. Fieldwork regarding concerns developed during the
inspection is ongoing.
OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
Organizational Conflicts of Interest Pmgram at Sandia National Laboratories (SJ OJS006)

,; Management comments were received from NNSA on May 13, 2011, in response to the
Official Draft Report. The Western Region Inspections Office is in tJ1e process of
reviewing these comments and preparing the Final Report package which will be forward
to Headquarters for issuance.

___

_.._
Team Leader: ........
(b)(G)
Lead lnspector: ...(b_.).._(6.._)_ _ __.
Potential Waste of Funding ar Los Alamos National Laboratory Hotline Allegation Review
(Pl lHL277)

!!'- This week the Western Region Inspections Office has been reviewlng an allegation which
claims that Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) potentially wasted funds on a
paving project that was subcontracted to an outside company instead of utilizing Los
Alamos in-house personnel and equipment. The inspection team is currently interviewing
key officials at Los Alamos ..

(b)(6)

Team Leader:
-~~---....
Lead Inspector:
(b)(6)
Team Member:

Potential Non-Compliance with JO CFR 830 Requirements at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
Ilot line A/legation Review (P 11 Hl266)
~ The inspection team is preparing the final briefing and summary documents that

wilt

document our conclusion that there is no substance to the complainant's allegation that the
Manager, Los Alamos Site Otnce, failed in his responsibilities by knowingly allowing Los
Alamos National Security, LLC (LANS), to oper~tc a high·hazard nuclear facility when it
was not in compliance with 10 CFR 830, "Nuclear Safety Management" requirements. We
will recommetid closure of work efforts on this Hotline Complaint; however, if any
additional information is provided, we may, consistent with the OIG's risk ranking strategy,
perform additional work.
·
Team Leader:l(b)(G)

Lead Inspector:
Team Member:

I

(b)(6)

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTlONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAJNJNG:

ACTION ITRM RF.PORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS;

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
~ The Office of Inspections was notified that Inspector Alex 11Jason" Miller has been

accepted for the position of Criminal Investigator wilh the Livermore Office of
Investigations. While we will miss Jason's skill as an Inspector, !he OIG gains a great
employee as an Investigator: We wish him the best in his new career!

~ l(~r6~ ofm1r I ,as Vc1rns Audit fumi!y
Church on Monday, May 13. 201 I.
Mary at her home address1(b)(G)

"r+~~t :e~~r::s ~~~i b~~~rdl~!b~,~~;Jeth An~~~t~~ I
Sbe bas requested no Gowers. Cards can be sent to

_
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Ending May 27, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THfS WF,EK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHF.R AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
~ On May 25, 2011, an

Exit Meeting was held at the Department of Energy, Office of
Inspector General (010) conference room to discuss the OIG Eastern Region's inspection
report on "Alleged Violations of Executive Order 12333, U.S. Intelligence ActivitiesImproper Retention of Information on U.S. Persons" (SI [ IS003). The purpose of the
formal Exit conference was to allow responsible management officials from the Office of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence and the Office of the General Counsel the
/
opportunity to discuss their assessment of our final report on this nrntter. As a result of the
meeting, no major changes were made to the report. The exit conference included the JG,
the ATGS, Director -- Eastern Inspections (ER) Region, and ER Inspection's staff.

~ On May 25, 2011, our Letter Report on "Implementation of Nuclear Weapons Quality
Assurance Requirements at Los Alamos National Laboratory" (S JOISOO 1) was provided to
the Los Alamos Site Offtce, specifically the Manager, Office of Quality Assurance. The
purpose of providing this report to the program was to allow responsible rn<1nagemcnt
officials from the Los Alamos Site Office the opportunity to discuss their assess1i1ent of
our final report on this matter. As a result of the Manager's review, no major changes
were made to the report,
-~ On May 26, 2011, a Message Meeting was conducted with the AIGS on the "Alleged
Misuse of ARRA Weatherization Funds by the Western Arizona COlmcil of Governments
(W J\COG)" (S 11 JS005). The inspection identified, among other things, that: I) the State
of Arizona and WACOG were not reporting completed unit information accurately and in
accordance with Department policy; 2) WACOG made a number of capital cxpendi!llre
over $5000 using ARRA funds that were not pre approved by the awarding agency; and, 3)
WACOG paid $104,470 for renovations associated with a lease in Kingman, Arizona,
without documcntntion supporting the value of work performed or the fair market value of
the rental property. As a rcsl1lt of the Message Meeting with the J\IGS, it was agreed that
certain revisions will be made to the Message Meeting document, and tha_t a Message
Meeting will tentatively be scheduled with the DIGJ\I for June [ 51 •

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEI~KLY

OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHIW:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
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Assistant. Inspector General for Audits
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Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits nnd Inspections

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT rmCOVEilY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on the "Follow-up Audit of National Nuclear Security Administration's Nuclear Explosive
Safety S!u<ly Program," June 8, 201 I, OJ\S-L-11-04, (AJOLV009)

fi One of the primary missions of the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is to
maintain the safety, security, and reliability of the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile.
Many of the miclear explosive operations related to this mission, including assembly,
disassembly, surveillance, refurbishment, and dismantlement of nuclear weapons, are
perfonned at the Pantex Plant (Pantcx) near Amarillo, Texas .
.~ The Department requires that a Nuclear Explosive Safe Cy (NES) study be conducted and
approved before any nuclear explosive operations are performed due to the unacceptable
consequences of an accident. NES studies are formal evaluations of proposed nuclear
explosive operations to determine the adequacy of controls to prevent inadvertent or
accidental detonations or fissile material dispersals.

fi In January 2003, the OIG issued National Nuclear Security Administration's Nuclear
Explosive Safety Program (DOE/IG-0581 ), and reported !hat comprehensive NES sludies
hod been delayed for six of the nine nuclc<ir weapon types that were active in the nation's
stockpile. We initiated this follow-up audit to determine whether NES studies and
evaluations of nuclear explosive operations were timely and complete.

"' Our current review disclosed that .ill appropriate required NES studies and operational
safety reviews (OSRs) were completed and approved by NNSA. However, we noted that
most NE~ studies and OS Rs included issues of concern that were designated as post-start
findings that were unresolved for periods ranging from 5 months to nearly 12 years.
According to nuclear explosive safety experts, actions taken to address post-start findings

serve to enhance nuclear explosive safety, but are not considered critical enough to suspend
operations.
-~ Given that, for the most part, required NES studies and OSRs were completed and
approved by NNSA, we did not make any formal recommendations. However, to further
enhance nuclear explosive safety, we suggested <hat the Mimager, Pantex Site Office direct
Pnmex to improve its processes regardil\g post-start findings by: (i) documenting the basis
for requests for due date extensions; and (ii) reviewing the reasons why the extended due
dates were not met.

Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

(b)(S)

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

ft The Corporate Audit Group held an entrance conference on Monday, June 6, 2011 at
Headquarters. The audit title is: "Review of the Department of Energy's Office of
Environmental Management's Budget Allocatlon Pl anu (A 11 CP036). The purpose of the
audit is to determine if the Office of Environmental Management ls effective! mana in
and Ianni no for declinin bud et allocations. OIO ersonnel in attendance: (b)(6)
(b)(6)

epn1tment personnel in attendance were represcnt~tlves rom
the Office of Environmental Management and Office of the Chief Financial Officer.

(b)(6)

11i An cntronce conference was held on June 6, 2011 to discuss the audit of "Incurred Costs
for Bechtel BWXT Idaho Contract for Fiscal Year 2011" (Al I ID037). At the entrance
conference were representatives from KPMG, Office of Environmental Management, and
Bechtel BWXT. The purpose of the audit will be to determine whether incurred costs of
the Department of Energy's contract with Bechtel for Fiscal Year 201 l are allowable,
allocable, and rcasonnhlc. In attendance from the Office of Inspector General were
l(b)(6)

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

I

fntema./ AudiI Services Activity in Response to an OIG Inspection Report

lli As a result of our Final Report on "Management of Controlled Substances at Lawrence
Livennore National Laboratory" issued on February 10, 201 l, Livermore Internal Audit
Services conducted a supplemental audit of Livcrp1orc's inventory controls over controlled
substances. ln their report dated June 3, 2011, Internal Audits noted that six additional
controlled substances were identified which had not been previously documented as
"controlled," Management took actions to ensure that these items were promptly secured.

WERKJ,Y OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:
~ 2011 Information System Security Awareness Annual Training must be completed by

June 30, 20 I l.
•

2011 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awarcnc.~s Trnining must be completed by
July 29, 2011_.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHF.D:

OTHER MATTERS:
~ Congratulations

to Michael Sinko, Director for Staff & Technical Assistance, who earned
the credential of Enrolled Agent (EA). An EA is a tax professional tested by the Intcrnnl
Revenue Service (IRS) on their knowledge of tax law and regulations. An EA is u
federally-authorized tax practitioner who has 1cchnical expe1tise in the field of taxation and
arc the only tax praclitioncrs licensed by the Department of the Treasury to represent
taxpayers before all administrative levels of the IRS on issues including collection, audits
and appeals.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Ending July 8, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WF.RK:
011 "Peifomumce of Recovery Act Funds Cit the Waste isolation Pilot Plant"
(Al0RA037); OAS-RA-L-11-09; July 7, 2011

Audit Report

~ The Carlsbad Field Office (Carlsbad). was allocaled $172.4 million under. the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) to accclcrntc the Department of

Energy's transuranic waste' disposal goals. Carlsbad set goals to create or retain 400 jobs,
enhance the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant's (WIPP) infrastructure to accommodate increased
waste shipments, add resources 10 increase shipments from 24 lo 35 per week, and increase
the amount of waste certified for disposal hy 10,000 cubic meters. The. Office of
Environmental Management established a September 30, 2011, deadline for expenditure of
all Recovery Act fumling and completion of the associated work scope.

!I Carlsbad increased the shipments to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant by 26 percent using
Recovery Act funds, but its goal to accelerate shipments to WIPP from 24 to 35 per week
was only achieved twice between May 2009 and December 2010. During that timeframe,
average shipments reached 24 per week, 31 percent below the Recovery Act goal. Also,
Carlsbad's Recovery Act goal to certify 10,000 cubic meters of transuranic waste for
disposal at WIPP was reduced to 8,570 cubic meters in March 2010 and then to 6,255 cubic
meters later in 2010. By December 2010, it was doubtful Carlsbad would meet this
reduced goal by the end of FY 201 I .because it was already behind its new schedule.

IR Although waste shipment and certification goals were not being met, Caris had reported .
through its Earned Value Management System (EVMS)scores that both transportation and
certification metrics were on track. This occurred because Carlsbad was using the EVMS
to track resources available for use, rather than the performance achieved using those
resources. We noted, however, that reporting favorable EVMS scores based solely on
resource availability presented an inaccurate picture of both performance and resource
uti Ii zation.
~ Management agreed that it had not consistently met its waste shipment and certification

goals. It attributed much of this to inaccurate waste e.stimates, regulatory delays, inclement
weather, and operational constraints beyond its control. However, Carlsbad also
implemented a new accelerntion plan with cnrrecti ve actions designed to improve
perfmmance. In iiddition, Carlsbad's reporting of shipping and certification rates to senior
management provided illternative information to the EVMS scores. In consideration of the
improvements and practices already implemented in perfonnance management, we
suggested Carlsbad ensure future EVMS performance metrics provide feedback on actual
programmatic performance,

Team Leader:
AIC (b)(6)
Staff (b)(6)

(b)( 6)

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIBS

W~:li:K:

DRAFT RF.PORTS ISSUED THIS WERK:

LETTgR REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Lerter Report 011 "Implementation of Nuclear Weapons Quality Assurance Requirements at Los
t\lamos National Laborat01y," July 6, 201 J (SJOJSOOJ)

ll Because of pas! issues and the importance of having effective quality management
systems, we initiated this inspc.ction to determine if the Depai1ment of Energy/National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Weapon Quality Policy (QC-1) requirements
were being appropriately applied within Los Alamos' nuclear weapons programs. Our
inspection did not identlfy any material issues with Los Alamos' quality management
syslcm. For the quality assurance component and process surveys we reviewed, we
specifically noted that officials took action to develop and implement corrective actions
designed to correct specific issues.

S. We did, however, identify a potential opportunity to improve the effectiveness of the
program. Specifically, we found thnt Los Alamos may not have focused on identifying
and evaluating the cause or causes of frequently cited weaknesses related to certain
design and production activities. We suggested lh<lt the Manager, Los Alamos Site
Office, and the Quality Assurance Manager, Los Alamos Site Office, continue to fully
implement quality assurance throughout the Laboratory and ensure that Los Alamos
addresses recurring deficiencies consistent with the requirements of QC-1.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNWlCANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

~ On June 30, 20ll, the Eastern Region held an Entrance Conference with the National
Nuclear Security A<lministrarion and Department management to discuss the inspe<:tion,
"Poll ow-up Review of Control and Accountability of Emergency Communication
Network (ECN) Equipment." ·The purpose of the inspection is to determine if
Department officials have effectively implemented corrective actions associated with a
2004 inspection report concerning ECN accountability.

OTHER

INSPJ~CTION

ACTIVITY:

~ On June 13, 2011, the Western Region coordinated a meeting with the Sandia Site Office
Con!racting Officer and the National Nuclear Secu~ity Administration (NNSA) Service
Center Patent Counsel to discuss NNSA's comments to our Draft Report on
"Organizational Conflicts of Interest Program at Sandia National Laboratories."
Specifically, the meeting waii arranged to discuss NNSA's position that license agreements
with Lockheed Marin Corporaticn (LMC) in the form of Governmenl Use Notices and Test
and Evaluation licenses did not have to be reviewed and approved by the Contracting
Officer. As a result of this meeting, it was agreed that Government Use Notices and Test
and Evaluation licenses with LMC would be reviewed by the Contracting Officer to assess
any potential Organizational Conflict of Interest issues. On June 17, 2011, NNSA provided
their revised comment~ to the Draft Report which were incorporated into the Final Report
Package.

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHEU ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

l\tANDATORY TRAINING:

ll

2011 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awareness Training must be completed by

July29,20Ll.

ACTlON ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

.TOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Adminis[rntion & Qu~lity Assurance
Director for Staff and Technical Assistance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending July 15, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Report on ''Alleged Violations of E:tecllfive Order 12333, U.S. llllelligence Activities - Improper
Retenlion and Dissemination of Information 011 U.S. Persoti," (Sl 1TS003), DOE/IG-0852, July 8,
201 I
.~ The collection, retention and dissemination of intelligence data involving U.S. Persons is
generally governed by Presidential Executive Order (E.O.) 12333, United Stales
Intelligence Activities, as amended, July 2008. U:S. Persons," include United Stales
citizens, aliens known to be permanent resident aliens, or companies incorporated in the

United States. The E.O., which emphasizes protecting the legal rights of all U.S. Persons,
authorizes Federal entities to collect information to protect the Nation against threats of
espionage, terrorism and the use of weapons of mass destruction. Within the Department
of Energy, the Office of Intelligence and Counterintelligence (CI) is responsible for
collecting, reviewing, analyzing, investigating and acting on concerns ranging from foreign
intelligence to potential and actual terrorist activities: As a means of quickly disseminating
and acting on items of critical intelligence, the Department developed SPOT Reports,
which were intended to record and communicate information that could merit nationalJevel attention and require expeditious action. SPOT Reports may contain information on "
~ We received an allegation that the rights of U.S. Persons had been violated dudng the

course of current Department intelligence gathering efforts. Our inspection substantiated

cenain aspects of the allegation. While we took no exception to collection techniques, we
found that the Department had not always adequately managed SPOT Reports. We
discovered that the dissemination, review, retention and deletion of SPORT Reports
containing information on U.S. Persons did not always comport with the Department's
procedures and Cl's internal Profossional Guide .
., Specifically, we found that: that: Even though the primary purpose of SPOT Reports was
to comn)unicate critical national level intelligence matters, reviews of reports developed by
field officers were either not timely or in some cases, were never perfonned, Action was
1101 always taken to determine whctl1er a foreign nexus existed regarding SPOT Reports
containing U.S. Persons information; Some SPOT Reports were retained beyond the
maximum one-year retention deadline; Officials were unable to affirmatively track and
monitor SPOT Reports: Annual purges conducted to delete SPOT Reports were not
completely effective. We made two recommendations to address these concerns.
As a result of our inspection CI officials discontinued the use of SPOT Reports on U.S. Persons.
The action, if sustained, should address most of the problems. However, additional attention is
necessary to ensure that rctai ned. information is completely and timely purged and that CI staff is
provided additional guiduncc on the retention of U.S. Persons information.
Team Leadcd_(b.,....l_(s_)_ __.

Report on "Organizational Conflicts of interest Progmm at Sandia National Laboratories,"
(S 10IS006), DOE/IG-0853, July 12, 2011

m Our inspection revealed a number of areas where Sandia could improve its Organizational
Conflicts of Interest (OCI) process to prevent potential or actual organizational conflicts of
interest. Although specifically required by Federal Regulation and contractual provisions,
Sandia had not completed a number of OCl-related activities. In particular, Sandia had not:
•

Conducted OCI reviews of all Technology Transfer License Agreements (License
Agreements) between Sandia and its parent, Luckhecd Martin, nor had it provided
all Licen!ie Agreements to NNSA for review and approvai prior to the release of
technology to Lockheed Martin;

•

Ensmcd that OCI reviews were completed on Work for Others (WFO) projects that
were initiated between Sandia and Lockheed prior to sending them 10 NNSA for
review an_d approval:

~

•

Performed adequate reviews on l.noperntive Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs) with Ll:lckheed to identify actuul or potential OCI issues;
and,

.•

Notified NNSA or completed OCI reviews when subcontracts were initiated with
Lockheed Martin, when Lockheed acquired Sandia subcontractors, or when the
period of perfonrnmce and dollar amount of a sole-source contract with Lockheed
materially exceeded the original award.

We also found that Sandia personnel who worked directly with Lockheed on WFO projects
and CRADAs were not aware of the process for releasing infonnation that may have been
proprietary to the parent corporation.

!'Bl We made a series of recommendations lo the Manager, Sandia Site Office, to provide
adequate Federal monitoring of Sandia's OCI Program to ensure that LMC is not given an
unfair competitive advantage or that proprietary data and technology is appropriately
protected .
.!ll1. NNSA management generally agrees with the report and the recommendations, and
indicated that Sandin hns already initiated improvement efforts in several areas Lo
strengthen its OCI program. NNSA management also identified a series of comprehensive
actions they plan to take in order to ensure the integrity of Sandia's OCI program, to
include specific actions they will direct Sandia [O [ake. In addition, Sandia stated tha[ they
are in agreement wi1h the overall conclusions of the report, and that the conclusions are
reflected in the recommendations.

____

Team Leader: (b)(6)
._.,~~----1
....
Lead Inspector: ,__
(b)(6)
Audit Report on "The Department of Energy's K-25 Building Decontamination and
Decommissioning Project" (A 10ET022); DOE/fG-0854; July l 3, 2011

~ The East Tennessee Technology Park, formerly the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
began operntions in World War II as part of the Manhattan Project. As the Dcparunenl of
Energy'~ (Department) missions changed, operations cea~cd_ and the Department began its

environmental cleanup of the site. In 2001, the Department estimated that it would
decontaminate and decon1111ission· (D&D) both lhe K-25 building and its sister facility, the
K-27 building, at a cost of$460 million. We initiated this audit to determine if the

Department had effectively managed the K- 25-Building D&D Project.
~ We determined that problems with contract administrntion and project management likely
impacted the Depat1ment's ability to effectively manage the many technical challenges it
encountered during its attempts to complete the Project. For example, the Department:

•

Was unable to confirm that contractor reports on cost and schedule performance were
accurate. Because the cost and schedule estimates used to measure performance in the
conrrnctor's Earned Value Management System were not based on an independenl
Government cost estimate and had not been developed from the bottom-up, as required,
they proved to be unreliable,

•

Had not performed timely analyses to evaluate the merit of outstanding issues described
in Requests for Equitable Adjustment suhmittcd by the contractor from 2004 to 2006.
Timely reviews of the co111rnctor's basis for making the requests would have better
. informed the Department of cost and schedule challenges, I.he manner in which the
contractor was addressing them, and provided the opportunity to promptly intervene to
protect the government's interest in the Project as it evolved.

•

Had not fully updated its $622 million cost baseline for completing the K-25 Project.
As of February 2011, the Department had not approved a revised baseline for
completing.the Project despite its recognition that project completion may not occur
until 2016 and the Iota! cost could almost doubte, rising to as much as $1.2 billion.

~ While

we could not directly link the contract and project management weaknesses we
observed with discrete cost and schedule impacts, in our opinion, there was little doubt that
these weaknesse:s adversely affected management's ability to effectively manage the
bmgeoning cost or the K-25 D&D Project. For ex amp I~.

•

Although there were tcchniCal differences in the two cleanllp efforts, the Department
had nol prepared separate project baselines for the K-25 and K-27 D&D efforts until

2008.
•

The Department also had not assigned adequate staff or provided dedicated, consistent
project leadership to oversee the Project,

~ Accordingly, we made ft series of recommendations designed to help strengthen overall

project managemenl for the K-25 Project. The Oak Ridge Office generally agreed with the
report's findings and recommendations. Management also provided information on
completed and planned corrective actiolls.

Team Leader: (b)( 6)
AIC:
Staff:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT nRCOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED Tms WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUEJlTHIS WERK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

.IR· An Entrance Conference was conducted on Thursday, July 14, 2011, for the inspection
titled Fixed Mo11thly Living Expenses at Lawrence Livermore National La/Jorat01y. This
management inspection was initiated as a_ result of a referral by the Office of Investigations
and will evaluate the payment of fixed monthly living expenses to sub-contractor
employees working at LLNL, and maintaining two residences because of this employment.
Lead Inspcctor._l(b_J(_6_l_ _ _ ___.I (S 11 JS008)

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
~ A message meeting was held on Tuesday,

July 12, 2011, for the inspection titled Alleged
Misuse of ARRA Weatherizatirm F1111ds by the Western Arizona Council o.f GovemmenJs
(WACOG). As a result of lhis meeting, it was agreed that a Recovery Act report would be
drafted by the Lead Inspector to address the allegation and certain other matters that came
to our attention while conducting our fieldwork.
6

Lead Inspector :l._(b-J(_l_ _ _--1lcs1 lIS005)

. WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LICJ'TER ISSUED:

\

.

MANOATORY TRAINING:

m 2011 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awareness Training must be completed by
July 29, 2011.
ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

m Congratulations to Darryl Wittenburg of the Energy Audits Division (Pittsburgh) on the
birth of hi~lbl(6J

l(b)(6)
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Ending July 22·, 2011
FINAL RJi:PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THfS WEEK:

Audit Report on "DepartmeJll of Energy's Controls over Recovery Act Spending at 1/ie Idaho
National Laboratory" (Al ORA038); OAS-RA-L· l l· 10; July 21, 2011
~

The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Environmental Management (EM)
oversees two major contracts for cleaning up the legacy contaminalion at the Idaho
National Laboratory (INL). The main EM conlractor, CH2M+WG Idaho, LLC (CWI)
received $422.75 million in Recovery Act funding, while Bechtel BWXT, Idaho, LLC
(Bechtel) received .$22.5 million. Because of !he significance of this Recovery Act work
and the plan to accelerate cleanup operations, we initiated this audit to determine if the
Department efficiently and effectively managed Recovery Act funded projects under the

CWI and Bechtel contracts.
•

We found that CWI and Bechtel were generally on schedule to meet established cost
and schedule estimates for Recovery Act funded work. AddilionaUy, for the projects
that we revie\\'.ed, we did not identify any material issues with CWI and Bechtel
compliance with selected Recovery Act requirements, including the segregation of
funds. However, for the CWT Recovery Act funded work, we identified certain
weaknesses in 1he manner in which the Idaho Operalions Office managed the CWI
contract an<l measured performance for fee determination purposes.

~

In particular, the Department measured CWI's cost perfonmmce for the Recovery Act
fonded deactivation and decommissioning (D&D) nn<l Suhsmface Disposal Area (SDA)
waste exhumation work against the original target cost of $218.8 million established jn
2005, rather than using the more current, derailed cosl estimate of$120.8 million, which
was developed in 2009 to fund this Recovery Acl work. Specifically, the Department's
2005 contract with CW1 established a target cost of $218.3 million to complete a portion of
the D&D and SDA projects. However, in 2008, the Department postponed CWJ's work on
these projects beyond the contract's 2012 cxpirntion date due to changing funding
priorities. In 2009, the Department decided to use Recovery Act fundinf,l to perform the
previously postponed D&D and SDA work. As a requirement for receiving the funding,
CWI prepared a detailed estimate which determined the work could be completed for
$120.8 million, or approximately $98 million less than the $218.8 million target cost
established in 2005. Tiie Department used the $120.8 mi Ilion estimate to obligate
Recovery Act funds for lhe previously postponed work and required completion of the
work by September 2011, effectively bringing this work back into the contract. However,
1hc Department continued to measure the contractor's cost performance for incentive fee
determination purposes against the original $218.8 million target cost eslablished in 2005.

Ii Departmenl officials asserted that the original $218.8 million estimate was appropriate and
fair to use for incentive fee determinatinn purposes, since this amount was established in
the competitively awarded cnntract in 2005. Management stated that it would not be fair to
reduce the contractor's fee earning potential by measuring performance against the lower
cost estimate since the reason for the lower estimate was the contractor's efficiencies in
completing this work. However, we concluded that had the Department taken action to
modify the contract and remove the postponed work scope from the contract as required,
the Department could have then renegotiated lhe target cost in 2009 when Recovery Act
funds became available. Accordingly, we made several suggestions for improving contract
management.
Team Leader:
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS W~::EK:
Draft Report on "The Department of E11ergy's Wemherization Assistance I'rogram under the
A1iierica11 Recovery and Reinvestmem Ar.:t in the State of Tennessee", July 21, 2011, (A IORA022)
.~

Tennessee's Department of Human Services (Tennessee) admini.~ters its Weatherization
Assistance Program (Weatherization Program) grant through 18 local agencies. These
local agencies are responsible for determining applicant ellgibility; perfonning initial home
assessments to determine appropriate wcathcrization measures needed; awarding contracts
to weatherize homes; and, conducting linal inspections of completed homes. State officials
reported that Tennessee had, by September 2010, achieved ils Recovery and Reinvestment
2
R cover Act oal of wcatherl7.in more than I0,500 homes. The State

•

Given the significant increase in funding and the demands associated with weatherizing
thousands of homes, we initiated this audit 10 delermine if Tennessee had adequate
safeguards in place to ensure that the Weatherization Program was managed efficiently and
effectively. To perform our audit, we analyzed Tennessee's management of lhe
Weatherization Program and reviewed the weatherization 119tivities of three local agencies:
East Tennessee Human Resources Agency, Inc. (ETHRA), Upper East Tennessee Human
Development Agency, Inc. (Upper East), and Shelby County Community Services Agency
(Shelby County).

I'm Tennessee, while achieving its production goals, had not always ensured that the Program
was managed efficiently and effectively. Specifically:
•

Although prohibited by State and Federal regulations, we found that contractors for
local agencies installed weathcrization measures that did not meet minimum
savings-to-investment ratios. Ol1r analysis of 246 energy measures installed in
41 homes revealed that only a 1hird were shown to meet Department-directed
minimum energy savings-to-investment ratios. Consequently, we queslioned about
$100,000 claimed for these measures;

•

Change orders to competitively awarded weatherization work contracts had not

heen approved, as reqliircd, prior to completion of the work and local agencies had
not ensured 1hat the changes were cost-effective. In our review of documentation

supporting the weatherlzation of 68 homes at ETHRA, Upper East, and Shelby
County, we found that on at leasr 40 occasions, energy measures had eilher been
added lo or deleted from the original planned \\'.Ork. Work order changes were often
not approved until the work was invoiced and were made without benefit of
competilion and in the absence of any cost-benefit analysis. As a result of our test
work, we questioned costs associated with the change orders, and the State
subsequently disallowed $15,500; and,
·,

Several homes at one agency had previously received weatherization services
making these homes ineligible for additional services. Specifically, we noted that
three homes had received Federally funded wentherization services after September
30, 1994, a fact that made them ineligible for new Recovery Act funded
weatherization assistance. Since these homes were ineligible for further services,
we qu.estioned about $12,000 spent to weatherize them.

• In addition to our work at the three local agencies, we also observed recurring problems
with the quality of weatherization work across the entire state. During the period from July
2009 to January 2011, State monitors found that 317 of the 879 homes they re-inspected at
the local agencies across the State (about 36 percent) required additional work. In these
situations, local agency inspectors failed to identify problems that were later discovered
during State reviews. While Stale officials took action to ensure lhat the issues leading to
inspection failures were addressed on an individual home basis, at che time we began our
review they had not initiated action to address what appeared to be systemic problems
related 10 poor quality work and final agency-level inspection processes. During 20 Io.
however, State officials cold us that they began performing trend analyses and through
these acti'?ns had identified poor performing contrnctors and agency inspectors. The State
reports that it ls now focusing its re-inspection efforts on those poor performers .

.Ii These problems occurred due to a combination of Program weaknesses, including
personnel who were unfamiliar wilh the analytical tools used to demonstrate costcffectiveness ofweatherization measures, inadequate local agency final inspections, and
the lack of adequate controls over work change orders in the State. Weaknesses in
Tennessee's Weatherization Program can ptise health and safety risks to residents, and
increase program costs. Accordingly, we made a number of rccornmcndatio1ls designed to
improve the effectiveness of the progrnm and decrease the risk of waslc, fraud and abuse in
Tennessee's Wcatherization Program,
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DRAFT UEPORTS ISSUED TUIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANC[AL STATEMENT AUDIT JUi~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:
.

.

An entrance conference was held on July 20, 20 J I for the audit of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's (FERC's) Piscal Year 201 t financial statements and the
annual evaluation of the unclassified cyber security program of FERC. At the entrance
conference were representatives from KPMG LLP, FERC, and the Office of Inspector
General (010). In attendance from the OIG wcrcl....<b.....)(._6._)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
l<b)(6J
I

RECOVERY ACT INFQRMJ\TION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

ft On Monday, July 18, 2011, a message meeting was held with the DJGAI and AIGS on the
inspection titled "Follow-up Review of the Security at the Strategic Petroleum Reserve."
Our review addressed implementation of the report's recommendations and an allegation
received prior to our fieldwork. As a result of this meeting, ii was agreed that a report
would be drafted by the Lead Insrctor to address the issues identified during our review.

Lead Inspcctor:l(b}(6l

_ (SlOIS012)

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

On July l 81h and 201\ 2011 J<b)(S)
!office of Audits aud Inspections, provided
hands-on TearnMalc training for the Eastern Regton Headquarters office. The comprehensive
training will assist the inspectors in implementing TcamMate into our daily inspection
activities.

WEEKLY OPRRATIONS STATfSTICAL SUl\'11\'TARY~

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW.INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED~

MANDATORY TRAINING:
~ 2011 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awarcnc.c;s Training must be completed by

July 29, 201 l.
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·
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Counsel to the Inspector General
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Ending July 29, 2011
FINAL REPOI~TS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RJi:cov1mv ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on, The Department of Energy's Americ(ln Recovery <md Reinvestment Act
California State Energy Program, OAS-RA-11-IO, July 28, 2011, (AlORAOOl)

ft The California Energy Commission (Commission) received a SEP Recovery Act grant of
$226.1 million. The Commission planned to use Sl 93 million of these fonds to provide
energy efficiency retrofits for 29,000 residential and 5,500 commercial buildings and to
create 2, 100 jobs. Over $80 million was to provide loan capita! for business equipment and
public building retrofits while $113 million was allocated to incentive progrnms to
encourage energy efficiency retrofits of existing residential and commercial buildings. The
remaining $32.4 million was provided for program munagcmcnt and green jobs training.
Because of the states' role in the implementalion of the Recovery Act, we initiated this
review to determine whether the Commission was effectively administering its SEP Gnmt.
•

We found that the Commission experienced deJays in executing ils plan to spend SEP
Recovery Act funds. In fact, a.~ of June 2, 201 I, 2 years after SEP fonds became
avaihlble in June 2009, California bad spent only $68 milJion of its $226.l million
award. Spending was primarily confined to dit'ecl loans for stare and municipal
building retrofits and green jobs training. Further, although the Commission had made
progress in resolving weaknesses revealed by several SEP specific audits, it had not
completed all necessary actions to monitor sub-recipients of SEP funds. Finally, we
determined that EERE had not effectively monitored the Commission's actions to
correct previously discovered program weaknesses identified by the California State
Auditor.

•

· Numemus factors contributed to delays the Commission experienced in its

implementation of its energy efficiency building retrofit projects. Initially, the
Commission planned to award building retrofit loans and con!racts by February I,
201 O; however delays occurred as lhe Commission worked to comply with Recovery
Act specific requirements. Regu lalor concern." and law.!luits also delayed the
Commission's plans to offer incentives to retrofit residential and commercial buildings.
•

Although the Commission had made progress in correcting previously identified
weaknesses, it had not completed all necessary actions to monitor SEP fund sub·
recipients. Further, EERE had not effectively monitored the Commission's actions to
correct SEP internal controls\veakncsscs.

•

Spending delays and the control deficiencies may impact California's ability to meet
$EP Recovery Act goals. Although California estimated that the $193 million
Recovery Act investment would result in estimated annual energy saving!\ of 2.7
million British thermal units through energy efficiency retrofits for 29,000 residenlial
and 5,500 commercial buildings and create 2, JOO jobs, by April 30, 2012, the
Commission had reported only 210 jobs created and only 85 commercial and residential
retrofits had been completed as of December 31, 2010, In fact, only 30 retrofits were
complered in the last quarter of 2010. With close 10 a year remaining in the grant, the
Commission would have to increase its completion rate exponentially, to approximately
5,800 residential, and 1,083 commercial unit retrofits each quarter to reach ils retrofit
and annual energy savings goals.

•

In a May 201 J update, the Commission indicated that the SEP program would achieve
less than half of the energy efficiency retrofits presented in the state plan. The
Commission reduced its estimate of the number of commercial and residentinl retrofits
the SEP expects lo complete from 34,500 to 16,629. The Commission also stated that
the number of completed commercial and residential retrofits increased from 85 as of
December 2010 to l,276 as of May 20, 2011. SEP sub-recipients had 3, 128 projects
underway and expected lo complete 16,629 retrofits during the SEP performance

period .

.ft

We recommended that the Acting Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy: (l) establish and implement clearly defined roles and.responsibilities
to ensure that the Commission's internal control weaknesses are resolved; (2) aggressively
monitor the Commission's progress toward achieving its SEP Recovery Act goals and take
appropriate nction to maximize the achievement of those goals; and, (3) determine whether
completion of the Commission's planned actions are possible, and, as appropriate,
reallocate funds to other projects if necessary. EERE management concurred with the
findings and recommendations.
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DRAFT RECOVRRY ACT Rfi~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WJt:EK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCiAL STATfi:!\ifgNT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

ft A Coordination Draft Report titled Follow-Up 111spection on Security Clearance
Terminations and Badge retrieval ot the Lawrence Livermore National laboralory
(SI OIS008), was issued to management for comment on July 27, 2011. Our tentative
findings and recommendations showed that improvements are needed to: (I) ensure that
HSPD-12 security badges are retrieved before an employee's last day of employment, that
Security Termination Briefings are con<lucled and that Security Termination Statements are

executed as required; (2) ensure that security clearances are terminated in the Department's
Central Personnel Clearance database in a timely manner: (3} include NNSA Personnel
Security Division officials in the planning process for significant Federal or contractor
restructuring; (4) incorporate current technologies, such as scanning or emailing of security
termination documents to provide reasonable assurance diat Security Terminalion
Statements are received by Personnel Security in a more timely, verifiable manner: (5)
address administrative and operntional weaknesses identified in the report that affect the
timely termination of clearances; and, (6) Department-wide policies that provide direction
and aulhority on managing situalions where individuals who have terminated.employment
fail to return security badges or comply with Security Termination Briefing requirements.
We anticipate receiving management comments for this coordinalion draft no later than
August 4, 2011.
6

The Lead Inspectors were ....
l<b_)_<_)- - - - - - - - - - '

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

lomce

During the week of July 25, 201 Ij(b)(S)
of Audits and Inspections,
provided hands-on TeamMate lraining for the Western Region offices of Livermore and
Albuquerque. The comprehensive training will assist the inspectors in implementing

TeamMate into their doily inspection activities.

WEEKLY OPRUATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT 01•' NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTlON LETTEU ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:
~ 2011 Continuity of Operations (COOP) Awareness Training must be completed by

July 29, 2011.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHl<:D:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS 1 CARES, CONCERNS:

Di:Uribution;
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant lnspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders

based on their preliminary analysis, recipients may not CXflCnd an estimated $371 million
of funds by the end of the grants' performance periods.
~ We also identified troubling an~rnalies with grant obligation information reported by the

recipients to the Depa~1ment. These included ohvious and unexplained errors such as the
total of obligations and expenditures exceeding the amount of the grant award. These
anomalies, in our opinion, have the potential to undermine confidence in the Department's
management of the EECBG Program on an on-going basis,
·
~ We recommended that the Acting Assistant Secretary, Energy Efficiency and Renewable

Energy verify the reliability of the data reported hy the recipients; identify those recipients .
who had not mel the l 8-monih requirement and take appropriate action; and, complete the
analysis on those recipients who may not meet the 36-month performance period and take
appropriate action.
Team Leader: Db)(S)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Repo1t on 11Ma11ageme11t Co!ltrols ove1· Non-Facility Contractor Prior Pe1fonna11ce",
August 16, 2011, (Al lCPOOI)

Ill The Department of Energy (Department) expended approximately $89 billion during Fiscal
Years 2009 and 2010, 1hrough various contracts and financial assistance awards. As
emphasized by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), holding contractors
accountable for past performance is an important tool for making sure the Federal
govcrnrncnt receives good value from its contracts. Roth the Government Accountability
Office and OMB ·have stressed the importance of ensuring that prior contractor
pc1formance is adequately documented and considered prior to subsequent awards. Most
recently, OMB indicated in a January 2011 memorandum that past perfonnance
assessments have been completed for ·only a small percentage of awards, especially in
civilian agencies. We initiated this audit to determine whether the ncpartment adequately
considered contractor prior pe1formance when making new non-facility contract and
financial assistance awards.

'1i The Depa11ment had not always considered prior contractor performance nor completed
contractor performance assessments in a timely manner. Jn particular, our review of
contractor performance assessment reports, and a random sample of contract and financial
assistance awards at three sites found that the Department could not demonstrate that it
had:
•

Evaluated contractor prior pe1formance before making L04 of the 519 (20 percent)
contracts and financial assistance awards we reviewed~

•

Reviewed the Government-wide Excluded Parties List .System to ensure that offeroni
and applicants were not debarred from doing business wirh the Federal Government for
·42 of 519 (8 percent) of our sample items. Even though the Department could not
confirm that a review of the contractor's eligibility had been performed, we were able to

readily discern based on our own testing that none of the 42 contractors had been
debarred; and,
·
•

R

Completed post award contractor perfonmmce evaluations within the required 120
calendar days after the evaluation period for 323 of !he 881 (37 percent) contrncls
requiring such an evaluation that we reviewed. In fact, 192 evaluations were overdue
by 6 months or more.

Pre-award evaluations of a prospective contractor's prior performance and reviews of the
Excluded Parties List System were not always conducted primarily because procurement
officials and/or contracting personnel did not follow or apply Federal and Dcpat1mental
requirements and procedures. Department officials also indicated thal Ibey did not believe
that evaluations of prior performance for financial assistance awards were required.
Finally, Department officinls stated that post award evaluations of contractor perform;:mce
were often not performed because contracting officers rcprcsentntives did not place
sufficient emphasis on completing this requirement.

~ Failure to conduct post contract award evaluations or to review contractor prior

pcrformrmce may resuh in lhe con1racting officer lacking all of the necessary information
10 make informed contract award decisions. For example, the contracting officer may not
have sufficient information to establish lhat the Pederal government is likely to receive
good value for its contract ex:pendilurcs. Meaningful past performance assessments and n
review of contractor prior performance are critical to ensuring that the Government does
business with companies that deliver quality goods and services on time and wilhin budget.
We provided several recommendations involving the adoption of best practices that should
help rhe Department improve its controls over the evaluation of contractor prior
petformance and help resolve the particular issues identified in this report.
Team

Leader (b)(G)

AIC:
Staff:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPEQTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Oak Ridge Eastern Region Ins ections Office and a Western Region .Jnspector attended
Teammate training wit {b)(6)
on August l 7-18, 201 l.

WREKLYOPfmATIONSSTATISTICALSUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

On August lO, 2011, the Eastern Inspection Region iniliated an allegation-based inspection
concerning potential Ilealtb and Wellness Benefits irregularities by a National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL) Security Contractor. The inspection will determine if the
contractor adhered lo contrnctual and regulatory requirements for Health and Wellness Benefits
at three NETL sites located in, Albany, OR, Morgantown, WV, and Pittsburgh, PA. l(b)(6)
SOI lISOl l)
...___ __.

NO.llURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

.Ii 2011 AnnuaJ mhics Training must be complete by September 2, 2011.
ACTIQN ITF.M REPORTS ATTACHED;

OTHER MATTERS:

fi CHRIS Training - Please update your CHRIS Employee Training W<Jrkflow Profile to
reflect Michael Sinko as the Steph 2 Approver for trnining requests.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

pistribueion:
Inspector General

Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Admiuislration ·
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team LeDders
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Ending August 26, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED TIITS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on "771e Advanced Reseatch Projects Agency-Energy," OAS-RA-l l-11, August 22,
20 J I, (A IORA002).
~

The Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E), an agency within the
Department of Energy, was authorized in 2007 as part of the America COMPETES Ac1
(COMPETES Act). To accomplish these goals, ARPA-E focuses exch:1sively on high-risk,
high-payoff concepts. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery
Act) provided the majority of ARPA-E's funding to date. We initiated this audit to
determine whether ARPA-E implemented safeguards necessary to achieve its goals and
objectives and to effectively deploy associated Recovery Act resources.

J1i

ARPA-E generally had systems in place to make research awards and to deploy Recovery
Act resources. For example, ARPA-E established selection criteria to make awards that
were consistent with its mission objectives and implemented the criteria in award selection.
However, we found that ARPA-E:
•

Had not established a systematic approach to ensure that it was meeting the technology
transfer and outreach requirement of the COMPETES Act. For example, ARPA-E had
not required funding recipients to expend a percentage of their awards on technology
transfer; and,

•

Had not drafted or, in some cases, approved draft policies and procedures in a number
of key areas, incl11ding those in the areas of monitoring and oversight of awnrdees;
termination of non-'performing awards; technology transfer and outreach; and, invoice
review.

Q Additionally, throllgh transaction testing we performed at three recipient sites, we
identified and questioned approximately $280,387 in unsupported, unreasonable, or
unallocable costs, or costs considered to be specifically unallowablc, that had been incllrred
by two recipients.
~

According to an ARPA-E official, ARPA-E focused its allcntion on meeting the Recovery
Act requirement of expeditiously awarding funds to projects by September 30, 2010 and, as
a conseqliencc did not have sufficienl lim~ and resources to dcvoti.: to establishing all its
operational controls in the area ofpolicies and procedures. ARPA-E, for example, did not
require recipien1s to spe·nd a certain percentage of their awards on technology transfer and
outreach nor lo track and report these expenditures to ARPA-E. We also found that
ARP A-E was unaware that recipients had incurred the types of costs we questioned

because they did nol require submission of transaction derails as part of their invoice
·

review process.

~ ARPA-E was working to improve its processes ttnd, in doing so, addressed some of the
concerns we raised during our audil. For example, ARPA-E finalized the policy governing
an invoice review process in October 20 IO. More recently, in lhe five funding opportunity
announcemenls it issued in April 2011, ARP A-E included a requirement for recipients to
spend n minimum of 5 percent of their awards on technology transfer and outreach and to
track and report to ARPA-Eon such expenditures. ARPA-E also finalized a policy in
February 2011 outlining what were considered to be allowable costs in the area of
technology transfer and outreach. However, we arc conce'rned that this pot icy allows
recipients to incur several types of costs !hat arc typiciilly unallowable ns direct costs under
Federal Acquisition Regulations 1 such as the costs of procuring additional government
funding and for meeting with investors, without providh1g a justlflcation as to re~sons for
their allowability.
~ We recommended that several management best practices be implemented, all of which are

designed to help improve ARPA·E's administration and stewardship of taxpayer furnished
resources.
Team Leader:
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Report on "The Department of Energy's Weatllerization Assistance Progrmn under the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act in the State of}•fissouri" August 22, 2011, OAS·RA-11-12,
(AIORA060)
~

Missouri's Department of Natural Resources (Missouri) is responsible for administering the
American recovery and Reinvestment A.ct of 2009 (Recovery Act) grnnt through 17 local
agencies and a municipality (local agencies). Local agencies arc responsible for
determining applicant eligibility; performing initial home ass<:ssmencs to determine
appropriate wealherization measures needed; assigning contrac.tors to weatherize homes;
and, conducting final inspections on completed homes. Weatherization services include
installing insu ltltion; sealing ducts: and tuning or replacing furnaces. Missouri planned to
use its Recovery Act funding to weatherize approximately 20, l 50 homes.

~

Given the signiflc!lnt increase in funding, we initiated this audit to determine if Missouri
had adequa!e safeguards in place to ensure thffi !hat the WeatherizationProgram was
managed efficiently and effectively.

~ Missouri made significant progress in implementing its Recovery Act Weatherization
Program. As of March 31, 2011, the State reported weatherizing almost 9,900 homes,

nearly one-half of its overal i Recovery Act goal. Despite this accomplishment, our audit
revealed that:
•

Missouri had experienced recurring problems in the quality of wcatherization work.
Between July 2009 and June 20l0, for example, State monitors determined that
approximately 30 percent (156 of 523) of the homes they re-inspected throi.1ghout
Missouri required fur1her action because the work was not acceptable. State

monitors found issues such as unacceptably high levels of carbon monoxide emitted
by furnaces and hot water heaters that had .heen worked on by contractors; fornaccs
and hot water beaters that had not been vented properly; the lack of pressure release

pipes on water heaters: and, failures to properly install insula.tion and
all work order requirements;
·

~complete

During our observation of local agency final inspections conducted by Kansas City,
St. Louis, and Delta, we follnd that 11 of20 homes (55 percent) failed local agency
final inspections. Eight of the homes failed because a furnace or hot water heater
was not working properly and/or was emitting carbon monoxide at higher than
acceptable rates. The risks associated with these issues were mitigated by
Missouri's requirement that carbon monoxide detectors be installed in homes with
combustible appliances. Subsequent to our review, the local agencies took
appropriate action to resolve the issues we observed; and,
·
•

rn 3 of the 20 final inspections we attended, problems were identified with the
initial assessments conducted on the homes. These problems included calling for
insulation that could potentially create a fire hazard and failing to identify a hot
water heater that was not properly vented. F'ortunatcly, in these cases, 1he issues
were appropriately resolved.

:R Weathcrization work quality problems resulted from a combination of program
weaknesses, including inadequate final inspections conducted by local agencies, ineffective
follow-up on .systemic issues identified in re-inspections, and incomplete training of local
agency and contractor personnel. Jn particular:
•

Although they performed effective inspections of the homes we visited, local
agency final inspectors often failed to identify problems, allowing workmanship
issues to persist. During the re-inspections of homes weatherized by local agencies,
State monitors found that in approximately one out of three cases. local agency final
inspectors passed homes that actually required further action. In other words,
homes deemed to be completed by local agency officials often hnd significant
problems, such as furnace issues, that had not been resolved;

•

Neither the State nor the three local agencies we visited resolved systemic issues
that nrny cause recurring wcatherization work quality problems noted during
inspections and re-inspections. Although Missouri had repeatedly identified
workmanship issues at local agencies throughout the State, and had taken some
steps to address systemic or frequently recurring problems, it primarily relied on
correcting problems on a home-by-home basis. While the current system appeared
to su<:cessfu lly identify and correct Issues at the 5 to I0 percent of homes selected
for re-inspection, it did not necessarily improve local agency processes to prevent
the same lypcs of issues from occurring at those horncs not specifically included in
1he State's re-inspections. Additionally, none of the three local agencies included in
our audit had taken steps to identify contractors with recurring problems and require
them to take corrective action to prevent the problems in the future; and,

•

Although the State's 2009 Weatherization Annual Pinn ha<l identified lhc need for
statewide training to ensure the performance of quality weatherization worki

Missouri had not fully implemented a training program for local agency and
contractor personnel.
.II We also found that one local agency, St. Louis, had used Recovery Act funds to acquire
more vehicles than# needed to meet its wentherization goats. After we brought this matter
to the attention of State officials, the local agency sold excess vehicles to other local
agencies in the State, recouping over$ I00,000 that will be available to weatherize
additional homes.
As noted in the report, the State had taken steps to safoguard Recovery Act funds by improving its
oversight of the local agencies. For example, the State implemented on-site monitoring at each
!()cal agency three times a year, exceeding the Department's requirement of annual monitoring.
However, absent an increased focus on correcting systemic issues, <1ualily issues arc likely to
continue. Weaknesses in Missouri's Weatherization Program can pose health and safety risks to
residents, hinder production, and increase costs. Of particular concern is the high incidence of
furnaces or hot water heaters that were not working properly and/or were emitting higher than
acceptable levels of carbon monoxide. We made a number of recommendations designed to
improve the Weatherization Program.
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Audit Repo1t on "111e Department of Energy's Weatherizalion Assistance Program Funded under
the American Recovery and Refnvestmenl Act for the Slale of Indiana" OAS-RA-11-l 3, August 13,

20 l I, (A I ORA062).
The Department of Energy's Wcatherizatlon Assislance Program received $5 billion under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 to improve the energy efficiency of residences
owned or occupied by low income persons. Subsequently, the Department awarded the State of

Indiana a 3~ycar Weatherization Program grant of $131.8 million, representing a ten-fold increase
over the $12.3 million in funds available to the State for wcathcrization in Fiscal Year 2009.
Indiana planned to use its Recovery Act funding to weatherize almost 20,000 homes. lndiana
officials reported that as of March 2011, the Program had weatherized about 15,000 ~1omes.
The Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority (JHCDA) administers the
Weatheriwtion Program grant through 31 local entities, including local agencies, nonprofit
organizations, and units of local government. The largest Weatherization grant, almost
$42 million or roughly a third of the State's Recovery Act funding, was provided to the Indiana
Builders Association (IBA), a nonprofit organization. Local entities are responsible for
documenting cligibllity, performing home assessments, providing wcatherizatiou materials and
services, and conducting fillal inspections on completed homes.
Given the significant increase in fonding and demands associated with weatherb~il1g thousrmds of
homes, we initiated the audit to determine ifJndiana and three of its local agencies Hoosier
Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, REAL Services, Inc., and Indiana Builders As~ocintion (IBA)
had managed lhc Weatherization Program efficiently and effectively.

Our review did not reveal material problems with the State's management of the Wcathel'izatkm
Program and the three local agencies we visited. We did, however, identify opportunities for the
Seate and IBA to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their Weatherization Programs.
Specifically, we found that IRA had 11ot always:
•

Maintained documentation to support weatherization material costs reimbursed by the
IHCDA, even though it was specifically required to do so. For 22 of the 23 homes we
sampled, we found that contractors had requested reimbursement for "special circumstance
charges." Such charges, totaling about $8,000 for the homes we reviewed. included
reimbursement req1.Jests for custom sized doors, window sealing, electrical fittings, and
related labor that were not included in IDA's established price list. Payments were made
without necessary supporling information because IHCDA had not enforced policies nnd
regulations that require adequate documentation to support contractor billingsj and,

•

Taken action to ensure that dwellings had been disqualified.from receiving Recovery Act
funded services because they had received wcatherization services in the past. Ttie
Recovery Act stipulates that Department funds may not be used on units that had been
weatherized anytime after Sep1ernbcr 30, ! 994. The information needed to enforce this
requirement was limited, since IHCDA's database included only homes weatherized after
2000, and wealherization auditors employed by IBA did not take action to verify the source
of any previous weatherization work performed on homes they assessed.

The weaknesses we ident Hied, if uncorrected, could increase the risk of fraud, waste, and abt1se.
Payments to contractors for improperly supported or ineligible homes reduce the availability of
funds and could deprive qualified homes of needed services.
The Department concurred with the findings and recommendations contained in our audit report.
Management noted that although the State had made a number of improvements, including
modifying their Policy Advisory Council composition, providing additional training. and
i11crcaslng oversight, there is more work to be done. The Department plans to evaluate actions
taken by the State in response to our report and will focus on providing oversight to ensure that the
State is improving documentation for "special circumstance chargcsi• and developing formal
· weatherlzation policies and procedures, particularly in regard to rc~weatherization of eligible
homes.
The State oflndiana and the IBA which provided consolidated cornmenrs, generally agreed with
our.observations and conclusions. In response to our audit, the State noted that IBA had
. procedures for reviewing "special circumstance charges/' however, IBA had not always
documented the review results. Accordingly, the State will update its Weatherization Policies and
Procedures Manual regarding mainlaining receipts and documentation for ''special circumstance
charges," including documentalton showing whether a cost comparison had been conducted.
Regarding the re-weatherization of homes, the State noted that it had verbally advised sub-grantees
of the requirements for determining an eligible home, includitlg discussing a standard process for
verifying that no previous wcatherization measures had been performed. In response to our audit,
the State noted that it will provide sub-grantees with written guidance on the.subject.
Management's actions arc responsive to our recommendations.
Team L ader:
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Audit Report on "The Department of Energy's Wearherization .1bsis/a11ce Program Funded under
lhc American Recove1y <md Reinvestment Actfm· the Commonwealth of Virginia" OAS-RA· 11-14,
August 25, 2011, (A 11 RA032).
In 2009~ the Commonwealth of Virginia's (Virginia) Department of Housing and Community
Development's (Dl-ICD) Weatheriiation Assistance Program (Weatheri:zation Program) was
awarded a 3-year grant of approximately $94 million from the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (Recovery Act) of2009 to weatherize 9,193 homes. Virginia's DHCD
administers its Weatherization Program through 22 local community action agencies (local
agencies); organizutions which are responsible for determining applicant and housing unit
eligibility, weatherizing homes and conducting home assessments and inspections.

In May 20 I0, the Office of Inspector General (OJG) issue~ a Prcliminory Audit Report on the
effectiveness of Virginia's implementation of the Recovery Act fonded Weatherization program.
The report, "Matwgement Controls Over the Commonwea/t'1 o( Virginia's Elfons to Implement the
Amel'ican Recove1y mld Reinvestment Act Wealherlzation Assistance Progrmu." (OAS-RA· I 0-11 ),
identified several issues that contributed lo a less than effective implementation of Virginia's
Wcatherization Program. Subsequent to issuing the interim report, we completed work at three of
Virginia's local agencies to evaluate their success in carrying out the Recovery Act funded
Weatherization Program. Specifically, we performed reviews at Crater Dlstrict Area Agency on
Aging (Crater). Community How-:ing Partners Corporation (CHPC), and Rappahannock Area
Agency on Aging (Rappahannock).
Our May 20 I0 audit report identified a number of weaknesses in the Commonwealth of Virginia's
Wcatberization Program. In particular, our testing of local agencies' weatherization activities
performed during the period from February 2009 to March 2010 revealed that:
•

CHPC and Crater had not always developed and/or maintained support for costs billed to
and reimbursed by the Virginia WcathcriL"ation Program. As such, we questioned about
$1.2 million in com incurred by these agencies:

•

Crater provided wcathcrization services to a number of ineligible applicants and/or
dwellings;

•

Neither CHPC nor Crater always performed required inspections of completed units; and,

•

Crater had not always ensured workers were paid Recovery Act nmndated Davis-Bacon
Act wage rates.

These weaknesses were not initially detected or corrected because) as discussed in our Preliminary
Report, the Commonwealth of Virginia's DHCD had not implemented the financial and reporting
controls needed lo ensure Weatherizalion Program funds were spent effectively and efficiently. Jn
parlicular, we noted in our May 2010 Preliminary Report that DHCD had not performed on-site
financial monitoring of any' of its local agencies during the prior 18 months, including reviewing
documentation supporting reimbursements. Jn our Preliminary Report, we made recommen<lntions
to improve Virginla's financial monitoring of its local agencies.

In response to the May 2010 preliminary repo11, both the Dcpnrtrncnt and the Commonwealth of
Virginia indicated that corrective actions were in process. During this review, we substantiated
that the Department of Energy, DHCD, and the three communitv action agencies \Ve evaluated
had, in fact, either initiated or completed actions to address the issues identified by our Preliminary
Report. To its credit, Virginia had conducted financial rhonitoring visits at all 22 of its local
agencies.
We concluded that the Department and DHCD had made significant progress in improving
management controls over the Commonwealth's Weatherization Program. DHCD made numerous
changes that, if successfully implemented and executed, will increase the likelihood of
successfully achieving the goals of the Program. Virginia had also resolved al I but $26,000 of the
$1.2 million in qucsLioned costs that we identified during our audit work at the local agencies.
Roth the Department and DI-ICD provided comments and agreed with the information in the
report. The Department stated that it \vould closely monitor Virginia's Weatherization Program to
ensure that the Program is operating effectively and efficiently. DHCD staled that the audit served
as a catalyst for necessary improvements in the administration of the Program. The three
Community Action Agencies reviewed declined to provide comments.
Team Leader
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Audil Report on "Los Alamos National laboratory Environmental Management Activilies Funded
by the Recovery Act," OAS-RA-11-15, August 2 5, 2011, (A I ORA052)

ll In Fehmary 2009, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act)
was enacted. The Department of Energy's (Department) National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA) received approximately $212 million in Recovery Act funds from
the Office of Environmental Management for legacy environmental remediation activities
at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos). NNSA's Los Alamos Site Office (Site
Office) is responsible for oversight of the legacy cleanup projects funded by the Recovery
Act at Los Alamos' Technical Arca 21 (TA-2 l) site, including:
• The Della Prime East and \Vest project - a $58 mi.Ilion project to demolish 18
radiological and industrial facilities and remove slabs and surface contamination;
• The Tritium Systems Test and Assembly project - a $14.8 million project to
dernol ish 5 radiological and indllstrial facilities and remove the slabs and surface
contamination; and,
• The Material Disposal Area B (MDA·A) project - a $93.5 million project to
excavate low-level nuclear waste and to restore the site.

R The Recovery Act funded work is part of an estimated $2.2 billion effort to rcmcdiate Los
Alamos by December 2015, as required by a Consent Order agreement with the New
Mexico Environment Depa11ment (NMED). Due to the significant investment in these
projects and the importance of these projects to remediating nuclear waste at Los Alamos,
we initiated this audit to determine whether the Depa11ment had effectively managed the
Los Alamos TA-2 l projects and achieved the goals and objectives of the Recovery Act.

•

Our testing did not reveal any significant issues cOtlcerning Los Alamos' compliance with
Recovery Act requirements for reponing,job creation, segregation of funds, and flow down
of requirements to su):>contracts. Jn addition, we determined that the Delta Prime East and
West, and Tritium Systems Test and Assembly projects were completed ahead of schedule
and under budget. MDA-B project costs had increased and the project schedule had
slipped, however, due to reasons largely beyond Los Alamos• control, such as encountering
greater than anticipated waste volumes and hazards.

IDl Although MDA-B project cost increases and schedule slippages were driven by factors
generally beyond its control, wc noted that Los Alamos had not:
•

Established a management reserve lo fund cost increases and schedule slippnges
caused. by MDA-B project risks that \Vas commensurate with the level of
uncertainty that existed about the type and amount of waste to be re mediated;

•

Fully implemented the established baseline change control process for the TA-21
Recovery Act projects to ensure that project scope, schedule, and cost changes were
documented and formally resolved; and,

•

Updated the Recovery Act Project Execution Plan as required.

D11e to MDA~n project's cost and schedule increases, Los Alamos was unable to meet.a Consent

Order milestone to submit a remedy completion report to NMED on December 31, 2010. In
November 20 I0, Los Alamos asked the NMED for an extension for completing the report and in
December 2010, the NMEO extended the milestone to August 31, 2011.
Although we did not find any significant issues with Los Alamos' compliance with Recovery Act
reporting requirements, we did identify duplicate reporting of four subcontract awards for the
MDA-B project to Recovery.gov, the U.S. Government's official websile used to track Recovery
.Ac! funds. As a result of our review, Los Alamos corrected the discrepancies in Its subsequent
quarterly submission to Recovery.gov.
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Management Alert Report on "The Status of Energy Efficiency a11d Conservation Block Grant
Recipienls' Obligations," September 1, 201 l, OAS-RA-11- t6, (All RA044)
~ Because of the unprecedented level of funding provided under the American Recovery and
Reinvestmenl Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) and the risks associated with spending such

sums in a compressed period of time, the Office of Inspector Genera! initiated a series of
audits of the activities of the recipients of Department of Energy Energy Efficiency and
Conservation HJCJck Grants (EECBG). Ttiesc audits disclosed that significant amounts of
grant funds remained unobligated by recipients even though the Department's 18-month
obligation deadline had been eX<-"t:eded. Consequemly, we expanded our work to detem1ine
more broadly the extent to whicb EECBG formula grant funds had not been ob1igated .by
recipients.

E Confirming our initial concerns, the current examination disclosed that as

much as $879

million, or 33 percent of the $2. 7 billion allocated for formula-based EECDG grants, had
n<J~ been obligated by the recipients. Our testing also revealed a number of apparent
inaccuracies in data that Department officials used to monitor grantee obligations and
spending. These issues undennine one of the basic premises of the Recovery Act, that i.~.
to promptly stimulate the economy and create jobs. Further, given established deadlines to
deploy these Recovery Act resources and the renlily of the ''ticking clock," pressure to
expedite botlJ obligations and expenditures significantly increases the risk that program
safeguards, importnnl to ensuring that taxpayer interests are protected, may be
circumvented. Due to the urgency of addressing these matters, we issued this report as a
Management Alert.

It.

Under the Recovery Act, the EECBO.Program received $3.2 billion to improve energy
efficiency and reduce energy llSe and fossil fuel emissions. The Department's Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy allocated about $2.7 billion of the funds using a
population-driven formula to over 2,000 entities including: states and tenitories; cities and
counties; and, Indian tribes. The remainder, nearly $500 million, was directed lo ·
competitive grants and tcelmicnl assistance activities, EECBG agreements have a.
maximum performance period of 36 montlis and, in support of the Recovery Act's goal of
immediate investment in the economy, the Department required grant recipients to obligate
all funds within 18 months of the grant award date. In our repott "The Depanme11r of

Energy's lmplemenfalion qfthe Energy" Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program
under the Reco11e1Y a11d Rei11ves1ment Act: A Status Report" (OAS-RA-10-16, August
2010), we pointed out that 1 year after passage of the Recovery Act, recipients had spent
only 8.4 percent of the $3.2 billion authorized for the EBCBG Program. In response to our

report, Departmenl officials inc!icaced that the amount of funds obligated by recipients was
a leading indicator for measuring the Program's success in meeting Recovery Act goals;
Officials noted that a reclpient1s obligation of funds was a key slep in starting projects and
putting the money to work for the economy.

·

.!ti We found as much as $879 million of the $2.7 billion allocated for direct EECDG grants
had not been obligated by the recipients. Of greatest concern, recipients had not met the
Department's 18-month deadline to obligate $5 I 1 million of this amount. Since our prior
report, recipients had made significant progress in expending their EECBG grant funds,
having spent $1.3 billion, or nearly one-half of the $2. 7 billion in formula grants by July
I&, 2011. Despite this progress, the fact rhat nearly a third of the grant funds remain
unobligated called into question the ability of recipienls to effectively use all of the grant
funds within the 36-month pcrform1mce period. Further, Department officials stated that,
based on their preliminary analysis, recipients may not expend an estimated $371 million
of funds by !he end of the grants' performance periods.

ft We also identified troubling anomalies with grant obligation information reported by the
recipients to t.he Department. These included obvious and unexplained errors such as the
and expendi!ures exceeding the amount of the grant award. These
anomalies, hi our opinion, have the potential to undermine confidence in the Department's
management of the EECBG Program on an on-going basis.

101al of obligations

~

We recommended the Acting Assistant Secretary, Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy verify the reliability of the data reported by rhe recipients; identify those recipients
who had not met the 18-month requirement and take appropriate aclion; and complete the
analysis on those recipients who may not meet the 36-month performance period and take
appropriate action.

IM Department officials concurred with our three recommendations and indicated in their
response that they were executing plans to address each of the issues identified.
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED 'J'HIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Management Alert Report on "The Status of Energy Efficiency and Conserva1im1 Block Gram
Recipients' Obligations," September L 2011, OAS-RA-11-16, (A 11 RJ\044)
•

Because of the unprecedented level of funding prov1ded under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) and the risks associated with spending such
sums in a compressed period of time, the Office of Inspector General initiated a series of
audits of the activities of the recipients of Department of Energy Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grants (EECBG). These audits disclosed that significan( amounts of
grant funds remained unobligatcd by recipients even though the Depu11ment's 18-month
obligation deadline had been exceeded. Consequently, we expanded our work to determine
more broadly the extent to which EECBG formula grant funds had not been obligated by
recipients.

•

Confirming our initia1 concerns, the current examination disclosed that as much as $879
million, or 33 percent of the $2. 7 billion allocaled for formula-based EEC BG grants, had
nol been obligated by the recipients. Our lesting also revealed a number of apparent
inaccuracies in data that Department officials used to monitor grantee obligations and
spending. These issues undennine one of lhe basic premises of the Recovery Act, that is,
to promptly stimulate the economy and create jobs. Further, given established deadlines to
deploy these Recovery Act resources nnd the reality of the "ticking clock," pressure to
expedite both obligations and expenditures significantly increases the risk that program
safeguards, important to ensuring that taxpayer interests ru-e protected, may be
circumvented. Due to the urgency of addressing these matters, we issued this report ai; a
Management Alert.

11 Under the Recovery Act, the EECBG Program received $3.2 billion to improve energy
efficiency and reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions. The Department's Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy allocated about $2.7 billion of the funds using a
population-driven formula to over2,Q()0 entities including: states and territories; cities and
counties; and, Indian tribes. The remainder, nearly $500 million, was directed to
competitive grants and technical assistance activitie1.>. EECBG agreements have a
maximum performance period of 36 months and. in support of the Recovery Act's goal of
immediate investment in the economy, the Department required grant recipients to obllgate
all funds within 18 months of the grant award dnte. In our report "The Department of
Energv's Implementa1im1 of the Energv Ef[iciencv and Conservation Block Grant Program
under the Recovery <md Reinvestment Act: A Status Report" (OAS-RA- I 0-16, August
2010), we pointed out that I year after passage of the Recovery Act, recipients had spent
only 8.4 percent of the $3.2 billion authorized for the EECBG Program. In rc~ponse to our

report, Department officials indicated that the amuunt offunds obligated by recipients was
a leading indicator for measuring the Program's success in meeting Recovery Act goals.
Officials noted that a recipient's obligation of funds was a key step in starting projects .ind
putting the money to work for the eco11omy.
•

We found as much a:;; $879 million of the $2.7 billion allocated for direct EECBG grants
had not been obligated by the recipients. Of greatest concern, recipients had not met the
Department's 18-month deadline to ob1igatc $511 million of this amount. Since our prior
report, recipients had made significant progress in expending their EECBG grant funds,
having spent $1.3 billion, or nearly one-half of the $2.7 billion in formula gmnts by July
18, 201 L. Despite this progress, the fact that nearly a third of the grant funds remain
unobligatcd called into question the ability of recipients to effectively use all of the grant
funds within the 36-month performance period. Further. Department officials stated that,
based on their preliminary analysis, recipients may not expend an estimated $371 million
of funds by the end of the grants' performance periods.

•· We also identified troubling anomalies with grant obligation infonnation reported by the
recipients to the Depa111ncnt. These included obvious and unexplained errors such as the
total of obligations and expenditures exceeding the amount of the grant award. These
anomalies, in our opinion, have the potential to undermine confidence in the Department's
management of the EECBG Program on an on-going busis.
•

We recommended the Acting Assistant Secretary, Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy verify the reliability of the data reported by the recipients; identify thoi;e recipie11ts
who had not met the 18-month requirement and take appropriate action; and complete the
analysis on those recipients who may not meet the 36-month performance period and take
appropriate uction.

II'

Department officials concurred with our three recommendations and indicated in their
response that they were executing plans to address each of the issues identified.
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OTHER AUDITS:

a.

An entrance conference was held on September 1, 2011. for the audit of the Southwestern
Federal Power System's Fi~cal Year 201 l combined financial statements. Al the entrance
conference were representatives from KPMG, LLP, the Southwestern Power

Administration, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Office of Inspector General
(OIG). In attendance from the OIG wasl(b)(S)
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Ending September 9, 2011
FlNAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS CSSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Inspections Report on "Follow-up on Property Control at Idaho National Laboratory",
September 7, 2011, INS-L-1 1-03

.II

On Scptcmher 7, 2011, a letter report was issued final for our Inspection on "Follow-up on
Property Control at Idaho National Laboratory," Our inspection revealed that Idaho
officials have generally taken corrective action in response to our 2005 report to improve
Idaho's processes for maintuining custody and accountability for excess property and for
reporting and investigating missing or stolen property. Specifically, Idaho officials:
•

Developed procedures to improve ifs processes for tracking excess properly;

•

Took several steps lo inform employees of their responsibility to adhere to procedures
and maintain accountability and control of government properly;

•

Strengthened the missing or stolen property procedures to improve lhe reporting
process; and,

•

Modified procedures designed to strengthen accountability of government property
assigned to tenninating employees.

Additionally, as a part of our inspection, we cvnluatcd practices as they related to a

compl<1int which alleged thflt Idaho may not be exerting due diligence to locate missing
property prior to excessing it from the inventory as "retired" property. Despite specific
testing, we could not substantiate the allegation.

Given that Department and Idaho officials have generally addressed the prior inspection
report findings, and that steps and procedures have been instituted to continually improve
current operations, we arc making no recommendations and a response is not required.
Management did not provide comments after their review of the drnfl report and waived an
exit conference. (SI IISOO l 1(bJ(6)
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ft On August 3 I, 2011, a close·out meeting was conducted on our Inspection of "Prntection
of Sensitive Unclassified Information and Property Accountability under the Cooperative
Agreement with lhe Incorporated County of Los Alamos." The meeting was held at the
Los Alamos Sile Office and was attended hy lhe Site Office Mi:mager and members of his
staff. The Sile Office indicated agreemenl with the tentative findings and
recommendations.and is purnuing solutions to the issues discussed. The nexl step in our
process is to issue the Coordination Draft (SI l IS004;1<b)(6)

I
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending September 23, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED TIDS WJ<:EK:
Report on "Allegations of Suspect Parts i11 Sun Microsystems Processors at Sandia Na1ional Laboratories -New Mexico" (SlOISOlS), INS-L-11-04, September 16, 2011

~ Sandia Nationnl Lnborntories-New Mexico (Sandia) is a science-based technology

organization that purchases world class teclmologies oud specialized i;ervices to support
Sandia's national security mission. Sandia is managed and operated under contract by
Sundia Corporation, a subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporntioil. Oversight of Sandia
Corporation's contract is performed by the National Nuclear Security Administration's
(NNSA's) Sandia Site Office (Site Office). In support of its mission, Sandia has
maintained a Just-In-Time (JIT) contract with Commercial Data Systems (CDS), an
authorized reseller of com purer hardware components since 200 I, to provide commercialoff·the-shelf Sun Microsystems products to Sandia. The JIT contract was executed as a
three-year contract with mullipJe o.ne-year options, beginning May 7, 200l, with an overall
contn1ct value of about $58 miHion. A newJITcontract for Sun Microsystems products
was adve11ized and awarded to CDS in July 2011.

Ii The Office of Inspector General received a complaint which alleged, in part, that from
2004 to 2009, CDS provided Sun products to Sandia that were purchased from
unauthorized dislributors. It was 1'pecifically alleged that there was a very high probability
that the products in question were purchased on the "Grey Market," and were therefore
suspect. We initiated this inspection to determine the facts and circumstances relating to
the allegution.

ft We were unable to substantiate the allegation that Sandia purchased suspect computer parts
that were instnllccl in Sun Microsystems processors. However, we did find thar, for a
period of more than six years, CDS provided commercial·off.thc-shelf Sun Microsystems
producls to Sandia under lhe JIT contract without specific quaHry clauses prohibiting
delivery of suspect or counterfeit items.
~ Considering the fact

that suspect and counterfeit items arc a serious concern, we suggested
that the Manager, Sandia Site Office, review the use of the standard clause for suspect and
counterfeit items at Sandia and ensure that Sandia continues to incorporate the clause when
appropriate into new and existing contracts.

______
_____

....,.
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Final Report on "The Department of Energy's Enel'JJY Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant
Program Fu11ded under the American Recove1y and Reinvestment Acfjor the Stale of

Pennsylvania" OAS-RA·L-11.-11, September 22, 2011

~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block
Grant Progra1n (Program), funded for the first time by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), was intended to help U.S. cities, counties and
states develop, promote, implement and manage energy efficiency and conservation
projects. The program received $3.2 billion in funding under the Recovery Ace for
competitive and formula grants. Subsequently, the Department awarded a $23.6 million.
fo1mula grant to the State of Pennsylvania's (Slate) Department of Environmental
Protection. Of the $23.6 miIJion awarded, the State retained about $1.2 million in funding
for administrative costs and awarded $22.4 million to 69 local governments and 33 nonprofit encities selected through a incrit review process.

B The Office of Energy Technology Deployment, a division of the State's Departmenl of
Environmental Protection, adminis1ers the grant through ics Central Office and provides
Program oversight to six Regional Offices around the State. A supervisor in each Regional
Office oversees multiple project advisors - individuals assigned to provide day-to-day
management of local projects. As of July 2011, officials reported that 85 of the 102
projects had been completed.

It Because of the risks i11herent in establishing a large, new program of national significance,
we initinred this audit Lo determine whether the State of Penn~ylvnnia had managed irs
Block Grant award efficiently and effectively, and the goals of the Recovery Act will be
achieved.
~ Our review found that Pennsylvania had developed and implemented a monitoring system
dc..~igned 10 provide reasonable assurance 1hat Block Grant projects would improve energy
efficiency and be completi.:d timely and funding would be accounted for and spent
properly. For specific project we tested, the controls appeared to be generally effec1i ve and
we did not identify any material issues with project monitoring and execution.

~ Specifically, the State had required its' sub-recipients

to complete p1:ojects within 18
months, allowing time for reallocation and project revision: developed a management
strategy tbat included use of a specialized project tracking database, weekly status meetings
and periodic project inspections; and, implemented a staged disbursemenls system to
facilitate project progress and ensure Recovery Act funds were used only for approved
expenditures. Additionally, we found the State had awarded grants for projects consistent
with Program objectives in improving energy efficiency and reducing energy use. Further,
our review showed that projecls periodically reported energy consumption data, as
required, which was revieweq by management.

•

Given the importance of the Recovery Act, we suggested that the State continue to closely
monitor project performance and funds expended in order to meet Program goals and
Recovery Act requirements. Jn addition we suggested that Pennsylvania ensure contract
workers are paid no less than minimum wage ratei; required.

~ No

formal recommendations were made in thi5 report.

Team Leader: (b)(S)
AIC:
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPOUTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Report on "The State of Nevada's Implementation of the Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Block Grant Program" September 19, 2011 (Al IRA021)

~ Under the Recovery Act, the Department of Energy received $3.2 billion to fund, for the
first time, the Energy Efficiency and Conservarion Block Grant Program (EECBG
Program). The EECBG Program provides grants to U.S. local governments, states,
territories and Indian tribes to fund projects that reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions
and improve energy efficiency, The Department awarded the Nevada State Office of
Energy about $9.6 million to develop and implement the EEC BG Program, of which about
$8.8 million was awarded to 23 state and local government entities. The State retained
approximately $800,000 for administrative and monitoring costs.
-~ Because of lhc risks inherenl in quickly establishing a large, new program of national
significance, we initiated this audit to determine whether Nevada had managed its EECBG

Program award efficiently and effectively and was on track to meet Recovery Act goals.
~ Our review found that Nevada had taken a number of positive sleps to implement its

EECBG Program, including developing administrative systems 11nd monitoring tools
designed to ensure proper accounting for Recovery Act funding and compliance with laws
and regulations. However, we identified moniloring and oversight issues that increase the
risk that Recovery Act goals may not be me1. Specifically, we found that the Stale had not
ensured that sub-recipient projects were on track to meet their January 2012 completion
date. In fact, as of July 2011, almost 16 months into their 22 month award tenn, local
government sub-recipients had not obligated about 24 percent of their funding (or $2
million). [n addition, we found that the State had not ensured its sub-recipients were in
compliance with the Davis-Bacon and Buy American Acts, as well as lerms and conditions
of grant awards. We found, for example, lhat one recipient had not solicited bids, as
required, for a $400,000 contract.
~

The conditions we identified occurred because Nevada had not taken a comprehensive
approach to grants management. Specifically, we noted that Nevu<la did not have the tools
necessary to manage sub-recipient progress. Despite providing upfront funding to subrccipicnts, Nevada had not incorporated performance metrics into sub-grant agreements to
improve oversight and if necessary recoup funds. In addition, under the terms and
conditions of the award, Nevada was responsible for ensuring its sub-recipienrs complied
with EECBG Program and Recovery Act requirements. However, based on our test work,
we concluded that lhc State hod not fulfilled this responsibility. Further, the level of
Nevada's sub-recipient monitoring had not been consistent with that initially budgeted by
the State. In fact, we estimated that at the current rate of spending. the State will only
spend ah out $500,000 of the $800,000 budgeted for administralion and monitoring .

.~ Without a more robust approach' to grants management, the State is at risk of not achieving
the goals of the Recovery Act and of increasing the risks of fraud, waste and abuse.
Therefore, we made several recommendations aimed at improving the State's monitoring of
sub-recipient performance and Recovery Act funding.
Team Leader: (b)(S)
ATC:
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Repo1t on "Follow-up Review of Security at Elle Slrategic Petroleum Rese1ve"(S l OISO 14),
INS-L-11-04, September 22, 2011
~ A Coordination Draft Report titled Follow-up Review of Security at the Strategic

Petroleum Reserve (S l01SOl4), was issued to management for comment on September 22,
2011. Our Inspection revealed that Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) officials have

generally implemented corrective actions in response to our earlier report: however, we
identified a concern regarding security officers' understanding of situations in which. the
use of deadly force was pcrmillcd at three of the four SPR site~ we visited. Specifically,
we determined that contrary lo the Federal regulation which limits the use of deadly force
to the protection of personnel from imminent death and bodily harm, 9 of 36 Security
Police Officers (SPO) we interviewed mistakenly believed that they should use dead1y
'
·
·
ust 2 I0

Our review determined that SPR made improvements in the realism of the SPO
performance test and that SPR training progrnm provided a clear understanding that a SPO
should shoot to kill lo protect personnel arid not property.

(b)(5)

Lead Inspector~....(b_J_(_l_ _ ____.
6

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Rep0t1 on "Fixed Monthly U11i11g Expenses at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory"

(Sl lIS008), INS·L-l l-05, September21, 2011

ft. On September 21, 201 l, The Office of Inspections issued the final letter report on Fixed
Monthly Living Expenses at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. We iniliated
this inspection as a follow-up to an allegation referred 10 the Office of Investigations, who
received a complaint which alleged that i rnproper payment of Fixed Monthly Living
Expenses (FMLE), had hccn made to certain Lawrence Livermore Nntional Lahorntory
(Livermore) subcontractor employees. The investigation determined that a Livermore
subcontractor paid $181,666 to subcontract employees who claimed and received payments
to which they were not entitled. The objective of the inspection was to determine if
Livermore had taken action to address FMLE issues identified during the previous
investigation and had addressed similar issues that may have existed with other
subcontracts .

.IJli We found that I .ivcrmore had taken actions to address FMLE issues as a result of the
investigation. Specifically, Livermore established policies and procedures for the
management 11rul administration of the FMLE process. In addition, Livem10re reviewed all
subcontracts with Ftvll .E provisions but did not identify any other subcontract employees
who claimed and received payments to which they were not entitled .

.II Considering the previous problems with FM( .Eat Livermore, we suggest that the Manager,
Livermore Site Office, closely inonitor and periodically review the FMLE program to

ensure that currenl Livermore policies and procedures arc effective in precluding
inappropriate FMLE payments and that internal controls hnve been established to prevent
future problems.

_____

Lead Inspector: ,__
(b)(G)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT RIWORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVF,RV ACT IN~'ORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

!I On September 8, 201 I, the Western Region lnspections Office - Albuquerque began a
preliminary review to determine if n complaint rnceived by the OIG Hotline "Questionable Job Estimating and Time Charging by a Los Alamos National Laboratory
Contractor" - contained sufficient basis for initiating an inspection at Los Alamos National
Loboratory. The focus of this review, at this point, is to determine to what extent the
allegations contained in the complaint can be initially validated and/or corroborated. To
accomplish this preliminary step, we interviewed the Complainant and conducted n tour of
the facility identified in the complaint. Additional interviews and document reviews will be
planned to completely define the work steps necessru·y to determine if an inspection will be
initiated.
6>_ _ _.....~ase File Pl 1HL517.
Lead lnspcctodi..(b_)<_

Entrance Briefing on "Radiologi'ca/ lVasle Operations in Area G at Los Alamos National

Laboratory"

ft On September 14, 2011, an Entrance Briefing was conducted on the inspection of
"Rtidiological Waste Operations in Area G at Los Alamos National Laboratory." The
objective of the inspection is to determine if radiological waste operations at Area G are
being conducted in a safe manner. A video 1eleconference (VTC) took place at four
locations: Albuquerque Complex, Nalional Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)
Heudquarters, Los Alamos National Laboratory {Los Alamos), and Gel'mantown.
Germantown Office of Environmental Management (F.M) communicated by telephone.
Representatives from NNSA Headquarters, Defense Programs and Financial Management,
EM 1 Office of Health, Safety and Security, the Los Alamos Site Office, Los Alamos, and
the All>uquerque Complex were in attendance. EM requested another VTC to present a
programmatic overview of operations at A1·ea G on September 27, 2011. The Los Alamos
Sile Office reques1ed that their portion and the Los Alamos's portion of 1he inspection
begin October l2, 2011. (Sl lISOJO) .

I

Team r.eader: l{b)(S)

1-r::~~-----L,

Lead Inspector:

(b)(6)

Team Member:
Team Member:
OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUM.MARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

•

On September 21, 2011, the Office of Inspections initiated the inspection of Tactical
Response Farce Planning at the Idaho National Laboratory. The objective of this
inspection is to determine whether the tactical response force at Idaho is appropriately
executing its mission.
Lead Inspector:
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NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSURD:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS A TT ACHED:

OTHRR MATTERS:

.Im All HQ-funded authorizations charged agai11st FY2011 funds must be stamped approved in
GovTrip no later than COB Enstern Time on September 29, 2011.

JOYS,

CARl~S.

CONCERNS:

~ Please wekome Georgia Matsu to the Office

of Inspector General. Georgia joined the
National Nuclear Security Administration and Science Audit Division last week as the
Administrative Assistant. Georgia previously worked for the U.S. Marshal Service and
Depa11menl of Interior'. She enjoys gardening and d<lncing.
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections
Ending September 30, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WREK:
Management Aler/ Otl "Protective Force Training Facilify U1ilizatio11 at the Pante.\· Plant"
Scptember27, 2011, DOE/IG-0855, (A11LL008)

.• As part of an ongolng audit to detel'mine whether the Department of Energy(Deparlment) is
effectively utilizing its protective force training facilities, we found that the National
Nuclear Security Administration's (NNSA) Office of Secure Transportation (OST)
authorized approximately $2 million in March 2011 to construct a Physical
Trainingllnlermediale Use of Fqrce (PT/nJF) facility at the Pantex Plant (Pantex), near
Amarillo, Texas. The planned facility will allow OST to train and certify i!s Federal agents
in physical fitness activities including running, cycling, and weightlifting; and intermediate
use of force activities such us gaining and maintaining control in passive and assault
situations. OST's Facili1y Board, which is comprised of senior OST leaders, authori·ied
constmction of the Pantcx facility. Construction costs are to be provided through OS T's
General Plant Project budget.

.a

Our preliminary anulysi.~ suggests that the new facility may not be needed, making the $2
million expenditure unwarranted. Specifically, we noted that OST plans to construct the
PT/IUF facility although Pantex has existing foci lilies thal have the capability and capacity
to fulfill OST's training needs. Our review of the analysis supporting construction of the
PT/fUF facility revealed that officials did not fully consider Pantex's existing training
facilities' capabilities and capacities before deciding that they did not meet OST's needs.

!& OST's analysis to justify the construction of a new PT/IUF facility at Pantcx did not fully
consider the capability and capacity of Pantex's existing facilities. In particular, we found
that OST had not considered the availability of Pantex's existing PT/IUF facilities as
measured by their utilization rates. The justification document for the new facility stated
that OST personnel could use Pantex's existing fucililics; however, the existing facilities
were not sufficient to meet training needs and there was no formal mechanlsm to control
scheduling to allow for flexible accommodations for the OST agents. According to Facility
Management officials, OST chose not lo fully consider the utilizalion schedules or
availability of Pantcx's facilities because its agents informed management that the existing
facilities were not suitable for PT training since it would mix Federal and contractor
personnel. An OST Facility Management offidnl stated that the facilities were also not
suitable for lUF training since they lacked key features such as mats and reinforced walls.
Our analysis of existing facilities showed, however, that Pantex's PT and IUF facilities
have the capa9ility and capacity to mec! OST training needs.
•

Ba~ed on our review, we believe that the need for an additional training facility at Pantex is
questionable. We recognize that decisions, such as the one regarding 1he planned PT/IUP
facility, arc often more complex than they might a1Jpear. However, we wanted to ensure
that NNSA decision makers were aware of our concerns before resource commitments
were made regarding the path forward for this facility.

m Management reviewed a draft of this report and stated that in response to the
recommendation, OST, in conjunction with the Pantex Site Office, will re·evuluatc its
training facility requirements to determin_e whether a separate OST PT/lUF facility is in
NNSA's best interest.

_____

Tenm Lender: l(b)(6)
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Reporl on "lmpJoma11tatio11 of the Recovery Act at t/Je Savannah River Site", September 29,
2011; OAS-RA-L-11·12 (AlORA045).
.• Overall, our review of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act)
activities at the Savannah River Site (SRS) found that the site generally complied with
Recovery Act requirements we tested, such as reporting, ensuring the flow down of
requirements to subcontracts, and segregation of funds. Based on our observations and
discussions with SRS officials, Recovery Act projects are on schedule, are within estimated
costs, and goals and objectlvcs arc being met. We did, however, identify a concern
regarding lhe accurate distribution of cosls associated with staff augmentation contractors
·
working on R.ecovery Act Projects.
~

We found that the five Recovery Act Projects funded at SRS supported the Department of
Energy's overall goals to reduce EM's operational footprint and accelerate the disposal of
radioactive waste. EM utilized lwo existing SRS contractors to execute the projects:
Savannah River Nuclear .Solutions, LLC, (SRNS) and Savannah River Remediation, LLC.
Our review disclosed that approximately $1.2 billion of the $1.6 billion in Recovery Act
funds had been expended and Federal officials reported that the five projects were expected
to be completed on time and within budget.

~

However, analysis of a judgmental sample of cost transactions disclosc<l that SRNS did not
always properly distribute costs invoiced under staff augmentation contracts. Specifically,
we identified $17 ,236 of invoiced costs that were not charged to the appropriate project
activity codes. The system used to track staff augmentation invoices allowed did not have
controls in place to ensure that all invoiced costs were accurately distributed to correct
project activity codes. When we brought this matter to SRNS's attention, we were
infonned that steps had been taken to correct errors and a new Account Payable system was
planned to be implemented by October I, 2011. We believe that management's planned
actions appear reasonable. However, until the new system is in place, we suggest that
SRNS and Departmental management rev Jew manual adjustments to the cun-cnt system, as
necessary, to ensure the accuracy of staff augmentatioii cost distributious.

!ft No formal recommendations were made in this report; therefore, a response was not
required .
. Team Leader: l(b)( 6 )
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Examination Report on "Comm1mity Acliori Pprtnership of the Greater Dayton Area Weatheriwtio11 Assistance Prag mm Funded by the American Recovery and Rcinvestmellt Acr of
2009" (Al1RA007), OAS-RA-1 l-18, September 29, 201 I

~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Inspector General contracted witl1
Lope7, and Com puny, LLP, un independent public accounting firm, to conduct nn
examination of the wcatherization activities of the Community Action Partnership of the
Greater Dayton Arca (Dayton). The examination was conducted in accordnncc with
attestation standards established by the American Instilute of Certified Public Accountanls
and the U.S. Government Accountability Offke.

,R Uoder the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the State of
Ohio received an allocation of approximately $267 million from the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy for the Weatherization
Assistance Program (Wealherization Program). The State of Ohio allocated about $18
million of its grant to Dayton to weatherize 2,144 homes over a 3-year period from April I,
2009 through March 31, 2012.
·

.19 Through the Weatherization Program, homeowners and renters l'eceived assistance for
replacement of existing building components and improvements to reduce energy
coim1mption and lower heat gain by sealing duct systems and installing insulation, cooling
and heating syslems, and energy efficient windows and doors. Eligible households must
have income of less tlian 200 percent of the poverty level as defined by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. The examination identified weaknesses in four
11ceas of Dayton's program, including procurement; quality of weatheriza1ion work;
reporting of ndrninistrativ~ labor hours: and, compliance with follow-up communications.
~ Weatherization materials, equipment, and services were procured wi1hout evidence of a

cost or price analysis or competitive bidding. Lopez and Company, LLP found that Dayton
failed IO comply with Federal and State procurement reg\Jlalions as required by the grant
agreement between the State of Ohio and Dayton. There was no evidence of competition
bidding, or a cost or price analysis conducted for 74 of 119 material and equipment
purchases. Additionally, Dayton did not have support for its sole source selection of six
contractors or procurement of services from those contractorn. The lack of competitive
bidding or a cost or price analysis 10 support the above procurements may not ensure
Dayton acquires the most cos! effective wcalheriz.ation materials, equipment and services.
Therefore, Lopez and Company, LLP questioned costs of $70,800.

R Lopez and Company, LLP found a significant proportion of homes required additional

work prior to completion. or 34 homes reviewed for quality of work, 19 had final
inspections that identified follow-up work needed. As pan of its testing, Lopez and
Company, LLP reviewed 30 wc.Rtherization client files, which included 5 actual home re_inspections accompanied by a State inspector. Additionally, they accompanied the State
inspector on four final inspections. Lopez and Company, LLP noted that the Jack of
periodic (monthly or qunrterly) project status reports did not allow for timely tracking and
monitoring of projects and as~essing work crew performance for weatherization work.

ft Dayton did not ensure that ndministrative personnel labor costs were supportable by
complying with Federal regulnrions requiring that all timecards have employee signalures
or approvals by appropriate supervisory personnel. Based on a review of 5 administrative
employees' labor hours, Lopez and Company, LLP selected 19 timecards covering multiple
time periods and found that 3 employees' timecards did not appear lo reflect actual work
activity and 14 1imecru:ds lacked employee signatures or supervisory approval. Due lo the

lack of an appropriate and reasonable methodology to allocate administrative costs to
projects and lack of signatures on timecards, Lopez and Company, LLP, questioned
$23,400 charged to the Wcatherization Program.

It

Dayton did not track and document the number of follow-up contacts with households for
which weatherization work had been completed. The ~Hnt'e's Weatherization Manual
required Dayton to follow*up with 25 percent of all homeowners receiving weatherization
work and <locurncnl its comp! iance with this requirement. Dased on a review of 30
completed homcs/linits, Lopez and Company, LLP noted only one home of the 30 had a
documented follow-up. Dayton did not have a procedure to ensure the number of followup contacts with households for completed work was documented and rcsul!s summarized.

·" Lopez and Company, LLP, provided recommendations to Dayton to remedy the issues
identified. Daycon and the State of Ohio concurred with the findings and
recommendations.
Team Leader:l(b)(S)
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Examination Report on ''Cuyahoga Cou11ty of Ohio Department of Development - Weatherizarior1
Assistance Program Funds Provided by the American Recove1y and Reinvestment Act of 2009"
(Al 1RA007), OAS-RA-11-19, September 29, 2011
~ The Dcpa1tment of Energy's (Department) Office of Inspector General contracted with

Lopez and Company. LLP, an independent public accounting fim1, to conduct an
cxa)'Tlination of the weatherizalion activities of Cuyahoga County of Ohio Department of
Development (County). The examination wa1; conducted in accordance with attestation
standards established by the American Jn!; ti tute of Certified Public Accountants and the
U.S. Government Accountability Office.

!I Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the State of
Ohio Depanment of Development (State) received an allocation of approximately $267
million from the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy for the Weatherization Assistance Program (Wealhcri7.ation Program). The State
allocated about $9.4 million of its grant to 1he County to weatherize 1, 121 homes over a
·
3-year period from April I, 2009 through March 31, 2012.
~ Through the Wcatherization Program, homeowners and renters received assistance for

replacement of existing building components and improvements to reduce energy
consumption by sealing duct systems and instaIHng insulation, cooling and heating
systems, and energy efficient windows and doors. Eligible households must have income
of less than 200 percent of the poverty level as defined by the U.S. Department of Health
and Humai1 Services. The examination identified significant deficiencies in four areas of
the program, including applicant eligibility; remittance of interest earned on Federal
advances of funds; quality of weatherization work; nnd, the accuracy of job reporting and
Davis-Bacon Act verification.
~

Lopez and Company, LLP found that the County may have approved applicants for
weatheriza1ion services based on outdated income inform;ition. In determining eligibility,
the County did not maintain or review applicants' income documentation prior to approval,
but instead relied upon applicants' income verification obtained from the State of Ohio. As
a result, Lopez and Company, LLP noted timing differences between the date the Seate

approved apj)licants for non"weatherization services and the date the same applicants were
later approved for weatherization by the County. For example, 9 of the 12 applicants .
reviewed were approved for weatherization services more thnn 6 months after rhe State's
initial eligibility approval. Because the Weatherization Program requires applicant income
eligibility lo be determined for the 12 months immediately prior to weathcrlzation
application, I .opez and Company, LLP noted a risk that some Stntc~apprnved applicants
may not automatically qualify under the income eligibility requirements of the
Wealherizacion Program.

.!& The County failed to remit the interest accrued on cash advances on a quarterly basis. In
June 2009, ihe County had received a one-time advance of $941,000 for Recovery Act
ramp-up activities such as hiring, and equipment and vehicle purchases. While the Coumy
had deposited its advanced funds into an interest bearing account, it hnd not remitted the
interest to 1he Stale for transmission to the U.S. Department of the Treasury as required.
As a result of examination, on July 7, 2011, the County reported it had returned more than
$76,000 in interest accrued from July 2009 through December 2010.

II A significant proportion of weatherized homes required additional work (re-work) prior to
completion. In particular, of the 35 homes/client files reviewed for quality of work, 13 had
final inspections tha[ identified re-work needed. Additionally, many of the weatherization
files reviewed lacked documentation required by the County, which raised the risk that rework may not have been pe1formed and properly i.nspccled as required.
~ Last, the number ·of contractor work hours with funding from the Recovery Act was

underreported to 1he State and not verified for Davis-Bacon Act compliance. In' particular,
Lopez and Company, LLP found certified payroll records that were sent directly to the
S[ate instead of to the Certified Public Accounting (CPA) firm hired by lhe County to
perfonn Davis-Bacon Act monitoring. As a result, the CPA firm did not verify the
contractor's compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act for that period. In addition, the
associated labor hours were not included in the County's Jobs Created and Retained
Reports. Further, Lopez and Company, LLP found that the County failed co include the
hours associated with ·the CPA firm's work in the job reports as well.
~ Lopez. and Company, LLP provided recommendations to the Agency to remedy the issues

identified. The Agency and the State of Ohio concurred with the findings and
recommendations.
Team Leader: l(b)( 5l
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Examination Report on ''People's Equal Action tmd Community Effort, Inc, - Weat/lerization
Assistance Program Fuml.r Provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009"
(Al 1RA009), OAS-RA-11-20, September 30, 2011
~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Wealhcrization Assistance Program

(Weatheriiation Program) received $5 billion under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery'Act} to improve the energy efficiency of residences
owned or occupied by low-income persons. The Department subsequently awarded the
largest Recovery Act Weatherization Program grant of $394.6 million to the State of New
York.

,_ The Department's Office of Inspector General (OIG) contracted wilh an independent
certified public accounting firm, Otis and Associates, PC, to perform an examination of the

Recovery Act Weatherization Program services provided by a sample of the S€ate of New
York's sub-grantees.· People's Equal Action and Community Effort, Inc. (PEACE), is one

of four sub-grantees selected by 01$]. PEACE was awarded two contracts under the
Recovery Act co weatherize homes - $9.6 million and a separate contract valued al
$4 million for multi-family projects,

ft The review identified opportunities for PEACE to improve its administration of Recovery
Act funds made ttvailable by the Department's Weatherization Program. Specifically, the
examination found that PEACE had not:

•

Developed and maintained a list of previously weatherized multi-family projects or
information from the State of New York to determine the eligibility of proposed
projects for Recovery Act Wealherizntion Program services;

•

Properly identified and separately accounted for over $3,000 in interest earned on
the Weatherization Program cash advance it received from the Department, and
therefore, had not returned the interest earned to the U.S. Department of Treasury as
required;

•

Perfonncd post-inspections on all units that received additional weatherization
services because of deficiencies identified; and,

•

Maintained a list of all weathcrization measu~es installed precluding the occupant
from certifying the work was ·completed.

~ The Examination Report made a number of recommendations to PEACE to improve the

administration of its Weatheri:zation Program. PEACE agreed with the recommendacions,
and provided planned and ongoing actions to address the issues identified. Jn addition to
the response provided by PEACE, the New York State Department of Housing and
Community Renewal provided a response generally concurring with the audit findings and
recommendations. While these responses and planned corrective actions are responsive lo
our recommendations, the Department needs to ensure the planned actions are taken .
.~ Tile Department also concurred with our recommendations and indicated thut PEACE will

be asked to make a number of improvements designed to resolve the identified issues.
Additionally, the Department Project Officer and/or Contrnct Specialist will monitor the
progress of PEACE during q1,.1arcerly reviews. Follow-up will continue until all
recommendations have been implemented.
Team Leader:
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Examination Report on "Actionfo'r a Beller Communi()', Inc. - Weatherization Assistance
.
Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009" (A 1LRA022),
OAS-RA-11-21, September 30, 2011
~

The Department of Energy's (Department) Weatherization Assistance Program
(Weatherization Program) received $5 billion under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) lo improve the energy efficiency of residences

owned or occupied by low·income persons. The. Department subsequently awarded the
largest Recovery Act Wcatherization Program grant of $394.6 million to the State of New
York.

~ The Dcparlment's Office of Inspector General (OIG) contracted with an independent
cerlificrl public accounting firm, Otis and Associates, PC, to perform an examination of the
Recovery Act Weatherization Program services provided by a sample of the State of New
York's sub-grantees. Action for a Better Community, Inc. (ABC), is one of four subgrantees selected by OIG. The Examination Report expressed an opinion on ABC's
compliance with Federal and State laws, regulations and program guidelines apJllicable to
the Weatherization Program. ABC was awarded $7.4 million unclcr the Recovery Act.
!ff, The review identified opportunities for ABC to improve its administration of Recovery Act
funds made available by the Department's Weatherization Program. Specifically, the
examination found that ABC had not:

•

Performed adequate weatherizntion services on five of the nine single~family homes
selected for review;

•

Ensured compliance with State of New York policies and procedures related to
purchasing;

•

Deposited or maintnined advance funding received from the Weathcrization
Program in an interest-bearing account, as required by Federal regulation;

•

Maintained adequate segregation of duties in the process for determining
owner/occupant eligibility for receiving weathcrization services;

•

Maintained documentation to ensure homes selected for weatherization had not
been weatherized after September 30, 1994, with Department Weatherization

\

Program funds;

•

and,

Maintained documentation supporting authorization and apprnval of
reimbursements

~ The Examination Report made

a number of recommendations 10 ABC to improve the
administration of its Weotherization Program. ABC provided responses that expressed
agreement with most of the rccommencJations, and provided planned and ongoing actions
to address the issues identified. In addition lo the response provided by ABC, the New
York State Department of Housing and Community Renewal provided a response generally
concuffing with the audit findings. nnd recommendations. While these responses and
planned corrective actions are responsive to our recommendations, the Dcpmtment needs to
ensure the planned actions are taken.

~ The Department also concurred with our recommendations and indicated that ABC will be

asked to make a number of improvements designed to resolve tile identified issues.
Additionally, the Department Project Officer and/or Contract Specialist will monitor the
progress of ABC dwing quarterly reviews of ABC. Follow-up will continue until all
recommendations have been implemented.

Tea~ Leader:j(b)(5 )
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Audit Letter Report on "The 12 GcV CEBAF Upgrade Project at Thoma.\' Jejftmwn National
Accelerator Facility" (AlORA065), OAS-RA-L-1 l-13. September 30, 2011.

ft We found that the 12 billion electron volts Upgrade Project (Upgrade Project) generally
complied with the Recovery Act requirements we tested and was, for the most part, on
schedule. However, we identified several opportunities to strengthen project monitoring
and control. Specifically, we found that:
•

Jefferson Science Associates used funds from the Commonwealth of Virginia
(Virginia) to pay for Upgrade Project tasks even though the funds had not been
formally obligated lo its contract.

•

Jefferson Laboratory did not include all or the costs for the Upgrade Project in the
Total Project Cost (TPC). In particular, project tasks funded with the Virginia
monies were removed from the calcu1ation of TPC and accounted for separately,

•

Jefferson Laboratory was not timely in addressing the Office or Science Office of
Projects Assessment's (OPA) concerns regarding risks posed by a solenoid 1i1agnet
to be used in the GlueX spectrometer, which is the centerpiece of the Upgrade
Project.

~ S~1bscqucnt to our inquiries on the issue, the Site Office in consultation with the Oak Ridge

Office placed the Virginia fonding on JSA's contract using a Work for Others (WFO)
agreement. According to the Oak Ridge Office ancl the Site Office, this method was
considered nppropriale and easier to accomplish than a gift. While using a WFO may hnve
been an easier method to place the Virginia funds on the contract, the Department's WFO
directives were not clear on how this particular type of transaction constituted being a
WFO because the agreement was for Upgrade Project tasks that were already included in
the Department's planned funding 11rofile.

!ft We suggested that several management best practices be implemented, all of which are
designed to help improve the Advnnced Research Projects Agency- Energy's
administration and stewardship of taxpayer furnished resources.
Team Leader:
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DR AJn' REPORTS ISSUED THIS wgEK:
Draft Report on "Ma11ogeme111 of Bom1evilfe Power Admi11istration 's Information Technology
Pmgram," September 26, 2011, (A 11 TG020)

It Prior reviews have identified weaknes~es related to Bonneville Power Administration's
(Bonneville) information technology (IT) program. For instance, our report on Cyber
Security Risk Ma11agemelll Practices at the Bonneville Powet Admi11istraJiat1 (DOE/IG-

0807, December 2008) identified risk management weaknesses related to Bonneville's
Federal requirement to certify and accredit its information systems for operation, a problem
that could adversely impact the security of critical systems and the data they contain. In

light of the need to manage IT resources in a cost-effective and secure manner, we initiated
this audit to determine whether Bonneville cffcclively and efficiently implemented its IT
program.

~ Bonneville h<td taken steps to address the cyber security concerns raised in our prior
review, For instance, officials had performed detailed assessments of security controls on
various general support systems. However, our current review identified concerns in lhe

areas of cyber security, project management, and procurement of IT resources. In
particular, Bonneville had not implemented controls designed to address known system
vulnerabilities; operational security controls designed to protect BonneviIJe's systems had
not always been fully implemented; IT development projects were not consistently
managed in a manner designed to ensure timely and cost· effective completion; and,
Bonneville's IT hardware and software was not always procured in a coordinated manner,
resulting in increased security risks.

fl

The issues identified were due, in part, to inadequate implementation of policies nnd
procedures related to security and project management. We also detennincd that

inadequate planning of resource requirements prevented BonneviUe from effectively
managing its IT program, Furthennore, the organizational structure of Bonneville,
including the placement of the Office of the Chief Information Officer, did not adequately
suppmt effective management of the IT program.
·

.II

Without improvements to ils IT program, Bonneville's syslcms and the information they
contain may be expo&ed to a higher than necessary Jevd of risk of compromise, loss,
modification and non-availability. ln addition~ Bonneville may continue to experience
·
s lated·IO ro'cct mana ement ands end more than necessar on IT resources,
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Ending October 7, 2011
- FINAL REPORTS ISSIIED TlllS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT

REPORT~

15SUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Report on "The Department's Unclassified Cyber Security Program · 2011," Scptemher 30,
20 l 1, (A J JTG026)

'1i The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) provides direction on
the development, implementation and management of an agency-wide information security
program to provide protection commensurate with risk for Federal information and
systems, including those managed by another agency or contractors. The Office of
Inspector General conducted an annual independent evaluation in accordance with FISMA
to determine whet.her the Department of Energy (Department) has adopted a risk-bnscq
cyber security program that adequately secures its unclassified information and systems.
I} The Department had taken steps over the past year to enhance its unclassi ficd eyber

security program. For example, corrective actions had been taken to resolve 11 of 35 cyber
security weaknesses identified during our Fiscal Year 2010 evaluation. In addition, the
Department issued Order 205, I B, Deportmellt of Rnergy Cyber Security Program, in May
2011 that i ncludcd key clements of continuous monitoring and assessment of the risk
management process, and required that Federal oversight be conducted through assurance
systems that monitor the risk evaluation and prote~tion processes at each level in the
organization.
-

(b)(5)
(b)(5)

In particular, om
review revealed numerous weaknesses 111 the area~ o access contro s, vu nerability
management, web application integrity, contingency planning, change control
management, and cybcr security training. Specifically, issues include deficiencies related
to access controls such as weak or blank system administrator passwords and a lack of
periodic account reviews and management; weaknesses in the area of system vulncrn.bility
management; weaknesses in web applications; lack of business concinuity/disaslcr recovery
plan and an overall business impact analysis; weaknesses in properly maintaining
application change test plans and re~ults; and, implementation of annual cybcr security
training.

~ The wcakncsse~ idcntiticcl occurred, 11t least in part, because Departmental elements had

not always en~ured that cyber security requirements were effectively implemented. In
addition, Department programs and the National Nuclear Se ·
not
conducted ade uatc c bcr securit erformance monitoring. (b)( 5 )
(b)(5)
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Drnft Audit Report on "The Department of E11ergy's Clean Cities Alternative Fuel Vehicfe Grant
Program Funded under tile American Recovery and Reinvestment Ac, t" October 7, 2011 (
.~

Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Depmtment of Energy's Clean Cities Alternalive Fuel Vehicle Grant Program (Clean Cities
Program) received nearly $300 million, or 30 times its Fiscal Year 2009 funding of
approximately $10 million. The Department awarded granls ranging from $5 million to
$15 million to 25 recipients including Clean Ci tics coalitions and other entities thut
partnered with coalitions. Grant funding may be used for the construction or upgrade or
alternative fueling sites and the purchase of commercial vehicles capable of using
alternative fuels, including garbage and transport trucks, buses, and tax is. Clean Cities
coalitions are volunteer organizations that partner with puhlic and private sector
organizations to promote alternative and renewable fuels, fuel economy measures, and new
to proyjde at least
technologies. The Department required each recipient receiving a
50 percent of !he fonding for its proposed project lhrollgh cost sharing._(b)( 5)

granf

I

l(b)(5)
~

Because of the importance of the Recovery Act and the dramatic increase in funding, we
initiated this audit to determine whether the Department had effectively managed the Clean
Cities Program.

!Ji The Department had not always effectively managed the Clean Cities Program's use of
Recovery Act funding. Specifically, in our review 'of 7 recipients, we found that rhe
Department:

•

Paid a recipient about $1.5 million for costs incurred and approved about $6 I 5,000
in cost sharing contributions, even though the recinient bad not substantiated its
contributions and rcaucsts for reimbursementJ(b)( 5 )
(b)(5)

____ I

(b)(5)
....._

..... In

anot~cr

instance, the Department approved a recipient's claim for

I

cost share contributions even though the recipient lncked documentation supporting
the reasonableness of costs amounting to approximately $164,000
•

Allowed recipients to obtain goods nnd services without ensuring open and free
competition, to the maximum extent practical, as required by Federal regulations.
We found that three recipients awarded almost $20 million without soiiciting bids,
justifying their decisions to award contracts without.competition, or identifying
potential conflicts of interest as required by Federal procurement regulations.
Con~equently, the Department could not be assured that goods and services were
procured at the most reasonable cost. Therefore, we questioned nearly $3.3 million
spent on the projects lo date and almost $1.4 million in coi;t share commitments;
and,

•

Reimbursed a recipient for expenditures made before the grant period commenced.
We found Lhat the Department paid $250,000 to one recipient for a down payment
on an alternative fueHng station that was invoiced 3 months prior to the grant's .
authorized spending date of July 2009. As a result of our audit, the Department
immediately recovered the unallowablc $250,000 .

.~ In total, we questioned about $5 million in direct payments to recipients and nearly
$2 million in cost share commitments made by grant recipients.
~ Weaknesses in grant administration resulted from inadequate policies and procedures and

ineffeclive oversight. For example, the Department had not thoroughly reviewed recipient
requests for reimbursemenl. Additionally, the Department had nol developed formal
policies and procedures requiring officials to review funded projects for potential conflicts
of interest and to enforce procurement requirements pertaining to competitive bidding,
These issues ir:icreased the risks of fraud, waste and abuse, and, if
lvcd, will
ultimately diminish the achievements of the Program. With near! (b)(S) million yet to be
spent on the Program, it is essential that the Department take imme iatc action to correct
the issues idenlificd in the report. As such, we made several recommendations to address
·
the issues discussed in our report.
Tcai L
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.R A Coordination Draft Report titled Management of Explosives at Selected Depnnment Sites
(S IOJS012), was issued to management for comment on October 6, 2011. Our Inspection
identified issues at four :)itcs that we visited which included Sandia National Laboratory,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Savannah River Site and the Idaho National
Laboratory. We found that inspections of explosive ship111ents were conducted at
populated main gates rather than remote areas; inspection procedures allowed explosive
shipments that failed inspection to return to public highways: explosive operating facilities
that did not satisfy safety requirements related to distance from other structures; explosives
that had undergone severe te~ls which were returned to normal storage without a
documented analysis to determine if safe for continued storage; excess combustible and
non-combustible material were stored with explosives; incorrect posting of placards and
fire signals on bunkers; and, no plans to dispose of the excess explosive wuslc. Department
management at the four sites we visited took corrective actions during the inspection to
address the majority of our issues identified in this report; however, we made one

recommendation to Idaho to identify a remote unpopulated inspection station to conduct
inspections of incoming explosive shipments.

I .end Inspectorfb)(G)
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OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPgCTION ACTIVITY:

OTHRR INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

E11tra11ce Briefing on "Use of Consulting Contracts at Sandia National Laboratories"
•

On October 4, 2011, an Entrance Briefing was conducted on the inspection titled "Use of
Consulting Contracls at Sandin National Laboratories." The obje<::tive of the inspection is
to determine if consulting contracts are being awarded for activities that could be
performed in-house. A video teleconference (VTC) took place at three locations: National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Headquarters, NNSA Albuquerque Complex,
and Sandia National Laboratories, Representatlves from NNSA Headquarters and Defense
Programs, Department Headquarters. the Sandia Site Office, Sandia National Laboratories,
and the Albuquerque Complex were in attendance. (S 11 IS009)
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Ending October 21, 2011

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Repo1t on "The Depart111e11t's Unclassified Cyber Sernrity Program - 201 J," October 20, 20 l l,
DOE/IG-0856, (Al 1TG026)
~

The Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) established
requirements for all Federal agencies to develop and implement agency-wide information
security programs. FISMA also direCted Federal agencies to provide appropriate levels of
security for the information and systems that support the operations and assets of the
agency, including those managed by another agency or contractors. As required by
FJSMA, the Office of fnspector General conducted an annual independent evaluation to
determine whether the Depa1tment's of Energy's (Department) unclassified cyber security
program adequately protected its darn and information systems.

!ft The Depa11ment had taken steps over the past year 10 address previously identified cybcr
security weaknesses and enhance its unclassified cyber security program. While these were
positive steps, additional action is needed to fwther strengthen the Department's
unclassified cyber security program and help address threats to its information and systems.
Per example, our FY 2011 evaluation disclosed that corrective actions had been completed
for 11 of the 35 cybcr security weaknesses identified in our FY 2010 review. In addition,
we identified numerous weaknesses in the areas of acces~ controls, vulnerability
management, web application integrity, contingency planning, change control
management, and cyber security training. While many of the same or similar issues had
been noted in prior FISMA reports, the number of weaknesses identified represented a 60
percent increase over our FY 2010 review .

.!!fl The weaknesses identified occurred, in part, because Departmental clements had not
ensured that cyber security requirements included all necessary elements and were properly
implemented. Program elements also did not always utilize effective performance
monitoring activities to en.~ure that appropriate security controls were in place.
~

Without improvements to its unclassified cyber security program, such as consistent risk
management practices and adopting processes to ensure security controls arc appropriately
developed, implemented, and monitored, there is an increased risk of compromise and/or
Joss, modification, and non-availability of the Department's systems and information. As
observed in the recent cyber attacks at four sites, exploitation of vulnerability can cause
significant disruption to operations and/or increase the risk of modification or destruction
of sensitive data or programs.

ft We made several recommendations to help the Department strengthen its unclassified
cyber security program for protecting its systems and data from the threat of compromise,
Joss or modifica1ion .. Mmrngement concurred with the report's recommeqdations and
disclosed that it had initiated or already completed actions to address is~ues identified in
our report.

I.
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS JSSUlm THIS WEEK:

J?RAFT RECOVERY ACT Rl~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Drafc Management Alen on "The Western Area Power Admi11istra1io11's l.011trol and
Administration of American Recoirery and Reinvestment Act Borrowing Authority," October 14,
201 I, (AIORAOI3)
~ Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), Department

of Energy's (Depai1ment), Western Arca Power Administration (Western) was granted
$3.25 billion in borrowing authority to help build transmission infrastructure. Western is
permitted to use its borrowing authority in perpetuity and may request forgiveness. if
necessary, for amounts outstanding at the end of the.useful life of a project. To meet the
Recovery Act's goals of promoting job crcati011 and economic recovery, Western's
Transmission Infrastructure Program (Program) first used its borrowing authority to
execute a financing agreement with Montana Albe11a Tie Led. and MA TL LLP (jointly
referred to as MATL) in October 2009, to construct a "shovel-ready" 2l4-milc transmission
line between Great Falls, Montana, and Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. The line is intended
to provide interconnection for proposed wind power generation farms in Montana. The
MATL companies~ wholly owned subsidiaries of Tonbridge Power Inc., a Canadian
transmission developer, contrncced with an independent contractor to build the transmission
.tine.
~

Western financed $161 million of the original $213 million transmission project's cstima1ed
cost with $52 million contributed from other sources, including non· federal loans. MATL's
repayment of the Western loan is scheduled to commence nfter the project is operaticnnl
and generating revenue .

.~ Western had not implemented the necessary safeguards to ensure its commitment of

funding was optimally protected. Specifically, Western had not initially required MATL to
establish:
·
•

An earned vr.lue management system to provide timely, integrated cost and
schedule information to allow Western to adequately monitor the progress of the
project. In February 20IO, Western informed MATL that it expected the company
to !JSe earned value management to report integrated budget and schedule
·
information. However, MATL continued to provide inadequate information until
March 2011, or over a year later. While Western worked aggressively with MATL
in an attempt to understand and ameliorate the impact of delays, in the absence of
useful earned value management data, it was not optimally positioned to determine
the extent of the delays and the potential for cost overruns; and,

•

A risk-based management reserve to fund unanticipated cost overruns.

rn fact,

MATL did not establish a reserve until nearly a year after the slllrt of the project.
Western officials reported that MATL's reserve would soon lie depleted.
\

~ Western became aware of these issues und engaged in extensive discussions wilh MA TL
and other project stakeholder::; to gel the project back on track. However, it had not
completed a formal root cause analysis documenting the underlining reasons for project
delays and a formal plan to ensure adequate internal controls 11rc sufficient for this and

future projects.
~ The results of om audit indicate that Westem's lack of lending experience, combined with
the urgency to expedite a "shovel-ready" project, were the primary causes of the issues we

identified. Western officials acknowledged that there are lessons teamed from their first
lending experience, including the need for earned valtie managemenl and establishment of
an adequate mam1gcmcnl reserve nt 1he beginning of a project. Further, Western stated co
us that there was pressure from Department off!<::ials responsible for _implementing the
Recovery Act 10 spend money quickly. As we have noted in other Recovery Act-related
reports, pressure to expedite actions can increase the risk that project safeguards will not be
properly established and/or executed.
~ Jn addition to

these project management issues, we also nolcd an impending gap in funding
available to operate the Program. Existing rundiug will be depleted in Piscal Year 2012,
and revenues from MATL and other new projccls will not he available to fund ongoing
costs of the Program for several years. Western is exploring alternatives for providing
Program funding.

~

We made four recommendations to the Administrator of Western Arca Power
Administration to improve Westem's use of its Recove1·y Act borrowing authority.
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THIS WEEK:

Report on "Use of Non-Compelilive Procurements to Obtain Services at tile Savannah River Site",
October 18, 2010, (ALOSR024)
If}!

In 2009, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC (SRNS)

aw~rded

two non-competitive

contracts for personnel ser\lices to two of its three parent companies, Fluor Federal

Services, Inc. (Flour) and Newport News Nuclear, Inc. (Newpott News). Duri.ng the period
June 2009 through August 20l0, SRN~ released 126 purchase orders against these
comracts valued at approximately $26 million. Given the significant level of activity in
1his area, we initiated this audit lo determine whether the Department of Energy
(Department) had ensured that SRNS appropriately <ipplied contracting requirements when
non-competitively acquiring services from affiliates or related parties.
~

The Department had not alwnys ensured that SRNS met contrncling requircmcnls when
acquiring ser.viccs from its affiliates. Specifically, we found that SRNS had not:
•

Obtained the required Departmeol approval for the two non-competitive contracts it
awarded to Fluor and Newport News during 2009. Ahhough specifically required
under the terms of its contract, SRNS also did not ohtain approval for subsequent

modifications that increased the hudgel ceilings for those conlracts from $5 million
and $500,000 to $40 million and $15 million, respectively;
•

Demonstrated, in most cases, that the affiliates were the sole sources capable of
providing the expertise necessary to perform the needed services, as required by its
contract for non-competitive awards to affiliate companies; and,

•

Performed cost analyses to ensure the reasonableness of the cost of affiliate
personnel services, as required.

~ The non-competitive acquisitions occurred and persis1ed because the Department did not

effectively oversee .SRNS' procuremenl of affiliate personnel services. While the
Department was nware that SRNS intended to obtain affiliate personnel services,
Department contracting officials were apparently unaware that they had approved an
exemption from Federal requirements for the acquisition of affiliate personnel services as
part of a multiple modification initiative to the SRNS' procurement manual. Additionally,
lhe Department was not notified of a potential Organizational Conflict of Interest because
SRNS' General Counsel determined thal SRNS did not need to submit an Organizational
Conflict of Interest representation to the Department for these two non-competitive
contracts with its parent companies.
~ Although SRNS determined that it did not need to submit an Organizational Conflict of

Interest representation to the Department for approval, we noted that SRNS officials
directly hwolved in the overall management and administration of the two affiliate
contracts were assigned to SRNS, but remained employees of the parent companies. While
we did not identify imy actual conflicts of interest during our review. in our opinion, the
appointment of affiliate personnel to key management positions, whose roles include
administering !he two affiliate contracts, creates an appearance of an Organizational
Conflict of Interest.
~ In the absence of effective Department oversight of SRNS' acquisition of affiliate personnel

services, the Departmenl lacked assurance that due consideration was given to acquiring
these services via competitive means and that they were obtained at fair and reasonable
prices. The sjgnificance of this is demonstrated by the fact that, at the time of our review,
SRNS had released purchase orders against the two non-competitive contracts with Fluor
and Newport News totaling approximately $26 million artd had rnised the contractual
budget ceilings for these. contracts from $5.5 million to $55 million .

.!J# In response to our ongoing audit, the S.avanrrnh River Operations: Office initiated a review
to determine the reasonableness of the cost of affilinle personnel services that were
acquired. While this action is commendable, we believe that additional action is necessary.
As such, we made a number of recommendations designed to strengthen !he Department's
oversight of SRNS' acquisitions from affiliates and address deficiencies associated with
SRNS' acc1uisition of affi linte personnel services.
Team Leader:l(b)(G)
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Staff:

_____

___,

Draft Report on "The Department's Maiiageme11t of the Smart Grid Program," October 21, 2011,
(Al ITG018)

.'1/ Ensuring that the Nation's power grid is adequately protcctccl from malicious cyber attacks
has heen and continues

to

be an aren of concern. For example, our report on the Federal

E11e1gy ReRulatory Commission's Monitoring of Power Grid Cyber Security (DOE/IG-

08'16, January 2011) disclosed weaknesses rclalcd to lhe Critical Infrastructure Protection
cyber sccurily standards. In addition, l11e U.S. Government Accountability Office report on
Eleciricit)• Grid Modemi?.ation (GA0-11-1 17, January 2011) identified weaknesses
regarding the implementation and enforcement of Smart Grid cyher security guidelines.
Given the importance of developing an effective and secure Smart Grid system, we
performed this audit to determine whether the Department adequately adm~nistered and
monitored the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG) program.
~ Although the Department had taken a number of positive actions, our audit revealed that it
had not adequately managed several critical aspects of the SGIG program. The problems

that we discovered could jeopardize achievement of Recovery Act goals. In particular, we
found that Department officials approved Smart Grid projects that included elements that
did not support the goals of the SGIG program or used Pederally-sourced funds to meet
cost-share requirements, and three of five cyber security plans reviewed were incomplete
and did not always sufficiently describe sectirily controls nnd how they were implemented.

fi The issues identified were due, in purt, to lhc accelerated planning, development, and
deployment approach adopted by the Department for the SGIG program. In particular, the
Department had not ensured that the methodology used to monitor the SGIG program was
effective. Furthermore, officials approved cyber security plans for Smart Grid projects
even though 1here were shortcoming!> that could result in poorly implemented controls. We
also found that, hecause the Department was focused on quickly disbursing Recovery Act
funds, it had not ensured perflonnel had received adequate training to manage grnnts.
~ Without improvements, there remains a significant risk that the goals and objectives of the

Smart Grid ma not be fully realized. In addition, we questioned reimbursements totaling
for activities related to the installation and/or disposal of obsolete
more than (b)(5)
meters, use o ·e era funds to meet cost-share obligations, and duplicate cost
reimbursement

Toam Leader: rb)(G)
AIC:

Staff:
LETTER HEPORTS lSSlJED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS rSSUED THrs WEEK:

OTHER A CJDITS:
~ An

entrance conference was held on October 19, 2011 to discuss the Follow-up Audit of the
Department of Energy's Pollution Pre1 1e11tio11 Program (A 120R002). At the e.ntrance

conference were represenHttives from the Office of Health, Safety and Securily, Office of
Science, Office of Environmental Manogcmcnt,. National Nuclear Security Adminislrntion,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Y-12 National Security Complex and Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant. The purpose of the audit ii; to determine whether the Department has an
effec ive ollu ion revention ro ram. rn attendance from the Office of Ins ector General
were (b)(S)

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNlFICANT INSPECTION ACTTVrTY:
Coordination Draft lnspec/i011 Report Issued
~ On October 18, 2011, the Office of Inspections issued a Coordination Draft Inspection

Report on "Protection of Federal Sensitive Unclassified Information and Property
Accountability under the Cooperative Agreement with the Jncorporatcd County of J_os
Alamos." The Coordination Draft was sent to the Manager, Los Alamos Site Office, the
Contracting Officer, Albuquerque Complex and the Director, Office of llltcrnal Controls,
NA·MB·20, for informal comments. We asked to receive all Coordination Draft comments
wi1hi11 5 working days, after which we will prepare the Offici;ll Draft Report. (S 11 IS004)
Team Leader: l(b)(S)
Lead 1nspecto1...·:""'l("""b'""J(6""')_ _ _ _..........

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS ST ATfSTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEi\·IENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

'1'ti 2011 Pr! vacy Awareness Course (PAC) must be complete by October 31, 201 I.
ACTTON ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER !VL\TTERS:
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Ending October 28, 2011
li'INAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT RRPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY A CT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WJmK:

DRAli'T REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
~ A coordination draft report titled Alleged Misuse of American Recovery and Reinvestment

Act of 2009 Grnm Funds by the Western Arizona Council of Governments was issued to
the Department of Energy's Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy management on
October 27, 2011. The draft report disclosed a lack of required prcapprnval for capital
expenditures, weaknesses in the purchasing of goods and services, inaccurate reporting on
completed weathcrization projects, and inaccurate reporting on the details of actual work
performed. We are tentatively making five recommendations to management to address
the weaknesses identified in our inspection. The lead inspector is Mike Sivok, assisted.by
Todd Siemering (SI 1IS005).

Draft Evaluation Report on "Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Unclclssified Cyber
Security Program - 2011," October 28, 2011, (A I ITG027)
~ The Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (Commissi9n) is an independent agency
within the Department of Energy responsible for regulating the Nation's oil pipeline,
natural gas, hydroelectric and wholesale electric industrie~. The Commission relies on a
wide range of information technology (IT) resources in achieving its mission of assisting
consumers in obtaining rclinblc, efficient, and sustainable energy services. As highlighted
by various cyber attacks at various Federal entities over recent years, malicious individuals
continue to take advantage of the changing information security threat landscape and
exploit vulnerabilities in IT resources that have not been rcmediatea. To help protect
;.gainst cyber security threats such as these, the Commission estimated that it would expend
approximately $3.8 million during Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 to secure its IT assets.

~

The Federal lllfomrnrim1 Security Management Act of 2002 (FfSMA) established
requirements for Federal agencies related to the management and oversight of information
securily risks and to ensure that fi' resources were adequately protected. As directed by
FlSMA, the Office of fnspector General conducted an independent evaluation of the
Commission's unclassified cyber security program to detenninc whether it adequately

protected data and informal ion .systems. This report presents the results of our evaluation ·

for FY 2011.
~ The Commission had taken actions to improve its cyber security posture and mitigate risks
associated with certain issues identified during our FY 2010 evaluation. While these

measures are noteworthy, our current evaluation disclosed that additional action is needed
to further protect information systems and data. Specifically, we continued to identify
weaknesses related to the Commission's timely remediation of software vulnerabilities.
~ The problems we identified with the Commission's vulnerability management program

(VMP) were due, in part, to less than fully effective implementation of policies and
procedures. In particular, Commission officials infom1ed us that they did not follow their
existing VMP policies, due to budget and resource constraints. Although the Commission
continued to make progress in improving its cybcr security posture, additional actions are
needed to further reduce the risk to the agency's infonuation systems and data.
Team Leader:

6

l_(b-J(__l_ ___,

LETTER RRPOUTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUnTTHfi:PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:
.~

An entrance conference was held on October 25, 2011 to discuss the Audit of the
Deparlment of Energy's Improper Payment Reporting in the Fiscal Year 20! J Annual
Financial Report (A 11 FN009). The ovcraH ohjecti ve of the audit is to. complete an
evaluation of the accuracy and completeness of agency reporting, and evaluate agency
performance in reducing and recapturing improrer payments, under the Improper
Payments Elimination and RccoYery Act. At the entrance conference were
representatives from l<PMG LLP, Office of the Chief Financiql Officer. and the Office
of Inspeclol' General (OIG). Jn attendance from the OIG wcrcl._.(b_J_<6_l_ _ _ _ _ _ __,

l(b)(6)

I

RECOVERY ACT rNFQRMA TION;

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTfON ACTIVITY:

•

An entrance conference was held and initial inspecti n fi I w k commenced on October
17th al the 1daho National Laboratory by Inspector (b)(G)
The Litle of the inspection is Tactical Response Forc?:;e:-mr:;-;;,~'ll""'<l'rm~l'l'l'l'!'l'l':"i~l'!'ml'l'!T"----'
LaboralOI')'. (S l IISOl 3)

OTHER lNSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

,_
NO FURTHER ACTION Lfi:l'TER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

'1i 2011 Privacy Awareness Course (PAC) must be complete by October 31, 2011.

ft

Headquarters 2011 Annual Security R~fresher Briefing must be complete by

December 9, 20 l 1

·

ACTION rrmvt REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:
~

The Office of Audits and Inspections i.~ pleased to announce Ms. Penny Peyton as our
newest Inspector joining the Inspections staff in Washington, DC. Ms. Peyton has
approximately 14 years of experience conducting inspection-related nciivities, nnd comes
to us from the Department of the Treasury's Office of Inspector General (OIG), where she
worked for the last two years as a Program Analyst. Ms. Peyton's experience also includes
two years (IS a Regional Fraud Investigator for the Commonwealth of Virginia, six years as
a Magistrate for a Chief Circuit Court Judge 1 and one year of experience as a Tax Audilor.

Ms. Peyton holds dual Bachcfor's Degrees in Potiticnl Science and Public Administration
from James Madison University (1991) and ho!ds an active security clearance.

IQ The Office of Inspections is also ple<iscd to announce the hiring of an additional staff
member for the Livermore office. Ms. Terri Toole, a U.S. Department of Education OIG
Auditor, will be joining the staff there in the near future. Ms. Toole has previously
worked as an Auditor for the IRS and as a Logislics Manager for the Department of
Defense. Terri is in the process of completing a Masters Degree in Accountjng at the
California State Universicy, Sacrnmm.1to.
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Ending November 4, 2011

FINAL. UEPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on "Non-Fncility Contmctor Prior l'e1fonna11ce", October 28, 2011, DOE/IG-0857,
(A I ICPOOI)

m The Department of Energy (Department) obligated approximately $89 billion during Fiscal
Years 2009 and 2010, through various contracts and financial assistance awards. Holding
contractors accountable· for past performance is an important tool for making stire that the
Federal government and the taxpayers that it represents, receive good value from its
contracts. Accordingly, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Department
adequately considered contractor prior pe1-form<ince wh~n making new non-facility contract
and financial ossistnnce awards .
.~ The Department had not always considered prior contractor perfo1mance nor completed
contractor performance assessments in a limcly manner fol' non-facility contract and
financial assistance awards. In particular, our review of contractor petformance assessment
reports and a random sample of contract and financial assistance awards and closeouts, of
the same types of actions at three sites, found that the Depm1ment could not demonstrate
that it had:
•

Evaluated contractor prior performance before making 104 of the 519 (20
percent) contracts and financial assistance awards we reviewed;

•

Reviewed the GovernmenHvide Excluded Parties List System to ensure that
offerors and applicants were not debarred from doing business with the Federal
Government for 42 of 519 (8 percent) of our sample items. Even though the
Department could not confirm that a review of the contractor's eligibility had b~cn
perfonned, we were able to readily discern based on our own testing that none of
the 42 contractors had been debarred; and,

•

Completed post award contractor performance evaluations within the required
120 calendar days after the evaluation period for 323 of the 881 (37 percent)
contracts requiring such an evaluation that we reviewed. In fact, 192 evaluations
were overdue by 6 months or rnore. This practice deprives the Department and
other Federal agencies of information necessary to.make informed procurement
decisions.

~

These issues occutTed because procurement officials and/or contracting personnel did not
follow or apply Federal and Departmental requirements and procedures. In addition,
Department officials stated that post award evaluations of contractor performance were
often not performed becat1se contracti.ng officer's representatives did not place sufficient
emphasis on completing this requirement.

.~

With literally billions of dollurs in ll\xpayer provided funds in play for Department
contracts, grants and financial assistance awards, procurement and program officials need

all of the inforn1ation they can gather to ensure that they make the best possible award
decisions. Developing meaningful post award performance assessments and objective
evaluations of contractor past performance prior to award are critiCal to ensuring that the
Government docs business with companies that deliver quality goods and services on time
and within budget; and, that the taxpayer's interests are protected,
~ We provided several recommendations involving the adoption of best practices that should
help the Department improve its controls over the evaluation of contractor prior
perfo1mance. The National Nuclear Security Administration generally agreed with the
finding and recommendations. The Office of Management, while agreeing with portions of
the finding and recommendations, disagreed that contracting officers were required to
review a prospective awardcc's prior performance as part of the financial assistance
selection process. We recognize that Federal regulations do not require such an evaluation
as part of the selection process. However, contracting officers are required to evaluate the
awardee's prior performance in order to detennine \Vhether special tenns and conditions
should be included in the award. Both the National Nuclear Secwily Administration and
the Office of Management elected 10 waive the exit conference.
Team Leader: (b)(S)
AIC:
Slaff:

Report on "Follow-up Review of SecuriJy at !Ire S1ra1egic Petroleum Reserve," November I, 2011,
INS-0-12-01, (S101SOl4)
~ The Depa11ment of Energy's (Department) Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) has the

largest stockpile of Government-owned emergency crude oil in the world and exists
foremost as an emergency response tool the President can use should the United States be
confronted with an economically-lhreatening disruption in oil supplies. Established in !he
aftermath of the 1973-74 oil embargo, SPR currcnrly stores approximately 727 million
barrels of oil in underground salt caverns located in Louisiann and Texas. In June 2005,
the Office of Inspector General (010) issued a report on "Review of Security at the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve," (DOEJ[G-0693). Our report concluded that additiona1
measures could be implemented to improve physical security of SPR sites in !he areas of
insider threat, deadly force authority, protective force performance test realism, Security
Police Officers (SPO) perfo.-mance testing programs and comprehensive security reviews.
Management concurred with the recommendations nnd stated !hat they took corrective
actions in response to our report. Additionally, in August 2010, the 010 Hotline received a
complaint alleging that the protective force performance test realism had not improved and
that SPR training program did not provide a clear understanding as to whether or not a SPO
should shoot to kill to protect personnel or property.
~ Given the recent complaint and the importance of having effective security, we initiated

this inspection to determine if SPR bad improved selected aspects of its security and to
assess !he facts and circumstonces surrounding the allegation.
~ We

determined that SPR officials had generally implemented COl'rective actions in response
to our earlier report; however, our inspection revealed a concern regarding security officers'

understanding of situations in which the use of deadly force was permitted at three of the
four SPR sites we visited. Specifically, we determined that contrary to the Federal
regulation which limits the use of deadly force to the protection of personnel from ·
imminent death and bodily harm,? of 36 SPOs we interviewed mistakenly helieved that
they should u~e deadly force to prolecl SPR infrastructure. Even \hough the re~pon.ses at
lhe last three facilities we visited significantly improved, we recommended that lhe Project
Manager, Strategic Petroleum Reserve require that all SPR facilities ensure that all
protective force members understand when it is appropriate to use deadly force.

ll

The SPR Project Manager concurred with the report's recommendation and considers the
recommendation closed. Management has takei:i corrective action to address tile SPOs'
awareness of deadly force use and will continue with their intensive oversight and
improvement efforts to ensure that each SPO fully understands when deadly force is
justified. We consider managemenl's comments and corrective actions responsive to our
recommendation.

------______....

Team Leader: (b)(S)
Lead Inspector (b)(6)

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY A CT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

nnAFT REPORTS lSSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on, "11ie National Nuclear Security Administration Global Tlrrcar Reduction
Initiative's Contract Administration "OAS-L-12-01, October25, 2011 (AI IAL003)

rm

The National Nuclear Security Administration's (NNSA) Office of Defense Nuclear
Nonproliferation established the Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI) in May 2004, as
a vital part of the efforts to combat nuclear and radiological terrorism. GTRI's mission is to
reduce and protect vulnerable nuclear and rndiologicnl material located at civilian sites
worldwide. GTRI accomplishes this through three subprograms: Convert, Remove, and
Protect. The Convert subprogram focuses on converting research reactors from using high
enriched uranium to low enriched uranium. The goal of the Remove subprogram is lo
remove and dispose of excess nuclear and radiological materials. Finally, the Protect
subprogram protects high priority nuclear and radiological materials from theft and sabotage.
GTRI suppot1s the Department's Nuclear Security goal hy preventing terrorists from
acquiring nuclear and radiological materials that could he used in weapons of mass
dcstruclion or 01her acts of terrorism. GTRI has completed or has ongoing activities in 124
countries around the world.

19.

We found lhat, overal I; NNSA established a system of controls to manage its GTRI con1racts.
In particular, GTRI personnel verified contract deliverables, employed multiple monitoring
techniques, and reviewed contract costs. For example, GTRl rcprcscntalives stated that they
conducted si1c visits approximately every six weeks for one of the large foreign contracts we
reviewed. According to GTRI officials, site visits afforded GTRI representatives an
opportunity to view contractor performance and delermine if any tasks required adjustments .

.ID We also concluded that NNSA had a process in place to review contract costs for
allowability, allocability, and reasonableness. We sampled invoices from the 12 contracts we
reviewed and noted that GTRI technical representatives and contract office staff performed
joint reviews upon receipt of contractor invoices for firm fixed price contracts. We nlso
verified contract specialist reviews of cost reimbursement and time and marerial contract
invoices for any unallowable costs and noted instances where costs were disallowed when
they did not comply with the negotiated rates.
~ One especially large GTRI contract accounted for $131 million of the $272 million

of

GTRI's foreign and sm<1ll business contracts, In Oecember 2003 the Departmenrentered into
a contract with the Kazakhstan Nuclear Enterprise Corporation (KATEP) to transfer spent
fuel at the DN·350 reactor in Aktau, Kazakhstan into safe, securn long·term storage. The
contract fulfilled an international agreement to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
At the time. the Department did not know the scope and cost of the work.
~ Although the full cost and scope were unknown, NNSA mitigated the risk of incurring

unallowable costs by requiring task assignments as lhe cost and scope were determined. The
task assignments that were issued described the scope of work to be performed, milestones,
period of perfomlance, fixed prices, etc. When NNSA and KA TEP agreed to the terms of
the task assignment, they incorporated the assignments inlo the KATEP contract. In fact,
KA TEP could not begin work prior to NNSA's issuance of the 1ask assignments signed by
the Contracting Officer.
~--

.l!m NNSA officials stated that they implemented procedures that reduced 1he risk that NNS/\
would incur costs under the KA TEP contract that were not fair or reasonable. Pricing
professionals carefully scrutinized the proposed price of tasks issued to verify that each
proposed price was fair and reasonable. In addition, NNSJ\ officials actively assisted
KATEP in competitively bidding tasks to its suhcontractors. Scheduled deliverables were
also verified by the NNSJ\ program office and contract administrators as a part of the invoice
apprnval process. Finally, NNSA utilized the Management Support Systems Branch/Pricing
Section, which provides advice and tools, and uses databases of international cost data and
historical foreign cost infonnation to assist the GTRI program.
~

According to a GTRI document, the work in Kazakhstan was completed in Novemher 2010
is a success story for the GTRI program. In the end, KATEP secured and protected enough
nuclear materials to make about 775 nuclear weapons.
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FINANCIAL STATEMKNT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AQDITS:

~ An exit conference was held on November 3, 2011 for che Audit of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's (PERC) Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Financial Slatements. FERC's
FY 2011 financial statements have an unqualified opinion. A! lhe exit conference were
repre.sentali ves from the Office of Ins ector General OIG FERC and KPMG, LLP. In

attendnnce from the OIG were
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FINAL REPORTS

ISSU~~D

THlS WKfi_;K:

Audit Report on, Audit Coverage of CosJ Al/owability for Beclitel Marine Propulsion Corporatio11,
during Februmyl, 2009 through September 30, 2010, Under Department of Energy Contract
No. DE-NR0000031, OAS-V-12-01, Octobcr31, 2011, (Al 1PT008)

ll Since 2009, Bechtel Marine Propulsion Corporation (BMPC) has operated the Bellis
Atomic Power Laboratory (BAPL) and the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL)
under contract with the Department of Energy (Department). DMPC was established solely
to operate the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, which is a joint Navy· Department
program responsible for the research 1 design, construction, operation and maintenance of
U.S. nuclear-powered warships, During the period of February I, 2009 through September
30, 20l0, BMPC expended and claimed $1,388,480A85.

It' To help ensure only allowable costs arc c1aimed by the Department's integrated contractors
and make efficient use of available audit resources, the Office of Inspector General, the
Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance Management, and contractors have
implemented a Cooperative Audit Strategy. This strategy places reliance on the
contractors' internal audit function (Internal Audit) to provide audit coverage of the
allowability of incu1Ted costs claimed by contractors. Consistent with the Cooperative
Audit Strategy, BMPC is required to maintain an internal audit activity wilh responsibility
for conducting audits, including audits of the allowability of incurred costs. In addition,
BMPC is required to conduct or arrange for audits of its subcontractors when costs incurred
are a factor in determining the amount payable to a subc?ntractor,

ft The management structure of Naval Reactors facilities, BAPL in West Mifflin,
Pennsylvania., and its sister sile of KAPL in Schenectady, New York, is unique from other
· Department facilities. Specifically, Federal auditors employed by the Naval Reactors
Laboratory Field Office (NRLFO), performed som~ functions nonnally conducted by the
contractor's Internal Audit under the Cooperative Audit Strategy, such as the alJowability
of incurred cost audits.
•

Based on ·our audit, nothing came to our <tttention to indicate the allowable cost related
audit work performed by the NRLFO auditors <l'nd the BMPC's Internal Audit Group did
not meet generally accepted Government auditing standards and Institute of Internal
Auditors S1andards respectively and could not be relied upon. In addition, BMPC had
· conducted or ananged for audits of subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in
determining the amount payable to a subcontractor, Further; costs questioned in the
allowable cost audits conduclcd by the NRLFO Audits Division and audits conducted by
the BMPC Internal Audit Group have been adequately resolved. Specifically, NRLFO
auditors identified approximately $139,450 in que!)tioned costs, all of which have been
resolved. We identified no other audits or reviews that reported questioned costs or
internal conlrol weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs claimed for February l,
2009 through September 30, 2010.

Team Leaner:
ATC:

(b)(S)

Staff:

Audit Coverage of Cost Allowabilily for Bechtel Jacobs Company, lLC under Departmcm of
Energy Comract No. DE-AC05-980R22700, during Fi.fcal Years 20081hro11gli 2010, November
3. 2011; OAS-V-12-02

ft No material issues came to our auentio1\ to indicate that the allowable cost-related audil
work performed by Bechtel Jacobs' Company LLC (Bechtel Jacobs) Internal Audit did not
meet the Institute of Internal Auditors Standards and could not be relied upon. Further,
Bechtel Jacobs did not conduct any audits of subcontractors where costs incurred were a
factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor because there were no
subcontracts requiring audit under its policy.

R We noted that Intern~l Audit performed an allowable cost audit for each of the Fiscal Years
(FY) covered by the scope of our audit. The FYs 2008, 2009, and 2010 allowable cost
audits identified $1,658, $2,403, and $11,205 in questioned costs. respectively.
Additionally, Internal Audit reported internal control weaknesses impacting the
allowability of costs claimed in an audit of lhc "Purchase Card System (B-Card)" 1
July 2009. All of the questioned costs and intenrnl control weaknesses were resolved 10 1he
satisfacrion of the Contracting Officer.
Team Leader:

Auditor-in-Charge:
Slaff:

(b)(6)

l

Management Alert on "Wes1em Area Power Administration's Control and Admi11istratio11 of
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Borrowing Amhority," November 4, 20 l l, OAS-RA-1201, (Al0RA013)

It Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Departmenr of Energy's (Department), Wcstcm Area.Power Administration (Western) was
granted $3.25 billion in borrowing nuthority to help build transmission infrastruclure.
Western is permitted to use its borrowing authority in perpetuity and may reque.<>t
forgiveness, if necessary. for amounts outstanding at the end of the useful life of a project.
To meet the Recovery Act's goals of promoting job creation and economic recovery,
Westem's Tnmsmission Jnfrastruclure Program (Program) first used its bo1Towing authority
to execute a fipancing agreement with Montana Alberta Tie Ltd. and MATL LLP Qointly
referred to as MATL) in October 2009, to construct a "shovel-ready" 214·milc transmission
line between Great Palls; Montana, and Lelhbri9ge, Alberta, Canada. The line is intended
lo provide interconnection for proposed wind power generation farms in Montana. The
MATL companies, wholly owned subsidiaries of Tonbridge Power Inc., a Canadian
transmission developer, contracted with an independent contractor to build the transmission
line.

ft Western financed $161 million of the original $213 million transmission projecl's estimated
cost with $52 milllon contributed from other sources, including non-federal loans. MATL's
repayment of the Western loan is scheduled to commence after the pro.iect is operational
and generating revenue.

t;: Western hnd not implemented the necessary safeguards to ensure its commitment of
funding was optimally protected. Specifically, Western had not initially required MATL to
establish:

•

•

An earned value management system to provide timely, integrated co.st and
schedule information to allow Western to adequately monitor the progress of the
project. In February 2010, Western lnfonned MATL that it expected the company
to use earned value management to report integrated budget and schedule
information. However, MATL continued to provide inadequate information until
Mp.rch 2011, or over a year later. While Western worked aggrcssl vely with MATL
in an attempt 10 understand nnd ameliorate lhe impact of delays, in the absence of
useful earned value management data, it was not optimaJJy positioned 10 determine
the extent of the delays and the potential for cost overruns; and,

•

A risk-based management reserve to fund unanticipated cost overruns. In fact,
MATL did not establish a reserve until nearly a year after the strut of the project.
Western officials reported that MATL's reserve would soon be depleted.

Western became aware of these issues and engaged in extensive discussions with MATI,
and other project stakeholders to get the project back on track. However1 it had not
completed a formal root cause analysis documenting !he underlining reasons for project
delays and a formal plan to ensure adequate internal controls are sufficient for this and
future projects.

!ft The results of our work indicated that Westem's lack of lending experience contributed to
the issues we identified. Further, although we did not confirm their assertions, cenain
Western officials indicated that they encountered pressure from lhe Department to spend
Recovery Act funds expeditiously. We could not establish these asse11ions as a direct
cause of the MATL situation. However, Western officials acknowledged that there arc
lessons learned from their first lending experience, including the need for earned value
management and establishment of an adequate management reserve at the beginning of a
project.
·

I\ Western has significant financial exposure on the project, having permitted MATL to
expend $152 million ofWeslem's coµ1mitted funding of $161 million on a project
cn<:ountering significant delays and cost overruns. Since May 2011 the project has been at
a standstill, is estimated to be two years behind schedule and may be as much as $70
million over budget After citing a lack of resources to cover project cost overruns,
Tonbridge, MATL's parent company, was acquired by Enbridge Inc., in October 2011.

It In addition to lhese project management issues. we also noted an impending gap in funding
available to operate the Program. Existing funding will be depleted in Fiscal Year 2012,
and revenues from MA TL and other new projects will not be available to fund ongoing
costs of the Program for several years. Western is exploring alternatives for providing
Program funding.
~ We made four recommendations regarding Westcrn's

US(; of its Recovery Act borrowing
authority. The Department concurred with lhe recommendations and indicared in its
response that it was executing plans to address each of the issues identified.

Team Leader;l(b)(S)
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUI<:D THIS WKl•:K:
Report

on "Cost Allowability for Savannah River Nuclear Soluti'o11s, LLC under Department of

Energy Contract No. DE-AC09-08SR22470 during Fiscal Year 2009 ",November 8, 2011,
(A10SR020)
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS fSSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

8 An exit confereJKe was held on November 10, 2011 for the Audit of the Department of
Energy's Nuclear Waste Fund:s (Fund) Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Financial Statements. The
Fund's FY 2011 financial statements have an unqualified opinion. At the exit conference
were representatives from the Office of Inspector General (OIG), Office of the General
Counsel, Office of the Chief Financial Officer, and KPMG. LLP. Jn attendance from the
OIG wer9(b)(S)

RECOVERY ACT .INFORMATION:

SIGNIF1CANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONSSTATISTICAJ,SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OI•' NEW INSPECTIONS:

I

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION iTEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHI<:R MATTlmS;

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

•

The Oak Ridge IO Office was proud to honor their veternn co-workers on November 9.
The non-veterans in the qffice came together to provide the vererans with a delicious
Velerans Day breakfast. Our patriotic seating included a POW/MIA presentation table to
recognize missing service men and women and to remember their sac1ifices. Veteran
Angeie Castiglia recounted a personal and !ouching story about reaching out to a MIA
Marine's family. We want to thank all the veterans within the [Q for their service as well
as to those in the IO who have a loved one serving.
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FINAL

R~~POUTS

TSSURD THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUEn THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Coordination Draft Report on "Waste Disposal and Rccove1y Act Efforts at the Oak Ridge
Reservation", November21, 2011, (S 10lS03)
11 Our inspection did not identify significant issues with the use of American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) funds. However, we noted that the Transuranic
Waste Processing Center (TWPC) project, although initially thought to be "shovel-ready,"
encountered a number of obstacles in processing and disposing of Oak Ridge Reservation
transuranic (TRU) waste. Because of technical problems, including ground water
infiltration in storage casks, the TWPC project was behind schedule and at risk of not
achieving its accelerated waste disposal goals.
.~

In response, Department officials initiated a number of program change.~ designed to ensure
that new, realistic TRU waste processing goals are developed and achieved. Although Oak
Ridge Office (ORO) had achieved some success in TRU waste processing, officials
acknowledged that more n!!eds to be done to address the obstacles encountered and meet
established goals for processing and disposing of contact handled and remote handled
TRU waste. Obstacles encountered after contract award to Wastren included significant

ground water infiltration of waste storage casks, high neutron levels, waste manipulator
failures and storage and shipping disposal delays. To address the problems encountered,
ORO has adopted a new approach and schedule for completing necessary TRU waste
processing and disposal activilies.
Lead Inspector: ...
l(b-)-(G-)_ _ _ _ _ _......
Coordination Draft Report on ''Alleged Misuse of American Recovery and Rei111 estmenr Act Grall(
Ftmds by the We stem A1izo11a Co11ncil nf Governments", November 2 J.' 2011, (W ACOG) .
1

.~ Jn 2009, the Department awarded a 3-year Weatherization Assistance Program
(Weatherization.Program) grant for approximately $57 million to the State of Arizona
(Arizona). Arizona's Office of Energy administers the grant funds through 10 sub-grantees
who are responsible for conducting weatherization activities in designated regions
throughout the State.

J?i Arizona awurded one sub-grantee, the Western Arizona Council of Governments
(WA COG), approximately.$5.9 million of the Department's America Recovery Act and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) grant funds lo weatherize homes in western
Arizona. WACOG is a non-profit governmental association of local Arizona governments
that provides a number of community services under various Federally funded programs.
In response to a complaint alleging a pattern of wasteful spending of wcn.thcrization funds
and mismanagement of the Weatherization Program at WACOG, the Office of Inspector
General initiated this inspection. The inspection objective was to determine whether the
Wealherization Program funds were used and administered for intended purposes and
whether WACOG complied with relevant Federal and State regulations nnd program
guidelines.
~ We were unable to substantiate the allegations that WACOCI engaged in a pattern of

wasteful spending or that it mismanaged the Weatherization Program. We did, however,
observe several issues related to procurement and the accuracy of Recovery Act rcporli11g
1hat should be·addressed. Specifically, we observed that:

.'il!i WACOG expended approx imatcly $ l 33,000 for building improvements, office furnishings,
softwl\re upgrades and a telephone system without obtaining required approvals from·
J\rizona;

II Contrary to Federal procurement policy, WACOG's purchase records did not always
contain documentation showing evidence tlrnt a cost or price analysis was performed to
determine if the best value was obtained. Also, WACOG's purchase policy of requiring
price quotes based on a cost per unit threshold rather than an aggregate cost of the total
purchase was not consistent with Arizona and Federal procurement policy;
~ Neither W ACOG nor Arizona accurately reported completed housing units. W ACOG

reported 525 completed housing units, but 40, or 7.6 percent, were termed "walkaways"
where only initial energy audits were conducted with no weatherization work actually
performed. At the State level, Arizona reported 4,365 completed housing units, but 242, or
approxilnalely 5.5 percent, had only received the initial energy audit; and,
~ WACOG hud not always provided Arizona with accurate information regarding work

performed on completed weatherized houses. Our review of a sample of 50 completed
housing units revealed that 60 percent of W ACOG's entries into the State's weatherization
database were inaccurate with regard lo the actual work performed on the homes or lhe
costs allocated to various funding sources. ·
!t}} The weaknesses we identified occurred, in part, l:Jecause of a lack of understanding and

execution of Federal grant requirements, Department Wcatherizntion Program policy and
Arizona Weatherization Program requirements. As a result, evidence that goods and
services were procured ut a reasonable and fair market price was lacking, raising a question
about whether !he purchased items were acquired at a fair and reasonable price. In
addition, weatherization information was not always accurately reported to Arizona and the
Depm1ment. Management concurred with our tentative findings and recommendations in
comments to a coordination draft ver1>ion of this report (S 1 l IS005).
Lead Inspector:
Assist:

l(b)(S)

'----------------~

Draft Reprnt on "The Management of Past-Recovery Act Workforce Transition al Office of
Enviro11men1al Management Sites", November 23, 2011, (A 1 IRA024)
~

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was enacted to
stimulate the economy, preserve and create jobs, ~md invest in environmental protection
and other infrastructure that will provide long-term economic benefits. The Department of
Energy's (Department) Office of Environmental Management (EM) received $6 billion
under the Recovery Act to promote economic recovery through job creation and retention,
while accelerating environmcnc~I cleanup activities across EM sites. The Dep.artment
estimates that with Che end of Recovery Act funding and other known budget reductions, as
many as 4,450 Recovery Act and base progrnm workers at EM sites will be displaced by
the end of 201 L

Ii We initiated this audil to determine whether the Departmen! had developed and was
properly executing an effective plan to transition its environmental remediation contractor
workforce to a post-Recovery Act posture.

'!Jl Our review at the two EM sites established that the Depa11ment had developed pi:'lns lo
transition irs workforce ~s Recover)' Act funds were completely expended. These facility
contractor-developed plans were approved by Federal officials and, for the most part,
complied with existing guidance. Our review of Recovery Act hiring practices at the two
EM sites disclosed that. to the extent possible, both sites took measures to control future
separation costs in expect ·
t
r f, r wo ld be reduced at the com letion of
the Recover Act ro·ects. (b)( 5)
(b)(5)

:ft We found, ho\vever, that the transition approach adopted at the Savannah River Site
(Savannah River) bas resulted in unnecessary payments of nearly $7.7 million. The
Savannah River approach, if adopted elsewhere or perceived as establishing precedent,
could also materially impact upcoming reslructuring efforts at otl:ler facilities.
!5i Inconsistent application of the workforce notification or payments in Heu of notification
requirement occurred because·sites did not receive formal guidance from Headquarters ou
implementation. Specifically, an EM official told us that no overarching guidance was
provided to siteJ::; instead, site contractors were allowed to decide whether to provide notice
or pay in lieu of not[ce.
~ Unnecessary

workforce transition costs r~duce the amount of funds available for mission
related cleanup activities at EM sites. The Department permitted SRN$, M of September
2011, to make payments in lieu of notice totaling nearly $7. 7 million to 526 employees thal
involuntarily separated. These payments were not specifically required by the WARN Act,
and were not adequately justified based on perceived risk.

~

We made recommendations to the Acting Assistant Secretl.lry for EM, designed to ensure
correct and consistent application of notification and/or payment in lieu of notification
across Departmental sites.

Tcanl
I eaded(b)(G)
AIC:
(b)(S)
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Draft Special Report on "Lessons Learned at the Departmenr of Energy during the lmpleinentalion
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009," November 23, 2011, (A 11 RA055)
-~ The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was signed into

law on February 17, 2009 as a way to jumpsta11 the U.S. cconom y, create or save millions
of jobs, spur technological advances in science and health, and invest in the Nation's energy
future. As part of the Recovery Act, the Department of Energy (Department) received
more than $35 billion lo support a number of sclence, energy, and enviro1lmental
initiatives. In addition, the Department's authority to make or guarantee energy-related
The twin goals of rapidly deploying funding and
loans increased to as much a~(b)(5)
ensuring that the funds were expended efficiently and effectively created a number of
challenges for the Department that strained resources. To help capture and leverage !he
lessons learned during the intensive ramp-up and execution of Recovery Act funded efforts,
we prepared this report to highlight a number of beneficial practices we jdentified during
the course of our work over nearly three years .

I

.'11 The Department, with an unprecedented "all hands on deck" organizational approach, made
a concerted effort to implement and execute programs designed to meet the goals and
objectives of the Recovery Act. As might be expected in an effort as complex as the one
necessary for the Recovery Act, certain of its actions did not initially achieve their intended
result. Based on the Departrnental successes and failures observed during our work, we
identified and are presenting in this report a number of lessons learned in the areas of risk
managemenl; financial management and accounting and reporting; human capital
management; regulatory compliance; and, delivery of public services, which we believe
can benefit the Department in the future.
~ Our reviews confinned chat the Department had taken a number of significant actions to

carry out its programs to meet the goals and objectives of the Recovery Act. Programs also
had initiated many actions to deliver services to the public, ranging from improving the
energy efficiency of thousands of households to installing smart meters in various parts of
the country to help improve the public's ability to manage electricity usage. Many of the
activities carried out by the Department were the result of proactive efforts on the part of
program offices. Yet, various t:Jthcr actions and program enhancements occurred in
response to issues identified during our reviews .

.U In our view, the Recovery Ac! and its implementation and execution by the Department
should be used as a teachable moment to both inform and aid in the on-going transition to a
post-Recovery Act environment. Many of the issues raised in this report can be utilized by
all programs and sites to enhance operational effectiveness.
Assistant Director:
Staff:

(b)(S)
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ORAli'T REPORTS ISSlmD THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSURD THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THCS WEEK:

111e Department of Energy's Nuclear Waste Fund's Fiscal Year 201 J Financial Statement Audit,
OAS-FS-12-03, November21, 2011, (Al IFN008)

.tm Thjs rcpmt presents the results of the independent cenified public accountants' audit of the
Department of F.nergy'f\ Nuclear Waste Fund's Fiscal Year 2011 and 20 l 0 financial
statements. KPMO concluded that the financial statements are presented fairly, in all
material respects. in confonnily with U.S. generully accepted accounting principles.
KPMG no1ed no matters involving the internal conlrol structure and its operation that they
considered to be matedal weaknesses. The results of KPMG's tests of compliance wilh
certain provisions of laws, regulations, and contracts disclosed no instances of
noncomplfonce or other matters that were required to be reported.
6

Technical Monitors: ...
rb_H__)_ _ _ ___.

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVER\' ACT INl<'ORMATION;
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WEEKLY OPERATIONS STA TTSTTCAL SOMl\iIARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHim. ACTION LlnTER ISSUED:

MANTlATORY TRAINING:
~

Headquarters 2011 Annual Security Refresher Briefing must be complete by
December 9, 201 J.
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Ending December 2, 2011

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Special Report on "Inquiry on the Office of the Chief Financial Officer'.~ lnfnmwtion Tecli11ology
Expendirm·es" OAS-RA-L-12-01, November 28, 2011 (Al IRA036)

mi On April 13, 2011, the Office ofinspector General (OIG) received a complaint through the
OIG Hotline alleging the waste of appropriated Fiscal Year 2010 and American Recovery
and Reinvestment A.ct of 2009 (Recovery Act) funds by senior officials within the Office
of the Chief Financial Officer. In particular, the complainant stated that the Office of
Progra111 Analysis and Evaluation (PA&E) had mismanaged over $6 million worth of
software contracts and related user licenses.
~

Our review did not identify material issues or sufficient evidence to support the allegations
concerning PA&E's management of software contracts and licenses. However, we did find
that the software in question was cosily and, that in some cases, it was noL as useful or
productive as expec1ed. We also identified areas where tbe Departmcnl of Energy
(Department) could improve irs efforts to plan for and acquire software. 8pecifically, we
noted that:
•

The Market Allocation Modeling Effort software was utilized by PA&E as one
component of the budget process to belier infom1 officials that make budget resource
allocation decisions. While PA&E was able to provide documentation for
approximately $530,000 in software and contractor support cost since the beginning of
2010, the costs did not include Federal labor that was expended on implementation of
the project;

•

The Mulli-Attributc Decision Model (MADA) project was established in July 2009, by
PA&E to support decisions related lo resource allocation and to analytically justify the
Department's budget submission to Congress. We found that expenditures for MADA
totaled approximately $785,000 in software and contractor support costs;

•

In 2009, PA&E requested that the Office of the Chief Information Officer purchase
SharcPoint licenses using Recovery Act funds, but had not conducted an evaluation lo
support the initial selection. While the Deparlment's iPortal system did not have
adequate capability at that time, numerous modiflcations have since been made, and the
system currently has capabilities that duplicalc those offered through SharePoint~ and,

•

We did not substantiate allegations that the Department spent $ L'minion to acquire the
Performance Manager Module (PMM), or that it provided little additional benefit. In
particular, we found that the Department did not pay any acquisition costs for PMM as

it was provided by the Department of Treasury through a Memorandum of
Understanding. We determined that annual expenditures for maintenance of PMM
ranged between $98,000 and $135,000.

1'fl To assist with its ongoing efforts, we made scvernl suggestions to help increase the overall
efficiency of the Department.
Team Leader:
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT RJ(PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUim THIS WEEK:

Draft Inspection Report on "Protection of Federal Sensitive U11classijied /11formatio11 and Property
Accountability Under the Cooperative At:reemenr with the Incorporated County of Los A lamas,"
November 23, 201 l (SI 1IS004)
~ In December 2010, the Office of Itispeclor General received a complaint alleging that

(U.S.) Government property, including computers, was missing from the Fire Department. '
During our initiaJ evaluation of this complaint, we also became aware that Sensitive
Unclassified Information provided to the Fire Department by County of Los A lamas
(County) may not have been adequately protected. Therefore, we initiated this inspection
to determine if the County was adequately protecting Sensitive Unclassified Information jn
its possession and if the County was effectively managing Federally-owned personal
properly under the Cooperative Agreement with the National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA).
~

We could not determine wilh certainty that the f.irc Department was adequately protecting
Sensitive Uncl:u:;sified Information in its possession. Specifically, we found that although
Federal officials were aware of cyber security weaknesses related to the protection of
Sensitive Unclassified Information provided to the County, and in spite of specific
suggestions to do so, the Los Alamos Site Office did not require the Fire Department to
sl rcng then prolecti ve measures .

.Q In addition, w.e substantiated the allcgMion that property, including computers, was missing
and found that despite Department of Energy of energy requirements, effective processes
and procedures were not in pince to ensure the proper control and accountability of
Federally-owned personal property in possession of the Fire Department. Specifically, we
found that the Fire Department did not:
·
•

Repon lost or stolen items to Los Alamos, as required. A 2010 inventory
revealed that, among other property, 9 computers, 4 cameras, ~ video projector
and 40 radios were missing. However, these missing items were never reported,
specifically investigated, and actions were not taken to detcr111i ne financial
rcsponsi bi Ii t y;

•

Maintain an up-lo-date listing of all Federally-owned personal property in the

CU$:tody of the County: a1)d,

•

Always properly identify Federally-owned personal property at the time of
acquisilion or ensure the proper disposal of excess prnpc.-ty.

!Ji These weaknesses occurred, in part, because NNSA did not ensure that all requisite
provisions for cyber security were incorporated into the Cooperarive Agreement. Also, the
Site Office did not ensure that the property management provisions, which were part of the
Cooperative Agreement, had been effectively im11lemented.
l}i

In addition, the County did not monage its Federally-owned personal property in a maimer
consistent with the requirements of the Cooperative Agreement The Fire Department also
did not always implement County directives designed to ensure the prope1· control and
accountability of Federally-owned personal properly in its possession.

!I As a consequence, these weaknesses created an environment where Sensitive Unclassified
Information provided to the County could be subject to loss or compromise, and Pederallyowned personal property could be subject to misuse, theft or misappropriation.
~ To address these issues, we made recommendmions to establish requirements in the
Cooperative Agreement to address the protection of Sensitive Unclassified Information. In

addition, we made recommendations designed to help improve the control an<l
accountabiHty of Federally-owned personal property in possession of the County.
~

During this inspection, we identified other matlers relating to the misuse of Fcdcrally-

owned personal properly and the resolution of queslionecl coses. To address these issues,
we made suggestions to ensure the proper use of Federally-owned personal property and
the timely resolution of questioned costs.

Official Coordination Draft Inspection Report on "Follow-Up Review of Control wuJ
Acco1mtc1bility of the Rmergency Communicntion Network Eqi~ipment, "December J, 2011
(SI i 1~007)

11 Our inspection revealed that Department of Energy (Depanment) and Slate of Nevada
officials have taken positive steps in response to recommendations in our 2004 report to
improve Eme1·gency Communication Network (ECN) property control and accountability.
Specifically, they have:

•

Inventoried and reconciled ECN property and combined the property into a single
property system to strengthen conlrol and accountability,

•

Developed procedures to enhance property management,

•

Strengthened the contractor's process and procedures for conducting required
annual ECN property invcntorie~.

•

Developed procedures to supplement departmental guidance for loan of EC.N
equipment; and

•

Evaluated and amended Headquai1ers procedures to address property
management systems and processes.

'"T)(5)
~

Given that Department and Nevada offidals have generally addressed the prior inspection
report recommendations, and that steps and procedures have been instituted to continually
improve current operations, we are making no recommendations.

I.ETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATE!\IIBNT AUDIT REPORTS IS.5UED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:
~

An entrance conference was held on November 29, 2011, to discuss the audit of The
Department's Cyher Security lncidenl Management Program (A J2TG004 ), Present, at the
entrance conference were representatives from the Offices of the Chief Information
Officer; Health, Safety and Security; Science; Environmental Management; Intelligence
nnd Counterintelligence; and, the National Nuclear Security Administration. The purpose
of the audit is to determine whether the Department of Energy developed and deployed an
effective enterprise-wide cybcr sccur!t incident mana ement ro ram. In attendance from
the Office of Inspector General wer (b)(6)

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:
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NO FURTHER ACTION LETTEU ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ll Headquarters 2011 Annual Security Refresher Briefing must he complete by
December 9, 2011.
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Ending December 9, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPOHTS ISSUED THIS WF.F.K:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

· Draft Report on "The Departmt.mt 1s Jmp/emenlalion of Homefond Security Presidential Directive
12, 11 December 5. 201 l (Al ITG032)

!Jff Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD~l2), Policies for~ Common
Identification Standard for Federal Employees and Contractors, was established in August
2004 to enhance national security and mandated the use of a Government-wide standard for
secure and reliable fonns of identification for Federal.employees and contractors. The
Department of Energy (Department) initiated its HSPD-12 efforts in 2004 and has spent
more than $15 million, most of which was dedicated to isstiance and.maintenance of
badges. However, recent guidance issued by the Otlice of Management and Budget
(OMB) directed that Federal agencies should have physical and logical access controls
fully installed and required that policy be issued by each agency to ensure all new systems
under development be enabled to use HSPD-12 credentials. In light of the updated OMB
requirements, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Depnrtrne11t implemented
physical and logical access controls in (lccordancc with HSPD-12.

ft Despite 7 years of effort and expenditures of more than $15 million, the Department had
yet to meet all HSPD- J2 requirements. In particular, the Department had not fully
implemented physical and logical access controls in accordance with HSPD-12.

Furthermore, the Department had nol issued HSPD-12 credentials to many uncleared
contractors at its field sites. Specifically, none of the 5 field sites reviewed hRd fully

implemented physical access controls in accordance with HSPD-12 for the more tlrnn
40,000 employees requiring access to 1hose facllities; the Department had made progress
for utilizing the HSPD~ 12 credential to authenticate user access to information systems,
however, additional work was needed; and, contrary to the goals a11d rcqulrcmcnts of the
directive, four of the five field sites we reviewed did not provide HSPD-12 credentials to
contractors that did not hold a security c!enrance.
·

flt The issues identified were due to the lack of a coordinated approach among programs and
sites related to implementation of HSPD-12 requirements. In particular, we fouod that
leadership and guidance provided by management was fragmented and not adequate to

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

.,; Headquarters 2011 Annual Security Refresher Briefing must be complete by
December 9, 20 J I.
ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MA'rfF:RS: ·

JOYS, CARES, CONCJW.NS:

A retirement luncheon honoring Kathy Brogan was held on December 7, 2011. Over 40 lG
employees 1 IO retirees, former JG employees, and friends and family celebrated Kathy's 19 years
of federal service. Guesls included Larry Ackerly, Mike Shannon, ilob Laney, and Kathy's
daughter and son-in-law. Kathy will be retiring December 30, 201 l, but you may not see her
.around here after December 22, 20! I. We wish Kathy the very best!!
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Ending December 30, 2011
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVgRY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIDS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Jnfonnatfon Technology Managemenr Lei/er 011 the Audit of the Department of Energy's
Consolidated Balance Sheet/or Fiscal Year 2011, OAS-FS-12-04, December 21, 2011,
(Al JFN006).

•

In support or !he Fiscal Ycar (FY) 20 l I audit of the Department of Energy's (Depart men!)
consolidated balance sheet, KPMG LLP (KPMG) performed a review of selected
information technology general and application controls for financial systems.
Additionally, KPMG and Office of Inspcc!Ot' General {OIG) auditors reviewed the
Department's cybcr .security policies and procedures and tested certain controls for
business-essential non-financial systems, as required by the Federal Information Security
Manageme1u Act of 2002 (FISMA). KPMG and 010 auditors also followed up on the
extent of corrective actions taken on cyber security weaknesses identified in 2010. The
tests of both financial and non-financial applications included vulnerability and penetration
tesling of the Department's networks nnd systems at select locations.

II The FY 2011 Infonnation Technology Management Leiter (which was Official Use Only)
comains 32 new findings and 24 repeat findings of network and information syslcms
security control weaknesses identified during the course of the audit. These weaknesses
represent a significant deficiency in unclassified network and information systems security.
A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that
adversely affects the Department's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report
financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounling principles.
However, we did not consider the security weaknesses identified to rise to the level of a

material weakness. Program Office and National Nuclear Security Adm\nistralion
management, ns well as management officials at the sites evaluated, were provided with
detailed information regarding weaknesses and recommendations for corrective aclion .

.Iii Due to security concerns, this repo11 has been marked "Official Use Only" and thus its
contents should not be disseminated outside the OIG.

Technical Monitor:
Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

l(b)(S)
'---~~~~~~~~~

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEM~N1'

OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES. CONCERNS:

On Friday, December 16, 201 J, the Gem1antown Audit Group came together to help two local·
families in need celebrate the holidays. The families were chosen through the Montgomery
County Holiday Giving Project and the Germantown HELP organization, which provides
emergency assistance to neighbors in crisis. With the Germantown Audit Group's generous
contributions, they were able to provide food and presents to six individuals who did not have the
means to celebrate this holiday season. Some oflhe gifts included clothes, gift cards, toys, nnd a
Nintendo DS, which put a smile on Elijah's face. A special thanks to Kim Tribou, Erin Simpson,
and Ryan Cot--olin for organizing the day and delivering the pacbges to the families.

Distribution:

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
.
Deputy Inspector General for Audit~ & !nspectlons
Deputy Inspector General for lnvesttgattons
. .
.
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Adm1mstrat1on
Assistant 1nspector General for Audits .
Assistant Inspector Gcnera1 for Inspecuons .
.
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
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Office of Ins
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Ending January 7, 2011

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department). Office of !nspeclor General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disc!osed out~ide
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AIGI). The narratives
contained in this reµ<>rt are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy lnspectar General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Owner and Employee of Metal Recycling Business Plead GuHty to Financial
Structuring Charges
On December 29, 2010, the owner and an employee of a metal recycling business,
with no affiliation to the Department, pied guilty in U.S. District Court, Eastern District
of Washington, to seven counts of structuring financial transactions to avoid
reporting requirements and one count of conspiracy to commit structuring. The
investigation determined that the individuals knowingly purchased stolen recyclable
metals, including metal from the Bonneville Power Administration, and subsequently
improperly structured cash withdrawals from the proceeds to avoid filing currency
transaction reports.- As part of the plea, the lndiv!duals agreed to forfeit assets,
including currency, financial instruments, rea
and vehi I s
ee
1.5
million. This is a joint investigation with the ...<b_><_7_)(A_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..
j(b)( 7)(A)
!state and local law enforcement. (110RL004:
J~).<~~~(b)(7)(C)
m

__

2. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) Subcontractor
Employees Suspended
On December 28, 2010, in response to an lnves1igative Report to Management
(IRM), the Director of the National Nuclear Security Administration's, Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management, suspended and proposed the debarment ot
four former Los Alamos subcontractor employees from doing business with the
Federal Government for a period of up to 3 years. As reported previously, the
investigation determined that while employed at Los Alamos the four former

~~;bt~c;:;;r~~~O~=~~~:le;:i~.lo!~if cgo~lacis of ~i:::~r~O!_I"'' ':'~.~:~ SOI~ ~t _ J~J(SJ(b )(?)(C:

3. Search Warrant Executed In Distribution of Child Pornography Investigation

r(7XAI

I

l(b)(7)(A)

l. (b_J(
. . 7_l(_Al_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.j(l1 OIF005:._j_ _ _ _._. . . . -'. . ,_J~l._(~_),~~l( J(C)
7

4. Restitution Paid by Former Department Subcontractor

(b)(G).(b)~7.J.S~_l"mm••

On December 23, 2010, the Department's Savannah River Site Office reported
receipt of $22,561 in voluntary restitution from a former Department subcontractor
employee. The payment was made as part of a pre-trial diversion consideration
request by the former subcontractor employee. As previously reported, a Federal
Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former subcontractor on one
count of theft of public funds and four counts of false statements. The investigation
determined the former subcontractor employee falsified per diem certification forms
in order to receive $22,561 in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funded ner
m(p){~,~~)(7)(C)
djem payments the former subcontractor employee was not entitled. (110SR010: !
m+•-•m•• m

I

5. Former Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP} Contractor's Affiliated
Companies Suspended

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On December 30, 2010, in response to an IRM, the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management suspended and proposed the debarment of a former WAP
contractor's two affiliated companies from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of up to 3 years. As previously reported, the investigation
determined the former contractor billed for and received payment in excess of
$;3],QQQJnWAP.materiats. andlaborr:l never provided. The contractor was indicted

m0~~~~~fbj~-=~~l~:_in Feder! Distric'f"c'ourt for the Southern District of Alabama.
6. Savannah River Nuclear Solutions (SRNS) Subcontractor Employee
Terminated

On January 3, 2011, the OIG was informed that on December 27, 2010, SRNS
terminated the employment of a subcontractor employee. The OIG investigation
determined that the fonner subcontractor employee received $13,510 of per diem
benefits for which they was not entitled. The former subcontractor employee
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

0

l(~/c~~~:nr:.~_i;e ~~~~:~1~=.~=-~1uporTg to incur expenses for a residence owned by
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39
0
3

39

43

3
0

0
4

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

42
0
2
6:1
7
0
1

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

37
0

32

0

4

28
0
0

0

TCS

10
0
2

16
42
1
0
10:1
4
0
0

47
0
0
9:1
5
0
0

37
0
0
6:1
6
0
1

36

28

28

0

0
0
7:1

0

0
0
5:1
5
0

0

0

0
5:1
7

4
0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA}:

Status as of COB 01107/2011
With POFC

With RM POFC

In CJG

For Signature

Total Open

3

0

0

4

1
Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2011

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS

(b)(S),(bJ(?.J(~_l.

(b)(SJ,(bJ.(!J_\~l..

- ..

mRegion~-~On-December-8;--2010;lmmmm

. ·············••mm•m••·

INational

Science Foundation-OIG conducted a briefing at the Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) Investigations Working Group at the National Aeronautics and
Space Adn;iinistration's £NASt) Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD.
mNASAGfGlmm-· r n m a member of the working group, sponsored the 2 day
SBIR and Small Business Technology Transfer Research training program for NASA
OIG agents and program staff.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(G),(b)( 7 )(9_)m_

Ifor earning the prjyjnq Ay;ard while attending

-m~.m Gangratulalions-td--- ·-m -

FLETC's Criminal Investigator Training Program.I
program on December 29, 2010.

m----praduated.fromthe __ m m (~_)~~Libl( 7 )(C)

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY. PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

Investigations Manual - The DOE OlG Investigations Manual - Release 4.0 and
Updates to the Investigations Manual have been added to the DOE OIG Intranet.

DOE OlG employees can access this material by logging on to the DOE OIG
Intranet at https://igcomm.doe.gov/. The manual and updates can be found under

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

=~~7%:1~~==!~~~~~~;~:~sg~ag~~s1 ~~nn~~~-p::~~~ ~~n~~~t1ave a?. ~-~~i~f ~~~~~-~:~
mml

mm•mm m

I

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Principal Deputy Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections and Special Inquiries
Assistant Inspector General for Resource Management
All Office of Investigations Employees
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
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Office of Ins cctor General

WEEl<LY ACrIVITY REPORT
< . ._, ....

Ending January 14, 2011

The Office of lnvestlgations (01} 'Weel<ly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office or Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations {DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of Investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details oo any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) Contractor Employee

Sentenced

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

On January 11, 2011, in the U.S. District Court of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, a
former Los Alamos contractor employee was sentenced to 3 years probation and
was ordered to pay $15,363 restitution to the Department and a $100 fine to the
court. As previously reported, the investigation determined that while employed as a
timekeeper at Los Alamos, the former contractor employee fraudulently entered 300
hours into the Los Alamos payroll system resulting in the former contractot---,
employee receiving payment for hours that were not worked. (108AL012:
._Jb)(SJ,(~J( 7 )(C)

L...=f----

·l -·· - I

2. Former Department Employee Enters Pre-Trial Diversion and Agrees to

Restitution
On December 27, 2010, a former Department employee at the Bonneville Power
Administration (SPA) entered into an 18-month pre-trial diversion agreement with the
U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Oregon and agreed to pay restitution. The
joint investigation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation determined that between
July 2007 and August 2008 the former employee
payment for business
···--~~l..(_~L~~J(7)(CJ
trips the former employee never took. (l09RL002:

Tcejyed

--m·---l-· _--·

CASE INVENTORY
Region

_1_
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

41
0

Region
2

Region

40
3

43

Region

Region

4

5

37
0

32

0
4

0

0

0
4

Region

TCS

29
0

10
0
2

0

16

43
0
0
10:1
4
0
0

0
5;1
7
0
2

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

Agents on TOY:

47
0
0
7:1

37

36

29

0
0
6:1

1
1
5:1
7
0
1

3

28
0

1
5;1
5
0
0

0
7:1
4
0
0

6

6

0
1

0
3

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:

34
10

Total Referral Letters Issued:

1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}:

Status as of COB 01114/2011

With POFC

With RM POFC

lnCIG

4

0

0

For Signature

0

Cases Completed

Now Open

This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Cases

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

2

Total Open
4
Total Closed
in CY 2011

0

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

(b)(6),(b)(?!<~l____ !_ Today_~f·--··-·--··· -----Jast day with the O~e th~
(b)(6),(b~~l.i~--··""""""'+··-mjor~ O years of dedicated work to the Department and wishl_::).velHnL::J= • =••=••(.~).~.~2.~~l( 7 )(C)
(b)(6).(b]~!)i'?~--·

.

newpositionatFinCtiN-f···--·

~ill be missed!

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

DOE OIG Telework Policy: The DOE OIG telework policy can be found on the IG
Intranet at https://igcomm.doe.gov/Chap 500 Sec 505 - Telework Policy.pdf. The
policy has been updated to reflect new guidance in light of the Telework
Enhancement Act of 2010. The updated policy includes changes to the telework
forms contained in Appendices A, B and C of the policy. All Investigations
employees that have current telework agreements must update their
agreements, no later than January 31, 2011, using the revised forms.
The updated guidance reflects 1he following changes:
• An employee's alternative worksite is the employee's primary residence;
• An employee scheduled to telework must work even if the Government is
closed or administrative leave is granted; and
• Unscheduled telework, due to operating status changes, is only applicable
to Washington, DC employees.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Principal Deputy Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections and Special Inquiries
Assistant Inspector General for Resource Management
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACrIVITY REPORT
.

. ,;

,,

-~.

:'•

.·

Ending January 21, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. $1.4M Redirected to Other Research
On January 13, 2011, the OIG learned the Department and the U.S. National
Science Foundation (NSF} changed the scope of an NSF-funded research grant as
a result of an OIG investigation. The OIG proactive investigation determined that the
Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) and NSF
each independently awarded overlapping scientific research grants to a private
California company. By changing the scope of the NSF grant, ARPA-E and NSF
prevented $1.1 Min Department Act funds and $300K in NSF
s o being used
on overlapping research. This is a joint investigation with the (b)(?)(A)
A decision
on criminal or civil action is pending. (110LL020:
_

2. Indictment, Arrest, and Search of Department Grantee's Former Chief
Financial Officer
During the period of January 13-15, 2011, the OIG arrested and searched the home
of the former Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of a multi-state non-profit agency for wire
fraud and money laundering. The multi-state non-profit agency is a recipient of
Department grant and contract funds. The investigation determined that the former
CFO stole in excess of $425,000 from the non-profit agency over a 3 year period
using various financial schemes. The former CFO was indicted on January 13,
2011. A trial is set for March 23, 2011. The investigation is ongoing. (1090R009:
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

ml-

I

.

3. Department Contractor Employees Terminated
On January 12, 2011, two contractor employees were ter . ._.·~~~i..u....:o<..U..L~..:L.U,·ent
at the Pantex Plant ursuant to OIG investi ative findin s. (b)(?)(A)
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

4

5

43

37

0

0

4

0

5

1
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

41
1
0
5:1

40
3
0

Region

TCS

31

29

0

0
0

10
0
2
13

43

47

0
0

0

37
0

36
0

0

0

0

10:1

6:1

6:1

4
0
0

7
0
0

6
0
0

5:1
7
0

7
0

3

29

25

0
0
5:1

0
0

5

0

0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

28

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:

7
1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA):
Status as of COB 01/21/2011

With POFC

0

With RM POFC

In CtG

4

0

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Open
4
Total Closed
In CY 2010

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 4 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:

2

6:1
4

0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

Special Agenls-in-Charge, ASACs, and SAs are reminded to review the criteria for
alerting Headquarters about significant case related events. The criteria can be
found in Chapter 5, Section H.5 of the Investigations Manual.

JOYS 1 CARES,CONCERNS
(b)(e).(bJ( 7 )(C)

-q'-- _Region-4 ..,.congratufations-tq-Vor earning the Driver Training
Award and the Sharpshooter Award while attending the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center (FLETC), Criminal Investigator Training Pr~~ram.
graduated from the program on January 12, 2011. Great jo~
--------+- __ . . .

I

(b)(6J,(bJ_<?Ji~)

_ !.

Region. 3. ~nn-January '.l-8,-2G11f;? ··-

(bJ(S).(b)(~l<~2 _____ ..... IN. . . .PJeasejoin.usinwefcomint:_jto

- --- -1---- ....l'l('),!b)(7)(C)
J?}<_~}·~~J(7)(C)

!Joined the 01 team in Oak Ridge,

the OIG Investigation's family.

(bJ(GJ,(bl< 7l<CJ . . -···-····-····· Region3-Googra-tulations
~oGractuationfromFlEfG's --- .._(~!~~!·~bl( 7 l(C)
Criminal Investigator Training Program on January 19, 2011.

td-- --------

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel 1o the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for lnspec1ions
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending January 28, 2011
The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OfG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval or the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to the Manager of the Oak
Ridge Office
On January 21, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Oak Ridge Office
recommending a review of the procmement process of the managing contractor at
the Department's Oak Ridge National Laboratory, UT-Battelle. The OIG
investigation determined that there was an appearance of a conflict of interest
between a UT-Battel!e Transportation Manager and the Vice President of a company
that was awarded a UT-Battelle contract. Specifically, the Transportation Manager
both recommended the company for solicitation and served on the evaluation board

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

••m•••••••••••!h~L~~J~~t~q__iJ, jJJQQB0-1.2.lm

I

2. President of Former Department Subcontractor Sentenced
On January 24, 2011, the OIG learned that the U.S. District Court for the Central
District of California sentenced the president of a former subcontractor at the
Department's Nevada Site Office to 2 years probation and was ordered to pay a
$3,600 fine and a $100 special assessment fee. As previously reported, the former
subcontractor was indicted and pied guilty to 2 counts of making false statements.
The investigation determined that $120K worth of computers purchased by the
Department were not made in the United States and were not laboratory certified,
which is in violation of a Department con1ract. This was a joint investigation with the
(b)(7)(A)

l

(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6),(b)(!)~?!......

-1. .-_
.. . . _. . . _·· -· _· · _ ___.

I

I (108LV005:

3. Sentencing and Notice of Debarment in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On January 25, 2011, in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, 2
former Hanford site contractor employees were sentenced to 4 months home
confinement followed by 1 year probation and were ordered to pay a total of $21,000
in restitution and $1,000 in fines and special assessment fees for their role in

improperly purchasing personal items with a Government purchase card. Also on
the same date, in response to a previously issued IRM regarding this case, the
Director of 1he Office of Procurement and Assistance Management issued a notice
of debarment to a former Department contractor employee. The investigation
determined that the former contractor employee made 219 fraudulent .Government

~~~::~cio~~f~~=-:~rd tranrctions for numerous personal items totaling $564,326.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

4. Guilty Plea In Purchase Card Fraud Investigation

(b)(6),(bJ(7J(CJ

.

On January 24, 2011, in U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Washington, an
individual with no Department affiliation pled guilty to conspiracy to commit wire
fraud in connection with a purchase card fraud investigation. The investigation
determined that a former Hanford Site contractor employee and the individual made
an areelment to defraud the Federal Government. The former contractor employee
used - Government-funded purchase card to place orders with the individual's

(bJ( 6).(bJ( 7;(c;

. . __ __

~~ih:r~~:~:~~~t;ahe~~~:;~d~;!~~~eed 6~~~ert~~~~~it~m~~Z1~~:rJ owned
approximately $700,000 for materials that could have been purchased for
approximately $300,000. This investigation is part of a lar,er civil fraud infestigation
™------™> __™_-·against former Department prime contractors. (106RL002:

6
(b)( J.(b)(?J(CJ

5. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Laboratory) Employee Suspended
from Government Contracting

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

On January 19, 2011, in response to an !RM, the Director of the National Nuclear
Security Administrations (NNSA), Office of Acquisition and Supply Management,
suspended a former Laboratory employee from Government contracting. The
investigation determined that while employed at the Laboratory, the individual
attempted to steal irradiated gold from a Laboratory plutonium processing facility.
As reported previously, the former employee pied guilty in U.S. District Court for the
District of New Mexico and was sentenced to 366 days in prison and 3 years
supervised probation. The !RM m~de 2 recornmendatjons for correrve action.
This is a joint investigation with th(b)(?)(A)
{l09AL005: C~Jt~J.(~lj~J(?J(C)

. ™+-·· · · · ·

J

6. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Laboratory) Subcontract Employee
and Two Private Citizens Suspended from Government Contracting
On January 19, 2011, in response to an !RM, the Director of the NNSA, Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management, suspended a former Laboratory subcontractor
employee and 2 private citizens not affiliated with the Department from Government
contracting. The investigation determined that the 3 individuals conspired to steal
and fraudulently use 2 GSA fuel credit cards. GSA holds the Laboratory responsible
for all fraudulent costs incurred on the fuel credit cards. As previously reported, the
former subcontractor employee and 1 private citizen were placed Into the State of
New Mexico's Pre-Prosecution Diversion Program. The other private citizen pied

2

guilty and was sentenced to 3 years probation. The 3 individuals were also required
to pay r
the Department totaling $1,550. This was a joint investigation

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

withJhe (bJ(?J(Al
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_ 2_

_3_

4

5

Region
6

TCS

1
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0

40

40
0

37

32
0
5

29
0
0

10

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

39

37
1

29
0

29

0
5:1
7
0
0

0
5:1
5

3
0

3

0

2
5:1
7
0
1

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
0

4

44

43
0
0
10:1
4
0

0
3
7:1
6
0

2

1

37
0
0
6:1

6
0
0

0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

26

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

8
1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOJA):
Status as of COB 01128/2011
With POFC

3

With RM POFC

lnCIG

4

0

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
Thls Week

0

0

0

3

Total Open
7
Total Closed
in CY 2010

0

0
2
17
0
0
7:1
4
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Reminder - When opening a new case, SAs are reminded to visit the OlG website

to identify and review any OIG audit and inspection reports that may be relevant to
the case.
JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

Region 6 - On January 28, 2011, the Department OIG Richland lnvesti ations Office

:::::::::J~li:~f;~i1S:£~;;.1~-w;11£~::~::~:~~~f~~~~~.;.ez·~~.~ 3~·~~~~ ......_

)(6),(b)(7)(C)

.....

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Local Travel Vouchers - In accordance with the U.S. Department of Energy Travel
Manual, local travel claims will be reimbursed only for local mi!eage 1 parking, public
transportation, taxicabs, and other expenses directly related to local travel claims.
Reimbursement for expenditure of other funds must be filed in accordance with Ol's
Reimbursement Policy and Procedures for Emergency Purchases (June 2010).
The Department's travel manual can be found at:
https:/lwww.directives.doe.gov/directives/cu rrent-directives/552. 1-DMan ual-1 a/.

Ol's Reimbursement Policy can be found on the OIG Intranet at:
https://igcomm.doe.gov/policy 218.cfm#UPDATES.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Pertormance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OlG Aclivily Report" ls intended tor the use of the Department of Energy
(Department), Office or Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside the OIG
without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives contained in
this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s) (SA). Details on
any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy Inspector General
Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Monetary Recovery, Conviction and Indictments on Separate but Related
Investigations

The Ol has a number of investigations involving the improper payment of per diem by
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions (SRNS). Many of these investigations involve American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds.
On January .19, 2011, the OIG was notified that SRNS reduced its award fee by $1.14 million
to offset monies paid to ineligible per diem recipients. The recovery stemmed from 2
investigations that established SRNS paid per diem allowances to ineligible employees on
multiple occasions. Approximatefy $700,000 of the total recouped money is ARRA funds.
This is the first DOE OIG monetary recovery on an investigation involving ARRA funds.

(b)(E),(b!(!l5~) __ JIJ1§BQQ§;j(b)(6),(b)( l~JJtSR002;

Im-

mmmmrn-m

I

On January 26, 2011, in U.S. Distr1ct Court for the District of South Carolina, a former SRNS
employee pied guilty to one count of making false statements to receive ARRA funded per
diem benefits while working at a Department site. As previously reported, the former
employee was indicted for making false per diem eligibility certifications to fraudulently obtain
approximately $44,415 in Department funds. This is the first DOE OIG conviction of an
investigation involving ARRA funds. (11 OSR007:
m-m•+m-mm
mmn ,,,_ \~_l.(~L~~)(l)(C)

I

On February 2, 2011, as a result of two separate but related investigations, three former SRNS
subcontractor employees were indicted in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina
for theft of Government funds for fraudulently obtaining unauthorized per diem payments.

The first investigation determined a former subcontractor employee acted alone in submitting
fraudulent documents in order to receive unauthorized per diem payments. Those per diem
payments were funded with ARRA funds. The second investigation determined that two
former subcontractor employees conspired and completed a scheme to submit fraudulent.
documents in order for one of the former subcontractor employees to receive per diem

10

(b)( 6 ),(b!(?J_~~) __ -~ e ~~~0S:~~-~~:-~er djeJ payments were

not funded by ARRA funds.

(110SR003 &

2. Civil Settlement Agreement in Investigation of False Claims and Defective
Pricing

On January 28, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) entered into a civil settlement
agreement with an information technology original equipment manufacturer. The
manufacturer agreed to pay $46,000,000 to resolve multlple allegations, including that it paid
vendors to influence Federal agencies to purchase its products in violation of the Anti-Kickback
Act. The exact loss to the De arlment is still bein calculated. This is an on- oin 'oint
investi ation with th (bJ(7J(AJ
(b)(7)(A)

l05AL005:

(b)(7)(A)

3. Investigative Report to Management (IRM} issued to Manager of Office of
Science-Chicago Office

On January 31, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Department's Office of
Science-Chicago Office recommending that the Depar1ment consider terminating a scientific
research grant awarded to the University of California, Davis (UC Davis). The OIG
investigation determined that a UC Davis professor received grants from the Department and
U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) to construct the same device and perform, in part, the

~~~J;i~~~~~~:tig;t~o~a~~1·ht~~ ~~1~l~meni~h~~g~~~ig.at{~1~~i_~o1~~f3 tor t?i::~=r~~~~m~~~~~-·~~l.S~J,~~J(?J(CJ
4. Former Department Subcontractor Employee Indicted and Arrested in Theft
Investigation

On January 21, 2011, the OIG was notified that the Grand Jury in 1he 7th Judicial District of
Tennessee, Anderson County, indicted a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National
Security Complex (Y-12) for theft of Government property. The OIG, in conjunction with the
Anderson County Sheriffs Department, arrested the former subcontractor employee. The
OIG inves1igation determined that the former subcontractor employee stole approximately
1.400 pounds of copper wire from the Y-12 site and sold it at a local scrap yard for $3,078.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

_(IJQQBQJJ: __ lmm-m•mmm•
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
-1-

Region
-2-

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36

41
3
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

39
01
0
5:1
7
0

0
3

Region

3

Region Region
-4- -5-

Region TCS
-6-

39

37

32

31

10

0
4

0
0

0

0
0

0

5

2

17

44
1
0
11 :1

4
0
0

2

43
0
1
6:1
7
0
0

37
0
0
6:1

37
1
1
5:1
7
0

6
0
1

i

31
2
0

6:1
5
0
0

29
0
0
7:1
4
0
2

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts: 23
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 14
Total Referral Letters Issued: 1
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):

Status as of COB 02/04/2011
With RM POFC

With POFC
Open

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

This Week

1

For Signature

Total

8
Cases Completed

Total Cases
Closed
Now Open
in CY 2011

lnCIG

Cases Opened
This Week

Total

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing over
the past week, as follows:
(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

!provided a briefing in
Cheyenne, Wyoming to four weatherization program managers for the State of Wyoming,
Department of Family Services.
mm[]Region6-0nJanuary27;m2011lm-mmm-mm

OTHER MATTERS

0 Reminder: The sharing or transmittal of any case file documents to a non~Office of
Investigations entity or person (e.g., prosecutor, assisting law enforcement agency,
Department manager, etc.) must include a cover page or letter/memorandum that contains
required disclosure warnings. This applies to originals and copies. This is discussed in
further detail in two AIGI memoranda: "Change of Disclosure Advisements for Investigative
Documents" issued on 11 /5/2007 and "Change in Format for the Investigative Report to
Management" issued on 3/26/2010. Both of these memos can be found on the IG intranet at

https:fligcomm.doe.gov/policy_218.cfm under UPDATES
Version 4.0.

to Investigations Manual -

0 Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI) John Hartman traveled to the
Richland, WA lnvesti ations field office on Januaiy 27& 28, 2011. While in Richland, DIGI
(b)(6),(bJ(?}~~...•.,,.Jj~dman.an . :. . :•::::::::
m. metwith(-I for the DOE Office
of River Protection, 1c an , A.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

mmm __ CJQnJanuary-28;-201-tJ-mmmmm mm
lwas presented with the Secretary's
Meritorious Service Departure Award in honor of 31 years of dedicated service to DOE OIG.
The citation that accompanied the award read, in part, "As a result
m__ --1 m(~)_(~),(b)(7)(C)
commitment to detecting and preventing fraud, wastl and ah11se andl.:Jiedicationlo __ j~)~~!·~)(?)(C)
mentoring employees at all levels of the organization
-m-mls-direcU res ··Onsiblefo{fl)_(~},~~)(?)(C)
the SUCCeSS the organization has experienced over the last 30 ye
- m. . astda~(~~,(b)(7)(C)
with us was January 31, 2011 after a 31 year career with the OIG.
- ill bemissedl _ _L)\~),~b)(?)(C)

oh - -

m

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

ONone

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
DMandatory Training-All Office of Investigations employees (both supervisory and
non-supervisory) rnl1st complete the Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Perlormance
Management Course no later than February 28, 2011. Employees can access the course
at https://olc2.energy.gov. When logged rn to OLC 2 , the Supervisory/Non-Supervisory
Performance Management Program course will appear in the "New Items" sec1ion located at
the bottom right side of the OLC 2 Welcome Page. Once employees have completed the
course and received a test score of at least 80%, employees should print their training
certificate.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General tor Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities perlormed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular maller may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Settlement Agreement in Investigation of Defective Body Armor
On January 21, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) entered into a
settlement agreement with the importer of defective Zylon fiber used in bulletproof
vests sold to the U.S. Government. The company agreed to pay $1.5 million to
resolve potential claims under the False Claims Act in connection with its importation
and sale of defective Zylon fiber used as the key ballistic material in bulletproof
vests. This part of the investigation focused on allegations that the company either
knew of, or recklessly disregarded, the defective nature of Zylon and actively
marketed and sold it to the U. S. bod armor indust
This is an on oin
(b)(7)(A)
(b)(7)(A}

(1040R010:

2. $280K Returned to the Department for Improper Grant Award
On February 9, 2011, the Department's Advanced Research Projects AgencyEnergy (ARPA-E) received repayment of approximately $280,000 from a private
California company for funds that were inappropriately awarded to the company for
duplicative research. As previously reported, the OIG's proactive investigation
determined the private California company solicited and received grants from ARPAE, the Department's Office of Science and the U. S. National Science Foundation for
duplicative research. Each of the three grants awarded to the private California
(b)(S).(b)( J(C)
7

mm_~l~~~~~io~r~~-f~t~ded

br the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA).

3. Pretrial Diversion Agreement Reached in Per Diem Investigation
On February 10, 2011, the U. S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina
notified the OIG that a Pretrial Diversion Agreement (agreement) was entered into
between the Government and a former subcontractor employee. The agreement
suspends the former contractor employee from any employment with the
Department, its contractors, or at any Department owned site or faciHty for a period
of 18 months. Additionally, the agreement requires the former subcontractor

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

employee indefinitely waive any rights to appeal any administrative suspension or
debarment imposed by the Depar1ment. As previously reported, the former
subcontractor employee was indicted an 1 count of theft of public funds and 4 counts
of false statements and was ordered to make restitution in the amount of $22,561 to
the Department. The investigation determined the former subcontractor employee
falsified 4 per diem certification forms in order to raudulentl receive $22,561 in
ARRA funded per diem payments. {110SR010:
........... __ __
_ (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4. Former Contractor Employee Ordered to Repay $150K in Connection with
Purchase Card Fraud Scheme

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) m .

(b)(G),(b)(7j(cj

On February 16, 2011, in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, a
former Hanford site contractor employee was sentenced to 3 months home
confinement with electronic monitoring followed by 3 years probation and was
ordered to pay $150,000 in restitution. As previously reported, the OIG investigation
determined that the former contractor employee conspired with an employee from a
supply company to make purchases from the supply company using a Governmentfunded purchase card. In return for such orders, the supply company employee
funneled those orders to a company owned by the former contractor employee's
Im•
I As a result of the scheme, the Department paid markups that exceeded 100%
. ..o.fJhe . cosLofthe.iterns.m(J06RL002+--m-- m

I

5. Investigative Report to Management {IRM) Issued in Purchase Card Fraud
Investigation
On February 15, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and
debarment of 2 former Hanford Site contractor employees. The investigation
determined that the 2 former contractor employees solicited and received numerous
personal items fraudulently purchased by a third former contractor employee using
a Government purchase card. As previously reported, each of the former
contractor employees was sentenced in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
of Washington to 4 months home confinement followed by 1 year probation and
was ordered to pay a total of $22,000 in restitution and fines. (l08RL008:
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
•••··-··l•••••••••m•••••••m

I

6. IRM Issued inTravel Fraud Investigation
On February 8, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Manager of the Idaho Operations
Office (Idaho) regarding an investigation into travel fraud. The investigation
determined that an Idaho Federal employee submitted a fraudulent travel voucher
and receipts for reimbursements totaling $2,086. The IRM made 2
recommendations for corrective action. This investigation is on-going.
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

mm JIJJJFQQ{:i_:+-
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7. Search Warrant Executed in Hanford Patrol Theft Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

l(b)(7)(A)
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

.....................................
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
~2-

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:

36

41
0
4

32

Hold:

41
2
0

38

0
3

0
0

0

29
1
0

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

5

39
0
0
6:1
6
0

43
2

45

38

37

30

1

0

0

3
10:1
4

0
6:1
7

1
0

0
0

0
0

1

6:1
6
0
0

1
5:1

0

2

7

1

0

7:1

0
0

0

0

21

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

9

2

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 02/18/2011
With RM POFC

In CIG

6

1

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

3

31
0

6:1
5

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

1

10

19

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

With POFC

TCS

Total Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2011

4

4
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 2 Recovery Act~related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(bXS),(bX?XC)

--~~ReglOO-~=-~R-Feb~ua~-t6~2ot1~~-~--~---~----------~-------=----------~~~-~~-~-~
provided a briefing to the Baltimore City Inspector General and three staff members in
Baltimore, MD.

(b)(S).(bll!)~?! _ •....... Region-4--GnFebruary 8;201+J...-----·· ·--·-· · · ------·-· · · ·--·--·---·· · · -· ·-_-· · ·-· · · ·-· · · · -· -·-·-· · · ·~· ·-· ·-·- - -· -· ·-· · ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _____,
provided a briefing in Carlsbad, NM for Carlsbad Field Office personnel attended by
the Acting Site Manager, Acting Deputy Site Manager, Legal Counsel and five
contracting officers.

OTHER MATTERS

•

Reminder: Investigative Reports to Management (IRMs} being sent to the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management (MA-60) with suspension and debarment
recommendations must also be copied to the Assistant General Counsel for
Procurement and Financial Assistance (GC-61).

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

- ~as a guest instructor for the Inspector General
Criminal Investigator Academy s January 2011 Transitional Training Program class.
___Jhankyoutq------lor providing invaluable instruction to new OIG community
agents.

-rn• ---Region3--+-- ---

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES
•

SF-182's - An SF-182 is sent.to an employee by the OIGs Office of Management
and Administration for each training request entered into CHRIS. In those cases in
which there is a cost associated with the training, employees must provide the SF182 to the vendor responsible for the training in order to finalize the registration
process with the vendor. The requirement to provide the training vendor with a copy
of the SF-182 does not apply to FLETC and IG Academy training courses. In those
cases in which there is not a cost associated with the training, the employee does
not need to take any action with the SF-182.

Mandatory Training - This is a reminder that all Office of Investigations emptoyees
must complete the Supetvisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management course
no later than February 28, 2011. Employees can access the course at
https://olc2.energy.gov. When logged in to OLC 2 , the Supetvisory/Non-Supervisory
Performance Management course will appear in tile "New Items" section located at
the bottom right side of the OLC 2 Welcome Page. Once employees have completed
the course and received a test score of at least 80%, employees should print their
training certificate. Employees must enter this course into CHRIS.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations {Of) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of Energy
(Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may nol be disclosed outside the OIG
without prior approval or the Assistant Inspector General for lnvesligations (AIGI). The narratives contained in
this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special Agent(s) (SA). Details on
any particular mailer may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in the Energy Inspector General
Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM) on Conflict of Interest
Investigation

On February 17, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Manager of the Oak Ridge Office completed
a review of the procurement process of the managing contractor at the Department's Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, University of Tennessee - Battelle (UT-Battelle). As previously
reported, an OIG investigation determined there was an appearance of a conflict of interest
between a UT-Battelle transportation manager and the vice president of a company who
received a UT-Battelle contract. UT-Battelle implemented the IRM recommendation and

(b)(G),(bJ.\!.l(~}_-~~f.~~~~~~ti~~.~~(%~~~~~~~-l?t~1?=ir confjdertiality agreement requiring

disclosure of personal

2. IRM Issued in Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On February 18, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of
Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and debarment of a former
Department subcontractor employee. As previously reported, the former subcontractor
employee was indicted on 1 count of theft of public funds and 4 counts of false statements. l(b){~),\rl( 7 J(C)
made restitution in the amount of $22,561 to the Department and entered into a Pretrial
Diversion Agreement. The investigation determined the former subcontractor employee
falsified 4 per diem certification forms in order to receive $22,561 in ineligible American
. •mm ml m.J~)_(~),(b)(?)(C)
Recovery and Reinvestment Act funded per diem payments. (110SR010:1

3. Former Department Subcontractor Employee Sentenced

On February 17, 2011, in Superior Court for the State of Washington, Benton County, a former
Department subcontractor employee was sentenced to 12 months incarceration followed by 36
months probation and was ordered to pay $800 in fines and penalties. The joint investigation
with the Richland Police Department determined that over the course of more than a
_the
former subcontractor employee had inappropriate communications with a 14-yea r-oldLJifl\~),~b)(?)(C)
e-mail and

Ft

instant messaging and possessed depictions of minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct.
Initially, it was alleged that the former Department subcontractor employee may have had
these communications with a minor during work hours and possrv on a Govem~ent
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
computer. Those allegations were not validated. (11 ORL001:
·······-·-···········-·········
m
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CASE INVENTORY

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

Region
-1-

Region

Region

-2-

_3_

Region
_ 4_

36

41

41

38

0

2
0

0
4

0
0

3
39
0
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

6:1

6

0
0

43
2
2
10:1

45

38

0
0

0
0

6:1

6:1

4
0

7
0

1

0

6
0
0

Region

Region

_5_

_6 _

30
0
5

29
1

35
0
1
5:1

7

0
0

0

30
0
0
6:1
5
0
0

TCS

10
0
2
18

30
0
0
7:1
4
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts: 31
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 9
Total Referral Letters Issued: 7

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 02/25/2011

With POFC
Open
2

6

1

With RM POFC

0

9

lnCIG

For Signature

Total

Cases Completed

Total Cases
Closed
Now Open
in CY 2011
0

0

0

This Week

Cases Opened

Total

This Week

4

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
ONone

OTHER MATTERS
DAii SACs and ASACs are reminded to begin performing quality assurance reviews of
all statistics entered into EIGPT between October 1, 2010 and March 31, 2011. Executive
briefs must accurately reflect validated statistics in ElGPT. The sta1istics and executive briefs
will be used to prepare the next Semiannual Report to Congress.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
ONone

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
ONone

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
DMandatory Training - This is a reminder that all Office of Investigations employees
must complete the Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management course no later
than February 28, 2011. Employees can access the course at https://olc2.energy.gov.
When logged in to OLC 2 , the Supervisory/Non-Supervisory Performance Management course
will appear in the "New Items" section located at the bottom right side of the OLC 2 Welcome
Page. Once employees have completed the course and received a test score of at least 80%,
employees should print their training certificate. Employees must enter this course into
CHRIS.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administra1ion
All Office of Investigations Employees

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending March 4 1 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is inlended ror the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. Jt may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (lEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to the National Nuclear
Security Administration (NNSA)
On February 28, 2011, an IRM was issued to the NNSA's Director, Office of
Acql1isition and Supply Management, and the NNSA Manager of the Los Alamos
Site Office with 2 recommendations for corrective action. The investigation
determined that while employed as a timekeeper at Los Alamos, a former contractor
employee fraudulently entered 300 hours into the Los Alamos payroll system
resulting in the former contractor employee receiving payment for hours that were
not worked. As previously reported, the former contractor employee pied guilty in
U.S. District Court for the District of New Mexico and was sentenced to seNe 3
years supervised probation and ordered 1o pay $15,363 in restituiion to the

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
• • • rn

___

.Dep_artmenL.(108AL01-2: f·------

I

2. Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Arrested
On February 28, 2011 1 a Department subcontractor employee was arrested on State
of South Carolina forgery charges at the Savannah River Site as a result of an OIG
investigation. The investigation determined that the subcontractor employee falsely
claimed per drem expenses they had not incurred. This case is part of a larger effort
to investigate per diem payments at the site. Portions of the subcontractor's per
diem payments were funded through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

••m••••••••m(l.1J.SR01Df. -

••••m••mm•H

I

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

_2_

3

_4_

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0

41
2
0

40

40
0
0

30

29

10

0
5

1
0

0
2

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

39
0

3

a

4

21

Agents on TOY:

43

44

40

0

0
1
6:1

0

0
6:1
6
0

8:1
5

0

1

0

0

0

7

6:1
6

0
1

0
0

30

35
0
0
5:1
7
0

0

0
6:1
5
0
0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

36

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:

13

5

FREEDOM OF INFORMATIONIPRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 03/0412011
With POFC

2

With RM POFC

In CIG

,6

For Signature

0

1

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

TCS

None

2

Total Open

9
Total Closed
In CY 2011
4

33
0
0
8:1

4
0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

(b)( 6 ).(b~(?:J~9~-m•m.. Region2=..P!ease-join·Usln·welcomtnd·····

Ito

I

.

the 01 family.
m ~ame{~)(~)-~~)(?)(C)
on board February 28, 2011, and is assigned to our Chicago Investigations Office.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

Administrative Reminders
CHRIS Work Flow - ensure your CHRIS Training Work Flow profile is set up as
follows:
Step 1:
.
Step 2 : (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6),(bJ(7)(Cl ........ --··

._§t(;lp.;!;_Ml\.=

m- ·- _

Step 4: MA the training)

(b )( 6).(b )(?)(C)

_

only required when there is a cost associated with

_Ste.p.5: MA.~.....
f-_·····-····---·····--·---···_ ___.
To modify/verify your CHRIS Training Work Flow, once in CHRIS select
• CHRIS Workflow
• Training
• Setup
• Employee Training Workflow profile
• Select the magnifying glass next to each step and select the appropriate
name from the list
• Hit save

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assis1an1 Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3

WEEl<L Y ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending March 11, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OfG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG wllhoul prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descrip11ons of invesligalive activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) Contractor Sentenced
On March 3, 2011, in the Federal District Court for the Southern District of Alabama,
a former WAP contractor was sentenced to 5 years probation, ordered to pay
$37,627 in restitution to the Department and fined $100. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the former contractor ~d for and received payment in
excess of $37,000 in WAP materials and laboil..:::Jneverprevided"--This case dLdnot _f(~),(~)(?~l
involve American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds. (I09SR01 O:
._2Ll,(_ )( J( l

I

-·- ---

2. Search Warrants Executed and Subpoenas Issued in WAP Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)
(b)(6).(b )(7)(C)

_ _ , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . . 1 This
__ t::'.]Mh:
_______________. . 1(111
.
R.1omt
._!b_J(__
7J_(A_J_ _ _

1s a
LL011:

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_ 1_

2

3

4

5

_6_

35
0
3

40
2
0

39
0
4

40
0

27
0

28

0

5

1

38
0

42
0
1

43

40

32

30

0
1
6:1
7
0
1

0

0
3
4:1
7
0
1

0
0
6:1
5
0
2

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

2
6:1
6
0

8:1

5
0
0

1

Agents on TOY:

0
6:1
6
0
2

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
40

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

8

8

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 03/11/2011
With POFC

2

With RM POFC

In CIG

6

1

For Signature

0

Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Cases

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

2

Total Open
9
Total Closed
in CY 2011

4

TCS

10
0
2
21

33
0
0
8:1
4
0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are reminded that all Fraud Awareness Briefings should include
discussion on the Recovery Act and documented in ElGPT.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3

WEEKLY ACfIVIlY REPORT
. . .. . . . . ..

.. . . .

: ..

..~·

·...

Ending March 18, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01} 'Weekly OIG Activily Report" is intended for the use of lhe Department of
Energy (Departmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OJG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIGI). The narralives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activllies performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA}. Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Contractor Employee Terminated as a Result of an OIG Joint fnvestigation
On March 11, 2011, a contractor employee was terminated from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (Los Alamos) as a result of an OIG joint investigation. The
investigation determined the former contractor employee stole various items from
Los Alamos, including industrial power equipment. The exact loss to the
'oint inves1i aUon with the
Department has not been determined. This is an on
l(b)(7)(A)
(11 OAL006:

I

mm

mrn

m

2. Former Pantex Plant Contractor Employees Indicted
On March 9, 2011, two former Pantex Plant contractor employees were indicted in
the Northern District of Texas for theft of Government property. As previously
reported, the investigation determined the former contractor employees stole various
items including industrial power equipment, copper and building materials from the
Pantex Plant. The exact loss to the Department has not been determined. This is
an ongoing 'oint investi 1ation with th~(b)(?J(A)

I

(b)(6), (b )(7)( C)

•••••••••••(1.1Qf\bQJ_4;.

mmm••••••••••••••••

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

2

3

4

5

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36

41

40
0
0

28

2
0

40
0
4

28

0
3

0

1
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

39

43

44

40

1

0
0

1
0
6:1

7
0

0
0
6:1
6
0

1

1

5

TCS

10
0
2

22

0
6:1

8:1
5
0
1

6
0

2

Agents on TOY:

33
1
0
5:1
6
0
0

30

34

0
2
6:1

0
0
8:1
4
0
2

5
0

2

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

49
12

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

21

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):

Status as of COB 03/18/2011
With POFC

3

With RM POFC

lnCIG

6

1

For Signature
0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed

This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Open

10
Total Closed

In CY 2011
4

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Actwre/ated awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b)( 6).(b)(7)(C)

•mmmRegion4=.0n-March8,2014!provided a briefing in Lubbock,
TX to that city's Assistant City Manager and Chief Information Officer who are
responsible for the oversight of $2.1 million of Department Recovery Act grant funds.

2

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

mm•mmRegion4-GnMarchS 1-2011J mmm - -·

~rovided a briefing to

the
manager for the Lamb County Electric Cooperative Incorporated (Cooperative) in
Littlefield, TX. The Cooperative received over $2 million of Depar1ment Recovery
Act grant funds to implement SMART Grid Technologies.

• .Region6'.'.'.'.'.'.0nMarchJ01 2011f....m_·---··-········-·-···-········-··-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
provided a briefing in Por1land, OR to the manager and nine contract specialists of the
Bonneville Power Administration's Energy Efficiency group.
OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are reminded that official case files and related folders and bulky exhibits
must be marked in accordance with the requirements in Chapter 6, Section D, of the
lnvestrgations Manual.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Managemen1 and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY Rr:PORT
... ·;

Office

._,

::~:
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Encling April 1, 2011

The Office of lnvestigalions (01) 'Weekly OlG Activ~y Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by QI Special
Agent{s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Owner and Employee of Metal Recycling Business Sentenced

of

On March 24, 2011, the owner and an employee
a metat recycling business, with
no affiliation to the Department, were each sentenced in Federal District Court in
Eastern Washington to 1 year home confinement and 4 years probation for violating
Federal laws related ta illegally structuring money transactions. As previously
reported, both individuals pied guil1y to seven counts of structuring money
transactions and one count conspiracy to commit structuring. ·Combined, the two
individuals were ordered to forfeit $1.55 million in assets including currency, financial
instruments. real estate and vehicles. The fnvestigation determined that the
individuals knowingly purchased stolen recyclable metals, including metal from the
Bonneville Power Administration, and improperly structured cash withdrawals from
the proceeds to avoid filin currenc transaction re orts. This is a ·oint investigation
with the (b)(7)(A)
and State and
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

. . . . loG9l. Jaw..enfPIGement, . (L10RLOQ4; -·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Former Weatherizatlon Assistance Program (WAP) Contractor Debarred
On March 22, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG of the
debarment of a former WAP contractor and two affiliated companies from doing
business with tile Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously
reported, the investigation determined the contractor billed for and received payment
in excess of $37,000 for WAP materials and laboGneverprovtded.The. _ __
contractor pied guilty in Federal District Court for the Southern District of Alabama
and was sentenced to 5 years probation. The contractor was also ordered to make
restitution to the Department in the amount of $37,627 and was ordered to pay a
special assessment of 100. This case did not involve Recovery Act funds.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

..

JIO~SHQJQ;

..

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

3. Former Y-12 Security Police Officer (SPO) Sentenced and Fined

On March 17, 2011, a former Y-12 SPO entered into pre-trial diversion for a period
of 2 years and was ordered to pay a fine of $3,000 to a State Economic Crime Fund.
As previously reported, the SPO was indicted by a Grand Jury rn the 7th Judicial
District of Tennessee in Anderson County for the submission of a false disability
claim. The investigation determined that the former SPO submitted a fraudulent

!~p~~~~~~i~~~~li!yd~:~~:~~ :~~~~ri~o~~~~g;l attend !~~~~

j'!'.".":__

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

4. Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Terminated and Pays Restitution

On March 17, 2011, the OIG was informed that Savannah River Remediation (SRR)
terminated the employment of a subcontractor employee subsequent to the
employee's arrest for forging per diem documents. The OIG investigation
determined that the former subcontractor employee received ineligible per diem
payments. The former subcontractor employee falsely received the per diem
payments by inflating local lodging expenses on receipts submitted in support of per
diem ctaims. Following the arrest, the former subcontractor employee voluntarily
paid restitution to the employer, which was credited to SRR. (111SR010:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.. .. ... ·········---~~-~-

' --~ --~-

l---·---

G---·--

I

'

CASE INVENTORY

Region
1

Region

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0
3

41
2

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

39

Agents on TOY:

_2_

0

1

43
0
1

6:1

8:1

6

5

0
0

0
0

1

Region
_3_

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

42

41

25

29

0
4

0
0

0
4

1
1

46
1
0
6:1
7
0

41
0

29

31
1
0
6:1
5
0

2

2

1
6:1
6
0
0

0
4
4:1
7

0
1

a

TCS

10
0
2
24
36
0
Q

9:1
4
0
2

(b)(6),(b
)(7)( C)
..•... ..

.......

""

,,,,,,

~·-

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

78
25
21

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}:

Status as of COB 04101/2011
With POFC

2

With RM POFC

In CIG

6

1

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Open

9
Total Closed
In CY 2011

6

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 8 Recovery Act~related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:

: : : ·: : ;~ : ~l~=~:~,~~ia~~~~~~t~,=~~~~t~i:ic:·~~~~~~~~~~v:i~:~b~~,s.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•

{b)(S),(bg~)(~L.=_-:_~l

(b)(S),(bl~7.2~9.-~

___ ,.._

=-0.Jl...March-17,2011~ - - -··---·----- --- ---- -~rovided a briefing to 25 Brookhaven Science Associates senior
personnel, including the ch ref legal counsel.
Reojoo 1

I

---

.RegionA--OnMarch-22,-2014(------------!conducted two briefings in
Los Alamos, NM, attended by approximately 63 Los Alamos National Security, LLC.,
(LANS) employees, Department quality assurance, inspection and line management
staff, subcontractor technical representatives, craftsman personnel and LANS
vendors' personnel.

I

(b)(S),(b)( 7 )(C) . ! __Regi.on-4--.0nMareh-2~.2011J--

----··--conducted two briefings in Los
Alamos, NM, attended by approximately 42 LANS employees, Department
employees, line management staff. subcontractor representatives and LANS
vendors' personnel.

3

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

·m mBegion4 .=monmMarch 24r2011J

_

..

--m .m .. mm

conducted 2 briefings in Los Al-am-o-s,-=NT.M~,a--:t-:-te-n--:d-ed-.-:-b_y_a_p-pr_o_x.,...im_a...,.te....,l,....y-=5=3..,.[....A....N.,.,.S..........
employees, Department quality assurance, inspection and line management staff,
subcontractor technical representatives, craftsman personnel and LANS vendors'
personnel.
OTHER MATTERS

•

All agents are reminded that the semiannual reporting period ended March 31, 2011.
Beginning April 1, 2011, ill! reportable statistics entered into EIGPT must use April 1,
2011, or later as the action date even if the action occurred prior to April 1, 2011.
The use of a later date should be explained in the Executive Brief.

•

Region 3 - Effective March 31, 2011, Denver Investigations and Audits moved to a
new location. Their new address is as follows:
U.S. Department of Energy - Office of Inspector General
1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, CO 80401

Fax: (720)

356~1720

mm m--m-- . . _ ml-.______ _ _ _
____,

Also, please update your contact information forj

(bJ(GJ,(b)~.~,~~)_,

I

... j.m mm···

(b)(6),(b)(7)_(C?.!
,,

.,J.

__ E~mail:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

MobileJ...._ _ _ _._
...._
.... _
. . . . . .ml. .

mmLDirectOfficeNumberl
, , Im

--- mm•

.

Mobile:._!______·.....I--

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

····-··................•-········

(b)(6),(b)(7)~?! ''''

. . m.m.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

-

::::::·::~J~:.1-_~rmiil~+- lrnract.Gff~umber+
•

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CHRIS - Please remember that upon completion of any training. employees
-········.mu st.s.end . anema1.~···tol-···········-·m····m·····m·m·· -·mmm········- ···-·m·-··--m·
mmlmm_m_m mmm
!indicating that the training has been completed. This
mtormat1on will be used to update training records.

I

4

m(~_l.~~J.·ib)(7)(C)

•

GOV TRIP - To approve our internal controls and ensure timely processing of
travel authorizations and vouchers, the Gov Trip approval routing for all Office of
Investigations employees will be updated effective April 4, 2011. The following
identifies the authorized Gov Trip approvers:
Agent Approvers -ASAC, SAC, and other ASAC within the office
ASAC Approvers - SAC, other ASAC within the office, P3 Director
SAC Approvers - DIGI, DAIGl, P3 Director
Ops Officer Approvers - DAIGI, P3 Director, ARRA SAC
Each of the approvers will receive an email from Gov Trip when an action is
entered into Gov Trip by an individual for whom they are listed as an approver.
For internal control purposes, 2nd and 3rd level approvers (i.e., the individuals
listed 2nd and 3rd on the above list) should only approve a travel authorization or
voucher IF the first level approver is unavailable and will not be available in a
sufficient period of time to take action. First level approvers must be notified if an
action is approved in their absence.
NOTE: Actions initiated prior to April 4, 2011, will continue to be roL1ted to the
approvers that were in place at the time of the initial action.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of lnvestigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

.. ,,.-.P~Pi'lltm~n~pf piterqy ..
Office of Ins

Ending April 8, 2011

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OlG Activity Report" Is in!ended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Departmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy lnspec1or General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Department Supply Contractor Sentenced in Purchase Card Fraud
Investigation

(b )(6). (b )(7)(C)

(b)(6). (b )(7)(C)

On March 31, 2011, a Department supply contractor was sentenced in Federal
Distric1 Court ~astern Washington to 366 days incarceration and 3 years
- probationandt:.JNas ordered to pay $487,000 in restitution to the Department. As
previously reported, the supply contractor pied guilty to 2 counts of wire fraud. The
investigation determined that an employee of a Departm~ubcontractor used
Government-funded purchase cards in a conspiracy withl_:jspeuserthe---- ___ ..... _j!'..)<6.J.:<~)(7)(CJ
Department supply contractor, to embezzle approximately $487 1 000 from the
Department. The purchase cards was used to make unauthorized purchases from

I

__ . .th.e ...spa.use'scompan.y... (I05RL0-1. 1.;f. -·--··- --

2. Suspensions and Proposed Debarments in Connection with Purchase Card
Fraud Investigation
On April 5, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Director of the Office of Procurement and Assistance· Management issued Notices of
Suspension and Proposed Debarment to two former Hanford Site contractor
employees. As previously reported, each of the individuals pied guilty to 5 counts of
wire fraud and were each sentenced to 4 months home confinement and 1 year
probation. They were also ordered to pay restitution to the Department totaling
$21,000. The investigation determined that both of the former contractor employees
solicited and received numerous personal items they knew were improperly
purchased with a Department purchase card by a former contractor employee
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

. . mmaJre.adysente11ced. __(l08RLQOB:{ --

I

3. Retired Federal Employee Arrested for Possession of Child Pornography
On March 31, 2011, a re1ired Federal employee was indicted and arrested for
possession of child pornography. The investigation determined that prior to retiring
from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), the individual usecr-=lvork
computer to download and view child pornography. The arrest was condi:icfeld by
agents from Region 5 and the Technology Crimes Section (TCS). (110TC006:
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

+mmmmmmm "

I

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

4. Former Department Subcontractor Employee Sentenced
On March 18, 2011, a former subcontractor employee was sentenced to 18 months
probation and 150 hours of community service and was ordered to pay an
assessment fee. As previously reported, the former subcontrnctor emolavee nle:
uilt to one count of mail fraud. A joint investigation with th~(b)(?)(AJ
(b)(?J(A)
etermined that employees of a Federal Energy..,,R,...e_g_u.....la...,.t_o_ry_ ____,
omm1ss1on grantee, and associated former subcontractor personnel, subm....i_tte.._.d_ ___,
false invoices to the grantee for work they had not performed. (I04HQ002:
-J\~2(~!,i~l(?)(C)

J

I
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

-1-

2

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:

36

41

10

2

31
0
4

30

0
3

40
0
4

40

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

1

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0

0
0

1

TCS

2

25
39
0
0
6:1
6
0
2

43

44

40

35

32

0
0
8:1

0
0

0

0
0

6:1

0
0
6:1

7

6

0
0

0
2

5
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

35
4
4

2

0

5:1
7
0
2

6:1

5
0
0

37
0
0

9:1
4
0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}:

Status as of COB 04/0812011
With POFC

With RM POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Open

7

0

0

8

1
Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed

This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2011

9

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 2 Recovery Act.related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:

(b)(S),(bl(?li~}._

.... ! ....

-~~~;9~:~~a~~~!~~!0~i~f~~~~~··N~;i~·~~IL~b~ratory (LLNL) officlafs~~~~~~~; the
LLNL Chief Information Officer (CIO). The agents also discussed cyber issues.

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

-.. .IGS,,,,.-DnMarch29,-2011{·-·- m-·-- ···· · -- mum

ponducted a
briefing for 5 LBNL officials, including the LBNL Deputy CIO. The agents also
discussed cyber issues.

OTt;ER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that submissions for the weekly report should be limited to four
to five sentences. Agents should use previous submissions as guides when
updating the status of a case for subsequent weekly reports.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6).(b )(7)( C)
(b )(6) ,(b )(7)(C)

Region 3- Inspector General Gregory Friedman received a letter of commendation
fo'-·m . mm · m
~ho served as a guest facilitator for the Inspector General
Criminal Investigator Academy's recent Inspector General Investigator Training
Pro.gtamcJass.Thankyoutd · · ltor providing invaluable instruction to the
OIG community agents.

3

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3l UPDATES
•

Travel Authorizations - Gov Trip automatically routes Travel Authorizations
(TA) that have expenses that exceed established thresholds (e.g., lodg.ing costs
that exceed per diem) to the Deputy Inspector General for Management and
Administration (DIGMA) for approval - the TA is not routed to anyone else in the
approval chain. Therefore, prior to submitting a travel authorization that contains
expenses that exceed established thresholds, discuss the need for the higher
costs with your Special Agent-in-Charge (SAC). The SAC will notify the DIGMA
of the circumstances associated with the travel. This prior coordination will help
ensure that the TAs is processed timely.

•

Travel Vouchers - If a ticket has been issued and ADTRAV is subsequently
contacted by phone or email (rather than through Gov Trip) to make a change to
the travel, an additional fee will be charged for the service. These service fees
will not be added to your Gov Trip travel voucher automatically. It is the
responsibility of the traveler to identify the additional fees and submit the fees as
part of the travel voucher. If the fees are not added to the initial vouch_er, the
voucher may be amended even after payment has been received by the traveler.
The following url provides a list of ADTRAV fees: https://inqotravel.doe.gov/govtrip/TMC-DOEHO.html.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
;..::.:··

Ending April 15, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OlG Activity Report" is intended for !he use of the Department of
Energy (Department), omce of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIG!). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Ageot(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
!he Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1.

lnv~stlgatlve

Report to Management {IRM) Issued in Purchase Card Fraud

Investigation

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

On April 12, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recocnding the suspension and debarment of a
,..D.epartmentsupplyc-0ntractarand mm company. An OIG investigation determined
that a former Department subcontrac or employee utilized Government funded
purchase cards in a conspiracy with the Department supply contractor to embezzle
approximately $487,000 from the Department. As previously reported, the former
supply contractor was recently sentenced in Federal District Court in Eastern
Washington to 366 days incarceration and three years pro,atjon and was ortered to
... _ <-------m·m-pay $487,000 in restitution to the Department. {t05RL011:

2. Subcontractor Employee Pays Restitution to Department
On April 5, 2011, 1he National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) reported
receiving $32,819 in voluntary restitution from a Department subcontractor
employee. The payment was made as a result of an agreement between the New
Mexico First Judicial District Attorney's Office and the individual in order to dismiss
further state level prosecution. The investigation determined that the subcontractor
employee submitted and was rejmbmsed for fraudulent travel claims paid by the

(bJ( 5 ),(b)(?l<~L-.m-· .........DepartmenL(l07AL007l----- -

I

3. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) Contractor Employee
Suspended from Government Contracting
On April 8, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Director of the NNSA's Office of
Acquisition and St1pply Management suspended and proposed 1he debarment of a
former Los Alamos contractor employee from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of three years. As previously reported, the investigation
determined that while employed as timekeeper at Los Alamos, the former contract
employee fraudulently entered over 300 hours into the Los Alamos payroll system
resulting in the individual receiving payment for hours not worked. The individual

(b)(6),(b)(7J(C)

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

pied guilty in U. S. District Court for the District of New Mexico and was sentenced to
three years supervised P.robation and was ordered ta pay $15,363 restitution to the

I

. . -De.partment... (.lOBA L012:f.............................

4. Former Los Alamos Subcontractor Employees Debarred from Government
Contracting
On April 13, 2011, in response to an !RM, the Director of the NNSNs Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management notified the OIG that four former Los Alamos
subcontractor employees were debarred from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of three years. The investigation determined that while
employed at Los Alamos, the former employees stole 5,253 pounds of specialized
copper wire belonging to Los Alamos and sold it for their own personal gain. As
previously reported, each of the individuals was accepted into the State of New
Mexico's Pre-Prosecution Diversion Program and all four were ordered to pay
restitution to the Department totaling $11,469. (107 AL006:1
~·- ..... , .......... __
mm

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C}

5. Former Los Alamos Subcontractor Employee Debarred from Government
Contracting
On April 13, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Director of the NNSA's Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management notified the OIG that a former Los Alamos
employee was debarred from doing business with the Federal Government for a
period of three years. The investigation determined that while employed at Los
Alamos, the Individual attempted to steal irradiated gold from a Los Alamos
plutonium processing facility. As previously reported, the former employee pied
guilty in U. S. District Court for the District of New Mexico and was sentenced to 366
days in rison and three ears su ervised probation. This js a joint investigation
with th (b)(?)(A)
(109AL005:

I

. . _. -+---- -

m

----

----

_(~!~~!'.ib)(7)(C)

6. Former Los Alamos Subcontractor Employee and Two Private Citizens
Debarred from Government Contracting
On April 13, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Director of the NNSA's Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management notified the OIG that a former Los Alamos subcontractor employee and two private citizens not associated with Los Alamos were
debarred from doing business with the Federal Government for a period of three
years. The investigation determined that the three individuals conspired to steal and
fraudulently use two General Services Administration (GSA) fuel credit cards issued
to Los Alamos. As previously reported, the former subcontractor employee and one
private citizen were placed into the State of New Mexico's Pre-Prosecution Diversion
Program. The other private citizen pied guilty and was sentenced to three years
probation. The three individuals were also require
e itution to the..--_ ____,,,....
Department. This was a joint investigation with th (b)(7)\A)
(108AL004:
·---<~)J~),(b)(?)(C)

I .
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_£___

_3_

4

5

Open Cases:

38

42

40

Hold:

0
3

2

0

43
0

25
0

0

4

0

4

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

Region

TCS

29

9
0
2

1
1

26

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

41
1
0

44

44

43

29

0
1

2
0

5:1

8:1

7

5
0
0

1
1
6:1
7

0
0
4:1
7
0
1

0
1

Agents on TOY:

7:1
6
0
1

0

1

31
0
0
6:1

37

a
0

9:1

0

4
0

0

1

5

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

34
11

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 04/15/2011
With POFC

With RM POFC

In CJG

7

0

1

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed

This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

a

Total Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2011

9

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are encouraged to contact an operations officer for sample IG subpoenas,
IRM's, and other investigation-related documents that can be used as a guide when
drafting new documents.

3

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

FY 2011 Mid-Point Performance Discussions - Mid-point performance
discussions should be completed no later than April 20, 2011, for those individuals
who have been on an established performance plan for at least 90 days prior to
March 31, 2011. Questions regarding mid-point performance discussions should be
addressed to your immediate supervisor.

•

CHRIS - All Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) and IG Criminal
Investigator Academy (IGCIA) training courses must be entered into CHRIS. The
CHRIS entry should be done when the student receives reporting instructions for the
FLETC or IGCIA class. Waiting to enter the CHRIS training request until the
reporting instructions are received will ensure that adequate funds are available to
fund the course and will prevent needless entries into CHRIS in the event that the
course is cancelled or rescheduled.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORf
Enclin~J

April 22, 2011

The Office of Investigations {01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department). Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) (SA). Delails on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
lhe Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

None

CASE INVENTORY

TCS

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

46

39

25

0

2
0

0
4

0

29
1

3

44
0
0

4

1

0
2
26

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

40

48

43

44

1
2

4
0
9:1
5
0
0

0

1

29
0
0
4:1

31
0
0
6:1

38
1
0
9:1

7
0
3

5

4

0
0

0
1

Agents on TOY:

5:1

7
0
1

1
6:1
7
0
0

0
7:1
6
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Tatar Referral Letters Issued:

33
11

1

10

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 04/22/2011

With POFC

With RM POFC

In CIG

5

2

0

Total Cases

For Signature

0

Cases Completed

Cases Opened

Now Open

This Week

This Week

0

0

0

TotaJ Open

7
Total Closed
in CY 2011

10

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
{b)(G),(b)(?)(C)m

m,.! mmRegion.2""'-0nApril-19,2044[------- mm
FOnducted a briefing at Savannah
River for 26 project engineers and quality assurance personnel representing every
Department and National Nuclear Security Administration project at the Savannah
River Site.

OTHER MATTERS
•
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

All agents are reminded that Investigative Reports to Management addressed to
jOffice of Procureme ta
istanc
Mana ement, MA-60, should be sent electronically t"l---r---------.,..:;;;;;;J
desi nee to receive same) with a carbon copy to
.
- -·-····· --- _,
This is the most efficient and pre eren 1a way or em
err contact Information is in Outlook.

mmJ._,_.___ .. ,..

(b)(6) (b!(7)(C)
(b)(6), (b)(7)( C)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

~(~~{~1]~J(?)(C)

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Con ratulations

t

n

(b)(S)

(b)(GJ

trth-eHhei . .serond......_~)_<_~~ _

·b;;.;;;;;;;;,;;;;:;:;;;;::;:=.;:::;;;==:,~i:===~=.::::..,.....,.,,---..,..,-~--i----..,..--~~~__JThey

--.. · · · · · · · · ·

ame. We wish them the very best!

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

(b)(6),(b)(!l~?!__

Procurement - To ensure more timely delivery of Items to the field, all procurement
items are being shipped directly to the field. Invoices fnclL1ded with procurement
items shipped to the field must be sent to P3 within 24 hours of receipt of the item.
Invoices should be scanned and sent via email toj
-~nd_

' ' 'ml "'"'

mmmm""'

-

m

I

2

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

..........•....

·-:·

.·· . ., ... :

Ending April 29, 2011

cneral

The Office of lnves1igations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of lnspeclor General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG withoul prior approval of the Assislant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invest!gative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brier (IEB} in
lhe Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL}
On April 18, 2011, an IRM was issued to the NETL Director with five
recommendations for corrective action. The investigation determined that three
Federal emptoyees made Government credit card purchases in violation of purchase
card regulations. This matter was coordinated with the Civil Division of the U.S.
. . --J-.(?)_(~)·_{~)(7)(C)
Attorney's Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania. {110PT003:

I

----

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

3

_4_

5

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

47
2
0

39
0
4

43

0

TOTAL:

40

Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

0
0

3

TCS

25
0

29

4

1

10
0
2

1

27

5:1

7
0
2

Agents on TDY:

0
0

Region
6

49
2
1
9:1

5
0
0

0
0

43
1
2

6:1
7

7:1
6

0

0

7
0

1

0

0

43

29
0
0
4:1

31
0
0
6:1

5
0
0

I
s
osmrn :J I!SF QtJJ ?'. 2 I r r I
3
I
,5
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Priv11cy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

I' .

I

I

•

39
0
0
9:1
4
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complalnts Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

69
18
28

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl:

Status as of COB 04/2912011

With POFC

With RM POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Open

5

2

0

7

0
Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
Thia Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2011

10

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are encouraged to continue Interactions with Audits and Inspections
counterparts on a regular basis. These interactions should Include discussions
about open projects, exchanging ideas on potential future work and brown bag

lunches.

JOYS. CARES, CONCERNS
•

ind (b) (6)
---f=ontheadoptiGn-ottneir~
aaeptect-·----·---ltrom an orphanage 1n
-·_ We wish them the very best!

Congratulations to(b) (S)

1~)(8) :=:::---=-·==--f-~"=---·------(b) (S)
fb)(S)

---~-- _::---·-···-··-·n-

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

2
I HIS dotMllCili

1!i IOI 011l 1tcb<L USE ONL i. Public <ilsclosure Is dc1er111ln<:d hy the Freedom of

Infonmulou Act (Tille S, U.S.C., Section 552) 1111d the Privacy Act (Tide .S, U.S.C., Section 55211).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS fP3) UPDATES
•

Promotions: All grade promotions become effective at the beginning of the pay
period. An employee is eligible for the next grade in his/her career ladder one year
after receiving his/her last grade increase. However, a supervisor may choose to
wait longer than a year to make a grade promotion effective due to performance or
other issues.

•

Within Grade Increases (WIGI}: An employee is eligible for a WIGI either 52
weeks (for steps 2 - 4); 104 weeks (for steps 5 - 7); or 156 weeks (for steps 8 - 10)
after receiving his/her last step increase. The employee's WIGI becomes effective
at the beginning of the pay period. WIGls are automatically processed by the
Department but can be delayed for performance reasons.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the lnspeclor General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistan1 Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
I Ills t16Ctllllelli ls: 161 Ol'l'ICIRL tl:!E 0,4L I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Tnformation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) ilnd lhe Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a}.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending Mily 6, 2011
The Office of Investigations (Ol) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OlG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) {SA). Details on any particular matler may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Subcontractor Employee Pleads Guilty to Per Diem Fraud

(b )(6),(b){7)(C)
... ........
------~-~

On May 4, 2011, a former Department subcontractor employee pied guilty to one
count of obtaining property under false pretenses and was sentenced in the State of
South Carolina, Aiken County Summary Court, to pay a $1,092 fine. As previously
reported, the investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee
falsely claimed per diem expenses that were not incurred. Prior to the plea, the
former subcontractor employee voluntarily reimbursed the Department the full
----

. . . . amountre.cei.v.ed.... {l1..1SR01.0:.J···············-

j

2. Three Hanford Security Guards Charged in Theft Investigation
On April 26 and 28, 2011, three former Department subcontractor employees were
each charged in local courts with one count of theft in the second degree in
connection with several thefts of ro erl from the De artment's Hanford Site. The
joint investigation with th (b)(?)(A)
etermined
the former empfoyees eac so e various pieces o overnmf n equipment during
. ml
their employment. The investigation is ongoing. (111 RL004:

_(~l\~),~~)(7)(C)

3. Former of Subcontract Employee Suspended
On April 29, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the Office
of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the O!G of a suspension and
proposed debarment. As previously reported, a former subcontractor employee was
indicted on theft of public funds and false statements, made restitution of $22,561 to
the Department and entered into a pretrial diversion agreement The investigation
determined the former subcontractor employee falsified four per diem certification
forms in order to receive $22,561 in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) funded per diem payments. (110SR01 O:
·-···mm J. m .

I

TIIts docamem ls tbs 8fflSb'd:s USE OHl:s'/. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom or
lnformnllo1\ Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b){6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

3

4

--

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
3

47

39

43

25

29

2
0

0
4

0
0

0

4

0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

41
2
0

49
0
0
9:1
5
0
0

43

43

29

0

2
3

0

5:1
7
0
2

Agents on TDY:

Region .Region

0
6:1
7
0
0

7:1

6
0
0

30
0
1
6:1
5

0
4:1
7
0
1

0
0

TCS

10
0
2
27
39
0
0
9:1
4
0
0

HOTLINE ANO MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

77

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

8
4

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl:
Status as of COB 05/06/2011
With POFC

0

With RM POFC

In CIG

5

2

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

Total Open

7
Total Closed
in CY 2011

10

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

.....

provided a briefing to eight members of the
Savannah River Operations Office, Office of Contracts Management at the Savannah
River Site (SRS) in Aiken, SC.

•-OnMay2r20-1-1I--·----··--

'Phis docm11em is fen ~PFl@h\L UBF. 8?i!s'!. Public tlisclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Tille 5, ll.S.C., Section 552) imd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(6).(bJ(7)(CJ
(b)(G),(b)rn<cr

•

.......======;;::;;;;;=:::.;~i--~..,---:---::----=-----_J

...ouw~~lllL

provided a fraud awareness

i.:;:;;;...,.,__....-.....,.._--.-....-~~s~:'l'7T':c~e-::o::"l'i"'"=n-::e-::rg:::-y:""E1fficiency and Renewable Energy
rovided via "webi ar" during an orientation for EERE staff

atHQ.and. inJheJiefd------- -- --- -provided an overview of 01
-and discussed common rau m 1ca ors an sc emes (including ARRA). They also

{b)(6J.(bJ(7)(C)

·

·- -

discussed the Hotline. The O!G's Office of Audits and Inspections also participated.

OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are reminded to have Memorandums of Investigative Activity (MOIA)
drafted within five days of the investigative activity.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

!B~f8);iB}J~)t~J~.=•::•~•::::::G9IJ:9I~tulati:0ns:tel::::: =====~-----

lfoiEJgraduation from FLETC's Inspector
General Investigator Training Program on April 29, 2011.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

2011 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey - The Office of Personnel Management
(OPM} issued an email this week encouraging federal employees to respond to the
2011 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey. The survey offers employees the
opportunity to express their thoughts, opinions, and ideas regarding their job, their
agency and 1he Federal workforce as a whole. Please take the time to complete the
suivey. The information you provide in the survey will help OIG make a better place
to work.

•

Travel - If a travel authorization is approved in GovTrip and the trip is subsequently
cancelled, the traveler must ensure that the travel authorization is cancelled in
GovTrlp. Failure to cancel the travel authorization could result in the airline tickets
being issued and may result in the employee being charged for those tickets. Also
failure to cancel the travel authorization prevents the funds associated with the
authorization from being used for other trips.

Thi11 litnume111 is Nii 9f'l'Iff;';l:s ~8!.! 014L\5. Public disclosure is delermined by the freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Offi_ce of Investigations Employees

'fhis eloeameul is fut 8ITIOh\Js US~ t>fHfH. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEl<l..Y ACTIVITY REPORT
l:nding May 13, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG ActMly Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIGI}. The narralives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1.

Protesters Convicted of Trespassing at Y-12
On May 11, 2011, 12 individuals with no Department affiliation were convlcted in
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee for trespassing on the Y-12
National Security Complex, Oak Ridge, TN. The arrest, processing and detention
of the individuals was a joint effort between OIG agents, the U.S. Marshals Service
and Y-12 security guards. As previously reported, 13 individuals were arrested

. . ~!.~u~!~~~~~~~-~.{.1.~~~~e~~{? . .!?e tria~1~3~~~~~i(idua1 ~.~~-.~:r-~-~~.~.~~.~~~1.~~

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(c;

Two Former Pantex Plant Contractor Employees Pied Guilty
On April 28, 2011, and May 5, 2011, two former contractor employees pied guilty in
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas in Amarillo. TX, to one count
each of theft of Government property. As previously reported, the investigation
determined the former contractor employees stole various items including industrial
power equipment, copper and building materials from the Pantex plant. The exact
loss to the Department has not bee determl e . This is an ongoinr.::.a....i....
o....
in....t _ ____,
investigation with th (b)( 7)(A)
(11 OAL014:
-J~l~_~).~b)(?)(C)

I

3.

J

Employment Terminated in Access Device Fraud Investigation
On May 10, 2010, a subcontractor employee of Sandia and Los Alamos National
Laboratories was terminated from employment. The joint investigation between the
OIG and U.S. Secret Service determined that the former subcontractor employee
sold Department computer serial numbers to an individual with no Department
affiliation on numerous occasions. The computer serial numbers were used to
fraudulently obtain over $1.6 million worth of computer parts from a large computer
manufacturer. There was no loss to the Department. The OIG's Tecpnology
Crimes Section is providing support in this investigation. (11 OAL012:
.J~)-~6,).i~l(?)(C)

L

------ j

'fhis docmncat is fot 6f'PICl/d; t;tlE BlfhY. Public disclosure is determined by the Preedom of
Infor111ntion /\cf (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552} rmcl the Priva~y Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4.

On May 10, 2011, the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) responded
to an OIG IRM which made five recommendations, including a recommendation to
determine whe1her there is a systematic problem with NETL's purchase card
program. All five corrective actions recommended in the !RM were accepted. As
previously reported, the IRM was issued to NETL after an OIG investigation
discovered systematic issues with NETL's Government credit card purchase
. . . . procedures .. m.(11.0PT003:f ·m··--·mm-·m·

I

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

5.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(~)'''

Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)

IRM Issued In Conflict of Interest Investigation

On May 11, 2011, an IRM was lssued to the administrator of the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) recommending that SPA determine if administrative action
should be taken against a Department manager. The investigation determined that
since 2007, the manager encouraged BPA paint shop personnel to purchase paint
and related supplies from a BPA vendor that gave the manager a vendor discount
on personal paint purchases. During the period in question, BPA made $45,846 in
purchases from the vendor and the manager purchased discounted paint from the
m•

-

I

m•• _vendorJor_persnnaLuse.m_(IJORL012:1 m- m•

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

Region
~2-

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40

47

40

29

2
0

0
4

42
0

26

0
3

0

0

4

0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

43

Agents on TOY:

TCS

10
0
2
28

44

0
6:1

49
0
0
9:1

7

5

0
6:1
7

0

0

0

3

1

2

2

1

42
0
0
7:1

6
0
0

30
1
0
4:1
7
0
1

30
0
0
6:1
5
0
0

2
I Ills dUCUll!Cilt Is (l)f e~rtel/tt tJ:'.ll'! SlC\', Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
[nformatiou /\cl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

40
0
0

10:1
4
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

41
f5
9

FREEDOM OE INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl:

Status as of COB 05/13/2011

With POFC

With RM POFC

Jn CIG

5

2

0

For Signature

Total Open

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

0

7
Total Closed
In CV 2011

10

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

;r11y a7a rm:r

of

EIGPT Rules of Behavior- In compllance with the Department's Program Cyber

Plan,
lh• EIGPT Rules Behavior distributed byl
-----}-.J~•i.1•x1xc1
(b)(e),(b)(7>~L----+---Ol~ail~n May 11, 2011. ~ no later than May 27,
(b)(6 >·1~WJ<C> ______
-,--ptease-S&R an-emaiH _,
a[
tonfirmingJhat (bJ(6),(bX 7)!C)
you have read the rules of behav or and at you agree to ab e by t ose rules.
Failure to respond by May 27, 2011, will result In your EIGPT account being

.,·-->; ,,_ _ _,_

disabled.
•

Agents are reminded that requests to make any deletions in locked fields in EIGPT
should be rout,d through an Operations Officer. Requests should not go directly to

(b)<s>.!~~~L--.--1--·--·-

_

JOYS.CARES, CONCERNS
bJ(6).(bX7)(C)
·~···--·-·

est

3
This dOWUIElii IS fbi ePP!ebm t13f!: Ol4t I. Public dlsclosure ls determined by the f<'reedom of
Information Act (Title .S, U.S.C., Section :in) and lhc Privacy Act (Title 5, u.s.r.., Section 55211).

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Travel Vouchers - Office of Investigations personnel are reminder, in accordance
wi1h DOE's Travel Manual (DOE M 552.1-1A), to submit travel vouchers within 5
workdays of returning from travel. This will help ensure that the traveler receives
payment prior to receiving a travel card bill. It will also help ensure that funds
obligated for a trip that were not used are available to be used for other trips.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

4
This docm::cat Li FL: Sf'Pft:h\b lJ8e 8NU/. Public disclosure is detemtined b;• the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) ;md the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending Muy 20, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}, The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions or investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular mailer may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Stief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Monetary Recovery In Separate but Related Per Diem Fraud Investigations
On May 17, 2011, the Department's Savannah River Operations Contracting Office
informed the OIG that Savannah River Nuclear Solutions {SRNS), Savannah River
Site's Management and Operating Contractor, reduced it award fee by an additional
$730,050, increasing the total reduction to $1,843, 711. As previously reported, the
O!G was notified that SRNS reduced its award fee by $1.14 million to offset monies
paid to ineligible per diem recipients. The recovery stemmed from several
investigations that established SRNS paid per diem allowances to ineligible
employees an multiple occasions. Approximately $1.2 million involved American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds.I
m-m-·m ·-m -L(~)\~l'.(~J(7)(Cl
Multiple Cases)

2. Sentencing in Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On May 17, 2011, in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina, a former
SRNS subcontractor employee was sentenced to five years probation and ordered
to pay $44,415 In restitution. As previously reported, the former subcontractor

employee pied gur to maklni false statements in order to fraudulently receive per
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

. -.. dJ~m~m(l. iJ§RQQI; ····-··--····

'fhls rlocumem is fb1 6fifiU:!h'd: t1!;:t! ~l 4LY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformalion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) aml the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0

46

3

0

42
0
4

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

43
0
0
6:1
7
0
2

2

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

42

27

29

0

0
4

0
1

0

TCS

10

a
2

28

Agents on TDY:

48
0

1
9:1

5
0
2

46
2
0
6:1
7
0
3

42
0
0
7:1
6
0
0

31
1
0

30
0
0
6:1
5
0
0

4:1

7
0
0

40
0
0

10:1
4
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
T o1al Referral Letters Issued:

47
7
3

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 05/20/2011

With POFC
0

With RM POFC

In CIG

5

1

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened

0

0

0

This Week

Total Open

6
Total Closed
in CY 2011

11

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
(b )(6). (b)(7)(C)

············-···

TCS~-On-May18;-2011l--m-

ponducted a briefing at the Kansas City
Plant (KCP), which was attended by 100 Cyber Security staff, including the KCP Chief
Information Officer. Fraud awareness and cyber issues were discussed.

:.PbiJ aeem11e11I is fa: f!illTIE::Js'ah l!fSt:i ONJN. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that when issuing an Investigative Report to Management
(IRM), a copy must be sent to Headquarters (HQ) at the time of issuance.
Additionally, once a response is received from management a o of the res onse
should also be sent to HQ. All copies should be sent to
______ . . . . J~)_(.6),\~l(7)(C)
mmmmmmmmmmmm
jwith a copy to Operations a
mmmmm mm•- ... mm_i~l.\~J..(b)(7)(C)

+

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS ANO PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - In accordance with the May 4, 2011, DOECAST Message, all
Office of Investigations personnel must complete 1he following mandatory training
classes:
o

o

2011 Federal Employee Occupational Safety and Health Annual Training
Course - The course must be completed no later than June 6, 2011.
2011 Mandatory Cyber Security Awareness Training - The course must be
completed no later than June 30, 2011.

Both courses are available on OLC 2 (https://olc2.energy.gov) and appear in the
Learning Plan section as well as in the "New Items" section located at the bottom
2
right-hand side of the OLC Welcome page.
•

Travel Card Dispute - If a traveler believes a charge on his/her travel card is
incorrect, the traveler should dispute the charge. To dispute a charge, the traveler
must log on to their travel card on-line account, sefect the transaction in question,
and click on the dispute option. A temporary credit will be issued for the amount of
the transaction being disputed. The temporary credit will last up to 60 days and
should provide the traveler with sufficient time to resolve the dispute with the vendor.
Disputing the charge through the traveler's on~line account, will ensure that a
disputed amount is not reported as past due during the period of time the traveler is
working with the vendor to resolve the dispute.

T' k bv
·1i1 fi 1 QFSIQl;':ds ''iHs Q} llsY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C, Section 552n).

DISTRIBUTION
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Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Asslstant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY H.EPORT
Ending Mily 27, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Speda!
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Indicted
On May 19, 2011, a former Savannah River Nuclear Solutions (SRNS)
subcontractor employee was indicted by a Federal grand jury in the District of South
Carolina on one count of theft of Governmen1 funds and four counts of issuing false
statements. The investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee
falsified per diem eligibility forms and, as a result, received more than $25,000 in per
diem benefits, a portion of which was funded by the American Recovery and
(b)(6),(b)(?)(~)_ _ .... mBeinvestmenLAcL.(lJOSROi3:J--m·-----

I

.

2. Federal Grand Jury Indictment in Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On May 20, 2011, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a
former subcontractor employee of SRNS on one count of theft of Government funds.
The investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee fraudulen11y

(b)(6),(b)(7)(~~--mm . -~~~~vc~~i~~~~~~~~~~~t~;,~ =~~-in per

rem

benefits by farsifying per diem eligibility

[lits GUCliiilEilt IS 161 Ol I lt'!li\ts 1!;61'! @I l~Y. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Priviicy Act (Tille 5, U.S.L.., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

43

46
0
2

45

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

46

48

1

0
0
9:1
5
0
2

0

3

Region
4

Region

42
0
0

27
0

0

4

Region

TCS

_6_

29

10

0
1

0
2

4

32

0
6:1
7
0

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

2

42
0
0

49
3
0
7:1
7
0
0

7:1

6
0
0

31

30
0

1
1
4:1
7
0
0

0

0
0

6:1

11 :1

5
0

4

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

45
14
1

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOfA):
Status as of COB 05/27/2011
With POFC

0

With MA POFC

In CIG

5

0

For Signature

0

Total Open
5

Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened

Total Closed

This Week

in CY 2011

5

1

0
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Act-related awareness

briefings over the past week, as follows:
7
(bJ(SJ.(bJ( J(CJ

. H •••••• •

••

44

Reg~on-t-~OnMay25 1 ·20t1f- · ··--·

!provided a briefing for three senior
Department managers at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in New Jersey.

J'hh du ::mml is ks 8fFH!JJ/tl! '2188 elt&'t'. Public disclosure is c!elertulned by the freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sectioll 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

0
2

(b)( 6 ),(b)( 7 )(C)

m• ___ R.egion-3,.,.0n-May-25,-2011,(-mm ____ ·-·-· m-- ---

(b)( 6 ),(bl( 7 J(C)

--•-

ponducted a
briefing during a brown bag luncheon at Oak Ridge for 25 audit and inspection staff.
The briefing provided an overview of the 01 for new OIG staff members and included
information regarding Ol's Technology Crimes Section as well as Recovery Act
initiatives.

Reglon4-·0n-May-1-91 ·2<H1f m_m___
!conducted a briefing at the
National Nuclear Security Administration's (NNSA) Pantex Plant in Amarillo, Texas.
The briefing was attended by approximately 50 employees from the NNSA Pantex
Site Office and Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services Pantex, LLC, which ls the
Management and Operating contrac1or at the Pantex Plant. The attendees were
comprised of quality assurance employees, engineers and managers.

OTHER MATTERS
•
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C_) __

_

There is a new requirement that a copy of Investigative Reports to Management for
,..ni~a...::i.115.u.e.cl.W!'lllLSlffbarment recommendations addressed tol
-- -=I- ---- __ m(t:J~~~,(b)( 7 )(C)

,___ _ _ _ _ ___..O""""'"f..,.c""'e..;;:o._f~Acquisition and Supply Mana ement NA-63 at
should also be sent t
- - ----- . NSA. _____

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

~:~~:~·::~_1;;f~i_: __ . .:.r~:gio~~5~~::a:~~~n~::~;,e~~~~.i'!cii~-~~~i~~ed to our l~e~~o~~ r~:~i!ati~~~I-- J~J<sJ.(bJ( )(c)
7

Office.
ACTION ITEM

•

REPORTS ATTACHED

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3)

•

UPDATES

Mandatory Training - All Office of Investigations personnel must complete
following mandatory training classes within the established timeframes:
•
•

•

the

2011 Federal Employee Occupational Safety and Health (FEOSH) Annual
Training Course - The course must be completed no later than June 6, 2011.
2011 Information System Security Awareness Annual Training (also referred
1o as 2011 Mandatory Cyber Security Awareness Training) - The course must be
completed no later than June 30, 2011
2011 Continuity of Operations Awareness (COOP} Annual Training - The
course must be completed no later than July 29, 2011

These courses are available on OLC 2 (https://olc2.energy.gov) and appear in the
Learning Plan section as well as in the "New Items" section located at the bottom
right-hand side of the OLC 2 Welcome page.
This document is Rs: 81'1'1@1/:ls eSF! lilll RN. Public disclosure is determined by !he Preedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy 1\ct (Title 5, U.S,C., Section 552n).

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

I .tis dotilliitlll is fut @ffFJ@ls\ls !<JB~ 8) li11¥: Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending June 3, 201.1
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department). Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outslde
!he OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contair.ed in this report are general descriptions of investfgative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Indictment and Arrest for Possession of Child Pornography
On May 24, 2011, an individual was indicted for one count of possession of sexually
exploitative materials. The investigation was Initiated upon receipt of allegatlons that
an information technology employee at Idaho National Laboratory may be involved
in downloading and distributing child pornography. Further investigation determined
that the employee's roommate, with no DOE affiliation, was the person responsible.
On Ma 26 2011 the roommate was arrested. This is a ·oint investi ation between
{b)(7)(A)
(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

UOlf:.005.:t---······--.. ------·· · . -·····-··--·······-

(b)(7)(A)

2. Administrative Action Taken in Conflict of Interest Jnvestlgation
On May 26. 2011, the OIG was informed that a Department sub-grantee took
administrative action to limit the authority of an employee overseeing the subgrantee's Weatherlzation Assistance Program funding; The OJG investigation
determined that the spouse of the sub-grantee employee was awarded extensive
weatherization inspection work. This investigation is ongoing. (111 CH001:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)_.

m

"

.1.........

I

3. Investigative Report to Management {IRM) Issued to the Berkeley Site OHice
(BSO)
On May 31, 2011, an IRM was issued to the BSO recommending a review of the
vehicle accountability process of the managing contractor at the Department's
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley). The OIG investigation
determined Berkeley failed to properly account for its Department-owned vehicles
and failed to register the vehicles with the California Department of Motor Vehicles

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

. . . . ~!'i.IfJ_Qu!rn.d1?yJ~.w, . . .{LtOL.L019:.f·-···-·····-·

I

t BIS Uocamcm ls 151 8FPl@lJ :!s \!181! 81 llsY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

2

3

4

_5_

_ 6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

43
0

46

45
0

42
0
0

27

28

0

0

4

1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

46

42

29

0

31
0
0

7:1

4:1

5:1

6
0

7
0

5
0

0

0

0

2
0

3

48
0
0

a
0
7

9:1
5

0

0

1

0

6:1

4
49
0
0
7:1

0

7
0
2

1

2

TCS

·10
0
2
32

44
0
0
11: 1

4
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

33
10
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA);

Status as of COB 06/03/2011
With POFC
0
Total Cases

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Open

5

0

0

5

Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

5

0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2011

12

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
•. Region 3/TCS-From May 24, 2011, through May 26, 20111

-m

·m-mmmbnf.m(~)(~).(?J(?)(C)

:::::::~iftii~t~ ~t;n;g~~~"l ~~ ~i~:~~~:~~~1I~!~~~~~·if~H0,~:~v~~,g~£'."~:~:~ _

jbl(6l(bl<'1<c1

Area Power Administration and National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
Ffltls Joca:ac:a l.t ftn @ilfPlU: tis lJBf;! 81 lhY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Sectiou 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C) .....•.......

Region3-Gn-May2-5,20HJ~--····--=--~--~---.,.,.,._.,.....,......,.......,.,....---.,...
attended a meeting, along with other law enforcement officials in the area, where
United States Attorney General Eric Holder served as a speaker. The event was
hosted by the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District
Tennessee
Attendees were given the opportunity to speak about their agencies. provided an overview of the mission of the 01.

rf

m

•

m

--

---l~)~~),(b)(?)(C)

Agents are reminded that maintaining an open dialogue with the Office of Audits and
Inspections is vital to the success of the Office of Investigations. Please see the 01
Manual, Chapter 4, Section C, for a discussion on this topic.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

~e~ion 4 - ~o:-~~~n~~~:d !1, ~~??_as mem~~~~-~Ethe Federal

•
mmmmmm••"

Jft.cers.As

I ti

l

h pt r 41;t

Law Enforcement

I

coordinated and participated in two National Missing Children's Day events. One
event was held at the Lew ~allace Elementary School ffmilv night and the other at
the Albuquerque Isotopes minor league baseball game._
assisted in fingerprinting approximately 150 children and provided parents with
information on the Center for Missing and Exploited Children, along with how to take
and maintain deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA, samples of their children.
---mmm

--

--··-····-

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - the 2011 Federal Employee Occupational Safety and
Health Annual Training Course must be completed no later than June 6, 2011.
The course is available via the Online Learning Center (OLC
(https://olc2.energy.gov).

•
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2

)

at

Corporate Human Resource Information S stem CHRIS -All 01 employees
. .
the status

.. mustnotif

(e.g., completed, cancelled, rescheduled) of any training entered into CHRIS. The
information will be used to update employees' training records.

Tl: is dee mw111 is Fe ijJ7PJ@f;\J; O@i9 ij) ffsV. Public disclosure is determined hy the Freedom of
Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

-

lJ~)(~),(~)(?)(C)

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit Services
Assistant Inspector General for Performance Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

f lhS UdCllilltlll IS 161 bi I ICIJtt l"!SL 6105 i . Public disclosure is determiued by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEl<L Y ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending June 10, 2011
The Office of lnvestigalions (01} 'Weekly OIG Aclivily Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistanl Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of lnvestigalive activities performed by OI Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Reports to Management (IRM) Issued in Per Diem Fraud

Investigations

On June 3, 2011, two IRMs were issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and debarment of two
former Department subcontractor employees. As previously reported, in the first
investigation. a former subcontractor employee pied guilty to one count of making a
false statement, was sentenced to five years probation and was ordered to pay
restitution totaling $44.415. In the second investigation, a former subcontractor
employee pied guilty to obtaining property under false pretenses and was sentenced

f!3j(e):{!3lJt}t§~.• ~.·0··~J--~~~ fine~i~1 ~~R~~~l-~~~-~~~h Caranf a, Aiken County Summary Court.

(110SR007:

2. Civil Settlement Reached with Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee
On June 2, 2011, the U.S. Attorney1s Office in the District of South Carolina reached
a civil settlement agreement with a Savannah River Site remediation subcontractor
employee. Pursuant to the agreement, the subcontractor employee agreed to pay
$22,290, of which $7,340 will be returned to the Department and the remaining
amount will be returned to the U.S Treasury as damages. The investigation
determined that the subcontractor employee submitted false lodging receipts in

order to obtain inflated per diem reimbmsements. A portion of the per diem walL---1
funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). (111 SR009: L:.J (~)(G),(b)(?)(C)

+----

I
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sectiou 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

-1-

Region
_2_

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

45

45
0
4

42

28

27
0
1

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42
0
3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

45

47

0

7:1

0
7:1

7

0

0
1
9:1
5
0

4

5

2

2
0

a
a

0

4

TCS

10

0
2

32

1
6:1
7

49
0
0

32

28

a

44

1
0

1

0
0

4:1
7

5:1

6
0
0

0
0

42

a

a

5
0
0

11: 1
4

a
a

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

37
17
1

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Totat Referral Letters Issued:

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 06/10/2011
With POFC
0
Total Cases

With MA POFC

In CIG

5

0

For Signature

Now Open

This Week

0
Cases Opened
This Week

5

0

0

Cases Completed

Total Open

5
Total Closed
in CY 2011
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

m•m·•··mmmRegion5-0n-June7;201tl ·
~onducted a
briefing in Livermore, CA for 60 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory principal
investigators and audit staff.

I Iris tlctlliiiC:il IS fol 61 I ll .lftL IJ.!L di El, I. Public disclosure is dctcrmillccl by the Frccclom of
Information Ac! (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd !he Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

OTHER MATTERS
•

Everyone is reminded to fill in all mandatory fields {highlighted in yeHow) in the case
assignment screen in Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) when
opening a new case. This will allow for easier and more accurate searches in

EIGPT.
•

Regions 2 and 3- From June 7-9, 2011, Agents from Regions 2 and 3 participated
in annual refresher training in Oak Ridge, TN. During this training, Agents received
quarterly firearms qualifications, control tactics refreshers, legal updates and
simunitions training. The training was a collaborative effort between the two regions.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Emergency Purchases - Office of Investigations personnel are authorized to make
emergency small purchases in the furtherance of the investigative mission. These
purchases should be the exception not the rule. Prior to making any purchases,
Office of Investigations personnel must contact the P3 Director to determine if the
purchase can be made using the Office of Investigations purchase card. If the
purchase cannot be made using the purchase card, an ASAC can authorize
purchases up to $50 and a SAC can authorize purchases up to $250. However, all
purchases over $250 must be authorized by the P3 Dfrector. Additional details
regarding the policies and procedures that govern emergency purchases, to include
the reimbursement process, can be found on the IGNet under
Policy/Investigations/Investigations Manual/Supplemental Policies and Procedures
to Release 4.0 (https://iqcomm.doe.gov/policy 218.cfm#UPDATES).

•

Mandatory Training - the 2011 Information System Security Awareness Annual
Training (also referred to as the 2011 Mandatory Cyber Security Awareness
TrainingJ must be completed no later than June 30, 2011. The course is available
on OLC (https://olc2.energy.gov).

I Iii§ Cbtliiiitiil IS fol bi 1 ICIAL USE ONE i. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) aud the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

Tltls decumtlil Is fbt ePFl@b ds tl8i?: @l fl:/t. Public disclosure is detenni11ed by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

Oepartrnept <:it ,Enerqy

Ending June 17, 2011
The Office of lnvestigalions (01) 'Weexly OlG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of Investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Settlement Agreement Reached with Department Subcontractor

(b)(6),(b)(?)(~) ____

On June 10, 2011, the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of South Carolina
reached a civil settlement agreement with a temporary staffing company providing
subcontractor employees to the Savannah River Site (SRS). Pursuant to the
agreement, the subcontractor will pay $4 7,643 to settle the matter. The investigation
determined that the subcontractor submitted a fraudulent lease agreement in order
to demonstrate its employee's eligibility to receive per diem. The per diem monies
pald to the subcontractor were funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment
.___ Act(ARBA)._(110SROt2+-----

---

I

2. Former Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Arrested
On June 15, 2011, the OIG and the U.S. Marshals Service arrested a former
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions subcontractor employee pursuant to the
individual's indictment and failure to appear for arraignment. As previously reported,
a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former
subcontractor employee on one count of theft of Government funds and four counts
of issuing false statements. The investigation determined that the subcontractor
employee falsified per diem certifications in order to receive more
~2§,QQO la
per diem, a portion of which was funded by ARRA funds. (110SR013:

tha1

·----+-

Thi.< dOCtiiiiClll Is Cbt 61 I ICIAL d~L 614£ I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

4

_5_

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42
0
3

44

45

0

42
0

2

4

0

27
0
4

28

1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

45

47

0
0
6:1
7
0
3

1

0

1

10
0
2

34
49
0
0

0
9:1
5
0

42
0
0
7:1
6
0
2

7:1
7
0
0

0

29

31
0
1
4:1
7
0

1

1
0
5:1

46
0
0
11 :1

5

4

0
0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

48

Total Hotline Contacts:
To1al Hotline Complaints Predica1ed:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

16

10

FREEDOM OF 1NFORMAT10N/PRIVACY ACT

(FOIA)~

Status as of COB 06/17/2011
With POFC

TCS

With MA POFC

In CIG

5

0

For Signature

0
Total Cases
Now Open

Cases Completed
This Week

0
Cases Opened
This Week

5

0

0

Total Open

5
Total Closed
In CY 2011

12

?his clCCtiiiitill ls fs: 8Ji'FU.m':b t9B'8 81 lls7iE. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 55211).

1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

On June 15 and 16. 2011. Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI) John

<.c. _·)·······-·········-··-·Hartman-.and-~

7
(b)(S),(b)( ....l..

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

mm--·····m·mm···-m·m·-

s

!traveled to the

e SRS and met with 01 staff. While at SRS DIG! Hartman,
_____________J,·also met

i......=~~~~;;;;;;;;;;::=::=::==:........:.:.

•

Per Chapter 11 (Reporting Results of Investigations) of the Investigations Manual,
DOE management does not need specific prior OIG approval to share an
Investigative Report to Management (IRM) with appropriate DOE gersonnel whose
assistance may be necessary to address the report's findings and prepare a
response to the OIG. They may not, however, share an IRM with contractor
personnel - regardless of the circumstances - without prior OIG approval. See
Chapter 11, Section C {9)(c) for additional information on release of IRMs to
contractors.

•

Agents are reminded to Include city, state and number of attendees when
documenting Fraud Awareness Briefings in ElGPT.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training-the 2011 Information System Security Awareness Annual
Training (also referred to as the 2011 Mandatory Cyber Security Awareness
Training) must be completed no later than June 30, 2011. The course is available
on OLC (https://olc2.energy.gov).

•

Investigations Manual Revisions - P3 has developed a schedule for the review
and update of the Investigations Manual chapters. The schedule is located on the
IGNet under Policy/Investigations/Investigations Manual/Release Matrix. Several
chapters are currently under review. The next chapters to be reviewed will be
Chapters 1 and 5.

This Jscmncm Is \ist @I I H!!lt.'Z!S
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C.,
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT

~··.

Office of Jns >

Ending June 24, 2011

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OlG wilhout prior approval of the Assistanl Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Spec!al
Agent(s} {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Civil Settlement Agreement and Debarment in Purchase Card Fraud
Investigations

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

On June 17, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice entered into a civil settlement
agreement with a former Hanford Site prime contractor. The former contractor
agreed to pay $4 million to setHe allegations that it violated the False Claims and
Anti-Kickback Acts in con-nection with its role in four OIG investigations involving
Hanford Site Government purchase card fraud. The investigations determined that
from 2000 to 2008 the former contractor did not implement or carry out adequate
internal controls to prevent or detect purchase card fraud committed by several
employees, as required by its Department contract. Additionally, on June 10, 2011,
the Director of the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management debarred the
owner of a Department supply contractor. The investigation determined that an
employee of a crtment contractor used Government-funded purchase cards in a
... --conspirac.ywith ·-·
pouse, the Department supply contractor, to embezzle $487,000
from the Depar ment. As P.reviously reported. the Department supply contractor was
___con.victedandsentencedT····I·----- mm__________
l105Rl011, 106RL002,
108RL008 & I09RL001)

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Conflict of Interest
Investigation

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)
•••••••••

m

On June 20, 2011, the OIG issued an IRM to the Director of the Office of Science
regarding a Department employee in the Senior Executive Service (SES). The
investigation determined that the employee influenced the award of sey.era.1
Department subcontracts to a company owned by a person with whomL:Jtadapersonal relationship. The IRM recommended that management determine if
administrative action should be taken against the employee. The investigation is
ongoing.+
jt09HQ018)
mm

_
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region
_ 2_

Reglon

Region

Region

Region

_3_

4

_ 5_

_6_

45

43

41

0
4

0
0

27
0
4

29

1

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42
0
3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

45

48

0
0
6:1
7

1

2

0
1

0
9:1
5
0
1

0
0

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotlirie Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

47
0
2
6:·1
7
0
2

31

31

47

0
1
6:1

0
0
4:1
7
0
1

0
1

0
0

6:1
5

11 :1
4

0

0
0

6

0
1

3

40
1o
10

Status as of COB 06/24/2011

Total Cases
Now Open

7

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Open

6

0

0

7

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

1

Total Closed
in CY 2011

12

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

2

41

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

1

10
0

35

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

With POFC

TCS

None

2
l lilS dOCLlilitilt lS fol Of J iClhC USE ONE i. Public disclosure is determi11ed by the Freedom of
Infonnation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a}.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded, in accordance with Chapter4, Section 0.1., that files and case
file documents (including, but not limited to, investigator notes, bulky exhibits,
reference materials and evidence} cannot be discarded in the event a FOIA request
is received on an open investigation. The P3 Director will notify the appropriate
Special Agent-in-Charge and Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge when a FOIA
request is received on an open investigation.

JOYS, CARES.CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - All Office of Investigations personnel must complete the
following mandatory training classes within the established timeframes:

o 2011 Information System Security Awareness Annual Training (also referred

o

to as 2011 Mandatory Cyber Security Awareness Training) - The course must be
completed no later than June 30, 2011
2011 Continuity of Operations Awareness {COOP) Annual Training- The
course must be comp[eted no later than July 29, 2011
2

These courses are available on OLC (https:/folc2.enernv.gov) and appear in the
Learning Plan section as well as in the "New Items" section looated at the bottom
right-hand side of the OLC2 Welcome page.

DtSTRIBUTION
lnspec1or General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
I lid 66 ... illifSlil IS 1th 6! I fl!IJtlS est! eg_ fts l. Public disclosure is determined by 1be Freedom of
Information Act (Ti!le 5, U.S.C., Section 552) imd the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending July 1, 20:1.1
The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Ageot(s) (SA). Details on any particular matler may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EJGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Search Warrant Executed In Weatherization Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

I This is an on-going joint
investigation with the Department OIG as lead agency. Agents from Rerons 1, 2
. . . . . H. ___Jtl~~l,~~~)( 7 J(C)
and Technology Crimes supported Region 3 in the search. (111 OR009: _

(b}(7)(AJ

& (b )(6),(b )(7)
(C)

2. Former Contractor Employee Pied Guilty
On June 27, 2011, a former employee of the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory {Laboratory) pied guilty in Alameda County Superior Court to one count
of felony embezzlement of Government property. As reported previously, the
invesiigation determined that the former employee stole high-end printer cartridges
from the Laboratory and sold them to a supply company and online wholesalers.
· The stolen cartridges were valued at about $12,000. The former employee agreed

lbll•J.lbJl7 l_iCJ ______ lfib~r.J~q~l~~s!llu!Jn to tile Laboratory. Sentencing is pending.

-

3. Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)
On June 28, 2011, the Berkeley Site Office (BSO) responded to an OIG IRM which
made 1hree recommendations, including recommending a review of the vehicle
accountability process of the managing contractor at the Department's Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley). All three corrective actions recommended
in the IRM were accepted. As reported previously, the IRM was issued to BSO
after an OIG investigation determined Berkeley failed to properly account for its
Department-owned vehides and failed_ to register the vehicles wilb lb~ ~alitorpla
Department of Motor Vehicles as required by law. (110LL019:
mmm•m· 1-m mmmmmm(~)(~)·(~)(?)(C)

I

4.

Former Subcontract Employee Debarred
On June 29, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management notified the OlG of the debarment of a former subcontract
employee from doing business with the Government for a period of 3 years. As
reported previously, the former subcontractor employee was indicted on 1heft of
public funds and false statements; and made restitution of $22,561 to the
Department and entered into a pretrial diversion agreement. The investigation
determined the former subcontractor employee falsified four per diem certification
forms jn order to receive $22,561 in ARRA-funded per diem payments. {11 OSR010:

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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CASE INVENTORY

Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

Region

_3_

_4_

5

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42

45

43

1

0

38
0

26
0

29

0

3

2

4

0

4

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

45

48

47

0

0

0

0
9:1

0
0
6:1

5
0

0

1

5

0
1

TCS

11
0
1

34

6:1
7
0
5

7

38
0
3
6:1
6
0
0

30
0

30
0

1

4:1

0
6:1

11: 1

7
0

5
0

4
0

1

0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

35
7
12

2

Tl·, d 1 a11:oat is fb: 8Ffl@IJ tis ~3£ OIQL 1. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and Hie Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552<1).

46

1
1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl:

Status as of COB 07/01/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

6

0

2
Cases Completed
This Week

1

For Signature
0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

2

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:

(b)(S),(bJ(?l(~l
(b)(s).(b~~?l.f!

... -•
__

Reqion-3--FromJune24-23;2-011l--· ·

· · · -- -·· · ·
land
Icon ducted six briefings at the Y-12
National Security Complex. In attendance were approximately 260 engineers,
technicians and quality assurance and support personnel.

_J . . _... ___ .... ........... ·--

23;2G11-J····
Ipresented a Fraud Awareness
Briefing to 8 South Dakota State Weatherization and Energy Officials in Pierre, SD.
ARRA information was presented and discussed at the meeting.

(b)(S),(b}(?)(_<::) ____•...Region6-0n . J.une

7
(b)(S),(b)( J(C)

J''--Reglon.6--0nJune-27•·2Q11J --jpresenled a Fraud Awareness Briefing to 28
Bonneville Power Administration managers and employees in Idaho Falls, ID. ARRA
information was presented and discussed at the meeting.

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that OIG subpoenas directed to financial institutions calling for
production of financial records of their customers necessitate strict compliance with
the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978, Title 12, U.S.C., Sections 3401-3422.
This statute requires prior or contemporaneous written notice to the customer that
his/her financial records have been subpoenaed, thereby affording him/her an
opportunity to challenge the subpoena in court. These provisions are not applicable
where the financial records sought are those of a corporation, business trust, or
partnership comprised of six or more individuals. Agents should familiarize
themselves with the OIG Directive, IG-916, "Issuance of IG Subpoenas," for further
specific guidance and Information on the Right to Financial Privacy Act.

3
Lfl:is docc::::rnt L Ith 8fFI@b\ls t;88 81 fLY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552n),

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - All 01 personnel must complete the 2011 Continuity of
Operations Awareness (COOP) Annual Training no later than July 29, 2011. The
2
course Is available on OLC (https://olc2.energy.gov) and appears in the Learning
Plan section as well as in the «New Items" section located at the bottom right-hand
side of the OLC2 Welcome page.

•
(b)(6)

Investigations Manual - The Investigations Manual and all policies issued to
supplement the manual are located on the IGNet under Policy/Investigations/
__ .Jnv.est.igations. .ManuaL .P-lease-contac4---- - --·-- -ff you do not
have a username and password for the IG Net.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY Rt:PORT
Ending July 8, 20:1.1
The Office or Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" Is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Oeparlment). Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without p1ior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any partlcular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1.

Charges Filed in Copper Wire Theft Investigation
On June 22, 2011, the OIG was notified that the Weld County Colorado District
Attorney's Office filed charges of theft over $20,000, criminal mischief, criminal
trespass and burglary against two individuals wi1h no Department affiliation. The
investigation determined that the two individuals stole copper wire from the Western
Area Power Administration's Ault, CO, substation. DNA evidence collected at the
Ault SLJbstation matched one of the subjects, and additional investigation
determined tha~ rr:iultiple su~je~ts parti~ipated in the th~(t of copper that was valu. ed.
at $30,000. This mvestigat1on 1s on-gomg. (11 ODN003. _
,_

-+-- --·-- ___ _

2. Department Suspends Contractor Employee's Human Reliability Program
(HRP) Certification
On July 1, 2011, the OIG was informed that as a result of an OIG investigation the
Department suspended a contractor employee's HRP certification for making false
statements. The investigation determined that the employee of WSI (formerly known
as WackenhLJt Services Inc.) knowingly omitted information of a post-traumatic
stress disorder and a traumatic brain injury on WSl's pre-employment medical
questionnaire in order to gain employment with WSI as a S ecial Response Team
member. This is a joint investigation with th (b)(7J(Al
The
(b )(6) ,(b )(7)(C)

Jnvestigatio.nJs onga.ing+ (11.0SROta:
3. Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Terminated

(b)(s).(b)(?J(~l

__

On July 1, 2011, the OIG was informed that Savannah River Remediation, LLC
terminated the employment of a subcontractor employee. As previously reported, a
civil settlement was reached and the former subcontractor employee reimbursed the
Government $22,290. The Investigation determined that the former subcontractor
employee submitted false lodging receipts in order to obtain inflated per diem
reimbursements. A portion of lhe per iem was funded by the American Recove1y
_ . andReJn:ve.stmenLAct JIJJ§BQQ~; ------·- _

Thi.: docm::cnt is fs: ifflil:\k fsll!li ilHkV Public disclosure is determined hy the Freedom of
lnformatiou Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

_2_

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

43

44

43

37

26

0
3

2
2

0
4

0
0

0
3

29
0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

46
1
0
6:1
7

TCS

11

0
1
36

48

47

0

37
0
1

29

0
0

0
1

30
0
0

6:1

6:1

4:1

6:1

7

6
0
0

7

5

0
0

0
0

a

9:1
5

0

a

0

0

0

0

48
0

0
12:1
4
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters lssued:

22
9
3

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 07/08/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open
1

8

Cases Completed
This Week

2

0

0
Cases Opened
This Week

9
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

2

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

• None
OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that their time spent in preparing and conducting a file review
should be charged to the case number. EIGPT allows time to be recorded in as low
as 15 minute increments, or .25 hours.
2

I 1115 Jocumcm ls As; lJP'Pl@fl'tfs Ml!!~ 81 lif!sY. P\lblic disclosure is determined by lhe Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552} and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a},

0

JOYS.CARES.CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS A TT ACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
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Tnformation Act {Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and 1hc Privacy Act (Tit!e 5, U.S.C., Section 55211).

WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending July 15, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestlgalions (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivities performed by Ol Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Search Warrant Executed in Grant Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

i(bJ(7)(AJ

(b)(6),(b)~?l<~_)._

_ ____

I Aaents from I echno1ogy Grimes supported

I

8egion.4Jntbesea.rche.s...._(t11ALOJ4~f-------

2. Former Subcontractor Employee Charged with Anti-Kickback Act Violation
On July 7, 2011, in the Eastern District of Tennessee, a one count felony Information
and plea agreement was filed under seal, charging a former subcontractor employee
at the Y-12 National Security Complex (Y-12} with a violation of the Anti-Kickback
Act. The investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee received
kickbacks from another Y-12 subcontractor. The investigation also revealed that
during 2006-2008, the former subcontractor billed time and received payment for
hours not worked. The former subcontractor employee has agreed to plead guilty
and pay $294,976 in restitution to the Department. The court acceptance of the plea

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

ggreement. htp~ndi11g,.. . (l.08QR00..2..: . .(··m--··················-

j

3. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Purchase Card Fraud

Investigation
On July 11, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and debarment of one
former Hanford Site contractor employee and one former subcontractor employee.
The investigation determined that the former contractor employee agreed to make
purchases from the subcontractor employees' company using a Government-funded
Purchase Card if, in return for such orders, the sub-contractor employee passed on

the same orders to the contractor employees wife's company. As previously
reported, both individuals were sentenced in U.S. District Court. The former
contractor employee was sentenced to 3 years probation and ordered to pay
$150,000 in restitution. The former subcontractor employee was serenced to 1
year probation and ordered to pay $8,821 in restitution. (I06Rl002:
..,. -

. +. .

\~)S~<~l(7J(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_ 2_

_3_

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42

37
0

29

0

1

0

42
0
4

26

0

44
4

0

3

0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

43

48
0

46

37
0

29

30

48

0

0

0

0

6:1
6

4:1

0
6:1

0
0
12:1

5

4

0
3

3

0
2

0
1
6:1

0

9:1

6:1
7
0

5
0

2

1

7
0
4

0
0

7
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

51
16
3

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):
Status as of COB 07/15/2011

With POFC

With MAPOFC

In CIG

8

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week
0

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

0

Total Cases
Open

9
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

2
I liiS llUClllJteili IS IOI Ol I tCIAt est 1'141. I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformatim1 Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) mid the Privacy Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552a).

TCS

11
0

1
36

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Agents are reminded that they may claim statistics in EIGPT only when the actions
result from our investigative efforts (i.e., investigative activity or information/evidence
developed by the OIG). For example, if management terminates an employee for a
particular misconduct and, at the same time, reports the misconduct to the OIG, the
termination should not be claimed as a statistic. Similarly, if an employee is under
investigation for kickbacks, and is arrested by local authorities for an unrelated theft,
the arrest should not be claimed.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
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Ending July 22, 2011.
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are genera! descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
lhe Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Civil Demand Letters Issued in Kickback Investigation
On July 15, 2011, the Civil Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern
District of Washington issued civil demand letters to four Han ford Site contractor
employees for violations of the False Claims .Act and the Anti-Kickback Act. The
investigation revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, at least
14 material coordinators solicited, received and accepted kickbacks from a Hanfordarea vendor. These kickbacks took the form of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift
cards and other things of value and were intended to influence the material
coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than competing vendors. In return

;~rbt~=i~:~~c~~~~~~ ~~~~~r ~0~~~~~~~~f inator:_~~~-~(~~~-~----~~~~-~-~~~-~-~-:: . :illi~n

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Former Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) Contractor Employee
Debarred
On July 15, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Director of the National Nuclear Security Administration's, Office of Acquisition and
Supply Management. debarred a former Los Alamos contractor employee from
doing business with the Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously
reported, the investigation determined that while employed as a timekeeper at Los
Alamos, the former contractor employee fraudulently entered over 300 hours into the
Los Alamos payroll system resulting in the individual receiving payment for hours not
worked. The individl1al pied guilty in U. S. District Court for the District of New
Mexico and was sentenced to 3 years supervised !;1robation and was ordered to pay
$15,363 restitution to the Department. (IOBALO 12:1
_ _ . +------------------------------- _____ _(~_)(~),(b)(7)(C)

3. Former Pantex Plant Contractor Employee Sentenced
On July 18, 2011, a former Pantex Plant contractor employee was sentenced in U.S.
District Court, Northern District of Texas to 6 months in prison and 3 years
supervised release. The contractor employee was also requested to pay restitution
and an assessment. As previously reported, the investigation determined the former
contractor employee stole various items including industrial power equipment,
copper and building materials from the Pantex Plant. The exact loss to the
Department has not been determined. This is an ongoing joint investigation with the
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
l(b)(7)(A)
(110AL014:j
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

3

_4_

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

44

44

37

0

4
0

42
0

27
0
3

30
0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

45
1

1

0
0

4

TCS

11
0
1

36
48
1
1
9:1
5
0

0
6:1
7
0
2

31

48

1

0

0

0
4:1
7
0

1
6:1
5
0

0
0
12:1

7

0

37

6:1
7

6:1
6
0
0

0

25

30

0

46
0
0

4

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

49
11
4

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 07/22/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

2

8

0

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10
Total Closed
in CY 2011
3

1

0

For Signature

3
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Public disclosure is determined by the rreedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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J f

4
0
2

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - All 01 personnel must complete the 2011 Continuity of
Operatio.ns Awareness (COOP) Annual Training no later than July 29, 2011. The
2
course is available on OLC (https://olc2.enerqy.gov) and appears in the Learning
Plan section as well as in the "New Items" section located at the bottom right-hand
side of the OLC2 Welcome page.

•

Credentials - All 01 personnel who need a new or replacement credential must
submit a Credential Request Form signed by their supervisor to P3. P3 will work
with OIG's Office of Management and Administration to issue the credential.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhc Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending July 29r 2011
The Office of lnvestigalions (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" Is inlended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AlGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system. ·

S1GNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Suspension Letter Issued in Grant Fraud Investigation
On July 19, 2011, the OIG was informed that the Department issued a suspension
letter to a recipient of a $1.1 million grant for serious mismanagement and misuse of
financial assistance award funds. The grant is under an Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant that included American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
{ARRA) funds. The suspension occurred after Department grant officials reviewed
grant recipient documents obtained by the OIG during the course of the
investigation. The documents revealed the recipient failed to follow approved
procurement policies and procedures, incurred unallowable costs and pursued
activities beyond the approved scope of work. The Department's review of this grant
is concurrent with the OIG investi ation. This on- oin investigation is being
worked jointl with the (b)(7)(A)

(b)( 6 ),(b!(72<9L___ . ___(l1_QCHOJl: -----· -- -·
2. Laboratory Equipment Recovered
On July 20, 2011, the OIG recovered $46,564 in laboratory equipment allegedly
stolen from the Department's Savannah River Ecology Laboratory. The equipment
was recovered from a University of Kentucky laboratory utilized by the former
Department subcontractor employee who was alleged to have taken the equipment.
The value of additional equipment recovered is still being determined. The
·
· a1ion is ongoing and is a joint investigation with the._l(b_)(_7)_(A_)_ _ _ _ _ ____.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

(b)( 7)(A)

_(10t1SR008:+--·--- -

I

3. Former Pantex Plant Contractor Employee Sentenced

(b)( 6 ) (b)(?)(c:;_)_ - -

On July 21, 2011, a former Pantex Plant contractor employee was sentenced in U.S.
District Court, Northern District of Texas to 2 years probation. The former contractor
employee was also ordered to pay a fine and restitution. As previously reported,
the investigation determined the former contractor employee, along with another
employee, stole various items including industrial power equipment, copper and
building materials from the Pantex Plant. The exact loss to the Qenartment :as not
been determined. This is an ongoing joint investigation with the[b)(?)(A)
m<m {11 OAL014:j-m
-

I

J

'ifl:i:: tls!liim11t is £31 l!ifflQl:\ls WIJIS Qltll "• Public disclosure is determined by the Preedom of
lnformntion /\cl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) imd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. Actions Against Savannah River Subcontractor Employees on ARRA Per Diem
Investigations
On July 21, 2011, the OIG was informed that Savannah River Nuclear Solutions
(SRNS) terminated the employment of a subcontractor employee. An investigation
determined that the subcontractor employee submitted a fraudulent lease agreement
in order to demonstrate eligibility for over $33,000 in per diem monies that SRNS
paid to the subcontractor employee. The per diem payments were funded under the
ARRA.
In another per diem investigation, in response to an Investigative Report to
Management, the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the
OIG on July 25, 2011, of the suspension and proposed debarment of a former SRNS
subcontractor employee from doing business with the Federal Government for a
period of 3 years. As previously reported, this individual was indicted for fraudulently
receiving per diem benefits by falsifying five per diem eligibility certifications in order
to receive $44,415 in ineligible ARRA funded per diem payments. The former
subcontractor employee pied guilty and was sentenced to 5 years probation and
mmmmmmjandl-10SROOZ:G····"·m --~-~)iSJ,(b)(7)(Cl
ordered to pay $44,415 in restitution. {111SR013:1
(b)(6),(b)(7J(?J. ..
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

43

44

43

0

4
0

0

TOTAL:

44

Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

1

0
1
6:1

7
0
0

4

48
1

47

1

0

9:1

6:1

5

7
0
2

1

0
0

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

37
0
0

27
0
3

30

11

0
1

0

37
0
0
6:1
6
0
2

30
0
0

31
0
0

48

4:1
7

6:1
5

12:1
4

0
0

0

0
2

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

57
19
38

2

1'1:is Jscu:::s:tt is fur QF:lilCI ' & 'WR Q)Jk?' Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Infomrntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

TCS

1
36

0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 07/29/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

2

8

0

0

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

Total Cases
Open
10
Total Closed
in CY 2011
3

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Regions 4 and 5 attended an All-Hands Regional Training in Albuquerque, NM, from
July 19- 21, 2011. The training included legal updates and law enforcement control
tactics.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
Afl Office of lnves1igations Employees
3
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Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) iind the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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Ending August 5, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Civil Settlement Agreement in Investigations of False Claims and AntlKickback Act Violations
On July 21, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice entered into a civil settlement
agreement with a Hanford Site sub-contractor. The subcontractor agreed to pay
$515,000 1o resolve allegations that it violated the False Claims and Anti-Kickback
Acts in connection with its role in two Hanford Site Government purchase card fraud
investigations. The investigations found that from 2000 to 2008 the subcontractor

~~t;~t~~ic~::n~;~~~~~~ ic~b~~~~~~nX~6sa~L~~:r in ati
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2. Actions on Per Diem Investigations at Savannah River Site
On August 3, 2011, in U.S. District Court, District of South Carolina, a former
contractor pied guilty to conspiracy in connection with fraudulently receiving per
diem benefits while working at the Savannah River Site. The individual fraudulently
received approximately $54,080 in per diem benefits by falsifying per diem eligibility
certifications. In another investigation involving American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds, the OlG was informed that Savannah River
Nuclear Solutions (SRNS) terminated the employment of an SRNS employee. The
investigation determined that the SRNS employee assisted a relative working as an

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)
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Thie Jccmncnt is fu; 8Pf1@1r'ils l!IBIS 61 Us:. Public disclosure is. determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 5S2a).
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m_!.~.l~-~l.:~bJ(7)(c)

3. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Oak Ridge Office and Y-12
Site Office

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On August 1, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Managers of the Oak Ridge Office and
Y-12 Site Office with two recommendations for corrective action regarding a security
contractor to both the Department and National Nuclear Security Administration.
The investigation determined that the security contractor violated Department Orders
and other requirements regarding the reporting of missing property. (111 OR006: L]J~)(~J.,_(b)(?)(C)
II
mmmm

4. Civil Demand Letters Issued in Kickback Investigation

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

On July 29, 2011, the Civil Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern
District of Washington issued three civil demand letters to current and former
Hanford Site contractor employees for violations of the False Claims and AntiKickback Act. The investigation revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005
and 2008, at least 14 material coordinators solicited, received and accepted
kickbacks from a Hanford-area vendor. These kickbacks, which took the form of
cash, tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other items of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor. The material
{i~~~L~~~l=~?.~uctedl more than $3.5 million in business with the vendor.

5. Guilty Plea for Possession of Child Pornography
On July 28, 2011, an individual pied guilty to one count of possession of sexually
exploitative material of children in the U.S. District Court of Idaho. The investigation
was initiated upon receipt of allegations that an information technology employee at
Idaho National Laboratory may have been involved in downloading and distributing
child pornography. Further investigation exonerated the employee but determined
that the employee's roommate, with no DOE affiliation, was the person responsible.
is scheduled for October 2011. This is a 'oint investi ation between
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

2

Tl ·u Jc
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Infornrntion Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Section 552) 11ncl the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

1

Region
4

Region

Region

3

5

_6_

29

10

0
1

0

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

43
0
1

44

43

37

4

0

27
0

0

0
4

0

3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

44

48

47

37

30

0
0

0
0
9:1

0
0

0
0

6:1.

6:1

5

7

6

0
0

0

6:1
7

0
2

0

a

0

a

0
4:1
7
0
0

1
11 :1

5

4

0

0
0

0

58
16
8

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 08/08/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

3

8

0

Cases Completed
Thls Week

0

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
Thjs Week

Total Cases
Open

11
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

1

1
36

30
0
1
6:1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

TCS

3
I I.IS dbttlilltiit lS 1'181 eFPICJI tis l!r!!l! et l:ISY. Public disclosure is dclcrmincd by 01c Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

47
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

CHRIS - CHRIS training requests must include information on the vendor/entity that
is providing the training. The vendor's name, address, city, state and zip code must
be provided for each training request. This requirement applies even if the entity
that is providing the training is DOE or DOE OIG. In these instances, indicate that
the vendor is DOE or DOE OIG and provide the address for the organization (e.g.,
1000 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20585). Failure to enter the
vendor information will result in the training request belng recycled.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of Ins

dor General

Ending August 12, 20Ll

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is Intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Department Employee Pied Guilty in U.S. District Court
On August 8, 2011. the director of a headquarters program office pied guilty in
Washington, DC, to one count of converting public money. The OIG investigation
determined that the director submitted fraudulent travel vouchers and was
reimbursed for expenses not incurred. Sentencing is pending. (I09HQ005:

(b)(6).(~!<?!.~?.t_ ·---+---·--m··

I

2. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Official Resigns
On July 18, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), an
NNSA senior employee resigned in lieu of being terminated. The investigation
determined that the employee received a loan from a subcontractor undee::=J- -·· ._ . lb_)(~)~(_b)(7)(C)
purview. T
s, totaling $15,000, were transferred from the subcontractor to the
(b)(G).(b)(?)(C) ______ employeei
o ha n affiliation with the Department or the subcontractor.
(b)(G),(bt(!~<~~- ___(105HQ006:
3. Former Department Contractor Employee Indicted
On August 9, 2011, a grand jury in the 5th District for the State of Tennessee indicted
a former Oak Ridge National Laboratory contractor employee for theft of
Government property. The OIG investigation determined the employee used
..J?.)J6),~b)(7)(C)

D·-

(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

-~;~~~~:~!-_~r~~~~c~~~=·I {f;g6~~~1~l= ~~-=~-advancjs and purchase gasoline
4. Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Suspended

On August 9, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Department's Office of Procurement
Management notified the OIG that a former subcontractor employee at the
. Savannah River Site was suspended from Government contracting for a period of 90
days pending debarment. As previously reported, the former subcontractor pied
guilty and was sentenced in the State of South Carolina, Aiken County Summary
Court, for falsely claiming per diem expenses. (111SR010:
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(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

-3-

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

44

44

43

3
0

0
4

37
0
0

27
0
3

29

0
1

1

1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

45
1

47
0

30
0

36
46
0

0

1

6:1
7

9:1

5
0
0

0
3

0
4:1
7
0
0

0
6:1

0
0

37
0
0
6:1
6
0
0

30
0

Ratio:

47
0
0
6:1
7

Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0

1

1

5

61
20
3

Status as of COB 08/12/2011

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open
8

3
Cases Completed
This Week

0

0

Cases Opened
This Week

11
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

0

0

2
CPlsia J11 1 111 I· f 2Ffl il:'zk 1!'8W iil lk 5. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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1

11: 1
4
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

With POFC

9

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:

TCS

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 6 Recovery Act·related awareness
briefIngs over the past week, as follows:
(b)(6), (b )(7)(C)

• .Region5=-Gn-Augusl8-9;2CH-1(--- --..·--

jpresented four briefings to 80
managers, quality assurance experts and engineers from the Lawrence Uvermore
National Laboratory.

- - ·-~resented
a briefing to 20 managers and quality assurance experts from Sandra National
Laboratories in Livermore, CA.

6
7
(b)( J.(bl( )(?l___ . .Jt .Region-5-=0n-August10,201-1f --- --- -

(b)( Ub)(!li?.l . . . -··• -Region3--0n-August1G1 2(}1-1J-----~resented a briefing in Memphis,
TN, to 25 Shelby County Community Services Agency employees consisting of
program managers, accounting technicians and weatherization inspectors.
6

OTHER MATTERS

•
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Headquarters - Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI) John Hartman
traveled to 1he Chica o. IL 01 field office Au ust 10-11 2011. While in Chicago,
_.D1GLl:::tar1man.an -·· .---····-····- ·· -···------met with Office of
Science senior offlc1a s o n reenwoo , epu y anager, and Alan Handwerker,
Chief Counsel.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Travel - It is an employee's responsibility to ensure that his/her travel card charges
are timely paid-in-full each month. Occasionally, charges appear on the travel card
statement earlier or later 1han expec1ed. To avoid failing to make a timely payment,
it is important that the employee check whether a balance is due each time a travel
card statement is received - the employee should not assume that the balance is
zero. In addition, it is critical that an employee make arrangements to pay his/her
travel card statement in the event that he/she is on travel when the travel card
statement is received/due.

3
l'l:ic Jacn:11rnl is ft: ornn
'iT ow ", Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfornrntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACrIVITY REPORT
Ending August 19, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may nol be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} (SA). Details on any par1icular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Capstone Report on Impact of Copper Thefts Issued
On August 17, 2011, the Inspector General (IG) sent the Secretary of Energy a letter
report on the impact of copper thefts at the Department. The report draws attention
to the nationwide increase in copper thefts and to the fact that the Department is not
immune to the problem. The report also highlights the increase in OIG
investigations into copper thefts and provides brief synopses on eight recent cases
that resulted in convictions or arrests. The report identified several practical, cost~
effective steps that the Department can take to manage the risk posed by those
attempting to pilfer copper inventory. (111 IG002)

2. Department Employee Pleads Guilty and Investigative Report to Management
(IRM) issued
On August 8, 2011, a senior Department employee pied hlilt in U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia to converting public money to - ·ersonatuse.TheOlG .. \~)(~),\~l( 7 J(C)
investigation determined that the employee had submitte multiple travel vouchers
containing false statements and documents. An IRM was issued on August 17,

~~c~1,;,~~~~.~~~: 1~; ~~~~~~i:e~~~i~~·~~~~~o"ci4ssjstant Se~re~~Jlt~
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(bJ(GJ (bJ(?J(CJ

3. IRM Issued to the National Energy Technology Laboratory {NETL)
On August 12, 2011, an IRM was issued to the NETL Director with three
recommendations for corrective action. The investigation determined that there
may be inadequate control and accountability of supplies maintained at the NETL
supply warehouse in Morgantown, WV. As previously reported, a contract
employee was charged in West Virginia State Court for theft of government
supplies from the NETL warehouse. (11OPT010:
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4. Three NETL Employees Disciplined
On August 4, 2011, in response to an IRM, NETL suspended one employee for
three days and issued letters of reprimands to two other employees. As previously
reported, the investigation determined that the NETL employees violated
Government credit card purchase regulations. This case was coordinated with the
Civil Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Western District of Pennsylvania.
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

mmmm{IJOPI003:jmmmmm•m m
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5. Subpoenas Issued Regarding Lobbying Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.. ...

··~

..

l(b)(7)(A)
.......

to ~JB.h9.9.~+- .

I

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

45

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

46
1

0
1

Region
4

Region

Region

2

Region
3

5

6

45
3
0

41
0
4

38
0
0

28
0

29
0
1

3

TCS

9
0
1

38

0

6:1
7
0
1

48
1
0
9:1

45

0
2
6:1
7
0
3

5
0
0

7

30
0
0
6:1
5

0
0

0

38
1

31

0
6:1
6
0

0
4:1

0

1

a

2
T' · J a 1 t is fs: 8FFI~h'm ~B8 81115'/. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, US.C., Section 552) mid lhe Privacy Acr (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

48
0
0
12:1
4
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
T ota1 Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

44

12
1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}:
Status as of COB 08/19/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

8

0

4
Cases Completed
This Week

For Signature

12

0

Total Closed
in CY 2011

Cases Opened
Thjs Week

3

0

0

Total Cases
Open

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b){6).{b){7)(C)

Region 3

Please join us in

............... Jeccntpr;motion.

~tulatind

Goodjobt=_j

·-··--

~n[3weH-descrvcd - - -(b)(S),(b)(7)(C)

. .__ _ _ _ __.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

3
T1 · '
I · f t 9FI*lQI 'l ''iii 81 lisY1 Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Priv<1cy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

End-of·Year Travel Deadlines: Please keep the following dates in mind as travel
plans are made over the next 6 weeks:
o

o
o

•

Vouchers - ensure outstanding vouchers are completed and approved no
later than 9/22/11;
Authorizations - for trips using FY 2011 funds, ensure authorizations are
completed and approved no later than 9/29/11; and
Use of FY 2011 Funds - FY 2011 funds may be used for trips if the travel is
completed no later than 11/14/11, provided the al1thorization was approved in
GovTrip no later than 9/29/11.

Time and Attendance: All Office of Investigations employees must review and
agree to their time and attendance in ATAAPS each pay period. Once an
employee's leave is entered into ATAAPS, the employee must logon to ATAAPS
and under "Timekeeping" select "Labor/Leave Review." The employee should select
the most recent pay period, review the time and attendance recorded in the system
and, if correct, select the box agreeing to the time.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
4
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

,. .

Ending August 26, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brier {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (E!GPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Subcontractor Employee Pleads Guilty to Anti-Kickback Act Violation

(b)(6). (b )(7)( C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On August 23, 2011, a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National Security
Complex (Y-12) pied guilty in Federal district court for the Eastern District of
Tennessee to a one count violation of the Anti-Kickback Act and agreed to pay
restitution of $294,976. The investigation determined that the former subcontractor
employee received kickbacks from another Y-12 subcontractor. The investigation
and 2008, the former subcontractor billed time
also revealed that during 2006,
andreceived paymentforhours
id not work. Sentencing is scheduled for
. . . J_anua.ry._1. 1,201-2,--{J08GRG02"' ----- --

2. Laboratory Equipment Recovered
On August 17, 2011, the OIG recovered $389,462 in laboratory equipment from a
University of Kentucky Laboratory. The equipment was stolen from the Department's
Savannah River Ecology Laboratory by a former Department subcontractor

,(~WNlree

The invesfioafian
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3. Actions on Per Diem Investigations at Savannah River
On August 23, 2011, a former subcontractor employee at the Savannah River Site
pied guilty in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina to one count of theft
of Government funds In connection with the subcontractor's claims for per diem
benefits. As previously reported, the investigation determined that the subcontractor
employee falsely claimed multiple permanent residence addresses and submitted
fictitious lease agreements in support of these addresses. As a result of these false
per diem claims, the subcontractor fraudulently received in excess of $26,000 in per
diem benefits, a portion of which was funded by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act.

Tl iJ ••
1• 141 OFP6ill • l 1195 g>g u, Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(SJ,(b)(?)(C)

On August 24, 2011, in a separate per diem investigation, an Investigative Report to
Management was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement and Assistance
Management recommending the suspension and debarment of a former Department
subcontractor employee. As previously reported, this individual was indicted for
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

m~~~ft~~~~~n~~~~~~j~.~6~ci~:gci~:f~-~-~iem l~el~~f~~Q~~~ lindiVid~-~lm~l~l=-~il~~~~~mj~
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4. Former Contractor Employee Sentenced
On August 23, 2011, a former contractor employee of the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (Laboratory) was sentenced in Alameda County Superior Court
to one day incarceration and five years probation. The individual was also ordered
to pay $9,640 in restitution, court fees and assessments. As previously reported, the
investigation determined that the former contractor employee stole high-end printer
cartridges from the Laboratory and sold them to a supply company and online
wholesalers, The stolen cartridges were valued at approximately $12,000 .

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

.. (l10LLOOl~mO•••m•m•m
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5. Arrest for Embezzlement of Weatherization Program Funds
On August 19, 2011, in coordination with the OIG and the U.S. Attorney's Office for
the Eastern District of California, the Del Norte County District Attorney's (DA) office
arrested a former employee of a non-profit community action agency for violating
California's state law on burglary, embezzlement and forgery. The investigation
determined that the former employee, with no Department affiliation, embezzled
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds it received through the
Department's Weatherization Assistance Program and which rere djspersed to the
community action agency. This is a joint investiga1ion with the mmmmmmmmm
(b)(il)(\'tl~(7)(C)
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6. Former DOE Contractor Indicted for Theft of Federal Funds
On August 23, 2011, a former Bonneville Power Administration contractor employee
was indicted on one count of theft of federal funds. The investigation determined
that the individual embezzle a roximately $36,000 in Department funds for
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C) ............................

personaLuse. {Lt1JE003.: .. .m.m····
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

_1_

Region
_ 2_

Region

3

46
3
0

42

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

46

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

47

49

46

1
0

1

1

0
9:1
5
0

0
6:1
7

0

0

0
1

Region

0
4

Region

4

5

_6_

39
0
0

24
0

29

0

9
0

1

1

1

39

6:1
7
0
0

39
1
0
6:1
6

0

0
2

25
0

30

6
3:1
7
0

0
6:1

0

2

5

4
0
0

45

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

8
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 08/2612011
With MA POFC

In CIG

8

0

4
Cases Completed
This Week

0

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

12
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

0

49
0
0
12:1

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

With POFC

TCS

Region

3
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 55211).

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS

(b)(S),(b!!?,'li?l. _ _!"'_Hegjon . . 6. .:.=0n.August23and24,2041l
-----··---- ------met with the U.S. Attorney for the Distr .....
ic.,..t....,of,..,l..,.da...,h....,o-,'""'fh-e-c-nm-m-a.,..Ic-hl-e"""f-an-d"""A---ss-1s'""'t-an.....t_ __.
United States Attorneys currently prosecuting cases for the OlGI
- -----~ometJ?l.t6.~,\b)(7)(CJ
with the Idaho Operations site manager, Department managers and staff from the
Idaho National Laboratory's Naval Reactor Facility, Material Fuels Complex and the
Advanced Test Reactor.
JOYS.CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

Mandatory Training - All Office of Investigations personnel must complete the
2011 Annual Ethics Training no later than September 21 2011. The course is
available on OLC 2 (https://olc2.energy.gov) and appears in the "New Items"
2
section located at the bottom right-hand side of the OLC Welcome page.

•

IG Internal Directives - The following IG Internal Directives were recently
updated and can be found on the IGNet under Policy/OIG:
o

o
o
o
o
o

Personal Impairments to the Objectivity of OIG Personnel {IG-900C) updated March 2011
Intelligence Oversight Responsibility (IG-9030) - update June 2011
Media rnquiries (IG-905F) - updated March 2011
Processing Environmental Safety and Health Allegations (IG-91 OB) - updated
April 2011
Authority to Administer Oaths, Affirmations and Affidavits to Witnesses (IG9128) - updated March 2011
Procedures for Office of Inspector General Processing of Qui Tam Actions
(IG~9198)

- updated March 2011

4
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o Identity Protection (IG-920C) - updated June 2011
o OIG Review of Proposed Legislation, Regulations and DOE Directives (IG921 D) - updated March 2011
o Notification of the IG When an Employee or Former Employee Receives a
Subpoena or Other Court Demand (IG-926C) - updated March 2011

All Office of Investigations personnel are required to be familiar with and follow
the policies and procedures contained in the IG Internal Directives. If you have
any questions about the directives, please contact your supervisor.

•

End-of-Year Performance Activities - The following performance-related
activities must be completed no later than October 26, 2011:

o FY 2011
o FY 2012
o FY 2012
o FY 2012

Performance Appraisals
Performance Plans
Individual Development Plans
Law Enforcement Availability Pay (LEAP) Certifications

If you have any questions about these activities, please speak with your
supervisor.
•

All Staff Meeting - Subject to the availability of funds, the Office of
Investigations is planning to hold an All Staff meeting the week of April 30 - May
4, 2012, Employees should mark this date on their calendars and work to avoid
any conflicts with the date. The location of the All Staff meeting will be
announced in October 2011.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACrIVITY REPORT
Endiny September 2, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the l!Se of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Subcontract Employee Pied Guilty
On August 31, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina, a
former subcontractor employee at the Savannah River Site pled guilty to theft of
public funds. The investigation determined the subcontractor employee submitted
fraudulent documents in order to receive $14,598 in American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funded per diem payments. (11 OSR003:1
rn-+m

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Suspended
On August 25, 2010, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM),
the Department's Office of Procurement Management notified the OIG that a former
subcontractor employee at the Savannah River Site was debarred for 3 years. As
previously reported, the subcontractor employee pied guilty and was sentenced in
the State of South Carolina, Aiken County Stimmary Court, for falsely claiming per

;, re di~'ll_'ll_=fI"" ~~'<i_~ t~e-""~""_"~ct<>
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(b)l6_),(b)(7)(C)

3. Actions Taken in Response to !RM
On August 26 and 31, 2011, respectively, the Y-12 Site Office and the Oak Ridge
Office responded to an IRM that made two recommendations concerning the
security contractor to both the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and
the Department. In one response, management agreed to closely monitor the
contractor's compliance activities and the other reported that management included
the contractor's failures in the contractor's performance report. The IRM was issued
after an OIG investigation determined the contractor failed to adhere to reporting
requirements involving missing property. (111 OR006:1
-~b)(6),(b)(?)(C)

I
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4. IRM Issued to NNSA
On August 29, 2011, an IRM was issued to the NNSA's Director, Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management and the NNSA Manager of the Pantex Plant
Site Office with suspension and debarment recommendations. The investigation
determined that while employed at the Pantex Plant, three former contractor
employees stole Department owned industrial power equipment, copper and building
materials from the Pantex Plant. As previously reported, two of the former
contractor employees were prosecuted in U.S. District Court for the Northern District
of Texas, with prosecution of the third former employee being declined in lieu of
Department available administrative remedies. One former contractor employee
was sentenced to 6 months incarceration and 3 years supervised release, while the
other was sentenced to 2 years probation. Both were ordered to pay a total ,...of......__ _ _...,

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

-fi~1H;,qs.5a restitution to ~~J~~~~.:qo!, _r~_;~ is a
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investigation with thej{b11111A1

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

__2_

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

47

44

42

38

24

0

0
4

0

1

3
0

0
1

30
0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

48

47

1
0

0
2
9:1

46
0

6:1
7

0
1

0

6:1
7
0

5
0
0

0

0

38
0
1
6:1

6
0
0

25

a

0
3:1

7
0
2

31
0
0
6:1
5
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

31

14
5
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TCS

9

0
1
39
49
0
0
12:1
4
0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOIA):

Status as of COB 09/02/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

8

0

0

4
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

Total Cases
Open

12
Total Closed

In CY 2011

3

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Act-related awareness

briefings over the past week, as follows:

{b)( 6 ).(b}~!J_<9) ____• ___ RegioF1&-Au9ust--31 1 2041·l·-·- --- - - ----- ------

Ipresented

three briefings to 40 managers and field staff at the Office of California Community
Services and Development in Sacramento, CA.
OTHER MATTERS
•

UFAN - The Transportation Security Administration (TSA), Office of Law
Enforcement has sent out a notice advising that the expiration date far the current
Unique Federal Agency Number (UFAN) has been extended to September 30,
2011. TSA may extend this expiration date further, if necessary.

•

Region 3 - DOE OIG hosted a firearms and defensive tactics course in Oak Ridge
that was tailored for women in law enforcement. It was attended by law enforcement
members from DOE OIG; Environmental Protection Agency, Criminal Investigation
Division; Tennessee Valley Authority OIG and the Lewisburg Tennessee Police
Department.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

3
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

End-of-Year Travel DeadJlnes: Please keep the following dates in mind as travel
plans are made over the next 6 weeks:
Vouchers - for trips ending prior to 9/16/11, ensure vouchers are completed and
approved no tater than 9/22111
o Authorizations - for trips using FY 2011 funds, ensure authorizations are
completed and approved no later than 9/29/11
o Use of FY 2011 Funds - FY 2011 funds may be used for trips if the travel is
completed no later than 11114/11, provided the authorization was approved in
GovTrip no later than 9/29/11
o

•

Mandatory Training - All Office of Investigations personnel must complete the
2011 Annual Ethics Training no later than September 2, 2011. The course is
available on OLC 2 (https:J/olc2.energy.gov) and appears in the "New Items" section
located at the bottom right-hand side of the OLC 2 Welcome page.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending September 9 1 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Offlce of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestiga!ions (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execullve Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Search Warrant Executed in Loan Guarantee Investigation
(b)(7){A)

(b)(7)(A)

IThe investigation is ongoing.

..._~~~~~~~~~---'

(111 LL008: I

-- - I

'--~~~~

2. Civil Settlement Agreement Reached with Former Department Subcontractor
On August 31, 2011, the U.S. Attorney's Office (USAO) in 1he District of South
Carolina reached a civil settlement with a temporary staffing company that provided
subcontractor employees to the Savannah River Site. Pursuant to the agreement,
the subcontractor agreed to abandon a $1.1 million claim for overdue per diem
reimbursement payments and the USAO agreed not to pursue a civil prosecution for
violations of the False Claims Act. The investigation determined that the
subcontractor failed to properly review per diem eligibility certifications and
1, 11, 11, 11 ,xcl_ _ ..

~u~~~::~~Pj~~~~tO:i~:.~c~r~·~~·

oerm•nt

to pay per diem benefits to
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_2_

3

4

5

__§___

41
0

39

24

4

0

0
1

30
0
1

9
0
1
39

39

25

31
0

49
0

0
6:1

0
12:1
4
0
0

Open Cases:

47

44

Hold:

0
1

3
0

48

47

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

0
0

0

45
1

0

2

6:1

9:1
5

7:1
6

0
0

0
3

7
0

a

a

1
0
6:1
6
0
0

0
0

3:1
7
0
0

5
0
1

HOTLJNE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

21
9
7

Total Hotline Contacts
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 09/09/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

8

0

0

4
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

12
Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

0

2
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TCS

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Travel - Effective September 1, 2011, DOE began allowing the purchase of nonrefundable air tickets for official travel when deemed cost effective. OIG employees
are not authorized to use non-refundable tickets at this time. An OIG analysis
is being done to determine the impact of using non-refundable tickets. Additional
guidance regarding these tickets will be issued once the analysis has been
completed. In the interim, if there is a need to use a non-refundable ticket, the SAC
or ASAC must contact the P3 Director to discuss the circumstances.

DISTRIBUTION
.
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of lnvestigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY Rl:PORT
.. ··.:-.. .": . .-··.·

Ending September l.6, 2011
The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department). Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGl). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriplions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} (SA). Details on any particular rnatler may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Civil Settlement Agreement in Kickback, Defective Pricing and Bid Rigging
Investigation
On September 9, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) entered into a civil
settlement agreement with an information technology systems integrator. The
systems integrator agreed to pay $63,675,000 to resolve allegations that it received
kickbacks for lts recommendations of hardware and software to the Government,
fraudulently inflated prices and rigged bids in connection ·
eral i formation
· 's a ·ain investi ation wi1h the (b)( 7 )(A)

This brings the total settlements in t 1s investigation o approx1ma e y
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

I
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2. Department Grantee's Former Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Pleads Guilty
On September 13, 2011, in the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Tennessee,
the former CFO of a multi-state non-profit agency that received Department grant
and contract funds, pied guilty to one count of wire fraud and one count of money
laundering. The investigation determined that the former CFO stole in excess of
$400,000 from the non-profit agency over a 3 year period using varjous financial
schemes. Sentencing is set for January 26, 2012. (l090R009:1
··-l-m-

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

3. Actions Taken in Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)
On September 9, 2011, the Deputy Director of the National Enf=L9 Technology
Laboratory (NETL) in Morgantown, V'N, responded to an IRM. L:Jagreed·to initiate.
a comprehensive review to examine property management policies. The IRM was
issued after an OIG investigation determined a former contractor employee
embezzled supplies from a NETL warehouse. (11 OPT01 O:

I
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1nforrnation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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(~)(~l_.(~)( 7 J(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4. Actions on Embezzlement Case at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
On September 9, 2011, an IRM was issued to the NNSA's Director, Office of
Procurement Management and Assistance and the NNSA Manager of the Livermore
Site Office with recommendations for suspension and debarment. As previously
reported, the investigation determined that a former Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (Laboratory) employee stole high-end printer cartridges from the
Laboratory and sold them to a supply company and on line wholesalers. The stolen
cartridges were valued at approximately $12,000. The former employee was
(b)(S).(b)(?)(C)

__ {~~~~~o~_VJ>"rs

nror-fion and agreed lo pay restitution to the Laboratory.

CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region

_1_

2

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

45

44
3

40
0

0

4

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

47
0
1
6:1
7
0
1

47

44
0
1
7:1

0
2

0
0
9:1
5
0
1

Region

6
0
2

Region

Region

4

5

Region

TCS

39
0
0

24
0

33

10

0

1

1

0
1
41

39

25

34

52

0

0
0
3:1
7
0
0

3

1
0

0
6:1
6
0
0

0

6:1
5
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts

Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

29
10
11

2
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4
0
2

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):

Status as of COB 09/16/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

8

0

0

5
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

1

Total Cases
Open
13

Total Closed
in CY 2011

3

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The 01 completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing over the past week,
as follows:
•

Regions 2 and 3- On September 13, 2011 J
mm ____ mrnmm•m••••
conducted a briefing at the 2011 Iowa Weatherization Conference hosted by the
Iowa Community Action Association (CAA). In attendance were 35 individuals
comprising CAA employees, Iowa weatherization officials and weatherization
contractors.

Im- m__ (_~}(_~),(b)(7)(C)

OTHER MATTERS
•

All agents are reminded to Sllbmit copies of IRMs issued as well as the IRM
responses to HQ.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (PJ) UPDATES
•

P3 Annual Satisfaction Survey-A survey will be sent to all 01 employees on
Monday, September 19, 2011. The survey is designed to gather information on how
P3 is performing and whether or not P3 is helping to meet the needs of the
organization. The survey will take less than 10 minutes to complete. All
submissions will be anonymous. The information gathered from the survey will
assist P3 in setting FY 2012 priorities.
3
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Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Scclion S52a).

•

01 Master Calendar - As a reminder, OI has a Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities that is posted to the IGNet under Events/OIG Investigations Calendar
(https:l/lgcomm.doe.gov/events 262.cfm). The Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities should be used by 01 personnel to forecast recurring upcoming events and
to plan resources accordingly. The calendar is organized by activities that occur
monthly, quarterly, and annually. This is a living calendar of activities and will be
updated as additional recurring activities are idenUfied.

•

Travel - Please note the following travel-related deadlines:
o Vouchers - ensure vouchers are completed and approved no later than
9/22111
o Authorizations - for trips using FY 2011 funds, ensure authorizations are
completed and approved no later than 9/29/11
o Use of FY 2011 Funds FY 2011 funds may be used for trips if the travel is
completed no later than 11/14/11, provided the authorization was approved in
GovTrip no later than 9/29/11
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Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending September 23, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office or Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvestigalions (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activilies performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Settlement Agreement and Guilty Plea in Purchase Card Fraud

Investigations
On September 22, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice entered into a civil
settlement agreement with a former Hanford Site prime contractor. The former
contractor agreed to pay $1.5 million to settle allegations that it violated the False
Claims and Anti-Kickback Acts in connection with its role in two OlG investigations
involving Hanford Site Government purchase card fraud schemes. The
investigations determined that from 2000 to 2008 the former contractor did not
implement or carry out adequate internal controls to prevent or detect purchase card
fraud committed by several employees, as required by its Department contract.
Additionally, on September 20, 2011, a former Department contractor employee p!ed
guilty to two counts of wire fraud in the Eastern District of Washington in connection
(bJ(s),(bJ(?J(cJ

mm.;~·~~~=e~~-~~~~~t~~f:· 1 ~;~:oi~~y1y:~~?~E~:i!!!atelv $487,~oo 1 in unauthorized
2. Investigative Report To Management (IRM) Issued in Employee Misconduct
Case
On September 21, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director, Office of Security
Operations; Deputy Administrator, Office of Secure Transportation: and the Director,
Office of Scheduling and Advance, as a result of an OIG investigation into
allegations of employee misconduct while traveling on official Department business
in another country, The IRM made one recommendation for corrective action.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

d(l1JHQ027.+mm

I

?1:1.: tltJctlilillil is lits: SJ?Ftt!il/::L Uf!lliJ ~} !hYt Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3. Sandia National Laboratories Contractor Employee Terminated
On September 21, 2011, a Sandia National Laboratories {Sandia) contractor
em lo ee was terminated from em lo ment. The OIG investi ation determined that
(b)(7)(A).. __
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(b)(7)(A)
(b)(6).(b}(7)(Cj
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region
~2-

Region

Region

Region
5

Region

TCS

24
0

34

10
0
1

3

Open Cases:

44

44

39

42

Hold:

0
2

3

0
4

0
0

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0

0
1

1

41

46

47

0
1
6:1

0
0

43
0
1
7:1

9:1
5

7
0
2

6

0
4

0
2

42

2S

3
0
7:1
6
0

0
0

1

35
1
0
7:1

3:1
7.
0
1

5

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Toial Referral Letters Issued:

33
16
5

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):
Status as of COB 09/23/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

8

1

3
Cases Completed
This Week

4

For Signature

1

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

13
Total Closed
in CY 2011

4

2

2
This dOCutllCJ.I ls fet Mt 11@!15 ds '!18M 81 lls\'. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Tnfornrntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Scclion 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

52
0.

0
13:1
4
0
1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefings over the past week,

The 01 completed
as follows:
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
•••

•

mmmm

'l
On
~ J .......
!conducted
•• • September 20 201 Tl
Regl'on•••v•••=••
a briefing for Ohio's Office of the Auditor of State, which inctuded eight members
from their Special Audits Division and Special Investigations Unit.
m

•

•

•

m

•

m

••

•

•

•

•

•

•o••

•

••

•;•••

•

••

m

ff ....... -

.... ff.ff .............. - . . . . . . .

OTHER MATTERS

•

EIGPT will be shut down for the end-of-year conversion at noon, Friday, September

30, 2011. It should be back up on Monday, October 3, 2011. ASACs must ensure
all current period semiannual statistics are entered into EIGPT prior to noon,
September 30, 2011. Statistics not entered before the shutdown must be entered
with an October 2011 date so they can .be captured in the next reporting period.
JOYS,
•

CARES, CONCERNS

None

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

P3 Annual Satisfaction Survey - P3's annual satisfaction suivey can be accessed
at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/\fVQMSNQZ. Responses are due no later than
September 23, 2011. The suivey takes less than 10 minutes to complete. All
submissions are anonymous. The information gathered from the survey will assist
P3 in setting FY 2012 priorities.

•

Travel - Please note the following travel-related deadlines:
o Authorizations - for trips using FY 2011 funds, ensure authorizations are
completed and approved no later than September 29, 2011.
o Use of FY 2011 Funds - FY 2011 funds may be used for trips if the travel is
completed no later than November 14, 2011, provided the authorization was
approved in GovTrip no later than September 29, 2011.

3
I I.ls doctiiliCLJ! is fut 8JiFHill:\f; tJAjij AJlts'/. Public disclosme is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

•

CHRIS Work Flow - ensme your CHRIS Training Work Flow profile is set up as
follows:
Step 1: Supervisor
- -Step2: P3-Dir-re
....c.....to
.....r.....··;;_....
- - _------...------'

-

.......

7
(b)(G),(b)( )(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6).(b){7)(C)

St~p-~;

MA._ .

- -

Step 4: MA
the tr;ijnjnq)

{only required when there is a cost associated with

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ -.. Step 5:MA1.....
:_--------_--------_----------_ ____.
To
•
•
•
•
•
•

modify/verify your CHRIS Training Work Flow, once in CHRIS select:
CHRIS Workflow
Training
Setup
Employee Training Workflow profile
Select the magnifying glass next to each step and select the appropriate
name from the list
Hit save
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Ending September 30, 2011

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (01<3) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activitles performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details an any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Contract9r Reimburses the Department

(b )(6),(b)(7-l~i'.:;)

On August 31, 2011, a Department contractor reimbursed the Department $133 1605
after an OIG investigation determined the funds were spent on unallowable and
unsupported contract costs. The investigative findings were reported to the Chicago
Operations Office, which led to the contractor agreeing to reimburse the Department.

···---···-·_{l09HQUQj;f---------··-··

I

2. Senior Department Employee Retires in Lieu of Term1nation
On August 31, 2011, a senior Department employee retired in lieu of termination
after pleading guilty in U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to charges of
theft of Government funds. The OIG investigation determined that the employee
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

.~~frc~:~~~;;~:S~~.~~~e~.~r(~~~~~~~~~1....·~-~e-_n__:_
. ~.~-~-ve_i_v_o_u......
Jers in conjunction with
3. Y-12 Protesters Sentenced
From September 12-21, 2011, 11 individuals with no Department affiliation were
sentenced in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee for trespassing
on the Y-12 National Security Complex. The sentences ranged from 1 year
probation to 8 months incarceration in a Federal penitentiary. As previously
reported, 13 individuals were arrested without incident on July 5, 2010, and ·12 of
these individuals were convicted on May 11, 2011. One individual ls awaiting trial
and one individual is now deceased. (11 OOR013:1
-----l100R014:1
-- -- -..),lt:l,~l·~)(7)(C)

iflils documem IS its: tsPPlelidS 11192biW1. Public disc!mmrc is dcfcrmiued by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. Former Pantex Plant Contractor Employees Suspended
On September 22, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management
(lRM), the Director of the National Nuclear Security Administration's Office of
Acquisition and Supply Management, notified the OIG that three former Pantex Plant
contractor employees were suspended from doing business with the Federal
·
Government for a period of 3 years. A debarment is pending for each of these
individuals. Additionally, In accordance with the !RM recommendation, the Pantex
Plant Site Office notified appropriate security clearance personnel of the former
contractor employees' actions. As previously reported, the investigation determined
the three former contractor employees stole Government property from the Pantex
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

I

m_2Jant.(l10AL014:fmm --- m

5. Two Individuals Indicted for Wire Fraud
On September 22, 2011, a former Department contractor employee and another
individual not affiliated with the Depar1ment were indicted on five counts of wire
fraud. The investigation determined that the individuals embezzled approximately
:ll:12J2Z in De1;2artment funds for personal use, This is a ioint investigation with the

(b)(7)(A)
""'"""''""'''

-... --{---
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

_2_

3

4

_ 5_

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

42

45
3
0

37

42

24

35

0
3

0

0
1

0

4

0
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

45

48

41

42

25

0
1

1

0

Ratio:

6:1

0
2
6:1

6

6

Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0

7

9:1
5

0
3

0
0

11
0

1

1
40

36
1

52

0

0

0

0

7:1

6:1

0

1

3:1
7
0

2

0

1

6
0
2

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

TCS

40
8
5

2
?hiz dcum::em Is fu: 8PFl@t;'d: 1'!181! @!LI. Pnblic disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Tille 5,'U.S.C., Sectkm 552) nnd the Privacy Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

1
0
13:1
4
0
0

(b ){6),(b )(7)(C)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 09130/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

TotaJ Cases

Open

3

7

Cases Completed
This Week

2

0

Cases Opened

This Week

2

0

12
Total Closed
in CY 2011

9

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
• Emails - When a case-related email is encrypted, access to the contents of the email
is restricted but the subject line is not protected. With this in mind, 01 employees
should avoid including identifying information in the subject line of case-related
emails. To protect against 1he disclosure of 1he identities of complainants, witnesses
and subjects, the subject line should reference only 1he relevant case number. For
example: "Update: Search on 111HQ001 ,"not "Update: Search of Acme, Inc."
JOYS. CARES, CONCERNS
(b )(SJ (b)(?)(C)

.. •

7
!!:::'.~!;;,~~=-~~~~~ ~":"":".rati 1lal'"d.......,..___· -· ---···. mJen&HdeservecL.
..
=·· .,o,,!.~I\~hl.~l( )(C)

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

3
I iii§ dOCtiilithl IS l61 er I JCI; tt M!i!P. 81 HX. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnrormation Aci (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Acr (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Travel - The final day to use FY 2011 Travel funds was Thursday, September 29,
2011. If you identify a travel need during October, which was not funded with FY
2011 funds, please work with your supervisor to ensure that sufficient funds can be
made available prior to entering the travel authorization into GovTrip.

•

New Employee Handbook - 01 has posted the New Employee Handbook on IGNet
under Employee Info/Office of Investigations. The New Employee Handbook has
been redesigned and includes expanded information and links that will be helpful to
new employees, as well as employees who have been with 01 for an extended
period.

DISTRIBUTION
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All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending October 14, 2011

The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OJG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhoul prior approval of.the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Civil Complaint Filed Against Hanford Site Sub-Contractor Vice President
On October 4, 2011, the OIG was advised that the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ)
filed a civil complaint against a Hanford Site subcontractor vice resident on
September 30, 2011. The complaint alleges that th
iolated.the_
(b)(6),(b)(7J(CJ
False Claims and Anti-Kickback Acts in connection wit
·-· otein·twoHanfordSite. \?.)(~_J_:~~J(?J(CJ
Government purchase card fraud investigations. The investigations found that from
__ 2QQO_to_2008-tht{-------~id not implement or carry out adequate internal
controls or meaningful superv1s1on to prevent or detect purchase card fraud

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Cl~~:~~~~/~J ~[86~~(=::1~1oyees jnd two Hanford Site contractor employees.

8

(b)(6), (b )(7)( C)

2. Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne) Sponsor Charged in $20 Million Fraud
On October 11, 2011, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission filed a civil
complaint in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois against three
individuals, not affiliated with Department, alleging they fraudulently raised $20
million from investors. The complaint alleges that the company misled investors by
claiming they had contracts with multiple domestic and international governmental
organizations for the use of technology that was not operational. The investigation
determined that the individuals made misleading and false statements to investors
about weapons of mass destruction detection technology developed, in part, at
Argonne. The investigation also found that senior Argonne officials oartjcjpated in

ii•i?fJl).1'or nresentalions

Tbjs is a joint inllesilgc~i~~~J~

2'.[l(b)( l~
7

+-____ I _

3. Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Terminated

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

.

On October 4, 2011, the OIG was informed by the Savannah River Nuclear
Solutions (SRNS) that the employment of a subcontractor employee was terminated.
The investigation determined that the subcontractor employee submitted a
fraudulent lease agreement and false certificates of eligibility in order to demonstrate

-=~~~~~~:.~~(~1~1~~:g~4°:f~-i=-=~r djem Tat SRNS paid to the subcontractor
Tl:is J:c m::u211 is fs: l<IPPH!IJ;i;ls U8~ 81 ilsY. Public disctosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) aud the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(S),(b)(7)(C)

4. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Per Diem Fraud
Investigation
On October 3, 2011, an !RM was issued to the Department's Director of the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and
debarment of a former Department subcontractor employee. As previously reported,
the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina reached a civil settlement
agreement with the former subcontractor for alleged violations of the False Claims
Act in connection with claims for per diem reimbursement. The agreement required
the former subcontractor employee to pay $22,290 in settlement. The investigation
determined that the subcontractor employee submitted 27 false lodging receipts over
a 7 month period in order to obtain inflated per diem reimbursements. A portion of
the per diem was funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

__
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
3

Region
4

Region

5

_6_

43
0
3

45
3
0

38
0

24

35

12

0
1

0
1

0

4

42
0
0

46
2
1
6:1

48

42

42

36

0
0
9:1

7

5

0
3

0
1

0
0
7:1
6
0
4

0
0
7:1
6
1
2

25
0
0
3:1

Region

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

7

0
0
6:1
6

0
0

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

63

24
15

2
Thi 1 1

TCS

Region
2

Region

_1_

1111 · s
WTI'81 'L Wim GH tis" Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U .S.C., Section 552) and tile Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

1
40

53
1
0
13:1

4
0
2

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):

Status as of COB 10/14/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

8

1

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Closed
fn CY 2011

0

10

2
RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
5
(b)( ).(b)(7}(C) ... •

-Region1-Gn8eptember28;·2011f

!presented a Recovery Act
briefing to 5 staff members of the State of Michigan and to 25 weatherization
professionals at the State's Annual WeatherizaUon Conference held rn Mt. Pleasant,

Ml.
OTHER MATTERS
• None
JOYS, CARES.CONCERNS
• None
ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

ePerformance - ePerformance is the new on-line performance appraisal system
that is being implemented for FY 2012 Performance Plans. All 01 employees must
set up an account for ePerformance no later than October 28, 2011. To set up
an account log onto ESS and go to the "Personal Information" tab and select
"ePerformance Pilot." Select "Request Access" and follow the instructions for setllng
up an account. Please note that the login ID is the first initial of your first name
(lower case), first 4 letters of your last name (all lower case) and your CHRIS
employee ID. You can locate your CHRIS employee ID on ESS under the "Personal
Information" tab.

3
5PI i1 1111 :mu :I ii ft: iiflf!lh':ls el81J 81 ifs';'. Public disclosure is determined by l!JC Frccdmn of
lnformation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Scction 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sect!on 552n).

•

Mandatory Training - All 01 employees must complete the 2011 Privacy
Awareness Course Annual Training no later than October 31 J 2011. The course
is available on OLC 2 {https://olc2.energy.qov) and appears in the "New Items"
section located at the bottom right~hand side of the OLC2 Welcome page.

•

01 Master Calendar - As a reminder, 01 has a Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities that is posted to IGNet under Events/OIG Investigations Calendar
(https://iqcomm.doe.gov/events 262.cfni). The Mas1er Calendar of Recurring
Activities should be used by 01 personnel to forecast recurring upcoming events and
to plan resources accordingly. The calendar is organized by activities that occur
monthly, quarterly and annually. This is a living calendar of activities and will be
updated as additional recurring activities are identified.
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Ending October 21, 2011

The Office of Investigations (Ol) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OlG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OJGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OJ Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Projecl Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Arrests in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On October 11, 2011, a State of Texas Recovery Act grant coordinator (coordinator)
and the owner of a subcontractor company (owner) were arrested. Additionally, six
search warrants were executed on the residences and associated businesses of the
coordinator and owner. The investigation determined that the coordinator and the
owner conspired to submit false statements relating to multiple Department
·
·
I 2
Recovery Act grants. The estimated loss to the Dep
,,...,, ..·•.... · t in
i ation with th (b)( 7)(A)
The OIG's
Technology Crimes Section provided support wit ons1 e computer forensic imaging
during the execution of the warrants and will conduct the computer forensic
of over 20 terabytes of data seized during the search warrants. (111 AL015:
----··. .. . (b)(6),(b){7)(C)
---~J...
mm
{b)(7)(A)

tnalvsij.

(b)(6).(b)(!J(?,)_ --

..

I

2. IRM Issued in Per Diem Fraud Investigation

(b)( 6) ,(b )(7)(C)

On October 3, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and debarment of a
former Department-subcontractor employee. As previously reported, the former
subcontract employee was indicted for fraudulently receiving Recovery Act per diem
benefits in excess of $14,000. The former subcontractor employee pled guilty and is
.............awaiting.sentencing. - (l10SR003·;··1·m··············~

I

3. Former Department Contractor Employee Indicted
On October 19, 2011, a former Department contractor employee from Oak Ridge
National laboratory was indicted in the Ninth Judicial District of Tennessee for theft
of se1Vlces. The investigation determined that the individual received $271707 for
..J~l.<~),{~)(7)(C)
work on a classified project that he did not complete. (11 OOR017:

I
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4.
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

(b )(6).(b )(7)(C)

Employee Terminated for Misconduct

On October B, 2011, a seoecutlve Service employee was tennlnated for
------misconduGtasseciatedwit · -overnment position. The investigation determined
that the individual misused
osition by directing the award of subcontracts to a
company owned by an individual with whom he had a personal relationship. The

I
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

1
Open Cases:

Hold:

42
0

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

3

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

45

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

Region
_ 2_

Region

Region

Region

Region

_3_

_4_

5

_6_

45

39
0

42
0
0

24
0
1

35
0

3
0

0

1

0
1
6:1
7
0
3

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Posi1ive Outcome:

48
0
0

43

1
0
7:1
6
0
3

9:1
5

0
3

42
1
1
7:1

6
1
3

25
0
0
3:1
7
0
0

36
1

13:1
4

0
1

0
1

174

14
2

1

The OIG received an allegation that a contractor manager at the Hanford facility
misrepresented progress reports so that corporate employees would receive
peliormance bonuses. In response to an OIG referral, Department management
identified inconsistencies between the contractor's data logs and the program
office's progress reports. It was determined that the contractor manager did not
receive any personal incentive or explicit benefit based on the misrepresentations.
However, management implemented procedures to prevent future reporting

I

Jn9onsistem:::ies. . ~(l11RS044:l---

53
0
0

1
6:1
6

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOME

(b)(G).{b)(7)(C)

12
0
1

40

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

2

I 111§ dddilll&iil I§ ldl OJiillCIAL USE Q, iJE i. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfarnrntio11 Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA):
Status as of COB 10/21/2011
With POFC

WlthMAPOFC

lnCIG

For Signature

8

1

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Closed

0

10

0

in CY 2011

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
None

•

OTHER MATTERS
• Region 5 - On October 18, 2011, DIGI John Hartman visited the Livermore
Investigations Office. During his visit, DIGI Hartman met with investigators to discuss
specific investigations and also met with other OIG staff from the office.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
• None

ACTION ITEM
•

REPORTS ATTACHED

None

POLICY, PLANS AND

PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

Mandatory Training - Al! OI employees must complete the 2011 Privacy
Awareness Course Annual Training no later than October 31 1 2011. The course

•

is available on OLC 2 (https://olc2.energy.gov) and appears in the "New Items"
section located at the bottom right-hand side of 1he OLC 2 Welcome page.
•
(b)(6),(b)(~)(~) ___

J

I ...

CHRIS - All Office of Investigations employees must notif~
of the status of any training entered Into
CHRIS {e.g., completed, cancelled, and rescheduled). The information will be used
to update employees' training records.

. ·--- __ --- ---

I

3
1I.I§ UbtliiliGlll I§ 161 bfil ICilCL USE OIQL f. Public disclosme is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) imd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

Time and Attendance - The established core hours for the OIG are between 9:00
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. During these hours employees must be present at work or
account for periods of absence with leave, credit hours, or compensatory time off. In
addition, employees are not permitted to start their regular workday, to include credit
hours or compensatory time off prior to 6:30 a.m. and are not permitted to end their
regular workday after 6:30 p.m.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
AH Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
::;·:.=: ... ·

F.ndi11g October 20, 2011
The Office of 1nvest1gations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the O!G without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in !his report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
•

Termination Letter Issued in Grant Fraud Investigation
On October 27, 2011, the Department issued a termination letter to a recipient of a
$1.1 million Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant, which includes
Recovery Act funds. The termination letter was issued for serious mismanagement
and misuse of financial assistance award funds. The Department issued the letter
after reviewing grant recipient documents obtained by the OIG during the course of
an investigation. The documents revealed the recipient failed to follow approved
procurement policies and procedures, incurred unallowable costs and pursued
activities beyond the approved scape of work. This onf oing investi~ation is being
_ (110CH011
worked jointly with thel(b)(?)(A)

:l

-- --1- _ (~)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

_2_

__3_

4

5

6

42
0
3

45
3

39

42

23

0
4

0
0

0

35
0

1

1

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

0

12
0
1

40
45
0
0
6:1
7
0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

48

0
0
9:1

5
0
2

43
0
0
7:1
6
0
1

42
0

24

36

0

0

1

7:1

3:1
7

0
0
6:1
6

6
0
0

1

1

0
1

I . f ?FEI6iil
Ti Q) a 15 Public disclosure is determined by lhe Freedom of
Information Acl (Tille 5, U.S.C,, Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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TCS

t

I

I

53
0
0

13:1
4

0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

196
1O
9
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PR1VACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 10/28/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

10

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week

1

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

1

Total Cases
Open

12
Total Closed
In CY 2011
10

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
,_ -~resented a
briefing to officials from North Carolina's (NC) Department of Commerce who are
responsible for overseeing the Department's Weatherization Assistance Program
('JVAP). Those in attendance during the briefing were the Assistant Secretary for
Energy for the NC Department of Commerce; the NC Director of WAP; and the NC
General Counsels for both Recovery Act and non-Recovery Act WAP matters.

(b}(SJ,(b)(?")_<_:L ____ • Region--2-GnGcteber--2G;201+J-- ----

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

2
Tills JSCUlll&iil ';.; IOI DI I f@h EE P'.90! Ci JM I. Public disclosme is determined by the Freedom of
fnformation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Ac! (Title 5, U.S.C., Section '52a).

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - All OI employees must complete the 2011 Privacy
Awareness Course Annual Training no later than October 31, 2011. The course
is available on OLC 2 (https://olc2.enerny.gov) and appears in the "New Items"
section located at the bottom right-hand side of the OLC 2 Welcome page.

•

Use or Lose Leave - All 01 employees must schedule "lose or use" annual leave no
later than November 18, 2011.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending November 4, 2011
The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Departmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activilies performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s} (SA). Details on any partlcular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EJGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Funds Returned to the Department in Grant Fraud Investigation
On October 26, 2011, the OIG was informed that an Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant recipient returned $2,491,090 to the Department. The
grant funds were awarded under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) and were returned because it was determined that the grantee intended to
use the funds for activities beyond the approved scope of work. An OIG
investigation determined that the recipient failed to produce proper substantiation for
the funds despite repeated re uests from De artment ro ram staff. T~js was a
(111 CH004l
_J?.)(6.)'\~)(7)(C)
joint investigation with th (b)(?)(A)
m

2. Civil Lawsuit Filed Against Three Former Department Contractor Employees
On October 31, 2011, the Civil Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern
District of Washington filed a civil complaint charging three Hanford Site contractor
employees for violations of the False Claims and Anti-Kickback Acts. An OIG
investigation determined that the three individuals, along with several other
(b)(7)(A)
(b)(7)(A)

m m. COntracto.LemployeesJ.._m ----m--m·-mm
ml m•--m - - -m m
(J09R[OOl:Jmm -•mm-I
m

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

••rn

3. Three Department Employees Disciplined in Response to an Investigative
Report to Management (IRM)
On October 21, 2011, the Director of the Office of Security Operations; the Director
of the Office of Scheduling and Advance; and the Deputy Assistant Administrator of
the Office of Secure Transportation responded to an IRM. In summary, one
employee was suspended and two were reprimanded. An OIG investigation
determined that the three Department employees engaged inappropriate conduct
while on official overseas Department travel. (111HQ027:1-1

! lits tlOCtii!IClll ,§ fol Si I te. I IL lJ BIS @I fb I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
I..nfonnation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) :md the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4. Former Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On November 3, 2011, the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management
notified the OIG of the debarmen1 of a former subcontractor employee from doing
business with the Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously
reported, the former subcontractor employee pied guilty to one count of false
statements and was sentenced to 5 years probation and ordered to pay $44,415.00
in restitution. An OIG investigation determined that the former subcontractor
employee falsified 5 per diem eligibility certifications in ordr to receive $44,415.00
in ineligible ARRA funded per diem payments. (110SR003
-------1---- _______ J~l(~l:(~)(7)(C)
CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

2

_3_

_4_

5

45
3
0

40
0

42

22

0
0

0

48
0
0
9:1

44

23

0
7:1

42
0
0
7:1

3:1

6

6

0

5
0

0

0

2

3

0
4

7
1
0

Region

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40

0
3

43
0
3
6:1
7

4

1

1

0
1

Region
6

TCS

35
0
1

12
0
1
40

36
0
0
6:1
6

53

0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

123
7
7
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

2
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sec!iot1 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Seclion S52a).

0
0
13:1

4
0
2

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):
Status as of COB 11/0412011

With POFC

· With MA POFC

1

lnCIG

10

Cases Completed
This Week

1

0

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

Total Cases
Open
12

Total Closed
In CY 2011

10

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

01 employees are reminded to submit inquiries, requests for information, Hotline
complaints, etc. to all three operations officers. This will help ensure a timely
response.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

(b)(a).(b)( 7l~9)
QleX··te·.,.d·s·a·fontHarewe
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
•
,"
···················--·····························-OfflCe··S!nCe·~·
· · -3Hl92:
(b)(s).(b)i:l(<?L ......... Def9cnsean·· ·····
st day
(b)(6),(b)(r)(C)
•
.
.
. .

r-::J,,..as·beenwtth9Fs-Savannah-Rlv.er~-(b)(S).(bJ(
11
L..:J
• •
•
·
· ·-·················-

___ •..

..

7 J(C)

········· has accepted a position with the U.S~tment of
wit 01 will b~ay, November 4, 2011.
··
iUb&-. ___ (b)(SJ.(b)( 7J(CJ
•
. .
. .
.
.....
-···-·······
-·· --missedby--al o · · he-01-tamlly·,-·We·wts ··
the best of luck and hope · ·········· . mes........... _J~l.\~l'.~~)(7)(C)
back to visit often.
ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED

•

None
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

FY 2012 Performance Plans All 01 employees need to acknowledge their FY
2012 Performance Plan in ePerformance by no later than 11/10111. Over the next
several days employees will receive two separate emails from
ePerformanceAdmin@agency.gov. The first email will require the employee to
review the performance plan and release it to the rating official. The second email
will require the employee to provide an e-signature on the performance plan.
Employees must complete both steps to finalize the FY 2012 Performance Plan.

•

Training - 01 employees should enter all training classes into CHRIS. CHRIS
serves as DOE OIG's system of record for employee training. Training should be
entered into CHRIS prior to the date the training is taken. Training entered into
CHRIS after the date of the training must be entered no later than 30 days after the
start date of the training class.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

()epartm~f)t of Enerqy
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Ending November 18, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (010) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OlG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former State Recovery Act Official Indicted
On November 15, 2011, a former State of Texas Recovery Act Grant Coordinator
(Coordinator) was indicted by the Travis County District Attorney's Office for
document fraud. As previously reported, the investigation determined the former
Coordinator conspired with the owner of a subcontractor company to submit false
statements to obtain Recovery Act funds. The estimated loss to the Department is
approximately $2 million. This is an ongoing joint investigation between several
m•• mmmmmm+mmmmmm•mnm ·--- mmmm m
State and Federal agencies. (111AL015:

I

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Search Warrant Served in Access Device Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(6).(b)(7)(~!mm •

._(b_J(_7_)(A_J_ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~-------------L...:.T..:..;h:.:.;:is~1s ongomg
(111AL013:
joint investigation with th (b)(?J(A)
-lmmmm• mm
___J

I

._______________

3. Civil Judgment in Workers' Compensation Fraud Investigation
On November 7, 2011, in U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee, a
Civil Judgment for $125,000 was entered against an individual with no Department
affiliation. The investigation determined that the individual submitted an
unauthorized claim for receipt of a $125,000 death benefit under the Energy
---m-mJtne ......... m(b_li~l,_~~)(7)(C)
Employees' Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act afte~
6
authorized recipient, had died. {I07RL011 :I
mmm
m I(b)( ),(b)(?)(C)

ThlJ dcttiiilblli IS Rll SFPU!h :I'S tflill!I ~; :Z I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section S52n).

4. Former Department Contractor Employee Pied Guilty to Conspiracy to Submit
False Timecards
On November 3, 2011, in U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
a former Department contractor employee pied guilty to one count of conspiracy to
defraud the Government. The investigation determined that between May 2004 and
October 2008 the former Department contractor employee, and other Department
contractor employees, had routinely submitted timecards falsely claiming and
receiving pay for hours they had not worked. The former contractor employee may
be sentenced up to 12 months in prison and 2 years of supervised probation. The
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

_('iQ'l~~iz~t~::eed

r

pay

restitution in the amount of at least $50,000.

5. Judicial Actions in Savannah River Site Per Diem Investigations

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On October 28, 2011, a former Department subcontractor employee entered into a
Pretrial Diversion Agreement with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South
Carolina. The terms of the Pretrial Diversion Agreement required $9,017 in
restitution. In a related investigation, another former Department subcontractor
employee was sentenced in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina on
November 15, 2011. for fraudulently receiving per diem benefits while working at the
Savannah River Site. The former subcontractor employee was sentenced to 5 years
probation and ordered to pay $45,288 in resHtution. As previously reported in both
investigations, the individuals were indicted and one pied guilty to fraudulently
receiving per djem benefits by falsifying per diem eligibility certifications. {11 OSR008

. . &. . UOSB0-15:f--··'······-··

I

6. Settlement Agreement in Defective Body Armor Investigation
On November 3 1 2011, U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware approved
a settlement agreement entered into on October 27, 2011, by the U.S. Department
of Justice (DOJ} and a corporation involved in the manufacture and sale of defective
Zylon body armor sold to the U.S. Government. The corporation previously agreed
to pay $1 1000,000 to avoid claims concerning it's manufacture and sale of defective
Zylon body armor to the U.S. Government. This part of the investigation focused on
allegations that the company either knew of, or recklessly disregarded the defective
nature of Zylon and actively marketed and sold it to the U.S. body armor industry.
nd
This is an ongoing investigation by th (b)(7)(A)
several other Federal law enforcement agencies. {J040R010:

2
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1

2

38

Open Cases:

Region

Region

Region

5

6

42

23

35

0
0

0
1

0

0

0
4

1

1
39

42
0
0

42

24

36

0

1

48
0
0
9:1

7:1

7

5

6

6

0

1

a
a

0
2

0
0
6:1
6
0

49
0
3

5:1

1
7:1

0
0

0

45
3

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

3
41
0

a

2

3:1

7
0
1

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

259
24
6
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):
Status as of COB 11/18/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Ogen

1

8

Cases Completed
This Week

0

TCS

38

Hold:

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents an Detail:
Agents on TDY:

Region

2

1
Cases Opened
This Week

12
Total Closed
in CY 2011

10

0
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0
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0
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RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 7 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week 1 as follows:
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•

.. ......
~

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

Reajan 4 - Gn-Njvember

7-9, 2011

I -

-

land

- - c o n d u c t e d a total of six briefings. The briefings were attended by
approximately 70 Los Alamos National Security, LLC, and Department quality
assurance, receiving, engineering, craftsmen and line management personnel.
--- --~onducted a briefing for seven
individuals from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), including the Deputy Chief
Information Officer and Cyber Security Officer for ANL.

__ , . _ TCS=OnNovember-9,-2011+-

(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

OTHER MATTERS
Mailing Case Related Documents -When mailing case-related documents to
Headquarters or other locations, the sender must take 1he following steps:

•

Include a Case Document Material Transmittal Slip Form with the material being
mailed (See Chapter 6 of the Investigations Manual for a copy of the form);
o Send the material via "Registered Mail-Return Receipt Requested" or "Certified
Mail-Return Receipt" by the U.S. Postal Service;
o Notify the recipient the package is being mailed and request that the recipient
acknowledge receipt of the package via email;
o Maintain a copy of the Case Document Material Transmittal Slip Form and
tracking documentation until the recipient has confirmed receipt of the package;
and
o Contact the recipient and, if necessary, the U.S. Postal Service within 3 days of
mailing the package if the recipient has not reported receiving the package.

o

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6),(b)(7)(~l ....

(b)(S),(b!(7.)(C)
(b)(S) (bJEl~<?l_

(bJ(SJ,(bJ(?J(cJ

Region 5 & Hotline - On November 10, 2011,I
---m- - - -- rn ---llnd__ rnrn (_bl\~J,~?J(7J(CJ
- ------!successfully completed the Basic Criminal Investigator T~ainin
Pro_ g. ram_ at th_e Fe_ d_ era__ 1Law Enforcement Train in Center in Glyn co, GA.
-- . . . . J~)\~),\~)(?)(C)
earnedAcademicandDriving-Awards; ···········
arned the Sharp Shooter an
_Distinguished FitnessAwards; performed the benediction at the
graduation ceremony. Congratulations on their accomplishments.

rn--1--

.....

--m 41 ·--m!~ng~~~~h~~~~g:~i~u~~i~:~~t~~~t~;~-G~~~;~1~~-;~;~~rity and Efficiency Awarlr~r
Excellence in a Multi~Agency Investigation.

4
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ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

CHRIS - CHRIS training requests must include information on the vendor/entity that
is providing the training. The vendor's name, address, city, state and zip code must
be provided for each training request. This requirement applies even if the entity
that is providing the training is DOE or DOE OIG. In these instances, indicate that
the vendor is DOE or DOE OIG and provide the address for the organization (e.g.,
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585). Failure to enter the
vendor information will result in the training request being recycled.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending December 2, 2011
The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for lnvesligations (DIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OI Special
Agent(s} (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Indictment in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On Nc.ivember 15, 2011, a former Texas State employee was indicted by the Travis
County Grand Jury for fraud. As previously reported, the investigation determined
the former employee, along with the owner of a Department subcontractor company,
conspired lb submit fraudulent documents and false claims to the Department to
obtain approximately $2 million in Recovery Act funds to build windmills. This is an
ongoing joint investigation between several Slate and Federal agencies. (111AL015:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

m+-· •

I

2. Former Weatherization Contractor Charged in Overbilling Fraud
On November 23, 2011, the California Attorney General's Office filed a criminal
complaint against a former Director of a non-profit corporation. The investigation
determined that the former Director submitted inflated claims for payment to the
State of California on Department and U.S. Depariment of Health and Human
Services-funded weatherfzation contracts. The former Director was charged with 49
counts of fraud totaling $337,501 in overbilling. An arrest warrant has also been
issued for the former Director. This is a joint investigation with tha_(b_l(_7l_(A_l_ _ _ _ ___.
(b)(6)' (b )(7)( C) •mm mm ml(b )(?)(A)
IJl1_0LLQQ5:1•mm • mmmmm•

I

3. Information Filed in Timecard Fraud Investigation
On November 21, 2011, in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
an information was filed charging a former Department contractor employee with one
count of conspiracy to defraud the Government. The investigation determined that
between May 2004 and October 2008, the former Department contractor employee,
and other Department contractor employees, routinely submitted timecrds falseh1
claiming and receiving pay for hours they had not worked. (l08RL007: _
·
Jm(~)~~1,(b)(?)(C)

Tl . lssmmm is !Ts: 6PJil@!IJ il!S ~91! el It I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) :md the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. Guilty Plea and Sentencing in Copper Theft Investigation
On November 17, 2011, an individual with no Department affiliation pied guilty in
Morgan County District Court, Colorado, for criminal violations related to theft of
copper from the Western Area Power Administration's Hoyt substation. The
individual was sentenced to 3 years incarceration and 2 years of mandatory ~arole,
A determination of restitution is end in , This is a 'oint investi ation with theFb)(?)(A)
(b)(7)(A)
(b)(SJ,(b)(?)(C)

...........

.{llODN004: ..

5. Pretrial Diversion Agreement in Per Diem Investigation
On November 29, 2011, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina
notified the OIG that a former Department subcontractor employee entered into an
18 montll Pretrial Diversion Agreement. As previously reported, a Federal grand
jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former employee on one count of
theft of Government funds and one count of conspiracy, The investigation
determined that the former subcontractor employee created a fraudulent lease
agreement to aid a co·conspirator in receiving unauthorized per diem while working
at the Savannah River Site. The co·conspirator was previously sentenced to 5 years
probation and ordered to make restitution. (11 OSR008: I
Imm
m(~!(6)'.~~)(7)(C)

6. Individual Sentenced for Possession of Child Pornography

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On November 21, 2011. an individual with no affiliation to the Department was
sentenced in U,S, District Court of Idaho to 6 years incarceration and 10 years of
supervised released. The individual will also be required to register as a sex
offender. The individual had previously pied guilty to one count of possession of
sexually exploitative material of children. The investigation was initiated upon
receipt of allegations that an information technology employee at Idaho National
Laboratory may have been involved in downloading and distributing child
pornography. Further investigation exonerated the employee but determined that
the employee's roommate. with no Department affiliation, was the person
.Jesponsib/.e.m(ltOJFO.OS:lmmmm••• mm•mm•• mmm••-

I

7. Actions In Weatherization Fraud Investigation
On November 23, 2011, two senior members of a Community Action Program in
Rhode Island were terminated from em lo ment b) 7 A)
(b)(7)(A)
(b)(7)(A)

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C)

A third senior member was suspended
from employment. This is an ongoing joint investigation between State and Federal
..agencies.m(l10PTQ11; lm-mmmmmmmmm

I
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1
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Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of

Tnformation Act (Title 5, U,S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U,S.C., Section 552a).

8. Former SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory Employee Debarred

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On November 23, 2011, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management debarred a former SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory employee from doing business with the Government
for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the former employee pied guilty to
one count of willful injury and depredation of Government property. The
investigation determined that the former employee intentionally destroyed 5,000
protein crystals utilized for scientific research at SLAG National Accelerator
Laboratory by removing them from subzero storage. The estimated loss to the
......i.~~rnment was approximately $500,000. This was a joint investigation with the
(b)(?) ....(l09LL005:J.........................................

-(A)

I.

-

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

_3_

4

_5_

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38

46
3
0

39

40
0
0

23

36

9

0
1

0

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41
0
1

0
3

0
4

1

5:1
7

0
0

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

43
0
0

49
1
0
9:1

7:1

6
0
0

5
0
0

40
0
1
6:1
6
0
0

24
0
0

37

50

0
0

0
0

3:1
7

6:1

12:1

6

4

0

0

0

0

2

1

289
38
11

3

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
The OIG was advised of potential procurement irregularities relating to the
cancellation of the National Energy Technology Laboratory's (laboratory) presolicitation for professional exam preparation. In response to an OIG referral, the
Department conducted a review, which determined that the pre-solicitation was
cancelled after Laboratory officials learned that the Department has a nationwide
master contract, which offered the required training. As a corrective action, the

3
This tics::

1
40

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

I jg m: 8flilliil I Hflliil Al Its\'. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Tnformalion Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C,, Section 552a).
I

(b)(6).(b}(7.~!_9__

Laboratory requested a list of current master contracts and any other strategic
sml(ciog arrangements that may be available for Laboratory use. (111 RS079: O~·-·- .{~)(~!:..<~)(7)(CJ

·-l··

-··

•

(b)(6)

(b)_(_'72~C?L ..

•

I

The Recovery Accountability Transparency Soard advised the OIG of a questionable
subcontract award to a Connecticut-based company doing business at the
Department's Idaho Operations Office. Specifically, a company official certified that
the business had not defaulted on a Federal contract despite information to the
contrary in the FederalProcurement Data System. In response to an OIG referral,
Department management coordinated this matter with a contracting officer for the
General Services Administration (GSA). GSA confirmed that the information in the
Federal Procurement Data System was in error and would be corrected. (111 RS076:

-·+-·H"'- .
•

(b)( 6J.(b){?)(C)

d

I

A New Hampshire resident complained to the OIG about substandard weatherlzation
work performed by a local community action agency and its contractors. In
response to an OIG referral, the Department's Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Enemy worked with State officials to address the concerns raised.

I

>mmmmmmm{l11HR1.72F----m-mm >mmmmm

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}:
Status as of COB 12102/2011
With POFC

With MAPOFC

lnCIG

9

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week

1

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

11
Total Closed
In CY 2011
11

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

4

I ltl§ 6&11111@111 I§ lb! di I iCLAC OSE OIQL i. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
bi.formation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Prlv21cy Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552a).

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

•

Performance Awards - FY 2011 cash and time off performance awards will be
included in the December 15, 2011 pay check.

•

All Staff Meeting - Subject to the availability of funds, the Office of Investigations is
planning to hold an All Staff meeting the week of April 30-May 4, 2012. Employees
should mark this date on their calendars and work to avoid any conflicts with the
date. The location of the All Staff meeting will be announced shortly.

•

CHRIS
0 --

AllOl emploveesmustnotifyl-

~fthe

mmm•mmmmmmmm•mmm•mm•

-

I

status <e.g .• completea, cancenea. rescheduled) of
any training entered mto CHRIS. The information will be used to update
employees' training records.

---Tmm-mmm--m--

o

CHRIS training requests must include information on the vendor/entity that is
providing the training. The vendor's name, address, city, state and zip code must
be provided for each training request. This requirement applies even if the entity
that is providing the training is DOE or DOE OIG. In these instances, lndicate
that the vendor is DOE or DOE OIG and provide the address for the organization
(e.g., 1000 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20585). Failure to
enter the vendor information will result in the training request being recycled.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of

Ending December S, 2011

The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of lnspeclor General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Depuly lnspe<:tor General for Investigations {DIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing.the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Settlement Agreement In Fire Investigation
On December 2, 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) entered into a civil
settlement agreement with an Idaho National laboratory (INL) subcontractor. The
subcontractor agreed to pay $270,000 to settle allegations that it violated Fire
Trespass Laws and was negligent in its maintenance of vehicles. The investigation
determined that a fire was caused by an equipment failure on a dump truck owned
by the subcontractor. The fire
n
roximatel 13 000 acres on the INL site
and approximately 36 acr o (bJ( 7 J(AJ
land. This
(b)(7)(A)

.is. a.jointlrwesUgatlon-wH ·

(111 IF002:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Savannah River Nuclear Services (SRNS) Subcontractor Employee Terminated
On December 1, 2011, the OIG was informed that SRNS terminated a subcontractor
employee for making false statements regarding per diem benefits. During the OIG
investigation, the employee admitted to making false statements to
in order
to receive per diem benefits. The investigation is ongoing. (111SR026:_
Jb)i_~)~~~)(?)(C)

SRtS

.m

____

·I

3. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) in Theft of Funds
On December 2, 2011, an IRM was issued to the Director, Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management with recommendations for suspension and debarment
of a former Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) sub-recipient. As
previously reported, the investigation determined that employees at a non-profit
organization created a false billing scheme. The scheme diverted FERG funds to
multiple individuals and companies for work that was not performed. The owner of
several sub-recipient companies pied guilty to 1 count of mail fraud for his

~~~~:~~~~"0:"1 ~~ ::~rr:,~ ~~~:~~.~·~!":;;~:~ Wa~~~~~~r prob~i~ ::u1-~h~

i !11§ ti&iiliiElll I§ lb! 0. I ICIAL OS& 014£ I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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1~1•1 (b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

Region

_1_

Region
_ 2_

Region

3

Region
4

Region
5

Region
6

TCS

40
0
0

23
0
1

36

9
0

24

37

0
0
3:1
7
0

0
0
6:1
6
0

1

0

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
3

45
3
0

40

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41

44

0
5:1

48
0
1
9:1

1
0

40
0
0

6:1

6:1

7
0
5

5
0
0

7
0
2

6
0
1

0

0
4

0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

170
10
16
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA):

Status as of COB 12/08/2011
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

8

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week
1

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

11
Total Closed
in CY 2011

11

0

2
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1
40

50
0
0
12:1

4
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS

::::::::;~:~i-:l z::;:EE?!;~~~~~=~~,~~~~~~~~~~,~l ~~2~~~~~~~: ~;~1
Tennessee Technology Park. Approximately 20 of UCOR's key management staff
attended the presentation as well as representatives from the Department's Oak
Ridge Office.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
Region 4 - 01 received a Special Commendat~n Award from 1he DOJ. Civil
Division. for the outstanding work performed b _
-------mmmmm--mJand
mlm!during the IT Fees Investigation.

•

(b)(6).(bJ.~7.J.~(;)___

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES
•

Closed Case Files -All requests for access to cl~~~~.IJ.l.<.li?..JJ..12!1
. .u:a!i!.!i'-1,!n;ia;ed~at
ad a ers should be sent to P3 staff members

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

·········-·········-·········-·-···········-.. ··········-····-·-·-·············-·············

(b)(6)

.___ _ _ _ _ _ ___.Please continue to send all closed case files t
in accordance with the O! Manual, Chapters 6 and 12.
•

L--===:=::.1)(6),(b)(?)(C)

Travel - Absent extenuating circumstances, OIG employees are not authorized to
use non-refundable tickets. An OIG analysis showed that 1he use of non-refundable
tickets is not advantageous to OIG. If there is a specific need to use a nonrefundable ticket, the traveler's SAC must coordinate the request with the P3
Director.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audit and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending December 16, 2011.

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended tor the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (D!GI). The narratives
contained in !his report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Department Contractor Employee Debarred
On December 14, 2011, in response to an IRM, the Department's Office of
Procurement Management debarred a former Department contractor employee.
The investigation determined that the employee used Government-funded purchase
cards in a conspiracy wit~pouse, the owner of a Department supply company,
to embezzle $487,000 from the Department. As previously reported, the supply
company owner was sentenced in Federal District Court in Eastern Washington to
366 days i11carceration and 3 years probation. The spouse was also ordered to pay
$487,000 ill res1i1ution to the Department. (105RL011:

I

-----------+ ____ __

(b)(6),(b)(7J(C)

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Oak Ridge Office (ORO)
On December 13, 2011, an IRM was issued to the ORO manager with a
recommendation for corrective action regarding the cmrent prime contractor at the
Department's East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP). The investigation, which
was initially opened to examine allegations of purchase card fraud, determined that
the former and current prime contractors at ETIP did not properly maintain property
management and accountability controls, and had not effectively utilized an available
electronic management system. (1110R005:1

---f

(b)(6),(b)(7J(CJ

3. Department Employee Sentenced in.U.S. District Court
On December 12, 2011, the director of a headquarters program office was
sentenced to 6 months probation in U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia for
conversion of public money. l(b)(GJ,(b)(?J(C) lwas also ordered to pay restitution to the
Department, a fine and a special assessment fee. The investigation determined that
the employee submitted and was reimbursed for fraudulent travel vouchers in
connection with official Department travel. (109HQ005:

I

-

m

+-

Tl:ls tlcoc:mcnt b ISi @FFI l!!!li tis '!!OM Ml 115 I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.r.., Section 552) and !he Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 55211).
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

4.

Former Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On December 6, 2010, in response to an IRM, the Department1s Office of
Procurement Management notified the OIG that a former subcontractor employee at
the Savannah River Site was debarred. As previously reported, the U.S. Attorney's
Office in the District of South Carolina reached a $22,290 civil settlement with the
subcontractor employee in relation to the subcontractor's submission of 27
fraudulent lodging receipts over a 7 month period. (111SR009: I
--mmmm-1

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1

.-L..

_3_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
3

44

41

3
0

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

41
0
0
5:1
7
0
0

Region

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

23

4

41
0
0

36
0
1

9
0
1
40

47

45

41

1
2
9:1
5
0
0

1
0
6:1
7
0
2

1

24
0

50
0
0

3:1

37
0
0
6:1

7

6

0
2

0

0
6:1
6
0

2

0

1

0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

148
9
9

0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

2
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TCS

12:1
4
0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA):
Status as of COB 12/16/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

8

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

1

Total Cases
Open

11
Total Closed
in CY 2011

12

1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 2 Recovery Act~related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:

:::::: ::::;::~: 'T ~e~:::::;~~~:!~~:2t~~~~!~N~i~~:~=!~ei~~~~o;d ~~~i~~~nce
Department and State weatherization personnel, as well as personnel from community
action agencies from across the U.S.
OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

Requests for Closed Case Files - Any outside requests to 01 staff for access to
OIG closed' case files must be directed to P3. This includes, for instance, a local
DOE attorney requesting access to a closed case file in connection with litigation or
an OPM investigator seeking access for a background investigation. 01 staff should
not confirm/deny the existence of such records. P3 will communicate with the
requestor, obtain the request in writing, confirm whether or not such records exist,
and arrange access, if permitted.

3
Tl · I
1 · f fl!Tl6?!'' HT pt"
Public disclosure is determined by !he Freedom of
lnformntion Act (Title 5, ll.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Section 552a).
1

1

'

•

(b)(6)

CLEAR - CLEAR works directly with i2's Analyst Notebook application and users
can easily export data from the CLEAR Workspace to Analyst Notebook with the
simple push of a button. This allows users to seamlessly integrate CLEAR's data
with investigative information and apply the analytic capabilities of i2. To find out
.
haw Contactl

.......................................... t...

•

............................ ,_ .......

I

. . . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . .

New Employee Handbook - OI has posted the New Employee Handbook on IGNet
under Employee Info/Office of Investigations. The New Employee Handbook has
been redesigned and includes expanded information and links that will be helpful to
new employees, as well as employees who have been with 01 for an extended
period.
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT

:·

Ending Decembe1· 23, 2011
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Oeparlment), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Depuly Inspector General for lnvesligations (OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} (SA). Deta\ls on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. lndict_ments in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On December 20, 2011, a Federal grand jury in the Eastern District of Washington
returned a true bill on a nine-count indictment charging the owner of a former
Department vendor and a vendor employee with violations of the Anti¥ickback Act,
conspiracy to violate 1he Anti-Kickback Act and mail fraud. The investigation
determined that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, the individuals
provided kickbacks to at least 14 material coordinators employed at the Hanford

~~~ ~~1 ~~~ur~ ~~~:~=~= ~ii~~~~~k:~~~~r~~l~~i~IL~~~r:1inatorn~~~~11Jt~~-~~~~ t~~~

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Search Warrant Obtained for Theft of Personally Identifiable Information
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

I

investigation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. (1120R004:

1his 1s a 101nt

I

- I
rn•

rnm

__

(~_)(~),(b)(?)(C)

3. Former Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Sentenced
On December 14, 2011, a former subcontractor employee at the Savannah River
Site was sentenced in the U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina to 3
years probation and ordered to pay $25,099 in restitution. As previoLJsly reported
the investigation determined that that the subcontractor employee falsely claimed
multiple permanent residence addresses and submitted fictitious lease agreements

:.':~~~~~~ebc;:~: ~:c~~:;",y ::i.o~1;~~so~6~~rdulen~ =~rn~~~~r-d1e_m_m~n~s _(b)('U'><'><ci

Ill[§ l!GCdllltlil f§ fol Ci I !lb LB ~bt Gilb t. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

_1_ _ _
2_
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

41

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

5:1

0
4

0

0

7
0

0

44
3
0

47
0
0
9:1
5
0
0

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

44

41

23

0
4

0

0

36
0

8
0

0

1

1

1
43

48
3
0
6:1
7

41
0
0

24
1

37

52

6:1

3:1
7
0
0

0
0
6:1
6
0
0

0
1
13:1
4
0
0

a
1

6
0
0

1

TCS

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

113
6
3

1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

-

The OIG received an allegation that a Florida company was improperly using the
Department's seal to advertise a free dinner for individuals attending a home energy
presentation. In response to an OIG referral, Department management contacted a
company representative about the misuse and instructed the individual that all future
requests for use of the seal must come through the Department.
__

I

(11_1 B_R_2_0_!+~

2
T1 .

I

•

l2
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Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) mid the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 12/23/2011

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

8

1

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Total Cases
Open

11

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Closed
in CY 2011

0

12

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity & Efficiency (CIGIE) recently
issued an updated Quality Standards for Investigations (QSI). The standards and
principles in this document provide a framework for conducting high-quality
investigations for all OIGs in the community. The QSI categorizes investigative
standards as General and Qualitative. General Standards address qualifications.
independence, and due professional care. Qualitative Standards focus on
investigative planning, execution, reporting, and information management. All 01
employees should familiarize themselves with the updated OSI, which can be found
here: http://www.ignet.gov/pa nde/inv1 .html

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(S).(b)( 7)(C) __
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman received a letter of
commendation from DOJ's Civil Division regarding6
· · ·. ..
. . . .I __(bl~6 l_ (bJ( 7J(C)
Specifically, the Civil ivis1on expressed thanks for the
"supenor work and extraordinary effort'' by thesj SAs as well as the O!G's derication
to the purchase card cases. Congratufations to
- - - -_ . (b)( 6 l (b)( 7 J(C)

I-. - . -- ·

I

Additiona
e ravis Count
Texas) commended the
....... effortso
for their work during an
ongoing 1nves 1ga ton invo ving ea ege misuse o epartment Recovery Act
funds. The District Attorney's Office praised the "skilled and professional
_ .performance~' O~ - - - -- ··
~S Well as other members of the tea qi
during the recent execution of search and arrest warrants. res[
·-·
.. j ......... ---····
jhave been an integral part of the investigation.

----+ -- .. J~J(SJ.(bJ( 7 J(CJ

3
Tl · I u
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Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

(bJ(SJ,(b!(?J(~)_

CHRIS Work Flow- ensure your CHRIS Training Work Flow profile is set up as
follows:
Step 1: Su ervisor
Step 2 : (b)(6),(b)(7J(C)

........................

Step3; MA ..
Step 4: MA
the training)

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(only required when there is a cost associated with

. . . . . . . J:lJep.5.:._MA=f._····--········-··········-·······-·-······_ ___.
modify and verify your CHRIS Training Work Flow, once in CHRIS select:
CHRIS Workflow
Training
Setup
o Employee Training Workflow profile
o Select the magnifying glass next to each step and select the appropriate
name from the list
o Hit save
To
o
o
o
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 12114/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

10

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

0

10

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

0

Total Closed
in FY 2013

5

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 3 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
•

(b)(GJ.(b)(?J(C.J

• --

Region 5 - On December 5 and 6, 20121
~onducted-three
briefings to a total of 36 senior administrators and staff scientists at the Special
Technologies Laboratory in Santa Barbara, CA
m

Hegion5-0nHecember 11, 2012...,I-_. . . .-=. . . -=. . . . ...,.
. . . . _. . . -_
......_
...._

mmrn

m

m

___,,...,.---__,...--,---.....,...,,.......,.-_,....__.

conducted a briefing to approximately 70 Lawrence Livermore Nationaf Laboratory
security officers, to include managers.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

Complaint Form - The revised Compliant Form was issued on November 14, 2012,
and is now available on the IGNet under Procedures/JG Forms & Templates/Hotline
Forms.
6

Please contaci.....(b-J(.,..,l,,..,..,._,...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.lif you do not have a username and
password for the fGNet.

3
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Office of Inspector General

Ending December 211 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OI Special
Agenl(s} (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EfGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTlVITY ·

•

Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Theft of Property
Investigation
On December 18, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director, Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management, recommending suspension and debarment action
against a former Department contractor employee. As previously reported, the
individual pied guilty to theft falsifying timesheets 1 was sentenced to 3 years
probation, and agreed to pay $20,000 in restitution to the Department. (1100R017:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
m•••••······l·•mm••mm,.m

I

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1

2

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0
0

46

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

40
0

47

Agents on TDY:

0
5:1
7
0

2

1

0

0

0
7:1

6
0
0

Region

Region

Region

4

Region

42
0
4

39

25

0

0

0
0

46
0
0
6:1

39

25

30

1

0

6:1

0
0
3:1

0
5:1

7
0
0

6
0
0

7
0
0

6
0
1

0

TCS

6

28
1
1

Tli!J dOCililltili L im @!(llP'U!!li LIS Ufilf! 91 !Js t. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
[nformalion Act (Tltlc 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd !he Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

10
0
1
3
14
0
0
5:1
1:1
2
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

99
7
13

O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 12/2112012

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

10

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Open

10

Cases Opened

Cases Withdraw

Total Closed

This Week

This Week

in FY 2013

0

0

0

5

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS.CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

(b)(S).(b)(?)(C)

Managers Meeting - The next managers meeting will occur February 26-28, 2013 1
in Tampa, FL. All GS-14s and above are invited and will travel on February 25 and
March 1, 2013. The agenda for this meeting is currently in development. All 01

--~~~:~~~~=~~~~~~~~~l~~:~~.~~~i~m~~~°-=-~tions for the aqeodaj

Suggestions

2

lil ·u Jc Ol!lltCi!l is fbt 0 Fflll: EL "81, & IE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
l11formation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Mandatory Training -All OJ employees must complete the 2012 Federal Employee
Occupationai Safety and Health (FEOSH) Safety training no later January 31, 2013
(The Course ID: FEOSHEmp2012). The course is available at the Online Learning
Center (OLC) and is fisted in your Ta-Do-List on the Welcome Page. The course may
also be accessed in the News Link section on OLC under New and Featured Course.
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Ending January 6, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01} 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. rt may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy lnspector General for Investigations (DIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activilies performed by OI Special
Agent(s) (SA}. Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Arrest in Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) Theft
On December 22, 2011, 1he OIG arrested an individual with no Department affiliation
for theft of Government property and subsequently executed a search warrant on the
individual's storage unit located in Denver, CO. The investigation determined that
on December 12, 2011, the individual and an accomplice burglarized a WAPA
electrical substation located in Sterling, CO, and stole several items, including a
vehicle. The OIG recovered most of the property, which has been valued at

l(b)??~il'i°'jmatellL $100 OOQ
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2. Actions in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On December 20, 2011, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Washington State, a Federal grand jury returned a true bill on a nine count
indictment charging two Hanford site employees with multiple criminal violations. In
addition, on December 23, 2011, another Hanford Site employee entered into a civil
agreement and was ordered to pay $11,000 in restitution. The investigation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than
competing vendors, In return for these kickbacks, the subjects conducted more than
$3.5 million in business with the vendor. (109RL001
-mmmm Im m mmmmmm-mmmmmmm- (~)(~!'.(~)(?)(C)
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3. Former Hanford Site Emproyee Pleads Guilty to Conspiracy to Submit False
Time Cards
On January 3, 2012, in U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, a
former Hanford Site employee pied guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit
fraud. The investigation determined that between January 2004 and November
2008, the former employee and several other Hanford Site employees routinely
falsified timecards and received pay for hours they had not worked. As part of the
plea agreement, the former employee has agreed to incarceration for up to 16
months and 2 years of supervised probation. The individual also agreed to pay
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

rn·-·~~i~~~~~~i~~l~~:~1~~?.~of

$9f ,000. Official sentencing is scheduled for May 17,

4. Guilty Plea In Trespassing Jnvestlgatlon at Y-12
On December 28, 2011, an individual with no Department affiliation pied guilty in
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois to trespassing on the Y-12
National Security Complex. As previously reported, 13 individuals were arrested
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

_0.;t~~~~i~~~.~~ July~· 2010, and 12 were later convicted on May 11, 2011.
CASE INVENTORY

Region

Region
2

Region
3

Region

Region
5

Region
6

TCS

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37
0

45

44
0

41
0

23

3

0

34
0

9
0

4

0

4

0

1

1

TOTAL:

41
0
0

Cases Opened:
Cases C!osed:

48

0

0

0
6:1

6
0
0

0

9:1

Agents Assigned;

7

5

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

0
0

0

7
0
2

5:1

41
0

48
1

6:1

Ratio:

0

24
0

0
3:1
7

0
0

35
0
0
5:1
6
0
2

2
Tl · J
t•
QffHil 'at 0lil Ql lid\ Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
1 1

ft

1

44
54
0
0
13:1

4
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
To1al Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

120
10
2
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOIA)

Status as of COB 01/06/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open
8
Cases Completed
This Week

0

0

1
Cases Opened
This Week

0

10
Total Closed
in CY 2012
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

3
T' · •
' · s QFEIG' •' 1 'Vi gw )( Public disclosure is determined by the Freec!om of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C,, Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title .5, U.S.C., Section .552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

01 Master Calendar - As a reminder, 01 has a Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities that is posted to IGNet under Events/OIG Investigations Calendar
(https://igcomm.doe.gov/events 262.cfm). The Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities should be used by 01 personnel to forecast recurring upcoming events and
to plan resources accordingly. The calendar is organized by activities that occur
monthly, quarterly and annually. This is a living calendar of activities and will be
updated as additional recurring activities are identified.
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Ending January 13, 2012

The Offfce of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Ofrice of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may nol be disclosed outside
the O!G without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIG!}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesligative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Department Contractor Employee Pied Guilty to Theft of Federal Funds
On January 3, 2012, a former Bonneville Power Administration contractor employee
pied guilty to one count of theft of Federal funds. The Investigation determined that
the individual embezzled approximately $36,000 in Department funds for personal
use. Specifically, for the period of September 18, 2008 through July 28, 2009, the
former employee used Federal funds to P.Urchase items such as electronics, gym
memberships, and vacations. (1111F003:1
_mm

--+ .......

mmmmm•mm.-mm-m
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___

2. Two Individuals Indicted In Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On December 22, 2011, the owner of a Department subcontractor company was
indicted on two counis of fraud by a Travis County grand jury. On this same date, a
superseding indictment was filed against a former Texas State Recovery Act grant
coordinator (Coordinator) for two counts of fraud. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the owner and former Coordinator conspired to submit
fraudulent documents and false claims to obtain approximately $2 million in
Department Recovery Act funds. This is an on oin investigation between several
Sta1e and Federal agencies. (111AL015:
.
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_L

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0

43

44

41

23

3

0

0

31
0

3

0

4

0
0

1

1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41

46

48

41

0
0

1

0
0
6:1
7
0

0
0
6:1

3:1

6

7

0
0

0
0

3
9:1
5
0
2

5:1

7
0
2

5

24
0
0

32
0
3
5:1
6
0
0

Total Hotline Contacts: 67
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 14
Total Referral Letters Issued: 5
Positive Outcomes: O
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA}

Status as of COB 01/13/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

8

1

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10
Total Closed
in CY 2011

0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None
2
'JH · I

10
0
1

44

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

t' ft fOiflfti'f' Iii l!IHi il HsY: Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Sect~on 552a).

Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C.,

55
1

a
13:1

4
0
1

OTHER MATTERS
•

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

Re ion 5 - On Janua

9-11 2012 Ins ector General (IG) Gregory Friedman and
visited the Livermore Office. While in
ivermore, t e
met wit mvest1gators, inspectors, and auditors, as well as the
new Director for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

....,....--~~--:"T~,-,r:""~..--.....-.....-~...--.---,i

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

l

m-''m mTCS -{mm-mmmmm -~s leaving the OIG at the end of the week to ac19pt new
'~l's):'~Htil@i
. position·w·····i·t·h th:_~:S. ~al Inspection Se~vic~ in the D.C. area. We wish
- he--._\~l\~)·~~)(?)(C)
t t .1 ~t1~,J.,,_--,_,-, beslandthaftBfort.J2+ years of service 1n the TCS.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

CHRIS Process - The following outlines the steps 01 employees must take to
ensure training is correctly recorded in CHRIS:

o Requirement to Enter Training - 01 employees should enter all training (e.g.,

o

o

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

····-········ ....._,_ ........... .

no cost training, FLETC training, outside vendor training, on-line training) into
CHRIS. An exception to this requirement is local/site-based training that
duplicates HQ-based training. Training should be entered into CHRIS prior to the
date the training is taken. Training entered into CHRIS after the date of the
training must be entered no later than 30 days after the start date of the training
class.
Vendor Information - CHRIS training requests must include information on the
vendor/entity that Is providing the training. The vendor's name, address, city,
state and zip code must be provided tor each training request. This requirement
applies even if the entity that is providing the training is DOE or DOE OIG. In
these instances, indicate that the vendor is DOE or DOE OIG and provide the
address for the organization (e.g., 1000 Independence Ave., SW, Washington,
DC 20585). Failure to enter complete vendor information will result in the training
request being recycled.
Approval Routing -All 01 employees Training Work Flow profile in CHRIS must
be set up as follows:
o Step 1: Su ervlsor
o Step 2: (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
..9

o
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.......

..... * ..............

____

§t~P . ~.: ...RM : : : _
Step 4: RM - ...__

__, (only required when there is a cost

associated with the trainin
. o . . . . Step5:.RM ..

3
iifi§

GJC:lllfolii I§ 161 bl i ICIAE 632 CHE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of

Information Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Registration and Payment- P3 staff will coordinate registration and payment
for all training for 01 employees based on the training request submitted through
CHRIS. P3 staff will notify 01 employees once the registration and payment has
been finalized .
..-l-UiLL..............w.Mil.l.W.=;;..i;;i..u..i..1..L..M~.l.Ll.l,;11..W,l;fs must notif~
m mm·······
mmmmmmlmmm
(b)(G)
f the status of any training entered into CHRIS
.....,.,,e...,.g,,....-,c.,,..o""m,,,,.,.,,.,p""'e'"""e~,"""ca"'"n,,,...c....e........
e...,-r"""e"""s"""'c"'"""eduled). Since CHRIS acts as DOE OIG's system
of record for employee training, the information provided will be used to update
employees' training records.

o

•

(b)(6)

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to 1he Inspector General
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Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending Janu(lry 20, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department), Office of lnspeclor General (O!G) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriplions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

Civil Settlement Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On January 18, 2012, a Hanford Site employee entered into a civil agreement and
agreed to pay $14,700 in restitution. As previously reported, the investigation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than

~~P~~:~;nv~n~~~~e~"s '!:~~~~~,v~~~~/;(1~~~~~0\~r subiecis ~on~~c, : ' : ~an

l'l<'>·<'>11i1ci

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

_3_

4

5

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37
0

43

44

41

23

32

11

3

0

0

0

0

5

0

4

0
0

1

1

1
45

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

42
1
0
6:1
7
0
0

46
0

41
0
0
6:1
6

24
0
0

0

0

0

7
0

33
0
0
5:1
6
0

57

0
9:1
5

48
0
0
6:1
7

0

0

1

1

1

3:1

I Iii.I dUClllilElll 15 [bl Gfftt!h Ifs t!18!l 61 Its t. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Tltle 5, U.S.C., Section 552) ;md the Priv<tcy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 55211).

TCS

1

0
19:1

3
0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts: 101
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 19
Total Referral Letters Issued: 12
Positive Outcomes: 1
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

The OIG received allegations that an employee at the Department's Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (Laboratory) used a Government website to advertise
for a commercial company. In response to an OIG referral, management
determined that while the website had information about a commercial company, it
was not violation of Laboratory policies. Nonetheless, Laboratory reminded
personnel of the requirements in this area. (111 RS061:

I

_--+------

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIAl
Status as of COB 01/20/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

8

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

For Signature

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10
Total Closed
in CY 2012
0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

2
fl:ls docttmsa: Is ft1 [) PPl81t\ls UHl!l !!ii Tis'\ Public disclosure is determined by lhc Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privncr Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

(b)(6)

All Staff Meeting - The Office of Investigations FY 2012 All Staff meeting will be
held the week of April 30-May 4, 2012 at the Magnolia Hotel in Denver, CO. Absent
extenuating circumstances, employees must attend this
emolol!Jl~,
should submit ~=~nda topics for the All Staff Meeting to
--->------_(?!(~)later than January
, 1 .

_( ________

m:!i: i.'=--·-·

I
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DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General

Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT
.
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Ending January 27, 2012
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of !he Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (E!GPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Indictment In Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) Theft

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

On January 23, 2012, a grand jury in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Colorado returned a true bill on a two-count indictment charging an individual with
theft of Government property and destruction of an energy facility. The investigation
determined that the individual and an accomplice burglarized a WAPA elec1rical
substation located in Sterling, CO, and stole several items, including a vehicle. The
OIG recovered most of the ro ert , which has been valued at $100,000. This is a
joint investigation with th ....(....,bJ.....(7..-l(._A._)- - - - - . . . . , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ .
mml(b)(7)(A)
l(l120N005; mm•••m•mmmm••
___,

______

2. Former Subcontractor in Per Diem Fraud Investigation Sentenced and
Debarred
On January 19, 2012, a former subcontractor employee at the Savannah River Site
was sentenced in 1he U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina to five
years probation and ordered to pay $14,598 in restitution. On January 20, 2012, in
response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management debarred the former subcontractor from
doing business with the government for a period of up to three years. As previously
reported, this individual was indicted and pied guilty to fraudulently receiving per
diem benefits by falsifying per diem eligibility certifications. (11 OSR001
mm- mm-+

3. IRM Issued in Cyber Security Investigation

(b)(S).(b)(~)(~)mm••••m

On January 24, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Chief Information Officer, National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). The OIG inves1igation determined that
NNSA was in violation of Departmental policy when It failed to notify the
Department's Joint Cybersecurity Coordination Center of a cyber security breach by
a contractor employee in Las Vegas, Nevada. The lRM made three
recommendations for corrective action, including determining if NNSA personnel
require additional training regarding the Cyber Security Program. (I 12TC001:
•••Im

mmmmmm

I

I 111§ dbltiilltlit I§ fol bl I fob E'lS USC bl IE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

_1_
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

42
0
0
6:1

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

Region
_2_

Region
~

Region
4

Region
5

Region

42
3
0

46
0
4

41

20

0
0

0

32
0

1

1

0
5

7

a

45

50

0
1
9:1
5

2
0
7:1
7
0
1

0

1

3

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

41
0
0
6:1
6
0
1

33
0
0
5:1

21

0
2
3:1
7

6
0
2

0
1

108
17
15

O

HOTLINE POStTIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB 01/27/2012

With POFC

With MAPOFC

In CIG

7

2

3
Cases Completed
This Week

11
0

1
45

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

6

1

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

2

Total Cases
Open
13
Total Closed
inCY2011
4

2

I his tlssanrn111 is ft ilifl iill · t , ·oil lill R

Public <lisclosme is determined by 1he Freedom of
lnformaliou Act (Tiile 5, U.S.C., Section 552) <md the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
1

'

57
0

0
19:1

3
0
2

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of investigations completed two Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
7
(b)(e).(b)( )(C)

.......•.

(b)(6) (blEJ.(C:l

{b)(e).(bJ( 7 J(C)

.

•

Regien-3-Qn-January·20; 20121- . m -········m mm .
~nd
l--··· - ·
Iprovided a briefing to approximately 40 key management staff in
Oak Ridge, TN.
Region.3.--0n-January-23;·20t2l--·--··
!provided a briefing to
approximately 150 individuals of B&W Y-12 Technical Services, LLC (B&W)
procurement and contracts management staffs at the Y-12 National Security Complex,

TN.
OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

Standardized Production Reports - Standardized Production Reports have been
created for 01 Special Agents. These reports should be used when reporting end-ofyear performance to supervisors. The production reports can be found on the IGNet
under Employee Information/Office of Investigations/Standardized Production
Reports. Any suggestions for changes and improvements to the reports should be
submitted to your supervisor.

•

All Staff Meeting - The Office of Investigations FY 2012 All S'aff meeting will be
held the week of April 30 - May 4, 2012 at the Magnolia Hotel in Denver, CO.

o 01 staff should submit suggestions for agenda topics tol
·----.. . - -' jb)(6).(b)(7)(C)
(bJ(6J.(bJ(7l<.c._)······-··································-········-··· ..
!no later than January 31,

J-- _. . -------·-·--

m

2012.

o

Due to the timing of budget allocations, 01 staff should not make their
travel plans in GovTrip until after March 1, 2012.

3
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending February 3, 2012
The Office of Investigations (Ol) "Weekly OJG Activity Report" is inlended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department). Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may nol be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of tile Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA), Details on any particular matter may be obtained hy reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB} i11
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Professor Charged in Duplicate Research Grant Fraud
On January 31, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania filed a felony information charging a former Pennsylvania State
University professor with one count each of wire fraud, false statements and money
(b)(7){A)

I

._. . Jaunderlm1J

(b)(7)(A)

I
2. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On January 26, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil agreement
and agreed to pay $5,500 in restitution. As previously reported, the investigation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than
competing vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the subjects conducted more than
$3.5 million in business with the vendor. (I09RL001:

I

.. ·-···+·-· -··- . ·-· ...... <~)~~):C_b)(7){C)

Tltls dJCliiiitlll IS J51 Si I ll'!ll ti, CJ.IL di h"! I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information A<.:t {Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section SS2n).

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1
Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:

Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

Region Region
2
_3_

--

Region
4

Region
5

Region
6

res

31

10

0
1

0
1
46

32

57

0

0

1
5:1

1
19:1

6

3

36
0

39
3

46
0

41
0

4

0

4

0

21
0
1

40

22

42
0
3

50
0
0

41

0
2
5:1
7
0

8:1

7:1

5

6:1
6
0

1

0

7
0
5

0

0

a
a

a
a

3:1
7
0
1

0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts: 259
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 15
Total Referral Letters Issued: 12
Positive Outcomes: 1
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

The OIG referred to the Department allegations relating to the lack of qualifications

of contractor fire protection engineering staff at the Savannah River Site. In
response to the OIG referral, one individual was deemed unqualified and
subsequentlv removed from the list of qualified fire protection engineers .
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

. ____(111BSQI2.f-··--·· - -

I

2

OFJiI'iiiil 'b Piili @ 11 )I PttbHc disclosure is detcnnined by the Freedom or
lufonnntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and !he Privacy Act (Tit!c 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 02/03/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

0

12

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week
1

Total Cases
Open

14

Total Closed
in CY 2012
5

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)(6),(bJ(!,j~9

•
_: __-

·:r

On Janua[Y 31 2012J -- -- - mmm•m--mmmmmmmmmm - --- -m

--

I

Ipa~ti,;ip~te~-~~m~-~anelist Jn a continuing legal education program for the

South Carolina State Bar Association sponsored by the U.S. Attorney's Office for the
..... Distrlctof.South-CarolinaJ.. ~long with representatives from Health
and Human Services OIG and the Defense Criminal Investigative Service, provided
an investigative perspective on types of frauds against the Government and handling
Qui Tams. The audience was comprised of attorneys serving as relater counsel,
defense counsel, prosecutors and law professors.

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

Per Chapter 8, Section 8(4)(c) of the Investigative Manual, the technical equipment
custodian or alternate will maintain a technical equipment log on each piece of
equipment. Special Agents must sign the log book when removing/returning the
equipment from/to the restricted storage area. The log book, which is maintained in
the same secured room as the equipment, must include descriptive data pertaining
to the equipment, including name and serial number, Special Agent1s printed name
and initials, issue and return dates, case number and custodian's initials. For
additional information regarding technical equipment inventory and maintenance
please refer to http://iqcomm.doe.gov/Chapter 8.pdf.

3
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES

•

~eceived a
CHRIS email notification that they must file an Annual Confidential Financial
Disclosure Report, should ensure that the report is filed no later than February 15,

Confidential Financial Disclosure Report- 01 employees who have
2012.

•

IGNet - 01 has posted the following items on the IGNet for easy access by 01
employees:

a Investigations Manual (Policy Tab)
o Example/Go-Bys (Policy Tab)
c 01 Master Calendar of Recurring Events (Events Tab)
o 01 New Employee Handbook (Employee Info Tab)
o Standardized Production Reports (Employee Info Tab)
If you do not have access to the IGNet,
obtain a username and password.

contac~

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General

Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACrIVlTY REPORT
Ending February 101 2012
The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department), Office of Inspector General (O!G) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of lhe Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIG!}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by OJ Special
Agent(s) (SA}. Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Actions in Per Diem Investigations
On February 1, 2012, a former Department subcontractor employee entered into a
pretrial diversion agreement with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District
of Georgia. As part of the pretrial diversion agreement, the former subcontractor
employee was ordered to make restitution in the amount of $25,005. Additionally,
on February 3, 2012, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG of the
debarment of a former subcontractor employee from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of up to 3 years. As previously reported, the former
employees were indicted for fraudulently receiving per diem benefits by falsifying
eligibility certificates. (111 SR006/11 OSROOB:

I

------ -+- ------------

m

m

2. Indictment in National Energy Technology Laboratory {NETL) Theft
On January 6, 2012, a former NETL contractor employee was indicted for
embezzlement by the Circuit Court of Monongalia County, VW. The investigation
determined that the former contractor employee stole over $5,000 in supplies from a
warehouse used to ;imnort NET! Moraantown WY operations. This is a joint
investigation with thef.(bJ( 7J<AJ
(110PT010:
7
(b)(G),(b···)··(··• •••••)•••(•_c.. _J·•• __ ................... ,m. •mm . mm

I

I
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lnformalkm Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY

Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

_6_

34
0
5

39
3
0

46
0
4

41
0
0

22
0
1

30
1
1

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39
0
1
5:1
7
0
0

42
0
0
8:1
5
0
0

50
0
1
7:1
7
0
2

41

23

32

0
0
6:1
6

1

0
0
5:1
6
0
2

0

1

0

3:1
7
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

167
10

5
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 02110/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

9

1

1

0

For Signature

3

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

14

Total Closed
in CY 2012

6

0

2

Riifii
WP mu y. Public disclosure is delcrmincd by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title .5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Tl . I

1. £

2

10
0
1

46

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

•

TCS

1

I

,

57
0
0
19:1
3
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The Technology Crimes Section (TCS) has posted the following material on the
IGNet under Policy/Investigations/Technology Crimes Section:

o Forensic Service Request Form - Fraud agents should use this form when
requesting TCS assistance with a case.
o TCS Capabilities This document provides a brief overview ofTCS
software and hardware capabilities.
o CCIPS ISP Database - This document provides instructions on how to
access the U.S. Department of Justice's Computer Crime and Intellectual
Property Section Internet Service Provider database. The database
provides an extensive list of companies and their process service and
contact information.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES

•

(b)(6)

Confidential Financial Disclosure Report- If you have received a CHRIS email
notification that you must file an Annual Confidential Financial Disclosure Report,
please ensure that report is filed no later than February 15, 2012.

• ,...u..w.u.uw~:.;s,w~......;..i:..ui..~U.¥J1:..li<.l...w.;vlf.l=e~swi~a~t;J.:::io'-!.n!.l::ls;..::e~mployees must notif~

-----J---~)_(~~-

f the status of any training entered

...n-.-o...,...,"'T'P"'r'.,.,......,..e-.g-.-.-co_m_p....e....e-......-c-a-nc_e..,....e-,r_e_s_c,....e..... uled). Since CHRIS acts as DOE
OIG's system of record for employee training, the information provided will be used
to update employees' training records.
DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
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1
•
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fnformation Act (Title 5, U.S-C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending February 17, 2012
The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OlG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesligatlve activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On February 15, 2012, a former employee of a Hanford site prime contractor was
sentenced to 46 months incarceration and 3 years probation and was ordered to pay
$487,000 in restitution in the Eastern District of Washington in connection with a
purchase card fraud scheme. The former contractor employee previously pied gullty
to two counts of wire fraud. The investigation determined that the former contractor
employee utilized Government-funded purchase c~to embezzle approximately
$487,000 by making unauthorized purchases frornl._:j;pouse's"eompany.""Tbiscas!L(~)"<~'.,~~l( 7 )(CJ
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

"~~o~~~g:.~~l~~-~~~er civilraud

case

against former Department prime contractors.

2. Informations in Time Card Fraud Investigation

(b )(6) .(b )(7)(C)

On February 10, 2012, in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
Informations were filed charging two former Department contractor employees with
one count each of conspiracy to defraud 1he Government. The investigation
determined that between May 2004 and October 2008 the former Department
contractor employees, and other Department contractor employees, had routinely
cards and received pay for hours they had not worked. (I08RL007:

.D

I his dGCiiii:C:ll L lb AFFUllhlis 00811 81 TLY. Pnbllc disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sectiotl 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 5.52a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
_ 2_

Region

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

29
0

36
3

5

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

34
0
4
4:1

39

50

0
3
7:1

0
0
7:1

7

5

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
1

0
1

Region
_4_

Region

Region

_5_

_ 6_

46
0

41

20

0

4

0

0
1

30
1
1

_ 3_

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

32

6:1

0
1
3:1

0
0
5:1

18:1

7

6

7

0
3

0
0

0
0

6
0
0

3
0
0

0

123
13
3
O

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA)
Status as of COB 02/17/2012
With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

9

1

0

2
Cases Completed
This Week
3

0
1

22

41
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

With POFC

10
45

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

2

1

Total Cases
Open

12
Total Closed
in CY 2012

9

2
?lib dcca:::cm ls JG: Bffl@lJ :ts !1815 Si lb l. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Tnformati011 Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

56
0

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
(b)(6),(b )(7)( C)

(b )(6) .(b )(7)(C)

--• --On.february--1-5-;-2042J----------lprovided a presentation on the
Government Tech-Net Database at the Federal Audit Executive Council bi"monthly
meeting. The Government Tech-Net Database ls used 1o oversee the Small
Busines~Research and Small Business Technology Transfer Research
.. award&;· -- -- · ·
explained how data mining can be used to uncover potential
violations o program guidelines; derive potential fraud indicators; and identify
potential criminal violations.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Travel - When selecting/booking a non-contract airline flight, the flight may have a
"must be booked by date" that is significantly earlier than the planned travel dates.
A flight that is "booked" too far in advance of planned travel may result in the traveler
receiving a credit card bill prior to the completion of the travel. Travelers must be
aware of the required booking dates and make every effort to avoid booking a flight
that will result in a credit card bill prior to completion of the travel.

•

FLETC Training Costs - Please notify P3 if you intend to leave FLETC 1he same
day that training is completed as this wll! reduce the overall cost of the course and
make additional funds available for other training needs.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and lnspec1ions
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy lnspec1or General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of Inspector Genera\

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
... ·,,·

.. ·-·... ·.

Ending t=ebruary 24, 2012

The Office of Investigations {01} 'Weekly OIG Actlvl!y Report" is intended for the use or the Depar1rnent of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG} employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
!he OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI}. The narratives
contained in this repor1 are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by OJ Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Albuquerque Complex
On February 23, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Manager, Albuquerque Complex.
During the course of an investigation concerning the theft of Government property,
the OIG determined a grantee improperly billed $83,515 in unallowabfe costs
associated with 1he commuting expenses of their Principal Investigator. The IRM
recommended that the Department determine if these funds should be returned .
(b )(6).(b ){7)(C)

. . . . . . . . . . (l070R004l···- ·-

I

2. Civil Settlement Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On February 23, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil
agreement and agreed to pay $12,797 in restitution. As previously reported, the
investigation revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a
Hanford-area vendor offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department
contractor employees who worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which
took the form of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value,
were intended to influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor
rather than competing vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the subjects.------....
conducted more than $3.5 million in business with the vendor. (l09RL001:
~':l_<~J'(~)(?J(C)

I _

1lllS dSCillhtfit IS £61 <!'Ji f IOI! 1115 t§Of'l l!!ll l!SV. Public disclosure is. determined by the Freedom of
lllformation Acl (Tille .5, U.S.C., Section 552) und the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY

Region
Open Cases:

29

Hold:
Pending Closure/Actlon:

0
4

Region Region Region

Region
_2_

Region

3

4

5

_6_

37
3

47

40

0

0

4

21
0
1

30

0

a

1
1

TCS

10
0
1

45

TCS Fraud Case Support:

33
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

40

51

40

22

1
1

1

0

1

1
1
3:1

32
1
1
5:1

7
0
0

6
0
0

Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

1
4:1
7

8:1

0
7:1

5

7

6:1
6

Agents on Detail;
Agents on TOY:

0
2

0
0

0

0

2

1

56
0
0
18:1
3
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

36

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated;
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

7
7
1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• In response to an OIG referral, the Department's Richland Operations Office looked
into allegations of potential misuse of a Government vehicle by contractor employees
at the Hanford Plutonium Finishing Plant. Department management did not
substantiate the allegations; however, the contractor was instructed to provide a

~)· · · · · · · ·

(b}(G),(bl. .(...7...)...(...c
...

_(~~~g~";1°:~s that Government vehicles are for official use only.
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)

Status as of COB 02/24/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

9

1

1
Cases Completed
This Week
0

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

1
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

12
Total Closed
in CY 2012
9

2
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552a).
1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS

•

(b)(G).(b}(~)~_?L..

Media Inquires · Inquiries from media representatives received,.......-""'-L.¥.l.1.1.&;:;~.11;,
must be referred wlthout further elaboration to the Media Liaison
. or.... .J~lS6.)
.thededicatedmedia-phenelifle·ad······
I01 employees cannot con 1rm or
deny any information or disclose any OIG records. 01 employees must immediately
advise the Media Liaison, their supervisor, and the operations officers of the contact
mm

and the nature of the inquiry.
•

Case File Reminder - Prior to submitting closed case files to HQ:
o

o

Ensure that the appropriate bulky exhibits are with the file and/or there is
documentation (i.e., MOIA or case closing check list) in the case file that records
the disposition of the bulky exhibits.
Review all case folders and MOIAs to ensure they have the appropriate case
numbers. If a wrong case number is Identified, strike through the wrong number
(do not completely obliterate the wrong number), insert the correct number and
initial the change.

JOYS 1 CARES.CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

(b)(6)

Transcription Services - The Transcription Services Pilot Program policy was
issued on February 21, 2012, and is posted on the IGNet under
Policy/Investigations/Investigations Manual/Supplemental Policies. The
Transcription Services Pilot Program provides for the use of transcription services in
support of OIG investigations.

·············~~~~ ~~7~~~~t-ffie_······~IG~····-~Nr-··~T"f.·-·····__________.I if you do not have a username and

0

3
i 1119 JOCU111Cill b fol SI I ll!!t:Yls W0fil 01 ff;:. Public disclosme is determined by the Freedom of
information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C.. Scclim1 552a).
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
·. .

Office of Inspector General

Ending March 9, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations {DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Guilty Plea in Duplicate Research Grant Fraud Investigation
On February 21, 2012, a former Pennsylvania State University professor pied guilty
in U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania to wire fraud, false
statements and money laundering. As previously reported, the OIG investigation
determined the professor applied for and received a $1.9 million research grant from
the Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy after already receiving a grant
from the National Science Foundation to perform the same work. The professor also ·
pied guilty to defrauding the National Institute of Health on a separate $1.2 million
research grant. Sentencing is pending. (110HQ016:1
mmm·ml
mmmmm m··- (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On February 24, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil
agreement and agreed to pay $15,280 in restitution. As previously reported, the
investigation revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a
Hanford-area vendor offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department
contractor employees who worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which
took the form of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value,
were intended to influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor
rather than competing vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the subjects
m---·· (~)(~r~)(7)(C)
conducted more than $3.5 million in business with the vendor. (l09RL001:

I

3. Recovery of Weatherization Funds
On February 28, 2012, a Community Action Agency (CAA) reimbursed the Maine
State Housing Authority $81, 121 after an OIG investigation determined the CAA
intentionally mismanaged Department Weatherization Assistance Program funds.
The Maine State Housing Authority is in the process of returning the funds to the
Department. This investigation did not involve Recovery Act funds. Criminal and
civil action was deferred for administrative remedies. (108PT002: I
...
m m

l.

I' .
f OFFHil:'i<ls UOl!I l!ll ftsV. Public disclosure is determined by the rreedO!ll of
lnformation Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section S52a).
I
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•

mm (b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

4. Sentencing and Guilty Plea in Copper Theft Investigations
On February 10, 2012, an individual with no Department affiliation was ordered in
Morgan County Colorado District Court to pay $14,044 in restitution to the
· ·
·
Deparlment for theft of copper from the Western Area Power
APA Ho t substation. This is a joint investigation with th (b)(?)(A)
i-n-a~re'."Ta~e....-----'

(b)(7J(A)

investigation, on March 1, 2012, an individual with no Depa ment affiliation pied
guilty and was sentenced in Weld County Colorado District Court for theft of copper
from WAPA's Ault substation. The individual pied guilty to burglary and was
sentenced to 3 years incar~eratjon. A determination of restitution is pending. This is
a joint investigation with th((bJ(?)(A)
(11 ODN004 & 110DN003:
(b)(6),(b)(?.)(?) ......

•m•• m-1-- mmm •"

l

I

5. Subcontractor President Debarred from Contracting
On February 17, 2012, the Department's Director of the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management, in response to an Investigative Report to Management
(IRM), debarred the president of a subcontractor firm for 3 years. As previously
reported, the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of South Carolina reached a civil
settlement with the president of the firm, requiring that the president pay $4 7 ,643 in
restitution, of which $19,057 was returned to the Department. The investigation
determined that the firm's president submitted a fraudulent lease agreement for an
employee of the firm in order to obtain reimbursements for per diem monies paid to
the employee. The per diem monies paid to the company were funded by the
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

mmm . RecoveryAct.m{lJOSH012+--· - mm

I

6. !RM Issued to the Office of Science (SC} and the Office of Procurement
Management (MA}
On February 24, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Directors of SC and MA with
recommendations for administrative action and proposed suspension and
debarment. The investigation determined a principal investigator for a Department"
issued grant provided false certifications re arding the receipt of duplicate funding
(b){6),(b)(7)(C)

.. fromothersources... (l11LL010: . .
7. Former Department Subcontractor Employee Indicted

(b)(6),(b)(7){C)

On March 6, 2012, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a
former Department subcontractor employee on 1 count of theft of public funds and 3
counts of false statements. The investigation determined the former subcontractor
employee falsified three per diem certification forms in order to receive $32,428 in
-~=~~2'erv Act runded per diem payments[]wasnoteligible toreceiv.e. (J1J$RQ24: _
........ _ ,

____

2
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b){6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

_2_

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

32

38

0

2

3

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

35
1
1

40
0

5:1

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

48
0
4

39

22

0
0

0
1

30
1
1

52

39
0

23
1

8:1

1
0
7:1

2
6:1

3:1

7

5

7

6

0
2

0
0

0

0

6
0

0

3

1

a

32
0
0
5:1

0

0
0

72
30
8
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATIONIPRJVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB 03/0912012

WithMAPOFC

lnCIG

7

1

4
Cases Completed
This Week

1

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

1
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

13
Total Closed
in CY 2012

10

3

ose u.ec
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11
0

0
0

None

With POFC

0
1
33

6

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

10

0
3:1
11: 1
3

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

TCS

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 9 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b )( 6),(b )(7)(C)

• . Region-1-Gn-Marctl6and7;20+2;

along with Audit Team
. . . . . Le.ader ······-- -------- ·provided briefings to National Energy
Technology La ora ones senior managemen o 1cials from Pittsburgh, PA,
Morgantown, WV and Albany, OR. Approximately 90 people were in attendance.

(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

(b)( 6 J,(b)<?l_i~L ...

•

Region 4-0n February 28, 2012, and March 1, 2012J
------1--- __
ponducted a total of 4 briefings attended by

1------ ---- --- --·--

approximately 63 Los Alamos National Security, LLC, and Department personnel.
(b)(G),(b)\7.)i9.} ____ ._

(b)(6), (b )(7)(C)
(b)(6) (b){7)(i:::J

Region5-9nFebruary29,-2012I

jgave 2 briefings to contractor
and Department personnel at General Atomics Corporation in San Diego, CA
Approximately 30 engineers and purchasers who work on fusion projects under
contract with the Department attended the presentation.

: ·,- ~eqioG:~~ ~~~~~~~h·~·~2p0~1~~!1~-~;;1~-;c; o~~~~~~-~t W~athenzatron Ad

mrnrstratorl

in Carson City, NV.

OTHER MATTERS

•

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

TCS - During the week of March 12, 2012, all TCS agents will be supporting a
Region 4 case. TCS agents will be working to image, process, analyze and create
full copies for discovery of more 1han 100 digital items containing 18 terabytes of
data. The work must be completed in 1 month in response to a court ordered
........ d.e.adline..... (Lt1Al015:Jm

•

m

mm

I

Case Progress Review Forms - Case Progress Review forms must be maintained
by Ol until the completion of the next outside quality assurance review (i.e., peer
review). At case closure, all Case Progress Review forms must be submitted to
Headquarters with the official closed case file. The forms should be placed in an
envelope separate from the case file. P3 will retain Case Progress Review forms
separately until completion of the next outside quality assurance review.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(GJ,(b)(?J(Cl

. ......

las the ne~(b)(G).(b)(?)(C)

Please join-us-inwelcomingl....
:-_
....._......_.··--_-_ _.....
Washington, DC.
4
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Travel - The Centrally Billed Account (CBA) should not be used to pay for travel
costs unless the traveler has coordinated the use of the CBA with the P3 Director.
The CBA is only used for those travelers who do not have a government-issued
travel card or who have extenuating circumstances that prevent the use of the travel

card.

DISTRIBUTION
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Ending March 16, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) ''Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Two Former Weatherization Contractors Charged with Bribery and False
Claims

(b )(6).(b )(7)( C)

On March 12. 2012, the California Attorney General's Office filed a criminal
complaint charging two former California non-profit agency employees with
accepting bribes and submitting false claims on weatherization contract work. The
investigation determined the former president and fiscal officer solicited and
accepted bribes from a subcontractor totaling approximately $1.2 million. The
individuals also submitted inflated claims to the State of California, resulting in
overbilling to the Department and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
weatherization programs by approximately $440,000. This inves i ation did not
involve Recovery Act funfs. This js a joint investigation with th (b)( 7 l(A)
l(b)(7)(A)

l<t10LL005:1--

I

'--------.....1

2. Former Contractor Employee Debarred
On March 8, 2012, the Office of Management and Procurement Assistance notified
the OIG that on February 8, 2012, a former contractor employee of the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (laboratory) was debarred from Government
contracting far a period of 3 years. The investigation determined that the former
contractor employee stole high-end printer cartridges from the Laboratory and sold
them to a supply company and online wholesalers. The stolen cartridges were
valued at approximately $12 1 000. As previously reported, the former contractor
employee was sentenced to 1 day incarceration and 5 years probation. The
(b )(6).(b)(7)(C)

~~16~~~~~-1~=-~'~-~ orderer to pay $9,640 in restitution, court fees and assessments.

Thi.: dssa:mfll is fc: lifFFlOI:'* WOEJ OJ II IF Public disclosure is dctcrmi!1cd by 1he Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552} and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552~).

3. Former Hanford Site Employee Pied Guilty to Conspiracy to Submit False
Time Cards
On March 13, 2012, ln the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
a former Hanford Site employee pied guilty to one count of conspiracy to defraud the
Government. The investigation determined that between January 2004 and October
2008 the former employee, and other Hanford Site employees, had routinely
submitted time cards falsely claiming and receiving pay for hours they had not
worked. As a part of the plea agreement, the former employee has agreed to
incarceration for up 18 months and 2 years of supervised probation. The individual
has also agreed to pay restitution in the amount of $165,744. Sentencing has been
scheduled for October 11) 2012. (108RL007:

I
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4. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On March 12, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil agreement
and agreed to pay $11,000 in restitution. As previously reported, the inves1igation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets 1o sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to
inftuence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than
competing vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the subjects conducted more than
$3.5 million in business with the vendor. (109RL001:
--mm_m, m - ••m•• .. -•-mm m (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

I

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

2
Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

34

42

46

0
3

2
0

0
4

Region

TCS

22

31

12

0
1

1

0
1

Region

Region

4

5

40
0
0

1

34
37
3
0
5:1

7
0
3

44
4
0
8:1

5
0
4

50
0
2

40
1

7:1

6:1

7
0

6
0
1

2

0

23
0
0
3:1

33
1
0
5:1

6
0
0

6
0
0

2
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 5S2a).
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2
1

4:1

11 :1
3
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

56
7
6

O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)

Status as of COB 03/16/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

4

1

4

Cases Withdraw
This Week

0

1

3

Total Cases
Open

10

1

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Completed
This Week

For Signature

Total Closed
in CY 2012

12

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed one Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b)(G),(b)( 7 )(C)

m·····m··•·mm-Region5=0nMarch12;2012Jmm
m mmmm-mm
lgave an
Recovery Act briefing to contractor personnel at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA. Approximately 60 finance and procurement personnel
attended the briefing.
OTHER MATTERS
•

Headquarters - AIGI candidate interviews will be conducted the week of March 19,

2012.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

3
This
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Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of

Information Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Scctk1n 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 5S2a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

All Staff Meeting - 01 employees can begin making travel arrangements for the All
Staff meeting scheduled for the week of April 30, 2012 in Denver, CO. 01
employees should book air travel only. Hotel reservations at the Magnolia Hotel will
be made by P3. Monday, April 30, and Friday, May 4, 2012 are travel days. A full
agenda will be sent out in early April 2012.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Asslstant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<L Y ACTIVITY REPORT
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Office of Jnspector General
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Ending March 23, 2012

The Office of !nvestigaltons (01) 'Weekly OIG Activily Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector Genera! for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this repo~ are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (1EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation

On March 9, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil agreement
and agreed to pay $13,360 in restitution. As previously reported, the investigation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than
compe~i~g v~ndor~. In re~urn for those kickbacks, t~[ s11bi~~~-~-~1-~~-~cted more than
.
···- ·····-···
$3.5 mrlhon in business with the vendor. (109RL001.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Charge in Copper Theft Investigation
On March 20, 2012, a former Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) employee was
charged with theft in the Superior Court for the State of Washington. The
investigation revealed that the former BPA employee stole copper cable on multiple
occasions from his duty location in Spokane, WA. The estimated loss is in excess of
$20,000. As previously reported, the employee resigner orjor to a prolosed
termination. This investigation is on-going. (I 12RLOO 1:
m mmmmmm->m-- m

§fl:ls Jcsu:::c::: Is Mt di I !CIJ tE bSL bl IE I . Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Pl'ivacy Act {Title S, U.S.C., Section 55211).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

_3_

4

5

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

35
0
3

42
2
0

47
0

40
0
0

22

TOTAL;
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

38
1

4

a
1

Region

TCS

32
1
1

10
0
1

34
44

51

2

5:1

0
0
8:1

7:1

7
0
1

5
0
1

7
0
2

0

1

40
0
0
6:1

23
0
0
3:1

6
0

7
0
0

2

34
1
0
5:1
6

0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

39
13
26

Positive Outcomes:

0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATIONJPRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 03/23/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open
6

1

4

Cases Completed

Cases Opened

This Week

This Week

1

10

0
Cases Withdraw
This Week

2

0

Total Closed
In CY 2012
13

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

2

:rs
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) 11nd lhe Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

0
2
3:1
11: 1
3
0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

Administrative Support- Effective March 26, 2012, the administrative support
function will be realigned as follows:

(b)(6) (bl~?)('?) .........
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

· e.__ _ _.c.:.:.:ill support the 01 Headquarters front office
o
will support Region 1, Region 2, TCS, and the Hotline and
...=u.ai~~6M..li.<.1.1on

(b )(6), (b )(7)( C)

-o· ...····--··_ _ _ __.will support Region 3 and Region 6

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

o- --

ill support Region 4 and Region 5

r==t

The administrative support staff is a critical component of 01. Thank you to
1lror all you do to ensure that we are able to accom~
our mission.

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

m

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

..........................._

mmm-mm-m

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

Standardized Production Reports - Standardized Production Reports have been
created for OI SAs. These reports should be used when reporting mid-year and
end-of-year performance to supervisors. The production reports can be found on
the IGNet under Employee Info/Office of Investigations/Standardized Production
Reports. Any suggestions for changes/improvements to the reports should be
submitted to your supervisor.

•

Examples - 01 has posted examples of IG Subpoena requests on the IGNet for
easy access by 01 employees. As a reminder the following examples can be found
on the IGNet under Policy/Investigations/Examples.
Preservation Memoranda
IRMs
IG Subpoenas

o
o
o

If you do not have access to the IGNet, contact!
obtain a username and password.

Tl .

m••mm

mm

I . F rnrw1 bis 'Jill!I Bl 115¥: Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformalion Acl (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) mid the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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Ending Mai-ch 30, 2012

The Office of lnvesligafians (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wilhout prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIG!). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Vehicle Seized in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On March 22, 2012, a classic car was seized from a former Hanford Site contractor
employee who used approximately $56,000 of fraud proceeds to restore the vehicle.
As previously reported, the former employee utilized Government-funded purchase
cards to embezzle approximately $487,000 by making artificial purchases from
---hr~)J~J..(?l( 7 l(Cl
spouse's company. The Hanford Sp:e...aj>ntractor employee was terminated and both
;;;;ll:~Wllfilll::QQ.fil[Jafil!Qfj
..
ployee anct:__j;pouse have been debarred. Thel<bJ(?)(A)
'----------~.....·'t"ted with the court-ordered forfeiture.

I

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

I

m

2. Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)
On March 28, 2012, the Oak Ridge Office (ORO) responded to an OIG IRM that
recommended corrective action regarding tool management policies and an
accountability system at the Department's East Tennessee Technology Park
{ETTP). ORO accepted this recommendation and made three more to the
Department's Contracting Officer at ETTP. As previously reported, the investigation
determined that the former and current prime contractors had not properly
maintained property management and accountability controls and did not effectively
(~)(6),(b)(7)(C)
utilize an available electronic management system. (111 OR005:

I
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) mid the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

Tl· I

3. Former Contractor Employee Debarred

(b )(6). (b )(7)( C)

On March 26, 2012, in response to an IRM, the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management notified the OIG that a former contractor employee at
Argonne Laboratory was debarred from Government contracting for a period of 3
years. As previously reported, the investigation determined that employees at a
non-profit organization created a false billing scheme that diverted funds to multiple
individuals for work that was not performed. The former employee pied guilty to one
count of mail fraud and was sentenced to 18 months probation or 150 hours of
mm••m' .community...service.m(J04HQ002:+mmmm mm

I

4. IRM Issued in Per Diem Fraud Investigation
On March 23, 2012, an I RM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending the suspension and debarment of a
former Department subcontractor employee of Savannah River Nuclear Solutions.
As previously reported, this individual was indicted for fraudulently receiving per
diem benefits by falsifying per diem eligibility certifications in order to receive over
$25,005 in Recovery Act-funded per diem payments. The individual silned a pretrial
diversion agreement which ordered $25,005 in restitution. (111 SR006:
· - mm ml-

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

43

41
0

32

2
0

46
0
4

22

0
3

0
1

1
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40
2
0

45

5:1

9:1

7
0

5
0

3

0

0

TCS

11
0
1
37

50
0
1
7:1

1

0

7

0
3

41
1

23

0
6:1

0
0
3:1

6
0
0

7
0
2

34
0
0
5:1

49
0
0
4:1
12:1

6

3

0
4

0

2
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

120
9
5

O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 03/30/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

2

1

0

5
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

2

3

0

Total Cases
Open
10
Total Closed
In CY 2012

16

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

•

.......

,....;..:~~

~=-:.~==~;.;i;;o=-----~---,

as ern.. ___ J~)(~]·(~J(7)(CJ

(b)(6J.(b)(7J(CJ

u 1 s 1v1s1on, provi ed a briefing to 57 individua s ram e epa men 's Oak Ridge
Office, including senior managers and employees from the security, financial
management and procuremenUcontracts divisions.
OTHER MATTERS

•

A major upgrade was completed on the TCS support tab in EIGPT. The upgrade
allows TCS and field agents to view and track all open and completed TCS case
support requests. This upgrade provides an opportunity for enhanced
communication between TCS and the field. Additionally, it will facilitate the
organization~wide management of TCS support requests by tracking associated
request timelines.

3
I lilk Gdtiiiiitlll IS 161 ti I fl 81/R& Wliiii it llslf Public db closure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

JOYS1CARES,CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

None
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WEEKLY ACrIVITY REPORT

Office of Inspector General

Ending April 6, 2012

The Office cf Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for lhe use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of Inspector General (OJG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy lnspeclor General for lnvestlgations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA)
On March 29, 2012, an IRM was issued to the NNSA Associate Administrator of
Counterterrorism and Counterproliferation with two recommendations. The IRM was
issued to provide NNSA with information contained in an Air Force Office of Special
Investigations Report of Investigation (ROI). The RO~ifed allegations of time
card and per diem fraud by an NNSA employee whll~s·employed as-an-Air.. _i?l\~!:.<.")( 7 J(CJ
Force civilian employee. On April 2, 2012, NNSA terminated the employee.
Separately, the OIG investigation is focusing on similar allegations of time card and
per diem fraud while the individual was employed at NNSA.
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

(Lt2ttQ

.......... -

2. IRM Issued to Oak Ridge Office (ORO}
On March 30, 2012, an interim I RM was issued to the ORO manager with one
recommendation. The IRM was issued to inform ORO that the ongoing OIG
investigation recently determined that a former Department contractor employee
removed a computer file from ORO without authorization. The file contained
Personally Identifiable Information (Pll) of approximately 16,000 current and former
Department and contractor employees. The IRM recommended 1hat ORO
(bJ(•J.(bJ(')(C)

~~~b'R~~'.~=~~~o[jjag rion regarding the Pll ls necessary.
3. Guilty Plea in False Time Card Fraud Investigation
On March 22, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
a former Hanford Site contractor employee pled guilty to one count of conspiracy to
defraud the Government. The investigation determined that between September
2007 and November 2008 the former employee, and other Hanford Site employees,
had routinely submitted time cards falsely claiming and receiving pay for hours they
had not worked. As part of the plea agreement, the former contractor employee has

£Iii§ JGCttlhtlil IS fol bl I iCH lb OGE GI 4£ I. Public disclosure is determined by the Fr~edom of
Tnfonnalion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) an<l the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclio11 552a).

agreed to incarceration for up to 12 months and 2 years supervised probation. The

Individual has also agreed to pay restitution in the amount of $3,.Jfie.o3.
Sentencing has been scheduled for June 21, 2012. (108RL007:

.......... _____

-1~)(~J,(?J(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

1

_2_

_ 3_

-4-

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

35

44

46

0

2

0
4

41
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

39
0

46
1

1

0
9;1

a

4

0

Region

Region
_6_

TCS

24
0
1

32

11

1
1

0
0

34

5:1

7
0
1

Agents on TOY:

50
0
0
7:1

5

7
0
1

0
0

41

25

0
0
6:1

2
0
3:1

6

7

0

0

0

0

34
0

45

0
5:1

1
3:1

6
0
0

11 :1
3
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

79
8

4

Positive Outcomes:

0

HOTLJNE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 04/06/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

5

1

0

3

Total Cases
Open

9

Cases Completed

Cases Opened

Cases Withdraw

Total Closed

This Week

This Week

This Week

In CY 2012

1

0

0

17

2

J71 I& Jss:::acae IS [SI eJ I U!L W 03£ ONO i. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfommtion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) ('Ind the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS

"mmm0nMarch26;2012f mm_m_m m-

lprovided a briefing on Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) fraud and misconduct to a group of 35 program
managers that oversee the Fuel Cell Technology Program.

(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

--m·-------m• -GnAprU5;201-2J

lserved as a guest instructor for FLETC's Grant
Fraud Investigations Training Program in Washington, DC. The class included 40
agents from various Inspectors General. The instruction block was devoted to fraud
and criminal misconduct within the SBIR program.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

i~ii~i:i~l{;}i~l
_

_m______

•
--

Region 3 - On March 30. 2012, the Atlanta Region Council of U.S. Inspectors General
prese~te~ m-.:m- m-- _ __ __ _. _ j~pecial Achievement Award for an identity theft
1nvest1gat1on. Ccm9ratulat1on~

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
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All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of 1nspector General

WEEl<L Y ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending April 13, 2012

The Office of lnvesligalions (01) 'Weekly OJG Aclivily Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy lnspeclor General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in lhl~ report are general descriptions of investigative aclivities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Department Contractor Employee Pleads Guilty

(b)(7)(A)

On April 6, 2012, a former Department contractor employee pied guilty in Federal
district court for the Northern District of Indiana to five counts of wire fraud and
agreed to pay restitution to the Department in an amount to be determined by the
sentencing court. As previously reported, the former contractor employee and
another individual, not affiliated with the Department, were indicted on five counts of
wire fraud. The Investigation determined that the individuals embezzled
approximately $42, 127 in Department funds for personal use. This Is a Joint
m.Jnves.ti~aHonwithl mmm-mmmmmmm•m -mm -m
l(l08LV003:
mm m-+-m

I

m. (~!_(~)'~~)(7)(C)

2. Investigative Report to Management ([RM) Issued to Oak Ridge Office (ORO)
On April 10, 2012, an IRM was issued to the ORO manager with one
recommendation. The OIG investigation determined the managing and operating
contractor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory lacked sufficient internal controls to
monitor submission of Conflict of lnteresUOutside Activities forms by its qualifying
employees. The IRM recommended ORO determine if the contractor should
(b )(6),(b)(7)(C)

l~~~~~t!-~ for monjring employee submissions of these forms.
3. Former Savannah River Site Subcontractor Employee Debarred
On April 5, 2012, the Department's Director of the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management, in response to an OIG IRM, debarred a former
subcontractor employee at the Savannah River Site for 3 years. As previously
reported, the investigation determined that the subcontractor employee submitted
fictitious home lease agreements in support of fraudulent per diem certifications. As

~/~!~~i~~lh1~~~.';1~~·~~ec~:~~~h~ ~~~-c(1~,~~i:~1i~{nnmnri••:"'_'::f•~ $_:5.099_
iEI · l
1 ls fin al I IUJEL tJSL OIQCJ. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnfomi11tion Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

_1_

2

_3_

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

35

44
2
0

49
0
4

41
0

23

0
4

32
1

11
0

1

0
34

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

39

46

53

0
0
5:1

0

3

41
0

0
9:1

0

0

0
6:1

7:1

0
1
24

34
0
0
5:1

1
1

3:1

7
0
1

5

7
0

0

2

0

6

0
0

6
0

7
0
0

2

77

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

6
4

0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)

Status as of COB 04/13/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

4

1

3
Cases Completed

This Week
0

0
0
3:1

11 :1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

1
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

10

Total Closed
in CY 2012
17

2

I iii§ tllJtlliiitill I§ 1111 bl I IUJ !IS esz Bl Rs I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) ;md the Privac>' Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Ethics Reminder - Office of Government Ethics regulation Title 5, Code of Federal
Regulation,§ 2635.809 outlines the responsibility of Federal employees to "satisfy in
good faith their obligations as citizens, including all just financial obligations,
especially those such as federal, state, or local taxes that are imposed by law." If
needed, you may call the IRS at 1-800-829-1040 or visit a focal Internal Revenue
Service office for assistance with filing tax returns or resolving any balance owed.

•

Reporting Statistics - The statistics reconciliation for the last semiannual reporting
period, October 2011-March 2012, Is complete. No new statistics dated before April
2, 2012, should be entered into EIGPT. If you become aware of statistics that
occurred prior to April 2, 2012, work with your Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge to
determine appropriate steps needed for reporting.

•

Recovery Act Duties - Effective immediately, the Operations Officers must be
informed of all Recovery Act reportable events using the "ARRA Case Reportable
Event Form." The Operations Officers will also compile the monthly Recovery Act
report that is submitted to the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board.

JOYS. CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

01 Investigations Manual - The following sections of the Investigations Manual
have been revised and are posted on the IGNet
(https:/ligcomm.doe.gov/policy 21 B.cfm):

o Release Matrix
o Table of Contents
o Chapter 3 - Standards and Responsibilities for OIG Special Agents
o Chapter 4 Law Enforc;ement Authorities and Operations
o Chapter 8 - Specialize Investigative Procedures
o Chapter 14- Personnel Management (replaces July 2011 version)
o Chapter 16 - Training and Professional Development (replaces July 2011
version)
o Chapter 17 - EIGPT System
o Chapter 19 - General Policies (replaces August 201 ·1 version)

3
I Ill§ d&EtiliUil I§ 181 Gt I !C.J ts JS[! Si 1!9 11. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Iufotnmtion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., SecH011 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C,, Section 552a).

If you have any questions on the updates made to the sections noted above,

~:::~:~~~fa~li~~=~~~m~~~=.r:j~~~·m If yoy do not have lccess to the IGNet,

(b)(6)

•

CHRIS - CHRIS training requests· must include information on the vendor/entity
providing the training. The vendor's name, address, city, state and zip code must
be provided for each training request. In addition, the training location must be
entered for each training request. This requirement applies even if the entity
providing the training is DOE or DOE OIG. In these instances, indicate that the
vendor is DOE or DOE OIG and provide the address for the organization {e.g.,
1000 Independence Ave, SW, Washington, DC 20585). Failure to enter 1he
vendor information will result in the training request being recycled.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

4
Tl ·
f O'T'G' '• 1 nT Obi! ?f Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Infornmtiou Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552a).
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WEEKLY ACTlVITY REPORT

Office of Inspector General

Ending April 20, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Departmenl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OJG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for lnvesligatlons (DIG!). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Restitution Ordered in Copper Theft Investigation
On Aprll 11, 2012, an individual with no Department affiliation was ordered by Weld
County Colorado District Court to pay $30,011 in restitution to the Department for
theft of copper from Western Area Power Administration's Ault substation. As
to
previously reported, the individual pied guilty to burglary and was sent c
3
incarceration. This was a oint investigation with the (b)( 7l(A)
(b)(t)(A)
(110DN003: (b)(6),(b){7 )(C)
---------

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) issued to Oak Ridge Office (ORO)
On April 17 1 2012, an IRM was issued to the ORO Manager with two
recommendations. The OIG investigation determined an Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) recipient hired consultants to assist in awarding
an EECBG project. The project was subsequently awarded to another company
employing the same consultants. These actions violated an EECBG provision
concerning conflicts of interest. The IRM recommended ORO determine if the
EECBG funding paid to the consultants should be recovered and if oth"(..1,-,~~~,.,.-...,
penalties, sanctions or disciplinary actions are warranted. (1120R006: (b)(G),(b)( 7J(C)

3. Settlement Agreement in Investigation of Defective Body Armor
On April 11, 2012, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and a Relator entered into
a contractual settlement agreement with two former principals of a name-brand retail
corporation involved in the sale of defective Zylon body armor that was sold to the
U.S. Government. The principals agreed to pay $100,000 to settle atl covered
conduct involving civil, contractual and/or administrative claims concerning the False
Claims Act. This part of the investigation focused on allegations that the principals
made false statements and submitted false claims in connectio w·
h safe of
Z Ion bullet roof vests. This is an ongoing investigation by the (b)( 7 )(A)
(b) (7)(A)
nd several other Federal law enforcement agencies. {1040R010:

.__...._~..,.,...,,...,..,,.-=---~-

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

This Jsaa!lltiit IS tbt bl I iEB id CSE Gi48 I. Public disclosure is determined by lhc Freedom of
lnfornrntiou /\ct (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.s.c.. Section 5S2n).

4. Former Department Subcontractor Pays Restitution

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On April 17, 2012, the Department's Savannah River Operations Office reported that
a former Department subcontractor paid $32,428 in voluntary restitution. As
previously reported a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the
former Depar1ment subcontractor on one count of theft of public funds and three
counts of false statements. The investigation determined the contractor falsified
ihree per diem certification forms in order to receive $32,428 in Recovery Act funded
_ ---f-""'~~ID
the subcontractor was not eligible to receive. (111SR024:

o•wrts

G

J~)(~,Eb)(7)(C)

....._,_. ··-·•«·--···

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41

4

Region

40
2
0

Region

Region

_3_

4

47

41
0
0

0
4

Region
5

Region

24
0

32
1
1

1

TCS

6

11
0
0

37
0
0
5:1

42
0
2
8:1

7
0
6

0
0

5

51

41

25

0
2
7:1

0
0
6:1

1
0
3:1

5:1

7
0
2

6
1

7
0
0

6
0
0

0

34
0

0

48
0
0
3:1
12:1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

96
18
1O
1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

(b)(6),(b)~?~~~~mm

mm

The OIG referred environmental, safety and health concerns relating to the removal
of reactor control rods by Hanford contractor employees to the Department. In
response to the referral, the Department determined that contractor personnel failed
to adequately review potential hazards associated with this project; however, no
environmental detriment or significant personnel exposure occurred. Department
management recommended corrective action to ensure improved communication,

~~~~~r:!i.~1i1~o~~~es~r~im~~-~~~ ~~~dling of f11huj decontamination and demolition
2
This Jss::a:om ts ft; 8Ffl811 tis M10fil 81 fls f. Public disclosure is determined by !he Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) ;ind the Privacy t\ct (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552a).

3
0

3

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT CFOIA}

Status as of COB 04120/2012
With POFC

With MAPOFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open

3

1

4

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

2

8

0

0

0

Total Closed
In CY 2012
20

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed two Recovery Act-related fraud awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b )(6).(b)(7)(C)
(b )(6).(b )(7)(C)

prov1 e

wo ne 1ngs o

con rac or an su con rac or

'"-pe_r_s_o-nn_e_w_o_r,...1-ng-a........-e--epartment's East Tennessee Technology Park and former
K-25 Gaseous Diffusion Plant site in Oak Ridge, TN.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS. CARES, CONCERNS
(b )(6),(b )(7)( C)

• Region 5 - Pt~ase join u~ in conoratulatingl
....m...re.centpromot1on •.... (3ood···J0~··········m-

···pGwell:desa[\led.. . . (~)!~Hbl(Y)(C)

I . . _________.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

Manual Chapter Certification - All Special Agents must sign the Release of New
Firearms-Related Policy Certification no later than April 27, 2012. The
certification can be found on the IGNet under Policyllnvestigations/lnvestigations
Manual/Chapter 4/Exhibit C. The certification should be provided to the Regional

Firearms Coordinator.
•

MidpYear Performance Progress Reviews -All FY 2012 MidwYear Performance
Progress Reviews must be completed no later than April 27, 2012. As part of the
review process, 01 employees must acknowledge receipt of the progress review by
signing off on the review in e-Performance. The employee sign-off must also be
completed no la1er than April 27, 2012. If you have any questions on the progress
review process, please contact your supervisor.
3

I lib t!Octtl!ltlil IS !bi CFPl@l. dS ~Ql!I 81115 t . Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the T'rivacy Ac! (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

•

CHRIS Availability - CHRIS will be unavailable from April 26, 2012, through 7 am
May 2, 2012. Please ensure all upcoming training requests are entered into CHRIS
and approved prior to April 26, 2012.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
·
4
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Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and ihe Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).
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WEEl<L.Y ACTIVnY REPORT

9f, s1.1~1qy

Offlce of lnspector General

Ending April 27 1 2012

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of

Energy {Department), omce of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations {DlGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) (SA}. Details on any particular matter may b'e obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
!he Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {ElGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Search Warrants Executed in Grant Fraud Case
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

I The investigation is ongoing. (112HQ006:

I
CASE INVENTORY
Region

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

37
0
4

Region

Region

_2_

3

40
2

47
0

0

4

Region

Region

Region

5

6

41

25

32

11

0
0

0

1
1

0

0

TCS

0

36
41
0
0
5:1

42

51

0
0
8:1

0

0
7:1

41
0
0
6:1

25
0

34

47

0

0

0

0
5:1

0
3:1

3:1

12;1

7
0
0

5
0

7
0

6
1

0

0

1

7
0
1

6
0
0

HIE dGCllllitlll I§ 161 GI i JdM OGE OJQE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Secllon 552a).

3
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Tota! Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

102
15
3
O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA}
Status as of COB 04/27/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

4

1

4
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

10

1
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

0

1

Total Closed
in CY 2012

17

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed two Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b)(GJ,(b)(?)(C)

...1 ..m-

Igave a briefing

RegiQn.3-0nAprU-251 20121-·· ·-·-·-·

to approximately 15 safety/security specialists and managers from the Western
Area Power Administration.
(b)(G),(b)(?)(C) ... ._ __ ..

Reglon4-0nApril-i9,201-2;1-

·······-·mm······

I

provided a briefing to 15 members of the Los Alamos Public Safety Association
(LAPSA), LAPSA is a non-profit organization comprised of senior law enforcement,
fire, emergency management, Department and contractor security officials from the
Los Alamos National Laboratory.

2

I ill§ ddClliilEiit I§ ibl CI I foil EL CSE Si Cb I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•

.1..... ~?,l(~)·~b)(7)(C)

During the week of April 16, 2012, TCSI
· ·- -· mm······. · r n · · ·
!attended the Department's Information Management
Conference in Dallas, TX. In addition to attending training sessions throughout the
week, the TCS agents were able to meet with numerous Information managers and
cyber security personnel from various Department facilities.

.l-

· -· ····

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND
•

PROGRAMS (P3l

UPDATES

CHRIS Availabfllty - CHRIS will be unavailable until May 2, 2012.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Colmsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
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Office of Inspector General

Ending May 11, 2012

The Office of lnvesligations (01) 'Weekly OIG Aclivily Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (D!Gl). The narratives
contained in lhis report are general descriptions of investigative aclivilies performed by 01 Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be oblained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Company Debarred from Contracting
On May 1, 2012, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the
Department's Director of the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management
debarred a company for 3 years. The investigation determined that the president of
the company submitted a fraudulent lease agreement for a company employee in
order to obtain reimbursements for per diem monies paid to the employee. As
previously reported, the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of South Carolina
reached a $47,643 civil settlement agreement with the company, of which $19,057
was returned to the Department. The per djem monies paid to the company were
funded by the Recovery Act. (11 OSR012: I
.
m ••mmmlmmm m m ....
---

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Savannah River Nuclear Services {SRNS) Subcontractor Employee Terminated
On May 1, 2012, the OIG was informed that SRNS terminated a su.,......_ _ _ _ ___
em lo ee for makin false statements re ardin
er diem benefits. (b)(?)(A)
(b)(7)(A)

._(b-)(7-)(-Al_ _ _ _ _ ___,

!

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(112SR002:1....._ _
....._
.............

3. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On May 7, 2012, a former Hanford Site employee entered into a civil settlement
agreement to pay $10,440 in restitution. As previously reported, the investigation
revealed that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor
offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who
worked as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash,
tickets to sporting events, gift cards, and other things of value, were intended to
influence the material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than competing
vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the subjects conducted more than $3.5 million
in business with the vendor. (I09RL001:1
.m
mm
mmm-mmmm•mmmommm m.m mmmm .....

-+

I Iii& tl3611111211l Is lb: Bffkli ill Mi!P Bl ff: I. Public di~closure is determined hy the Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section S52a).

(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

1

_2_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Ac1ion:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36

39
2
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40
0

41

50

0

0
5:1

0

1
0

42
0
0

8:1

8:1

7:1

7
0
4

5
0
0

6
0
1

6

0
4

Region

Region

3

Region
4

5

6

44
0
6

42
0
0

25

31
1
1

0
0

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

0
0

25

33
0
2

0
0
3:1

5:1

7
0

6
0
0

1

183

17
4
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 05/1112012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open

4

0

4

Cases Completed
This Week

1

Cases Opened
This Week

1

Cases Withdraw
This Week

0

0

9
Total Closed
in CY 2012

18

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

11
0
0

37

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

TCS

None

2
Jlhia ds
?PlifBl:'tls '@1151'! OtEEi. Public disclosure is determined by lhe Freedom or
Information Act (Title 5,_ U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Ac! (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

48
0
0
3:1
12:1

3
0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

SAs must refer all media inquiries to the OIG's Media Liaison!
...Jon-.. .J~~<~). __
the dedicated media line at (202) 253-2162. This number is dedicated for media
inquires only; do not provide media with any other phone number. All media
inquiries must also be reported to the SA's Special Agent-in-Charge (SAC) or
Assistant Special Agent -In-Charge (ASAC), who will notify an Operations Officer of
the inquiry. SAs should contact an Operations Officer directly when a SAC or ASAC
are not readily available. In addition, SAs are to neither confirm nor deny any
information in response to a media inquiry. See the OIGs internal directive Media
Inquiries - IG-905F - for information.

JOYS, CARES. CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Investigations and Oversight Training

o

Survey - remember to complete the survey providing feedback on the training
no later than May 11, 2012. The link to the survey is:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SJFF35J.

o

Presentations - the powerpoint presentations used at the training will be
posted on the IGNet under Events/OIG Conferences/Office of Investigations
next week.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
This Joem::o::: Is lb: 8111 ICiJ :S JOE bl IB:. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
.,,(-'.:'. ,: . .··

Office ot Inspector General

Ending May 18, 2012

~II~

The Office of Investigations (OI) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" Is Intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) .employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for lnvesligations (OIGI). The narratives
contained In this report are general descriptions of lnvesllgallve acllv!tles performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Department Senior Executive and Spouse Indicted
On ra~ 16, 2012, a former member of the Department's Senior Executive Service
(b)(6),(bJ.~_7.).(~)

__

and ··-· spouse were indicted in the District of Maryland on multiple counts of
conspiracy, wire fraud, money laundering, conflict of interest and fal~tements.

The OIG investigation determined that the former employee misuse1._:jpositionto ·-- (~l.~~L~~l( 7 )(C)

(b)(a),(bl!!~i~L. . . =,.o.,,.:.::~~:::tj~~;.~~=e~~{t~~~o~~r-~~~~~-~acts totrng $1.2 million to a company
2. Former Department Contractor Employee Pied Guilty
On May 15, 2012, a former Oak Ridge National Laboratory contractor employee pied
guilty in the State of Tennessee's 6111 District to theft of Government property and
was sentenced to 3 years probation. As previous~orted, the investigation
determined the former contractor employee used · · · · · · overnment-issued...trav.eLcard -~~)-~~).~~~)( 7 )(C)
to obtain $28,000 in cash advances, gasoline an pre-paid credit cards for personal

(b)(6),(~!~!.~_(9..~------ ----~-~~'._J!.1_Q_QBQ?.J:I--- -- -

r• · t

I
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

_2_

Region

Region

__]___

_4_

__§_

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0
4

41
2
0

43
0
6

43

25
0
0

30
1

·12

0

1

0
37

TOTAL:

40

43
2

49

32

0

8:1

1
8:1

0
0
3:1

0
1
5:1

49
1

0
5:1

43
1
0
7:1

25

0

0
4:1

6
0
1

6
0
1

7
0
0

6
0
1

12:1
3
0
0

Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

7

0

5
0

0
3

0

2

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts: 76
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated: 7
Total Referral Letters Issued: 6
Positive Outcomes: 0
HOTLINE POSITtVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 05/18/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

4

0

4

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

1

9
Cases Completed
This Week
1

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week
0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2012
18

2
! lib dOCli!iitiit IS :Si §f FIC:l tb SSE CJ IE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a}.

TCS

0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Quality Assessment Review of 01- In November 2011, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) OIG conducted a Quatity Assessment Revlew of 01. On
May 9, 2012, EPA OIG issued a report on the review and found that 01 was in
compliance with the quality standards established by the Council of Inspectors
General on Integrity and Efficiency and the applicable Attorney General guidelines.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Recovery Act Activities - Effective until further notice, 01 employees must identify
activities that are Recovery Act-related on their time sheets. When entering time
into ATAAPS, timekeepers will charge the Recovery Act-rerated time to Recovery
Act funds. This requirement applies to all OI employees not just those employees
designated as Recovery Act employees.

•

FLETC Training Costs - If you intend to leave FL ETC the same day that training is
completed, notify P3 at least 2 weeks in advance of your course start date. P3 will
notify FLETC of the early departure and FLETC will reduce the cost of the course
based on the early departure.

•

fGNet - OI has posted the following items on the IGNet for easy access by 01
empfoyees:
o Investigations Manual (Policy Tab)
o Example/Go-Bys (Policy Tab)
o OI Master Calendar of Recurring Events (Events Tab)
o OI New Employee Handbook (Employee Info Tab)
o Standardized Production Reports (Employee Info Tab}

Ito

If you do not have access to the IGNet. con tac~
-- obtain a username and password.
'-------------'
mm
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Public disclosure is de Iermined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Secliou 552a).
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DISTRIBUTION
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Ending M<tY 25, 2012

The Office of lnvesligallons (01) 'Weekly OIG Aclivily Report" is intended for 1he use of the Departmenl of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector Genera! for Investigations {OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions or Investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any par1icular matter may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) syslem.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Guilty Plea in Weatherizatlon Fraud and Bribery Investigation

\b)(6),(bJ(?)~~X-

On May 24, 2012, the U.S. District Court for Rhode Island accepted a plea
agreement from a former weatherlzation energy auditor at a community action
agency for one count of bribery and one count of false statements. The investigation
determined that between 2006-2007 the former energy auditor received over
$30,000 in kickbacks from a weatherization contractor while working at a community
action agency and then made false statements regarding his involvement in the
kickback scheme during the investigation. This is a joint investigation with multiple

.... ____Gqvarnmentagencies._~tJOPI01J:[-··-

---

I

2. Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)
On May 21, 2012, In response to an IRM, the Department's Oak Ridge Office
indicated it will notify Sevier County, Tennessee, that it found $169,952 in costs to
be disallowable due to a conflict of interest and will request the return of the funds to
the Government. The investigation determined that an Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) recipient hired consultants to assist in awarding
an EECBG project, which was subsequently awarded to another company
employing the same consultants. (I 120R006:1
--·---

--+- _______

_.. __ __

(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

3. Guilty Plea In Copper Theft Investigation
On May 22, 2012, an individual with no Department affiliation pied guilty in Weld
County Colorado District Court to criminal violations related to theft of copper from
the Western Area Power Administrution's Ault substation Senter cing is pendj!l!h.
This is a joint investigation with thefb)( 7J(A)
_ (I 10DN003: L:::I
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)
"""••••••••'"'-·-••-««<>

+--- -

I

1fil§ 066dli!Eiil I§ 161 OFMCLJtt USE OIQL f. Public disdosme is determined by the Preedom of
hifonmition Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Scciion 552a),

. {~(6),(b)(7)(C)

4.

Subcontractor Employee Indicted in Per Diem Fraud Investigation

On May 18, 2012, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a
Department subcontractor employee on one count of theft of Government funds.
The investigation determined that between 2010~2011, the subcontractor employee
fraudulently received over $36,000 in per diem benefits by falsifying per diem
... ~~!Q~~i!~Y.S§!r!in99!iqn§,___ (IJ1 SB01 Z.:-f

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

I

m

CASE INVENTORY

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:

Agents on TOY:

Region

Region

Region

1

_2_

3

37
0

41
2
0

43
0
6

4

Region
4

Region

42
0

24
0
0

0

5

Region
6

TCS

30

12

1

0
0

1

38
41
0
0
5:1

49

a

42

2

2
8:1

0
8:1

0
1
7:1

43

24
0
1
3:1

32

50

0
0

0

5:1

4:1
12:1

7
0

1

5

6
0

0
1

3

6

7

0
1

0
0

6
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

138
11
5
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

a

None

2
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3
0

0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA)
Status as of COB 05/25/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature
0

6

1

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

0

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2012

19

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

POLICY, PLANS ANO PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

o ,..!:.!.!.!.1::!;~~2...f,~~~~'Pervisor

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

0

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

0
0

___

(b)(6),(b)(7...:l..(:..c_... :l._··-················-···-·····-·-·······-····--····•.....__

•

_,

June Performance Progress Reviews - Beginning in FY 2012, employees will
receive two performance progress reviews. The first progress review for FY 2012
was conducted in April 2012. The second progress review must be completed no
later than June 30, 2012. 01 supervisors will reach out to all 01 employees to
schedule the second progress review. The increased number of progress reviews
supports a new Presidential initiative entitled "Goals, Engagement, Accountability
and Results." The Department is one of five agencies participating in 1his pilot
program.

3
·.: 1\11 OPJIJQT; :fl t9t!ld ©I tat. Public disclosure is delermined by the Freedom of
Informntion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhc Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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Office of Inspector Genc:rul

Ending June l, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Two Individuals Indicted in Fraud Investigation
On May 23, 2012, a State grand jury in the Second Judicial District of New Mexico
indicted two individuals on multiple counts of fraud and conspiracy. The joint
investigation with the U.S. Secret Service determined that a Department
subcontractor employee provided another individual, who had no affiliation with the
Department, with the serial numbers of thousands of Department-owned computers
from multiple national laboratories. The second individual used the computer serial
numbers and associated manufacturer warranties to fraudulently obtain $1.6 million

(b)(S).(b)(?)(C)

-+ ~.~.~~.~of colputer parts that were later used and sold for personal gain.

(11 OAL012:

2. Former Subcontractor Sentenced in Kickback Investigation

(b)(6)

(b)(7l\~)_

On May 30, 2012, a former subcontractor employee at the Y-12 National Security
Complex (Y-12) was sentenced in the Eastern District of Tennessee to 6 months
home confinement, 3 years probation, and was ordered to pay restitution of
$294,976. As previously reported, the former subcontractor employee pied guilty to
a one count violation of the Anti-Kickback Act. The in~igation determined the
former subcontractor employee received kickbacks in ···· role·asaproject.manag.e.L (?J.~~)'.(b)(?)(C)
from a second Y-12 subcontractor employee. The inves 1gation also determined that
from 2006-2008, the former subcontractor empl,pvee billed limy and received
payment for hours[] did not work. (1080R002l
_
.\~l_(~):(~)(?)(C)

J

3. Savannah River Subcontractor Employee Terminated
On May 29, 2012, the OIG was informed that a subcontractor employee was
terminated as a result of a Federal indictment. As previously reported, a Federal
grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the subcontractor employee on
one count of theft of Government funds. The investigation determined that the
ooo in per
benefits by
subcontractor employee fraudulently received over
falsifying per diem eligibility certifications. (111 SR017:

djer
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

_3_

_ 4_

Region

1

5

-6-

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

39

42

43

24

0
4

2
0

0
6

0
0

0

30
1
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41
0
0
5:1

0

TCS

12
0
0

38

7

0
1

41

48

43

24

0
2
8:1

0
1
8:1

1
0
7:1

0
0

32
0
0

50
0
0

3:1

5:1

4:1
12:1

5
0
0

6

6
0
0

7

6
0
0

3
0
0

0

3

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

90
2
6
1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

ln response to an OIG referral, an "extent of condition review" was conducted of
completlon rates for annual employee performance evaluations at the Lawrence
Berkeley National laboratory {Laboratory). As a result of the referral, 201 ·1
performance evaluations for 1he Laboratory Directorate, as well as the Laboratory's
Nuclear Science and Engineering Divisions, will be completed by June 15, 2012.
Additionally, the Laboratory's Internal Audit Direc1or will include an audit of
performance evaluations in the Fiscal Year 2013 Audit Plan. The referral followed
allegations that Laboratory management officials had refused to sign employee
performance evaluations and failed to distribute them to employees. (112 RS041 :

mm mm+m

I
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATIONfPRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 06/01/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

7

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

Cases Withdraw
This Week

0

0

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2012

19

RECOVERYACTEFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

mm•- mGongratulations-td--mm- -

!Hotline and Analysis Section, who
recently graduated from the Basic Criminal Investigator Course at the Federal Law
Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, GA.
m

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

01 Master Calendar - 01 has a Master Calendar of Recurring Activities that is on
the lGNet under Events/OIG Investigations Calendar
(https://igcomm.doe.gov/events 262.cfm). The Master Calendar of Recurring
Activities should be used by 01 personnel to forecast recurring upcoming events and
to plan resources accordingly. The calendar is organized by activities that occur
monthly, quarterly and annually. This is a living calendar of activities and will be
updated as additional recurring activities are identified.

3
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Ending June 8, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OJG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of lnspector General (otG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for lnveslfgalions (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Civil Settlement Agreement in Investigations of False Claims and Anti.
Kickback Act Violations
On June 1, 2012, the U.S. Department of Justice entered into a civil settlement
agreement with the vice president of a Hanford Site subcontractor. The vice

~=~~::~~gl~~j~:i~~::C~~~~SQ~ t~;~~~~~~~l~iIN,ti~~~O~~:j~~~~j~=~~~r~h~j~:l~~mmummGovernment purchase card fraud schemes. The investigations found that from 2000
to 2008 the subcontractor did not implement or carry out adequate internal controls
or meaningful supervision to prevent or detect purchase card fraud committed by
lbJl'l.l'lllJICJ

~;Ro~ci~s+qloye~s _and two Hrford Site contractor employees. (I06RL002 &
2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Office of Acquisition and
Supply Management
On June 5, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director, National Nuclear Security
Administration's Office of Acquisition and Supply Management, recommending
suspension and debarment action against a former Y-12 National Security Complex
{Y-12) subcontractor employee, a Y-12 vendor, and the vendor's four owners. The
investigation determined the former subcontractor employee, in his role as a project
manager, received kickbacks from the Y-12 vendor. The investigation also
determined that from 2006 to 2008, the former subcontractor employee billed for
time and received payment for hours he did not work. As previously reported, the
former subcontractor employee was sentenced to 6 months home confinement and
3 years probation and was ordered to pay $294,976 in restitution. (I080R002:

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

-l• •mm-m• m-• • • • • • • •
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(b)(G),(b)(?)(C)

3. IRM Issued to Office of Procurement and Assistance Management
On May 31, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending suspension and debarment action
against a former Oak Ridge National Laboratory contractor employee. As previously
reported, the former contractor employee used his Government-issued travel card to
obtain $28,000 in cash advances, gasoline and pre-paid credit cards for personal
use. The former contractor employee pied guilty in the State of Tennessee's 61h
District to tlleft of Government property and was sentenced to 3 years probation .

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

. . . .(l.tQQR021:. 1.. . . . . .

I

4. Contractor Credits Department for Unallowable Per Diem Payments

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

On June 4, 2012, the OIG was notified that a contractor issued a $1 ,069,973 credit
to the Department for improperly claimed per diem reimbursements for construction
work at the Salt Waste Processing Facility (SWPF) at the Savannah River Site. The
credit relates to an ongoing OIG investigation involving the contractor's payment of
per diem to SWPF employees from 2002 to 2011. This credit is a result of an
internal review initiated by the contractor after being asked to produce per diem
related data to the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of South Carolina in support
mmmmmmm . of.the OIG's .investJgation.m (lt1SH02J:f-- mmmmm
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

2

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hord:
'
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39

40
2
0

40
0

42

24
0

30

0
2

0

1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41
0
0

42
1
0

46

53

10:1

24
0
0
3:1

32

5:1

42
0
1
7:1

0
0
5:1

0
0
4:1

7
0
0

4
0
0

6
1
0

7
0
0

6

0
2
6:1

0
0

1

12
0
0
41

13:1
7

0
0

6

3

0
0

0
0

2
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

113
15
3
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 06/08/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Cases

Open

Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

1

7

0

0

7

0

20

0

0

Total Closed
in CY 2012

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery
over the past week, as follows:
(b)(S).(bJ( 7 J(C)

• ..

Act~related

awareness briefing

I

OnJune5;-20121mpresented a briefing at the
Eleventh Biennial DOE/Contractors Internal Audit Directors Joint Audit Meeting. The
presentation focused on fraud trends and indicators and highlighted the great work
being conducted by the 01 staff throughout the country.

OTHER MATTERS

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
·-················ . . .

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
(b)(6)

• ~~~~re;~~~~~~ ~~~upo~:=t~~:0°r!,,~~=~t ~ :~:6~:r~J;~~~~tf.~:~s~
Gen~~
·····w···

and the Deputy Assistant Inspector
Headquarters will coordinate further with the OIG's

m-

Jnvestigabons

.Media Liais0-
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JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)

•.- .

(b)(e);(bJ{!J~~t .... -.
(b)(6)

OnJune..4,2012-;..Hegion-3weteome~-- ...--..
hew.contactinformatkJr+is~+--- . -......
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Denver Investigations.
l<office)J
· · ...............l\ce!l), .. J?)<_6.J
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POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Standardized Production Reports - Standardized Production Reports are used by
Ol employees to report their accomplishments during the performance review
period. Updated reports have been posted to the IGNet under Employee Info/Office
of Investigations/Standardized Production Reports. A new report has been added
for field administrative support staff and the other reports have been updated to
provide additional reporting instructions.

•

June Performance Progress Reviews - June Performance Progress Reviews
must be completed and acknowledged in the ePerformance system no later than
June 27, 2012. lf you have any questions aboL1t the June Performance Progress
Review, please speak with your supervisor.

•

Assistant Inspector General for Investigations Awards - A request for Assistant
Inspector General for Investigations Award Nominations will be sent out to all 01
staff next month. 01 staff can make nominations for Investigator of the Year, Staff
Person of the Year, Investigation of the Year and New Employee of the Year.
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Office of inspector General

Ending June 15, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" ls intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OJG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular mailer may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
lhe Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Nevada Site Office (NSO)
On June 11, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Chief Information Officer, National
Nuclear Security AdministraHon (NNSA) in response to the loss of Personally
Identifiable Information (Pll) by an employee at the NSO. Specifically, the Pll was
lost when a NSO encrypted laptop computer and an unencrypted external hard drive
were stolen from an NSO employee's car. The investigation found violations of
Department policy regarding proper protection of Pll. The !RM makes three
--.(~)(6),(b)(7)(C)
recommendations for corrective action. (I 12TC005:

I
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2. Federal Grand Jury Indicts Former Subcontractor Employees in Per Diem
Fraud Investigations

On June 8, 2012, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted two
former Department subcontractor employees on charges of theft of Government
funds and false statements. As previously reported, the investigations determined
that the former Department subcontractor employees fraudulently received over
$31,000 and $9,700, respectively, in per diem benefits by falsifying per diem
eligibility certifications. (I 12SROO 1JI11 SR026: I
-I
mm

•••
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3. Civil Settlement in Purchase Card Fraud Investigation
On June 4, 2012, a Hanford Site employee entered into a civil agreement and
agreed to pay $12,375 in restitution. As previously reported, the inves1igation found
that on multiple occasions between 2005 and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor offered
and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees who worked
as material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash, tickets to
sporting events, gift cards and other things of valL1e, were intended to influence the
material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than competing vendors.
(bJ(SJ

(bl(!)(~l

mmmmm

~nu~~~~~s~~~t~h~:::~~~':~~~O~i;:L~~~~,=_1~=~~-ducted rare than $3.5 million in
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

2

_L

4

41
0
6

41
0
0

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39

40

0
2

2
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:

41
0
0
5:1

Region
5

Region

TCS

25

32

0

1
1

12
0
0

0

41

Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

42
0
0
10:1

7
0
2

47

41
0
1
6:1

1

0
6:1

4

7

6

0

0

·1

1

1
1

25

34

53

1
0
3:1

3
0
5:1

0
0
4:1

6
0
0

13:1
3
0
0

7
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:

145

10
5
0

Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 06115/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

8

0

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened

This Week

0

0

1

Total Cases
Open

8
Total Closed
in CY 2012

2.0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

2
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Is Pe: fll I lllli IL bbt S!tbl. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
[nformation Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sccliou 552a).

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS,
•

CARES,

CONCERNS

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant lnspec.tor General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of Inspector General

Ending June 22, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (OIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions or Investigative activities performed by OI Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IE8) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Settlement in Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) Investigation
On June 19, 2012, a two-count Criminal Information was filed in U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Virginia against a Department contractor for violations of
the FCPA. The investigation determined that Department contractor employees paid
bribes to officials at an overseas nuclear power plant to secure contracts to perform
services at the plant. The filing included a Deferred Prosecution Agreement in which
the contractor admitted to paying bribes to foreign officials in violation of the FCPA.
As part of the agreement, the contractor will pay $8.82 million and enter into an
Adm in Istra tive Comp Ii anc~~~nenLLa...1:S.S.ante..I11l.a.c.a.a.a:r.e.s---1..lll.li.J.5...a.l0.1Jll,
investi ation between the (b)( 7 )(A)

2. Former Subcontractor Debarred
On June 18, 2012, in response to an Investigative Report to Management (IRM), the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG of the
debarment of a former subcontractor employee from doing business with the Federal
Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the individual was
indicted, along with a second former Department subcontractor employee, for
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

-~~~.d::!~~e~~gc~ht7:~~~--~~~~~~l-~~~~~

totalifg

$54,080 by submitting fraudulent

3. IRM Issued in Fraudulent Travel Claims Investigation
On June 19, 2012 1 an IRM with two recommendations for corrective action was
issued to the Director, Acquisition and Supply Management, National Nuclear
Security Administration (NNSA), and the Managers of the Los Alamos Site Office
and Sandia Site Office. The investigation determined a Depar1ment subcontractor
employee submitted and was reimbursed for fraudulent travel claims for lodging

-·

~:~~~~~~· t:~h~r~~~~~%~~~.07l~~~t~OS~lcontract~-~=~~'.+~~~-~~~.~. ~=~·~1··=~: ---···---~~)~~),i~)( 7)(C)
lltls Jssu:::sm Is ft OFJUI I± 0lil Ell II Y: Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
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Information Act (Tille .S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section .552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region Region

Region

Region

Region

_ 2_

_3_

_4_

5

6

41

25
0
0

33
1
1

12
0
0
18

41
0

26

35

1

0

53
0

0

0
3:1

0

Open Cases:
Hold;
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0
2

40
2

41
0

a

6

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio: .
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

42
0
0

42

47

a

1

0
10:1

5:1

0
0

a
6:1

6:1

7
0
0

6
0
0

5:1

0

6
0
1

7

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

105
11
9

O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 06/22/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

8

0

0

For Signature

0

Total Cases
~

9

Cases Completed

Cases Opened

Cases Withdraw

Total Closed

This Week

This Week

This Weefs

in CY 2012

a

1

0

20

2
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llti ti

0
4:1

6:1
4
0

7
0
0

Agents on Detail:
Agen1s on TOY:

•

TCS

4
0
1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of 1.nvestlgations completed 2 Recovery Act-related awareness briefings
over the past week, as follows:
(b)(G).(b)( 7 )(C) mm .:!m ..

Iprovided briefings to

.OnJune13-14; 2012J- ..

senior staff members of the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, NNSA, in
Schenectady, NY, and the West Valley Demonstration Project, West Valley, NY,
respectively.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS,
•

CARES,

CONCERNS

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy fnspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT
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Office cf Inspector General

Ending June 29, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of lnspeclor General (OIG) employees oniy. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of lhe Deputy Inspector General for Investigations (DIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Search Warrant Executed In Access Device Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

....
(b-)(-7)-(A-)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

___...! (111 AL013: l....___ _ __.f-

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Overseas Search Warrant in Computer Intrusion Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

7
....
(b_J<_l(-Al_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

__,I (112TC008: I....__ _ _ _...11I

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

3. Former National Laboratory Employee Enters into Civil Settlement
On June 12, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Washington
entered into a civil settlement agreement with a former contractor employee of the
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). The investigation determined that
the former employee submitted fabricated/altered documentation to PNNL to
improperly receive tuition assistance and reimbursement for college courses the
former employee did not complete. As a result of the settlement agrf ement. the
former employee agreed to reimburse the Government. (111 RL001:
- --

+
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25 Public disclosure is dclcrmined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

2

3

Region
4

Region

1

5

6

Open Cases:

40

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

2

42
0
5

41
0
0

33

0

40
2
0

26

Hald:

0
0

1
1

42
0
0
6:1

42
0
0
10:1

47
0
0
6:1

26

35

0

0
0

0
0

6:1

3:1

5:1

41
0

7
0
1

4
0
0

7

0
2

6
0

7
0

6
0

4

1

0

98

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:

8

10
0

Positive Outcomes:
HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT <FOIA)
Status as of COB 06/29/2012
With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

1

0

0

0

8

Cases Completed
This Week

30
0
0
3:1

6:1

HOTLINE ANO MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

With POFC

12
0
0

18

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

•

TCS

Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

1

9
Total Closed
In CY 2012

20

2
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0
3

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

(b)( 6 ),(b!(?J~~i __

I

joined by l<b)(6
ctingT.eam.Lead, __ (~J._(~)~~~l(7J(CJ
Central Audits Division, provi e a e 1nar riefing to 71 Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy staff members from multiple geographic locations throughout the
Department.

---·•-- onJune2eT20.12;

---

, and

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

OTHER MATTERS
•

The TCS Forensic Lab is beta testing a new eDiscovery software suite for potential
deployment to the field. lntella Pro (http://www.vound-software.com/Home) is a cost
effective tool that would allow agents in the field to review, analyze and produce
reports on large sets of data seized in support of an investigation.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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Office or Inspector General

Ending July 13, 2012

The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department}, Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions or investigative acliv1Hes performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief {IEB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing in Wire Fraud Investigation

(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

On June 29, 2012, a former Department contractor employee, who was a buyer for
the Nevada Site Office, was sentenced to 5 months incarceration and 1 year
probation, and ordered to pay $42, 127 .08 in restitution in the Northern District of
Indiana. The former contractor employee and another individual not affiliated with
the Department previously pied guilty to five counts of wire fraud. The investigation
determined that both individuals engaged in collusive procurement activities that
resulted in kickbacks and embezzlement of Department funds. Sentencin~ is
endin for the unaffiliated individual. This is a joint investigation with the !bJ(?)(A)
-- (b)(?)(A)
(108LVOO~:I ------

I

2. Sentencing in Copper Theft Investigation
On July 2, 2012, an individual not affiliated with the Department was sentenced by
Weld County Colorado District Court to 120 days incarceration and 2 years
probation. In addition, the individual was ordered to pay $30,011 in restitution to the
Department for theft of copper from the Western Area Power Administration's Ault
substation. As previously reoorted the jndjvjdua! pied 011ilty to burglarv. This wa~ a
joint investigation with th,(b)(?)(A)
. (11 ODN003:
---+-m mm(~)(~)'.~b)(?)(C)

I

-

3. Plea Agreement in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On July 2, 2012, an owner of a Department subcontractor company pied guilty in the
Western District of Texas to one count each of being a felon in possession of a
firearm and possession of a destructive device by a felon. During the execution of
search warrants for grant fraud evidence in this case, multiple firearms and
explosive devices were discovered and seized. As previously reported, the
investigation determined the owner and a former Texas Slate Recovery Act Grant
Coordinator conspired to submit fraudulent documents and false claims to obtain
approximately $2 million in Department Recovery Act funds. Sentencing is pending
on the firearm-related charges. This is a joint investigation with multiple State and
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

. _federaLagencies. (111AL015:lT' · '

' · f 95lf'il:' L

1

1
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4. Company Enters into Civil Settlement Agreement
On July 10, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Connecticut entered
into a civil settlement agreement with a contractor of the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL). The investigation determined that the contractor
submitted false billing invoices to NETL for work performed pursuant to a $1.8
million cooperative agreement. As a result of the settlement, the contractor agreed
to pay $50,000, and create and implement a Governrenf contract crmpliance
program and an ethics training program. (109PT002:
m mmm·->---m
mmm

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region
4

Region

0

41
0

5

0

25
0
0

Region
1

Region
2

Region

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40
0

40

44

2
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

42
0
0

42

1
1

49
2
0

6:1

10:1

7

0
0

2

3

5

Region
6

TCS

33

11
0

1
1

41

25

7:1

0
0
6:1

4
0

7

6

0

0

2

0
2

31

0

35
0

1

0

3:1

5:1

0
3:1
4:1

7
0
1

6

4

0

0
1

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

189
13

4
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

1

19

None

2
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 7/13/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

8

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

Cases Withdraw
This Week

1

0

Total Cases
Open

9
Total Closed
In CY 2012

20

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

As you know, the IGNet has been updated. If you have not done so already, please
request access using the directions below:

1. Go to: https:f/lgcomm.doe.gov/user/register
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select "Create Account"
Enter Username
Enter Email Address
Click "Create New Account" button
Once your account has been approved, you will receive an email allowing you
access to the site

The !ook and feel of the IGNet has changed. The tabs at_ the top of the page will
help you navigate through the IGNet. The box on the right side of the screen will
assist you with navigating within each tab. If you have any questions about the
location of 01 materlal, please contact a P3 staff member.

3
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Office of Inspector Ge11eral

F.nding July 20 1 2012

The Office of Investigations (01} 'Weekly OIG Act!vity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. II may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) In
the Energy Inspector General Project Traeking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Former Department Contractor Employee Sentenced in Theft of Federal Funds
Investigation
On July 17, 2012, in the U.S. Court District of Idaho, a former director of a
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) grantee was sentenced to 10 months
incarceration and 3 years of supervised release and was ordered to pay restitution of
$36,485. The former director was previously charged with one count of theft of
Federal funds, which came from a contract worth approximately $400,000. The
investigation determined that between September 2008 and July 2009, while
employed by the BPA grantee, the former director embezzled the funds for personal
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

JJ§e.,w.(.1.1. .1. .lflJQ3.:J....................

I

2. Co.conspirator Found Guilty by a Jury in Per Diem Investigation
On July 18, 2012, a Federal jury in the District of South Carolina returned a guilty
verdict against a co-conspirator in a theft of Government per diem funds. The
individual participated for scheme, which enabled a Savannah River Site
subcontractor employee to fraudulently obtain $54,000 in per diem funds. The
former subcontractor employee had previously pied guilty and the co-conspirator
entered Into a Pre-Trail Diversion Agreement (Agreement). The co-conspirator

~!~~,:~~~~=~ z~;d:~.~~~~(i~~~~~~Tes1e~"_''~ -~~·~ in_di:d_u•I• have
3. Information Filed in False Time Card Investigation

(b)(6).(b)(7.lSC::~

On July 9, 2012, in the U. S. District Court Eastern District of Washington, an
information was filed against a former Hanford Site employee charging one count of
conspiracy to defraud the Government with respect to claims. The investigation
determined that between October 2003 and December 2008, the former employee
and at least three other Hanford Site employees willfully entered into an agreement
to defraud the Department by routinely submitting false timecards and receiving pay
for numerous hours they had not worked over years of employment. (108RL007:

-·-+· -rn ••

I

•

llilS tlSCiiiiltiil IS fol Ci I kb dS !3!!! 614! I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
lnformnlioll Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privac}' Act (Title 5, U,S.C., Section .552a).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fralld Case Support:

40
0
0

40

44
0

41
0
0

25

33

0
0

1
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

40

42

49

1
3

0

0
0
7:1

2
0

5

0
8:1

5:1
7
0
0

5

41
0
0
6:1

6
0

7
0
0

0
2

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

1

35

30

0
0

1
1

0
0

3:1

5:1

3:1
4:1

7
0
0

6

4

0

0
1

1

123
8
5
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 7/20/2012
With MA POFC

lnCIG

7

0

3
Cases Completed
This Week
1

1

25

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

.With POFC

11
0
18

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

•

TCS

For Signature
0

Cases Opened

Cases Withdraw
This Week

This Week

0

0

Total Cases
Open

10
Total Closed
In CY 2012
21

2

ll:lc ds OUB!Slli Is fSt OliiTIBI: ± UQIJ Bl 11 '·. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sec!ion 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, ll.S.C., Section S52a).

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

01 completed the following Recovery Act-related awareness briefing over the past
week:
(bJ( 5 J.(b)(?)(C) mm•m . . 11 ....

RegJon3= OnJuty17 1 2012,fmmm.m · m m. m•m
provided a fraud
awareness briefing to 15 employees of the Tennessee Community and Economic
Development Agency in Nashville, TN. The employees included senior managers,
contracting officers and administrative staff.

OTHER MATTERS
•

SAs should review their open cases in EIGPT and ensure the "Element" code on the
predication screen is correct. The "Element" code allows Operations Officers to
decipher between DOE, NNSA and FERC inves1igations. This code is important
when providing information to senior management for high level briefings or
testimony.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

(bJ( 5 J.(bJ(?l5~L.

•

Please welcame three new members to the DI team·

I

.......... !. . . . . _
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.!Region

m mmm mm•mm mmmlm

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2 Investigations. mm mm.

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Travel Card Disputes - If a traveler believes a charge on his/her travel card is
incorrect, the traveler should dispute the charge. To dispute a charge, the traveler
must log on to their travel card on-line account, select the transaction in question,
and click on the dispute option. A temporary credit will be issued for the amount of
the transaction being disputed. The temporary credit will last up to 60 days and
should provide the traveler with sufficient time to resolve the dispute with the vendor.
Disputing a charge through the traveler's on-line account will ensure that a disputed
amount is not reported as past due during the period of time the traveler is working
with the vendor to resolve a dispute. Please note, calling the travel card company
(JP Morgan Chase) does not always result in the charge being officially disputed and
as a result if not paid, it will show up as past due on the travel card statement.

•

AIGI Awards - Nominations for AIGI Honorary Awards for 2012 are now being
accepted. Nominations must cover performance and successes for the period from
September 1, 2011 through August 31, 2012. Nominations forms can be found on
the IGNet under Investigations Manual, Chapter 14 - Exhibit C. All nominations are
due to Tara Porter, Director, P3, no later than Friday, September 7, 2012.

3

I hi§ 66Cihh€ill ts fol 61 I ICB Lb @101i! !'JI /LY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section S.52a).

•

Mandatory Training - All 01 employees must complete the 2012 Information
System Security Awareness Annual Training no later than August 24, 2012.
The course is available on OnHne Learning Center (OLC) and is listed in your To-Do
List on the Welcome Page. The course may also be accessed in the News Link
secton on OLC under New and Featured Courses.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT

. .P~~(lnrient.of ~.n.~rqv
Office of Inspector General

Ending July 27, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Actlvily Report" ls intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Search Warrant Executed in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

l(b)(7)(A)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

.....
l!(b_)(7_l(_A)_ _ ___.IJ11?QtI9_Q~~+--

.

I

I

2. Sentencing in Theft of Government Property Investigation
On June 25, 2012, in the Circuit Court of Monongalia County, VW, a former National
Energy Technology Lab (NETl) contractor employee was sentenced to 1 year
suspended sentence, 2 years probation, was ordered to perform 100 hours of
community service and pay a fine. As previously reported, the former contractor
employee embezzled over $5,000 in supplies from a warehouse usr,d ta s1mnort
NETL Mor antown operations. This is a joint investigation with thefbl( 7)(A)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

(ttoe101o:f----- ---

. _<bl< 7 l(Al

I

L--------J

3. Former Contractor Employee Debarred
On July 23, 2012, in response to an Investigative Report to Management, the Office
of Procurement and Assistance Management notified the OIG ihat a former Oak
Ridge National Laboratory contractor employee was debarred from doing business
with the Federal Government for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the
individual used his Government-issued travel card to obtain $28,00P in cash
advances, gasoline and pre-paid credit cards for personal use. The former
contractor employee pled guilty in the State of Tennessee's 61h District to theft of

(bJ(SJ,(bJ(?J<~L ___

-l. .-_·-~--o--~-=-m_m_e_n_.t

rroper!y and was sentenced to 3 years probation. (11 OOR021:
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

1

2

_3_

_ 4_

_ 5_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40

40
2

47

35

0

0

5

39
0
0

25

0

0
0

1
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

40
0
0
5:1

42

52

39

25

37

0

1

8:1

7:1

0
2
6:1

0

0

3
0

0
3:1

6:1

7

5

6

7

0

0

1

3

7
0
0

0
0

0
2

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

0

Region

Region

TCS

_ 6_

0

6
0
0

11
0
1
18

30
0
0
3:1
4:1
4

0
1

HOTLINE ANO MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

101
4
1
1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

Bonneville Power Administration Employee Suspended Without Pay for
Firearms Violations
In response to an OIG referral, the Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville)
confirmed allegations that a Bonneville Field Inspector (Inspector) kept a personally
owned pistol in the Inspector's assigned Government vehicle. The Inspector was
suspended without pay for 2 weeks for violating Bonneville policy. The Inspector
and other Bonneville employees were briefed on Bonnevil!e's pol ides ref arding
---- - --firearms and Government vehicle usage. (!12RS066:1

->- . _

2
lil · I 11m:I is ft QJ?P'Htll:I± Cl!ll9 []fits & • Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, lJ.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section S52a).

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl
Status as of COB 7/27/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

7

6

0

0

Cases Completed

Cases Opened

This Week

This Week

0

Cases Withdraw
This Week

0

13

Total Closed
in CY 2012

1

21

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3} UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training -All 01 employees must complete the 2012 Information

System Security Awareness Annual Training no later than August 24> 2012.
The course is available on OLC and is listed in your To-Do List on the Welcome
Page. The course may also be accessed in the News Link secton on OLC under
New and Featured Courses.
Training Status - All 01 employees must notif~
.J~)(6~ .
···----l-m - -····- ~----jot the status of any training entered into CHRIS
(e.g., completed, cancelled, rescheduled). Since CHRIS acts as DOE OIG's system
of record for employee training, the information provided will be used to update
employees' training records.
•

(b)(6)

...... - _

•mmm

-mm

------J _ ___

3
' ' f 121iiECJ '1 3HJ1ii 'il 'k\'J Public disclosure ls determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille S, lJ.S.C., Scctiot! 552a).
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DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Depu1y Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Office of Inspector General

Ending August 3, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of

Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
lhe OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy lnspeclor General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1.

Trespassers Arrested at Y-12 National Security Complex
On July 28, 2012, the OIG arrested three individuals, with no Department affiliation,
for trespassing on the Y-12 National Security Complex and vandalizing the Highly
Enriched Uranium Materials Facility. On August 2, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office
filed a criminal information for misdemeanor trespassing, while superseding felony
charges are expected soon. The Individuals w;·:Lf;~:: de;anfion hearing ~n A11m1jt
3, 2012. This is a joint investigation with th~<~~~,:~~-_
_
_
and has garnered significant media atlention....
J~)(~!.,(~)( 7 )(C)

-1---1-e.-·- - -.. -..--.. .-...-.. -.--.. -.. .-.. . -.. -.. . .--'. ___

2.

Computer Intrusion Search Warrant
(b)(7)(A)

l

(b)(7)(A)

3.

Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Theft Investigation
On July 26, 2012, an IRM with one recommendation for corrective action was
issued to the Director, National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL). The
investigation determined a former NETL con1ractor employee stole over $5,000 in
supplies from NETL As previously reported, the former contractor employee was
sentenced to 2 years probation, ordered to perform 100 hours of community
setyi!<~. and regulred to pav a
This was a joint investigation with the

r l 7 llAI

finl11OPT010:1

___

--+- ____ _
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Public disclosure is determi11cd by the Fl'eedom of
I.nfornmtion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

1

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0

40

49

2
0

0
5

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

36

0

Region
4

Region

Region
6

TCS

5

39
0

25

35

12

0
0

1
1

0
1

0

--

16

0
2
5:1

42
0
0
8:1

54

39

29

0
2

25
0
0

37

5
0
7:1

1
0

6:1

3:1

6:1

0
0
3:1
4:1

5
0
0

7
0
2

6
0

7
0
0

6
0
0

7

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:

Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

110
13
6
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)

Status as of COB 08/03/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

11

0

0

3
Cases Completed
This Week

a

Total Cases
Open

14

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

Cases Opened
This Week
0

1

21

2
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· f iiiITIUI ':!L l''HJM I!!. HS:. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Pl'ivacy Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Section 552a).

4
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

Mandatory Training -All 01 employees must complete the 2012 Information
System Security Awareness Annual Training no later than August 24, 2012,
The course is available on OLC and is listed in your To~Do List on the Welcome
Page. The course may also be accessed in the News Link section on OLC under
New and Featured Courses.

•

CHRIS Workflow - The Employee Training Workflow Profile in CHRIS for OI
employees should be as follows:
o Step 1 - Employee's First Line Supervisor

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C)

o Step 2
... a ... Step3

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

... ..... 0 _ ..S.tep.4

.................................................

(b)(6). (b )(7)(C)

_____

-,.:::S:rK~IPc:..__-Iii(b:;\i)(~s)7i,(b:;\i)(7'i
7 Jrr{c'.)'")-,

.,__

1--~~~--_,...,,......,..~__.

-:..'

................. .9 .......Step. . 5. . ~.•. _. . . . -.. . . . . . . . .

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT
'./

Office of Inspector General

Endi119 August 101 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). DetaUs on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Trespassers

at Y-12 National Security Complex Indicted

On August 7, 2012, the three individuals previously arrested for trespassing on the
Y-12 National Security Complex and vandalizing the Highly Enriched Uranium
Materials Facility were indicted for misdemeanor trespassing and two coun1s of
felony destruction of property. These charges carry a maximum possibility of

. nt and ~ fiqe

\~ ~;~r:~·:;risonme

;LZ • • • •

!(~~?),~-·---(b)(6) (b)(?)(C) _ ....

mm•m

:

•m

•-

mm•

of $25?,000. This Is a j?in~ !nvestigati.on with

~he

_ Jand continues to garner significant media attention.

m

2. Two Search Warrants Executed for Theft of Government Property
(b)(7)(A)

(b)(7)(A)

3. Former Department Subcontractor Indicted
On August 7, 2012, a Federal Grand Jury in the District of South Carolina indicted a
former Department subcon1ractor on one count of theft of public funds and one count
of false statements. The investigation determined the subcontractor falsified per
diem certification forms in order to receive $14,356.35 in per diem payments the
subcontractor was not eligible to receive. If convicted, the subcontractor f..-a-.c-..es.........
a_ _...,
maximum of 10 years imprisonment and a fine of $250,000. (111 SR012:

HHS dctliliitlll ts fol Bi I foil & tl51'li! ems 2. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

)(6),(b)(7l(C)

4. Actions in Time Card Fraud Investigation
On August 2, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
a former Department contractor employee pied guilty to one count of conspiracy to
defraud the Government. On August 6, 2012, a criminal information was filed
charging another former Department contractor employee in the same work unit with
one count of conspiracy to defraud the Government. The investigation determined
that over a 5 year period the former Department contractor employees had routinely
submitted time cards falsely claiming and receiving pay for hours they had not
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.........

I

_WQiked.•. ._(.LQ8RL007+--

--····"'~""'"'

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region
5

Region
6

TCS

14
0
0
8

51
0
3

39
0
0

24
0
0

35
1

0

41
2
0

36

43

39
0
0
6:1

24
0
1
3:1

22

1

54
0
0
7:1

37

0
0
5:1

0
0
6:1

2
8
3:1

6
0
2

2:1
4
0
0

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

36
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

Region

3

1

0
8:1

7

5

0
1

0
0

7
0
0

6
0
0

7
0

a

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

67
9
12
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

2
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATJON/PRIVACY ACT (FOIAl

Status as of COB 08/10/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

10

0

0

3
Cases Completed
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

1

Total Cases
Open

13

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
In CY 2012

0

0

22

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

The OIG Senior Leadership Meeting was held on August 7, 2012, with 01 break-out
sessions the following day.

JOYS, CARES.CONCERNS

{b)~!~<?l._. • ..Today.id--···-···--- - - ----Ilast day with 01. As you may know.I
1' X•I lb 1171'.Cl _. __ . celired Jn ian""Ji2008, totoweverEJreturned to 0 I in October 2009 as a 1t:~f
(b)(S)

annuitant.

(b)(Sl (b)(?)(C)_ _ .
(bJ( 6l

(b)(7)(C~

_ ____

(b)(6).(bl,(?_l_(C:L•.

n•••••n'

I

as assisted on various Headquarters ARRA matters, and

!~( 6) ~b)(?)(C)

-- ____ib)(_S).(b)(?J(CJ
institutional knowledge and subject matter expert!~ a variety of ops"relate issues
has.proven invaluable. -We wis~ ~uccess inL:Juture endeavors. -Good luck
(~)\6 ~~~b)(?J(CJ

I

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

AIGI Honorary Award Nominations - Nominations for the AIGI Honorary Awards
are due no later than August 31, 2012 (this is a revised due date). The award
criteria for each award category and award nomination forms are outlined In Chapter
14 of the QI Investigations Manual. The OIG Award Ceremony is scheduled for
October 15, 2012 1 at 1:00 PM in Washington, DC. Field offices will join the
ceremony via video teleconferencing.

•

FY 2012 Performance Ratings -All FY 2012 Performance Ratings must be
completed no later than October 30, 2012. Supervisors will contact employees to
schedule the performance rating meeting. At the time of the rating, employees who
are eligible for a performance award must notify their supervisor whether they want
to receive a cash or time-off award.

3
di t 'z !bt 811Pl8LL l!f8B 81 ltfP! Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title .5, U.S.C., Section 552n).
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Official
(b)(6MbJ(7)(C)

ere are any issues or ques ions.
•

Avallablllty of Weekly Report - Field offices are reminded that a copy of each
Weekly Report should be printed each week and placed it in a binder that can be
reviewed by local Office of Audits and Inspections employees upon request.

•

Mandatory Training -All OI employees must complete the 2012 Information
System Security Awareness Annual Training no later than August 24, 2012.
The course is available on OLC and is listed in your To-Do List on the Welcome
Page. The course may also be accessed in the News Link section on OLC under
New and Featured Courses.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administra1ion
AU Office of Investigations Employees
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Office of rnspcdor Gener,11

Ending August 17, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly DIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGl). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Interim Distribution of Bankruptcy Proceeds In Defective Body Armor Case

(b)(7)(A)
(b )(6). (b )(7)(C)

On August 13, 2012, thef(b)(?)(A)
!confirmed that on
July 26, 2012, the U.S. BaflRtuptcy court tor me District or belaware approved an
interim distribution order far a corporation involved in the manufacture and sale of
defective Zylon body armor. Specifically, the corporation was aware that Zylon fiber
was defective. The order allows an interim distribution of $20,000,000 to be split
among the general unsecured cred'
· eluding the United States. Of this amount,
·
· ·
This case is an ongoing investigation by
th (b)(?)(A)
and several other Federal law enforcement

. . .age.ncie.s.•.(.l.040R010: .. ···············-····· . . ..
2. Information Filed Against Former Department Contractor Employee
On August 15, 2012, in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, a
criminal information was filed charging a former Department contractor employee
with conspiracy to defraud the Government. The investigation determined that over
a 5 year period, the former Department contractor employee and other Department
contractor employees in the same work unit had routinely submitted time.cards
falsely claimrng and receiving pay for hours they had not worked. The cont,...ra_c.....
to_r_ _
employee is scheduled to enter a guilty plea in the near future. (108RL007:1
···-····---1~)_(~),~b)(?)(C)

t • f fiiilPiliiH ':Is I me Sil JI I\ Public disclosure is delermined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552} and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

Region

2

_L

4

41
2
0

51

38

0
3

0

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/AcHon:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

40

43

54

0
0

0

0

0
0

5:1

8:1

7

0
0

0
0

a

Region
5

Region

TCS

24
0
0

30
1

13

1

8

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

32

0

0

0

7:1

38
0
0
6:1

24
0
3:1

5:1

5

7

6

7

a·

3:1
2:1
4

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

106

5
6

0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PR1VACY ACT (FOIA}

Status as of COB 08/17/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

10

3
Cases Completed
This Week

0

0
1

0

0

Cases Opened
This Week

13

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
in CY 2012

This Week

0

0

22

2
This Jlo a 111 1111 ·s ft: 8Pl'i ili':h tlMpq Ml ft, t • PubliC disclosure is delermined by the Freedom of
!11fonm11io11 Act (Title S, U.S.C., Seclion 552) and lhc Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

22
1

0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

Mandatory Training - All OI employees must complete the 2012 Information
System Security Awareness Annual Training no later than August 24, 2012.
The course is available on OLC and is listed in your To"Do List on the Welcome

Page. The course may also be accessed in the News link section on OLC under
New and Featured Courses.
•

AIGI Honorary Award Nominations - Nominations for the AIGI Honorary Awards
are due no later than August 31, 2012. The award criteria for each award
category and award nomination forms are outlined in Chapter 14 of the 01
Investigations Manual. The OIG Award Ceremony is scheduled for October 15,
2012, at 1:00 PM in Washington, DC. Field offices will join the ceremony via video
teleconferencing.

•

Distribution Ust for Firearms Coordinators -A new OJG 01 distribution list has
been added to the Outlook Global Address List. The distribution list is for Firearms
Coordinators and is titled DL-IG-INV-Flrearms. The list includes the National
Firearms Coordinator and all of the Regional Firearms Coordinators, including back-

ups.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACIIVITY REPORT
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OHice of Inspector Gtmernl

Ending August 24, 2.012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is Intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG wllhout prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by Ol Special
Agenl(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB} In
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Settlement Agreement with Former Department Prime Contractor
On August 10, 2012, the U.S. Department of Justice settled a qui tam lawsuit by
entering into a $230,000 agreement with Bechtel Jacobs Company (BJC) - a former
Managing and Operating contractor at the Department's Paducah, Kentucky, facility.
The investigation focused on the relators' allegations that BJC had improperly
handled and misclassified· hazardous radioactive waste from 1996 to 2002. The
settlement was the result of over-billing by BJC. (1030R006~

---1-

(b ){6),(b )(7)(C)

2. Former Bonneville Power Administration {BPA) employee pied guilty to the
theft of Copper Ca bf e
On August 14, 2012, a former BPA employee pied guilty to one count of felony theft
in Spokane County 1 Washington, Superior Court for the theft of copper cable and
was sentenced to one day incarceration and ordered to pay $10,232 in restitution to
BPA and an $800 fine. The investigation substantiate~ the former SPA
• excess o f $20 ,000 f ro
employee stole copper cab Ie 1n
· · · · · dutylocatlork lhe- - --

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

~~~~~~~i~i~{~~~~~~~~+~.~~-~n DeceJber 17 2011, prior to a proposed
1

(b)(6).(b )(7)(C)

3. Arrest and Search Warrants Executed in Child Pornography Investigation
On August 21, 2012, a DOE con1ractoremployee at Savannah River Site (SRS) was
arrested, and a simultaneous search warrant was executed at the contractor's
residence. These actions stemmed from an investigation into allegations t~~e
contractor employee was searching far and viewing child pornography from
- work-J~)<~}·<~H 7 J(C)
(b)(6),(b )(7)( C)

-~:~~(tl~~~d~~.~~n. Prosecution is pending for alleged violations o state

T' · '
m ' · 5 ·Off"') ' 1 1 'ff ON' Y Public disclosure is determined by lhc Freedom of
lnformalion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

4. Investigative Reports to Management (IRM) Issued to Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management
On August 20, 2012, and August 22, 2012, lRMs were issued to the Director of the
Office of Procurement and Assistance Management recommending suspension and
debarment action against two former Hanford Site contractor employees who had
worked as material coordinators. As previously reported, the investigation revealed
1ha1 on multiple occasions within a 5 year period, a Hanford-area vendor offered and
provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor employees. These kickbacks,
which took the form of cash, tickets to sporting events, gift cards and other things of
value, were intended to influence the contractor employees to purchase from the
vendor rather than competing vendors. In return for those kickbacks, the contractor
employees conducted more than $3.5 million in business with the vendor. The two
former contractor employees entered into civil agreements
aareed to pay
$11,000 and $14,700 in restitution respectively. (109RLOO<
----

,nd

+-- __________ (~!(~),(b)(?)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
_2_

Region
3

Region
4

Region
5

Region
6

TCS

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

40

47

38
0
0

25

30

0
0

41
2
0

0
0

1
1

13
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

40
0
0
5:1

43
0
0
8:1

50
0
3

38
0
0
6:1

25

32
0
0
5:1

7

5
0
0

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:5

0
5

0

3

7:1

7
0

1

6
0
2

1
0

3:1
7
0
0

6
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

122
10
2
0

HOTLINE POSITlVE OUTCOMES
•

None

2
This dsst mt ls Roi SPF18il HS SAL Slit I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Informalion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Scc1ion 552a).

1
8

22
0
0
3:1
2:1
4
0
1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 08/24/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CJG

12

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

1

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

12

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

0

0

22

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week, as follows:
(b)(S).(b)(?)(C)

I

•. m
.. OnAugust22,-2012l-mm

provided a Recovery Act
fraud awareness briefing to 12 members of the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals
and Energy in Richmond, VA. The audience included employees and senior staff
members.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

•......Gongratulationsto

their second

··· ·

and

-CR}(§} __ ······· · nthe.birth.oL.

(b)(S)

(b)(6)

Best wishes!

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

AIGI Honorary Award Nominations - Nominations for the AlGI Honorary Awards
are due no later than August 31, 2012. The award criteria for each award
category and award nomination forms are outlined in Chapter 14 of the 01
Investigations Manual. The OIG Award Ceremony is scheduled for October 15,
2012, at 1pm in Washington, DC. Field offices will join the ceremony via Video
Teleconferencing.

3
This dssmaca: i f iiiifi81
16£ ow y Public disclosure is determined by rhe Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S,C., Section 552a).
I

I

I

(b)(S),(b)(?)(C)
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Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Ending August 3:t, 20l.2

The Office of Investigations {01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department or
Energy (Depar1menl), Drfice of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. ll may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of lhe Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of invesligative activities pertormed by 01 Special

Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Three Search Warrants Executed for Theft of Government Property and
Program Fraud
(b)(7)(A)

(b )(6).(b)(7)(C)
-··-·-·-·-

·····-- ··-········· ......•...... ~····

2. Former Department Employee Indicted in Travel Fraud Investigation
On August 28, 2012, a former Department manager was indicted by a Federal grand

jury in the Eastern District of Idaho on one count of theft of Government properly,
based on allegations of submitting a fal~vel voucher. When interviewed by the
OlG;-themanageradmittedto falstfrlngt_Jvoucher and also altering other
.d.o_ct1.men1s.-.. (l1.1-lF'.005~1._···-·-_·--·_·--·····_···_ __.I

(b )(6) .(b)(7)( C)

(b )(6).(b )(7)(C)

3. Two Hanford Site Contractor Employees Pied Guilty to Conspiracy to Submit
False Time Cards

{b)(6)

(b)(?l5?.L

-I

On August 23, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington,
two Hanford Site contractor employees pied guilty to one count each of conspiracy
to defraud the Government, a felony that carries a maximum penalty of 10 years of
incarceration. The investigation determined that for a period of up to 5 years, these
contractor employees and others in the same work unit routinely submitted time
cards falsely claiming and receiving pay for hours they had not worked. {108RL007:

I

nils dse
ti r Ol"T?r '· '·m· Ot!l M Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, lJ.S.C., Section 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

4

5

Region

TCS

Open Cases:

40

43

Hold:

44

38

2

0

a

26

0
0

0

4

0

0
0

30
1
1

13
0
1
8

45
2

48

26

32

22

0
9:1

3

38
0
0

1
1

0
0

6:1

6:1

5:1

2

1

1

3:1
2:1

5
0

7

0
6

1
0
3:1
1

6

4

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

40
0
0
5:1
0
7
0

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

1

1

1

7
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

124
8
1
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATIONJPRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 08/31/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

For Signature

10

1

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

12

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

Cases Opened

This Week

0

Total Cases
Open

0

0

22

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None
2
I . E QPPS'
mm (]J ITJY. Public disclosure is determined by the I 1reedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C,, Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tit!c 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
7

I

OTHER MATTERS
•

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman and AIGI Michael Milner
visited to Central Investigation 0 erations Office at Oak Rid e TN. Durin their visit

(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

etw.ith- Lsta tas-wena

(b)(6J,(b)(75(cf
(b)(6),(b )(7)(C)

(b)(6),(b)\~)(~r~--

JOYS, CARES.CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES

•

RAIC Program - SAs interested in applying to the Relief Agent-in-Charge (RAIC)
Program must submit an application to their SAC no later than September 21,
2012. Detailed information about the RAIC Program can be found at 01 Polic~
Manual, Chapter 16, Section VII.

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
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The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is Intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assislanl Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of Investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Former Department Employee's Spouse Pied Guilty

On September 4, 2012, the spouse of a former member of the Department's Senior
Executive Service pied gullty to one misdemeanor couljll-at,aldlng and abettirg inf
matter in which they had a financial Interest. As part ot..::JPlea·agreerrumtr - ... ""''"'',J~)11)r(,~)(1)(C)
has agreed to pay $104,000 In restllutlon. The investigation revealed the former
employee arranged for the spouse to receive over $1.2 million in consulting fees and
subcontract payments on a Department project the former employee orchestrated.
<b )(6),(b2E!.~~L.............- . {10f!Hao.ia~J............- . -

I

2. Savannah River Nuclear Services (SRNS) Subcontractor Employee Terminated

On August 30, 2012, the OIG was informed that SRNS terminated a subcontractor
employee for making false statements regarding per diem benefits and using a false
social security number to gain access to the Savannah River Site. During the OIG
investigation, the employee admitted to making false statements to SRNS to
l•llSJ,(b)(l~~---"-=~~~~o receive per diem benefits, The Investigation is ongoing,
3. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued to Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management

On August 30, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director of the Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management recommending suspension and debarment action
against a former Hanford Site contractor employee. As previously reported, the
investigation revealed that on multiple occasions within a 5 year period, a Hanford~
area vendor offered and provided kickbacks to multiple Department contractor
employees. These kickbacks, which included cash, tickets to sporting events, gift
cards, and other things of value, were intended to influence the contractor
employees to purchase from the vendor rather 1han competing vendors. In return for
the kickbacks, the contractor employees conducted more than $3.5 million in
business with the vendor. This former contractor employee previouslv en1ered jato+
•
•
•
•
........ _
civil
agreement and agreed to pay $12,375 m
restitution.
(109RL001.j.
- . . -- (b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
.........
ilia Jss:ano::: IS fbt GI I :ClitE CSE 6142 I. Public disclosmc is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Tide 5, U.S.C., Seclio11 552a).

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

Region

3

Region
4

Region

_2_

5

_6_

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

44

45

36

26

30

13

2

0
4

0
0

0
0

1
1

0
1

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:

37

a

0

0

8

Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
3
5:1

46
1
0
9:1

7

5

0

0
0

2

49

1
0
7:1

7
0
1

36
0
2
6:1

26
0
0
3:1

32
0
0
5:1

6
0
3

7

6
0
0

0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

128

0
5
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 09/07/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

11

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

TCS

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Open

12

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

22

2
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Informal ion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 55211).

22
0
0
3:1
2:1

4

0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

tq

- --------

Region 3 and Hotline - Congratulations
-----~nd. __
~or their recent graduation from FLETC's Inspector General
Investigator Training Program.

l -·-· ·-· ·- -· -

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3l UPDATES
•

FY 2012 Standardized Production Reports - The Standardized Production
Reports for all 01 staff can be found on IGComm at:
https://igcomm.doe.gov/employee-information/standardized-production-reports.
These production reports should be used by 01 employees to outline performance
accomplishments for FY 2012.

•

FY 2012 Performance Ratings -All FY 2012 Performance Ratings must be
completed no later than October 26, 2012. Supervisors will contact employees to
schedule the performance rating meeting_ At the time of the rating, employees who
are eligib!e for a performance awards must notify their supervisor whether they want
to receive a cash or time off award.

•

FY 2013 Performance Plans - All FY 2013 Performance Plans must be entered
into ePerformance and acknowledged by employees no later than November 14,
2012.

•

Time Off Awards - Time off awards must be used 12 months from the date in which
the award is received. Employees can verify the date by which a 1ime off award
must be used by referring to the SF-50 used to generate the time off award or by
asking their supervisor to verify the date in ATAAPs.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
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The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be dlsclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (!EB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing in Grant Fraud Investigation
On September 10, 2012, the former Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of a Department
grantee was sentenced in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Tennessee to 36 months incarceration and 3 years supervised probation for wire
fraud and money laundering. The former CFO was also ordered to pay restitution to
the Department grantee in the amount of $403, 161 and a special assessment fee.
The investigation determined the former CFO utilized several schemes to embezzle
funds from the Department grantee over a 3 year period. (1090R009:l
_jtJ<~L~~l(7)(C)

2. Former Department Subcontractor Enters Pretrial Diversion
On September 6, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina
notified the OIG that a former Department subcontractor employee entered into a
Pretrial Diversion Agreement requiring 100 hours of community service and a
suspension of employment with the Department or any of its subcontractors for a
period of 18 months. As previously reported, a Federal grand jury in the District of
South Carolina Indicted the former Department subcontractor employee on one
count of theft of public funds and three counts of false statements. The investigation
determined the former subcontractor employee falsified three per diem certification
forms in order to receive $32,428 in per diem payments the subcontractor was not
lb llGl lb ll?llCl _

_:~~~~~i:.re~~;~~1-~~c()!]tradQ[

r

previously paid $32 ,4 28 In volu ntal)'

3. Former Hanford Site Contractor Employee Pied Guilty to Conspiracy to Submit
False Time Cards
On September 10, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Washington, a former Hanford site contractor employee pied guilty to one count of
conspiracy to defraud the Government with Respect to Claims. The plea was In
response to a Criminal Information filed on September 7, 2012, charging the former
contractor employee with one count of conspiracy. The Investigation determined

Thia d r

I' f

~FFU!lft rts Wli.1£ GI If'! I

. Public disclosure is determined by lhc Freedom of

Information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) alld the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

that for a period of up to 5 years. the former contractor employee and others in the
same work unit routinely submitted time cards falsel'l claiming and receiving pay for
hours they had not worked. (l08RL007:
m··--m+-·
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(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

Region

2

Region
3

Region

1

4

5

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37

44

44

37

0

2
0

4

0
0

26
0
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:

37

0

·o

Region
6

TCS

30

13

1
1

0

0

46
0
0

5:1

7
0
1

0

Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

48
0

37
1

26
0

32

0

0

0

0

0

5:1

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

9:1

6:1

0
3:1

5

7

6

7

6

3:1
2:1
4

0
0

0

0

2

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

132
27
2
O

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 09/14/2012

With POFC

With MAPOFC

In CIG

10

0

2

Cases Completed
This Week
0

22

1
6:1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

•

1

8

For Signature

1

Total Cases
Open

13

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

Cases Opened
This Week

1

0

22

2
'Pi · d
I · f QliiEIG1• 1 l'f5 OW]{ Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Acl (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings over the past week 1 as folJows:
6
7
(b)( ),(bJ{ )(C)

•

.OnSeptemher13,201-2J--!provided a briefing in the Forrestal building
to 6 recipients of the Department's Small Business and Innovation Research grants
under the Fuer Cell Technologies Program.

OTHER MATTERS
•
{b)( 6 J,(b)( 7J<CJ ...... __

Deputy Inspector General for Investigations John Hartman and AIGI Michael Milner
visited the Western lnvesti ations Office in Albu uer ue NM. Durin their visit they

metwlth.OLstaff .... -·-···· -·--- -- ······ ····- -·-·
Mr. Rick Curran, Director of Western Region for Inspections; and Mr. David Sedillo,
Director of NNSA and Science Audits Division.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
(b)(SJ,(bJ..~.?~~.~l..... ~t........Con ,ratulations·t ··

(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)

on

(b )(6). (b )(7)(C)
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)
,.,_,.,.,,"..,:~~::::"~::~·:.~:·:.

(b)(6). (b )(7){C)

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
1 MS JCCliiiiCill IS ltr 6ffI@!ifs th tJBl9 8I fil!9 f. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the l'rivacy Act (Title 5, U.S,C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

,,D.~~r-m~~L?fs~emr,,,,. " , . ,, .

' ....... ·

Office of Inspector General

Ending

5,~ptember

21, 2012

The Office of Investigations (Ol) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. U may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for lnvesligations (A!Gl). The narratives
contained in this report are genera! descriptions of investigative activH!es performed by 01 Special
Agent(s} (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Execulive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

(b)(6). (b )(7)( C)

(b )(6) .(b )(7)(C)

Response to Investigative Report to Management (IRM)
On September 17, 2012, in response to an IRM, the Director, National Nuclear
Security Administration's Office of Acquisition and Supply Management, debarred a
former Y-12 National Security Complex {Y-12) subcontractor em;?.!Q.)'ee. The
investigation determined the former subcontractor employee, inL=tole-as.projec.L.. __J~)~~),(b)(7)(C)
manager, received kickbacks from a Y-12 vendor. The investigation also
determined that over a 2 year period the former subcontractor employee billed for
Ume.and.r:eceived--paymenHerhoursD1d not work. As previously reported, the
former subcontractor employee was sentenced to 6 months home confinement and
3 years probation, and was ordered to pay $294,976 in restitution.

m,,,,,,,{l080R002:.f.,,,m••'''''''''-'

I

CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

TCS

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38

44

44
0

26
0

13

1

0

0

2
0

37
0

30

0

4

0

0

1

TOTAL:

38

46

48

32

31

0

0

0

0
0

37
0
0

26

1
5:1

9:1

0
0
5:1

0
0
3:1

7
0
0

5

Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

0
6:1

6:1

0
3:1

6
0

7
0

2

1

1

a

2:1

0
0

7
0
2

6
0
1

Thi J
·. ll ii liFI ii ' I ' IHI il II '\ Public disclosure is de1crmi11ed by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title S, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552a).

4
0
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

115
8
14
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA)
Status as of COB 09/21/2012
With POFC

WithMAPOFC

In CIG

11

0

0

Cases Completed
This Week

0

Total Cases
Open
11

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

0

0

22

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

Six SAs completed training for Ol's new consensual monitoring equipment.

POUCY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS fE3l UPDATES
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

2

I HIS JCCttil.Cilt IS lbl Cl I l&JW CSE 614£ I. Public disclosure is dctcrmiucd by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
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I IS fJ: 31 I r@fiiL bbl. C:i4L I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Tnfonnation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT

.· ... ·· ... pepar:tn1ent of Energy , .
Office of Inspector General

Ending SeptemlJer 28, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy {Deparlment), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval or the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Sentencing in Recovery Act Grant Fraud Investigation
On September 20, 2012, an owner of a Department subcontractor company was
sentenced in U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas to serve 60 months
incarceration, 6 years supervised release, pay an assessment, and forfeit interest
and rights to 76 various weapons, explosive devices, stun grenades, and
ammunition with an estimated value of $16, 175. As previously reported, the owner
pied guilty to one count each of being a felon in possession of a firearm and
possession of a destructive device, based on weapons and explosive. The
investigation determined the owner and a former Texas State Recovery Act Grant
Coordinator conspired to submit fraudulent documents and false claims to obtain
approximately $2 million in Department Recovery Act funds. The firearms and other
items were discovered by an OIG agent during a search w
's 's a 'oint
investigation with multiple State and Federal agenc.....· ....................._(b_l(7_l_(AT")_ _ _ _ _ ___,
l(b)(?)(A)
(111AL015:

I

mm

""••••••

(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

2. Two Former Contractor Employees Pied Guilty In Per Diem Investigations
On September 26-27, 2012, in U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina,
two former contractor employees pied guilty to one count of theft of Government
funds in connection with fraudulently receiving per diem benefits while working at the
Savannah River Site. As previously reported, a Federal Grand Jury indicted the
former contractor employees for fraudulently receiving approximately 31,732 aof
$36,363 and in per diem benefits respectively. (111SR017/111SR026:_
~
J?)<~~·ib)(?J(CJ

f

mm

.
srmrn
125 mg ?f Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U,S.C., Seclion 552) and the Privcicy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region

1
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

39
0
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

39

Region

_L

44

Region
4

Region

37

25

29

0
0

0
0

1
1

42
0
4

2
0

Region

46
0

0

46
0
0

5:1

9:1

2
6:1

7
0
0

5

7

0

0
2

1

2

37

25

0
0
6:1

0

6
0
0

1

3:1
7

1
4

31
0
0
5:1

20
1
3
3:1
2:1

6
0
0

4

94

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

17
8
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

• None
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 09/28/2012
With MAPOFC

lnCIG

For Signature

9

0

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

2

11
0
1

8

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

With POFC

TCS

6

Total Cases
Open

10

Cases Opened

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed

This Week

This Week

0

0

in CY 2012

24

2
el . I
. f Riff ii:' b IJU Ul lb I I Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information 1\ct (Tille 5, U.S.C., Scclion 552) and lhe Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

0
1

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:
7
(b )(S),(b l( )(C)

(bJ(S),(bJ\~l(C)

······'··-·····Region 5-=-0n.September-25, 2012J ·- -·· ··- ··-··· ···· -· - -·
!provided a fraud awareness briefing to approximately 50 employees of the

-1--- -

..

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's Joint BioEnergy Institute in Emeryvllle, CA.
OTHER MATTERS
•

The statistics reconciliation for the last semiannual reporting period, April 1, 2012September 30, 2012, is complete. With the completion do not enter any "actions"
with a date of September 30, 2012 or earlier. If you become aware of statistics that
occurred prior to September 30, 2012, work with your Assistant Special Agent-inCharge to determine appropriate steps needed for reporting.

•

Due to an Ol Managers' Meeting, there will be no Weekly Report next week.

POLICY. PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
J UIS d661iil!tiit 15 fol bl I J@IL HS 500 bl IE I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
111formation Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552n).
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Office of Inspector General

Ending October 121 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General {OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
conlained in this report are general descriptions of investigative aclivlt!es performed by 01 Special
Agenl{s) (SA). Oetails on any particular matter may be obtained by revlewing the Executive Brief (!EB} in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

Former Subcontractor in Per Diem Fraud Investigation Sentenced

I hit 66Cliilttill IS lei 0 lifl il:'zL WE 9l n?5 Puhlic disclosme is de1ennined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 5.52) and lhe Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section S52a).
1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

154
21
5

a

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOJA)

Status as of COB 10/12/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

11

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

Total Cases
Open

11

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CY 2012

0

0

For Signature

0

24

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 6 Recovery Act-related awareness
briefings, they are as follows:

::::::·::::;::~: ·r::J~!v~~~t~~~~~:~:Jje~~~~~=.~~~~~~.~~~~i~:~~herization and
(b )(6) ,(b )(7)(C)

•

=O=c=to....,.b.er.2~4.,.20.1.2J. . ····---···-·······-······

.......,_..:.;:;.;:;i..:.;:;.;..:.-.:..___,.........

·······-··-········-·······--·······-········m

conducted 5.,..b...,ri_e.,.,.fin_g_s_t_o_4.,..,5,,....m-a-na-g-e-r-s-,c-o-n-1r_a_c-to-r-s,_ ___.

(b)(6),(b)\7j(Cf

su con rac ors, engineers, procurement and receiving employees from Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS. CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

2
This de s:::nmt is £bi 0Pft8h tts UOfl 01 lfiff. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

Time off Awards - Time off awards expire 1 year after issuance. Time off awards
received as last year's performance award, will expire in the next few months.
Please check eOPF to determine the expiration date.

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
Tl ·

I

1· 5

iiiFI 011 lb GSB GI il'S I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of

Information Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT
.. ,_, ......... ··.,.;. ..

Office of Inspector General

Ending October 19, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG withot1I prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations {AlGI}. The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

None

CASE INVENTORY
Region

1

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

28

0
0

30
1
1

28

32

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support

42
0
0

44

41

2

0

34
0

0

4

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

42
2
0
6:1

46

45

0
1

0
0

1
0

0
0

7:1

6:1

34
0
0
5:1

4:1

5:1

7
0

6
0
2

6
0
1

7
0
0

6
0

4

7
0
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

88
6
2
1

I Ill§ Jdctllifo111 J§ 161 Gt I ICIAL OSI. 614 LI . Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

TCS

9

0
1
8
19
0
0
2:1
2: 1
4
0
1

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

In response to an OIG referral, the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) confirmed
allegations that a property officer at the National Energy Technology Laboratory
engaged in activities prohibited by the Hatch Act. Specifically, the property
manager, who was also the vice president of the local chapter of the American
Federation of Government Employees Association, was found to have engaged in
political activity while on duty by attending a 2008 labor union convention as a
delegate during official duty hours. The OSC advised the employee that future
prohibited political activities would be considered a knowing and willful violation of
the law that could result in disciplinary action. {109RR072)

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT {FOIA)

Status as of COB 10/19/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

JnCIG

For Signature

Total Cases
Open.

11

0
Cases Completed
This Week

0

0

11

Cases Opened

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed

This Week

This Week

0

0

0

in CY 2012

24

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
1
(b)(G).(b)( )(C) ·

-·················~~~~·~~=~n:~hi7h:i~~~~~-~1····~~;~·~··~·utics & spt: 1~~~i~i·t~~~:·~~!s ··Jr~T 0~e:::;-- -l~l{:;·::;:~;:~;
missed.
POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

2
T' · ' 1
1 · &g liiliFT !JIJ\Ts UOfil @l Pls\'. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Infornrntion Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

DISTRIBUTION
lnspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant lnspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
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Information Act (Tille 5, 1J.8.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT

..... Depa,1,tn1cntofJJ{C:rqy ...
Office of Inspector General

Ending October 26, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be discfosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by or Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Weatherization Contractor Enters into Pretrial Diversion
On October 24, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Kansas entered
into a pretrial diversion agreement with 1he owner of a company contracted to
provide weatherization services through funds awarded to the State of Kansas under
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. As a condition of this diversion, the
owner agreed to a future debarment action as well as 12 months' probation. The
investigation determined the owner submitted payroll reports that falsely certified all
of the company's employees working on weatherization projects had been paid in
accordance with minimum wage requirements, when they had not. This was a joint
(111 DN002:
m•mm•mm·-l•mm(?l_(~!.'~~)(?)(C)
investigation with thd(b)( 7)(A)

I

I

2. Federal Charges Filed in International Investigation
On October 19, 2012, a former Department contractor employee was charged in the
U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota with one count of violating bulk cash
smuggllng. The OIG investigation determined that the former Department contractor
employee received cash bribes from subcontractors in Taiwan who were working on
a National Nuclear Security Administration project, and transported as much as
$70,000 in cash back to the United States without declaring it to Customs and
(b)(6).(b)(?)(C) mm m _Bord~rProtec::Uon,m(IJJPTOOtf-m -

I

3. Settlement Agreement in Defective Body Armor Investigation
On October 18, 2012, the U.S. Department of Jus1ice (DOJ) entered into a
settlement agreement with a corporation and two former principals involved in the
sale of defective body armor to the U.S. Governmen.t. The corporation and former
principals agreed to pay $250,000 to settle False Claims Act allegations. This part
of the investigation focused on allegations that the corporation and principals made
false statements and submitted false claims in connection with the sale of defective
bod armor to the Government. This is an ongoing investigation by th.;:;.e....(b....l(...
7J....(A....l _ _..._...,
(bJ(?J(Al
nd several Federal law enforcement agencies. (1040R010:
_
(~~( J,(~J(?)(C)

'J'I 's :ls st

QFEIG1 '' 1 'SF OW Y Puhlic disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Informatio11 Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) nnd the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region

Region
2

Region

1
Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

41
0
0

45
2
0

42

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

41
0
0

47
1
0

46

5:1

7:1

7

6
0
0

0
3

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

34
0
0

28
0
0

30

28

6:1

34
0
0
5:1

0
0
4:1

32
0
0
5:1

7

6

7

0
0

0
0

0

3
0
4

0

0

1
1

6
0
0

1

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

71
7

6
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 10/26/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

11

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week
0

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Open

11

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
in CY 2012
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

0

24
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Tl · Jost tidtt Lt fol di I JCIAE tJJE OIQ Cf. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, H.S.C., Section 552) and !he Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

TCS

9
0
1
8

18
0

0
3:1
2:1
3

0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector Genera! for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
ii OFE'Q'
ISP OW lf Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Infornrnlion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sectiou 552) nnd the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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Ending November 2, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) ''Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AlGI). The narratives
contained In this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

•

None

CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region

Region

2

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

41

42

0

46
1
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

41
0
0
5:1

47
0
0
7:1

46
2
2
6:1

7
0
0

6

7
0
0

0

0
0

0

4

Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

35
0
0

27
0

29

35
1
0

5:1

6
0
0

0

1
1

9
0
1
8

27

30

18

0

0
0
5:1

0
0
3:1
2:1
3
0
0

1
3:1

7
0
1

6
0

0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

81
2
1
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

*I . I

r.

TCS

JJJJ6 t is fits; f!ll I !Ch t I. CJ.IL BIQE
Public disclosure is determined by !he Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and !he Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Seclion 552a).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 11/02/2012

With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

11

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

0

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

Total Cases
Open

11

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
This Week
in CV 2012

0

0

24

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
6

7

(bl( ),(bl( )(c)

··m··m··~~~~·~~iZ~~~hl~h:i~~fe9nl~~c·;,~;·~·~l lnvesl1galt~~11saii~·~f 0 i~~it;·±~:i:::!;i~~: ··~~~i:1:~~;~;;~~;
POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS {P3) UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General

Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector
for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

General

2

3hk d?GJttJ3?!!' is rsr Off'G' 0 ' '1£5 OW H Public disclosure is detennined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privncy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
'
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'

Office of Inspector General

Ending November 91 2012

The Office of Investigations (Ol) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" Is intended rar the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brlef (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking {EIGPT} system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Actions in Per Diem Investigation
On November 5, 2012, the OIG was informed that a subcontractor at the Savannah
River Site returned $18,877 to the Department. The investigation determined that
the subcontractor did not collect and review its employee's per diem eligibility
documents as required under a Department contract. This failure caused the
Department to inappropriately pay per diem to a former employee. Also, on
November 7, 2012, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina, indicted the
former contractor employee on three counts of false statements. As previously

(b)(G),(b)(?)(~)····- -~~:::~~~!~~~~~:~~~~~:ii;/~~~1y t~ :~~~v~ t;~sred~~~e:~~~~t:~ ~~~ to using a
family member's social security number asr=bwn. -+heempjoveinms te'.iDl!!!ld ~ 116):.lbll'llCI
for providing false documents to the Department. (112SR011 :I
···J
... ~1~ ),(b)( )(C)
0

6

2. Former Contractor Employee Convicted In Kickback Investigation
On November 1, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Washington, a former Hanford Site contractor employee was charged and pied guilty
to one count of misprision of a felony. The former Hanford Site contractor employee
had knowledge of a crime being committed, did not report it, and acted to cover up
the crime. The investigation determined that on multiple occasions between 2005
and 2008, a Hanford-area vendor offered and provided kickbacks to at least 14
material coordinators. These kickbacks, which took the form of cash, tickets to
sporting events, gift cards and other things of value, were intended to influence the
material coordinators to purchase from the vendor rather than competing vendors.
In return for these kickbacks, the material coordinators conducted more than $3.5
million in business with vendor. The former contractor employee agreed to pay
restitution in an amount not to exceed $250,000, incarceration up to 3 years and

ibll•J.lbll'llCI --·

0

i~r-~ ;&~1LJSentencing has been scheduled tor February 7,

I 11.S 68Cilill6llt ts WI bl I kb dS 83£ SitE I. Public disclosure is determined hy the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
2

Region

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

37
1

46
1
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned;
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

38
0

3

Region
4

Region
5

Region

42
0

36

29

10

4

0

26
0
0

1
1

0
1
8

47

46

36

26

0

0

1

0

5: 1

7:1

6:1

0
6:1

0
1

19
1

0

3:1

31
0
0
5:1

7
0
3

6
0

7
0

0

2

6
0
1

7
0
0

0

3

0

6

0
3

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline ·contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

105
2
2
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 11/09/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

13

0

1
Cases Completed
This Week

0

For Signature

0

Total Cases
Open

14

Cases Withdrawn Total Closed
in CY 2012
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

2

TCS

6

24

2
PJil · Jggm11011: is Jie: 0Jili10J \ts l'Ol!I 0JftY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
l11formatio11 Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

0
3:1
2:1
3
0
0

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS
The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
over the past week, as follows:

(b)(S),(b)(!.)S~l.

•

Region5-0nNovember5;20l21- ----!conducted a briefing to 23
senior administrators and staff scientists relating to the use of laboratory-directed
research and development funds at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3} UPDATES
•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Dept1ty Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assis1ant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees

3
Tltls dccm11cm L fu; MPJiJ~ll':fJ HOR 01 llX: Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Ac! (Title 5, 11.S.C., Section 5.52) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT

Office of Inspector General

Ending Novemller 16, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (O!G) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the O!G without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AJGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA}. Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY
1. Guilty Plea in International Investigation

On November 16, 2012, a former Department contractor employee pied guilty in the
U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota to one count of violating bulk cash
smuggling. The OIG investigation determined that the former Department contractor
employee received cash bribes from subcontractors in Taiwan who were working on
a National Nuclear Security Administration project and transported as much as
$70,000 in cash back to the United States without declaring it to Customs and
(b)(6).(b)(7)(C)

..BorderErotection.-(Lt1PT001+......... ----

I

2. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued
On November 13, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director, Office of Procurement
and Assistance Management, recommending suspension and debarment action
against the owner of a weatherization contracting company located in Kansas. The
company was contracted by the State of Kansas to provide weatherization services
under the Recovery Act. As previously reported, the owner entered into a pretrial

~~=~~;~~t~~:~~~~~rrn11?rojttjna falsified

pavroll repr~~D~h6~;r

a joi~

H

4H(b)\6)(b)(7)(C:

3. Pretrial Diversion Agreement in Per Diem Investigation
On November 14, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina
notified the OIG that a former Department subcontractor employee had entered into
a pretrial diversion agreement. The conditions of the diversion include restitution of
$14,356, 100 hours of community service, and a suspension of employment with the
Department or any of its subcontractors for a period of 18 months. As previously
reported, a Federal grand jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former
Department subcontractor employee on one count each of theft of public funds and
false statements. The investigation determined that the former subcontractor

io1<,1.<oi1,i(cJ - -

T -

~=o:;Ye!~~LJ~~.d~eo7 e~~:;~~~~~~~~:,s ;G 1o;g~ot~;rve $14,3=~ ~~'TlrL dottLlllElll Is fs: MF! :CIJ 12 SSC Gt 4E I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) mid the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region

3

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

38
0
1

47
1
0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

39
1
0

48
2
1
8:1

5:1
7
0

6

2

2

Region

4

Region
5

42
0
4

37
0
0

25
0
0

28

10

1
1

0

46
0
0
6:1

37
1

25

0
6:1

1

30
0
1
5:1

7
0
3

0

6
0
0

0

3: 1

6
0
0

7

0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

99

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

4
0
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)
Status as of COB 11/16/2012
With POFC

With MA POFC

In CIG

14

0

0
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

0
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

0

For Signature

0

0

14
Total Closed
in CY 2012

24

RECOVERYACTEFFORTS
•

None

2
1'l!'Els duawcn: Is tt: 8ffl@LHs tj!!l:B

TCS

6

@!!! HsY. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

1
8

19
0
0

3:1
2:1
3

0
0

OTHER MATTERS
•

tq

·- -··--··

AIGI Michael Milner sends special thanks
kR4}for:[3~J~H.~.H~)(7)(€3)
above-and-beyond efforts in putting together the new complaint form. Thanks also
to the Hotline and Analysis Section staff for testing the new form and making a
number of userHfocused recommendations.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
l'I i1 11 st t • ft 8fff@ffelS ~Be 5148 t. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Information Act {Title 5, U.S,C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Tille 5, U.S,C., Secti{)n 552a).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
Office of f11spe.ctcr General

Ending November 30, 2012

The Office of Investigations (01) 'Weekly OIG Activity Report" Is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Offlce of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OlG withaut prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by 01 Special
Agent{s) {SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing of Former Weatherization Energy Auditor
On November 29, 2012, a former weatherization energy auditor for a community
action program was sentenced to 2 years probation, with the first year to be served
in home confinement, and 400 hours of community service for accepting kickbacks
of weatherization funds earmarked tor low-income families. As previously reported,
the individual pied guilty to one count of bribery and one count of false statements in
connection with lying to investigators about his receipt of over $30,000 in kickbacks.
(bJ(SJ,(b)( 7 )(c)

---~~~~~;~4~-~~i?~'.oint

invergation with multiple Government agencies.

2. Criminal Information Filed Against Former Contractor Employee

On November 20, 2012, in U.S. District Court for the District of Ore~on, ;~riminal
Information was filed against a former contractor employee chargin
ithone .\~)(_~~~bl( 7 J(C)
felony count of making a false statement to the Government. The inves 1gation
determined that from at least 2003 to 2009 the former Department contractor
employee falsified transmission line testing reports that were submitted to the

~~;r~~~~ert~i~:~~~~~~~;~t~~~·(l6~~~~fci'.'r cgnlr;u;_~~ ~mr~-e~ac~s up lo 5
3. Search Warrant in Department Grantee Investigation
(b)(7)(A)

'J J:ls dssamcat ia Its; 8FFl@lAils Yliiii @l JbJH. Puhlic disclosure is determined by the Freedom of

Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title :5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

(b)(G) (b)('XCI

4. Pretrial Diversion Program in Per Diem Investigation
On November 23, 2012, a former subcontractor employee entered into a Pretrial
Diversion Agreement (PDA) with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South
Carolina. As part of the PDA. the former subcon1ractor employee was ordered to
make restitution in the amount of $9,739. As previously reported, a Federal grand
jury in the District of South Carolina indicted the former subcontractor employee on
one count of theft of Government funds and one count of false statements. The
investigation determined that the former subcontractor employee fraudulently
. (~)r),~~)(7)(C)
received per diem benefits by falsifying per diem invoices. (112SR001:

I

CASE INVENTORY

TCS

Region
1

Region
2

Region

Region

Region

Region

3

4

5

6

Open Cases:
Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support

39

46

43

28

10

1
0

0
4

37
0

25

0
1

0
0

1
1

0

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:

40

47

47

0

0

0

1
7:1

1
0

0

6
0

1

0

1

0

5:1
7

6:1

37
0
0
6:1

25
0
0
3:1

7

6

7

0

0

0

1

1

30
0

19

0
5:1

0
5:1
2:1
2

6
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

184

12

5
0

HOTLINE POSITIVE OUTCOMES
•

1

8

None

2
This d s ?ti
' • f
OFlil 8k dS !<J 52 61 IL I. Public disclosure is determined by the Freedom of
Jnfonnation Act (Title 5, U.S,C., Section 552) and (be Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Sectiou 552a).

0

0
0

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA)

Status as of COB 11/3012012
With POFC

With MA POFC

lnCIG

8

3

2
Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open

0

Cases Opened
This Week

1

For Signature

Cases Withdraw
This Week

1

0

13
Total Closed
in CY 2012

25

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

The Office of Investigations completed 1 Recovery Act-related awareness briefing
. over the past week, as follows:
(b)(S).(b)(?)(?) _ , ...~

I

.RegionA,,November16,m2012Jmm• ....
........... mm• •m
conducted a briefing at the Department's National Training Center in Albuquerque,
NM, for the Training Managers Working Group Conference. There were 65
participants including management representatives from various Safeguards,
Security, and Protective Force organizations.

OTHER MATTERS

•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS

•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

None

DISTRIBUTION

Inspector General
Counsel to the lnspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Management and Administration
All Office of Investigations Employees
3
I HIS dGCUWC&l Is fts: @JP'f f@IJ tfs !!SE 8 I Its 1. Public disclost1re is determined by the Freedom of
Inform11tion Act (Tille 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).
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WEEl<LY ACTIVITY REPORT

p~part1l)~~t otErwrqy

Office of Inspector Gene1«1I

Ending December 7, 2012

The Office of Investigations (OI) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Department), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in this report are general descriptions of investigative activities performed by Ol Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing lhe Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Sentencing on Research Grant Fraud
On November 30, 2012, in the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of
Pennsylvania, a former Pennsylvania State University professor was sentenced to
41 months incarceration, 1 year supervised release, and ordered to pay $640,660 in
restitution. As previously reported, the OIG investigation determined the professor
applied for and received a $1.9 million research grant from the Advanced Research
Projects Agency - Energy after already receiving a grant from the National Science
Foundation to perform the same work. The professor pied guilty to wire fraud, false
statements, money laundering, and also defrauding the National Institutes of Health
on a separate 1.2 million research grant. This is a Recovery Act investigation.
(bJ(GJ,(bJ( 7J(CJ

(LtOHQOJ6: _
2. Recovered Funds as a result of an OIG Investigation
On December 5, 2012, the OIG was notified by the Livermore Site Office that
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Laboratory) paid $222,264 to the
Department from its management fee. The investigation determined 1hat a
Laboratory contractor employee made an unauthorized purchase, reimbursed by the

, , ., ,
1 11 11 11 1101

.. gl~~~~r·ot_eci~oment jm a company in which he held a financial interest.

3. Former Department Contractor Employee Pied Guilty
On November 30, 2012, in the Ninth Judicial District of Tennessee, a former Oak
Ridge National Laboratory contractor employee pied guilty to one count of theft of
services. The former contractor employee was sentenced to 3 years probation and
ordered to pay restitution to the Deparlment in the amount of $20,~.. The
investigation determined the individual received payment for workl:f idnoL
(b)(6),(b)(7)(C)

p~r.fqrm., . . . {IJQQB0.1. Z:{·······································

I

IM OOCttditlJl IS 161 6£ I 1612 tlS ~8fl 01 ILV. Public disclosure is dctcm1ined by the Freedom of
lnfonna1ion Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

7
(bJ(GJ,(bJ( J(CJ

4. Former Bonnevine Power Administration {BPA) Employee Debarred
On November 29, 2012, the Deputy Director of the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management debarred a former BPA Federal employee for a period of 3
years. The investigation determined that the former BPA employee stole copper
(b)(G) (b)(72~?)__ ....... cableJn excess-0f$201000fror8uty location. The employee previously
resigned on December 17 1 2011, prior to a proposed termination. {112RL001:
(b)(6),(b)(~)(~) _____

1__ _

.m-

I

.

5. Former Department Contractor Employee Debarred
On November 5, 2012, the Deputy Director of the Office of Procurement and
Assistance Management debarred a former National Energy Technology laboratory
(NETL) contractor employee for a period of 3 years. As previously reported, the
former NETL contractor employee was convicted of stealing over $5 1000 in
Government property from NETL and·was sente?iced to 2 years 1ms1mervjsed
probation. This was a joint investigation with the{b)(?)(A)
(b )(6),(b ){7)(C)

. (IJQEIQJQ;

l- - -

I

6. Civil Demand Letter Issued
On November 27, 2012, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Mexico
issued a civil demand letter for $19,574 to a former Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) contractor employee. The investigation determined that the former LANL
contractor employee submitted and was paid for sick leave hours from LANL while
(b )(6),(b )(7)(C)
being paid for work hours by a second employer. (107AL013:
...... "··········-········· -····· --····
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CASE INVENTORY
Region
4

Region

Region

5

6

38

25

28

0

0

0
0

1

0

43
0
4

39

47

47

38

25

0
1
5:1

0

1
1
6:1

1
0
6:1

1
1
3:1

30
0
0

Region
1

Region

Region

2

3

Open Cases:

39

Hold:

0
0

46
1

Pending Closure/Action:
TCS Fraud Case Support:

TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TDY:

0
7:1

7
0

6

7
0

6

7

0

0

0

1

0

4

1

1

1

5:1

6
0
0

2
'r! " '
1 ~ 5 l8Pfl 0i/zk W81i 91 Hs\'. Public disclosure is dctcnnined by the Frecdo1n of
Information Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552) and the Privacy Act (Title 5, U.S.C., Section 552a).

TCS

10
0
1
3
14
0

0
7:1
1:1
2
0
0

HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS

Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:

102
4
14

O

HOTLINE POSfTIVE OUTCOMES

•

None

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/PRIVACY ACT (FOIA}
Status as of COB 12/07/2012

With POFC

WithMAPOFC

lnCIG

10

0

0

Cases Completed
This Week

Total Cases
Open
10

0
Cases Withdraw
This Week

Cases Opened
This Week

4

For Signature

0

0

Total Closed
rn FY 2013
5

RECOVERY ACT EFFORTS

•

None

OTHER MATTERS
•

None

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS
•

None

POLICY, PLANS AND PROGRAMS (P3) UPDATES

•

None
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The Office of Investigations (01) "Weekly OIG Activity Report" is intended for the use of the Department of
Energy (Oepanment), Office of Inspector General (OIG) employees only. It may not be disclosed outside
the OIG without prior approval of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI). The narratives
contained in lhis report are general descriptions of investigative actlvilies performed by 01 Special
Agent(s) (SA). Details on any particular matter may be obtained by reviewing the Executive Brief (IEB) in
the Energy Inspector General Project Tracking (EIGPT) system.

SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY

1. Investigative Report to Management (IRM) Issued in Bribery and Grant Fraud
Investigation
On December 10, 2012, an IRM was issued to the Director, Office of Acquisition and
Project Management, recommending suspension and debarment action against a
former Department subgrantee employee. As previously reported, the individual
pied guilty to defrauding the Weatherization Program and was sentenced to 2 years
probation {first year home confinement), 400 hours of communit service and a
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2. Actions in Per Diem Investigations
On December 5, 2012, a former subcontractor employee at the Department's
Savannah River Site, entered into a settlement agreement to resolve allegations of
civil false claims act violations and will pay $58,000, $33, 148 of which will be
returned to the Department. ln a separate investigation, on December 6, 2012, in
U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina, another former subcontractor
employee was sentenced for fraudulently receiving per diem benefits while working
at the Savannah River Site. The former subcontractor employee was sentenced to 5
years probation, 6 months home confinement, fined $2,000, and ordered to pay
$31,732 in restitution. Both former subcontractor employees fraudulently re,eiveJ
net diem benefits
falsifying eligibility certifications. (111SRO131111 S R026: . __\b)l 6),(bJl7JICJ
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3. IRM Issued to the Office of Procurement and Assistance Management
On December 12, 2012, an !RM was issued to the Director of the Office of
Procurement and Assistance Management, recommending suspension and
debarment action against a former Hanford Site contractor employee. The
investigation determined that over a 5 year period, the former contractor employee
and other Hanford Site employees routinely submitted timecards falsely claiming and
receiving pay for hours they had not worked. As previously reported, the former
contractor employee pied guilty to one count of conspiracy to defraud the
Government with respect to claims. Sentencing is scheduled for April 25, 2013 .
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CASE INVENTORY

Open Cases:

Hold:
Pending Closure/Action:
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Region

Region

Region

Region
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1
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5
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40
0
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1
0
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38

25

28

0
4

0
0

0
0

1
1
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0
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0
0

14

0
0
7:1
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0
1
6:1

5:1
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7

0

0

6
0

1

2

1
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TCS Fraud Case Support:
TOTAL:
Cases Opened:
Cases Closed:
Case Ratio:
TCS Fraud Case Ratio:
Agents Assigned:
Agents on Detail:
Agents on TOY:
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•
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HOTLINE AND MANAGEMENT REFERRAL OPERATIONS
Total Hotline Contacts:
Total Hotline Complaints Predicated:
Total Referral Letters Issued:
Positive Outcomes:
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVEil.Y ACT

Rl~PORTS

ISSURD THIS WRRK:

Special Report on "Lessons Learned/Best Practices during the Department of Energy's
Jmplememation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009," January 19, 2012,
OAS-RA-12-03, (A I IRA055)
~ The

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was signed into
law on February 17, 2009 as a way to jumpstart the U.S. economy, create or save millions
of jobs, spur technological advances in science and hea1th, and invest in the Nati{)[)'s energy
future. As part of the Recovery Act, the Department of Energy (Department) received
more than $35 billion to support a number of science, energy, and environmental
initiatives. In addition, the Depai1ment noted that its authority to make or guarantee
energy-related loans increased to as much as $52 billion. As of December 31, 20 t l, 1he
Department had obligated $34.6 billion (98 percent) of the Recovery Act funding but had
spentjust overS2l billion.

~ The Department, with an "all hands on deck" organizational approach, made a concerted
effort to implement and execute programs designed to meet the goals and objectives of lhe
Recovery Act. As might be expected in such a complex undertaking, cenain actions did

not initially achieve their intended result. There were notable successes and some failures.
As a consequence of our work, we identified a number of "lessons learned" that we believe
ca11 benefit Departmental operations now and in lhe future. Organized by category, these
include: (a) Risk Management Practices; (b) Financial Management and Accounting and
Reporting; (c) Human Capital Management; (d) Regt1latory Compliance; and, (e) Delivery
of Public Services.
Q Our reviews confinned that lhe Department had la.ken a number of significant actions to carry
out its progrnms to meet the goals and objectives of lhe Recovery Act. For instance,
management look various steps to enhance its risk management practices to help ensure that
programmatic risks were identified and mitigated to the extent possible. Jn addition, program
offices developed and implemented practicei; to aid in accounting and reporting for Recovery
Act activities. furthermore, the Department acted quickly to hire nnd/ar reallocate staffing to
administer and monitol' activities associated with the Recovery Act. Programs also had
initiated many actions to deliver services to the public, ranging from improving lhe energy
efficiency of thousnnds of households to installing smur1 meters in various parts of the country
to help improve the public's ability to manage electricity usage. Many of the activities carried
out by the Department were the result of proactive efforts on the part of program offices. Yet,
various other actions and program enhancements occurred in response to issues identified
during our ~cv.icws.
.

.II In our view, the Recovery Act and its implementation and e.xecution by the Department,
both the positives and the negatives, represent an important "teachable moment" which
should be used to inform and aid in the on-going transition to a po~t-Recovery Act
environment. Of even greater imporlance, the issues raised can he utilized by all programs
and sites lo enhance Department operational effectiveness going forward. To this end,
additional details are provided in the body of our report. A matrix describing and
categorizing our body of Recovery Act-related work is attached ·as well. It should be noted
that as of the date of this repo11, substantial Recovery Act funds have yet to be spent. For
this reason, our work related to Recovery Act execution - audits, inspections and
investigations - continues. Should additional "lessons learned" surface as on-going
reviews evolve, we will provide supplemental infonnation to the Deparlmcnt's leadership,
~ Management concurred with the information in the report and stated that it had made

significant progress in addressing our findings and recommendations through
implementation and completion of corrective actions. Management commented that it will
continue to implement strong business practices to facilitate timely, accurate and complete
reporting of both Recovery Act and bl'lse program <lCtivitics.
Assistant Director:
Staff:

(b)(G)

Audit Report on "The Departmem's Management of the Smart Grid bivestme11t Grant Program,"
January 20, 2012, OAS-RA-12-04, (Al ITG018)
~

The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 charged the Department of Energy
(Department) with establishing the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG) program. More
recently, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 {Recovery Act) provided
the Department's Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) with
$3.5 billion to fond the SGIG program and to assist in modernizing the Nation's power
grid. The SGIG program was to facilitalc the installation of state-of-the-art information
technologies and, ultimately, improve grid reliability and enable consumers to reduce the
amount of energy used. The program required that the portion of a recipient's project paid
for with Federal funds not exceed 50 percent of the total project cost. The Department
awarded all of its available grant funds to 99 recipients, with awards ranging in value from
$397 ,000 10 $200 million.

~ Reliability of the grid, specifically, ensuring that the Nation's power grid is adequately

protected from malicious cyber allacks has been and continues' to be an area of concern in
both the public and private sectors. Our report on the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Monitoring of Power Grid Cyber Sec1u-iry (DOE/IG-0846, January 20 l l)
disclosed weaknesses related to the Critical Infrastructure Protection cyber security
standards, In addition, the U.S. Government Accounlability Office's report on Electricity
Grid Modemizatio11 (GAO· 11-117, January 201 J) identified weaknesses regarding the
implementation and enforcement of Smart Grid cyber security guidelines. Given the

importance of developing an effective and secure Smart Grid, we performed this audit to
determine whether the Department adequately administered and monitored the SGJG

program.
lff Although the Depart\nent had taken a number of positive actions, our audit revealed several
opportunities to enhance mnnagement or Che SGlG program. The problems that we
discovered could jeopardize achievement of Recovery Act goals. In particular, we found
that Department officials approved Smart Grid projects that used Federally-sourced funds
to meet cost-share requirements. Although specifically prohibited by regulation, one
grantee inappropriately used $1.8 million in Federal fonds 10 meet grant cost-share
obligations. In addition, one recipient was reimbursed twice for the same costs related to
transportation, Furthermore, three of lhe five cyber security plans (required to be
submilted by grantees) which we reviewed were incomplete, and did not always
sufficiently describe security controls and how they were imp1emented.
~ The issues we found were due, in part, to the accelerated plnnning, development, and

deployment approach adopted by 1hc De1n1rtment for the SGIG program. In particular, the
Department had not always ensured that certain elements of the SGIG program were
adequalely monitored. There was no assurance that the Department's grant monitoring
methodology was completely effective. Furthermore, officials approved cyber security
plans for Smart Grid projects even though some of the plans contained shortcomings that
could resull in poorly implemented controls. We also found that the Department was so
focused on quickly disbursing Recovery Act funds that it haq not ensured pel":\onne!
received adequate grants management training.

Ii Without improvements, there remains a risk that the gonls and objectives of the Smart Grid
program may not be fully realized. From a business mamtgement perspective relating to
iaxpayer-provided funding, we questioned reimbursements totaling more than $2 million
for ac1ivitics related to the use of Federal funds to meet cost-share obligations and duplicate
cost reimburnement.

lfi Management generally concurred with the report's recommendations and indicated lhat it
will take steps to respond to the recommendations, Managemenl, however, expressed
concerns with a number of assertions made in our report.
Team Lcader:l(b)(S)
AIC:
Staff:
.....__~~~~~~--

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED TIDS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS rSSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THrs WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORJ\oIATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACiIVCTY:

R On January 18, 201 I, a meeting was held with senior Department of Energy officials,
including the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Acquisition nnd Contracts (Head Contracting
Authority), Office of Procurement, Contractor Industrial Relations and the Oak Ridge
Office of Chief Counsel, to discuss contractor executive compensation. The overall
objective or the meeting was to clarify rhe Department's position conceming the approval
process for contractor executive compensation. In attendance from the Office of Inspector
General were Sandra Bmce Assistant Inspector General for Inspections) and Inspector's
(b)(6)

OTiffiR INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATlONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY;

ANNOUNCJ<;MENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO IWRTHER ACTION

LETI'J~R

JSS!JF.D:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:
~

On January [7, 2012, the OIG held an entrance conference with the National Nuclear ·
Security Administration (NNSA) for lhe Audit of NNSA's Mi ligation of NaturoJ Disasters
at its Facilities. The audit ohjeclive is to determine whether NNSA has cvnluated,

modified, or upgraded existing nuclear facililies in order to mitigate the effects of natural
disasters. The audit is being conduc1ed by the Albuquerque Audit G~oup.
~

On January 19, 2012, and entrance conference was held for lhe National Securities
Technologies, LLC SCIC audit covering Fiscal Years 2008 through 2011. The audit is
being conducted by the Las Vegas Audit Group and several Nevada Site Office officials
were in attendance.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS!

II

A going away luncheon for Darla Drager (Albuquerque Audit Group) was held on

January 11, 2012 to thank Darla for over 13 years of dedicated service to the Office of
Ins cctor Genernl (OIG). Darla is relocating to Northern New Mexko to ca.re for her
We wish Darla and her family the very best!

(b)(6)

~ 1'he YWCA of Oak Ridge

places women and children ln a confidential shelter to protect

them from domestic violence in times of need. This holiday season, the Oak Ridge OIG
adopted three families from the shelter. which included six ehildren, and provided them
with toys, coats, shoes, clothes, and personal items, and two chHdren received toddler beds
and mattresses. During this event, we raised over $800 to bring these families same much
needed holiday cheer .

.Ii

Ryan ee!lnod is 1.m nudjtor wjth the Oak Rjdge Audjt Group. His wifel(b)(G)
left fo~b)(G)
the holidays....
, t-h-e_O_ak_R-id,_g_e-O-rG_ __.

lror

adopted her and her troop by sending letters of support and Amazon/Visa gift cards. We
sent 67 letters/cards nnd 10 gift cards totaling $200 to brighten their holiday.
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on "The Departmem of Energy's American· Recovery and Reinves1mem Acl - Arfr..ona
Stale Energy Program", January 26, 2012, OAS·L·RA-12·03 (AllRAOOl)
~

Our review of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) funding
for Arizona's Stale Energy Prngram (SEP} found that Arizona had developed a number of
processes and controls to accomplish the objectives of the SEP and the Recovery Act. For
example, Arizona established a plan t.o select projects that would i;ave energy and increase
renewable energy sources; leveraged Recovery Act funds to increase economic stimulus
and reduce project risk; and, tracked the number of jobs created by projects. However, we
noted that Arizona had not always ensured lirnely commencement of project work at
schools; applicnblc Recovery Act provfaions were included in sub-recipient agreements;
and, historic preservation office approvals were obtained prior to spending Federal funds to
alter structures or sites.

Mi We found that School districts declined or delayed the installation of energy efficiency
measures, such as upgrading lighting and climate control systems. According to an official
with the Stale of Arizona School Facilities Board (SFD), some of lhe school districls that
were awarded energy efficiency grants were unable to obtain the required matching funds
or lhc approval of their local school district boards and/or declined to participate. The
official stated that they had not acted sooner because they wanted to provide the districts
with flexibility in implementing the grants due to their general lack of contracting
experience. To its credit, on Novcrqbcr 2, 2011, SFB approved a plan to reallocate
$1.2 million from recently cancelled energy efficiency projects to school solar projects.

It Required Recovery Act regulatory provisions and Federal financial assistance rules were
not always inc1uded in sub-recipient agreemcnls for school projects. A lack of local
experience with Federal requirements led to the omission of key contract requirements
despite controls eslablished by the State. Arizona SEP officials informed us that they had
sent proposed flow-down text to SFB and directed SFB to include the text in all open
contracls. As of January 2012, contract revisions were underway.
Jg State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) approvals for small school solar projects were

received and dated after construction had started for the projec1s. A SFB official stated that
this occurred because SFB had no prior experience with manoging projects that required
SHPO approval. An Ari1.ona SEP official also noted that there was some initial confusion
due to an assumption that small school soJar projects were exempt from historic
·preservation requirements. As of December 2011, Arizona infonned us that SFB had
received concurrence letters from SHPO for 40 of ahe 49 school solar projects and that the
remaining school projects were being submitted to SHPO for review and approval.

~ We believe that management's planned actions appear reasonable. However, because of

the delay in starting some projects, we suggested that the Department closely monitor SEP
spending in order to meet Recovery Act objectives and ensu~e that all funds are expended
by Department deadlines, In addilion, we suggested that the Department ensure that
Arizona completes actions to include the required provisions in all open contracts. Further,
we suggested that Arizona ensure !hat SFB obtains the required State Historic Preservation
Office approvals .
.~ No formal recommendations were made in this report; therefore, a response was not
required ..
Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

(b)(S)

Examination Report on 11 Saratoga County Economic Opportunity Council, Inc, - WeatherizaJion
Assistance Prograni Funds Provided by rlie American Recovery and Rei'nvcstment Acr of 2009"
(OAS-RA-12-05, January 27, 2012)

.II'. The report presents the results of an examination of Saratoga County Economic
Opportunity Council's (SARA) implementation of the Wealherization Assistance Program
(Weatherlzation Program). The Office of Inspector General (OIG) contracted with an
independent certified public accounting firm, Otis & Associates, PC (Otis), to express an
opinion on SARA's compliance with Federal and State laws, regulations and program
guidelines applicable to the Weatherization Program. SARA, located in Saratoga Springs,
New York, is a sub-recipient of the Department of Energy's (Department) American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) Weatherization fundJng for the
State of New York.

IJi The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
Weatherization Program received ~5 billion to reduce energy consumption for low-income
households through energy efficient upgrades. The State of New York received $394
million in Weatherization Program Recovery Act grant funding, of which $6.89 million
was allocated to SARA. The State of New York's Division 'of Housing and Community
Renewal was responsible for administering Wcathcrization Program grants. including
funds provided to SARA.

!Ii\ Otis expressed the opinion that, except for the weaknesses described in its report, SARA
complied in all material respects with the requirements and guidelines relative to the
Wea!herization Program for the period Ju!y l, 2009 to December 31, 2010. Specifically,
the examination found that:
•

Documentation supporting the evaluation of subcontractors was not available from
SARA;

•

Purchases made did not comply with the State of New York's and SARA's policies
and procedures;

•

A lack of adequate segregation of duties existed in Weatherization Program
administration;

•

Adequate records were not maintained by SARA to support the quarterly reports, as
required by the Weatherization Program;

•

Cash advances were not deposited. in an interest bearing account, as required:

•

A cash advance received by SARA for the Recovery Act Wentherization Program
was not properly recorded in the accounting system; and, .

•

Vehicle mid equipment usage, maintenance, and repair records were not maintained
by SARA.

~

The report makes recommendations lo SARA to improve the administration of its
Weatherization Program. SARA provided responses that expressed disagreement with
most of the findings, and/or their associated finding classifications. As a result, SA RA.
provided additional supporting documentation for audit consideration, Otis reviewed the
additional supporting documentation provided by SARA and made revisions to specific
findings, and/or finding classifications as they deemed appropriate. It is important to note
that finding classifications - Material Wcakness 1 Significant Deficiency, and Advisory
Comment are based on auditor judgment and the associated risk or impact in the audit
area.

ft State of New York officials provided responses that indicated SARA would provide
additional supporting documencation, as discussed above, to clarify inscnnccs of
disagreement, Further, New York officials concurred with several of the audit findings and
indicated that SARA had opportunities to improve internal controls.
The work was performed by Otis and Associates.
Assisted byl._<b_)(_G)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

J ,ETTER REPORTS ISSUED TffiS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

~ An entrance conference was held on January 25, 2012, to discuss the Follow-Up Audit of

Term Assignments of Cot1tractor.r (A I2GTO 13 ). Present, at the entrance conference were
representatives from the Offices of Management; Environmental Management; Science;
Nuclear Energy; Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy; Electricity Delivery and
Energy Reliability; and, the National Nuclear Security Administrolion. The purpose of the
audit is to determine whether the Department of Energy (Department) has effectively
implemented the recommendations made in the prior audit nnd whether adequate controls
are in place for the management and oversight of term contractor employees assigned
throughout the Department. In auendancc from the Office of Inspector General were
(b)(6)

Rl!:COVERY ACT INFOI~MATCON:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

R An Entrance Conference was held on January 24, 2012 regarding the Inspection
Unclassified Foreign Visits and Assignments at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(S 12IS003), Officials from Oak Ridge Office, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
Site Office, and UT.BaHel!e attended the meeting. The objective of this Inspection is to
determine if ORNL has effectively implemented the requirements of Department of Energy
Order 142.3A, Unclassified Foreign VisiJs and Assi nmems Pro ram. In attendance from
the Office of Inspector General wer (b)(6)
(Sl2IS003)

'--------------------'
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WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:
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OTHER MATTERS:
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Final Inspection Repol'l on "Alleged Misuse of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Grant
rimds by the Western Arizona Council ofGm•emments," (INS-RA-12·0l, Febmary 9, 2012)
~

The Department of Energy (Department) Office of Cm:pector General received a
complaint alleging a panern of wasteful spending of American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) Wentherization Assistance Program
(Weatherization Program) funds and mismanagement of the Weatherization Program al
the Western Arizona Council of Governments (WA COG). We initiated this inspection to
detem1ine whether Weatherization Program funds were used and administered for
intended purposes and whether WACOG i:::omplied with relevant Federal and State
·
regulations and program guidelines.

.~

The Department awarded a 3-year Recovery Act Wcatherization Program grant for
approximately $57 million to the State of Arizona (Arizona). Arizona's Office of Energy
administers the grant funds through 10 sub-grantees who are responsible for conducting
weatheriz.ation activities in designated regions throughout lhe Stale. Arizona awarded
WACOG approx ima1ely $5.9 million of the Department's Recovery Act grant funds to
weatherize· homes in the western Arizona counties of Yuma. Mohave and La Paz.
W ACOG is a non-profit governmental association of Local Arizona governments that
provides a number of community services under various Federally funded programs .

.n We were unable to substantiate the allegations that WACOG engaged in a pattern of
wasteful spending or that it mismanaged the Weatheriz.ation Program. We did, however,
observe several issues rclaced to procurement of goods and services and lhc accuracy of
Recovery Acl reporting thM should be addressed. Specifically, we observed that:
•

WACOG expended approximately $133,000 for building improvements, office
fUmishings, software upgrades and a telephone system without obtaining required
approvals from Arizona;

•

Contrary to Federal procurement policy, WACOG's purchase records did not
always contain documentation showing evidence that a cost or price analysis was
performed lo determine if lhe best value was obtained. Also, WACOG'? purchase
policy of requiring price quotes based on a cost per unit threshold rather than an
aggregate cost of the total purchase was not consistent with Arizona and Federal
procurement policy;

.,

Neilher W ACOG nor Arizona accuralely reported completed housing units.
WACOG reported 525 completed housing units, but 40 (7.6 percent), were tenned
"walkaways" where only initial energy audits were conducted with no

weatherization work actually performed. Al the State 1evel, Arizona repo11ed
4,365 completed housing units, but 242 (5.5 percent), had only received the initial
energy audit; and,
•

WACOG had not always provided Arizona with accurate information regarding
work performed on completed weatherized houses. Our review of a sample of 50
completed housing units revealed that 60 percent of WACOG'~ entries into the
State's Wcathcrization Program database were Inaccurate with regard to the actual
work pcrfonncd on the homes or the costs allocated to various funding sources .

.II 'fl1ese weaknesses occurred, in pnrt, because of a lack of understanding and execution of
·Federal grant requirements, Depar1ment Weatherization Program policy and Arizona
Weatherization Program requirements. Weaknesses in WACOG's management of the
procurement of goods and services could result iri the misuse of Weatherization Program
· funds and increase the risk of fraud, waste and abuse in the areas of capital expenditures
and the purchasing of goods and services. In addition, weaknesses in th.e repot1ing of
completed housing units and actual work performed could misrepresent the effecliveness
of the Weatherization Program and hinder Arizona's ability to properly oversee
WACOG's use of Recovery Act funds. Management concurred with the repo11's findings
and recommendations and proposed corrective actions consistent with the
recommendations.

______

Lead Inspector:
l(b)(G)
Assistant Inspector: ....__

.....

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Ornfl Audit Repo11 on "The Depariment of Energy's Weatherh.ation Assisiance Program Funded
under the American Recovel)' and Reinvestment Act for tile State of New York," February 3,
2012, (Al JRA023)
~

The State of New York's (New York) Weatherization Assistance Program
(Weatherization Program) is administered by the Division of Housing and Community
Renewal (DHCR) through 74 local entities. New York's goal is to weatherize
approximately 45,000 units with American Recovery and Ueinvestment Act of 2009
funding, providing services to qualified elderly households, persons with disabilities and
families with children, on a priority basis .

.!Jg Given the significant amount of funding involved and the demands associated with

weatherizing thousands of homes, we initiated this audit lo determine if DHCR and four
of its local entities - Action for a Better Community, Inc. (ABC); Association for Energy
Affordability, Inc. (AEA); People's Equal Action and Commu·nity Effort, Inc. (PEACE);
and Saratoga County Econo.mic Opportunity Council, Inc. (SARA) - had adequate
safeguards in place to ensure the Weatberizalion Program was managed efficiently,
effectively and in compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations.

fi DHCR had not always managed its Weatherintion Program efficiently, effectively and in
compliance with laws and regulations. Specifica11y, we found DHCR had not ensured
that:
• Local entities complied with Federal cash management requirements governing
requests for reimbursement, deposit of Federal fund.o; in interest-bearing accounts
and return of interest earned on advances of Federal funds lo the Department. Jn
fact, local entities retained cash well in excess of Weatherization Program needs.
Rather than using funds advanced for ongoing needs as required, local agencies
inappropriately retained approximately $49 million of the $54 million (90 percent)
received in advances. Further, only l 0 of New York's 74 agencies had deposited
funds in interest-bearing accounts, as required; and,
• Information was maintained to track and monitor the quality of weatherization
services, and where appropriate, take corrective action on systemwide deficiencies.
Jn the absence of a system to identify underperforming contractors or
weatherization measures that were frequently deficient, the State's ability to take
appropriate corrective action to improve .services was limited.
Team Leader: (b)(S)
AIC:

Auditor:

Draft Audit Report on "111e Department of Energy's Renewable Energy Efforts" February 10,
2012, (Al lOR006)

Ii In an effort.lo promote. generation of renewable energy, the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(EPAct) requires that by Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 at least 7 .5 percent of a Federal agency's
annual electricity consumption be from renewable sources. Renewable sources include
wind, solar, geothermal, hydropower and various forms of biomas!l. Agencies can obtain
renewable energy by producing it on Federal !ands, a method encouraged by EPAct, or
by procuring it from developers or utiliLy companies. As required by Executive Order
13514, Federal Leadersllip in E11vironme11tal, Energy, and Economic Peifonnance, the
Department of Energy (Dep:u1ment) has also established a goal to reduce its greenhouse
gas emissions by 28 percent by FY 2020..The Department can use renewable energy
sources to assist in achieving its greenhouse gas reduction goal. Because of the
importa!lce of the Depai1mcnl's commitment to sustainability, we initiated this nudit to
determine whether the Department is effectively meeting the EPAct renewable energy
requirements.
~ In FY 2010, 3 years before it was required to clo so, the Department reported that

it had
met EPAct's overall requirement that at least 7 .5 percent of its energy consumption be
from renewable sources. Specifically, the Department acquired approximately
461,000 megawatt hours from renewable sources, representing over 9 percent of its
annual electricity consumption of 4.8 million megawatt hours. Although the
Department's progress exceeded EPAct requirements, our audit identified opponunities
for improvement.

•

Despite EPAct's preference for producing renewable energy on Federal lands, llie
Department relied almost exclusively on purchases of renewable energy. In fact, in
FY 2010, on-site renewable energy generation represented less than l percent of total
electricity consumed Department-wide. The lack of large scale on-site projects occurred
because of the challenges the Department faced in financing renewable energy projects.

~ Siles may not have always purchased renewable energy in the most cost-effective

manner. In particular, we noted significant variability in the costs sites paid to purchase
renewable energy - ranging from $0.44 to $26.67 per megawatt hour. The cost
variability we noted was often a result of the sites' lack of awareness about available
purchasing options, and was not generally based on a detailed cost analysis of options
that identified the best value. Department guidance on renewable energy purchases was
also not sufficient in terms of providing sites with the infonnation they needed to
maximize value .

.II

The Department had not ensured its sites reported consistent and accurate renewable
energy data. For example, some sites inaccurately reported either the megawatt hours or
the cost of renewable energy purchased. The errors occurred because the Department had
not provided sufficient guidance regarding data input. The Department's achievement of
EPAct's energy usage goals, however, was not affected by the errors.

~ Given the importance of clean energy consumption and the Department's leadership role,

we recommend that the Director of the Sustainability Performance Office: (l) work with
the federal Energy Management Program to resolve issues regarding the implemcntalion
of Power Purchase Agreements, including potential legislative changes, if necessary, to
make them viable; (2) develop guidance on the different purchasing options available to
the Department sites and the factors for best-value purchases; and, (3) clarify the
guidance for the Consolidated Energy Data Reports, including reporting infonnalion and
cost for purchased renewable energy to ensure accuracy and consistency.
Team Leader; (b)(S)

AIC:
Staff:

DRAFT REI)ORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Audit Report on "Quality Assurance of Black Cells al the Wasle Treatment Pla111,"
Fchrnary 6, 20 l 2, (A 11 RLO I I)

ft Bechtel National, Inc. (Bechtel) is responsible for construction of the Department of
Energy's {Depar1ment) $12.2 billion Waste Treatment & Immobilization Plant (WTP) to

treat and encapsulate in glass the majority of the 53 million gallons of waste at the
Department's Hanford Site. To shield plant workers from intense radiation that is
expected from normal pl~nt operations, processing vessels will be located in sealed
compartments called "black cells." To reduce the risk of vessel failure at WTP,
requirements are imposed on the fabrication of black cells and "hard-to-reach" areas
including enhanced material traceability, non-destructive examination, and material
identification testing.

•

An allegation was made to the Office of Inspector General (OIG) that quc:11ity assurimce
records for the black cells processing vessels at the WTP were not traceabfe 10 work
perfo.nned. In response to the allegation, we initiated an audit to determine whether the
Department was meeting quality assurance requirements for the fabrication of black cells
and hard-to-reach processing vessels for the WTP .

.~ Our review substantiated the allegation. We found that Bechtel had not met its contract
rcquiremenlll for the fabrication of black cells and hard-to-reach processing vessels for
WTP. Specifically, we found that:
•

Nondestructive examination records (NDE), which provide evidence that welds
met specifications, were missing for two vessels;

•

Quality assurance records providing traceability of weld filler material, welding
procedures, welders and NDEs lo the associated area of use or pa11 of the vessel
were incomplete for six vessels; and,

•

Positive Materials Identification (PMl) records, which provide evidence that
materials and com onents underwent testin were missing four tests for two
vessels. (b)( 5)
(b)(5)

!.I In addition to the issues identified above, we determined that Bechtel was paid a
$15 million fee in 2003 for a vessel that did not confonn to contract requirements
because it lacked adequate quality assurance records. Although the Department initiated
aclion to recoup the fee, neither the Department's Office of River Protection nor Bechtel
could provide evidence that the fee was returned to the Depm1ment.

JI Weaknesses in quality assurance records associated with black cells and hard-to-reach
processing vessels occurred because, in ou:r judgment, inspectors employed by Bechtel
and located on-site at contractor facilities lacked the qualifications to adequately oversee
non-destructive examinations. Additionally, Bechtel's receipt inspection procedures were
deficient in that reviews of quality assurance records that accompanied the vessels were
limited 10 basic procedures, such as determining that the expected numbers of pages of
documentation were received. Also, the Department's oversight of Bechtel was not
adequate in that it did not identify weaknesses in Bechtel's processes that allowed the
deficiencies to occur.
~

Although the Department had taken a number of actions to address the deficiencies that
we identified, we made several recommendations to further strengthen the Department's
quality assurance processes and to recoup the-performance fee paid by the Department
for a non-conforming vessel.

Team Leader: l(b)(
AIC:

6

)

~.~~~~~~~

Draft Management Alert on "P1~rclwse of Computers for the U.S. Depanme11t of Agriculture
Forest Service al 1he Savannah River Site," February 9, 2012, (A 12SR010)

Ii In October 2011, the Office of Inspeclor General received a complaint that the U.S.
Department of Agriculture Fores! Service - Savannah River (Forest Service) had
purchased a number of computers under i1s Interagency Agreement (Agreement) with the
Department of Energy's Savannah River Operations Office (SRO) !hat were not placed
into use and were being stored in a manner that left them vulnerable to theft or misuse.
~

We confinned the existence of 17 Hewlett Packard (HP) desktop computers that had been
purchased in September 2010 by lhe Forest Service wilh SRO funds, with the intention of
connecting !he computers to the Savannah River Site (SRS) nelwork, One of the 17
computers had been placed into use, while the other 16 were being stored in an SRS
office building. In fact, 14 of the 16 unused computers were in unopened boxes. We also
substantiated that the computers were not stored in a secure location. Furthermore, we
determined that, contrary to property management guidelines, none of the computers had
been recorded in a property accountability system .

.ft In 1990, the SRO entered into an Agreement with the Forest Service to conduct a natural
resource stewardship program at SRS. The Forest Service retains title to property
purchased with funds provided by SRO until the Agreement is terminated or expires, at
which time the title would transfer to SRO. In February 2011, the Agreement was
modified to specifically apdrcss computer purchases. The amended Agreement stated
that Forest Service procured computers requiring site network access will be titled to
SRO in order to maintain security control of the items, provide appropriate network
capability, and to support Poresl Service activities .

.IA We determined that much of the delay appears to have occurred because.the Forest
Service's computer needs were not effectively communicated and coordinated with the
appropriate SRO IT personnel to ensure that a timely, workable solution was arranged.
SRO Sa.feguards and Information Technology (IT) officials who are responsible for
managing and overseeing SRS automated data processing and communications, to
include identification of capability needs and acquisition of resources, informed us that
the Forest Service had not coordinated the pJanned purchase of the computers with them.
J/, Accordingly, we made recommendations to SRO to improve coordination with the Forest

Servke regarding IT equipment purchases.
Team Leader: ;(b)(G)

AIC:

_____________.
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LETTER REPORTS 1ssu1m THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED TlilS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

Ii On February 8, 2012, the Office of Inspector General held an entrance conference with
the Department of Energy and the National Nuclear Security Administration for the Al,\dit
of Contract Awards Made to Tax Delinquent Contractors. The audit objective is to
determine whether the Department is effectively limiting awards to tax delinquent
contractors. The audit is being conducted by the Germantown Audit Group.

RECOVERY ACT fNFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

•

On February 6, 2012, Eastern Region inspectors conducted interviews nt the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve (SPR) based on an allegation that SPR caverns were being over-filled.
The objective of the inspection is 10 de1ermine the facts and circumstances concerning the
allegation.

OTHl.:R INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTfCAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATOllY TRAINING:

ACTION ITl~M REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTimS:

ft Confidential Financial Disclosure Mcport - If you received a CHRIS email notifying
you to file an Annual Confidential Financial Disclosure Report, please ensure that the
report is filed no later than February IS, 2012.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
It'+~'-'.1.1..i.;uJYr,

·o

Central Office Division, Office of Ins cctor General, and her
full announce the birth of thei (b)(6)

arents, grandparents and bab (b)(S)
re all in good health an
doin well. Please 'oin us in congratulating Joanne and her family on the arrival of

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Ending February 16, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:.
Final Inspection Report on "Properly Accountability and Protection of Federal Sensitive
Unclassified 111formMio11 under the Cooperative Agreemellf with the Incorporated County ofLos
Alamos," (DOE/IG-0859, February 16, 2012)
II In December 2010, the Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging lhat
Federnl government properly, including computers, was missing from the Los Alamos
Fire Department (Fire Department). During our ini1ial evaluation of this complaint, we
also became aware that Sensitive Unclassified Information provided to the Fire
Department by Los Alamos muy not have been adequately protected. Therefore, we
initiated this inspection to determine if Federally-owned personal property under the
Cooperative Agreement was adequately managed.

Ii

On September 30, 2008, the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) entered

into a 5-year Cooperative Agreement with the County of Los Alamo$, New Mexico. The
general intent of the Cooperative Agreement, whose cost per year to the Federal
government averages approximately $16 million, was to provide financial support,
equipment, services and the use of fire station facilities to the County in return for Fire
Department services. Further, under the Cooperative Agreement, the Fire Department
provides an enhanced level of services to support the Department of Energy's
(Department) Los Alamos National Laboratory. The Cooperative Agreement contains
provisions for the management of Federally-owned personal property provided to the Fire
Department by NNSA. The Business Services Division of the NNSA Albuquerque
Complex in Albuquerque, New Mexico, has contracting oversight of the Cooperative
Agreement, while the Los Alamos Site Office is responsible for day-to-day
administration .

.II We substantiated the allegation that property, including compulers, was missing. Despite
Department requirements, effective processes and procedures were not in place to ensure
the proper control and accountability of Federally-owned personal property in possession
of the Fire Department. Specifically, the Fire Department had not:
•

•

Reported lost or stolen items to Los Alamos, as required. A 2010 inventory
revealed that, among other property, nine computers, four cameras, a video
projector and 40 radios were missing. However, the items missing were never
reported nor were the losses ever investigated. Also, actions were not taken to
determine financial responsibility for the missing property;
Maintained an up·lo-date listing of all Federally-owned personal property in the
custody of the County; and,

•

Always properly identified Federally-owned personal property at the time of
acquisition or ensured the proper disposal of excess property.

Ii These problems occurred, in part, because the Los Alamos Site Office did not ensure !hat
the property managcmeot provisions, which were pan of the Cooperative Agreement, had
been effectively implemented. In addition, the County did not manage its Federallyowned personal property in a manner consistent with the requirements of the Cooperalive
Agreement. Notably, the Fire Department did not always implement County directives
designed to ensure the proper control and accountability of Federally-owned personal
property in its possession. As a. consequence of this environnient, Federally-owned
personal property was not adequately safeguarded against misuse, theft or
misappropriation .

.Jli During the course of our inspection, concerns were raised that Sensitive Unclassified
Information provided to the Fire Department by the Los Alamos Site Office may not have
been adequately protected. We added this issue to the scope of our review. We found
that the Fire Department mny not have adequately protected Sensitive Unclassified
Information in its possession. Federal officials were aware of cybcr security weaknesses
related to the protection of Sensitive Unclassified Information provided to the County.
However, in spite of specific suggestions to do so, the Los Alamos Site Office did not
require the Fire Department to strengthen protective measure$.

R This issue notwithstanding, we could not reach a definitive conclusion regarding lhe

•

overall level of protection of Sensitive Unclassified Information which was in the hands
of the Fire Department. We did note, however, that the NNSA did not ensure that all
requisite provisions for cybcr security were incorporated into the Cooperative
Agreement. As a consequence, these problems created an environmenl where Sensitive
Unclassified Information provided to lhe County of Los Alamos may be subject to loss or
compromise.

Lead Inspector:
11•x•1
Assisiant Inspector:
RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

ORAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Audit Report on "Follow·ttp on the Deparrmem of Energy's Implementation of 1/ie
Advanced Raueries and Hybrid Components Program Funded under the American Recovery and
ReinvesJment Act," February 14, 2012, (A 11 RA020)
.• Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Department of Energy's (Department) Advanced Batteries and Hybrid Components
Program (Batteries Program} received almost $2 billion to supporl the constr~
U.S. based battery and electric drive component manufacturing plants. As o (b)(S)
2012, lhe Batteries Pro
awarded 30 .grants to "for-profit" mnnufactu . ,
expended about (b)(S)
ll In April 2010, w..e_i-s.-su"""e...,...o_u_r..,.1....rst report on the Batteries Program, Progress in
lmpleme111i11g the Advanced Batteries and Hybrid Components Program under the

America11 Recovery and Rei11vestme11t AcJ (OAS-RA-L-10-04). In short, we concluded
that the Department had made significant progress in implementing the Baucries
Program, including developing a comprehensive n~onitoring system plan to reduce the
financial, technical and marketing risks associated with large-scale projects. Becnuse of
the importance of the Baueries Program to stimulating the economy, creating jobs and
establishing a U.S. capability to manufacture advanced batteries, we initiated this follow·
up audit to determine whether the De artment had mana ed the Batteries Pro ram
efficiently and effectively. (b)(5)
l(b)(5)

.a' Our review idelllified oppoi1unilics for the Department to improve ils administration of
the Batteries Program by communicating transparency and accountability expectations to
r.ecipients. Specifically, the Department had not:
• Provided guidance to for-profit recipients regarding its expectations as to whal it
considered to be "best commercial practices" for procurements under its finandal
assistance regulations;
• Ensured assets acquired with Pederal grant funds were properly safeguarded, as
required; and,
• Obtained audit reports attesting to the existence of internal controls aml
compliance with laws and regulations for 8·of 28 recipients.
~

These conditions existed, in part, because the Department had not fully communicated its
cxpcclations to recipients. Further, in our judgment, the Department needed to improve
its oversight of recipients by verifying the existence of purchased equipment and
obtaining required grantee audit repmis. As a result, the Departmenr is at risk of
incurring unnecessary costs and not meeting all requirements of the Recovery Act.
Team Leader: l(b)(6)
AIC:
Auditor:
....___ _ _ _ __,

Rep01t on "The Department of Energy's American Recovery alld Rei11vesrme11t Act - New York
State Energy Program," February 15, 20 l 2. (A 11 RA030)
~

The Department of Energy's (Department) State Energy Program (SEP) provides grants
to states, territories and the District of Columbia to support their energy priorities and
fund projects thal meet their unique energy needs. The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) significantly expanded the SEP by providing
an additional $3.1 billion for state projecrs. The New York Stale Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA) was allocated $123.1 million in SEP funds under
the Recovery Act to undertake multiple energy efficiency and renewable energy
programs and projects throughout the State of New York. We initiated this review to
detem1ine whether NYSERDA's use of Recovery Act funds was in accordance with
Department SEP requirements.

., NYSERDA hud, for the mosl part, imp1crncnted processes and controls to manage its
SEP Recovery Act funding and was generally in compliance with the selected Recovery
Act requirements we examined during our review. However, we identified several
concerns that should be ndd1·essed to ensure that Recovery Act goals are met.
Specifically, our review revealed that NY SERDA planned to advance over $1.2 million
to a contractor for work scheduled to be completed after the April 30, 2012, expiration
date of NYSERDA's Recovery Act grant; and, paid improper travel and unsupported
costs of approximately $12,825 to its contractors and subcontractors. Additionally, we
noted that NYSERDA had been slow to expend its grant funds. As of December 22,
2011, it had only expended $72 million (approximately 60 percent) of its $123.l million
award.
•

We noted that the Department's direction to NYSERDA was nol always timely and
adequate. Also, NYSERDA's omission of a key Federal requirement from its policy and
cost reimbursable contracts limited the effectiveness of its cost controls over Recovery
Act funds. As a result, NYSERDA's controls over contractor invoice processing were
inade_quate for identifying costs incurred that exceeded established FI'R per diem rates
and unsupported travel costs.

~ NYSBRDA's corrective actions to address the issues we identified in this report, once

completed, will help it maximize the effectiveness of its project management and
evaluations efforts, and expedite the stimulative effect of its Recovery Act expenditures.
Accordingly, we made several recommendations lo further strengthen cost controls and
ensure that ~ecovcry Act goals are met and funds are properly and limely spent.

Team Leader:

(b)(6)

AIC:
Staff:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Audit Report on "Audit Coverage of Cost A/Jowability for Los Alamos National
Labomtory during Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009 under Department of Energy Contract No. DEAC52-06NA25396," February 15, 2012, (AlOAL013)
~ Since June 2006, Los Alamos National Security, LLC (LANS), has operated the Los

Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos). Los Alamos is required by its contract lo

account for cosls incurred annually on irs Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed
(SCIC), to maintain an Internal Audit activity, and to conduct or arrange for audits of its
subcontractors when costs incurred arc a factor in determining the amount payah1e to a
subcon!ractor. During Fiscal Years (FY) 2008 and 2009, Los Alamos' Ethics & Audit
Division (Internal Audit) was responsible for internal audits, while its Acquisition
Services Management (ASM) Division was responsible for subcontract audits.

Ii Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost~
related audit work performed by Los Alamos' Internal Audit for FYs 2008 and 2009
could not be relied on. We did not identify any material internal control weaknesses

with cost allowability audits. However, we are questioning $1,954,308 of costs
identified by Internal Audit that had not been resolved. As of January 2012, the
Contrncling Officer was working with Los Alamos to resolve t?e questioned costs.

JI Additionally, we found material weaknesses in the FY 2008 and 2009 subcontract audit
work performed by ASM, which did not meet relevant auditing standards. We question
whether ASM's reviews were sufficient to dctcnninc the allowabi1ity of those incurred
costs. Therefore, we consider $165,092,842 in subcontract costs incurred in FYs 2008
and 2009 that ASM reviewed to he unresolved pending Internal Audit review of their
work.
~

We also question whether Los Alamos' subcontract audit strategy, which was based o_n a
subset of the Defense Contract Audit Agency's requirements, provid~s sufficient
coverage to ensure that only alfowahle costs are paid with National Nuclear Secucity
Administration (NNSA) funds. Under the strategy, which was revised in 2009 and made
retroactive to 2006, only two of the 975 cost-type subcontracts and none of the 429 time
and materials/labor hour subcontracts active during the period required audit .

.II« In addition, we consider $27 l,982,318 in previously reported subcontract costs from
2007 as unresolved pending audit. NNSA's response to our prior report committed to
having these costs audited. However, the contractor believed mosl of the 28
subcontracts did not require audit under the thresholds approved in 2009.
•

Finally, we identified concerns with control issues also identified by the NNSA Chief
financial Officer which need to be addressed to ensure that only allowahlc costs are
claimed by and reimbursed to the contractor.

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
AIC:
Staff:
...._~~~~~~__,

LETTER REPORTS fSSUED THIS WF.gK;

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:
~

On February 14, 2012, the Office of Inspector General held an entrance conference with
the National Nuclear Security Administration for the Review of the De-inventory of
Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) .
The objective is to evaluate the de-inventory of SNM at LLNL as well as future planned
operations for the Superb lock. The review is being conducted by staff from the
Livermore Audit and Inspection Groups.
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Ending February 24, 2012
FL'lAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on the "The Department's Configuration Management of Non-Fi11a11cial Systems,''
February23, 2012, OAS-M-12-02, (Al 1TG024)
~

A key component of helping to ensure an adequate information security posture is the
implementation of an effective configuration management program. Configuration
management helps to protect the confiden1iality1 integrity and availability of information
technology resources through controls over lhe processes for initializing, changing and
monitoring information systems. Prior Office of Inspector General reports identified
systemic issues with the Department of Energy's (Department) cyber security ant.I
configuration management programs. For instance, our annual evaluation of The
Department's U11cla.>sified G'yber Security Program identified weaknesses related to
configuration management over financial systems for each of the past six years .

.II We initiated this audit to determine whether the Department implemented an effective
configuration management process over non-financial systems .

.I.I

Although the organizations and sites reviewed had policies and procedures for
conducting periodic vulnerability scans of information systems, we found internal

vulnerabilities at each location lhat negatively impacted the security of desktops, nonfinancial applications. and at two sites, system servers. Additionally, changes lo nonfinancial information systems and applications at six organizations and sites reviewed
were not always properly approved, tested or evaluated for security risks prior to their
implementation.

ll The weaknesses identified occurred because procedures were not adequate for detecting
and remediating vulnerabililics in a timely manner. For instance, a policy at one site
slated Chat identified high and medium riskvulnerabilities should be rcmediated within

seven days of identificatio11. However, we noted that many of the weaknesses identified
were more than three months old because the site's vulnerability scanning process did not
include au1henticated scans - a key testing method used to identify weaknesses. The
change control weaknesses we identified occurred because procedures were not always
adequate for addressing approval; testing or evalualion for security risk prior to
implementation. For instance, we noted that while the change control procedures at
certain Department organizations addressed the development and execution of testing
plans, others did not.
•

Without improvements to its vulnerability management program, the Department's

desktops, non.financial applications and servers continue to be al risk from internal and
external threats. Many of the vulnerabilities we identified created the potential for an
attacker to gain unauthorized accc,<ls to the Department's systems and information.
Additionally, failure to properly test changes prior to employing them in business or other
support systems could have a significant impact on system security, data reliability and

system operntion. Assessing lhe potential security impact of system changes is essential
lo maintaining the securily posture and minimizing the risk of a security incident
adversely affecting the system.

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
A1C:

Staff:
--~~~~~~--'

Audit Report on "The Ma11ageme11t of Post-Recovery Act Workforce Transition at Office of
Environmental Management Sires", February 22, 2012(Al1RA024)
~ The Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Environmental Management (EM)

received $6 billion under the American Recovery and R.einvestment Act of 2009
(Recovery Act) to promote economic recovery through job creation and retention, while
accelerating environmental cleanup activities across EM sites. The Department estimates
that with the end of Recovery Act funding and other known budget reductions, as many
as 4,450 Recovery Act and base program workers at EM sites will be displaced. At the
time of our review, more than 3,600 workers had been displaced.
Jr, We initiated this audit to determine whether the Department had developed and was
properly executing an effective plan to transition its environmental remediation
contractor workforce to a post-Recovery Act posture.
~ Our review at lhe two EM sites established that the Depat1ment and its contractors had

developed plans to transition tts workforce as Recovery Act funds were exhausted. Our
review of Recovery Act hirin£ practices al the two EM sites disclosed that, to the extent
possible, both sites took up front measures to control future separation costs in
expectation that the workforce would be reduced at the comp1ction of the Recovery Act
projects.

11 We found, however, that the transition approach adopted at the Savannah River Site
(Savannah River) has resulted in unnecessary payments of nearly $7. 7 million to
separated contractor employees. The Savannah River approach, if adopted elsewhere or
if considered precedent-setting, could materially impact upcoming restructuring efforts at
other Department facilities,

Ii Inconsistent application of the workforce notification or payments in lieu of notification
requirenient occurred because sites did nol receive follfJal guidance from Headquarters
on implementation. Specifically, an EM official told us that no overarching guidance
was provided 10 sites; instead, site contractors were <illowcd to decide whether to provide
notice or pay in lieu of notice.
~

Inconsistencies in the approach used by Hanford and Savannah River to address
workforce notice requirements, despite similarities in the number and mission of workers
bcin£ displaced al the two sites, were not fully justified by management, led to increased
transition costs at Savannah River and will likely result in disparate treatment of
separating employees.

•

We made recommendations to the Secretary, designed to ensure that transition costs arc
limited 10 those required and necessary and similarly situated workers are treated with
reasonable consistency.

•

Management concurred with our recommendations.

Team Leader: (b)(6)
AIC: (b)(6)

Staff: (b)(6)

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

lJRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

· Draft Report on "The Departmelll of Energy's American Recovery and Rei11vestment Act·~
Washingron State Energy Program" (A 1IRA031); February 24, 2012

t; The Washington State Department of Corn111erce (WSDC) was granted $60.9 'million in
State Energy Program (SEP) American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(Recovery Act) grant funds to im•est in state-level energy efficiency and renewable
energy priorities; a 142-fold increase over its Fiscal Year 2009 SEP grant. This one-lime
award was to be spent over a 3-year period ending April 30, 2012. WSDC used its grant
funds to fund 51 projects in 5 major energy efficiency and renewable energy programs
designated by 1he Washington State Legislature. Specifically, it allocaled $38.5 million
for energy efficiency and renewable energy loans and grants; $1'!.5 million for residential
and commercial energy efficiency upgrades; $5 million for energy efficiency credit
enhancements; $500,000 for farm energy assessments; $200,000 for a clean energy
initiative; and, about $2.2 million in administrative costs. As part of the Office of
Inspector General's strategy for reviewing the Department of Energy's (Department)
implementation of the Recovery Acl, we initiated this review to determine whether
WSDC's use of Recovery Act funds was in accordance with Federal requirements and the
Deparlment's SEP grant.
.i WSDC had, for the most part, used SEP grant funds in accordance with Federal
requirements and the Department's SEP grant. However, we identified several issues that
need to be addressed to ensure that WSDC and its sub-recipients fully comply with
requiremenls and that the gonls of the Recovery Act are met. Specifically, our review of
IO of the 51 projects found that sub-grantees for 2 of the 10 projects reviewed,did not
provide adequate support for invoices totaling $646,633 in travel expenses, professional
services and other expenses; and, sub-grantees in<:onsistently reported jobs created or
retained through the Recovery Act funding. Additionally, we noted that WSDC is at risk
of not being able to expend its Recovery Act funding for SEP projects by the April 30,
2012, deadline.
~

The issues observed occurred, in part, because WSDC 'did not ensure thnt internal control
requirements were fully implemented. Notably, after we broughl the invoice
documentation issue to WSDC's attention, ii began taking action to obtaln the necessary
documentation to suppon the paid invoices.

~ We

also found that WSDC sub-grantees were not consistently calculating the full-time
equivalent positions created or retained by Recovery Act funding, We also determined
that the WSDC may not be able to spend all of ifs SEP Recovery Ac! fonds by the April
2012, deadline. To address the issues identified in our report, we recommend that the

Acting Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy: direct WSDC
to obtain supporting documentation from sub-grantees to make a delennination of
aUowabllity of the unsupported costs identified in the report; ensure that WSDC fully
implements internal control requirements; ~nsure that WSDC Recovery Act job reporting
is calculated consistenlly and accurately for sµb--grantees; and, continue to closely
monitor the progress of WSDC's projects to ensure that Recovery Act goals are met,
funds are properly and timely spent and/or funds are returned lo the U.S. Treasury
through the Department.
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DRAFT REPORTS 1ssu1;:0 THIS WEEK:

I ,ETTER Rl~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on "Idaho's Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory," Febroary 26,
2012. (OAS-L-12·02)
.

D

The Department of Energy (Department) owns and operates the Radiological and
Environmental Sciences Lahoratory (RESL) through the Idaho Operations Office {Idaho).
RESL hncl heen located at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) site since 1949. The
Department decided to move RESL to a new facility in Idaho Falls because the
deterioration of the existing building was increasingly compromising RESL's abilily to
support the Department. On April 7, 20 I I 1 the Office of Inspector General Hotline
received a complainl alleging improprieties with the construction and operation of RESL.
The complainant alleged that the construction, relocation and operation of RESL violated
a number of Federal policy and procedural requirements. The objective of this audit was
Lo delennine whether !he relocation and operation of RESL was appropriately managed.

•

We did nol identify material issues or obtain sufficient evidence 10 substantiate the
allegations concerning RESL's operation and reJocalion to Idaho Falls. However, we did
identify an internal conirol weakness that the Department should consider relating to
accounting for renovation costs.

If! The complainant alleged that RESL capital construction was being performed in phases
to avoid the Congressional Line Item approval and reporting processes. Hased on our
review, we were unable to substantiate the complainant's assertion. The complainant
alleged that no Mission Need Statement was prepared to document the need for the
capability that RESL provided. Contrary.to the complainanl's assertion, we found that
mission need was documented and a privatizalion study was perfom1ed. The
complainant indica!ed that no alternative analyses or life cycle cost estimates were
pcrfonned to evaluate the feasibility and cost effecciveness of various alternatives to new
construction. We did not substantiate lhe complainant's allegation that alternative
analyses were not performed. We found that various alternatives were considered for
RESL relocation. The complainant expressed concern that Government-furnished
equipment and personnel relocation costs were not properly accounted for. We did not
substantiate the complainant's allegation regarding improper accounting for Government·

furnished equipment and personnel relocation costs. Both were 11·eatcd in accordance
with Dcpartmcnl accounting policies .

.I During our review we noted that the Department may not have appropriately capitalized
costs associated with the renovation of the office facilily. Project management officials
did not provide the data needed by accounting personnel to make an appropriate
determination. Rather, the project manager cjetermined whether costs would be
capitalized or expensed. The project manager indicated a lack of familiarity with costing
rules or lhc Department's Acco11t11i11g Handbook.
•

To address the internal control issue noted within this report, we suggest that the
Manager, Idaho Operations Office evaluate activities in the renovation project that could
be considered betterments and capitalize lhosc cosls; ensure that project managers work
with accounting officials when making costing decisions on improvements to facilities to
ensure proper categorization~ and, ensure that available documentation to support project
decisions is retained in the project files.
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FINANCIAL STATEMgNT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

II A joint entrance conference for the audit of the Department of Energy (Department)
Fiscal Year 2012 Consolidated Financial Statements and the evaluation of the
Department's Unclassified Cyber Security Program was held on February 22, 20l2.
Officials from the Office of Inspector General, KPMG, LLC 1 Office of the Chief
Financial Officer, Office of Chief Information Officer, and various field sites were in
actendance.
RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Aflegati'on on Organizllfional Conflict of Interest (S l2IS001)

'4 On February 22, 2012, the inspectors briefed Mr. John Eschenberg, (Acting} Manager of
lhe Oak Ridge Office and Mr. John Shewairy, (Acting) Assistant Manager for
Administration and Director, Public Affairs Office, Oak Ridge Office, on our findings

concerning the alleged Executive Salaries process. The objective of the inspection is to
determine the facts and circumstances concerning the allegation.
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Ending March 2, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THJS WEEK:

Audit Report on "The Department of Ei1ergy's Implementation of Homeland Security Preside11tial
Dlreclive 12," (DOE/IG-0860, February 28, 2012)

It Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12), Policies for a Common
Identification S1mulardfor Federal Employees and Contractors, was established in
August 2004 to enhance national security and mandate the use of a Federal govemmentwide standard for secure and reliable forms of identification for Federal employees and
contractQrs. The Department of Energy (Department) initiated its HSPD-12 efforts.in
2004 and has spent more than $15 million, most of which was dedicated to issuance and
maintenance of badges. However, recenl Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
guidance directed that Federal agencies should have physical and logical access controls
fully installed and that policy be issued by each agency to ensure nil new systems under
development be enabled to use HSPD- l2 credentials. In Hght of the updated OMD
requirements, we initiated this audit to detem1ine whclher the Department implemented
physical and logical access controls in accordance with HSPD-12.
•

We found that, despite I years of effort and expenditures of more than $15 minion, the
Department had yet to meet all HSPD-12 requirements. fo particular, the Department
had not fully implemented physical and logiCal access controls in accordance with
HSPD· t 2. Furthermore, the Department had not issued HSPD-12 credentials to many
uncleared contractor personnel at ils field sites. Speclficany, none of the 5 field sites
reviewed had fully implemented physical access controls in accordance with HSPD-12
for the more than 40,000 employees requiring access to those facilities. In addition, the
Department had made progress for utilizing the HSPD-12 credential to authenticate user
access to information systems; however, additional work was needed. Finally. contrary
to the goals and requirements of the directive, four of the five field sites we reviewed did
not provide HSPD-12 credentials to contractors that did not hold a security clearance.

.Ii We noted what we considered to be a lack of a coordinated approach amoug progrnms
and sites related to implemenlalion of HSPD- l 2 requirements. In particular, we found
that guidance provided by management was fragmented and often inadequate to meet the
goals of the initiative. In addition, ongoing efforts suffered from a lack of coordination
among programs and sites to determine !he cost, scope and schedule of work required to
implement HSPD· l 2 requirements. Further, several programs and sites visited had not
established budgets in r.n attempt 10 obtain funding to support HSPD-12 activities .

.Ii OMD has concluded that the use of HSPD-12 credentials provides more secure access to
Federal facilities, enhanced cyher security and reduced overall costs. However, unlil
physical and logical access controls are fully implemented Jn accordance \vlth HSPD-12,
the Department will continue to pay significant maintenance costs for credentials without
realizing the full benefits. Management concurred with the report's recommendations
and indicated that it had initiated corrective action to address issues identified in our

repori. In separate comments, the National Nuclear Security Administralion concurred
with the report's findings and stated that it will use the findings to improve the
management and oversight of its implementation of HSPD· 12.
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RECOVERY ACT REPO.RTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAI1'T RgCOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Report on "Efforts by the Department of Rnergy to Ensure Energy Efficient Management of
iis Data Centers," March 2, 2012, (A 11 TG023)
~ The Department of Energy (Department) houses various types of information technology
(IT) equipment in data centers and server rooms to support its missions related lo energy

and scientific innovation, environmental cleanup and nuclear safety and security. As the
Government's reliance on IT equipment has increased, the number of data centers has
also grown. Jn fact, the Administration recemly noted that the number of data centers
throughout the Federal government increased by over 150 percent in the past decade. As
a result, the federal Data Center ConsoHdalion Initiative was established to require
agencies to identify data centers and develop plans to reduce associated cost of
operations, enhance IT security and increase 1he use of more efficient computing
platforms and technologies. Based on the significant investment in IT infrastructure, the
potential for further savings and the need to improve sustainability, we initiated this audit
to determine whether the Department managed its data centers in an energy efficient
manner.
Jt The Department had.taken certain actions designed lo improve the management of its
data centers. Our review, however, identified a number of oppor1unities to improve the
energy efficiency of its IT operations. In particular, we found that the nine locations we
reviewed had not always implemcn!cd effective practices for space configuration and
utilization designed to improve the energy efficiency of data centers. In addition, the
Department continued to operate and maintain excess space within its data centers, a
practice that led to energy inefficiencies. Specifically, we found that (1) the Department
had not always taken advantage of many commonly recommended efficiency measures,
many of which could have been implemented at little or no cost; and, (2) the Department
continued lo operate data centern and server rooms that were not fully utilized, further
contributing to inefficiencies.

Ii The problems we identified occurred, in pai1, because the Department had not always
established specific goals or pcrfonnance metrics, or otherwise incentivizcd its
organizations and sites to attain the energy efficiency levels outlined in Executive Order
135 I4 in a timely manner. In addition, data center resources and IT equipment were not

effectively controJled to promote efficiency in energy usage and space utilization.
F\nally, Department organizations and sites had not effectively coordinated efforts to
promote efficiencies through full utilization of data center space,

Pl Without improvements, the Department will continue to spend more than necessary
operating data centers and server rooms. Furthermore, a lack of coordination regarding
advances in energy efficiency may hinder the Department's prngcess in meeting Federal
and Department energy reduction goals. Also, inadequate progress relating to data center
consolidation resu11ed in missed opportunities for potential cost savings related to energy
usage and maintenance costs.
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Draft Report on "Performance Audit of the Department of Energy's improper Payment Reporting
in the Fiscal Year 20 JI Agency Financial Report," March 2, 2012 . (Al IFN009)

a

This report presents the results of the independent certified pubHc accountants' work to
address the requirements of the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act
(IPERA). The audit objective was to detem1ine if the Department of Energy (Department
or DOE) met the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) criteria for compliance wilh

IPERA .

. .JJ Although the Department met three of the five OMB critetia for compliance with IPERA,
KPMG, LLC (KPMG) identified the following noncompliance issues in the Department's
development of program-specific risk assessments and publishing improper payment
estimates for programs or activities:

•

Inconsistent Site Risk Assessments. DOE did not conduct and document a
comprehensive agency-wide program-specific risk assessment to detem1ine the
programs areas within the Agency that are susceptible to significant improper
payments.

•

•

Inconsistent Sampling Methodologies. The Department used non-statistical
methods to arrive at 1he estimated improper payment rate published in th.e Agency
Financial report.
Inconsistent Use of Improper Payment Definition. Seven of l l sites tested did not
adhere to the Department guidance and applied an inconsistent definition of

improper payment (or payments) when reporting !heir improper payments.

M KPMG also evaluated the agency's efforts to prevent and reduce improper payments.
KPMG determined that the following finding, if addressed, could improve the
Department's assessment of improper payments:
•

The improper payment reporting guidance provided to the DOE sites did not
include the definition of a DOE program or clarification on the use of the
individual site sampling results by the agency, resulting in inconsistent and
inaccurate data/information for risk assessment and statistical sampling.

R KPMG provided several recommendations for improving the Department's improper
payment reporting.
Technical Monitors: ...
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LEITER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SlGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Alleged Conjlicr nf lnleres1 al Satidia National Laboratories, New Mexico (S 12IS006)
•

An Entrance Conference was held on February 27, 2012, regarding lhe Alleged
Conflict of Interest at Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico. Sandia NiJtionaJ
Laboralories, the Sandia Site Office and National Nuclear Security Administration
officials via teleconference attended the meeting. The objectlve of this inspection was
to assess the facts and circumstances surrounding an allegation that Sandia National
Laboralories may have.acted improperly and specificoHy engaged in a conflict of
interest with regard to work performed for the Missile Defense Agency.

Team Leader: l(b)(6)
Lead Inspector:
Assist Inspector:
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OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
E February 28-March l, 2012, Ms. Sandra Bruce, Assistant Inspector General for
Inspections, and Mr. Rick Cumm, Director Western Region Inspections, visited staff at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) offices. Ms. Bruce and Mr.
Curran met with Mr. Tom Gioconda, the LLNL Laboratory Deputy Director, and Ms.
Kim Davis, the National Nuclear Security Administration Livennore Site Manager.
Additionally, Ms. 'f3mce and Mr. Curran toured the National Ignition Facility and the
Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry.

WEEKLY OPERA TIO NS STATTSTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER IV1A TTERS:
•

The Oak Ridge Office of Inspector General had a very successful Combined Federal
Campaign (CFC)! The office won awards for Top Key Worker (Wayne Herbert), 2nd
place for Top Agencies Percentage Participation and 3rd place for the Top Agencies Per
Capita for the Anderson County/Smoky Mountain Campaign. Wayne will represent our
office and accept our awards at a special banquet on March 15, 2012. Thanks to Wayne
for his great effort in leading our local CFC and congratulations to all of.our generous
and cheerful givers.
·

•

Rickey Hass, Deputy Inspector General, visited the Oak Ridge office this week. During
his visit, Rickey held an all-hands briefing with stnff and met with Oak Ridge Office and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory officials. Additionally, employees briefed Rickey
regarding on-going audits and inspections.
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Ending March 9, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allowabiiity for Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory for tile period Ocrober l, 2008 rlm-1 September 30, 20 I 0 under Department of Energy
Contract No. DE-AC02-05CHJ 1231 (OAS-V-12-04, February, 2012)
II Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's (Berkeley)
Internal Audit did not meet Institute of Internal Auditors Standards and could not be
relied upon. In addillon, we found that Berkeley conducted or arranged for audils of
subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in detennining lhe amount payable to a
subcontractor. Furthermore, except as noted below, questioned costs and internal control
weaknesses idenlified in other audits and reviews performed by the Office of Inspector
General, the University of California and Internal Audit have been resolved.
•

While we did not identify any material internal conlrnl weaknesses, we are questioning
$120 in costs identified by Berkeley's Internal Audit which have not been adequately

resolved. Further, our examination identified an additional $183 of costs which need to
be addl'essed to ensure that only allowable costs are claimed by and reimbursed to
Berkeley. Specifically, we observed that:
•

Internal Audit perfonned an allowable cost audit for Fiscal Year (FY) 2009. No
questioned cosls were identified. An allowable cost audit was also conducted
for FY 2010. Questioned costs totaling $392,760 were identified, of which
$120 remained unresolved as ofFebruary2012. According1y, we arc
questioning that amount;

•

Berkeley's Travel Department did not always ensure lhat travelers were
reimbul'sed according to allowable per diem rates and travel policies. We found
four transactions that contained questionable costs for reimbursement of
expenses with incorrect per diem and lodging rates, unallowable house hunting
expenses and personal travel. These costs have not been resolved; therefore, we
a.re questioning $183; and,

•

Berkeley did not ensure that all relocation expenses for employees who
voluntarily terininatcd in less than 12 months were returned to the Government
as required by Federal Acquisition Regulations. Subsequent to issuance of the
drafrreport, Berkeley provided documentation showing that the relocation costs
were reimbursed to the Govermnenl in February 2012 .

.~ Berkeley did not always reimburse travelers for travel and relocation expenses according
to applicable per diem rates and travel policies. Berkeley has approximately 245 travel
arrangers that arrange I ravel and enter travel vouchers for expense reimbursement into
Berkeley's travel expense system. According to Berkeley's Business Servkes Manager,

Berkeley has 3 travel auditors (processors) who review over 10,000 travel vouchers each
year for foreign and domestic travel. Therefore, with the large volume vouchers,
Berkeley recognizes that simple errors can occur. Further, we found that although
Berkeley had travel policies in place, travel auditors did not always follow the current
travel policies as intended.

Ii Management concurred with all of the recommendations. Specifically, Berkeley's Site
Office Contracting Officer will make a determination regarding the allowability of
questioned costs in the report and, ensure that Berkeley will: (1) provide sufficient
information on travel expense vouchers; (2) consider using risk-based sampling
methodology to review travel reimbursements; and, (3) return relocation reimbursements
from employees who were paid relocnlion expenses nnd resigned within 12 months for
reasons within their control to the Government.
Team Leader:
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Inspection Report on "Follow-up Inspection 011 Security Clearance Tenninations and Badge
Retrieval at the Lmvrcncc Livermore National Laboratory," (INS-L-12-02, March 6, 2012)
II Our January 2006 reporl on Security Clearance Tenninations and Badge Retrieval at the
Lawrence Livermore Na1ional Laborat01y, (DOE/IG-0716), and reviews at other
Department of Energy( Department) facilities over the past 10 years revealed
Department-wide weaknesses regarding the recovery of security badges, following
security termination briefing procedures, and the timely termination of security
clcaranc·cs. Given these past concerns, we initiated this inspection to determine if
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) had improved its processes for
terminating cleared employees; and, if the National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA) Personnel Security Division was terminating security clearances in a timely

manner.
..- LLNL is managed and operated under contract by Lawrence Livermore National

Security, LLC, for NNSA. The Livermore Site Office (Livermore) is the NNSA Federal
entity responsible for administering the contract. Livermore is contractually obligated to
follow the Department's security policies when individuals terminate employment. These
policies include; collecting and locally deactivating security badges; providing security
briefings and ensuring a Security Termination Statement (STS) is signed; and, sending
requests for security clearance tenninations to NNSA Personnel Security Division in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

!I Our inspection revealed that Livermore and NNSA have generally taken corrective
actions in response to our 2006 report with regard to recovery of security badges,
conducting security rermination briefings and timely termination of security clearances.
Specifically:
• Livermore developed and implemented the Vital Information System Interactive
Online Network, improving the employee termination process to include th~
retrieval of security badges, the security termination briefing procedures and the
sending of clearance termination requests through an encrypted em::Jil system to
NNSA Personnel Security Division;

• Livermore revised and improved its internal procedures for the recovery of security
badges;
• NNSA Per.~onnel Security Division improved the timeliness of security clearance
terminations in lhe Department's Central Personnel Clearance Index; and,
• NNSA improved its process for 1ransmit1ing the STS by developing and
impJcmcnting an encrypted email system which Livermore is using to transmit its
requests for security clearance terrninations lo NN'SA Personnel Security
Divis.ion.
While Livermore's changes to its badge retrieval procedures have addressed the issues discussed
in our 2006 report, we did identify opportunities for further improvements regarding Livermore's
security termination briefing procedures and NNSA's full utilization of the encrypted cmnil

system.
Project Lead: l_(b-)(_6_>_ _ ____,
RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSURD THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT

RJ~PORTS

DRAFT REPORTS rssum) THIS

ISSUED THIS WEEK:

WEEK~

LI(TTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on Southwestem Federal Power System's Fiscal Year 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009
Financial Statement Audits (OAS-FS· 12-06, March 8, 2012)
•

This report presents the results of the independent certified public accountants' audit of
!he Southwestern Federal Power System's (SWI-"PS) Fiscal Year 2006 through 2009
combined balance sheets and the related combined statements of revenues and expenses,
changes in net Federal investment and cnsh flows .

.Ii KPMG, LI .C concluded thal the combined financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of SWFPS as of September 30, 2009, 2008, 2007
and 2006, and the results of its operations and hs cash flow for each of the years then
ended, are in conformity with United States generally accepted accounting principles.
•

As part of this review, the auditors also considered SWFPS's internal controls over
financial reporting and tested for compliMcc with certain provisions of laws, regulations

and contracts that could have a direct and material effect on rhe combined financial
statements. The audit revealed the following significant deficiencies in inlernal comrol
over financial reporting that, when combined together, were considered to be material
weaknesses:

•

Four internal control deficiencies were identified over accounting for utility plant,
each of which were considered to be significant. When combined together, these
four conditions were considered a material weak!less.

•

Five internal coutrol deficiencies were identified over Accounting Policies and
Procedures, each of which were considered to be significan·1. When combined
together, these five conditions were considered a material weakness .

.~ U.S. Am1y Corps of Engineers and Southwestern Power Administration management

agreed with the findings and recommendations that pertained to them and agreed to take
the necessary corrective actions.
Technical Monitors: ...
l''_)-(S_)_____.

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKl,Y OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LRTTER ISSUED:

l\1ANDA TORY TRAIN ING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER l\rlA TTERS:

Ii The Pittsburgh Audit Office gave joint presentations with the Office of Investigations to
officials at the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) in Pittsburgh, PA and
Morgantown, WV on March 6-7, 2012. The presenters from the Office of Inspector
General were Veronica Rutt, Heather Baumgartel and Loran DeHonney (Investigations).
NETL officials were provided an overview of 1nvesligations and Audi ls, including the
differences in each of these functions and the employee's responsibilities during an audit
or investigation.
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Ending March 23, 2012
FINAL RgPORTS ISSUJi:D THIS WEEK:

RJl;CQVItRY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAIT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS \VEJ~K:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WERK:
Draft Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Princeton Plasma Physics Laboral,ory
during Fiscal Years 2009-2010 under Deparfmem of Energy Contract Numbers DE-AC02·
76CH03073 and DE-AC02-09CH11466, March 14, 2012(AI 1CHOl9)
~

Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate the allowable cost related
audit work performed by Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) Internal Audit
did not meet Institute of Internal Auditors Standards and could not be relied upon. We
identified no other audits or reviews that reported questioned costs or internal control
weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs claimed for Fiscal Yenrss 2009 and
2010.

Ill However, while not a material weakness, we found PPPL had not conducted or
arranged for required audits of two of its subcontractors when costs incun-ed were a
factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor. As required by its
contract with the Department of Energy (Department), PPPL's policy was to audit cost
reimbursable subcontracts valued at$ I million or more in total direct and indirect costs,
a threshold found in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). We identified two
subcontracts totaling $3.6 million awaiting closeout that had not been audited.

ll Additionally, we found the Department had reimbursed PPPL approximately $1.04
million for lodging subsidies paid to two employees. Specifically, the Department had
reimbursed PPPL approximately $612,000 for lodging subsidies paid to one employee
who had been on extended assignment for a period of about l 4 years, and
approximately $428,000 for lodging subsidies paid to another employee for an
extended assignment of about 9 years. During the entire duration of these assignments,
the employees received the fuH lodging per diem rale established by the General
Services Administration.

It In addition to the lodging subsidies, these employees had been paid Field Service
Premiums of 12 percent of their salaries for lhe duration of their exte1ided assignments.
These premiums currently amount to a total of $2,703 per month, or $32,436 per year,
Given the extended nature of t11ese assignments, we also questioned the reasonableness
of provid!ng such salary premiums. However, to assess the reasonableness of these
subsidies, we benchmarked PPPL's policy against Department policies that address
extended assignments for other contractor and Depar!ment employees.
-

Further, while the employees had signed agreements stating their assignments would be
for 1 year and 2 years, respectively, PPPL h~d extended the agreements annunlJy
without documenting the reasons for continuing lhe assignments or considering
alternatives.

____
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Draft Audit Report on lnregmted Safety Management at Sandia National laboratories,
March 20, 2012, (A 10AL004)
.
R Safety ill one of the Departmenl of Energy's (Department) top priorilies. In 1996, (he·
Department established an Integrated Safety Management (ISM) system intended to
reduce or prevent occupational injuries, illnesses and accidents by providing safe and
healthy workplaces.
R Because of the importance of a safe and healthy workplace, we began our audit with the
objective of determining whether Sandia had fully implemented ISM. However, it
immediately became apparent that since 1997 and continuing inlo 2011, the Department
had reported numerous deficiencies with Sandin National Laboratories' (Sandia)
implementation of ISM at the line management level. Specifically, the Department
found that Sandia had not always sufficiently identified, analyzed ar.d documented
hazards and controls to ensure that risks to workers were adequately controlled. While
Sandia had taken numerous policy level con-ective actions over the past 13 years, in
201 l, the Depar1merit and Sandia identified problems with ISM al the line level similar
to those identified in previous years. These included issues such as inadequate hazard
analysis and work not being perfom1cd within controls. Due to the Department's
emphasis on worker safety, we revised our audit objective to determine the reasons that
Sandia was not effectively implementing ISM at !he line management level.

R Our review disclosed that Sandia had not fully addressed the root causes of weaknesses
in its ISM implementation. Specifically, Sandia had not always:
•

Perfqrmed effective self-assessments lo identify ISM weaknesses within its
organizations. In fact, we observed that self-assessments performed by line
managers oftenfailed to identify ISM weaknesses within their organizations that
were subsequently identified by independent evaluations; and,

•

Were held accountable for ensuring implementation of ISM requirements. In
particular, Sandia had not always included performance measures for correcting
known ISM weaknesses in line managers' perfolmance evaluation plans.

.II

These problems were due to the Sandia Site Office (Site Office) and Sandia uot always
providing cffeclive management and oversight of line managers' implemenlation of
ISM. Specifically, neither the Site Office nor Sandin had developed specific
performance indicators to rate ISM line level implementation despite evaluation reports
that identified ISM weaknesses in lhal area. Further. Sandia had not ill ways provided
effective oversight of line managers' implementation and had not provided adequa1e
self-assessment tools and training to those managers.

•

Until Sandia effectively implements ISM requirements hy performing effective selfasscssmcnts and holding line leveJ managers accountable, workers are at increased risk
to suffer from illnesses and injuries that could be avoided. For example, in 2010, several
workers were potentially exposed to beryllium at Sandia's Radioactive and Mixed Waste
Management Facility. Sandia subsequently chartered an independent investigation of

!he beryllium event Which ideotified

Ull

ii1adequate II,, .level of rigor in the execution Qf

work planning and control processes."

R To a~10id similar situations and decrease risks to Sandia's workforce, we made several
recommendations designed to improve ISM at Sandia.
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OTHER AUDITS:
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SIGNWICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
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WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT Ofi' NEW INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

. MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHl•:f):

OTHER MATTERS:

It The Western Audits Division's Albuquerque office recently hired two new auditors,
Mr. Neil Herman and Ms. Audra Sharifi rsfahani. Mr. Herman received a Master's
degree in Accounting from the University of Hawaii and graduated summa cum laude
with a 4.0 grade point average. He also has a CPA license and is joining the OIG with
financial and compliance audit experience from a public CPA firm. Ms. Sharifi Isfahani
received a Master's degree in Accounting from the University of Missouri with a 4.0
grade point average, She holds a Certified Infomrntion Systems Auditor (CISA)
certificate and has experience as an information security analyst with University of
Colorndo and has also performed compliance auditing for the Colorado Division of
Gaming. Since moving Lo New Mexico within the past year, both Neil and Audra are
learning to appreciate the joys of green chile.

.JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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. Ending March 30, 2012

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on "Management of Bo1111eville Power Administration's Information Technology
Program," March 26, 2012, DOF.JIG.0861 (A 11TG020)

"1 The Bonneville Power Administration (Bonneville) provides about 30 percent of
wholesale electric power to regional utilities that service homes, hospitals, financial
institutions, commercial entities and military installations in the Pacific Northwest.
Bonneville makes extensive use of various information systems in its daily operations,
including electricity transmission systems, systems that enable the marketing and
transferring of electrical power, as well as administrative and financial systems. Should
any of these information systems be compromised or otherwise rendered inoperable, the
impact on Bonneville's customers could be significant. Prior reviews have identified
weaknesses related to Bonneville's information technology (IT) program. For instance,
our report on Cyber Security Risk Management Practices at the Bonneville Power
Admi'nistration (DOEnG-0807, December 2008) identified risk management weaknesses
related to Bonnevil1e's Federal requirement to certify and accredit its information systems
for operation, a problem that could adversely impact the security of critical systems and
the data they contain therein. In this light, we initiated this audit to determine whether
Bonneville effectively and efficiently implemented its IT program.

I! ·Bonneville had taken steps to address the cyber security concerns raised in our prior
review. However, our current review identified concerns in the areas of cyber security,
project management and procurement of IT resources. In particular, Bonneville had nor
implemented controls designed to address known system vulnerabilities: operational
security controls designed to protect Bonneville's systems had not always been fully
implemented; several system development efforts suffered from cost, scope and schedule
issues, due in part to weaknesses in project planning and management; and, Bonneville's
IT software was not always procured in a coordinated manner, resulting in increased
security risks.
~ The issues identified were due, at least in part, to inadequate implementation of policies

and procedures related to security and project management. We also determined that
inadequate planning of resource requirements prevented Bonneville from effectively
managing its IT program. Furthermore, we found that Bonneville's Office of the Chief
Information Officer did not have authority over the entire IT program, including cenaln
cyber security and procurement functions.
•

Without improvements, Bonneville's systems and 'ii1formation may be exposed to a
higher than necessary level of risk of compromise, Joss, modification and nonavailability.
In addition, Bonneville may continue to experience problems related to project
management and spend more than necessary on IT resources. Management concurred
with the report's recommendations and indicated that corrective action would be taken.
6
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Management Alert on "Purchase of Computers for tile U.S. Department ofAgriculture Forest
Service al the Savannah River Site," (OAS·M-12-03, March 26, 2012)
.~ In October 2011, the Office of Inspector General received a complaint that the U.S.

Department of Agricullure Forest Service ·Savannah River (Forest Service) had
purchased a number of compulers under its Interagency Agreement (Agreement) with the
Department of Energy's (Department) Savann?Jl River Operations Office (SRO) that·
were not placed into use and were being stored in a manner that left them vulnernb!e to
.theft or misuse. Under the tcnns of the Agreement, the Forest Service retains title to
property purcha~ed with funds provided by SRO until the Agreement is terminated or
· expfres, at which time Che tide would transfer to SRO. However, Forest Service procured
computers requiring site network access are titled to SRO in order to maintain security
control of the items, provide appropriate network cupability and support Forest Service
activities.
~ We confirmed the existence oft? Hewlett-Packard (HP) desktop computers that had

been purchased in September 2010, by the Forest Service with SRO funds, wilh the
intention of connecting the computers to the Savannah River Site (SRS) network. One of
the t 7 computers had been placed into use, while the other 16 were being stored in an
SRS office building. We also substantiated that the computers were not stored in a secure
location, making them vulnerable to theft or diversion. Furthermore, we determined that,
· contrnry to property management guidelines, none of the computers had been recorded in
a property accountability sysrcm.
~ Essentially, the computers were set aside until a more cost-effective solution for network

connectivity could he arranged. SRO Safeguards and Infonnation Technology (IT)
officials who are responsible for managing and overseeing SRS automated data
processing and communications, to include identification of capability needs and
acquisition of resources, informed us that the Forest Service had not coordinated the
planned purchase of the computers with them. We determined that much of the delay in
installing the computers appears to have occurred because the Forest Service's computer
needs were ~10t effectively communicated and coordinated wilh the appropriate SRO IT
personnel to ensure that a timely, workable solution was arranged.
lfl Accordingly, we made several recommendations to correct the problems we identified.
Management concurred with our recommendations for improving coordination of
computer and network connectivily issues between the Forest Service and SRO.
Management did not concur with our recommendation to consider modifying the
Agreement with lhe Forest Service to ensure that all sensitive property, purchased with
SRO funds, is managed in accordance with Department's implementation of Federal
property management requirements, to include prompt inventory upon receipt and proper
safeguarding. Rather, management indicated that they consider such items _to be
Agriculture personal property subject to its own property management controls unless
formally transferred to the Department. However, we noted that these computers were
purchased using Department funds and are required, under the Agreement, to be returned
to the Department when no longer needed, indicating the Department's responsibility to
ensure appropriate fina1 disposition of the property. As sueh, management should ·

conside.r whether increasing accountability over these items of sensilive equipment is
beneficial and could help reduce the risk of Joss/theft.
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUKD THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTKR REPORTS ISSUED TlliS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Financial Statement Audit Report on Departmenl of Energy's Isotope Development and
Prod11ctio11for Research and Applications Program's Fiscal Year 2009 Balance Sheet Audit,
{OAS·FS·l2-08, March 2012)
~

This report presents the rcsulls of the independent certified public accountants' audit of
the Department of Energy's Isotope Development and Production for Research and
Applications Program's (Isotope Program) Fiscal Year 2009 balance sheet.

•

KPMG concluded that, except for insufficient evidence to support inventories held for
sale and undelivered orders, the latter of which effects the classifications of fund balance
with Treasury, the Isotope Program's balance sheel as of September 30, 2009, is
presented fairly, in 1111 material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles .

.Ii As part of this review, 1he auditors also considered internal controls over fimmcial
reporting and identified the following material weaknesses and significant deficiencies:
•

Material Weaknesses: Controls over Inventory ReJated Documentation and
Improvements Needed in the Preparation and Review of Manual Journal Entries;
and,

•

Significant Deficiencies: Unclassified Network and lnfomiation Systems Security
and Accounting for Property, Plant and Equipment.

Ii The results of the auditors' tests of compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, and contracts disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that
are required to be reported herein under Govemme11t Auditing Standards, issued by the

Comptroller General of the U.S., and Office of Management and Budget Bulletin _
Number 07·04, Audit Requirements/or Federal Financial Statements.
Technical Monitors: ....
r_l(-6)_____.

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORl'vlATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NF.W INSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

· MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER i'YIA TTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
•

On Monday, March 26, 2012, Ted Stuclcms joined !he Western Region Inspections
Office in Albuquerque. Ted comes to us from the Defense Contract Audit Agency
where he worked for more than four years. Prior to that, he served on the Albuquerque

Police Department for 21 years. We welcome Ted to the OIG family.
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Ending April 13, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Los Alamos Natimzal Laboratmy
during Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009 under Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC5206NA25396, (April 3, 2012, OAS-V-12-05)

JI Since June-2006, Los Alamos National Security, LLC (LANS), has operated the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos). Los Alamos is required hy its contract to
account for costs incurred annually on lts Statement of Cos1s Incurred and Claimed
(SCIC), to maintain an internal audit activity, and to conduct or arrange for.audits of its
subcontractors when costs incurred arc a factor in determi11i11g the amount payable to a
subcontractor. During Fiscal Years (FY) 200& and 2909, Los Alamos' Ethics & Audit
Division (Internal Audit) was responsible for internal audits, while its Acquisition
Services Management (ASM) Division was responsible for subcontract audits.

W: Based on our audit, nothing came to our altention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by Internal Audit for FYs 2008 and 2009 could not be
relied on. We did not identify any material internal control weaknesses with cost
allowability audits. However, we are questioning $1,954,308 of costs identified by
Internal Audit that had not been resolved. As of January 2012, the Contracting Officer
was working with Los Alamos to resolve the questioned costs.
•

Additionally, we found material weaknesses in the FY 2008 and 2009 subcontract audit
work performed by ASM. which did not meel relevant auditing standards.· We
questioneq whether ASM's reviews were sufficient to determine the allowability of those
incurred costs. Therefore, we considered $165,092,842 in subcontract costs incurred in
FYs 2008 and 2009 that ASM reviewed to be unresolved pending Internal Audit review.

!fi'i We also que~tioned whether Los ·Alamos' subcontract audit strategy, which was based on
a subset of the Defense Contract Audit Agency's (DCAA) requirements, provides
sufficient coverage to ensure that only allowable costs are paid with NNSA funds. Under
the srrategy, which was revised iu 2009 and made retroactive to 2006, only 2 of lhe 975
cost-type subcontracts and none of the 429 time and materials/labor hour suhcontracts
active during the period required audit.

fii In addition, we considered $271,982,318 in previously reported subcontract costs from
2007 as unresolved pending audit NNSNs response to our prior report committed to
having these costs audited. However, the·contractor believed most of the 28 subcontrocts
did not require audit under the thresholds approved in 2009.

W Finally, we identified concerns with control issues also identified by the NNSA Chief
Financial Officer which need to be addressed to ensure that only nllowable costs are
claimed by, and reimbursed to, the contractor.

•

Management agreed with the report's findings and recommendations and repoited that
Los Alamos has proposed a new subcontract audit strategy which will only be approved
by the Contracting Officer if it improves audit coverage. In addition, management
undertook ro resolve out.'ltanding questioned costs and unaudited subcontract costs,
including those previously identified by the OIG as requiring audit fron1FY2007.
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Audit Report on Use of Noncompetitfre Procurements ro Obtain Sen1ices at Iha Savannah River
Site, (April 10, 2012 1 DOE/IG-0862)

9'l In 2009, the Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC (SRNS) awarded two
noncompctiti ve contracts for pcr8onnel services to two of its three parent companies,
Federal Services, Inc. (Fluor) and Newport News Nuclear, lnc. (Newport News). During
the period June 2009 through August 2010, SRNS released 126 purchase orders against
these contracts valued at approximately $26 million. Given the significant level of
activity in this area, we initiated this audit to dete1mine whether the Department of
Energy had ensured that SRNS appropriately applied contracting requirements when
noncompetitively acquiring services from affiliates or related parties.

M SRNS had not always met its contractual obligations when acquiring services from its
affiliates. Specifically, SRNS had not obtained required Department npproval for the two
noncompetitive contracts it awarded to Fluor and Newport News during 2009. Also,
demonstrated, in most cases, that the affiliates were the only source·s capable of providing
the expertise necessary to perform the needed services, a pre-requisite for noncompetitive
awards to affiliate companies. Further, it performed cost analyses to ensure the
reasonableness of the cost of affiliate personnel services, as required.
Jg The noncompetitive acquisitions occurred and persisted because the Depa11ment did not
effectively administer the SRNS contract as it pertains to the procurement of affiliate
personnel services. Additionally, lhe Department was not notified of a potential
Organizational Conflict of Interest (OCI) because SRNS' General Counsel dete1mined
that SRNS did not need to submit a representation regarding such a potential conflict to
the Department for these two noncompetitive contracts wilh parent companies.

JI

We also noted that SRNS officials directly involved in the overall management and
administration of the two affiliate contracts had what we considered to be an apparent
conflict of interest in !hat they were assigned to SRNS but remained employees of the
parent companies. The relationship of these SRNS employees ro the affiliates, coµpled
with their responsibilities associated with administering the two affiliate contracts, calls
into question SRNS 1 ability to provide assurance that it was performing objectively and
without bias, and, as a result, preventing the affiliates from receiving an unfair
competitive advantage. No instance of personal enrichment came to our attention during
the course of our review. In our opinion, however, the appoinlmcnt of affiliate personnel
to key management positions, whose roles include adminisrcring the two affiliate
contracts, creates a potential conflict of interest Uiat had not been evaluated hy SRNS,
had not been brought to the attention of the Department, and was contrnry to the very
·
explicit terms of the master contract.

.JI In the absence of effective Department oversight of SRNS' acquisition of affilia1e
personnel services, the Department lacked assurance that due consideration was given to
acquiring rhese services via competitive means, that the services were obtained at fair and
reasonable prices, and, as a consequence, the best interests of the U.S. taxpayers were
protected. The significance of this is demonstrated by the fact that, at the time of our
review, SRNS had released purchase orders against the two noncompetitive contrac1s
with Fluor and Newport News totaling approximately $26 million and had r?Jsed the
contractual budget ceilings for these contracts from .$5.5 million to $55 million.
Jg During the audit, the Savannah River Operations Office initiated a review to decermine

the reasonableness of the cost of affiliate personnel services that were acquired. While
this aclion is commendable, we bcJicve that additional action is necessary. As such, and
lo further address the issues identified in this report, we made a number of
recommendations designed to strengthen the Department's oversight of SRNS'
acc1uisitions from affiliates and address deficiencies associated with SRNS' acquisition of
affiliate personnel services.

E Management partially concurred with the report's recommendations and cited certain
planned, initiated or completed actions. In one important aspect, management did not
agree with our conclusions regarding procurements from affiliates and outlined actions
that arc nol completely responsive lo our recommendations. Notably 1 management
expressed its opinion that the transactions we reviewed should have been classified as
human resource actions that did not amount lo procurements. Management, however,
acknowledged the risks associaled with improper use of affiliate personnel services. We
bciievc that regardless of how the actions are described, there is still a compelling need to
ensure 1hat SRNS obtains services from corporate affiliates at fair and reasonable prices.
6) b ) (
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on The Department of Energy's Wealherh.atiou Assistance Program Funded under
lhe American Reco11ery and Reinvestme11t Aer for the State of New York (April 6, 2012, OASRA-12-07)
~

The State of New York's Weatherization Assistance Program is administered by the
Division of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR) thrO\igh 74 locAJ entities. The
State's goal is to weatherize approximately 45,000 units with Recovery Act funding,
providing services to qualified elderly households, persons with disabilities and families
wilh children, on a priority basis .

.ft Given the significam amount of,funding involved and the demands associated with
weatherizing thousands of homcs 1 we initiated this audit to determine if DHCR and four
of its local entities - Action for a Better Community, Inc. (ABC); Association for Energy
Affordability, Inc. (AEA); People's Equal Action and Community Effort, Inc. (PEACE);
and Saratoga County Economic Opportunity Council, Inc. (SARA) - had adequate
safeguards in place to ensure the Wcatherization Program was managed efficiently,
effectively and in compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations.

II DHCR had not always managed its Weatherization Program efftciently 1 effectively and in
compliance with laws and rcgulalions. Specifically, we found DHCR had not ensured
that:

•

Local entities complied with Federal cash management requirements
governing requests for reimbursement, deposit of Federal funds in interest
·bearing accounts and return of interest earned on advances of Federal fun<ls to
.jhc Department of Energy. In fact, local entities retained cash well in excess
of Weatherization Program needs. Ralher than using funds advanced for
ongoing needs as required, local agencies inappropriately retained
approximately $49 million of the $54 million (90 percent) received in
advances. Further, only JO of New York's 74 agencies had deposited funds in·
interest bearing accounts, as required; and,

•

Information was maintained to track and monitor the quaIi ty of weatherization
services, and where appropriate, take corrective actlon on system wide
deficiencies. In 1he absence of a system to idenrify underperfonning
contractors or weatherization measures that were frequently deficient, New
York's obility to take appropriate corrective action to improve services was
lhnited.

~

DHCR provided management responses lo our report that generally agreed with our
recommendatio1ls. Management comments proposed a number of corrective actions,
including updating policy and guidance, which we found to be responsive lo our
recommendalions.

•

Comments provided by the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy concurred with our recommendations and stated that they have
been working wilh New York's DHCR to ensure they implement plans ~hat address
the recommendations.
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Audit Report on Office of Secure Transportalio11 Capabilities, April 3, 2012, (AIOYT010)
.~

The National Nuclear Securily Administration's Office of Secure Transportation (OST) is
responsible for safely and securely transporting nuclear weapons, weapon components
and special nuclear material for customers such as the Department of Energy, Department
of Defense and the Nudear Regulatory Commission. The demand for OST services is
expected to lncrease significantly over the next 7 years as a result of current Presidential
initiatives and international nonproliferation efforts. These various initiatives will require
OST transportation of both material and weapon components. OST forecasts show an
increase in mission demand through 2019. In fact, OST projected thal Fiscal Year 2017
mission demand will be l44 percent of FY 2010 levels. Due to lhe importance of OST's
mission to safely and securely transport nuclear weapons, we performed this audit to
evaluate the challenges OST faces in meeting its future mission requirements.

.ll We found tha!, while OST has successfully met customer shipping requests in the past
and expects to have capacity to meer future requirements, it faces several significant
challenges. These challenges include maintaining the reliability of existing equipment;
ensuring that future Pederal agent overtime levels are consistent with safe operalions;
and, validating essential resource planning data. Specifically: based on its own criteria,
OST's entire fleet of armored tractors is beyond its operational life as of December 2011;
Federal agents are currently incurring overtime at levels approaching those considered
not to be sustainable over the long term; and, informatiol) provided by mission forecasts
may not be sufficiently reliable to accurately estimate and plan for operational needs.·
.I} OST officials told us that its tractors were nol replaced before the end of the useful lives
due to competing management priorities and classificalion issues. To help 1nitigate the
impact of overtime required 10 conduct mission and training workload while addressing

quality of life issues associated with exlended periods of lime on mission status, OST
implemented a predictive schedule. Currenlly, OST uses the Transportation Resources
Incegrnted Planning Suite (TRIPS) to forecast mission demands and plan for needed
resources. However, with the exception of one limited manual validation of mission
demands that compared PY 2006 shipping forecasts to actual FY 2006 shipments, OST
has not validated the accuracy of its shipping forecasts.- Also, we noted that OST had not
Integrated TRIPS, its mission and forecasting system, with its mission execution system
that tracks actual shipments.

W Because of lhe critical nature of OST's cargo, and its ro1e as the sole provider of this
unique capability, any interruption of OST's ability to complete its mission would result
in an unacceptable impact on national security. Accordingly, management attention is
needed to address these challenges to reduce the risk that OST will be unable to meet its.
future mission requirements.
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DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WERK:
Coordination Draft Inspection Report on Alleged Health and Wellness Benefit /rregitlarities,
April 13, 2012, (Sl IISOl I)

a

The Office of Inspector General received an allegation concerning irregularities with
health and wellness fringe benefits and alleged retaliatory practices by a National Ellergy
Technology Laboralory security contractor. We initiated an inspection to review lhe
facts and circumstances surrounding this allegation.

ll The complainant alleged thal the contractor: (1) did not provide employees wilh an
option to receive cash in lieu of fringe benefits; (2) did not provide employees with
infomrntion concerning employee fringe benefits contributions placed in 40l(k) plans,
which were established without t.he employees' consenl; and, (3) terminated an employee
for <:omplaining about issues related to fringe benefits administration .
.• We generally substantiated two or the three allegations and detennined that in most
instances that the contractor practices were not contrary to contractual and regulatory

requirements. During our inspcclion we found several contributing factors, such as the
contractor initially paid the employees cash for their fringe benefits and continued to pay
cash to its employees at two oiher locations. These factors contributed to lhe employees'
concerns about not rccei ving cash in lieu of fringe benefit.
~ Although

we found no evidence that contractors' actions were.contrary to Depai1rncntal
and procedures, we .suggested that NETL ensure that all corrective· actions taken
by the contractor to address errors and miscalculations related to the 40l(k) program be
properly reviewed.
pollcie~
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LETIER REPORTS ISSUED TIUS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATICMit:NT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHI!~R

AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATfON:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Ii A Message Meeting wM held on April 11, 2012, concerning an allegation-based
inspection of Conflict of Interest Issues at lhe Office of Nuclear Energy . The Office of
Inspector General initiated this inspection in response to a complaint alleging that
Department of Energy Federal managers wi!hin the NE violated Federal ethics and
procurement guidelines with regard to their alleged preferential treatment of a contract
employee. The objec1ive of this inspection review was to determine the facts and
circumstances surrounding the allegation. We determined that the allegation was
partially substantiated. Since the NE manager did involve himself in contractor
personnel decisions, albeit not to the extent that a violation of Federal regulalions or
procurement guidelines occu1Ted, and evidence sugge.~ts Department manager
involvement in contractor employee personnel matters may not be uncommon, the
Message Meeting decision was to draft a Leuer Report, (S 12IS002)
Project Lead:
Team Leader:
Assist:

(b)(G)

~

A Message Meeling was held on April 12, 2012, concerning an.allegation of possible
over-fill at the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. The objective of lhe inspection was to
determine rhc facis and circumstances surrounding the allegation. SpccificaUy, ii Mlti
alleged that filling the SPR to 727 mega million barrels caused an over-fill or a near-term
storage capacity issue, because the caverns would not be able to accommodate the
required 20-year storage capacity. Based on our field work, we identified one finding
and will begin drafting lhc report in a blue cover format. (S 12IS004)

Project Leads: l(b)(S)
Team Leaders:
Assist: ·
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---!

QTHER INSPECTION AL.'1'TVITY:

wm~KLY

OPRRATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT 01' NEW AUDITSnNSPECTIONS;

ll The Western Audits Division, Albuquerque Audit Group held an entrance conference on
April 3, 2012, for the Audit of Configuralion Management for the National Nuclear
Security Administration's Nuclear Weapons Systems. The purpose of the audit is to
determine whether NNSA has maintained accurate and complete configuration
management information for nudcar weapons systems to support safe, sound, and timely
decision-making. Survey work will be conducted at NNSA Headquarters in Washington,
DC, the Albuquerque Complex, Sandia National Laboratories, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, and 01her NNSA sires, as necessary.

NO FURTHJi:R ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATQRY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:
~

The Western Audit Division's Y-t2 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory Audie Group
welcomed a new auditor, Mrs. Kimberly Yerhart. Mrs. Yerhart recently received a
degree in Accounting from the University of the Incama1e Word in San Antonio, TX.
She served in the U.S. Air Force for 9 years and worked in the insurance industry for the
past 12 years. The team is very happy lo have her on board.

R The Western Audit Division's Los Alamos Audit Group welcomed a new auditor, Mr.
Omar Madrigal. Mr. Madrigal received a degree in Accounting from the University of
Phoenix, Albuquerque Campus. Omar is currently working to complete his MBA al
Colorado State University and will receive his degree this May. Before joining our
office, he worked for the State of New Mexico as a Federal contractor for the Office of
Nalural Resources Revenue. During his employment with the State, he performed as an
auditor and supervisor for the past 4 years. The Los Alamos Audit Group is very pleased
to have Omar on board.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the lnspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for [nspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending April 20, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Special Report on Questioned, Unresolved, and Pmentially Unallowable Costs lnrnrred by l.ns
Alamos National Laboratory during Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009, April 19, 2012, (AIOAL013)
OAS-L-12-04
~

Since June 2006, Los Alamos National Security, LLC, has operated the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Los Alamos is requi~ed by its contract to account for all funds
advanced by the Department of Energy, to safeguard assets in its care, and lo claim only
allowable costs.

ll The National Nuclear Security Administration had not resolved about $2 million in costs
questioned by Los Alamos' internal audit function during Fiscal Years 2008 and 2009
(See Attachment 1). 'lbe majority of these costs concerned labor charges of $1 .9 million
that Los Alamos' Internal Audit found either did not benefit NNSA or did not comply
with the contract's allowable cos! provisions. For example, the audit identified two
employees who charged a combined total of 1,656 hours ta the contract between
November 2007 and June 2008, while conducting job searches. As of January 2012, the
Contracting Officer was working with Los Alamos to resolve the questioned costs .

.Ii Additionally, we ide111ified $] 65,092,842 in subcontract costs incurred during FYs 2008
ar.d 2009 that we consider unresolved because the subcontract audit function, performed
by Los Alamos' Acquisition Services Management during this period, conducted reviews
that did not meet generally accepted Government audifing standards. Therefore, the
reviews did not comply with the tem1s of the prime contract, which requires periodic
audits of subcontracts where costs incurred are n factor in deterrnining the amount
payable.
•

In addition, we considered $271,982,318 in previously reported subcontract costs from
2007 as unresolved pending audit NNSA's response to our prior report committed to
having these costs audiled. However, the contractor believed most of the 28 subcontracts
did not require audit under the thresholds approved in 2009.
·

I: We also questioned whether Los Alamos' subcontract audit strategy. which was based on
a subset of the Defense Conlract Audit Agency's requirements, provides sufficient
cov~rage to ensure that only allowable costs are paid with NNSA funds. Under lhe
strategy, which wa~ revised in 2009 and made retroactive to 2006, only 2 of the 975 costtype subco11 tracts and none of the 429 lime and materials/labor hour subcontracts active
during the period required audit.

.II Finally, we identified concerns wiU1 control issues also identified by the NNSA Chief
Financial Officer which need to be addressed to ensure that only allowable costs are
claimed by and reimbursed lo the contractor.

JI Management agreed with the report's findings and recommendations and reported that
Los Alamos has proposed a new subcontract audit strategy which will only be approved
by the Contracting Officer if it improves audit coverage. Jn addition, management
undertook to resolve outstanding questioned costs and unaudited subcontract costs,
including those previously identified by the Offke of Inspector General as requiring audit
from FY 2007.

Team Leader: l(b)(S)
AIC:
Staff:

....__ _ _ _ _ ____.

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS fSSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPOR1'S ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSURD THIS WEEK:

Draft Audit Report on Audit Coverage of Cos1 AIJowabWiy for B& W Technical Se.rvices Y· 12,
LlC under Dcpartmem of Energy C011rrac1 No. DE-AC05-000R22800 during Fiscal Year 2010,
April l8,2012(AllYT022)
-

(b)(5)

~

(b)(5)

ib)(5)

•

(b)(5)

Teom Leader: (b){6)

ATC:
Staff:

LETTER REPORTS lSSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATfl:MENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTJVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMl!;NT OF NEW AUDITSIINSPECTIONS:
!I On April 16, 2012, the Office of lnspcctions announced the Follow-up Inspection ou

Material Control a11d Accountability at Los Alamos National Laboratory (S 12IS007).
The objective of the inspection is to determine if Los Alamos NationaJ Laboratory
implemented the. recommendations in the Inspection Report Matcriai Control and

Accountability at Los Alamo.~ National Laboratory (DOEflG-0774, September 2007).

Specifical1y, we will focus on determining whether managcmcnt 1ook corrective actions
concerning policies and procedures for che Material Conrrol and Accountability
Program's inventory, transfers, cl1aracteristics and locations of accountable materials.
(b)(6)

Gary Everall:
Robert Launstein:
Michael Sumbry:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & 1nspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Depuly Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Lenders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on T/Je Departmctlt of Energy'.r $12.2 Billio11 Waste Treatmelll and Immobilization
Planr - Quality Assurance Issues- Black Celt Vessels, April 25, 2012(A1lRLOI1)
DOEnG-0863
~

The Office of Inspector General received allegations concerning aspects of the quality
assurance program at the Department of Energy's $12.2 billion Waste Treatment and
Immobilization Plant (WTP) project in Hanford, Washington. The WTP is a key element
in the Detlartment's strategy for remediating its significant legacy inventory of high-level
nuclear waste. In brlef, it was alleged thal quality assurance records for "black cclJ"
waste processing vessels were not traceable to work performed. To shield plant workers
from intense radiallon that will occur during WTP operations, processing vessels will be
located in sealed compartments called black cells. Black cells are enclosed rooms where
inspection, maintenance1 repair or replacement of equipment or components is
impracticable because there is no engineered access. Processing vessels in black cells
and hard-to-reach areas must last for WTP's 40-year expected design Hfe without inservice inspection and maintenance. In response to the atlegatiQns, we initiated an audit
to determine whether the Department was meeting quality assurance.requirements for the
fabrication of vessels located in black cell.sand ~ard-to-reach areas of WTP.

~ Our review substantialed the allegation. In short, we found that the Department had

procured and installed vessels in WTP that did not.always meet quality assurance and/or
contract requirements. For the vessels chat we reviewed, we identified multiple instances
where quality assurance records were either missing or were not traceable to 1he specif1c
area or part of the vessel. We also found that the Depaiiment pnid the WTP contractor a
$15 million incentive fee for production of a vessel that was later detennined to be
defective. Although the Department demanded return of the fee, it did not foltow up on
the matter and the fee was never reimbursed.
•

We have made several recommendations designed to strengthen quality assurance

controls at WTP. We have also recommended a more intense effort to recover conlractor
fee for the nonconforming vessel. The Office of Envfronmental Management concurred
with the report's recommendations and its comments were generally responsive to our
recommendations, Management officials noted improvements that have heen made since
the last vessels were deli vcred and outlined a number of corrective actions that have
recenrly been initiated.

______

Team Leader:l(b)(S)
AIC:
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WJmK:

DRAFT Rfi:COVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUJm THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THL~ WEEK:
Drafl Management Alert on Extended Assignments at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboralory,
April 16, 2012, (AI2CH028)

•

Jn April 2012, we issued a separate contrnct audit report on Audit Coverage of Cost
Allowability for Prince1011 Plasma Phy.5ics Laboratory during Fiscal Years 2009-2010
u11der Department of Energy Contrnct N1m1bers DE-AC02-76CH03073 mul DE·AC0209CHI 1466 (OAS-V-12-06, April 2012). we identified specific costs that we conllidered
to be unreasonable and related internal control weaknesses lhat led to the questionable
costs. Specifically, we found that the Department of Energy (Department) reimbursed
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (Princeton) $1.04 million for lodging subsidies
incurred by two employees who were on extended assignments - 14 years in one case,
and 9 years in the other~ In the most recent year, for example, each of these employees
received about $4,000 per month or $48,000 a year. In addition to the lodging subsidies,
the employees were paid what the Laboratory referred to as "field service premiums" of
12 percent of their salaries for the duration of their ex tended m;signments. These
premiums currenlly amount to a total of $2,700 per month for both employees, or
$32,400 per year.

a

•

The Dcpa11ment did not have specific policies concerning extended assignments that arc
directly applicable to Princeton. Therefore, to assess the reasonableness of these
subsidies, we benchmarked Princeton's policy against Depnrtment policies that address
extended assignments for other contractor and Department employees. Because of. the
length of these assignments and the fact that Princeton never updated its 1998 analysis or
evaluated other options, such as permanent changes of station for these employees, we
. questioned the reasonableness of the $1.04 million in lodging costs and salary premiums.
We have previously reported on similar concerns with contractor extended assignments.

For example, our March 2007 repm1 The Departmem of Energy's Management of
Conrractor lntergovenimell/a/ Personnel and Change of Station Assignments (DOE/IG·
0761) found that contractors paid excessive allowances to assigned employees, including
the payment of both relocation and travel per diem costs; and, had assigned employees to
other organizations for extended periods of time without ensuring their assignments were
the most cost effective approach to meeting mission needs. Another report, Management
of Facility Collfmctors Assigned to the lV'1slrington, DC Area (DOE/IG-0710), found that
contractor assignments were routinely extended beyond a year without documentation
addressing the need for and duration of assignments and consideration of alternatives to
long-tenn assignments, some of which had been extended to as long as 15 years. In
addition to the audit reports based on Office of Inspeclor General investigations, several
contractors and their employees have been prosecuted for improperly claiming per diem
and lodging subsidies.

.Ii To address the immediate concerns at Princeton regarding extended assignmenls, in our
contract audit repo11 on audit coverage of cost allowability, we recommended that the
Manager, Princeton Sile Office:

•

Direct the Contracting Officer to make a detennlnation on the allowability of
the lodging subsidy costs questioned in the report;

•

Direct the Contracting Officer to calculate the field service premiums paid to
the employees over the duralion of their extended assignments and make a
detennination of the allowability of 1he costs;

•

Perfonn a cost analysis of Princeton's policy concerning extended assignments
to determine whether it is in the best interest of the Department to continue it;

and,
•

•

Require Pdnceton to thoroughly justify assignment extensions by defining, to
the extent possible, the entire period of lhe assignment and clearly
demonstrating consideration of alternatives for meeting that need.

Management agreed to take appropriate corrective actions regarding the specific extended
assignment issues existing al Princeton. While our review efforts have been focused on
Princeton and the other Department contract sites identified in this report, the frequency
of incidents suggests that the Department should addre.~s these matters on a corporate
basis. Accordingly, 10 strcnglhen controls over contractor ex.tended assignments, we
recommended that the Director, Office of Management, develop and issue guidance to
assist facility contractors in their development of extended assignment policies.

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
AIC;
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LETTER REPORTS ISSURD THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on the Audit of the Joint Actinide Shock Physics Experimental Research Facility ar
the Nel'ada National Security Site, April 23, 2012. OAS-L-12-05 (Al lLV010)

Ii The Joint Actinide Shock Physics Experimental Research (JASPER) facility at the
Nevada National Security Site (Nevada Site Office) plays an integral role in the
certification of the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile by providing a method to generate
and measure data pertaining to the properties of materials at high shock pressures,
temperatures, and strain rates through utilization of a lwo-stage gas gun. In February
2009, JASPER discontinued operations and all JASPER experiments with Special
Nuclear Materials ceased when an abnormal amount of contamination was identified as a
result of an alpha plutonium experiment.

lti Due to the significance of JASPER data to the nuclear weapons complex, we initiated
this audit to determine whether the National Nuclear Security Agency was on !rack to
return lhc JASPER facility to full operational status within cast and scheduled
milestones and if the delay impacted NNSA's mission.
~ Our review disclosed NNSA restored the JASPER

Facility to full operational status
within planned cost and schedule and mitigated lhe adverse impacts of JJ\SPER's
shutdown by obtaining meaningful and complimentary data from other experiments to
support NNSA's milestones and the stockpile stewardship program, However; we
identified several issues that could affect future operation of the facility. Specifically, we
identified problems related to the risk of future coniamination and re-categorization of

JASPER as a radiological facility rather than its current categorization as a hazard
category 3 nuclear facility. ·

R We found that lawrc11ce Livermore National Laborntory did not establish a shelf
life/expiration date for alpha plutonium target material nor did they have policies and
procedures in plaee to ensul'e deteriorated plutonium targets were not used in JASPER
experiments. Furthermore, no method had been developed for assessing the condition of
targets prior to their use in experiments.
~ We also noted that in 2011 NNSA rescinded its 2007 decision that the

JASPER facility
should be categorized as a category 3 nuclear facility. Although this decision did not
change JASPER's hazard category 3 nuclear facilily designation, it did provide the
Nevada Site Office the opportunity to reevaluate the JASPER Facility's categorization
and to reduce its operarional costs. Furthermore, we found that in November 2011,
NNSA issued supplemental guidance to Departmental Standards that could impact
J ASPER's final facility categorization.

•

No fo~mal recommendations were made in this report because Livermore was initiating
steps and procedures to address the use of alpha plutonium targets, and the Nevada Site
Offiee was going to review, upon completion, the facility categorization analysis
currently being performed to determine whether the status of the JASPER Facility should
be modified.
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AIC:
Staff:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT RJ<:PORTS ISSUEDTIIlS Wfl:EK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPF:CTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATIS'l'ICALSUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITSflNSPRCTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINfNG:

ACl'ION ITEM RI\PORTS ATTACHED:

Iii Please welcome Debbie Thomas back to the Office of Inspector General her new capacity
as Richland Audit Group Team Leader, as of Monday April 23, 2012. For lhe past
2 years she has been with Energy No11hwcst, a commercial nuclear power provider, as
Administrative Auditor for the Executive Board, as well as a stint as contracts manager,
Prior to Ihat she worked in the 010 for I0 years, where she led numerous :mccessful
audits. Ms Thomas is a CPA and CIA, with degrees from the University of Idaho.
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Ending May 4, 2012
FINAL REPORTS IS.SUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on The Departme1Jt of Energy's Reriewnble Energy Efforts OAS-M-12-04,
April 30, 2012 (Al l0R006)

!It In an effort to promote generation of renewable energy, the Energy Policy Acl of 2005
(EPAct) requires that by Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 at least 7.5 percent of a Federal agency's
annual electricity consumption be from renewable sources. Renewable sources include
wind, solar, geothermal, hydropower and various forms of biomass. Agencies can obtain
renewable energy by producing it on Federal lands, a method encouraged by EPAct, or by
procuring it from developers or utililycompanics. Because of the importance of the
Department of Energy's (Department) commitment to su'stainability, we initiated this audit
to determine whether the Department W!IS effectively meeting the EPAct renewable
energy requirements.
-

In FY 20 I0, 3 year.; before it was required to do so, the Department reported that it had met
EPAct's overall requirement that at least 7.5 percent of it<; energy consumption be from renewable
sources. Specifically, the Deprutment acquired approximately 461,000 megawatt hours from
renewable sources, representing over 9 percent of its annual electricity consumption of 4.8
million megawatt hours. Although che Department's progress exceedep EPAct
requirements, our audit identified opportunities for improvement. Specifically:
•

Despite EPAct's preference for producing renewable energy on Federal lands, the
Department relied almost exclusively on purchases of renewable energy. In fact,
in PY 2010, on-site renewable energy generation represented less than I percent
of total electricity consumed Department-wide. The Jack of large-scale on-site
projects occurred, at le!lst in part, because of the clwllenges the Department faced
in financing renewable energy projects;

•

Sites may not have always purchased renewable energy in the most cost-effective
manner. In particular, we noted significant variability in the costs sites paid to
purchase renewable energy-ranging from $0.44 to $26.67 per megawatt hour.
The cost variability we noted was often a result of the siles' lack of awareness
about available purchasing options and was not generally based on a detailed cost
analysis of options that identified the best value. Additionally, the Department
guidance on renewable energy purchases did not provide sites with advice
regarding how to evaluate the different purchase options to ensure procurement at
the best value; and,

•

The Department had not ensured its sites reported consistent and accurate
renewable energy data. For ex:ample, some sites inaccurately reported either the
megawatt hours or the cost of renewable energy purchased. We noted that the
Depattment's guidance did not provide detailed instructions to site officials
concerning data input. However, it is important lo note that the Department's
achievement of EPAct's energy usage goa]s was not affected by the errors.

a; Given the importance of clean energy consumption and the Departmenl's leadership role,
we recommended that the Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy ensure that the Director of the Sustainability Perfonuance Office:
1. Work with the Federal Energy Managemenl Program to resolve issues regarding

the implementation of Power Purchase Agreements, including potential legislative
changes, if necessary, to make them viahle;
2. Develop guidance on the different purchasing options available to the Department
sites and the factors for best-value purchases; and,
3. Clarify the guidance for the Consolidated Energy Data Reports, including
repot1ing information and cost for purchased renewable energy, to ensure accuracy
and consistency.
Team Leader;
AIC:
Staff:
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on The Department of Energy's American Recovery aud Reinvestment Act Tennessee State Energy Program, OAS-RA-L-12-04, AprH 30, 2012{Al1RA029)

ti The State of Tennessee (Tennessee) received $62.5 million of Recovery Act SEP grant
funds. This was a significant increase from the $467,000 received prior to the Recovery
Act. To implemenl the SEP grant, Tennessee awarded two contracts to the University of
Tennessee (Universily). The first contract, for $31 million, was for developing the 5
megawatt West Tennessee Solar Farm (Solar Farm). The second contract, for
$29.3 million, was for establishing the Tennessee Solar Institute (Solar Institute) at the
University to spur growth in.the State's solar industry by awarding installation and
innovation grants to State comi)anies and conducting various training activities. The
University in turn awarded the Universily of Tennessee Research Foundation (Research
Foundation), an independent not-for-profit public benefit corporation, two separate
contracts to constn1ct the Solar Farm and opernte the Solar lnslintte. Tennessee planned
to re!ain $2.2 million of SEP grant funding for its oversight activities.
•

Overall, Tennessee had developed processes and conlrols to manage its SEP Recovery
Act grant. However, we determined that, contrnry to Federal requirements, Tennessee
provided funds to the University in excess of what was immediately needed to pay for
actual expenses. In December 2011, the University and Research Foundation had about
$ J8.3 million of unexpended granr funds in their possession. Further, the Universily and
Research Foundation had earned over $650,000 in interest on these funds and had not
remitted any of the interest to the Government. Our review also noted that a substantial
amount of funds provided for Solar Institute initiatives had not been spent, calling into
question whether the funds can be expended before expiration of th~ grant. On
January 25, 2012, the University remitted 3 separate checks torating $652, l 04.03 to the
Department for interest earned by the University and Research Foundation on the unspent
funds in the Solar Fann and Solar lnstilute accounts.

R Jn December 2011, the Solar Institute reported awarding 152 solar installation grants to
businesses for purchasing small scale solar power systems and 82 solar innovation grants
to provide qualified businesses with funds for a range of activities, including faciJity
improvements, work force dcvelopmenl, process improvements and technical assistance.
Allhough 1OS of 152 installation grants had been completed, only 7 of 82 innovation
grants were complete as of December 7, 2011. Overall, about $12. 9 mill ion of the
$29.3 mlllion (44 percent) allocated remained unspent as of December 8, 2011. In
January 2012, Tennessee requested that the Department extend the SEP grant through
September 2013. The Department approved Tennessee's request hl February 2012 .

.It We believe tha1 !he contracling officer's recovery of interest earned and direction to
minimize the amount of lime between the transfer of funds and disbursement is
reasonable and addresses 1he issues we identified, However, to help ensure that
Recovery Act goals are met, we suggest that the Department closely monitor the progress
of Tennessee's grant and ensure that all Recovery Act funds are properly expended or
returned to the DepartmentfI'reasury, as appropriate.
Tenm Leader:
AIC:
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER RRPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEl\iIENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHJ<:n AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
Follow-up lmpection on Material Control and Accountability at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (S l 21S007)

m Entrance Conference was held on May 3, '2012, regarding the Follow-up l11spec1ion 011
Material Control and Accoumability at Los Alamos Ntuional Lalmratory. The objective of
the inspection is to determine if Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos)
implemented the recommendations of Inspeclion Report DOE/IG-0774, Material Control
and Accoullfability at Los Alomos Natio11al Laboratory, concerning the policies and
procedures for the Material Control and Accountability Program's inventory, 1ransfers 1
characteristics and locations of accountable materials. The video teleconference was
supprntcd by personnel at three locations: Albuquerque, National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA) Headquarters, and Los Alamos. Representatives from NNSA
Headquarters, the Los Alamos Site Office, Los Alamos, and the Albuquerque Complex
were iu attendance.
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Ending May 18 1 2012

FINAi, REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Management Alert on Extended Assignmems at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
(DOE/IG-0864, May 17, 2012)

A In our recently issued SCIC report (OAS-V-12-06, April 2012), we identified specific
costs that we considered to be unreasonable and related internal control weaknesses that
led to the questionable costs. Specifically, we found that the Department of Energy
(Department) reimbursed the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (Princeton)
$1.04 million for lodging subsidies incurred by two employees who were on extended
assignments - 14 years in one case, and 9 years in the other, In the most recent year, for
example, each of these employees received about $4,000 per month or $48,000 a year. In
addition to the lodging subsidies, the employees were paid what the Laboratory referred
to as "field service premiums" of 12 percent of their salaries for the duration of their
extended assignments. These premiums currently amount to a total of $2,700 per month
for both employees, or $32 1400 per year.

'i Subsequent to bring this macter to their attention, Department officials self-reported
finding two other Princeton employees on extended assignments. They also notified
Princeton that the lodging reimbursements were to be cut-off immediately and that future
costs for these assignees would be considered to be unallowable.
•

While existing Laboratory policy permitted temporary assignments, the duration of these
particular assignments appeared to be excessive and inconsistent with Department
policies which we used for benchmarking purposes, Because of the length of these
assignments and the fact that Princeton never updated its 1998 analysis or evaluated other
options, such as permanent changes of station for these employees, we questioned the
reasonableness of the$ J.04 million in lodging costs and salary premiums.

!lff While our current and past review effo1is have focused on Princeton and other
Depiu1men1 contract sites, the frequency of incidenls and past criminal conduct in this
area suggests thac the Department should address these matters on a corporate basis.
Accordingly, to strengthen controls over conrractor extended assignments, we
recommended that the Director, Office of Management, develop and issue guidance to
assist facility contractors in !heir development of extended assignment po1icies.

,_ Management concurred with our recommendation and stated that they had taken swift
action, both with respect to the particular situation at Princeton, and the broader policy
posture of the Department. Management stated that, in response to our recommendation,
they have developed and issued guidance to addresii contraclor extended assignments that
arc not covered by other Departmental guidance. Management stated that the guidance
sets finn limits on reimbursement and other subsidies for contractor domestic extended
personnel assignments. In addition, Princeton has agreed to reimburse the Department
$1.0 million.

____

Team Leader:l(b)(S)

ATC:

...._

___,

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAllT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

.II On May 14, 2012, o Western Region (Albuquerque) Inspeclions Teum traveled to
Huntsville, Alabama, to meet wilh officials of the Missile Defense Agency. During the
meeting, the Inspection Team received a briefing and discussed lhe Congressional
Inquiry from Congressman Lamar Smith. The Inspection team plans to schedule a
message meeting with the Deputy Inspector General for Audits and Inspections and the
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections next week to discuss the inspection results.

(Sl21S006).
(b)(6)

Projecl Lead:
Team Leader:
Team Member:

Coordination Draft on Alleged Procurement and Hiring Practice lrreg11larities within the
Office of Policy and Imernational Affairs, May 18; 2012 (S 11ISO12)
•

The Coordination Draft was sent to the Assistant Secrelary for Policy and International
Affairs for informal comments. This inspection was an allegation-based inspection that
focused on allegations of inappropriate actions taken by senior Office of Policy and

International Affairs (PI) officials concerniog the Radium contract and inappropriate
personnel practices related to hiring and promoting Federal employees within PI. The
inspection did not reveal any evidence to substantiate !he allegations.
(b)(6)

Team Leader;
Project Lead:
Team Members:

______

.....

Coordination Draft on Allegations of Organizational Conflicts of Interest at Portsmouth and
Oak Ridge, May 18, 2012(Sl1JSOOJ)

W The Coordination Draft was sent to the Director, Office of Procurement and Assistant
Management; the Acting Manager, Oak Ridge Office; and, Manager,
Portsmouth/Paducah Project Office. Our inspection substantiated the allegations that a
potential organizational conflict of interest (OCI) existed between contractors at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant and contractors at the Oak Ridge Reservation. We
found that the contractor at PortSllJOUlh had a minority ownership in a subcontractor and
was also responsible for reviewing the work produced by that subconlractor. Further, in
Oak Ridge, an OCI eidstcd where a key executive of a primary contractor was
responsible for reviewing environmental remediation work assigned and prepared by a
subcontraclor, a company where he was also a key executive.

Ji Additionally, the contractors involved in the Portsmouth allegation also are in Oak Ridge
and have a similar situation causing an OCI. Department management at both sites took
corrective actions during the inspection to addresii the OCI issues identified in this report.
However, we made four recommendations lo establish and distribute policy along with
developing and implementing training 01) OCI for Depnruncnt officials.
Team Leader:
Lead Inspector:

D

Team Member.~:

OTHRR INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAi. SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:

R The Richland Audit Group held an Entrance Conference for audit on Departme11t's
Quality Assurance: Design Co111rol for the Waste Treatment Plant at the Hatt ord Site on
May J6, 2012. The Auditor in Charge il(b)(6)
knd is working with (b)(6)
The objectiv~ is to determine if the Depa'11111em IS e11cd!vely managing cha"'"ng_e_s_m_a......,...e_ __.
during design and construction of lhe Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant.
(AJ2RL034)

E On May 18, 2012, !he Office of Inspections announced the Inspection 011 Deferred
Mai11te11ance at Savannah River National Laboratory (S l21S008). The objccti ve of the
inspection is to determine if the Department is effecrively managing the facilities and
infrastructure maintenance at Savannah River National I ..aboratory. The focus of this
inspection i's on real property deferred maintenance, including preventative, predictive,
corrective, and.any other maintenance/repair activities.
Team Leader: ·

1(b)(S)

Project Lead:

Team Members:

--~~~~~~~~~~~--'

NO FURTHER ACTION

L1'~TTER ISSUED:

MANDA TORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS A TT ACHRD:

OTHER MATTERS:

Ii Please welcome Debbie Thomas back to the OIG in her new capacity as Richland Audit
Group Team Leader, a!l of Monday April 2;3, 2012. For the past two years she has been
with Energy Northwest, a commercial nuclear power provider, as Administrative Auditor

for the Executive Board, as well as a stint as contracts manager. Pd or to that she worked
in the Office of Inspeclor General for 10 years, where she led numerous successful audits.
Ms Thomas is a CPA and CIA. with degrees from the University of Idaho.
JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution;
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & fnspections
Deputy Inspector. General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audils
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administrntion. & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending May 25, 2012
J?INAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on The Departmem of Energy's Clean Cities Alternative Fuel Vehicle Grcmt
Program Funded imder the American Recowuy and Reinvestment Act,
(OAS-RA-12-12, May, 2012)
~

Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Acl of 2009 (Recovery Act), lhe
Department of Energy 1s (Department) Clean Cities Alternative Fuel Vehicle Grant
Program (Clean Cities Progrum) received nearly $300 million, or 30 times its Fiscal
Year 2009 funding of approximately$ I0 million. From this.amount, the Department
awarded grnnts ranging from $5 million lo $15 million to 25 recipients, including
Clean Cities coalitions and other entities that partnered with coalitions. Clean Cities
coalitions are volunteer groups that join with public and private sector organizations to
promote alternative and renewable fuels, fuel economy measures anti new
technologies. Grant funding may be used for the construction or upgrade of
alternative-fueling site.~ and the purchase of commercial vehicles capable of using
alternative fuels, including garbage and transport trucks, buses and taxis. The
Department required each granl recipient to comply with Federal regulations
governing financial assistance awards and to provide at least 50 percent of a project's
funding (cost-share). As of March 2012, grantees had expended about $170 million of
their Recovery Act funding.

JJ;

Our review disclosed that the Department had followed established procedures for the
solicilation, merit review and selection of the Clean Cities projects. However, the
Department had not always effectively managed the use of Recovery Act funding and
other post-award aspects of lhe Clean Cities Program. 1n our review of seven
recipients, we found lhat the Department had inappropriately:
•

Reimbursed a recipient about$ J.5 million for costs incurred even though
the costs were not substantiated. Similarly, the Departmc~t approved
$615,000 in unsubstantiated cost-share contributions. TI1e lack of
substantiation raises transparency issues and increases the risk that the
Department will pay more than its agreed upon share of project costs.
Ultimately, based in part on the results of our review, the Department
reduced total project costs by approximalely $2 million:

•

Paid one recipient $250,000 for a down payment on an alternative-fueling
station that had been invoiced 3 months prior to the grant's authodzed
spending date of July 2009. After we pointed this issue oul, the Department
immediately recovered the $250,000;

•

Approved a claim for $164,000 in cost-share contributions even though the
recipient lacked documentation supporting the reasonableness of costs.
Accordingly, we questioned the $164,000 in unsupported cost-slrnrc
contributions: and,

•

Allowed three recipients to award almost $20 million without documenting
their decisions to award eontracts and/or identifying potential conflicts of
interest as required by Federal procurement regulations. Con!lcquenlly, the
Department la9ked assurance that goods and services were procured from
the most qualified sources at the best price available. Therefore, we
questioned nearly $3.3 million spent on the projects to date and almost
$ l .4 million in cost-share commitments.

•

Inadequate policies and procedures, and ineffective oversight contributed to lhe grant
administration issues we identified. The Department relied, in !urge measure, on
Clean Cities grant recipients to disclose conflicts of interest and to ensure costs
incurred were reasonable without adequuteJy monitoring the grant recipients.

S

Management disagreed with many of our findings and recommendations. Specifically,
management did not agree with our conc1usions regarding policies and procedures
governing procurements and potential conflicts of interest, nor did it agree with all of
the questioned costs.identified. We do not believe management's response fully and
satisfactorily addresses our audit findings and recommendations. Specifically,
contrary to management's assertions !hat it had adequate policies and procedures, we
noted the Clean Cities Program did not have fonnal procedures requiring officials to
review available informalion submitted by recipients regarding potential conflicts of
interest and to enforce requirements pertaining to the documentation of procurement
decisions.
·

a

Overnll, we recognize the risks inherent in the administration of complex:, multi·
million dollar grants, such as those awarded under the Clean Cities Program. The
importance of the Department's oversight activities in these circumstar.ccs, therefore,
cannot be overstated.

Team

Leader: (b)(G)

AIC:
Staff:

(b)(6)

Inspection Report on Alleged llealrh and Wellness Benefit Irregularities by a Department
Co11tractor, (INS-L-12-03, May 2012)
_.

The Office of lnspector General (OIG) received allegations concerning irregularities
with health and wellness fringe benefits and retaliatory practices by Ahtna Facilities
Services Inc. (Ahtna). a f'.!ational Energy Technologies Laboratory contractor.
Specifically, it was alleged that Ahtna: (l) did not provide a specific group of
employees at the Albany, Oregon site an option to receive cash in lieu of fringe
benefits; (2) es!ablishcd individual 40l(k) accounts without the employee's consent
and withheld information concerning employee fringe benefits contributions of
approximately $10,000; and, (3) terminated an Ahtna employee for complaini11g about
issues refated to fringe benefits administration.

"-i We substantiated the allegations that Ahtna did not provide a specific group of
employees at the Albany site an option to receive cash in lieu of fringe benefits. We
found that Ahtna opted to use the funds to pay individual employee's fringe benefits
and the residual amounts, if any, were placed in the employee's individual 401(k)
accounts. Our review of Federal guidance and the Departments contract with Ahtna,

S

revealed that it is at the employer's discretion as to how fringe benefits funds are
distributed to employees.
We also substantiated the allegation Iha« Ahtna had established individual 401 (k)
accounts without the employee's con~ent. Upon assessing the Service Contract
Administration Fringe Administration doc~tment, we were unable to find fanguage in
the document requiring an employee's signature to establish a 401(k) plan .

.Iii Furthermore, we substantiated the allegation that Ahtna withheld information
concerning employee fringe benefits conlrihutions of approximately $10,000. We
noted that certain employees at the Alhany site began contributions to the 40 I (k) plans
as early as Febn,mry 201 l; however, quarterly fringe benefits statements were not
provided to the employees until September 2011. We detennined that 1he delay in
providing the quarterly statements was due, in part, to a delay by the employees at the
Albany sile in submitting the required paperwork to elect benefits, ;md an oversight by
Ahtna Corporate Benefits personnel who failed to enroll employees nt the Albany site
in the corporate benefits plan.
!1%

Regarding the third allegation, the OIG's Hotline referred the employee to the
Department's local Employee Concerns Program. Based on the results of our review,
no recommendations were made.

Lead Inspector:

Db)(G)

Assisi:
Team Leader:
Audit Report on Efforts by the Department of Energy to Ensure Energy-Efficient Management of
its Data Centers, (DOE/IG-0865, May, 2012)
II{ Prior reviews by the Office of Inspector General identified areas where the Deparlment
of Energy (Department) could improve the mana~ement of its informatJon technology
{IT) resources. For example., our audit report on Management of the Departmen1's
Dafrl Centers al Comractnr Sites (DOEIIG-0803, Oclober 2008) found that the
Department could save $2.3 million per year through the use of morn efficient
hardware technologies such as virtualizution 1 which would allow for increased energ)I
efficiency through the consolidation of servers. Based on the significant investment in
IT infrastructure. the potential for further savings and the need to improve
sustainabilily, we initiated this audit to determine whelher the Department managed its
data centers in an energy-efficient manner.

!!lit

The Department had taken certain actions designed 10 improve the management of its

data centers. Our review, however, identified a number of opp0l1unlties to improve
the energy efficiency of its IT operations. In particular, we found that the nine
locations we reviewed had not always implemented effective practices for space
configuration and utilization designed to improve the energy efficiency of data c1cnters. ·
In addition, the Department continued to operate and maintain excess space within its ·
data centers, a practice that led to energy inefficiencies. We found as well that the
Deparlment continued to lack visibility over the numher data centers its funds.
Alchough certain efforts had been completed or were in the planning stage, the
Department had not fully developed and implemented plans to identify all data centers
and server rooms, and, most importantly, consolidate them as appropriate to increase
efficiencies and minimize duplicative operating CO$ls. ·

"- The problems we identified occurred, in part, because the Departmcrll had not always
established specific goals or pcrfonnnnce metrics, or otherwise incentivized its
organizations and sites to attai11 the energy-efficiency levels outlined in Executive
Order 13514 in n timely manner. In addition, data center resources and IT equipment
were not effectively controlled to promote efficiency in energy usage and space
utilization. Finally, Department organizations and sites had not effecllvely
coordinated efforts to promote efficiencies through full utilization of data center space.
•

Without improvements, the Department will <:ontinue to spend more than necessary
operating data centers and server rooms. Furthermore, a lack of coordination
regarding advances in energy efficiency may hinder the Department's progress in
meeting Federal and Department energy reduction goals. Also, inadequate progress
relating to data center consolidation resulted in missed oppo1tunities for potential cost
savings related to energy usage and mainlemmcc costs.

~

Management concurred with the repol1's recommendations and indicated that it had
initiated actions to address issues identified during our review.

Team Leader:
AIC:

(b)(6)
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NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:
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OTHER MATTERS:
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Ending June 15, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Aodil Report on lmegrated Safety Managemem at Sandia National Laboratories,
(DOE/IG-0866, May 31, 2012)

a

Historically, safety is one of the Department of Energy's (Department) top priorities. In
1996, the Department established an Integrated Safety Management (ISM) system
intended to reduce or prevent occupational injuries, illnesses and accidents by providing
safe and healthy workplaces.

a

Because of the importance of a safe and healthy workplace, we began our audit with the
objective of determining whether Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) had fully
implemented ISM. However, it immediately became apparent that since 1997 and
continuing into 2011, the Departmenl had self-reported numerous deficiencies with
Sandia's ISM implementation and execution; and, that these problems often occurred at
the line manager level in the contractor's chain of command. Specifically, the
Department found that Sandia had nol always identified, analyzed and documented
hazards and controls necessary to ensure that risks to workers were adequately managed.
Since 1997, Sandia had taken numerous policy level ISM corrective actions. Yet, in
2011, the Department and'Sandia iden1ified problems with ISM at the line level similar
to those identified in previous years. These included issues such as inadequate hazard
analysis and work being performed outside existing safety controls. Due to the
Department's emphasis on worker safety, including steps taken by the current senior
leadership, we revised our audit objective lo determine the underlying reasons for
continued concerns with Sandia's ISM system.

•

We found that Sandia had not fully addressed the root causes of weaknesses in its ISM
implementation. Specifically, Sandin had not always ensured that line managers:

•

•

Perfom1ed effective self-assessments to identify TSM weaknesses within its
organizations. In fac~. we observed that self-assessmen1s performed by line
managers often failed to idcJJtify ISM weaknesses 1hat were subsequently
ide~tified by independent evaluations; and,

•

Were held accountable for ensuring implementation of ISM requirements. In
particular, Sandia had not always included performance measures for correcting
known ISM weaknesses in line managers' performance evaluation plans.

As to the underlying cause, we noted that Sandia had not always providing effective
management and oversight of line managers' implementation of ISM. Sandin had not
developed specific performance indicators to rate ISM line level implementation despite
evaluation reports rhat identified ISM weaknesses in that area. Further, Sandia had not
always provided the line managers with adequate self-assessment tools and !raining.

Finally, the Depmlmem's Sandia Site Office, the entity charged with day-lo-day
management of the contract, had not established perfonnance goals sufficient to monitor
and/or evaluate Sandi n's progress in implementing needed ISM corrective mcasure5,

II Improving Sandia's ISM system, including performing effective self-assessments and
holding line level managers accountable for safety perfonnance, should help reduce
employee exposure to workplace injuries and illness, This is. not a theoretical concern.
In 2010, several workers were potentially exposed to beryHium at Sandia's Radioactive
and Mixed Waste Management Facility. Sandia subsequently chartered an independent
investigation of the beryllium event which identified an inadequate ".. ,level of rigor in
the execution of work planning and conrrol processes," an integral ISM component.

"1 To avoid similar situations, we made several recommendations designed to improve
ISM at Sandia.

!Ill Management generally agreed with !he report's findings and recommendations and
indicaled that il will use them to drive continued improvement of NNSA's
·
implementation of ISM.
(b)(6)

Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

Audie Report on A11dit Coverage of Cost Allowabilityfor B&WTecJmical Services Y-12, LLC
under Depar1me11t of Energy Coulract no. DT!,'-AC05-000R22800 during Fiscal Year 2010,
(OAS-V-12-07, May 30, 2012)
~

Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed hy B&W Technical Services Y-12, LLC's (B&W Y-12)
Cntemal Audit did not meet Institute of Internal Auditors Standards and could not be
relied on. B&W Y- I2's lnlernal Audit identified $921 in questioned costs as part of its
allowable cost audit which have since been resolved and reimbursed to the Depmtmenl of
Energy.

Ii While we did not identify any material internal control weaknesses, we are questioning
a11pmximately $7, 142,541 in costs identified during prior audits which have not been
adequately resolved. During Fiscal Year 2010, the Defense Contract Audit Agency
issued an audit report that questioned subcontract costs. According to B&W Y-12
management, the final amount applicable to B&W Y· 12 fa expected to be less than the
101al amount questioned and cannot be resolved unlil pending litigation js completed.
However, until a determination is made about the amount of questioned overhead.costs
applicable to D&W Y-12 is made, we arc questioning $7, 142,541.
~ In addition, we noted concerns regarding unnuditcd subcontract cosls totaling

$86,353,616 which need to be addressed to ensure that only allowable costs are claimed
by and reimbursed to B&W Y-l2. B&W Y-12 did not always conduct or arrange for
audils of its subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount
payable to suhcon1ractors. In response to subcontract audit concerns, the Y-12 Site
Office (YSO) plans to reassess the subcontract auditing process in coordination with
B&W Y-12. Until appropriate aclion ls taken, we consider these costs tolaling
$86,353,616 ns unresolved pending audit.

.llt. We recommend that the Manilger, Y-12 Site Office, direct the Contracting Officer to:
l.

Make a determination regarding the allowabWty of the questioned cost~
identified in this review, following the conclusion of the litigation
proceedings, and recover those amounts determined to be uuallowable; and,

2. Ensure that the B&W Y-12 subcontract auditing assessment is completed and
that subcontract audirs arc performed when necessary.

II National Nuclear Security Administration management concurred with the report's
recommendations and proposed corrective actions. Specifically, B&W Y-12 will track
actions associated with the litigation proceedings and assist the Y80 Contracting Officer,
as requested, to facilitate a determination of cost allowabitity. B&W Y-12's Ethics &
Internal Audit will either conduct subcontract audits as necessary and appropriate, given
audit cognizance and available resources, or request approval through che YSO that such
audits be perfonned.
(b)(6)

Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

RECOVERY ACT REPQRTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
'

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT 11EPORTS ISSUED THIS WJmK:

DRAFT REPORTS fSSUED THIS WEEK:

LEITER RE.PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATl<:MENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:

E On Thursday, May 24, 2012, the Eastern Audits Division, Savannah River Audit Group,
held an entrance conference for the audit of Tile Management of Tritium within the
Department of Ener y. The Office of Ins cctor Cieneral staff attending the entrance
conference include (b)(6)
·Also in
attendance were National Nuclear Securicy Administration (NNSA) officials and
con1rnc1or personnel from NNSA Headquarters and Albuquerque. 111e purpose of the
audit is to determine whether the Deparhnent of Energy is effectively managing tritium
supplies to meet nuclear weapons needs. Survey work will be conducted at NNSA
Headquarters in Washington, DC, the Savannah River Site, and other NNSA sites, as
necessary.
NO FURTHim ACTION LETTER iSSUED:

MANDA TORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

On Monday, June 4, 2012, Margaret Wright joined the Office of Planning, Administration and
Quality Assurance as the Writer/Editor. Margaret comes to us from the Department of
Homeland Security, Federal Protective Service where she worked for two years. Prior to that,
she worked as a contraclor with the U.S. Investigations Services. Please welcome Margaret to
the Office of Inspector General family.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
Audit Grou (Pittsburgh) and her
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Ending June 22, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Final Report on Tiie National Nucle(lr Security Admi11istratlon Contractors' Disabirity
Compeusmion and Return-to-Work Pl'ogmms (DOE/IG-0867, June 18, 2012)
~ The Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration is respon·sible for

the Nation's nuclear weapons programs. NNSA relies on contractors to manage and
operate the seven sites that form its nuclear security enterprise, including lhree national
laboratories. Under state workers' compensation laws, these contractors provide a wide
range of benefits to employees, including those experiencing occupational disabilities.
An occupational disabi lily occurs when a job-relalcd injury or illness renders an
employee unable to perforn1 a job. The contractors also have other disability plans. such
as sick leave or salary continuation programs, that provide benefits for non-occupational
disabilities and generally supplement workers' compensation.

·:I Studies have shown that employers can significantly reduce costs by actively managing
worker disabiHty programs and by implementing effective return-to-work efforts.
Because of the significant costs involved and the potential for savings, we initiated this
audit to determine whether NNSA had ensured that contractor disability programs were
managed effectively .

.I.Pi l\TNSA had not ensured that ils conlractors managed their disability programs effectively,
cfficicruly and in the Department's best interest In performing work at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National
Laboratories, and Y-1?.. National Security Complex, we determined that:
•

Livermore, Sandia and Y-12 had policies which effectivclydisit)centivized
employee return to work by supplementing workers' compensation with payments
that gave the employees more net income when they were on disability than when
they were working;

•

Livermore obtained "guaranteed cost" workers' compensation insurance with no
deductible even though such insurance is likely to be one of the most costly plans
available;

•

In purchasing its guaranteed cost workers' compensation insurance, Livermore
incurred and charged NNSA $1.26 million in insurance broker compensation for
FYs 2008 through 2011; and,

•

Livermore, Los Alamos nnd Y-12 did not always implemenl best practices for
managing disabilities covered by their paid sick leave programs.

· ~ Livermore and Los Alamos had not implemented some other best practices thut have
been proven to reduce worker$' compensation costs. Livermore, for example, did not use
an approved medical provider network to treat employees injured on the job, as allowed

under California regulations, even though an industry study established that such a
practice could.reduce wo.rkers' compensation costs and improve medical treatment.
Fuither, with regard to adoption of industry best practices, Los Alamos continued to
mnke workers' compensation payments for some union employees who had been
medically released for modified duty rathel' than offcring work outside the employees'
nonnal duties.
~

Finally, NNSA did not implement cost savings opportunities that according to an outside
consultant could have saved between $1.2 million nnd $2.2 million annually. NNSA
hired a consultant to identify actions that contractors could take to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of its contractor employee benefits programs. The consultant issued a
rcp01t in 2009, and suggested a number of actions that NNSA could implement to
improve oversight, and reduce administrative and claims costs. The consultant, for
example, suggested that self-Insured NNSA contractors could consolidate, or share, their
claims administrators where feasible to eliminate duplicate costs. However, such a
consolidation was never pursu.ed.

_lfg These issues occurred because NNSA, NNSA site offices, and contractor officials did not

exercise adequate oversight of, or provide resources necessary to improve, contractor
disability plans. For example, NNSA officials told us that they did not implement cost
savings opportunities that their consultant identified regarding workers' compensation
because of limited resources imd their focus on other benefit areas, such as health plans.
Finally, contractor officials at Livermore, Sandia, and Y-12 were not aware that their
workers' compensation and supplemental payments practices were inconsistent with
lerms. in their contracts with NNSA.

.• By increusing Its oversight of contractor disability programs and implementing its
consultant's recommendations, NNSA could save more than $3.3 million annually. We
also questioned $1.26 million in broker compensation costs that Livermore incurred
because the Livermol·e Site Office Contrncting Officer had expressly prohibited broker

fees,

Ii We found that each of the contractors had certuin meritorious policies and procedures
that we believe helped to keep their workers' compensation disability costs in check.
Finally, all the contractors expressed a willingness to evaluate their programs in light of
our findings and recommendations. Despite these actions, additional effort is necessary
to ensure that disability compensation and return-to-work programs are as effective and
efficient as possible. We made seven:il 1·ecomme11dations designed to help NNSA in this
regard. Management agreed with the findings and recommendalions in the report.
Management indicated that site office officials had discussed the issues with the
contractors and planned actions to address each of the recommendations.
Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:
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Inspection Report on Alleged Pmcuremerit and Hiring Practice /rregu(arities within the Office
of Policy and Intemcitional Ajfait:'>, (INS- L· 12-04, June 2012)

11 The Office of Inspector General received a complaint alleging inappropriate actions taken
hy senior Office of Policy and International Affairs (Pl) officials concerning a sole-

source contract to Rhodium Group Lii.C (Rhodium) and inappropriate personnel practices
related to hiring and promoting Federal employees within Pl.

Ill Specifically, it was alleged lhar senior PI officials:

(I) improperly awarded a sole-source
Colltract to Rhodium based on a Pl official's personal affiliation with a Rhodium official;
(2) converted a former Rhodium employee to a Federal employee based on a PI official's
prinr affiliation with the employee; (3) directed Pl rating officials to lower staff ratings to
fadlitate a reduction-in-force (RIF) and subsequently hire additional personnel; and, (4)
misused their official position to assist a Pl employee, wiih whom the official has a
covered relationship, with obtaining promotions. We initiated an inspection to review the
facts and circumstances surrounding the allegations.

Jt: We were unable to .~ubstantiate the allcgmions. Specifically, we determined tha1: (1) the
requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulations to award a sole-source contract to
Rhodium were followed; (2) there was no prior affiliation between the senior Pl official
and Che former Rhodium employee, rhat was hired; (3) there was no evidence to support
claims that PT rating officials were dfrected to provide lower staff performance ratings lo
facilitate a RIF. Our review found that Pl had explored opportunities such as hiring
freezes and reaUocatiog funds to ensure that a RIF was nnt necessary. Additionally,
interviewed PI rating and reviewing officials stated that they were not directed to lower
staff ratings to facilitate a RIF; and, (4) a senior PI official did not misuse their position 10
assist a PI employee, with whom the pfficial has a covered relationship, with obtaining
promot!nns. Specifically we reviewed !he individual's promotion documentation and
found no improprieties. Further, our review determined that the covered employee was
on the "best qualified list" and, in some instances, was the only individual who applied
for the various positions representing promotions.

Project r .ead: 1.:.<b...:..).:.;.<6.:..l-.r.~::-:--......1---.
Acting T m Leader:
......
Assisi: ....._
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPOn'fS ISSUED THIS WlrnK:

Draft Audit Report on Opportunities for E11ergy Savings at Department of Energy Facilities
(Al IHQ003)

W The Departmenl of Energy plflys a critical role in promoting energy efficiency
nationwide, especially in Federal buildings. The Department's Federal Energy
Management Program and Sustainability Performance Office provide leadership for the
implementation of key energy initiatives, including the Energy lndcpendence and
Security Act of 2007 (EISA 2007) and the Energy Policy Act of2005 (EPAct 2005).
These brnad policy initiatives contain significant provisions on reducing energy
consumption in the Federal sector.

.st

EISA 2007, for example, requires evaluations of "covered facilities," lhose designated
by each agency that, in aggregate, account for at least 75 percent of total facility energy
use at the site or location, every 4 years. Facility evaluations Include Assessments of

existing buildings to determine whether systems arc operating as intended. Such

assessments often identify low and no-cost opportunities for energy savings by ensuring
that mechanical, heating and lighting systems perform optimally and thereby reduce
energy consumption.

"1 l3PAct 2005 requires all Federal buildings to have electricity metering in place, where
cost-effective, by October 2012. Metering provides information lllat can be analyzed
and used often in different low-cosr ways, including optimizing equipment performance
and allocating utilily costs on an "actual use" basis to inccntl vizc energy conservation.

R

Beca\lse of the imporrance of reducing energy consumption and the limited resources
available for capital-intensive reduction efforts, we initiated this audit to determine
whether the Department had effectively identified and implemented energy-saving
opportunities through facility evaluations and electricity metering.

W We found 1hat the Department had not always effectively identified and implemented
energy-saving opportunities through facility evaluations and clec1ricity metering.
Specifically:
•

Three of the five

sites we reviewed

(Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los
Alamos)) had not always identified or implemented low and no-cost, quick

•

•

payback energy conservation measures discovered during facility evaluations.
For example, ORNL's 2009·fadlity evaluation identified conservation
measures that could result in a payback within 2 monlhs and estimated annual
savings of aboul $77,000 for projects including utilizing variable speed drives
on supply and ex.haust air fans, installing temperature redistribution fans and
repairing n steam trap. These measures, however, had not been implemented
review;
Two of the five sites (ORNL and Y-l 2 National Security Complex) had not
fully evalualed existing buildings to determine, among other things, whether
building systems such as heating and Hghcing were operating as intended,
despite specifically idcnrified savings and recommendations to do so. For
example, ORNL had 11ot fully implemented recommendations to optimize
systems in I0 of 19 buildings (about 5~ percent) assessed by a third-pa1ty
evaluator during 2009; and,
(b)(5)

fl Effectively evuluating systems in existing buildings and using eleclricity metering data
could significantly reduce energy costs and increa.'le energy efficiency across the
Department. We conservatively estimate the Department could save approximately
$6.6 million annually.
Team Lcader:Db)(6)
AIC:

Staff:

DRAFT RRPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Report on Audi1 Co Pe rage of Cost Allowabi/ity for Ba1tclle Enercy Alliance, LLC under
Department of Energy Co11tract No, DE-AC07-05!Dl4517. during Fi.w:al Year 2010 (Al21DO!l5,
June 2012)
.• (b)(5)

IJll

(b)(5)

•

(b)(5)

•

(b)(5)

Jg (b)(5)
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Tenm Leader:

AIC:
Staff:
LE'rflrn UEPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Financial Statement Audit Rcpo1t on Monagemenr Leiter on the Department of Energy's Isotope
Deve!opmelll and Production for Research and Applicalions. Program's Fisca.l Year 2009
Balance Sheet Audil, (OAS-FS-12-09, June, 2012)

•

The managc;ment letter contained three new findings an<l seven recommendations that
were issued during the course of the Department of Energy's Isotope Development and
Produclion for Research and Applications Program's Fiscal Year 2009 Balance Sheet
Audit. Management generally concurred with and provided planned corrective actions
for most of the recommendations listed in the management letter.

~

Under separate cover, the following material weaknesses and significant deficiencies in
internal controls over financial reporting were identified:
•

MaLerial Weaknesses: Con!rols over Inventory Related Documentation and
lmpmvcmcnts Needed in the Preparation and Review of Manual Joumal Entries~
and,

•

Significant Deficiencies: Unclassified Network and Infonnation Systems
Security and Accounting for Propcity, Plant and Equipment.

Technical Monitms:

r)(6)

OTHEn AUDITS:

Chris Trnining Requests - For the interim, please list the following as Step 2/Approver 2:
George Collard (for Audits) and Sandra Bruce (for Inspections).

RECOVERY ACT INFOUMATION:

SIGNU?ICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPRRATIONS ,s1rATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPl•~CTIONS:

Inspection on Deferred Mai111e11ance al Savamiah River National Laboratory (S l 2IS008)
II

An entrance conference was held on Monday, June 11, 2012 regarding the Inspection on
Deferred Mc1inte11ance at Savannah River National Labora/ory (SRNL). The objective of
the inspection is to determine whether the Department of Energy is effectively managing
the facilitie!l and ir1fras1ructure maintenance at SRNL. The entrance conferencc was held
at Savannah River Site (SRS) Operations Office. Department officials from
Headquarters, SRS nnd SRNL, as well as contractor personnel attanded the entrance
conference. Preliminary fieldwork was conducted at SRS and will continue at
Headquarters in Washi11gton, DC.

Project Lead:

(b)(S)

~-:--:"P!'!"!"!'!!~------..,.i

Acting Team Leadel''. (b)(6)
Team Member:;,:(b~)(:-;:-6~)..___ _..,.__ _..J

NO FURTHF.R ACTION LKfTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINlNG:

ACTION ITEM REPOHTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MA TIERS;

,JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
rnspector General
Counsel to the Inspeclm General

Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspection.<>
Deputy Inspector General for Cnvestigations
Deputy Inspector General for Manngement & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits

Assistant Inspector General for InspcctioJJs
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance

Division Directors

Assis1am Division Directors
Team Leaders
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Ending June 29, 2012

FINAL REPOU'I'S ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on Office of Secwe Transportation Capabilities (OAS-M-12-05, June 2012)
al The National Nuclear Security Administration's Office of Secure Transportation (OST) is
responsible for safely and securely trnnsporting nuclear weapons, weapon components and
special nuclear material for customers such as the Department of Energy, Department of
Defense and the Nuclenr Regulatory Commission. The demand for OST services is
expected to increase significantly over 1he next 1 years as a result of current Presidcnth1I
initiatives and international nonproliferation efforts. These various initiatives will require
OST transportation of both material and weapon components. OST forecasts show an
increase in mission demand through 2019. In fact, OST projected that Fiscal Year 2017
mission demand will be 144 percent of FY 2010 levels. Due to the imporfoncc of OST's
mission to safely and securely transport nuclear weapons, we performed this audit to
cvahmte the challenges OST faces in meeting future mission requirements.
~We

found rhat, while OST has successfully met customer shipping requests in the past nnd
expects to have capacity to meet future requircmcntsr it faces several significant
challenges. These challenges include maintaining the reliability of existing equipment;
ensuring that future Federal agent overtime levels are consistent with safe operations: and,
validating essential resource planning clata. Specifically: based on its own criteria, OST's
entire fleet of armored trnctors is beyond its apernlional life as of December 20 l l; Federal
agents are currently incurring ovcrlimc at levels approaching those considered not to be
sustainable over the long term; and, infonnatian provided by mission forecasts may not be
sufficiently reliable to accurately estimate and plan for operational needs.

:E OST officials told us that its tractors· were not replaced before the end of 1he useful lives
due lo competing management priorities and classification issues. To help mitigate the
impact of overtime required to conducl mi~sion and training workload while addressing
quality of life issues associated with extended periods of time on mission stalus, OST
implemented a predictive schedule. Currently, OST uses the Transportation Re.sources
Jnrcgrated Planning Suite (TRIPS) to forecast mission demands and plan for needed ·
.resources. However, wilh the exception of one limited manual validation of mission
demands thal compared FY 2006 shjpping forecasts to actual FY 2006 shipments. OST
has not validated the accuracy of its shipping forecasts. Also, we noted that OST had not
integrated TRIPS, its mission and forecasting system, with its mission execution system
that tracks actual shipments.

B Because of the critical nature of OS T's cargo, and its role as the sole provider of this
unique capabili1y. any interruption of OST's ability to complete ils mission would result in
an unacceptable impact on naiianal security. Accordingly, management attention is
needed to address these challenges to reduce the risk that OST will be unable to meet its
future mission requircmenls. NNSA management concurred with the report's
recommendations, proposed corrective actions and slated that these items will be used to

continue improving NNSA's implementation of securing and safety transporting nuclear
weapons.
Team Leader:
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AIC;

Staff:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THfS WEEK:

Audit Repor1 on The Departmeiit nf Energy's Weatherh.ation Assis1a11ce Program under the
American Recove1y and Reinvestment Act in the State nf Ohio, (OAS-RA- l 2-13, June 2012)

ft Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, the Department of
Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program (Weatherization Program) received
$5 billion to increase the energy efficiency of dwellings owned or occupied by lowincome persons. The State of Ohio (Ohio) administers its Recovery Act grant through
58 local agencies. These local agencies are responsible for detem1ining applicant
eligibility, evaluating homes tn determine appropriate weatheriz11tion measures,
awarding contracts and assigning in-house crews to weathcriz~ homes, and conducting
final inspections of completed homes. The Dcpnrtmcnt awarded a 3-ycar, $267
q1illion Recovery Act wentherization grant to Ohio Department of Development. Ohio
planned to use its Recovery Act funding lo weatherize more than 32,000 homes. As of
December 31, 20 l J, Ohio had weatherized 37 ,566 homes, exceeding its estimated
goal, and had expended almost all of its Recovery Act grant funds. Given the
significanl increase in funding and demands associated with weatherizing thousands of
homes, we initiated this audit to determine whether Ohio had adequate· safeguards in
place to ensure the Weatherization Program was managed efficiently and effectively .

.ft Ohio had not always managed its Wcatherization Program efficiently and effectively.
We identified weaknesses that impacted Ohio's ability to meet the objectives of the
Weatherization Program and the Recovery Act. Specifically, Ohio and its local
agencies had not always:
•

•

Provided quality weatherization services. In particular, 70 percent of the
homes reinspected by Ohio during the period of September 2009 through
December 2010, required additional work to meet Ohio's quality standards,
even though they had previously passed Ohio's reinspection because of major
quality of work issues, or a significant number of lesser findings that could
compromise the health and safety of the occupants, or the homes' structural
intcgri ty. Ohio's Office of Inspector General's November 20 I l, Report of
lnvesrigatio11 also noted lhe high frequency of homes requiring nction after
Ohio's rcinspection. Frn1her, Ohio had not met the annual requirement to
reinspect at least 5 percent of each local agency's completed homes.
Additionally, Ohio and its local agencies had not developed systems to
adequately track and si.unmarize systemic quality of work issues, and crews
and contractors that repeatedly underperfonned;
Procured materials, equipment and services in accordance with Federal and
Stale requirements. For example, at one local agency, about 96 percent of ·

372 items reviewed had not been purchased through a competitive bidding
process or supported by cost or price analyses. As a result of these issues, we

questioned over $585,000 in p~ocurement costs at two of the three local
agencies reviewed;
•

Ensured !hat recipients were selected for weatherization services based on
their priority and that they met income eligibility requirements. In particular,
we found that a local agency selected five weatherization applicants before
205 others who had previously been determined to be a higher priori1y.
Another agency relied on income information that was more than 12 months
old, even though Ohio required that eligibility be based on the 12 months of
income immediately prior to application; and,

•

Complied with laws and regulations governing the Weatherization Program,
including the Davis-Bacon Act for prevailing wage rates, and Federal
requirements governing the rcmillance of interest earned on Federal fund
advances ond the reimbursement of allowable costs. As a result of our work,
for c;rnmple, one agency retroactively paid employees approximately
$55,000 in wages. Another agency remiued approximately $76,000 to Ohio
in interest earned on advanced fonds. We also questioned $23,400 in costs
charged by another local agency that were not fully supported as required.

R We analyzed Ohio's management of its Recovery Act Weathcrization Program and
reviewed the weathcrizacion activities of lhree local agencies, JMPACT Community
Action, the Community Action Partnership of the Greater Dayton Area (Dayton), and
Cuyahoga County of Ohio Department of Development (Cuyahoga), In September
·2011, we issued separnte examination rep0tts on Dayton and Cuyahoga. The
examinations were performed by Lopez nncl Company, LLP, an independent public
·accounting firm under contract with the Office of Inspector General. The results of
these cxnminations have been incorporated inlO this report to provide a statewide
summary of findings. While most Recovery Act funds had now been expended at the
time we issued this report, we believe thal our recommendalions should help Ohio as it
transitions its wcatheri7.0tion activities lo a post-Recovery Act environment.
.~

The Wcatherization Program deficiencies we observed occurred for a number of
reasons, including poor final inspections, staffing issues, inadequate oversight by
Ohio, and the failure of local agencies to either unders1and m· follow Federal and State
requirements. We also identified areas in which local agencies' and/or Ohio's policies
and procedures were not fully consistent with Federal requirements. For example,
Ohio and its local agencies had not adequately tracked and summarized performance
statistics to identify and address commonly recurring problems or contractors and
agencies !hat repeatedly underperformed. As discussed in the body of this report, we
also identified areas in which local agencies' and/or Ohio's policies and procedures
were not fully consistent with Federal requirements.

•

I! is impermive that the Wentherization Program is managed to ensure Department
requirements are mel; monies are spent whh transparency, accountability and for
intended purposes; and, deserving households receive the services to which they are
entitled. To their credit, Ohio and local agencies in our review have already begun to
take action to correct prcvinu~ly observed weaknesses. We have made a number of
recommendations designed 10 improve Ohio's Weathcrizntion Program. The
Department concurred wilh our recommendations and stated it will continue to work
with Ohio lO implement corrcclive actions nnd resolve the issues described in the
report.

(b)(6)

Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

DRAVl' RJ<:COVEUY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WERK:

DRAFT RJ<~PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Examination Report on 111e Depal'lment of Energy's American Recove1y and Reinvestment Act Ohio StMe Energy Program (Al I RA052)
~ The reports present the results of an examination of the State of Ohio's (Ohio)
implementation of the State Energy Program (SEP). TI1e Office of Inspector General
contracted with an independent certified public accounting firm, Otis & Associates, PC
(Otis), to express an opinion on Ohio and its sub-grantees' compliance with Federal and
State laws, regulations and program guidelines applicable to SEP.
~

The Dcpai1ment of Energy's SEP provides grants to states, territories, and the District of
Columbia (states) to support their energy priorities and fund projects that meet their
unique energy needs. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
significantly expanded the SEP by providing an additional $3.1 billion for state projects.
The Ohio Department of Development (ODOD) was allocated $96.1 million in SEP
funds under the Recovery Act ODOD divided the funds into five separate programs
funding more than 123 projects. Otis selected four sub-grantees to test their compliance
with Federal and State laws, regulations and program guidance. The four sub-grantees
selected were New Horizons Baking Company (NHRC), Metro Regional Transit
Authority (MRTA), Forest City Residential Management, Inc; and Timken Company.

tg Otis expressed the opinion that except for the weaknesses described in its reports to

NHBC and MRTA, the sub-grantees complied in all material respects with the
requirements and guidelines rclali vc to SEP. Rega.rdi ng the areas of minor noncompliance, tlle examination found that NHBC did not comply with the Davis·Bac.on Act
and pay the appropriate prevailing wage; and, MRTA did not designate a separate
account. code to track Recovery Act funding, The NHBC report recommended that Ohio
and NHBC ensure that the prcvaiJiug Duvis-Bacon Act wage rates are properly paid to
contraclors and subcontrnctors. The MRTA report did not include a recommendation
because the project was completed and all project funds for the project were spent.

11 As part of its responsibilities for managing the SEP. we recommend the Assistant
Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (I) Ensure the Stale of Ohio and
its sub-grantees comply with the Davis-Bacon Act and pay the appropriate wage rates;
and, (2) Ensure sub-grnntees separate Recovery Act funding from other sources of
funding.
Team Leader:
Technical Monitor:
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LETTER REPORTS 1ssmm THIS '\YKJ•.::K:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT A!JDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS

WI~EK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVIm.Y ACT lNFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPE'CTION ACTIVITY:
~

A Decision Briefing was held on Monday, June 25, 2012, for the i11spection on Alleged
ConfHct of Interest ;1t Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico. Both the DIGA I and
AIGS attended and requested the staff to prepare a letter report. We did not substantiate
the allegation.

Team Leader:

6
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Project Lead:
Team Member;

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WI<:EKLV OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:
Inspection on A lie gut ion mz NNSA Contracts (S l 2ISO 15)

."1 On June 21. 2012, the Office ofinspections initiated fieldwork for the AJ/egalion ot1
NNS1\ Co11tracts (S l 2lSO l5). The objective of the inspection is to determine if the
National Nl1clear Security Administration is paying fee for work that the contractor is
alre:idy obligated to perform as a non· fee-bearing task at Pantex/Y-12.

Team Leader:
Project Lead:
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Team Members:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITl<:iVI REPORTS ATTACHJi:I):

OTHER MATTl.:RS:

ll In June, the Eastern Audits Di vision was joined by Patrick Edwards and Jessica Smith in
the Germantowtl, MD office. Patrick c·omes to us from the Department of Labor where
he worked as n claims examiner. Jessica joins the Office of Inspector General from the
Department of Defense where she worked Mi an Auditor. We would like to welcome
bolli Patrick and Jessica to the Department of Energy OTG family.
-

Chris Training Requests - For the interim, please list the following as Step 2/Approver

2: George Col!ard (for Audits) and Sandra Bruce (for Inspections).

JOYS, CARES. CONCERNS:

Distribution:

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & rnspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Di vision Directors
Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
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Ending July 13, 2012

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED·THIS WEEK;
Inspection Report on Management of Explosives at Selected Department Sites, (INS-0-12-02,
July 2, 2012)

.If. In support of its research and development missjon and security.of its facilities, the
Department of Energy (Dcpm-m1ent) maintains a significant inventory of explosives. In
terms of mission, the Department conducts research into explosives detection, effects and
mitigation. These processes ore inherently hazardous. To help reduce the risk of harm,
the Department developed the DOF. R.i:plosives Safely Ma1111al to provide direction for
protecting its personnel from injury during explosjvcs operations. Given. the dangerous
nature of explosives, the potential for catastrophic incidents and our prior concerns, we
iniliated this inspection to determine whether explosives were being safely handled and
stored at selected Depn11ment sites.

R Our inspection revealed problems with handling and storing explosives at each of the
four contractor-operated sites we visited, potentially increasing the risk of harm to
personnel and infrastrucrure. Specifically, we found that, contrary to established practice
designed to minimize the impact of inadvertent detonation, Savannah River Site and
Idaho National Laboratory performed explo~ive shipment inspeclions during peak traffic
hours al populated main gates rather than at remote area and/or during non-peak traffic
hours; Savannah River <1nd Idaho inspection procedures could potentially allow
inspecrion handlers to 1·c1urn unsafe explosives shipments to public highways, possibly
exposing the general public lo hazardous conditions; and, following one experiment,
Sandia National Laboratories returned the remains of explosives that had undergone
various tests to storage without compleling n required, documented delermination of
whether storage with other aclive explosives represented an unacceptable safety risk.

I: We 111so observed that e,xcess combustible and non-combustible materials were being
stored in explosives bunkers; inco1Tccl bunker placards and fire symbols were posted on
bunkers and buildings; and, excess explosives waste was not being disposed of timely,
These actions could have resulted in injury to employees and members of the public from
unanticipated explosives events. Notably, management officials at all of the sites took
immediate action to resolve these particular issues as soon as we b·rought them to their
attention. The only issue we observed at Leis Alamos, the storage of boxes and trash in
·an explosives operating area, was corrected immediately after we iden!ified it.
~ We found that Department managemenL had not focused the attention needed 10 ensure
that the responsible facilities contractors properly implemented Department policies for

handling and storing explosives, as required. Also, contractor officials charged with
managing and safeguiirding explosives had not ensured compfomce wilh various aspects
of the DOE E.lplosives SC!fety Mmwal, Although various reasons were offered by
contractor officials in support of their approaches, the actions taken did not comport with
protocols established by the Deparlrnenl for ensuring explosives safety.

.ll Failure to properly implement safety protocols for explosives handling and storage
procedures unnecessarily increases the risk of harm to personnel, infrastructure and
equipment. In response to our findings, Department management took corrective actions
during the inspection 10 address most of the issues identified in this report. For the
remaining policy and operational issues, we made recommendations regarding changes to
explosives safety policy and procedures, The actions initiated by the Department,
coupled with those outlined in our recommendations should, ir fulJy impJcmcntcd, help
improve the safety at the Department's explosives storage and operating facilities .

.!It The Chief Health, Safety ~ml Security Officer generally concurred with

the intent of the
findings of the report, sin ting that tHe explosive shipment inspection issue had alreody
been properly addressed; however, the Office of Health, Safety and Security maintained
that it would discuss om concerns, make appropriate additions and update the Technical
Slandard during the next annual Explosives Safety Committee meeting. In separate
comments, the Manager, Idaho Operations Office generally agreed with the intent of our
recommendation and indicated that procedures would be reviewed to ensure that
explosives will nor be delivered during peak-lrnffic hours. The other sites we reviewed
elected not to provide pfficial comments on our report.
(b)(6)

Team Leader:
Lead Inspector:
Staff:

Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allmvabifiry for DM Petroleum Operations Company under
Deparrment of E11erg)' Con1rac1 Number DE-AC96-03P092207 during Fiscal Years 2009
Jhrough 2011 (OAS-V-12-08, July 11, 2012)

.ll Since 1993, DM Petroleum Operations Company (DM) (formerly DynMcDermott
Petroleum Operations) has operated the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (Reserve) under
contract with the Dcpnrtmcnt of Energy (Department) .. The Reserve is the world's largest
Government-owned emergency crude oil stockpile and currently stores about 696 million
barrels of crude oil in a series of underground salt caverns along the coastline of the Gulf
of Mexico. DM manages the Reserve under a management and operating contract that
expires on March 31, 2013. During Fiscal Years (FYs) 2009, 2010 and 2011, DM
expended and claimed $J84,297,287.44.
~ To help ensure that only allowable cos ls are claimed by the Department's integrated

contractors and to make efficient use of available audit resources, the Office of Inspector
General, the Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance Management and
contractors h'1ve implemented a Cooperative Audit Strategy. This strategy places
reliance on the contractors' internal audit function (Internal Aud it) to provide audit
coverage of the allowability of incurred costs claimed by contractors. Consistent with the
Cooperative Audit Strategy, DM is required by its contract to maintain an Internal Audit
function with responsibility for conducting audits, including audits of the allowability of
incurred costs. In addition, OM is required to conduct or arrange for audits of its
subcontractors when costs incurred are a factor in determining the amount payable to a
subcontractor.

.• Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable costrelated audit work performed by DM lntcrnal Audit did not meet Institute of Internal

Auditors Standards and could not be relied upon. Further, we noted thnt unallowable
costs identified by lnterrml Audit hnd been resolved, and that DM had arranged for audits
of subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in determining the amounl payable to
a subcontractor. We identified no olher audits or reviews that reported questioned costs
or internal control weaknesses impacting the allowability of cost~ claimed for FYs 2009,
20 IO and 201 L.
Team Lender:
AIC:

Staff:
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS lSSURD THIS

wgJi~K:

Audit Report on Follow-up rm the Departmc111 of Energy's Implementation of the Advanced
Botteries and Hybrid Components Program Funded mu/er tire American Recovery and
Reinvestrmml Act (OAS-RA-L-12-05, July 2012)

Ii Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), the
Department of Ene1·gy'.s Advanced Batteries and Hybrid Components Program
(Advanced Batteries Program) received almost $2 billion to support the construction of
U.S. based battery nnd electri.c drive component manufacturing plants. As of June 2012,
the Advanced Batteries Program lrnd awarded 30 grants to for-profit manufacturers and
had expended about $1.2 billion.

J1 In April 2010, we issued our first report on the Advanced Batteiics Program, Progress in
Implementing the Advanced Batteries and Hybrid Componenrs Program under the
American Recoveq and Rebivestment Act (OAS·RA-L-10-04). In short, we concluded
that the Department hnd made significant progress implementing the Advanced Batteries
Program, including developing a comprehensive monitoring system plan to reduce the
financial, technical and marketing risks associated with large-scale projects. Because of
the importance of the Advanced Batteries Program to stimulating the economy, creating
jobs and establishing u U.S. capability to manufacture advanced batteties, we initiated
this follow~up audit to determine whether the Department had managed the Advanced
Batteries Program efficiently and effectively. During the course of our review, we also
evaluated circumstances !'elated to an allegation received by the Office of Inspector
General that an employee of one recipient had unduly influenced procuremen! decisions

and violated conflict of intercsl provisions.
~ Based on our test work, we were unable to substanciare the allegation related to a

potential conflict of interest. Ou!' review, however, identified opportunities for the
Depmlment to improve its adminislration of the Advanced Batteries Program.
SpecificnHy, the Department could:
• Better define regulations governing the retenilon of documentation supporting
procurement decisions. Regulations currently require for-profit recipients to
follow best commercial practices, but do not define such practices. One recipient
in our sample had purchased about $24 million in equlpment and services without

adequately documenting purchasing decisions:
• Ensure recipients adequately safeguard equipment purchased with Federal funds.
We were unable to locate equipment purchased by one recipient totaling about
$500,000; mid,

• Obtain ;ind review required audit reporls to ensure the sufficiency of internal
controls and compliance with laws and regulations. Of 28 program recipients, 8
had not submitted required reports.

Jt As oullincd in the remainder of our rep011, we believe that action to address lhese issues

D

will enhance overall transparency and accountability.
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DRAFT H.J<:covgny ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUim THIS WEEK:
Coordination Draft Inspection Report on Alleged Rthical and Procurement Concerns at the

Office o/Nuclear Energy, July 12, 2012
'1 The Office of Inspector Cleneral received a complaint alleging that a Department of
Energy (Department) 1irnnagement official within tne Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) may
have violated Federal regulations and procurement guidelines regarding preferential
treatment of a contractor employee, to include involvement in contractor hiring deci"sions
relating to that employee.
~

We did not substantiate the allegation that the Department NE manager violated Federal
regulations and procurement guidelines involving contractor hiring decisions .. While we
found that the subject of the allegation had 1aken ce11ain actions on behalf of a particular
individual, the involvement did not appear to violate Federal regulation1:. Based on .
information gathered during the course of our inspection, lhc Department's Office of
General Counsel opined that the actions taken hy the NE manager did not reach the level
of violating Federal regulations or procurement guidelines .

.~ We did note, however, that the actions taken by the NE manager may have caused others
to perceive rhat the mmiager improperly i nfluenccd the hiring decisions or the contra<:tors
involved. For example, we found that the NE manager in question did speak with
contractor officials regarding the qualifications and hiring of a particular individual on at
least two occasions:
•

During a meeting between the NE manager and a contractor project manager, a
pnrticutnr individual's name was mentioned regarding job-related qualifications
for work on a new project within NE. As a result of the meeting with the NE
manager, the contractor project manager hired the individual as a consultant.

•

Approximately 2 years later the same NE manager contacted another Department
site and attempted to secure a position for lhe same individu<1l undc'r another
service contract. The reason given was thal the individual's services were too
costly under the existing contracl and the NE manager was seeking to retain the
individual's services al a lower cost.

I} Additionally, during our inspection, we learned thal the sort of involvement we identified
in this case was not unique. Department procurement officials told us that involven1en~
by program officials in contractor hiring decisions was not an uncommon practice.

Although the reporl made no recommendations, we suggested that·manngcmcnl take
steps to ensure strict compliance with recently published gliidance on Federal officials'
involvement in contractor hiring decisions.
(b)(6)

Lead Inspector:
Staff:

Drnft Audit Report on The Managemellf of the Plateau Remediation Cantmcl (Al I RL031, July
12, 2012)

"1 The Department of Energy's (Department) Richland Operations Office (Richland)
awarded a contract, effective October l, 2008, to CH2M HILL Plalcau Remediation
Company (CHPRC) Lo remediate select portions or the Hanford Sile's Central Plateau.
The contrncl, which could extend for a maximum of 10 years, has n negotiated cost of
$6.6 billion. The Plateau Remediation contract work scope includes remediation of the
Plutonium Finishing Plant and a number of other environmental impacts of nuclear
weapons relatc<l production activities. The Department adminis1crs comracts such as the
CHPRC contract, in part, thrmtgh a contract change proposal and a1)proval process in
accordance with the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). As part of this process, the
Department reviews, negotiates and approves changes in work scope contained in
contractor change proposals. The FAR requires that change proposals contain sufficient
cost information to permit indcPcndcnt audits to determine if the change 3s ready for
negotiation and incorporation into the contract. The Department's goal is to identify and
resolve, wilhin 180 days of the contractor assuming work, differences between the Work
scope specified in the original Request for Proposal and that existing at the time the
contract becomes effective. Successful completion of this process allows for the fonnal
approvul of the Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB), a project management tool
that permits the Deportment lo assess actual contractor cost and schedule performance
against estimates to complete contract work scope. We received an allegation that
CHPRC bad not met n number or contract terms and conditions and that the Department
had not corrected performance issues. The complainant noted that CHPRC had not
provided change pmposals and performance baselines that me! contract and FAR
requirements. As a result of !he complain! and because of the significance of this
conuacr, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Department had adequately
managed changes to the Plateau Remediation Contracl.
.• Our review largely substanliated the allegations. We found that CHPRC had not always
met contract and PAR requirements for submitting timely and/or well suppo11ed contract
change proposals. Contributing to delays in definitizing performance baselines, the
Department was not always timely in formally notifying the contra(tor of needed changes
in work scope. As such, the Dcpa1iment was not always ab1e to effectively measure the
contractor's pe1fonmmce because it did not hnve reliable estimates to measure agains1
actual cost pelformance a factor that significantly increased the Department's risk of
inappropriately rewarding the conlractor for poor cost performance.

Ill

l(b)(5)

(b)(5)

!l'¥i We noted the issues described in this report arc not unique to the Plateau Remediation
Contract. Other Office of Inspector General audits of Environn,i.ental Management
projects have identified similar issues with timely processing of contractor change
proposals and management of performance baselines. As a result, we made several
recommendations to the Senior Advisor for Environmenlal Management to address these

issues.
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RRCOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
Entrance Canfere nee on Follow-up !11spection 011 Cl!aracterization Wells ar l..os Alamos
National foboratory (S 12ISO 14)

M

An Entrance Conference was conducted on July 10, 2012, for the Follow-up Inspection
Characteriwtion Wells at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The objective of the
inspection is to determine if Los Alamos implemented the recommendations of
Inspection Report DOE/IG-0703, Chamcterization Wells al Los Alamos National
Labornlory, concerning the policies and procedures for the installation of characterization
wells and the co11vc1"sion to monitoring wells .
011

., The video 1eleconfere11ce was supported by personnel.at three locations: Albuquerque,
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Headquarters, and Los Alamos.
Representatives from NNSA Headquatters, the Los Alamos Site Office, the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, and the Albuquerque Complex were in aucndancc.
Team Leader
Project Lead
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The Central Audits Division's Denver Office is pleased to announce the addition of
Vanya Pasbaliyska, A\1ditor, to the Audit Team. Ms. Pashaliyska started July 2, 2012, and
comes to us from the Department of Justice's Office ofTnspector General, where she was an
Audilor for the past two years. Vanya is a graduate of the Metropolitan State College in Denver1

and received Bachelor degrees in Marketing and Managcmcm with a Minor in Accounting, and
graduated summa cum laude with a 4.0 grade point average. Her interests are horseback riding,
lraveling, and she ls currently pursuing aviation studies and plans to begin working toward her
private pilot's license in the coming spring. Please join us in welcoming Ms. Pashaliyska to the
Central Audits Di~ision/Office of fnspc<:tor General family.
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Special Report on !11quily on
Disclo.~ed

Pro~1mmumt

of Law Firm Services and Mcmagenumt of Law Firm

CmifUcts of fntcrest by the Department of Energy's Loan Programs Office, July 18,

2012 (Al2HQ012)

IS The Department of Energy's (Department) Loan Programs Office was created to
accelerate the domestic commercial deployment of innovative and advanced clean
energy technologies by guarnntecing and providing loans to eligible recipients. The
Loan Programs Office currently oversees over $34 billion in loans to about 40 projecls.
From the outset, the Department concluded thal it needed independem legal advisory
services from private law firms to assist in its review of loan guarantee applications. In
response to solicitations, the Department entered into Retainer Agreements with lO
firms. The Retainer Agreements, Federal regulations and American Bar Association's
Model Rules of Professional Conduct require law firms to disclose any actual or
potential conflicts of interest. Recognizing that such conflicts were likely under the
circumstances, the Department required Jaw firms to complete a mitigation plan
describing how actual or potential conflicts of interest would be avoided or mitigated. It
also reserved the right to grant waivers when appropriate.

11

We received anonymous complaints alleging various improprieties in the Loan

Programs Office related to 1hc procurement of legal services and the management of Jaw
finn disclosed conflicts of interest in the Innovative Technology Loan Guarantee
Program.(Prngram). Jn response, we initiated a Sf)eciaJ inquiry 10 review the
circumstances surrounding the allegations. Our inquiry did not substantiate' the specific
allegations outlined in the complaint. Absent addilional information, we plan no further
action regarding the original allegations.

II We did, however, identify opportunities to improve traMparency over the Program's
management of organizational conflict of interest waiver requests. Specifically, we
noted that the Program had not deployed a tracking system for managing law firm
wniver request~ and had not documented, in an organized system of t'ecords, the
rationale for denying or approving waiver requests. The issues observed parallel the
findings in prior Loan Guarantee Program reviews.

11 We found that the Program had not deployed a tracking system for the receipt, review
and denial/approval of law firm waiver requests. Although the Pr.ogrnm developed a

standardized waiver request form, Program official~ stated that the tracking of waivcrn
was done only through emails. They also asserted that they believed their process
complied with applicable procurement requirements and the Retainer Agreements.

ft Our inquiry also established that available records, in a number of cases, lacked
sufficient information to enable an independent reviewer to understand the reasons for
granting waivers of conOicts of Interest. Prior to, or contemporaneous with, granting
requested waivers, the Department had not always memorialized key decision points,
and therefore could not demonstrate, through systematically organized records, that its .
justifica1ions for granting waivers for actual or potential conflicts of interest were
appropriate. In response to ou1· request for information supporting the decision-making
processes, the Program could only provide emails that were retained on a Program
official's computer.

It We recognize that the notion of sufficiency in terms of documentary evidence
supporling conflict of intere..:;t waiver decisions is subjective.· However, given the
taxpayer-provided funds at risk in the Loan Guarantee Program, the sensitivity of the
Program, and its reliance on outside law firm legal advice free from conflicts and
impairments, we concluded that the Department should ensure contemporaneous records
clearly demonstrate the support and rationale for approving or denying conflict of
interest waiver requests. Ultimately, greater transparency in the decision-making
process could be of special value in the event of a default, bankruptcy or similar event.
Acting Team Leader (b)(G)
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DRAfl-r REPORTS ISSUED TIHS WEEK:

Follow-up Amlil of the Natio11al Nuclear Security Administration's W76 Nuclear Warhead
Refurbishmelll Program, July 16, 2012, (A 10AL002)

'1 The Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is
responsible for ensuring that the Nation's nuclear weapons stockpile continues to meet
National defense requirements. As part of that effort, NNSA is refurbi~hing the W76
nuclear warhead to address aging concems. The goal of the W76 Life Extension
Program (LEP) is to extend the warhead life hy 30 yearn. However, the LEP program has
experienced significant dcll'lys in st11r1Up and in achieving production goals. By the end
of Fiscal Ycar 20 l I, NNSA had completed less than half of the units originally planned
due to technical production issues. Delays encountered thus far have significantly
increased the risk that the W76 LEP and follow-on weapon refurbishments cannot be
accomplished in time to meet commitments to the Department of Defense, In our 2006
report, W76 Life Extension Projecl (DOE/IG-0729, May 2006) the Office of Inspector
General reported that NNSA was at risk of not achieving the first production unit for the
W76 refurbishment by the end of FY 2007 within the established scope, .schedule and
cost parameters. Given the additional delays and the importance of the LEP, we initiated
this follow~up audit to take a fresh look at the status of NNSA's W76 refurbishment
progrcun, focusing on NNSA's ability to reduce unit costs .

.Jft Wilhout a more effective effort to reduce unit costs, NNSI\ may be unable to complete
tl1e W76 LEP within established scope, cost and schedule parameters. This concem is

exacerbated by the fact .that lhe program is faced with a relatively tlat budact over the
next few years, even though its annual ·scope of work is projected to increase
significantly. The program's budget increases through FY 2014 are projected to be onJy
2.9 pcrcr.nr more than FY 2011 levels. The program's production schedule, however,
shows production increasing 59 percent during the same period. The increase in
produclion appears to be unsustainable given the projected funding. Although a senior
NNSA official expressed confidence that NNSA would achieve the increased production
rates within the out~year budget estimates, program officials could not provide plans
detailing actions necessary to achieve the needed cos! reductions .
.II NNSA may not realize the per unit cost savings necessary to complete the W76 LEP
within established scOj)e, cost and schedule parameters. To meet its scope and schedule
commi1mcnts within a relatively flat budget, NNSA must reduce the annual cost per unit
by 35 percent by FY 2014. However, NNSA weapons design and production sites
responsible for completing the LEP estimated that they can realize only a 25 percent cos!
per unit savings by FY 2014. NNSA Stockpile Mmiagcment officials expressed
confidence that the program can achieve the increased production rates within the FY
2012 Congre:isional Budget Request estimates. Yet, program officials could not provide
plans detailing the specific actions needed to achieve necessary cost reductions.
•

NNSA may be better positioned to measure overall effectiveness of the W76 LEP by
fully utilizing ava11abie performance mnnagemenl tools. Program officials consider
Earned Value Management Systems (EVMS) to be a bes! practice. NNSA used EVMS
to measure each site's performance against current year budget authority and workload
requirements. Although a program-wide EVMS has not yet been implemented, a W76
LEP official told us that NNSA plans to use EVMS at the program level in future years.

•

Delays in completing the W76 LEP within planned scope, cost and schedule could have
national security implications. lfNNSA is unable to achieve llie co.'l.t per unit reductions
necessary to meet the W76 LEP's planned production requirements within budget, it will
require adi:litional funding, a reduction in scope, or a delay in production. Delays in
completing the W7.6 within schedule, for instance, could prevent NNSA from beginning
foll production of the B6 l bomb refurbishment to meet the United States' commitments
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

.Iii Given the current widespread ctills for dramatic reductions in Federal spending, NNSA
may be faced with future budget reduclions. To assist NNSA in meeting its W16 LEP
goals within available budgets, we recommend that !he Administrator, NNSA ensures
that Defense Programs develop a forwaru-looking plan to reduce costs program-wide to
meet planned production rales within budget, and implements and utilizes a programwide EVMS that quantifies required scope, schedule and cost performance through the
end of the program.
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LETI'ER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on Oak Ridge Na1ional Laboratory's Wt1ste Diversion Efforts, (OAS-L-12-06,
July 20. 2012)
'

R Executive Order (E.O.) 13423, Stre11gtlteni11g Federal F.1wiro11me11tal, Energy, and
Transportation Management, mandates that each Pederal facility maintain a
cost-effective waste prevention and recycling program. Further, E.O. 13514, Federal
Leader.ship in E11vironme11tal, Energy, a11d Economic Pe1fonnance, requires thaL Federal
agencies achieve a 50 percent diversion rate for cons:tmction and demolition materials
<1nd debris, and a 50 percent rate for non-hazardous solid waste by the end of Fiscal Year
(FY) 2015. Waste diversion includes the prevention and reduction of generated waste
lhrough recycling, reusing or composting. Diverting materials from the wn:;te stream
generates a host of benefits including conserving energy, reducing disposal costs and
conlributing to a cleaner. safer environment. The Department of Energy tracks its waste
diversion progress via the Pollution Prevention Tracking and Reporting System.

B The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Pollution Prevention Program (Program)
plays a vital role in the Department's overall waste di version efforts. Duriog FY 2011,
ORNL generated over 9,500 metric tons of non-hazardous solid waste, including debris
from construction and demolition projects. Because of lhe environmental, financial and
social benefits of reducing the amount of waste sent lo the landfill, we initiated this audit
10 determine whether ORNL was effectively diverting materials from the waste stream.
This is the first in a series of reports on the Department's waste diversion efforts at select
sites.
~

We found that ORNL had an csrahlished Program that effectively diverted materials from
landfills and cpntributed to the Department's overall waste diversion effort, primarily
through recycling and reusing materials. In our review of ORNL's FY 2011 data, we
found that it recycled or reused over 5, 100 of its 9,500 metric tons of solid waste, and
thus diverted it from landfill disposal. Foi example, ORNL diverted 62 percent of its
construction and demolition debris, thus exceeding the 50 percent target established by
E.0. 13514 and meeting the Department's FY 2015 target 4 years earlier than required.
Further, ORNL diverted 26 percent of its non-hazardous solid waste. In an effort to meet
the 50 percent target for diversion of non-hazardous solid waste by FY 2015, ORNL also
identified the need for additional initiatives and developed plans to execute those

strategics.

U While ORN L's performance in FY 2011 was notable, we did find several minor
inconsistencies between planned activities nnd actual performance. For example, we
found that ORNL had not conducted pollution prevention opportunity assessments
despite lhe fact that the Program emphasized the importance of such assessments in
helping to identify waste diversion opporwnitics. ORNL officials stated thal it had been
difficult to perform assessments due fo the non-routine nature of laboratory work. As an
alternative, officials requested selected divisions to develop, document and implement
plans to reduce or eliminate the environmental impacts of its activities. This request
pem1itted divisions tu select from a wide-range of activiLies including commitments
associated with wnste generation, water or air emissions, and energy efficiency. We
noted that this approach resulted in severnl divisions implementing additional waste
diversion activities. Because of ORNL's progress in this area, formal recommendations
~u·e not being made in this report.
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~

An entrance conference was held on Monday, July 16, 2012, regarding the Audit of Work
for Others at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laborntoty (Berkeley). The objective of
!his audit is to assess the intemal control s(ructurc in the current environment at Berkeley
and whether it is effective in achieving the current goals and objective of the Work for
Others Program. The Office of Inspector General (OTG) has engaged KPMG, LLP to
perform the subject audit. In attendance were representatives from the OIG, KPMG,
Office of Science, Berkeley Sile Office, and Berkeley's contractor. Livermore Audit
Group Team Leader Kelley Boyle.

!M An entrance vi,~coconference was held on Wednesday, July 18, 2012, for the Follow-Up
Audit of 1he Los Alamos Neutron Science Cenrer (LANSCE). Its objective is lo
dctem1ine whether LANSCE h11s l'! viable mission within the Department.
Representatives from LANSCE, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos Site
Office the Office of Science, an
. A attended. Los Alamos Audi! Grou Team

Leade
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FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THTS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WJ<:EK:
Report on The Departmelif of Energy's Americtm Recovery a11d Reinvestmellt Acr -Missouri
State Energy Program, (OAS-RA-L-12-06, July 20, 2012)

!II The Depmtment of Energy's (Department) Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy (EERE) provides grants to states, territories and the District of Columbia (stmes)
to support their energy priorities thrnugh the State Eiiergy Program (SEP). Fundi11g is
based on n grant formula that considers population and energy consumption, and in Fiscal
Year (FY) 2009 totaled $25 million. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (Recovery Act) expanded the SEP by authorizing an additional $3. I bHlion in
funding. After reviewing planned activities for each state, EERE m~de grant awards
designed to achieve SEP Recovery Act objectives using existing formulas. TI1ese
objectives included prcscrvi ng nnd creating jobs, saving energy, increasing renewable
energy sources and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Jn April 2009, EERE granted a
$57.4 million award to the State ofMjssouri for its Recovery Act SEP. Under the terms
of the award, the funds were to be expended by March 31, 2012 .

.• The ,l\lnte of Missouri's Department of Natural Resources (Missouri) adminislers_ the
Recovery Act SEP funds. Because of the significant increase in Recovery Act fonding, .
Missouri developed a new, mul1i-face1cd approach to reach as much of the State's
populace as possible. Missouri established rcimbur.~ement and loan agreements to fund
residential, agricultural and industrial energy efficienl projects across the State. As part
of the Office of Inspector General's strategy for reviewing the Department's
implementation of the Recovery Act,
initiated this review to determine whether
Missouri effectively ndminlstered ils Recovery Act SEP grant.

we

'-& We found that Missouri had developed a comprehensive SEP prognun and intem~1
conlrnl structure designed to meet Recovery Act objectives. Consistent with a number of
other jurisdictions, however, Missouti encountered a number of challenges that Jnitinlly
delayed progress of its SEP projects. In particular, the State encountered delays in
establishing conlracts, hiring needed staff and in establishi11g its agriculture loan
program. These initial delays impacted the timely infusion of funds into the economy
and affected overall grant performance, Because of the delays in administering its grant,
the Department ultimately gave Missouri an additional 9 months to spend its funds.
Giveo Missouri's progress al the time of our review, it appeared that the State was on1rack to meet the Department's new, extended deadline.

•

Misso\lri requested that the Department extend the grant agreement because it was unable
to spend all SEP funds within the original timefrarnc. In resp9nse, the Department
granted a 9 month extension until December 31, 2012, to complete lhe execution of its
Recovery Act SEP. According to Missouri officials, as of May 31, 2012, the State had
spent $52.6 million, or 92 percent, of its $57.4 million award. Given the extension
granted to Missouri's Recovery Act SEP, Missouri officials told us that they expect to
folly expend the remaining SEP Recovery Act funds.

E Because of actions taken by the Department and. Missouri to address the issues we
discovered, we made no formal recommendations.
.
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DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WJ<:EK:
Examination Report on Comm1mity Action Par/ne.rship of Orange Co11111y -· Weathcrization
Assistance Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act o/2009,
July 19, 2012, (AllRA038

.IJ. The examinalion l'eport presents reimlts of the Community Action Partnership of Orange
County's (Agency) implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (Recovery Act) Weatherization Assistance Program (Wcatheri;rntion Program).
The Office of Inspector General contrncted with an independent certified public
accounting firm, Lopez and Company, LLP, to express -an opinion on the Agency's
compliance with Federal and State laws, regulations and pro1;ram guidelines applicable to
the Weatherizacion Program. The Agency is a sub-recipient of the Depattment of
Energy's (Department) Recovery Act Weatherization Program funding for the State of
California.

.Ii' The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job ~reation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
Wcatherization Program received $5 billion to reduce energy consumption for lowincome households through energy efficient upgrades. The State of California received
$I 86 million in Recovery Act Wei1therization Program funding, of which $7.3 million
was allocated to the Agency to weatherize 2,342 homes. The State of California
Depa11ment of Community Services and Development was responsible for administering
Weatherizalion Program grants, including funds provided the Agency.

S Lopez and Company, LLP, expressed the opinion that except for the weaknesses
described in its report, the Agency complied in all material respects with the requirements
and guidelines relative to the Weathcrization Program for the period of July I 1 2009
through June 30, 2011.

Iii However, the examination found that the Agency:

R

•

Failed to evaluate the quality of work performed on 7 of 60 homes (i 2 percent)
reviewed. Federal guidelines state that no dwelling can be reported as complete
until all weatherization materials have heen instaHed and a final inspection Jl<is
been performed. However, the Agency and its contractors were paid $24,900
for the work performed on these 7 homes even though the qua lily and
completeness.of work was not verified and approved;

•

Required re-work on a significant percentage of homes weatherized by its
contractors prior to completion. Specifically, 12 of 35 h.omes (34 percent)
reviewed had final inspections that identified necessary re-work. Additionally,
1he same contraclor performed work on 18 of the 35 homes reviewed and of
those, 9, or 50 percent required re· work; and,

•

Procured wcatheri7:ntion materials and contrnctor services without evidence thar
a cost or price analysis was performed. As a result, Lopez. and Company, LLP,
questioned $190,000 in costs associated with the procurements identified in its
review.

The report makes recommendations to the Agency to improve the administration of
its Wcarherization Program. The Agency provided comments that expressed
agreement with the recommendations and provided planned and ongoing actions to
address the issuc.:s identified. While these comments and planned correclive actions
arc responsive to the recommendations. the Department needs to ensure the planned
actions are rnken.

Team Leaders:

(b)(6)

Staff:

Audit Report on The DepartmeJl/ of Energy's Wemherizatinn Assistance Program Funded under the
American Recovery and Reinvestmem Act for the Swte of M(lfy/and, July 23, 2012, (A I J RAOl 3)

.B The Department of Energy's (Department) Weathcrization Assistance Program
(Weatherization Program) received $5 billion under the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) to improve the energy efficiency of residences
owned or occupied by low-income pcr:i:ons. The Department subsequently awru-ded a 3year Recovery Act Weathcrization Program grant of $61.4 ri1illion to rhc State of
Maryland (Maryland) to weatherize 6,850 homes, This grant provided over eight times
the $7.4 million in Wcalherization fonds made available to Maryfm1d in Fiscal Year
2009.
•

Maryland's Department of Housing and Community Developmenl ooministers the
Weathcrization Program through 18 locnl agencies, comprised of 9 local governments
and 9 community action and other non-profit agencies. These entities are responsible for
determining applicant eligibility, assessing and weatherizing homes, and conducling
home inspections. Typical weathcrization services include installing insulation, sealing
duels, tuning and repairing furnaces, and mitigating heat loss through windows, doors,
and other infiltration polnts. Throu h December 31, 201 J, the Stnte had exceeded its
goal, reportedly weatherizing abou (b)(5)
at a cost of approximalel~...<b_l_<s_)_ _ ___.

It We initiated this audit to determine if Maryland had effectively mannged its
Weatherization Program. We reviewed the State's Program administration and examined
the weathcri?.ation activities of three local agencies-Baltimore City Department of
Housing and Community Development (Raltimore or City), Montgome1y County
Department of Housing aud Community Affairs (Montgomery County), and Prince
George's County Department of Housing and Community Development (Prince George's
County). This report focuses on ~onditions common to the local agencies we reviewed.

II The State of Maryland had not always managed its Wcatherization Program efficiently
a:1d effectively. Specifically:
•

•

Local agencies charged 50 percent of total weatherization costs, up to $1,500 per
house, for "program support" costs (cos ls necessary to weatherize a home that
are not otherwise captured in the direct labor and materials) that were not
substantiated. For example, Baltimore, Maryland's largest agency with nearly 30
percent of the State's funding, lacked underlying documentation to support about
$2.3 million charged to the Weatherization Program between September 2009
ar1d July 2011; and,
Baltimore and Montgomery County had not fully complied with other Federal
and State requirements governing costs and inventory controls:

>-

Baltimore either lacked documentation to support or had erroneously
billed the Wcatherization Program in 27 instances, or 30 percent of the
transiictions we reviewed. In total, we questioned about $55,550 of the
approximately $326,900 reviewed, excluding the program support
charges questioned above. Questioned costs include those incurred for
repairs and replacements of heating systems and furnaces, light bulb
purchases, and printing and professional services. In addilion,
Baltimore had not tracked and monitored materials and equipment
purchased wirh Recovery Act funds, as required.
(b)(5)

•

As part of our review of Maryland's Weatherization Program, we issued sepiuate
examination reports on Montgomery County and Prince George's County. The
examinations were performed by Lani Eko & Company, CPAs, PU .C (Lani Eko), an
independent public accounting finu under contract with the Office of Inspector
General. After learning of allegations regarding potential criminal activity involving
top management, Lani Eko, di~claimed an opinion on whether Prince George's County
had complied with Weatherization Program requirements. The results of these
examinations have been incorporated into this report to provide a statewide summary of
findings.

•

The issues we identified o~curred, in part, because State and local agencies did not
follow Federal grant requirements. Specifically, contrary to Federal.regulations and
Department policy requiring documentation for all costs l ncurred and claimed,
Maryland allowed agencies to charge 50 percent of wcatherization costs for program
supporl, not to exceed $1,500 per home, without supporting actual costs incurred.
According to State policy, lhe allowance was intended to cover items such as ·
transportation of weatherization materials; maintenance, operation and insurance of
vehicles used to transport matcri.als; maintenance of tools and cqui1)[ncnt; storage of
wcathcrizntion materials; and liability insurance. However, the Staie had not re,1uired
agencies to justify program support costs or reviewed the sufficiency of the related
documentation to account for program support charges. From September 2009 through
December 30, 201 l, Maryland reimbursed local agencies about $9.5 million for program
support costs, an amount we questioned .

.I:

Baltimore officials also told us the deficiencies we identified were the result of
significant Recovery Act demands and insufficient time for properly training staff.
Officials reportedly prioritized production i11 an attempt to meet demanding
weatherizalion goals and had little time for financial training.

II

Finally, Maryland had not adequately overseen the activities of its local agencies,
particulal'ly in regard to financial management. Our review of 18 state monitoring
reports for visits conducted between September 23, 2009 and December 22, 2010
indicatcq the State had not performed comprehensive financial reviews of its local
agencies. To their credit, Department officials also identified program support costs ns
an area of concern during their January 2011 and July 201 J State site visits. In a July
2011 monitoring report, the Department cited the findings of our audit and requested
that Maryland discontinue program support reimbursements until Baltimore can clearly
account for reimbursements and expenditures.
[h the absence of immediate improvement.~ in financial controls, !he risk of fraud, waste
and abuse is increased. Overall, we questione~labout $9.57 miJ\ion in reimbursement
claims for direct wcathcrization expenditures and program supµort costs. Accordingly,
we made recommendations to improve the financial management of Maryland's
Weatheri2a1 ion Program.

JI

Auditor-ill-Charge:
Slaff:

______

l(b)(G)

___,

E.x.aminalion Report un Montgomery County Deparlment of Housing and Community Affiiirs Weallierization Assistance Program F1mds Provided by the American Recove1y and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, July 23, 2012, (A I 1RA013)

II This report pl'esents the results of an examination of the Montgomery County
Department of Housing and Community Affairs (Montgomery County) Weatherization
Assistance Program (Weatherization Program) under the American Recovery and

Reinvestmenl Act of 2009 (Recovery Act). The Office or Inspector General contracted
with an independent certified public accounting firm, Lani Eko & Company, CPAs,
PLLC (Lani Eko), to express an opinion on Montgomery County's compliance with
Federal and State laws, regulations and program guidelines applicable to the
Weatherization Program. Montgomery County is a sub-recipient of the Department of

Energy's (Department) Recovery Act Weatherization Progr_am funding for the State of
Ma(yland.
•

The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and

encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
Weatherization Program received $5 billion to reduce energy consumption for lowincome households through energy efficient upgrades. The State of Maryland received
$61 million in Wcatheriz.ation Program Recovery Act grant funding, of which $5.5
million was grant nward that was allocated to Montgomery Count)'. The State of
Maryland's Departm~nt of Housipg and Community Development (State) was
responsible for administering Weatherization Program grants, including funds provided
to Montgomery County.

11. Lani Eko cxpre.~sed the opinion that, except for the weaknesses described in its report,
Montgomery County complied in all material respects with the requirements and
guidelines relative to the Weatherization Program for the period of April I, 2009 to
January 31. 2011.
•

However, the examination found that Montgomery County had not:
•

Properly accounted for 6 of 45 transactions reviewed, or 13 percent, charging
the Wcathcrization Program $13,000 for items, including heating system
rcpnirs/rcplaccments that, according to State policy, should have been paid
with funds from othel' energy-relaled programs;

•

Maintained records adequately accounting for equipment such as blower door
systems, gas deteclors and moisture meters purchased with Recovery Act
funds:

. rb)(5)

•

~

l(b)(5)

The report makes recommendations for Montgomery County to improve tbe

administralion of its Wcatherization Program. Montgomery County provided responses
that expressed agreement with the recommendations, and provided planned and ongoing
action::: to address the issues identified. While these comme1Hs and planned corrective
actions are responsive to the recommendations, the Department needs to ensure the
planned actions are taken.
Auditor-in-Charge:
Staff:
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Examinntion Report on Prince George's Cowrty Depar1me11t of Housing <md Community
Development - Wea1/icrization Assista11ce Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery
and Reinvestmen_t Act of 2009, July 23, 2012, (A 1IRAOl3)

a

n

The attached report presents the results of an examination of the Prince George's County
(County) Department of Housing and Community Development implementation of rhe
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) Wcatherization
Assistance Program (Wcatherizati011 Program). The Office of lnspector General
contracted with an independent certified public accounting firm, Lani Eko & Company,
CPAs, PLLC, (Lani Eko) to express ao opinion on the County1s compliance with Federal
and State laws, regulations and program guidelines applicable to the Weatherization
Program. The County is a sub-recipient of the Department of Energy's Recovery Act
Weathcrizatlon Program funding for the State of Maryland.
The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
Weatherizntion Program received $5 billion to reduce energy consumption for low·
income households through energy efficienl upgrades. The State of Maryland
Depa11ment of Housing and Community Development (State) received $61 million in
Recovery Act Weatherization Program funding, of which $2.1 miJ1ion was allocated to
the County. The State was responsible for administering Weatherization Program
grants, including fund$ provided to tile County.

ll Lani Eko disclaimed an opinion on whether the County had complied with the
requirements and guidelines relative to the Weatherization Program. In May 2011, the
former County Exec·,1t i ve and County Di rector of the Depaiiment of Housing and
Community Development in charge of the Weatherization Program pied guilty to
conspiracy 10 <::ommit extortion in taking bribes from developers on housing projects.
Although the charges were unrelated to weatherization, the Executive and Director were
directly responsible for management of the Weatherization Program .

It The County expw:sed disagreement with th~ opinion. Specifically, the County felt that
the disclaimer of opinion was unwarranted, given 1h~t there have been no connections
made between two named officials' actions a11d the Weatherization Program or its staff.
However, the former County Director was in charge of the Weatheriza1ion Program
during the period of the review. The County's comments are included in Attachment 2
of the report. In addition lO the.County's comments, the State and Department provided
responses.
(b)(6)

Auditor-in-Charge:
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Examination Report on California E11ergy Commisslon - Energy Efficiency aiid Conservatiou
Block Grant Program F1111ds Provided by the Americfm Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009,
July 26, 2012, (AIIRA041)

.

Si This report presents the results of an examination of the California Energy Commission's
(Commission) implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(Recovery Act) Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program (EECBG
Program). The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified
public accounting firm, Lopez and Company, LLP, to express an opinion on the
Commission's compliance with Federal laws, regulations and program guidelines

applicable to the EECBG Program. The Commission is a grant recipient of the
Department of Energy's (Department) Recovery Act EECBG Program funding for the
Slate of California.

11

The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
EECBG Program received $3.2 billion to develop, promote, implement and manage
energy efficiency and conservation projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel
emissions, reduce total energy use of the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency
in the 11·anspo1talion, building and other appropriate sectors. The Commission received
a $49.6 million grant award that was to be expended over a 3-year period, from
September 14, 2009 through September 13, 2012.

R

Lopez and Company, LLP, expressed lhc opinion that excepl for the weaknesses
described in !he report, the Commission complied in all material respects with the
requirements and g~1idelines relative to the EECBG Program for the period, September
14, 2009 through June 30, 2011.

Ii However, the examination found that the Commission:
• Failed to prevent or detect lwo duplicate drawdowns of reimbursements from
the U.S. Department of the Treasury totaling $678,000. Commission officials
were not aware of the problem until we brought the improper drawdowns to
their attention.
~

The reporc makes recommendations for rhc Commission to improve 1he administration
of its EECBG Program. The Commission provided comments that expressed agreement
with the recommendations and provided planned and ongoing actions to address the
issues identified. While these commei1ts and planned corrective actions are responsive
to the recommendations, the Department needs to ensure the planned actions are taken.

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
Slaff:
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Examination Report on Comity of Los Angeles - Energy Efficiency mu/ Conservation Block
Grant Program Funds Provided by the American Rec()very and Reil111estment Act of 2009,
July 27, 20l2, (AllRA043)
Jg Thi~

report presents the results of an examination of the County of Los Angeles (County)
implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery
Act) Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program (EECBG Program). The
Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified public accounting
firm, Lopez and Company, LLP, lo express an opinion on the County's compliance with
Federal laws, regulations and program guidelines applicabk to the EECBG Program.
Tbe County is a grant recipienl of the Department of Energy's (Department) Recovery
Act EECBG Program funding for the State of California.

~

The Recovery Act was enacted to promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
EECBG Program received $3.2 billion to develop, promote, implement and manage

energy efficiency and conscrwition projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel
emissions, reduce lotal energy use of the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency
in the transportation, building and other appropriate sectors, The County received a
$15.4 million formula grant award that was lo be expended over a 3·year period from
September 28, 2009 through September 27, 2012. The County also received a $30
million competitive grant award that was to be expended over a 3-year period frotn
June 3, 2010 through June 2, 2013.

Jl Lopez and Company, LLP, expressed the opinion that except for the weaknesses
described In the report, the County complied in alJ material respects with the
requirements nnd guidelines relative to the EECRG Program for the period of
September 28, 2009 through June 30, 201 l.
!Jt However, the examina1ion found that the County:
o

Failed to record lhe rant fondin source and co1Tesponding percentage of Federal
n its fixed asset records; and,
participation f (b)(S)

o Overstated total labor hours for a crnltractor included in 1he Courity's Recovery
Act report for June 201 l, due to a calculation error and a Jack of review.
•

Tbe report mokes recommendations to the County to iri1prove the administration of Its
EECHG Program. The County provided comments that expressed agreement with the
recommendations and provided planned and ongoing actions to address the issues
identifi,ed. While these comments and planned corrective actions are responsive to the
recommendations, the Department needs to ensure the planned octions are taken.

Team Leader:
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Auditor-in-Charge:
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LETTER REPOUTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on The Global Threat Reducrion /11itia1ive's Molybdenum-99 Program,
{OAS-L-12-07, July 20, 2012)

E Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) is used in the production of lechnelium-99m (Tc-99m), the
most commonly used medical radioisotope in the world. Because the U.S. lacks a
domestic production capability, its demand is met by o!hcr countries, whose processes
have recently proven unreliable. In addition, the foreign producers utilize highly
enriched uranium (HEU), a practice contrary to the National Nuclear Securily
Administration's (NNSA) Nuclear Security Goal to minimize the use of HEU in civilian
applications. As a part of the Global Threat Reduction Ini1intive's (GTRI) Mo-99
Program, in Fiscal Years 2009 and 2010, NNSA entered into cooperative agreements
(CA) with four commercial entities to accelerate the domestic production of Mo-99
wi1hnut the use of HEU. Given the goal of minimizing the civilian use of HEU, along
wilh the high domestic demand for Tc-99m, we initiated lhis audit to detem1ine whether

NNSA's GTRI Mo-99 program was on track to develop a reliable domestic production
capability for Mo-99 by the end of 2014.
11 Progress has been made in developing a reliable domestic production capability for Mo99. For example, our review disclosed that as of January 2012; the CA partners had met
established milestones. Although one of th~ partners h;~s indefinitely suspended
operati•;ms and a second is not expected to meet the 2014 deadline, NNSA officials told
us that program objectives can still be achieved by the rcm3inlng partners. Further, our
tests did not reveal any mater•al ,internal control weaknesses in selected areas of CA
administration. Finally, while there are significant challenges to establishing a reliable
domestic production capability for Mo-99, NNSA is aware of the challenges and is
considering how best to address them.

II Dcvclopme11l of n non-HEU-based Mo-99 production capability suppo11s NNSA's
mission to reduce nuclear materials located at civilian sites worldwide. As such, the
program's success plays a vital role in achievement of NNSA's nonproliferation goal. In
addition, this capability is needed so that the critical medical radioisotope Tc·99m will be
available for the U.S. medical community. Therefore, we suggested several ac1ions for
the Mo-99 Program Manager to consider.
Team Leader: Db)(G)
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Letter Report on Y-12 Nmional Securil)1 Complex's Waste Diversion Efforts, (OAS-L-12-08,
July 20, 2012)

e

Executive Order 13423, Strengthening Federal E11virntmumtal, Energy, and
Trarisportatio11 Management, mandates that each Federal facility nrnin!ain a cost,
effective waste preve11tion an<l recycling program. Further,' Executive Order 13514,
Federal leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Petformance, requires that
Federal agencies achieve a 50 percent diversion rate for construction and demolition
materials and debris and a 50 percent rate for non-hazardous solid waste, by the end of
Fiscal Year (FY) 2015. Waste diversion inclucies the prevention and reduction of
generated waste thrnugh recycling, reush1g or composting. Diverting malcrials from the
waste streftm generates a host of benefits including conserving energy, reducing disposal
costs and contributing to a cleaner, safer environment. The Department of Energy
(Depnrtment) tracks its waste diversion progress via its Pollution Prevention Trackfog
and Reporting Sylltem.

!I The Y-12 Nalionnl Security Complex (Y· 12) Pollution Prevention Program (Program)
plays a vital role in the Department'R overall waste diversion efforts. During FY 20J 1,
Y~ 12 generated over 16,000 metric tons of non-hazardous solid waste, including debris
from conlltmction and demolition projects. Because of the environmental, financial and
social benefits of reducing the amount of waste sent to the landfill, we initiated this audit
to determine whether Y- l2 was effectively diverting materials from the waste stream.
This is our second in a series of reports on the Department's waste diversion efforts at
select sites.

•

We found that Y-12 had nn established Program to divert materials from the landfill and
contributed to the Department's m•erall waste diversion efforts through recycling and
reusing of ma1erials. Specifically, FY 201 l reports prepared by Y-J2 management
revealed that Y • 12 had met the targets of Executive Order 13514 by diverting 58 percent
of its construction and demolition dehris and 50 percent of its non-hazardous solid waste
from the landfill. Further, Y·l2 took action to increase its current waste diversion
nccivities. In particular, Y-12 emphasized adding at least one new recycling stream to the
recycling program each year. Although it had realized significant accomplishments, we
found that Y-12 was facing challenges such as budget 1imitations and Department
restrictions on the recycling of certain scrap metals.

Jti While the Program had significant accomplishments, we found that Y-12 was facing
challenges that may limit Program expansion. (n particular, Program officials told us that
several complex-wide activities and initi<1tivcs remain on hold due lo budget reductions.
rn addition, we found that Y-12's scrap metal recycling had been impacted by the
'
Department's July 2000 suspension on the release of scrap metal from posted radiological
areas. Jn FY 2011, for example, Y-12 had disposed of rather than recycled over 1,800
metric tons of policy-encumbered scrap metal, according to Program officials. Although
the suspension remains in effect, the Depa~ment has recognized that disposal of scrap
metal as waste is contrndictory to Departmental waste minimization and pollution
prevention efforts, and is currently working to address the matter.
•

Despite the challenges it faces, Y· J2's recellt efforts to reduce, reuse and recycle was!e
materials resulted in a large percentage of materials being diverted from the landfill.
Accordingly, no formal. recommendations are being made in this report.
(b)(6)
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ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Final Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Bauelle Energy Alliance, LLC under
Depanmelll of Energy Contrm::t No. DE-AC07-05ID14517 during Fiscal Year 2010 (OAS-V-1209, August 1, 2012)

!Ji TI1e Since 2005, Battelle Energy Allia.nce, LLC (Battclle) has managed and operated the
Idaho National Laboratory (INL) under contract with the Department of Energy
(Department). The INL is part of Lhe Department's Office of Nuclear Energy and has a
mission to ensure the nation's energy security with sustainable energy systems and unique
homeland security capabilities. The laboratory is managed under a JO-year contract
valued at $4.8 billion, of which Battelle expended and claimed $991,440,646.34 for
Fiscal Year (FY) 2010. To help ensure 1hat audit coverage of cost allowability was
adequate for FY 2010, the objectives of our audit were to de.termine whclher: Jntemal
Audit conducted a cosl allownb\lity audit that complied with professional standards and
could be relied upon; Battcllc cor1ducted or arranged for audits of its subcontractors when
costs incurred were a faclor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor; and,
Questioned costs and internal control weaknesses impacting allowable costs that were
identified in audits and reviewi: have been adequalely resolved.
~

Based on our audit, nothing came to our altention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work pe1formed by Battelle's Intemal Audit could not be relied upon. We
did not identify any material intemal control weaknesses with Rattelle's cost allowability
audits, which generally met International Standards for the Professioual Practice of
Internal Auditing. We observed that Battclle's Internal Audit had identified $852,387 in
questioned costs, which have been resolved or reimbursement has been made to the
Department. We identified no other prior audi!s or reviews that reported questioned costs
or internal control weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs claimed for FY 2010.
However, we found thal Battelle did not provide sufficient audit coverage of its cost
l'eimbursable subcontracts .

.Ii Dattelle did not perform post-award cost incurred am.lits for $10.4 million incuned on 17
cost reimbursable subconlracts in FY 2010. Battclle's prime contract incorporated DEAR
Clauses 970.5232-3 and 970.5244-1 thal required Ballellc to provide for periodic audits
of subcontracts where costs incurred arc a factor in detennining the amount payable. In
discussing this issue with Battelle' s Prncurcmcnt Services (Procurement), we were told
that Bauelle plans audits of 3 of the 17 subconlrncts after they have closed using the
Defense Contract Audil Agency (DCAA).
•

Battelle had not ensured that subcontracts were periodically audited because it had not
developed a procedure to meet its contractual obligation to provide audit coverage of
subcontrncts. According to BatteUe's Internal Audit Tmplementation Design Plan,
Procurement was required to provide for periodic post-award audits of cost reimburs;iblc

.,

subcontracts. However, neither !he Internal Audit Implementation Design Plan nor
Procurement had n process to ensure that all cost reimbursable subcontracts received the
required ·audit coverage. Bmtelle had also not cs111b1ishcd ii dollar threshold or other riskbused criteria for detel'mining when subcontrncts were subject to periodic audit. As a
result, the Department lacks assurance that only allowable costs under the subcontracts
are being reimbursed. Therefore, we consider the $10.4 million as unresolved costs

pending audit

It We recommend that the Manager, Jdaho Operations Office, direct Battelle to: 1.
Develop, document and implement a risk based procedure for providing m1dit coverage to
cost reimbursable subcontracts: 2. Apply the risk based procedure to select for audit a
sample of cost reimbursable subcontracts with costs incurred in FY 2010; and, 3. Ensure
·that the cost reimbursable subcontracts identified by the risk assessment receive the
appropriate level of audit coverngc in the future. Management concmrcd with the
recommendations and stated they would direct Battelle accordingly.
(b)(6)
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. FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED TIUS WEEK:

Pimmcial Statement Audit Repmt on Southwestern Federal Power System's Fiscal Year 2010
Financial Statement Audit, (OAS-FS-12-10, July 30, 2012)
..- The 11ttache<l report present the results of the independent certified public accountants'
audit of the Southwestern Federal Power System's (SWf'PS) combined balance sheets, as
of September 30, 2010 and 2009, and the related combined statements of revenues and

expenses, <:hanges in net Federal investment and cash flows.
•

KPMG, LLP (KPMG) concluded 1hal the combined financial statements fairly.
present, in all materfal respects, the respective financial position of the
Southwestern Federal Power System as of September 30, 2010 and 2009, and the
'

.

results of its operations and its cash flow for the years then ended, in confonnity
with United States generally accepted accounting principles .
., As part of this review, the auditors also coi1~idered SWFPS's internal controls
over financial repo11ing and tested for compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts and grant agreements that could have a direct and material
effect on the determination of financial stiitemen~ amounts. The audit identified
the following deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting, as repmted
in the Independent Auditor's Report on Internal Control over Financial Repo11ing
based on the Southwestern Federal Power System's Fiscal Year 2006, 2007, 2008
· and 2009 Financial Statement Audits, which were considered to bi~ material
weaknesses:
•

Four internal control deficiencies were identified over accounting for
utility plant, each of which were considered to be significant. When
combined together, these four conditions were considered a material
weakness.

•

Five internal control deficiencies were identified over Accounting Policies
and Procedures, each of which were considered to be significant. When
combined together, these five conditions were considered a matcriul
weakness .

.II U.S. Army-Corps of Engineers and Southwestern Power Administration management
agreed with the findings and recommendations that pertained lo them and agreed to take
the necessary corrective actions.
5
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OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSrECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOlJNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:

An enlrnnce conference was held on Tuesday, July 3 l, 2012 regarding the Audit of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory's Use of Time (/lld Material Subcomracts. The objective of the
audit is to determine if Livermore procured services tluough time and materials subcontracts in
the most effective and efficient manner. In attendance were representatives from the Office of
inspector General, the National Nuclear Security Administration's Albuquerque Complex,
Livennore Sire Office and Livermore's contractor.

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUim:

MANDATORY TRAINING:
2012 Informallon System Security Awareness Training must be completed by
August 24, 2012.
)

ACTfON ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:
The Central Audits Division's Denver Office is pleased to announce the addition of
Jude Suh, Auditor, to the Audit Team. Mr. Su h's starting date at the Denver Office wa.<i Monday,
July 30, 2012. Jude comes to us from the State of New Mexico's Department of Taxation and
Revenue, where he was an Auditor for the past three years. Mr. Suh received his Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting and Finance in 2001 from the University of Buca in Cameroon, Africa. In
2008, Mr. Suh also received a Master's Degree in Business Administration from New Mexico
Highlands University. Jude speaks flupof Erencb Creole Chjncse. and a variety of African

languages. Mr. Suh is married and haJL..(b_J(:-G-:)--:--:--~:-:---:---:---:--:-:--::::-:---1"""":'"-.....----'

His interests include traveling, soccer, and playing and watching basketball. Please join us in
welcoming Mr. Suh to the Central Audi rs Divislon/Offic.e of Inspector General family.

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
1
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspection's
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits·
Assistant Inspector General for fospections
f'

Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Divi!iion Directors
'Assislant Divi.~ion Directors

Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections
~ector General

~~

Ending August 17, 2012

:FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK;
Final Repo11 on Audit CoveJ'age of Cost Allowability for Battcl/e Energy Alliance, LLC u11'der
Departme111 nf Energy Contract No. DE-AC07-05!Di4517 during Fiscal Year 2010 (OAS-V-1209, August I, 2012)

.Jt The Since 2005, Battelle Enei·gy Alliance, LLC (Battelle) has managed and operated the
Idaho National Laboratory (lNL) under contract with the Department of Energy
(Department). The lNL is part of the Department's Office of Nuclear Energy and has a
mission to ensure 1he nation's energy security with sustainable energy systems and unique
homeland secul'ity capabilities. The laboratory is managed under a JO-year contract
valued at $4.8 billion, of which Battelle expen<led and claimed $991,440,646.34 for
Fiscal Year (FY) 2010. To help ensure lhat audit coverage of cost allowability was
adequate for FY 2010, the objectives of our audit were to determine whether: Intcmal
Audit conducted a cost allowability audit that complied with professional standards and
could be relied upon; Battclle conducted or an-anged for audits of its subcontractors when
costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor; and,
Questioned cosrs and internal control weaknesses impacting allowable costs rhat were
identified in audits and reviews have been adequately resolved .

.II

Based on our audit, nothing came to our attention to indicate that lhc aJlowahle cost
related audit work performed by Battclle's Internal Audit could not be relied upon. We
.did not identify any material internal contml weaknesses with Ballclle's cost aUowability
audits, which generally met Intcmational Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing. We observed that Battelle's Internal Audit had identified $852,387 in
questioned costs, which have been resolved or reimbursement has been made to the
Department. We identified no other prior audits or reviews that reported questioned costs
or internal control wcaknes~es impacting the a!lowability of costs claimed for FY 2010.
However, we found that Bauelle did not provide sufficient audit coverage of its cm:t
reimbursable subcontracts.

ft Rattelle did not perform post-award cost incurred audits for $10.4 million incurred on 17
cost reimbursable subcontrncts in FY 2010. Batlelle's prime contract incorporated DEAR

Clauses 970.5232~3 and 970.5244-1 that required Battelle to provide for periodic audits
of subcontracts where costs incurred are a factor in determining the amount payable. In
discussing this issue with Battelle's Procurement Services (Procurement), we were told
that Battellc plans audits of 3 of the l7 subcontract~ after they have clb~cd using the
Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA).

a

Battelle had not ensured that subcontracts were periodically audited because it had not
developed a procedure to meet its contractual obligation to provide audlrcovcrnge of
subcontracts. According 10 Bnttelle's Internal Audit Implementation Design Plan,
Procurement was required to provide for periodic post-award audits of cost reimbursable
subcontracts. However, neither the Internal Audi I Implementation Design Plan nor

Procurement had a process to ensure that all cost reimbursable subcontracts received the
required audit coverage. Battclle had also not eslahlished a dollar threshold or other riskbasc<l criteria for detennining when subcontracts were subject to periodic audi1. As a
· result, the Department lacks assurance that only allowable costs under the subcontracts
are being reimbursed. Therefore, we consider the $10.4 million as unresolved costs
pending audit.
•

We recommend that the Manager, Idaho Operations Office, direct Battelle to: J.
Develop, documcnl and implement a risk based procedure for providing audit coverage to
cost reimbursable subcontracts; 2. Apply the risk bnsed procedure to select for audit a
sample of cost reimbursable subcontracts with costs incun·ed in FY 2010; and, 3. Ensure
that the cost reimbursable subcontracts identified by the risk assessment receive the
appropriate level of audit coverage in the future. Management concurred with the
recommendalions and stated they would direct Battelle accordingly.

Team Leader;
AIC:
Staff:

(b)(S)

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAitl' RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WERK:

Draft Management Alert on The 2020 Visio11 One System Proposal for Commissioning and
Srarr11p of 1he Waste Treatment and lmmnbilizatiori P/allt (Al2RL016, August 6, 2012)

R The Department of Energy (Department) is considering implementing a phased approach
to commissioning the $12.2 hi Ilion Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) by
making the Low-Activity Waste (LAW) facility operational approximately I5 months
before commissioning !he remainder of the project. Although the implementation of the
phased approach offers potential henefits, early operation of the LAW facility presents
significant cost, technological and permitting risks that could adversely affect the overall
success of the River Protection Project's (RPP) mission of retrieving and treating
Hanford's tank waste in the WTP and closing the tank farms to protect the Columbia
River. Despite identified challenges, the Department had not developed a detailed
analysis of the costs, benefits and risks of the proposal even after such steps were
recommended by two independent review teams. Department officials told us that they
completed a high level business analysis of certain WTP co~ts. However, our review
found that this effort did nol include a cost analysis witlnufficient detail to satisfy the
·
recommendations in the external review rcpons,

!ft Although it had not made a final decision regarding implementation, the Department
instructed its contractor to include a phased waste delivery strategy as part of the ongoing
effort to develop a revised baseline for the WTP project. During the phased delivery of
waste to the WTP, the Department plans to refine the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)

fol' the Plant from one that can accept simple waste to one that that can accept more
complex waste. The WAC defines the phy!;ical and chemical properties that the waste
must meet before it can be !ransferred to WTP. Due to issues associated with waste
characterization and feed certification, the WAC has not been finalized al this lime. The
Department had initially required a baseline change proposal by August 2012. However,
because of recently identified lechnical concerns, the Department has delayed
modification of the baseline until the tests lo address these concerns have been
completed. To this end, the Department has formed a high-level panel of expe1ts to
advise the Department on technical concerns related to the WTP's "black cells" where
waste wiU undergo various pre-treatment processes. The panel's recommendations may
impact alternatives under consideration for pre-treatment of waste. In light of the
decision to modify the WTP baseline and the potential impacl of implementing a phased
approach, we concluded that the Department should develop a detailed business case that
includes a comprehensive cost-analysis and risk assessment before making a fonnal
decision 10 implement the approach. The recommended analyses should help ensure that
no actions are taken tha1 could inadvertently delay the successful completion of the WfP
project.
•

The 2020 Vision propo~al, if it is successfully implemented, offers several cost and
schedule benefits. However, implemenlation involves potentially significant project risks
thal, in our view, require additional analysis. Specifically:
• Not all costs associated with the proposal are included in existing es Ii mates:

• Key technology attributes needed for the proposal may not be adequately
developed to support operations; and,
• Modifying pennit::; needed for the proposal

may significantly delay

implemcnlfltio11.

a

ft

While a substantial amount of planning has been done, it was our observation lhat the
Depa11nmnt does not yet have all of the data necessary lo make a fully informed decision
on 2020 Vision. We were concerned that the Office of River Protection (ORP), the
Departmental element directly responsiqle for the WTP, had not developed a detailcd
anolysii> of costs, benefits and risks for the proposal, even though such actions had been
recommended by two independent review ceams. Without comprehensive cost/benefit
analyses, the Department might choose a course of action thar could inadvenently have a
negative impacl on the RPP mission - a missimi thar is a critical component of the
Depa11ment's overall environmental remediation strategy.
We acknowledge lhat the 2020 Vision proposal is currently under consideration and does
not reflect Departmental policy at this time. While no formal decision has been made on
whether or not to proceed, we recommended that rmmngemcnt develop a more detailed
husiness case as recommended by both the Tank Waste Subcomrnittce nnd Construction
Project Review reports; and, engage stakeholders, including Washington State officials,
to ascertain their positions concerning issues such as permitting, commissioning and
startup of WTP, proceeding wilh early treatment of LAW and other factors relevant to tbe
2020 Vision proposal.

____

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
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Draft Report on The Department of Energy's Use of the Envirmrmental Management Waste
Managemem Facility at the Oak Ridge Reservation (Al IETOOS; August 16, 2012)

~ The Environmental Management Waste Management Facility (EMWMF) is an above.

ground waste dispo,i;sl facility designed to meet the requirements of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation anrl Liabilily Act of 1980 (CERCLA). In 2011,
a Department of Energy (Department) study of EMWMF, the Environmental
Management Waste Managcme11t Facilily 2011 Capacity Assurance Remedial Action
Report, recognized that EMWMF's capacity was no longer sufficient to cover all known
Oak Ridge Reservation CERCLA waste capacity demands. Because of the projected
capacity deficit and ils potential impact on cleanup at the Oak Ridge Reservation, we
initiated this audit lo determine whether the Oak Ridge Office (ORO) is effectively and
efficiently using EMWMF for the rlispo...:;al of waste being generated by operations at the
Oak Ridge Reservation.

It We determined that ORO had not maximized its use of available capacity at EMWMF.
Specifically, ORO permitted its contractors to send minimally contaminated waste to
EMWMF that may have otherwise been acccplable for disposal in the sanitary lanc1fill.
For example:
• Contractor officials told us that from Fiscal Years 2002 through 2011, they had
disposed of 140,000 cuhic yards of material (minimally contaminated waste
plus required fill) at EMWMF that likely could have been disposed of in the
sanitary landfill; and,
• URS I CH2M Oak Ridge, rJ ,C (UCOR) had also identified additional, similar
material that is scheduled for future disposal in EMWMF. This minin1ally
contaminated waste, when combined with the fiU material, will needlessly
consume as much as I00,000 cubic yards of EMWMF capacity.
~

Absent specific ORO .standards specifying acceptable dispo.sal methods for minimally
contaminated surface waste, ORO contractors chose to use a very conservative disposal
approach. Maintaining this approach could ultimately utilize 11 percent of EMWMF's
capacity and expend as much as $14.4· million in unnecessary disposal cost.son waste that
could be disposed in the sanitary landfill. During the course of our audit, UCOR
recognized the issues we discovered and implemented procedure.s to allow more waste to
be disposed in the sanitary ltrndfill. While this action is helpful, we believe lhat
additional action is necessary to improve efficiency of waste disposal operations At the
Oak Ridge Reservation and conserve EMWMF capacity.

It Accordingly, we made a series of rccommendatjons we believe will reduce costs and
conserve the limited capacity of EMWMF. Additionally, implementing this practice
beyond the Onk Ridge Reservation could potentially save millions in Department-wide
disposal costs.

______
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LETTER REPORTS ISSUF.D THIS WEEK:

FINANClAL ST ATRMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Financial Statement Audit Report on Sourhwestem.Federal Power System's Fiscal Year 2010
Financial Statement Audit, (OAS-FS-12-10, July 30, 2012)
.~ The attached report present the re~mlts of the independent certified public accountants'

audit of the Southwestern Federal Power System's (SWFPS) combined balance sheets, as
of September 30, 20 I0 and 2009, and the related combined statements of revenues and
expenses, changes in net Federal investment and cash nows.
-

KPMG, I.LP (KPMG) concluded that the combined financial statements fairly
present, in all material respects, the respective financial position of the
Southwestern Federal Power System as of September 30, 2010 and 2009, and tbe
results of its operations and its cash now for the years then ended, in conformity
with United States generally accepted accounting principles. -

1' As part of this review, !he auditors also considered SWFPS's internal controls
over financial reporting and tcsled for compliance with cet1ain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts and grant agreements that could have a direct and material
effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. The audit identified
the following deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting, as reported
in the Independent Auditor's Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
ba8e<l on the Southwestern Federal Power System's Fiscal Year 2006, 2007, 2008
and 2009 Financial Statement Audits, which were considered to he material
weaknesses:
•

Four internal control deficiencies were identified over accounting for
utility plant, each of which were considered to be significant. When
combined together, these four conditions were considered a material
weakness.

•

Five internal control deficiencies were identified over Accounting Policies
and Procedures, each of which were considered to be significant. When
combincrl together, these five conditions were considered a material
weakness .

.ft U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Southwestern Power Administration management
agreed with the findings and recommendations that pertained lo thc1i1 and agreed lo take
the necessary corrective actions.
Technical Monitors:

l. .

(b-)(_S_)_ _ _ ____.

OTHER AUDITS:

It An emrance conference to discuss the Audit qf the Modemiwtion of 1/ie Depnrlme!lf of
Energy's Facility Contractors' Fleet Vehicles (Al2GT051) was held on August 8, 2012
with representatives from the Office of Management; the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Rencwublc F.ncrgy; the Office of Science; the Office of Environmental Management; the
Office of Fossil Energy; the Office of Nuclea·r Energy; the Office of the Chief Financial
Officer; the Southwestern Power Administration; and, the National Nuclear Security
Administration. The objective of the audit is to determine whether the Department's
facility contractors are effectively and efficiently moj<anjzjng thejr vehicle fleets. In
attendance from the Office of Inspector General wer _(b)(G)
~nd

l(b )(6)

I

.

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT 01'' NEW AUDITS/lNSPECTIONS:

fi An entrance conference was held on Tuesday, July 31, 2012 regarding the Audit of
Lawrence Uvermore National Laboralory's Use of Time and Material Subcontracts. The
objective of the audit is to determine if Livermore procured services through time and
materials subcontracts in the most effective and efficient manner. ht attendance were
reprcsenlativcs from Lhc Office of Ins.pector General, the National Nuclear Security
Administration's Albuquerque. Complex, Livcnnore Site Office and Livermore's
contractor.
·
El On Friday, August 3, 2012, the Office of Inspections announced, Alleged Nepotism and

Waste of Money in the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable E11ergy (S 12IS019).
The objective of the inspection is lo determine the focts and drcumstancer; around
allegations of nepotism and waste of money within the Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy. We will focus on dclcrmining an individual's involvemcnl in the
hiring process and whether they violated any rules and regulations.

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

1\1ANDA'f0RV TRAINING:
2012 Information System Security Awnrcness Training m\lst be completed by
August 24, 2012.

ACTION ITEM.REPORTS ATIACHED:

OTHirn MATTERS:

The Central Audits Division's Denver Office is pleased to announce the addition of
Jude Suh, Auditor, to the Audit Team. Mr. Suh's starting date at the Denver Office was Monday,
July 30, 2012. Jude .;:omes to us from the State of New Mexico's Department of Taxation and
Revenue, where he was an Auditor for the past three years. Mr. Suh received his Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting and Finance in 2001 from the University ofBuea in Cameroon, Africa. In
· 2008, Mr. Suh also received a Master's Degree in Business Administration from New Mexico
Highlands University. Jude speaks fluent French Creole Chinese and a variet of African
Ia ngu ages. Mr. Suh is manied and ha ..,,(_b-:)(_6)-:--:---:----:-7""--:---:---:~::--:~--.-.,..--.----l
His inteccsts include traveling, soccer, and playing and watching basketball. Please join us in
welcoming Mr. Suh to the Ceritrnl Audits Division/Office of Inspector General family.

JOYS 1 CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:
Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy fnspec!or General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
/\ssistant Division Directors
Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

·Ending August 24, 2012
FrNAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Final Inspection Report on Allesed Ethical and Procurement Concerns at the Office of Nuclear
Energy (INS-L-12-05, August 16, 2012)
II

Approximately 80 percent of the Department of Energy's (Department) workforce is
comprised of contractor personnel who provide services to assist with managing
projects and programs. This type of environment can present unique situations that
require special diligence from Department managers, requiring them to balance support
needs with ensuring that applicable Federal regulations and procurement guidelines are
followed. Generally, Federal employees are prohibited from hecoming involved in
contractor employee personnel matters such as hiring and terminating personnel,
supervising contractor employees and assigning I asks to contractor employees that, by
Federal regulation, can only be performed by Federal employees.

!I

The Ottke of Inspector General received a complaint alleging that a Depa11ment
management official within the Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) may have violated
Federal regulations and procurement guidelines regarding preferential treatment of a
contractor employee, to include involvement in contractor hiring decisions relating to
that employee. We initiated this inspection to determine lhe facts and circumstances
·
surrounding the allegation.

ti

We did not substantiate the allegation that a NE manager violated Federal regulations
and procurement guide1ines involving contractor hiring decisions. While we found that
the subject of the allegation had taken certain actions on behalf of a particular
individual, the involvement did not appear to violate Federal regulations. In fact, the
Department's Office of the General Counsel opined lhat the actions taken by the NE
nrnnager in question did not reach the level of violating Pedcral regulations or
procurement guidelines.

a We did note, however, that the actions taken by the NE manager may have caused others
to perceive that the manager improperly influenced the hiring decisions of the contractors
involved. We also learned that the sort of involvement we identified in this case was not
unique. Department procurement officials told us that involvement by program officials
in contractor hiring decisions was not an uncommon prnctice. In iiddition, we previously
identified similar issues in our report on Review of Allegations Regarding Hiring and
Cnntrar.ting in the. Office of t.iiergy and Efficiency and Renewable Energy (OAS-SR- I 004, September 2010). Specifically, the report addressed the issue of Federal officials
directing contractors to hire specific contractor personnel and assign them to support
contracls.
•

Dcpa11mcnt Fcdcrnl employees and contractor employees often work side by side on a
daily basis. This type of environment presents unique situations that require special
diligence from Department managers. Because the NE manager's actions could have

caused olhers to perceive that contractor hiring was improperly influenced, we believe
continued vigilance this area is warranted. In particular, we suggest that steps be taken
to ensure strict compliance with recently published guidance on Federal officials'
involvement in contractor hiring decisions.

in

____

Acting Team Leader: l(b)(S)
....._
Project Lead:

__.

Audit Report on Tank Waste Feed Delive1y System Readiness at r/Je Hanford Site,
(OAS-L-12-09, Augusl 23, 2012)
.
.II The Department of Energy's (Deportment) largest cleanup task involves the treatmcnr,·
immobilization and disposal of 56 million gallons of hazardous and highly radioactive
waste at the Hanford Site, located in Southeastern Wa.shington State. As pm1 of this
effort, the Department is constructing the Waste Treatment and I111mobilization Plant
(WTP) to treat and immobilize the waste in preparation for pennancnt disposal in a
geological repository. To supporl che operation of the WTP, the Department will need to
complete a system to deliver waste to the WTP. As now conceived, the waste feed
delivery system is a series of 30 discrete subprojccts involving ta.<>ks such as waste
retrieval; mixing/blending of waste types; characterization and analysis of waste
properties; and, transferring of waste. Responsibility for the design, construction, and
operation of the system, as well as operation of the lank fam1s where the waste is
currently stored, has been contracted 10 Washington River Protection Solutions (WRPS).
As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, the Department
awarded WRPS approximately $324 million to accelerate completion of WTP related
infrastrncturc upgrades for the Hanford Site tank farms .

.lllll Although portions of the waste feed delivery system are in place, much still needs to be
installed. Portions of the existing system will also require upgrades before the system
can support WTP startup and operations. Because of the Department's priority in .
cleaning up high level waste and the role of the WTP in accomplishing the cleanup
mission, we initiated this audit to determine whether the Depnr1ment will complete the
was le feed delivery system in time to support WTP operations when it begins in 2019.

!!It The Dcpartmcn! nrnde progress in completing the waste feed delivery system to support
operations of the Waste Treatment Plant {WTP). We found that the Department had
completed a number of waste feed delivery subprojects earlier than planned and was on
track to complete ocher critical path activities. We. noted, however, that a number of
challenges remain for completing the construction itnd operation of the waste feed
delivery system. Specifically, the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) that defines the
specific WTP waste feed criteria and associated controls had not yet been finalized.
Uncc.rtainties wilh tank waste mixing and sampling could also impact 1hc delivery of
waste to the WTP. The Department was a\vare of these problems and told us that it had
plans and strategics in place to mitigate the associated risks. The Department's ongoing
actions to address risks with the WAC and tank waste feed and characterization are
proaclivc. However, given the importance of treating, jmmobilizing and disposing of
hazardous and highly radioactive waste, we made several suggestions to the Manager,
Office of River Protection concerning areas that should be closely ·monitored
Team Leader:
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RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THfS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Report on System Review Report on the U.S. Agency for International Developmem's
Office of Inspector General, Office of Audi1 {August 22, 2012, Al2HQ025)
~
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Draft Report on Tile Departmcllf of Energy's Small Business Innovation Research and Smail
Business Technology Transfer Programs (August 24, 2012 1 Al 1RA035)

I: The Department of Energy's (Department) Small Business Innovation Research (SDIR)
and Small Business Technology Transfer (STIR) programs award grants to encourage
scientific effort lending to tlic applic:ition of new ideas and technology. The combined

annual funding available fo1· thcsc two programs grew from $116.8 million in Fiscal Year
(FY) 2006 to$175.5 million in FY 2012. In addition, the programs received $92 million
in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 funding, The Office of Science1s
(Science) SBIR/STTR Office is responsible for managing funds from 12 of the 13
Dcpartme11t offices that contribute funds to the programs, with acquisitjon assistance

from Science'!! Chicago Office.
Jg fn our previous report on

SDIR grants, Managemei1f Co11trols over Monitoring mul

Closeout of Small Business Imwvation Research Phase 11 Grants (OAS-M-08-09, July
2008), we pointed otJt that questioned costs had not been resolved and grants were not

closed out in .n timely n11rnncr. Due to the issues identified in our prior audit and the
growth of the programs in recent years, we initiated this audit to determine whether the
Department hnd effectively managed 1he SBIR and STIR programs. Additionally. we
reviewed circumstances surrounding an allegation involving a pofential conflict of
interest.
-- We found that the Department had not always effectively managed the SBIR and STIR
programs. Specifically, we identified problems with grant financial management and
grant award scoring; We also substantiated an allegation that potential conflicts of
interest had not been identified and properly mitigated. In lhc area of financial
management we found that:
•

Grant closeouts continued to he an issue. Since our 2008 audit, the number of
SBIR grants awaiting clos~out for moi-e than 3 years had increased significantly,
from 84 lo 252. We also identified 12 STIR grnnts thal had been awailing closure
for more than 3 years. The Department had not received final financial status
reports for 156 of these grants, despite the Code qf Federal Regulations (CFR)
requirement that grantees submit the reports witliin 90 days of the completion of
the grant term. We found no evidence that Chicago Office officials had attempted
to contact 74 of these grantees 10 request closcoiit docmnents, even though its
closeout procedures call for sending a letter requesting documents 15 days after
the end of the award term; and,

•

Questioned· costs had not been resolved cm a timely basis. Although the Chicago
Office had resolved questioned costs identified in our prior audit, we found
appmximntely $840,000 in additional questioned costs identified by Defense
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) audits or internal desk reviews tllat had not been
resolved. Chicago officials told us that these queslioned costs could be resolved
as late as during 1he closeout process. Some of these costs were identified as
early as 2003.

11 In addition to financial management concerns, we also identified program issues related
to potential conflicts of interest and the award selection process.

Ii Specifically, we discovered:

•

•

Two potential conflicts of interest. Jn the first instance, we substantiated an
anonymous allegation that n topic manager had co-authored and jointly presented
a journal publication with an applicant Another conflict not mentioned in the
complain! but £liscovered during our test work, involved a merit reviewer who
was an employee of a subcontractor listed on lhc grant application. In both cases,
the individuals had the allility lo infivcncc lhe selection of grantees. All~ough
Department officials wel'e not aware of either of the potential conflicts until we
brought the issues to their attention, they agreed that there were appearances of
potential conflicts of interest in both cases; and,

•

A nuniber of topic manager errors and deviations from scoring guidelines d~iring
the grant selection process. The errors and deviations however had no material
effect on the selcclion of applications to be fonded.

To improve management of the SBIR/STfR programs, we made several

recommendations in the areas of financial management and grant awards.

(b)(6)
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J,ETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMI<.:NT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUElJ THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT TNJi'ORMATJON:

SIGNIFICANT INSPEC'flON ACTIVITY:

OTHER JNSPl.:CTION ACTIVITY:
a

On Monday, August 13, 2012, the Office of Inspections briefed the Slaff of
Representative Lamar Smith, 21 sl District, Texas, as well as staff from the House
Armed Service Committee and the House Science and Technology Commi1tee, The
purpose of 1he briefing was to discuss the results of our review of allegations discussed
in a January 24, 2012, lcucr from Repre.~entative Smith to the Office of Inspector
General on bchal f of a constituent Systems & Processes Engineering Corporation
(SPEC), Austin, Texas. It was alleged that the Missile Defense Agency {MDA), in its
use of support.provided by Sandia National Laborarories (Sandia) to its Targets and
Countermeasures Progn:m, had facilitated a specific case of an Organizational Conflict
of Interesc (OCI) where Sandia marketed similar proqucts successfully developed and.
demonstrated by SPEC after Sandia acted in the role of technical oversight of SPEC's
work. Congressional slaff members were informed that the Office of Inspection.~ did
not substantiate the aIJegations of an OCI and did not find that Sandia violated the
restrictions on competition with the private sector found in Federal Acquisition
Regulation 35.0l 7, Federally Funded Research and Developme11t Centers, and the
Economy Act.

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STA'l'ISTICAL SUl'vIMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/lNSPECTIONS:

fl

On Friday, August 3, ?.012, the Office of Inspections announced ils inspection on Alleged
Nepotism cmt'J Waste of Money in the Office of Energy t.fficiency and Renewable Energy
{S 12IS019). The objective of the inspection is to determine the facts and circumstances
around ailegations of nepotism and waste of money within the Office of Energy
Efticicncy and Renewable Energy. The inspection includes a review of concerns raised
on individual involv~ment in the hiring process, including any violations of rules and
regulations.

NO FUUTHl•~R ACTION LETTER ISSUED:
II

On May 17, 2012, the Office of Inspections initiated an inspection to determine the
Department's effectiveness in managing the facilities and infrastructure mainlenance at
Savannah Rive1· National Labomtory. ln light of the recent Government Accountability
Office.findings and recommendations in GA0-12-645, National Strategy and Better
Data Needed to Improve Management of Excess and Underutilized Property, no further

actions are planned at this time.

MANDATORY TRAINING:
2012 Information System Security Awareness Training must be completed by
August 24, 2012.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General

Deputy Inspector General for Audits & lnspections
Deputy Inspector General for lnvestigations ·
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administration
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for lnspections
Director for Planning, Administrntiun & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Director~

Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending August 31, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Report on Audit Coverage of Cost A!Jnwahifity for Jefferson Science Associates, LLC under

DepclTlme111 of Energy Contract NumlJer DE-AC05-060R23177 during Fiscal Years 2006 2010 (OAS-V-12-10, August 24, 2012)

'1i

Jefferson Science Associates, LLC (JSA) has managed and opcmtcd Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) since 2006. Southeastern u'niversities
Research Associates and Computer Sciences Corporation fonned JSA to contract with
the Department of Energy (Department). Jefferson Lab, part of the Department's
Office of Science, performs basic research to discover the fundamental nature of
nuclear matter. From June 2006 to September 2010, JSA had expended and claimed
$550,642,156.

II To help emmre only allowable costs are claimed by the Department's management and
operating co11tractors and to make efficient use of available audit resources, the Office
of lnspcctor General, the Department's Office of Procurement and Assistance
Management, and conlractors have implemented a Cooperative Audit Strategy. This
strategy places reliance on the contractors' internal audit function (Internal Audi£) to
provide audit coverage of the allowability of incurred costs claimed by contractors.
Consistent with the Cooperative Audit Strategy, JSA is required by its contract to
maintain an Internal Audit activity with responsibility for conducting audits, including
audits of the aHowability of incurred costs. The Coopemtive Audit Strategy also
requires that audits performed internally must, at a minimum, meet the standards
prescribed by the Institute of Internal Audilors (TTA Standards). In addition, ISA is
required to conduct or arrange for audits of iii; subcontractors when costs incurred are
a factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor.

.IR JSA's Internal Audit for Fiscal Year (FY) 2006 through FY 2009 did not always meet
the IIA Standards for engagement planning, work paper documentation and
supervision. Despite these deficiencies, we concluded thnt Internal Audit's cost
nllowability audit work for FY 2006 through FY 2009 could be relied on. We arrived
at this conclusion because of lhc extensive transaction testing performed by Internal
Audit, and the fact thm our confirmatmy test work <lid not identify any exceptions or
problems with that work. No 01her issues or deficiencies came to our attention to
indicate the allowable cost-related audit work performed by JSA's Internal Audit for
PY 2010 did not meet HA Standards ant.I could not be relied on. Jn fact, we found that
costs questioned in the allowable cost audits conducted by Intemal Audit had been
resolved.

It Further, JSA had a policy for audits of subcontractors when costs incurred were a
factor in determining the amount payabk. However, JSA utilized its quick closeout
process to close out the few cost-type subcontracts it had because they did not exceed
the dollar threshold for requiring an audit established under the }lederal Acqui::;ition

Regulations. Finally, none of the 01hcr audits or review~ we evaluated reported
questioned costs or internal control weaknesses impacting the allowability of costs
claimed during FY 2006 through PY 20IO.

______

Team Leader: l(b)(G)
AIC:

__.

Special Report on Inquiry into the Pmcriremenl of Law Firm Sen•ices and Management of Law
Finn-Dlscfosed Organizational CmlflictJ of li11erest by the Deparrmem of Energy's Loan
Programs Office (OAS·RA-12-14, August 28, 2012)

It The Depa.-tmcnt of Energy's (Department) Loan Programs Office was created to
accelera1e the domestic commercial deployment of innovative and advanced clean
energy technologies hy guaranteeing and providing loans to eligible recipients. The
Loan Programs Office currently oversees over $34 hi11ion in loans to about 40 projects.
From rhe outset of the loan programs, the Depa1tment concluded that it needed
independent legai advisory services from private law firms to assist in its review of loan
guarantee applications. In response to solicitations, the Department cntc1'ed into
Retainer Agreements with 10 firms. The Retainer Agreements and Federal regulations
require law firms to disclose any actual or potential conflicts of interest. Recognizing
that such conflicts were likely under the circumstances, the Depmtmcnt required law
firms to complete a mitigation plan describing how actual or potential conflicts of
interest would be avoided or mitigated. It also reserved the right to grant waivers when
appropriate.
!

•

We received anonymous complaints alleging various improprieties in the Loan
Programs Office related to the pi·ocurement of legal services and the management of law
finn-discloscd conflicts of interest in the Innoval.ive Technology Loan Guarantee
Program (Program). In response, we initiated a special inquiry to review the
circumstances surrounding the allegations. Our inquiry did not substantiate the specific
allegations outlined in the complaint. Absent addilional information, we plan no further
action regarding the original allega1ions.

,ft

We did, however, identify .opportunities to improve transparency over the Program's
managem¢nt of organizational conflict of interest waiver requests. Specifically, we
noted that the Program had not deployed a trncking system for managing law firm
waiver requests and had not documented,.in an 01·ga11izcd system of records, the
rationale for denying or approving waiver requests. The issues observed parallel the
findings in prior Loan G~arantee Program·rcvicws. Specifically:
•

We found that the Program had not deployed a tracking system for the receipt,
review and denial/approval of law !inn waiver requests. Although the Program
developed a srnndardized waiver request form, Program officials stated lhat the
tracking of waivers was done only through emails. They also asse1ted that lhey
believed their process complied with applicable procurement requirements and
!he Retainer Agreements; and,

•

Our inquiry also established that, in a number of cases, available records lacked
sufficient information 10 permit an independent reviewer to understand the
reasons for grnnting waivers of conflicts of interest. Prior to, or
contemporaneous with, granting requested waivers, the Department had not

always memorialized key decision points, and therefore could not demonstrate,
through systematically organized record~, that its justifications for granting
waivers for actual or potential conflicts of inlerest were appropriate. ln response
to our request for information supporting the decision-making processes, the
Program could only provide emails.tlrnt were retained on a Program official's
computer.

ft Given the taxpayer-provided funds at risk in the Loan Guarantee Progrnrn, the
sensitivity of the Program, and its reliance on outside law film legal advice! free from
cont1icts and impairments, we concluded that tbe Department should ensure
contemporaneous records clearly demonscrnte the support nnd rationale for approving qr
denying conflict of interest waiver requests. We made several recommendations to
address the issues in the report and the Loan Programs Office managemenl concurred
with recommendations nnd proposed corrective actions.
Team Leader: (b)(S)
Staff:

Special ·Rep011 on Inquiry into the Security Breach at the National Nuclear Sec11rity
Admi11is1rmin11's Y-12 National Security Complex, (DOE/IG-0868, August 29, 2012)
._. The Y-12 National Security Complex is one of four production facilicies in !he National
Nuclear Security Administration's Nuclear Security Enterprise. The site focuses on the
processing and storage of uranium, an activity essential to the safety, security, and
effectiveness of lhe U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile. During the early morning hours of
July 28, 2012, three individt1als (hereinafter referred 10 as the trespassers), gained access
to the area surrounding the Highly.Enriched Uranium Materials Facility (HEUMP) at Y12 and defaced the building without being interrupted by lhc security measures in place.
In fact, the trespassers were no! physically observed by the Y -12 Protective rorce until
after they had severed three separate fences surrounding the HEUMF. Because of the
importance of ensuring the safe nnd secure storage of nuclear materials we commenced a
special inquiry inlo the circum~tances surrounding the Y-12 breach within days of the
event.
•

During our review, we conducted interviews with Federal and contractor officials,
security personnel, and <ilarm station operators. We also reviewed supporting information
pertinent to the sequence of events 011 the night of the breach. Based on these inquiries,
we found that the Y-12 security incident represenced multiple system failures on several
levels. For example, we identified troubling displays of ineptitude in responding to
alarms, failures to maintain critical security equipment, over reliance on compensatory
measures, misunderstanding of security protocols, poor communications, and weaknesses
in contract and resource management. Contractor governance and Federal oversight
failed to identify and correct early indicators of these multiple system breakdowns. When
combined, these issues directly contributed to an atrriosphere in which the trespassers
could gain access to the protected security area direclly adjacent to one of the Nation's
most critically impnrtant nnd highly secured weapons-related facilities .

.~ Following the incideiH,·,Y-12 and NNSA took a number of actions designed to improve
security at the site. for example, Y-12 implemented feo.tures designed to help reduce
false alarms. Also, NNSA moved the site Protective Force contrncl from Federal control

to the M &O contractor for Y-12. The site began installing additional fortificati01is around
the HEUMF designed to further delay potential intrnders. Finally, the NNSA issued a
show cause letter to the M&O contractor directing il to provide inforrnation as to why its
contract should not be terminated in response to the dcinonstrated security weaknesses.
As previously noted, the ~ite has also initiated and in many cases completed repairs of
most critical security equipment NNSA officials also indicated they are in the process of
completing a formal root cause analysi.~ of the intrusion, nnd an extensive security
evaluation, .including perfomrnnce testing, is scheduled to be conducted in the near future
to validate the efficacy of corrective actions taken.

e

The successful intrusion at Y-12 raised serious questions about the overall secutity
approach at the facility. It also suggested that current initiatives to reduce Federal
oversight of the nuclear weapons complex, especially as they relate to security functions,
need to be carefully considered. Some observers went so far as to express the view that
there were security culture problems at Y-12 crealing an environment in which the July
28 intrusion could occur. We made sevcrul recommendations that, if fully implemented,
will correct security issues at the site.

II Management concurred with the report's recommendations and outlined a numher of
corrective actions it had initiated or completed.
Asst. Div. Director:
Team Leader:
Staff:

(b)(6)

Audit-Report on Opportunities for Energy Savings at Department of Energy Facilities
(DOE/IG-0869, August 3 I, 2012)
•

At its 47 major sites, the Department of Energy's (Department) energy costs for
buildings subject to goal reporting totaled about $277 million in Fiscal Year 2010.
Because of the importance of reducing energy consumption, we initiated this audit to
determine whether the Depa11ment had effectively identified and implemented energysaving opportunities through facility evaluations and electricily metering.

~

The Department had nol alwoys pursued readily available, low-cost energy-saving
opportunities . .Specifically:

• .Three or the five sites we reviewed (Rrookhavcn National I .ab oratory, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory) had not always
identified or implemented low and no-cost, quick payback energy conservation
measures discovered during facility evaluations. For example, Oak Ridge
Nalional Laboratory's ?.009 facility evah1ation identified conservation measures
that could result in;\ payback within 2 months and <m cslim<1tcd annual savings
of about $77,000 for projects including utilizing variable speed drives on supply
and exhaust air fan~. installing temperature redistribu1ion fans and repairing a
steam trap. These measures, however, had not been implemented;

•

Two of tho five sites (Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Y-12 National
Security Complex) had not fully evaluated existing buildings to determine,
among other things, whether building sysrems such as heating and lighting were
operating as intended, despite specificnlly identified savings and
recommendations to do so. For example, Oak Ridge National Laboratory had
no! fully implemented recommendations to optimize systems in I 0of19
buildings (about 53,percenl) assessed by a third-party evaluator during 2009;
and,

•

Furlhcr, we identified opportunities to improve energy conservation through the
use of electricity metering data at two sites visited (Y-12 and Los Alamos).
While Y-12 energy mnnagers identified fl number of meters that were not
working properly, they ovedooked other meters that were not functional.
Additionally, Los Alnmos had a significant number of electricity meters installed
and used the metering data to generate mock electricity bills to illustrate
quarterly energy consumption. However, it had not incentivized conservation by
actually charging users based on their energy consumption.

II Effectively evaluating systems in existing building.~ and using electricity metering data
could significantly advance energy conservation and decrease energy costs. We
conservatively estimated that the Department could save approximately $6.6 million
annually by applying these principles. We made several recommendations designed to
assist the Depa11ment in this effort. Management concurred with our recommendations
and provided actions that will be taken to address issues identified in our report.
Team Leader: l(b)(G)
AIC:
....__~~~~~~~~~~~---'

RECOVERY ACT UEPORTS lSSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT

Rf<~PORTS

ISSUED THIS WERK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEIVIENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIIi'ICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTlON ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:
~ The Western Audits Division, Albuquerque Audit Group held an entrance conference
on August 28, 2012 for the Assessmef// of Changes to the Internal Control Structure
and Their Impact 011 the Allowability of Costs Claimed By and Reimbursed 10
Washington TRU Solutions, LLC, U1ider the Department of Energy Contract DE-AC29- 01 Al..66444, for Fiscal Years 2008 and 2011. The objective of the audit is to determine
whelher: (I) Internal Audit conducted cost allowability audits that complied with
professional standards and could be relied upon; (2) the contractor con duded or
arranged for audits of its subcontractors when costs incurred were a factor in
dctcnuining the amount payable to a suhcontractor; and, (3) the questioned costs and
internal control weaknesses impacting allowable costs irlcn1ified in audits and reviews
have heen adequately resolved. Survey work will be conducted at the Dcpar!ment of
Energy's Carlsbad Field Office, <is well as the offices of Washington THU Solutions,
LLC.

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:

ACTION ITEM REPORTS A TT ACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:

Distribution:

Inspector General
Counsel to the Inspector General

Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Jnspections
Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administralion
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections
Direccor for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Division Directors
Assistant Division Directors
Team Leaders

Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending September 28, 2012
f<'lNAL REPORTS JSSUF:D THIS WEIU(:

Audit Report on "Follow-up Audi/ ofthe National Nuclear Sccurily Administration's W76
Nuclear Warhead Refurbishment Program" (DOE/IG-0870, September 26, 2012) (Al OAL002)

a

The Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration {NNSA) is
responsible for ensuring th<lt Lhe Nation's nucleal' weapons stockpile continues to meet
National defense requirements. As parl of that effort, NNSA is refurbishing the aging
W76 nuclear warhead with the goal of extending the warhead life by 30 years. However,
the W76 Life Extension Prngrnm (LEP) has experienced significant delays in starlup and
in achieving production goals. I3y the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 2011, NNSA had
comple1ed less than haf rof the anlicipa!c<l units due to technical production issues.
Delays encountered thus for have significantly increased the risk that the W76 LEP and
follow-on weapon refurbishments cannot be accomplished in time to meet commilments
to the Department of Defense. In our 2006 report, W76 Life Extension Project (DOE/IG0729, May 2006), the Office of Inspector General reported that NNSA was at risk or not
achieving the first production unit for the W76 refurbishment by the end of FY 2007
within the established scope, schedule and cost parameters. Given the additional de!ays
and the importance of the LEI\ we initiated this follow-up audit lo take a fresh look at the
status of NNSA's W76 refurbishment program, focusing on NNSA's ability to reduce unit
cosis.

It NNSA may be unable to complete the W76 LEP within established scope, cost and
schedule parameters, unless it adopts a more effective approach to reducing unit costs,
This concern is exacerl.iatccl by the fact that the program is faced with a relatively flat
budget over the nexl few years, even though its annual scope of work is projected to
increase significantly. The prognim's budget increases for FY 2013 and FY 2014, for
example, are projected to be only l.9 percent in each year more tha11 FY 2011 levels.
The progrnm 1s production schedule, however, shows prodiiction increa<;ing 59 percent
during the same period. The incrense in prodllCtion appears to be unsustairrnble given the
projected funding.
~

Dased on the FY 2012 approved budget, NNSA may not realize the per unit cost savings
necessary to complete t!te W76 Ll:'.P within established scope, cost and schedule
parameters. To meet its scope and schedule commitments within a relatively flal budget,
NNSA must reduce the annu<ll cost per unit by 35 percent by FY 2014, However, NNSA
weapons design and production facilities respo11sible forcomplcling the LEP estimated
that they can realize only a 25 percent cost per unit savings by FY 2014. Reducing costs
below the projected levels nrny be cfifficult because many clements in the co.st
composition estimate are outside ofNNSA's control. NNSA Stockpile Management
officials expressed con fidencc that the program can achieve the increased production
rates within the FY 2012 Congrcs!i!mrnl Budget Request estinrntcs. Yet, program
officials could not provide plans cktailing the specific actions needed to achieve
necessary cost reductions.

!Ii Had NNSA made full use of availnble performance management tools, it might he in
better position to measure the over::ill effectiveness of the W76 LEP. Program officials
consider Earned Value M:mngemcnt Systems (EVMS) to be a best practice. NNSA used
EVMS to measure ench site's perfomrnncc against current year budget authority and
workload requirements. However, NNSA did not use EVMS to measure the overall
perfonnancc of tile .W76 LLP. Although a program-wide EVMS has not yel been
implemented, a W76 LGP official tokl us that NNSA plans to use EVMS at 1he program
level in future years.

!Ji Delays in completing the W76 LEP within planned scope, cost and schedule could !Jave
national security implications. IfNNS1\ is unable to achieve the cost per unit reductions
necessary to meet the W76 LEP's planned production requirements, i1 will require
additional funding, a reduction in scopc 1 or a delay in production. Delays in completing
the W76 within schedule, fot instance, could prevent l\1NSA from beginning full
production of the B61 bomb rcfilrhishmctit to meet existing United States' commitments.
•

Given the curret)t widespre<ld calls for dramatic reductions in Federal spending, NNSA

may be faced with future budget reductions. To assist NNSA in meeting its goals within
available budgets, we rcco111111end that lhe Administrator, NNSA ensure that the W76
LEP develops a forward-looking plan to reduce costs program~wide to meet planned
prodllction rates within budget, and implements and utilizes a program-wide EVMS that
quantifies required scope, schedule nnd cost perfonnance through the end of the program.

II Management agreed lhat additional adjustments \o W76 plans will be required to
maintain the Program within budget constrnints. While it believed that it had the focus
and necessary tools to ensure success of the W76 f,EP, management agreed to develop a
forward-looking plan to help meet W76 goals. Management stated that NNSA will tailor
the EVMS methodology and implementation, which Rre primarily focused on
construction activities, fornpplicmion to weapons production activities. Management did
take exception to the methodology we used to calculate unit cost but slated it will
consider the auditis ana!ysis and develop n pf an bnscd on the methodologies determined
to be most app1·opriate.
(b)(6)
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Staff: ·
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Assessment Report on "A udil Coverage Cnsl Allownbilily for Bechtel Marine Propul:Iion
Corporation, During October I, 2010 through Septembr:i· 30, 201 I, Under Department of
Energy Contract No. DE-NR000003 I" (OAS-V-12-11, September 27, 2012) (A r2PT045)

!!It Since 2009, Bechtel M:wine Propulsion Corporation {BMPC) has operated the Bettis
Atomic Power Laboratory {BAPL) mid the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL)
under contract with the Depmtme11t of Energy (Department). BMPC was established
solely to operate the Na val Nuclear Propulsion Prngram, which is a joint NavyOepartmcnt program rcspon!'ible for the research, design, construction, operation and
maintenance of U.S. miclear·-powc.:rcd wiwships. During lhc period of October I, 20 I0
through September 30, 20 I i, 8MPC c:'\pended and claimed $834,579,325 .30.
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

·

Ending October 26, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Audit Report on Managemem 'of Western Area Power 1\dministratio11's Cyber Security Program
(DOE/IG-0873, October 22, 2012)

."1 We initiated this follow-up audit to determine whether the Western Area Power
Administration (Western) effectively and efficiently implemented its cyber security
program.
~ Western had made n number of enhancements to its cyber security program since our
review of Cyber Sec1irity Nisk Matwgemenf Practices at the Southeaslem, Southwestern

and Western Arca Power Ad111i11fatratio11s (DOFJJG.0805, November 2008). For
instance, Western officials commented that they enhanced control testing through regular
Security Test and Evaluation reviews and automated security scanning. However, our
current review identified several cylicr security related weaknesses that could negatively
impact Wcstcrn's information security posture. Specifically, we found that Western had

not always implemented cyber security controls designed to address known system
vulnerabilities and deployed access contrnls designed to protect its h)formation systems
arid dala. We ulso identified weaknesses related to controlling user access for two of the
four systems reviewed.

ll The weaknesses ideutiftcd occurred, in part, because Western had not always
implemented policies and procedures related 10 vulnerability ~md palch management.
Spedficully, \Vhile cyber security officials conducted regular scans on two of the, systems
reviewed, they did not always identify and correct known vulnerabilities. For instance,
the external vulnerability we discovered during testing was likely not identified because
Westem's scan profiles were configured to run a less intrusive scan than typical to avoid
negatively impacting system performance. In addition, officials had not fully
implemented policies and procedures !'elated 10 managing access to systems and
information, including· deactivating and/or disabling unneeded user accounts in a timely
manner. Implcmcntntion of controls such as those included in our testwork is an
jmportant element of an effective risk management and continuous monitoring process.
•

Management concurred with the report's recommendations and indicated that iL Jiad, in
some cases, already completed actions to address specific weaknesses identified in our
report. In other insHu1ccs management commented that it was in the process of
·
implementing pmgrnm improvements to address our recommendations. However, until
tlw;e vulnerabilities arc fully remediated and control procedures are in place to ensure
that applications and programs are updated in a timely manner, Westem's sys1cm.o:;
remain, in our view, at a higher than necessary level of risk of attack.

Team Lcader:l{b)(G)

AIC:
Staff:

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~-I

Special Report on Review of the Compromise of Sec1u-ity Test Materials at tile Y-12 National
Security Complex (DOEJIG-0875, October 26, 2012)
·

.. Following the July 28, 2012, security breach at the Y-12 National Security Complex
(Y-12), the Department of Energy's (Department) Office of Health, Safety and Security
(HSS) was tasked wi1h conducting a comprehensive jnspcction of the site's security
organization. The inspection, initiated on August 27, 2012, Included both practical
exercises and tests designed to evalunce the knowledge, skills and abilities of the site's
Protective Force. At approximately 11 :00 pm on the night of August 29, 2012, while
conducting performance testing, an HSS inspector discovered a copy of what he
identified to be a sccurily knowledge lest in the patrol vehicle of a WSI-Oak Ridge (WSIOR) Protective Poree official who was esconing him. In our continued monitoring of lhe
situation, the Office of Inspector Oenernl initiated a special review into alleged
compromise of the HSS irn>pection.

IJt1 Our inquiry confirmed that the security knowledge test, including answers to the test
questions, had been compromised and that it bad been distributed in advance of the test to
numerous WSI-OR Captains, Lieutcmmts, and Security Police Officers (SPO), the very
people whose knowledge was to have been evaluated as part of this process. WSJ-OR
personnel testified uniformly that there was no intent to cheat on the HSS inspectioii.
While we had no direct evidence to the contrary, we found the credihility of this
testimony to he questionnble, especially in light of a number of actions that we identified
related to the transmission, review 'an<l distribution of the test that, at best, demonstrated a
lack of due care and negligence. The failure to properly safeguard the test prior to its
·
administration, especially given the intense focus on Y-12 'and the security concerns at
the site, was, in ou1· opinion, incxplicuble and inexcusable.

R While we do not believe that they excuse actions taken in this case, we observed several
opportunities to improve the integrity and transparency of the knowledge testing process.
Although the Federal official who initially distributed the test took action to protect its
contents by e;icrypting the email used to transmit it and sending it only to "Trusled
Agents," the email did not contain specific instructions for protecting the test against
compromise. The lack of detailed inslructions is particularly relevant in that the
Depru1ment Order regarding the designn!ion of "Trusted Agents" docs not specifically
mention thnt the pmctice is also applicahlc to security knowledge _tests.

a

As with the recent intrusion at the Highly Enriched Uranium Materials Facility described
io our Special Report on lnq1dry into tl1e Security Breach at the National Nuclear
Security Administmtion 's Y-12 Nmioiwl Security Complex (DOE/IG-0868, August 2012),
problems wilh the adminislrntion of the National Nuclear Security Administration's
contractor governance system appeared to have had a role in the compromise of the test
materials at_ Y-l 2, certainly, the assurance system did not prevent the compromise.

.I NNSA did not agree rhat its implemenlntion of the governance process was a
contributory cause of the knowledge test compromise. Rather, management concluded
that the compromise was caused hy abuse of the Trusted Agenl concept by a contractor
official, We recognize thaL 1hcrc was a brea.kdown of controls at the contractor level
regarding tile Trusted Agent concept. However, our analysis also led us to conclude that
there was a more fundamental issue involving the lack of in-depth security knowledge
and involvement of f'ede1«il oversight officials, This issue di1ectly contributed, in our
opinion, to the environment that nece=-sitatcd placing the testing materials in the hands of
the contractor in the first place. Mnnagement agreed to work with HSS to implement our
recommendations regarding the integrity of security testing at aJI sites. USS management

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT JNSPgCTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPfl:CTlON ACTIVlTY:

WEEKLY OPEUATIONS STATISTICALSUMJHARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW AUDITS/INSPECTIONS:
r.1; An entrance conference was held on Tuesday, October 24, 2012 for the AudiI of rhe
Ntllio11al Nuclear Seciuiry Administration's Ma11agtW1e11t of the Nuclear Materials
Safeguards and Security Upgrades Project at Los J\lamos National Laborat01)'. The
objective of the audit is to determine whether the National Nuclenr Security
Administration (NNSA) is effectively and efficiently managing the Nuclear Moterinls
Safeguards and Security Upgrades Project at tile Los Alamos National Laboratory. In
attendance were representatives from the Office of Inspector Genernl, NNSA's
Headquarters and Albuquerque Complex, the Los Alamos Site Office and Los Alnmos
National Laboratory.

______

Team Leaded(b)(S)
AIC:

I
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NO FCJRTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDATORY TRAINING:
~ 2012 Privacy Awareness Course must be completed by November 14, 2012.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
Grou land his wife
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FINAL REPORTS JSSUfW THIS WEEK:
Inspection Repo11 on A!legations of Organizatimwl Conflicts of lnlerest at Portsmouth aud Oak
Rfdge (INS~0-13-0 l, November 05, 2012)
~ We initiated this inspection to examine the facts and circumstances surrounding

alJegations.of organizational conflicts of interest (OCI) at the Portsmouth Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (Portsmouth) and Oak Ridge Reservation (Oak Ridge).
~; The Decommission Decontamination (D&D) work al the Portsmouth in Pikclon, Ohio,

and lhe Oak Ridge Rcservntion in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was projected to cost $4.3
billion and rake 5 years to complete. In awarding contracts, the Deparlmcnt of Energy is
required lo ensure that contractors are free of impalrmenls such as OCl. Contrac1ors have
a responsibility to avoid, neutralize and mitigate such conflicts.
~ We substantiated the allegations, in lnrge m~asure, that OCI issues existed at Portsmouth

and Oak Ridge. Our inspection disclosed that OCI issues eilhcr had not been properly
mitigated or identified hy Federal or contractor officials. Specifically, we discovered
that:

~~

•

OCl existed between Restoration Services, Inc. (RSI) and VETCO, LLC·
Technical Services Company (YETCO) at Portsmouth. RS!, the Environmental
Technical Services conrrnctor for Pm1srnouth, wns charged with overseeing work
perfmmed by Fluor-B&W Portsmouth LLC (Fluor) and its subcontractor,
YETCO. We found that RSI's objectivity could have been impaired because RSI
held nil on-going financial interest in VETCO~

•

The same financial interest held by RSI in VETCO also exlsled at Oak Ridge.
Both RS land VETCO were subcon1roc1ors for URS I CH2M Hill Oak Ridge,
LLC, (UCOR). Also, ns indicated with Portsmouth, an RSI official was charged
with reviewing and approving VETCO's work; ;md,·

•

A separate, potential OCf between UCOR and RSI existed at Onk Ridge.
Specifically, as part of a contractor teaming arrangement with UCOR, a senior
RSI official, acting on behalf of UCOR, wns in a position to review and approve
work perfonncd by the senior official's employer, RSI.

The issues we identified occurred because Federal officials did not ensure that contracrors
completed required mitigalioo efforts, and fully appreciate the potential impact of
assigning employees across company boundaries during teaming :mangernents. While a
contracting officer for the Portsmouth Paducah Project Office Identified the OCl between
RSJ and VETCO nt the time of contract award, officials did not follow-up to ensure that a
divestiture agreed upon as part of a mitigation plan was actually completed.

~

With regard to the teaming arrnngement at Oak Ridge, Federal officials initially told us
lhey did not believe that the appearance of OCI existed until we pointed 0111 that based on
the team arrangement, tho senior RSI officiol, acting on behalf of UC.OR. approved work
perfonned by the senior official's employer. Responsible Portsmouth and Oak Ridge
contracting officers and Office of tbe Chief Counsel officials commented that the OCI
training they received was a minor segment of broader training and was not dedicuted to
handling OCI. As a result, the lack of familiarity with OCI could have contributed to the
issues we identified.

!If.:~ Although we could nol establish a direct causal relationship, we also noted a lack of

formal guidance on'OCI also may have contributed to the OCI issues at Portsmouth and
Oak Ridge. Notably, on June 21, 1996, Headquarters officials cnncelled Department
Order 4220.4, Organiwtional Conflict of lntcresl Processing Procedures. Officials from
the Office of Acquisition and Project Management infonned us that the Department did
not imend to issue a new dircctlve regarding OCI un1il a change co the Federal
Acquisition Regulation, which is now under considcralion, is finalized.
~

An effective process to identify, nvoid or mitigate potential Oct is essential for agencies
Ii ke the Departme1)t tl1at rely heavily on contrac(or support. During lhe course of ou1·
inspection, Federal officials at both Portsmouth and Oak Ridge took specific corrective
actions to mlt.igatc tile OCI issues identified in this report. Specifically, the officials took
steps to ensllrc that the OCI between RSI and VHTC:O was mitigated and then prepared
written OCI determinations addressing the mitigation plan from UCOR ..

!k1 Management concurred with the recommendations in the report. Specifically, corrective
actions will be taken pending finalization of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking thal will
substantially re-write the Government-wide regulatory coverage of OCI in the rederal
Acquisition Regulation. The Director, Office of Acquisilion and Project Management,
anticipates completing lhe implementation of these two recommendations within a year
of publication of the final rulcnrnking. Officials from Portsmouth Project Program Office
and Oak Ridge Office (ORO) indicated that they will follow the Government-wide
guidance and the guidance received from the Office of Acquisition and Project
Management, once finalized.
!AA ORO management: however, did not agree thnt the OCJ issues were substantiated at Oak
Ridge. Specifically, numagemcnt officials did not agree Iha! the appearance of OCl

identified in the report was either a potential or actual OCI. For the reasons outlined in
our report, we con1int1c to believe that lhe business tmangcrnents we identified
constituted a potcnth1l and actual OCI. Nornbly, management officials from the;
companies involved acknowledged that there could he appearance problems. Those
officials subsequently prepared OCI mitigation plans to address the issues identified.
ORO management accepted and approved those plans but stated that hy accepting lhe
plans they were 1101 agreeing that either a potenlial or actual OCI ex is1ed.
(b )(6)
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Audit Report on 11ie Department of Energy's Small Business Jmwvarion Re.search and Small
Busine.l's Technology Tramfer Programs (DOE/IG-0876, November, 6, 2012)

~~

The r>epaitment of Energy's Smi'lll Business Innovation Research (SBJR) and Small
Business Technology Transfer (STIR) programs award grants to encourage scientific
effort leading to the application of new ideas nnd technology. The combined annual
funding available for these two programs grew from $116.8 million in Fiscnl Year (FY)
2006 to $175.5 million in FY 2012. [n addition, the programs received $92 million in
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 funding.

li'f~

Jn our previous report on SBIR grants, Mmwgement Controls over Mm1i1oring mu/
Cfosemit of Small Buslne.fs ln11ovatio11 Research Phase. II Grants (OAS-M-08-09, July
2008), we pointed out that there had been 110 resolution of questioned costs associated
wilh the grants and that the grants had not been cio:;ed out in a timely mnnner. We
initiated this audit to determine whether the Department had effectively managed the
SBIR and STTR programs. Additiomilly, we reviewed circumstances surrounding an
allega1io11 involving a potential conflict of interest.

JJ;{ We found that the Department had not always effectively managed the SBIR and STTR
programs. Specifically, we identified problems with grant financial management and
gninl aw<trd scoring. We also substantiated an allegation that potential conflicts of
interest had not been identified and properly mitigated. In the area of financial
management, we found that:
\¥.$ Grunt closeouts continued to be an issue. Since our 2008 audit, the number of SHIR

grants awaiting closeout for more than 3 years had increased significantly, from 84 to
252. We also identified 12 STTR grants that had been awaiting closure for more than 3
years. The Department had not received fi11al financial sratus reports for 156 of these
grants, despite the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) requirement that gl'antees submit
tile reports within 90 days of the completion of the grant term. We found no evidence
thac Chicago Office officials had attempted co contact half of these grantees to request
closeout documents, even though its closcoul procedures called for sending a letter
requesting documents J5 days after the c1w of the nward term; and,
~ The Department had not fully addressed 1>rior concerns regarding questioned costs.

Although the Chicago Office had resolved questioned costs ldentificd in our prior audit,
we found approxinrntcly $840,000 in additional questioned costs identified by IJcfense
Contract Audit Agency audits or internal desk reviews that had not been resolved.
Chicago Office officials told us that it was their position that these questioned costs could
he resolved as late as during the closeoll! process. Ye!, we found that some of these costs
were identified as early as 2003.
~ During our audit, we also iden1ifie<l an additional $534,COO in erroneous and unsupported

costs involving bid and proposal costs, costs not allocable to the grant, excess labor
charges not in compliance with Federal cost principles, and coses that lacked
documentation,
IA~ Io addition to financial management concerns, we identified program issues related to

potenlial conflicts of interest and the award selection process. Specifically, we
discovered:
•

Two potential conflicts of interest. In lhe first instance, we sub~Umtiated an
anonymous allegation that a topic manager responsible for reviewing and
consolidating merit review scores of grant applications had co-authored, and
jointly presented, a journal publication with an applicant;

•

In another conflict discovered during our test work, we found that an individual
responsible for reviewing grant applicaiions for meril, a "merit reviewer," was :ln
employee of a subcontractor listed on the grant applkation. In both cases, the
individuals had the ability to influence the selection of graolees. Although
Dcpai1mcnt officials were noc aware of either of the potential conflicts until we
brought the issues to their attention, they agreed that there were appearances of
conflicts of interest in borh cases; and,

•

A number of errors and deviations from scoring guidelines during the grant
selection process. The errors and deviations, however, had no material effect on
the seleccion of applicmions to be funded.

R~ To hi1prove the SB JR/STIR program.s, we made several recommendations in the areas of

financial management and grant awards. Management generally concurred with our
recommendations and provided aclioni; that will be taken to nddre..'!s issues identified in

our report.
Team Leader: l(b)(6 )
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Audit Report on The Department's Unclassified Cyber Security Program - 2012 (DOE/IG-0877,
November 8, 2012)
~-~

The Federal Information Security 1Vfa11ageme11t Act of 2002 (FISMA) established
requirements for all Federal agencies to develop and implement agency-wide information
security programs. in addition, FISM A directed Federal agencies to provide appropriate
levels of security for the information and systems drnt suppoit the operations and assets
of the agency, including those managed by another agency or contractors. As required hy
FISMA, we conducted an independent evaluation to determine whether the Department
of Energy's (Department) unclassified cyber security progrnm adequately protected its
darn and information systems.

!Wi The Department had taken steps over the past year to address previously identified cybcr
security weaknesses and enhance its unclassified cyber security program. Specifically,
the Department and the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) took
corrective actions to address 40 of 56 weaknesses identified during our prior year
evaluation. In addition, the Depmtmcnt initiated a transition to a more risk-based
upproaeh to securing its resources, including effo11s to enhance continuous monitoring.
!) Further, in 2012, the overall number of identified vulnerabilities decreased to 38, While

this is a positive trend, our cunent evaluation found that the types and severity of
weaknesses continued to persist and remained consistent with priol' years. The
composition of lhe 38 weaknesses included 16 previously identified weaknesses thal
remained uncorrected (including 4 from Fis.cal Ycar (FY) 20 I0) and an additional 22
cyber security weaknesses identified during our FY 2012 eva1uation. These weaknesses
involved problems with access conlrols, vulnerability management, iniegrity of weh
applications, planning for continuity of operations and change control management.
~

The weaknesses identified occmTed, in part, bccaui::e Department elements had not
ensured that cyber security requirements were fully developed and implemented. 1n

nddition, programs and sites had not always effectively monitored performan<.:e 10 emmre
that appropriale controls were in place. Por example, we noted Plans of Action and
Milestones (POA&Ms) were not always effectively used to report, prioritize and track
cybcr security weaknesses through remediation.

m:1
..... Without improvements to its unclassified cyher security program, including
implememation of effective continuous monitoring practices and adopting proce.~ses to
ensure security controls arc in place and operating as intended, there is an increased risk
of compromise and/or loss, modification and non-availability of the Ocpartment's
systems and the information.

"1i The Depamnent concurred with the findings and recommendations and agreed to take
necessary corrective actions.
Team Leader: (b)(S)
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RECOVERY ACT rmPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Examination Report on The Department of Energy's l\merican Recovery and Reinve,ftmem Act of
2009 Euergy Efficiency mul Cnnservatiou Block Gram frogr<mr Ffficiency Maine Trust
(OAS-RA-13-04, November 8, 20 i 2)
~

This report presents lhe resulls of <1n exmuination of the Efficiency Maine Trust's
(Trust) implementation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) Prngram, The Office of
Inspector General contracted wilh an independent certified public accounting firm,
Otis a1!d Associates, PC, to express an opinion on the compliance with Federal and
Stale laws. regulations and program guidelines applicable to the EECBG Program.
The Trust is responsible for operating the State of Maine's energy efficiency and
alternative energy prngrams, and for administering the State of Maine's EECBG
funding.

fi!.~

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 {Recovery Act) was enacted
to promote economic prospcri(y through job creation and encourage investment in !he
Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the EECBG Program received
about $3.2 billion 10 assist in implementing strategics to reduce fossil fuel emissions,
decrease total energy use of local governments, improve energy efficiency and create
jobs. The Trust received about $9.6 million that was allocated as block grants to units
of Iocnl government and competitive grnnts that support vit1d energy efficiency
projects.

~

Otis and Associates, PC, exrressed lhe opinion that except for the weakness described
in its reporl, the Trust complied in all material respects wilh the requirements and
guidelines relative to the EECRG Program for the perioo November 13, 2009 through
December 31, 2011. However, the examination found that the Trust lacked adequate
records to support grant related expenditures by subgrantces. As a result, Otis and
Associates, PC, questioned about $560,000 in cos1s associated with the expenditures
identified in the review.

The report makes recommendations lo lhe Trust to improve ils administration of its
EECBG funds, Io response to the l'eport, officiaJs stated the Trnst plans to work witl1
the Department of Rnergy (Department) to resolve the amounts questioned during the
audit. Officials also indicated they will continue to support the municipali!ics' efforts
to provide the documentation needed to complete the files. Otis anrl Ai;socintes, PC,
considered the Trust's response to he adequate.
~

Depanment officials concurred wilh the recommendations outlined in this
memorandum,. Departmenl officials staled they are working with the Trnst to verify
th.ii all paperwork from the sub-grantees identified is complete and made additional
trnining and best prncticcs available to lhe Trust. Further, officials stated they will
work with the Trust to ensure the collection of all document11tiM necessary to verify
expenditures questioned during the audit and will verify steps the Trust lias taken to
institule procedures to audit a sampling of subrecipicnt files for proper documentation
related co both invoices and proof of payment.

Temn Leaders: ,_l<b_J_<S_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

DHAFT RECOVERY ACT REPOHTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Audit Repot1 on Department of Energy's Smart Grid Demonstration Program Funded
tllrougli the American Recovery and Reinves1mem Acr of 2009 (!\ l l RAO 16)

mi

The'Dcpa11mc~ll of Energy's Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
1·eceived about $4.5 billion under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(Recovery Act) to enhance the reliability and resilience of tbe Nation's power grid, or
neal'ly 33 times the amount appropri<1tcd in Fiscal Year 2009. Of the amount awarded,
the Department of Energy (Dep1111mcnt) allocale<l neal'ly $700 million to the Smart Grid
Demonstration Program (Program) to fund 32 regional demonstrations and energy
~torage projects and provide supplemental funding to l 0 existing projects for renewable
and distributed systems imegration and high lcmpenuure superconductivity. The projects
were intended to demonstrate and fort her the advancement of the "smart grid," promoting
innova1ive grid technologies. The Department awarded Recovery Ar.c funding through
cooperative agreements to both for-profit and non-profit entities.

m;

Because or the drama!ic inc1:ease in funding and the national importance of modernizing
the Nation's power grid, we initiated 1his audit to detem1ine whether the Program had
been propedy managed.

We found lha·t the Depai1mcnt had not always managed the Program effectively and
cfficienlly. Our review of 11 projects, awarded $279 million in Recovery Act funding
and $10 million in other funding, identified weaknesses 1n reimbursement requests, costshan.~ contrihutio11s, and coordination efforts with another Department program.
S pccifically, the Department had:
•

Approved reimbursements totaling about $12.3 million that lacked supporting
documentation verifying 1hat costs were incun·ed and were reasonable. Contrary
to award lcnns and conditions, the Depai1mcnl reimhursed two recipients for

claims based on estimated rnther than actual cos1s, resulting in overpayments of
approximately $9.9 million. A third recipient received neady $2.4 million
without providing adequate supporling documentation;

•

Not always ensured recipients contrihuted their agreed-upon share of project
costs. For example, the Department e1Toneously approved one recipient's plan to
use about $28 million in expected proceeds from the sale of an energy storage unit
manufactured in part with Federal funds and previous recipient contributions to
meet its overall $32.7 million cost-share requirement Regulations specifically
prnhibit using Federal funds and previous recipient contributions toward meeting
cost-share requircmems: and,

•

Awarded a recipient $14 million for a project even though the recipiem had
received $2 million under the Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy
(ARPA-E) Program for similar work. In fact, the recipient, unknown to the
Department untH our audit, had reported the s~me accomplishments under both
awards.

~ The problems we identified occurred, in part, because the Department had not adequately

reviewed financial transactions and planned for or monitored the cost-share provisions.
In addition, officials relied on redpienls to manage Smart Grid projects, even though
cooperative agreements by definltion require the substantial involvement of the
Department.

f!r.1i To its credit, the Department is taking action to address $2.6 million i11 unsupporled costs
and the associated cost-share contributions, including requiring payment of
corresponding interesl owed.- Additionally, ARPA-E offich1ls required the recipient to
differentiate specific accomplishments nnd informed us they would take proactive
measures to e!imi1iate any potential overlap, or !he appearance thereof, between the
ARPA-E and Smart Grid Demonstration projecls.
~

Given the infusion of Recovery Act funding, the Program has a unique opportunity to
improve the Nation's power grid. In total, we questioned about $12.3 million in costs
claimed by recipients, with about $9. 7 million remaining to he resolved. In the absence
of significant improvements, the Program is at risk of not meeting its objectives and has
an increased risk of fraud, waste and abuse. Accordingly, we made recommendations to
tile Department to improve the management of the Program.

Team Leader/AIC:
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LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THTS 'WEEK:

Final Report on Alleged Co11flict of Interest tll Sandia National Laboratory
(L"l'S-L-13-0 (, November 5, 2012}
~'

Sandia National Laboratory (Sandia) is designated as a Federally Funded Research and
Development Center (FFRDC). According to the Federal Acqui~·ition Reg11la1io11 (FAR)
35.017, Federttlly Funded Research and Development Centers, an FFRDC is obligated to
protect proprietary data, act with independence and objectivity, and perform in a mnnncr
free from any organizational conflicts of interest As an FPRDC, Sandia cannot use i1s
privileged information to compete with the private sector.

JM The Office of Inspector General received a congressional request on behalf of a
constituent a1leging that another federal agency's use of support provided by the
J)epanment of Energy (Department) facilitated an organizational conflict of interest
(OCI).

•

We did not substantiate the allegation that the National Laboratory ucted
improperly and specifically engaged in OCI regarding work perfom1ed for the
other Federal agency. We generally found oo evidence that the National .
Laboratory obtained an unfair competitive advantage through its support to the
other Federal agency or that the National Laboratory leveraged such an advantage
to compete for work that the constituent could have performed.

•

In addition, we did oot identify any material issues with the Depmtment's
acceptance mid the National Laborntm·y's performance of work requested by the
other Federal agency.

•

One of constituent's allegations was that another Federal agency's sourcing
decisions were inappropriate. This appeared to be a matter of eonsidernh!e
controversy between the parties. At the outset of our Inspection, the Inspector
General for the other Federal agency asserted audit cognizance over all matters
relating to the performance ofthm agency. For that reason, we have referred
i1llegatioos related to the other Federal agency to its Office of Inspector General.

Team Leader: (b)(S)
Project Lead:
Assist:
Final Report on Alleged Improper Use of Patemetl Tedmology al Idaho Nationnl lc1bora1ory
(INS-L-13-02, November 5, 2012)
11~

Idaho National Laboratory (Idaho) is designated as ~1 Federally Punded Rescnreh and
Development Center (FFRDC). According to the Federal Acquisition Regulatitm (rAR)
35.017, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, an FFRDC is obligated to
protect proprietary data, net with independence and objectivity, and perform in a manner
free from any Organizational Conflicts of lntefesl. As an FFRDC, Idaho cannot use lts
privileged inform.ation to compete with the private sector.

i;il The Office of Inspector General received a congressional request OI\ behalf of a business
constituent that alleged that Idaho planned to market the constituent's patented

technology in direct competition with the private iudu·s1ry.
•

We found no evidence to support the allegations that l<laho improperly used
pa1cntcd tcclrnology belonging to the business or that Idaho planned to compete
with the business hy entering into contracls with other Government agencies
involving the business' patented technology.

•

During the course of !he inspection we did learn that in 2007 Idaho had entered
into a Work for Others (WFO) agreement with the business under which Idaho
was a subcontractor on a project funded by the Department of Defense (DoD).
However, the WfO agreement incorporated Department of Energy Acquisition
Regulation (DEAR) 970. 5227 ·ID, Patent Rights - Mmwgemenl and Opem/i11g
Contracts, Nonprofit Orga11iwtio11 or Small Business Firm Contractor clause

regarding the Government's patent rights. In essences, the DEAR clause gave
Idaho the right to retain any intel!ectua! property and/or paten( developed during
the WPO agreement since Government funds, in this case DoD funds, were the
source of the WFO funding. In nddition, during tile period of our review Idaho
had not entered into any agreement .with nny other governmem agency using
technology developed during the WFO. However, Idaho granted the business a
licensing option agreement for patents involving related technology developed by
Idaho.

l(b)(S)
Acting Team Leader & Assistant:,___ _ _ _ ___.
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FINANCIAL STATEl\Ui.:NT AUDlT REPORTS ISSlJED THIS WEEK:

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVERY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICALSUTvlMARY:

ANNOUNCgMRNT OF NEW AUDTTS/INSPECTIONS:
~ An entrance conference was held on Wednesday, October 31, 2012, for the Audit of

Cost Allowability for tlte National Renewable Rnergy Laboratory during Fiscal Years
2009 through 20/ I. The objective of the audit i~ to dctcnninc whether the management
and operating contractor of the National Renewnble Energy Laboratory (NREL):
conducted cost allowability audits in compliance with professional· standards and can be
relied upon; conducted or arranged audits of suhconlrnctors when costs incurred were a
faclor in dc!cnnining the amount payable to the suhcontrnctors; and, questioned costs
and identified internal control weaknessd that impacted allowable costs and adequately
resolved such issues. In attendance were representatives from NREL, the Golden Field
Office and the: Office of inspector General.
,

Team
AIC:
Staff:
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~ An entrance conference was held on Tuesday, November 6, 2012 for the Audit of Sandra
National Labomtories' Operations of Facilities Program. The objective of the audit is to

determine whether Sandia Nalional Laboratories' Readiness in Technical Base and
Pacililies (RTBF) Operations of Pacilitics Subprogram is effectively supporting the Life
Extension Programs' requiremen1s. In aucndance were representatives from the Office of
Inspeclor General, National Nuclear Security Administration's Headquarters. and
Albuquerque Complex, the Sandia Sile Office and Sandia National Laboratories.
Team Leader:

(b)( 6)

ArC:
Staff:

~~

An entrance conference was held on November 8, 2012, for the Audil of lhc Kansas City
Responsive Infrastructure Manufacturing and Sourcing (KCRIMS) Project. The
objective of the audit is to determine whether the Kansas City Plant has taken adequate
actions to ensure that non-nuclear components required to maintain the enduring stockpile
systems, are produced wilhou1 delay or intetruptions during and after the relocation to the new
manufacturing facility. 111 attendance were representatives from the Office of Inspector
General, National Nuclear Security Administration's Headquarters and Albuquerque
Complex, ;,·md the Kansas City Site Office.

NO FURTHER ACTION Lln'TER ISSUED:

MANDA TORY TRAINING:
llfi! 2012 Privacy Awareness Course must be completed by November l4, 2012.
~~ 2012 No FEAR Ac! Training must be completed by December 10, 2012.

ACTION ITEM REPORTS ATTACHRD!

OTHER MATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCI~RNS:

h of the Livermore Ins ctions Gmu and
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~....!

All are doing well.

h~r

husband,

Inspeclor General
Counsel lo !he Inspector General
Deputy Inspector General for Audits & Inspections
Deputy lnspector General for investigations
Deputy Inspector General for Management & Administralion
Assistant Inspector General for Audits
A~sistant Inspector General for Inspections
Director for Planning, Administration & Quality Assurance
Dlvision Directors
Assistant Division Directors
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FTNAL IllWOinS ISSUED THJS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS rSSUED THIS WRRK:

LETTER REPOUTS ISSUED THIS WREK:

Evaluation Rep011 on The Federal Energy Reg11"11ory Commission's Unclassified C}1ber Security
Program· 2012 (OAS-L-13-01, November 7, 2012)
IM The Pederal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commissio11) is an independent agency

within the Department of Energy responsible for, among other lhings, regulating
interstate transmission of the Nation's electricity, natural gas and oil. In addition, the
Commission licenses and inspects private, municipal and state nydroelectric projects. To
achieve its mission, the Commission relics on a wide range of information technology
(IT) resources to help ensure that rates and terms and conditions for wholesale sales of
electric energy and 11atural gas are just and reasonable and promote the development of a
safe, l'eliablc and efficient energy infrastructure. As highlighted by recent cybcr attacks
on f:cdcrn! entities, the information security threat landscape continues to change, and
vulnerable IT resources continue to be exploited. To help protect against continuing
cyber security threats, the Commission es1imated that it would expend approximately
$5.3 million during Fiscal Year (f'Y) 2012 to secure its rt assets, a 39 percent increase
over FY 201 J.
~

The Commission had taken action 10 further improve its cyher security posture and
mitigate risks llssociated with the weaknesses id en ti fied rluring our FY 20 l J evaluation.
While these actions are noteworthy, our current evaluation disclosed that additional
opportunilics existed to better protect its information systems and data. SpecificaHy, we
continued to identify weaknesses related to lhc Commission's timely remediation of
software vulnerabilities.

!?'.~

As in past years, the problems we identified with the Commission's vulnerability
mam1gement process were due, in part, to less than fully effective implementation of

policies imd procedures. In addi1ion, Commission officials informed

u~

that they did not

follow their existing Vulnerability Management Program (VMP) policies due to budget
and resource constraints. As such, the identified high-risk vulnerabililies ha<l not heen
remediated in a timely manner. Although the Commission had continued to make
progress in improving its cyber security poslure, additional actio:is are needed to further
reduce the risk to the agency's information systems and data.

1}(; We identified a number of positive measures taken by the Commission related to
enhancing its unclassified cyber security program. For instance, we noted that the
Commission continued to make improvements in implementing the existing VMP.
SpecificaUy, we found thal the Commission initiated a project to upgrade the software
tool used to manage patch and software deployment and had identifi(;d and continued to
monitor vulnerabilities through its VMP and Plan of Action and Milestone processes,

· Team Leader:
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Inspection Report on Cominuiry of Opemtilms Plmming aiul lntellige11ce Readiness (INS-L-1303, November 16, 2012)
~·i

The Office of lnspector General initiated an inspection to assess the Office of Intelligence
and CounterinteHigence's (IN) Continuity of Operations (COOP) and intdligcnce ·
readiness program.

~;

Based on our interviews, review of relevant documentation uml physical observations, we
determined that although IN has made various changes lo its COOP Implementation Plan
10 facilitate inteliigence rcndincss, additional actions could be taken to enhance its
capabilities during a continuity event. Our review also identified certain issues with
continuity communications (classified and unclassified), the results of which are included
iti a !;eparate classified annex. However, because TN issued the 2012 Plan during our
inspection, we could not fully assess the effectiveness of IN's plans for Test, Training and
Exercises, Reconstitution or the Continuity Readiness Assurance Program. We identified
additional actions that could be taken to strengthen IN's COOP processes for supporting
the Depm1mcnt, other agencies and the President during continuity events.

Project Lead:
Act~ng

Assist:

Team Leader:

l(b)(6)

_______

.._
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FINANCIAL STATl£MF.:NT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Financial Statement Audit Report on Federal Energy Regulatory Commissi011's Fiscal Year 2012
Financial Suuemelll Audit, (OAS-FS-13·03, November 15, 2012)

iW This report presents the results of the independent certified public accountants' audit of
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Fisc<1l Year 2012 and 2011 balance sheets
rind the related statements of net cost, changes iu net posi1ion, budgetary resources, and
custodial activity.

i.r(; KPM\r, LLP (KPMG) concluded that the financial statements are presented fairly, in all
material respects, in· conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

mi

KPMG noted uo matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
they considered 10 be material weaknesses.

~f, The results of KPM<T.s tests of compliauce with certain provlsions of laws, regulations,
and contracts disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other. matters that w~rc required
to he reported.

Technical Monitors:

fiinancial Stalcmcnl Audit Repo1t on Department of Energy's Fiscal Year 2012 Consolidated
Financial Statrmumts, (OAS-FS-13-04, November 15. 2012)
~i Thi$; report presents the

results of !he independent ce1tified public accountants' audit of
the lJ nited States Department of Energy's (Department) Fiscal Year 2012 consolidated
financial statements.

m~

KPMG, LLP concluded that lhe financial statements are presented fairly, in all material
respecrn, and in conformity with United States generally accep1ed accounting principles.

~ As part of this review, lhc auditors also considered the Department's internal controls

over financial reporting and tested for compliance.wi1h ce11ain ~)rovisions of applicable
laws, regulations, contracts and grant agreements that could have a direct and material
effect on the consolidated fimmcial statements. The following significant deficiency,
related to unclassified network and information system~ security, in the Department's
system of internal controls is not considered a material weakness:
•

mi

Unclassified Network and Information Systems Security: Network vulnerabilities
and weaknesses in access and other security controls in the Department's unclassified
computer information systems continue lo exist. The Department has taken steps to
e·nhanee its unclassified cyber security program, including oversight of cybcr security
refonn effor1s 1 issuing guidance, and the development of a notational cyber security
m<lnagemcnt architecture framework to suppo11 the Department's mission-related risk
management approach.

The audit disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under applicable audit slandnrds and requirements.

) Technical Monitors:

(b)(G)

OTHER AUDITS:

RECOVEHY ACT lNFOHMATJON:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTfON ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVJTY;

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCF:MJt:NT Off NEW AUDlTSnNSPECTIONS:

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

:MANDATORY TRAJNING:
~

2012 No FEAR Act Training must be completed by December IO, 2012.

ACTION ITEM UEPORTS ATTACHED:

OTHER MATTimS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
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Division Directors
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending November 30, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Special Report on Ques1ioned, Unresolved and Potentially Unaliowable Costs incurred by Los
AIC1mos Nationa/ l,ahoralory During Fiscal Yellr 2010 (OAS-L-13-02, November 20, 2012)

m The objectives of the assessment were to determine whether questioned cos rs and internal
control weaknesses impacting allowable cosls identified in prior audits and reviews had
been adequately resolved, und whether the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los
Alamos) conducted or arranged for audits of its subcontractors when costs incuired were
a factor in detenuining the amount payable to a subcontractor. Among other
observations, the assessment identified specific costs and internal control issues that had
yet to he resolved under the contract.
·
~:'ti

NNSA had not resolved approximately $50,000 in cos1s questioned by Los.Alamos'
internal audit function during Fiscal Year (FY) 2010. The unresolved questioned costs
were identified during the audit of Los Alamos' Acquishion Services Management
(ASM) reviewed suhcontracts. As of July 2012, the conlracling officer and NNSA's
Office of Field Financial Management were working with Los Alamos to resolve the
questioned costs.

mi

We identified more than $6 million in suhcontract costs incurred during FY 2010 that we
considered unresolved pending review by Internal Audit based upon weaknesse~ nored in
the ASM subcontract audit function and strategy.

~

In addilion, we found over $17 million in subcontract costs incurred during FY 2010
requiring audit that had not been nudiled. Los Al<nnos deferred nudit of these costs until
after the contract under which the costs were inc\med closed on December 3 l, 20 I0.
These costs are currently under audit by Internal Audit, thus, we reported these costs as
unresolved pending audit completion.

JN; We reported nearly$ l .4 mi!lion in prior years subcontrncl costs as unresolved questioned
costs. During 2011, lmerno.J Audit identified approximately $1.5 million in additionol
questioned subcontract costs that were incurred hetween FY 2003 and FY 2010. As of
May 2012, nearly $1.4 million of the approximate $1.5 million in subcontract costs
remain unresolved.
~~

During the course of our assessment, we noted that lhe Department of Energy was
reviewing a potential Anti· Deficiency Act violation of approximately$ I0.7 million. As
of Scplember 2012, these costs were unre.<iolved, and therefore, we reported the nearly
$10.3 million of costs incurred in excess of approved funding and $425,000 in legal fees
associated with the Waste Management Risk Miligation project as unresolved costs.

!1f; In our April 2012 contract reporl, we identified more thim $439 million in prior year
unresolved and questioned costs. These costs included approximately $437 ml Ilion in FY

2007 to FY 2009 unresolved subcontract costs pending audil or review by Internal Audit,
and nearly $2 million queslioned costs.
~ The NNSA Pield Chief Finnncial Officer (CFO) signed the FY 2010 Los Alamos SCIC in
September 2012. The CFO noted tha1 Los A In mos had made significant improvements to
its internal controls to address deficicricics cited in his December 2011 memorandum, in
which he qualified his approval of the FY 2007 through FY 2009 SCJCs. The memo
fu11hcr stated thut the institutional controls were generally adequate to minimize the risk
of incurring unallowable or unreasonable costs, and identified corrective actions to
address current and previous years' concerns.
(b)(6)

Team Leader:
AIC:
Staff:

Audit Report on Assessmem of Audit Coverage of Cost Allowability for Los Alamos National

l.ahorntoty during Fiscal Year 2010 under Depar1ment of Energy Contract No. DE-AC5206NA25396 (OAS-V-13-01, November 19, 2012) .
.
~i Los Alamos Na1ional Labora1ory (Los Alamos) is required by its contract to <iccount for

costs incurred annually on ils Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed (SCIC), to
maintain an internal audit activity, and to conduct or arrange for audits of its
subcontractors when costs incurred are a factor in determining the amount payable to a
subcontractor. During Fiscal Year (FY) 2010, Los Alamo~· Acquisition Services
Management (ASM) was responsible for the subcontract audit function unlil August
2010, when the responsibility was trnnsferred to the Ethics and Audit Division (Internal
Audit).
~

.

Based on our assessmcm, nothing came to our nttention to indicate thal the allowable costrelated audit work performed by Los Alamos' Internal Audit for FY 2010 could not he relied
upon. We did not identify any macerial foternal control weaknesses with coi;t al!owability
audits. However, we questioned $50,317 of costs identified hy Internal Audi! as unresolved.
As of July 2012, the contracting officer was working with Los Alamos to resolve the
questioned co~rs.

W, In the prior year SCJC report, the OIG concluded that ASM's .~ubcontract audit function was
ineffective. There were no significant improvements to ASM's review process during our
nudit. As a result, we reported $6,256,593 in subcontract costs as unresolved pending review
by Internal Audit.
~$.

We also 1·cported $1,397,871 in unreported subconlract costi: incurred between FY 2003 and
PY 20 I 0 as questioned costs as identified by Internal Audit.

fR Additionally, we noted that the Department of Energy was reviewing a potential AntiDeficiency Act violation. Specifically, the potential violation arises from Los Alamos
expending $10,274,001 more than authorized on the Waste Management Risk Mitigation line
item construction projecl to correct defective work. Los Alamos incurred an additional
$425,000 in legal expenses in an attcmp! to recoup costs for correcting defective work. As of
September 2012, these costs were unresolved; therefore, we arc reporting the total of
SI0,699,001 as unrci;o!ved costs.
F:i< In addition, we repo1ted $434, 147, 129 in unresolved subcontract and questioned costs

identified in the FY 2008 and PY 2009 OIG LANL SCIC audit. The contracting officer and

the Office of Field Financial Management continue to work with Los Ah:unos to resolve these
costs.

m;

Finally, we rcponed the National Nuclear Securicy Administration Field Chief financial
Officer signed the FY 2010 Los Alamos SCIC noting that Los Alamos had made significant
improvemems to its inlernal controls 10 address deficiencies cited in his qualification of prior
years' SCICs.
.
(b)(6)

Team Leader:

AIC:
Staff:.

Audit Report on Audit Coverage of Cost Allow(lbility for Bechtel BWXT Idaho, LLC wider
Deparrme111 of Energ;1 Ctmtract No. DE-AC07-99!DJ3727 during Fiscal Year 2011 and the
three molllhs ended December 3 J, 2011 (OAS· V-13-02, November 20, 20 I 2)
~F Since 2005, Recbtel BWXT Idaho, I.LC (Bechtel) has operated the Advanced Mixed

Waste Treatment Project (AMWTP) under contract with the Dcpnrtment of Energy
(Department). The AMWTP consist,~ of a Government-owned facility to treat and ship
1ransuranic wosle out of the State of ldaho. The facility is managed under a management
and operating contract. The contract ended September 30, 20\ l. During Fiscal Years
(FY) 2011 and the _three months ended December 31, 20 l l, Bechtel ex.pended and
claimed $137 ,906,406. Jn lieu of Bechtel Internal Audit conducting the audit of 1he
allowability of incurred costs for PY 201 J and the three months ended December 31,
2011, the Office of Inspector General contracted with KPMG, LLP (KPMG) to conduct
1he audit. To help ensure that audit coverage or cost allowability was adequate for FY
2011 and the three months ended December 31, 2011 the objectives of our review were to
determine whether: KPMG conducted a cost allowability audit that complied wilh
professional stnndards and could be relied upon: Bechtel conducted or arranged for audits
of its subcoutractors when costs incun-cd were a factor in determining the nmount
payable 10 a subcontraclor; aod, Questioned costs and internal control weaknesses
impacting allowable costs thal were idencified in audits and reviews have been adequately
resolved.
~;

Ilnsed on our review, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the allowable cost
related audit work performed by KPMG could not be relied upon. We did nol identify
any material internal control weaknel'i~es with KPMG's cost allowahility audit, which
generally met Governmenl Auditing Standards. We noted that Becbtel did not conduct
any audits of subcontractors wbere costs incurred were a factor in determining the
amount payable 10 u subcontractor because there were no such subcontracts requiring
audit. Finally, we observed that KPMG had identified, through a statistical sample, $741
in questioned travel costs, which have been resolved.

Team Leadcr:J(b)(S)
AlC:

_

Inspection Report on Tactical Response Force Pursuit Operations at Idaho National Labomtory,
(INS-0-13-02, November 30, 2012)
~ Our Inspection Report was addressed lo the Manager, Idaho Operations Office. Jn

support of the Department of Energy's mission, several national laboratories, to include

Idnho National Laborntory (Idaho), work with Special Nuclear Material. Idaho protects
such malerials with an armed protective force comprised of specially trained and
equipped contractor personnel. Idaho is managed and operated by Battelle Energy
Alliance (Battelle). The Department's Idaho Operations Office oversees the activities of
Idaho and Battelle.
~ Because of the presence of nuclear materials, Federal regulations require Idaho's
contractor to maintain a highly trained Tacticnl Response Force to protect nuclear
weapons, weapon components and Special Nuclear Material. As part of Idaho's
protection strategy, the Tactical Response Force is equipped with vehicles to respond to
atlacks and pursue adversaries. It is possible for adversaries to cross jurisdictional lines
and enter into a jurisdiction where several different Federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies reside.

mi

Because such activities have the potential to endanger members of the public, we initiated
this inspection to determine whether Idaho's Tactical Response Force was properly
prepared, trnined and equipped to execute ils mission related 10 pursuit of suspects across
jurisdictional lines.

ft Our inspection revealed several weaknesses with Idaho's approach to pursuits that could
cross jurisdictional lines. In particular, we identified problems with coordination,
communication and equipment that could, if not addressed, result in confusion end lead
to injury of members of the public. Specifically, we found that:
• Idaho had not coordinated with and established Memorandums of Understanding
(MOUs) with other law enforcement bodies regarding specific roles and·
responsibilities during pursuits across jurisdictional lines;
• Emergency notification procedures necessary to communicate with Federal, state
or local law enforcement ugcncics during pursuir operations across jurisdictional
lines were no1 formalized and documented; and,

• Tactical Response Force vehicles were not properly equipped to adequately alert
the public during pursuit operations.
Management concurred with the report and management's comments and planned corrective
repon findings and recommendations.

ac1ions are responsive to our

Team Leader: (b)(S)
Lead Inspectm
Team Member""'s:""l,('""b)..,.,(6"'")-----,...1

RRCOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT H.ECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS Wfl:l•:K:
Draft Examination Report on North Carolina Slate Energy Office - Ellergy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant Program Funds Provided by tlte American Recovery and
Reitlve:1tmen1 Act of 2009, November 28, 2012 (Al 2RA006)

~ This repo.-t presents the results of an examination of the North Carolina State Energy
Office's (Agency) implementation of lhe American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (Recovery Act) Energy Efficiency and Conservallon Block Grant Program (EECBO

Program). The Office of Inspector General contracted with an independent certified
public accounring firm, Lope?. and Company, LLP, to express an opinion on the Agency's
compliance with Federal laws, regulations and progrnm guidelines applicable to the
EECBG Program.

mi The Recovery Act was enacted 10 promote economic prosperity through job creation and
encourage investment in the Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the
EECBO Program received $3:2 billion to develop, promote, implement and manage
energy efficiency and conservation projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel
emissions, retluce total energy use of the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency
in lhe transportation, building and other appropriate !<ectors. The Agency received a
$20.9 million competitive grant award that was to be expended over an initial 3-year
period from September 21, 2009 lhrough September 20, 2012. The Agency requested
and received an extension of its grant to March 2013.
~ Lopez and Company, LLP, expressed the opinion that the Agency complied in all

material respects with the aforementioned requirements and guidelines relative to the
EI!CBG Program for the period September 21, 2009 through December 3 l, 2011. The
report includes an advisory comment that represents a control deficiency that was not
significant enough to adversely affect the Agency's ability to record, process, summarize
and report data reliably, and is offered to Agency management as an opportunity for
improvement.
~;

Specifically, the Agency's quarterly reports on jobs created and retained were incomplete,
The Agency did not ensure all sub-grantees submitted job reporting data in a timely
manner and ditl not make corrections to the reports as required. Further, the months
included in the reports were inconsistent wirh the periods required to be reported under
the Recovery Act. The report also points om that guidance on job reporting provided by
the EECBG project officer was not consiRtent with Program policies and procedures
according to EECBG Program officials.

rt,t The report makes recommendations to the Agency to improve the administration of its
EECDG Program. The Agency provided comments thal expressed agreement with the
recommendations nnd provided actions taken that addressed the issues identified. While
these comments are responsive to the recommendations, the Depat1menl of Energy needs
to ensure the actions arc adequate to address the findi11gs.

.I.eam Leader:
l(b)(6)
Auditor-in-Chargc:
""-~~~~~~~~~~~~

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:
Draft Inspection Report on Approval of Contractor E>:ecllfive Sa/mies by Department of Energy
Personnel, November 21, 20I2(S12IS009)

Fi

(b)(5J

(b)(5)

ur 111spcct1on reven e
at a ormer
sernor
management official deviated from established Department guidance, found in the
awarded contract, by approving URSICH2M Oak Ridge, LLC {UCOR) contractor
executive salaries that were higher than appropriate, During the course of our inspection,
and after we questioned the initial salary approvals, ORO rescinded the salary increases.
Subsequently, a senior ORO procm·cmcnt official approved salary increases for all IO
contractor executives al the same level UCOR requested in its original contract proposal,
without regard to established ORO Human Resources (ORO HR) market rates .

(b)(5)

.flt

Our inspection identified uncertainty and a number of significant missteps related to the
process for reviewing and approving proposed contrnc1or executive salaries when new
contracts were awarded. For example, ORO and Headquarters officials mistakenly
believed that the executive salary amounts submHled by UCOR were found to be
reasonable by the Source Evaluation Board (SEE) officials during the contract pre-award .
phase. We determined, however, that despite ORO's assurances and a signed
certification, the SEB believed to be responsible for reviewing UCOR's proposal had not
actually performed such a review. Instead, SEB officials told us that they expected that
UCOR executive salaries would be set based on the ORO HR market analysis. We
discussed the salary selling procedures with lfeadquartc'rs program and procureme<nt
officials, who told us they were under the impression ,that a new process for setting
contractor executive salaries had been adopted by ORO procurement officials. We
ultimately detem1ined that the market analysis had actually. been perfornied by ORO HR
staff; however, both ORO management and procurement officials elected not lo use tile
calculated markel salary rate!!> completed by ORO HR when setting UCOR executive
salaries. The former ORO senior management official that finally approved the i;ala.-y
increases explained that ORO approved diem because it believed that ii had the authority
to do so. The former official acknowledged that in doing so, ORO had inadvertently
circumvented the Deparlmenl's prescribed approval process. Durin£ a subsequent
discussion of an initial draft of this repmt, ORO and EM officials told us that they used
the SEB pre~award process to determine reasonableness of executive salaries. J\s such,
ORO and EM officials indicated that they did not inadvertently circumvent the
Department's prescribed approval process. The officials also indiciited that the SED
obtained audit services from KPMG, LLC (KPMG) to assess the reasonableness of the
salaries. We were told by KPMG officials however that an assessment of the
reasonableness of a contractor's salary was outside .of KPMG's scope of work. Although
the Depa1·11nent has taken a numher of actions to address many of the deficiencies that we
identified, we believe that additional actions are necessary. We mndc five
rccummcndation!l to help address the issues with inconsistcmly applied guidance,
improve the con1ractor executive salary Retting process, nnd better control salary costs in
this area.

Team Leader:
Lead inspector:

D

Tenm Members:

Draft Inspection Report on Radiological Waste Operations in Area Gal Los Alamos Na1io11al
Laboralory, November 29 1 2012 (Sl IJS010)

!\'ii
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______

,__
(b)(5)

..... Los Alnmos Nationnl Laboratory (Los Alamos) has a nationa

securily missilln that includes science, engineering and technology related to radioactive

and hazardous mnterlals such m; plutonium, americium, asbestos nnd lead. M;itcrial
Disposal Area G, locmcd in Technical Area 54, is one of Los Alamos' active clisposar
areas for low-level radioactive waste. To· help ensure that operations are conducted i11 a
safe nnd efficietll manner, Los Alamos developed a program to integrate management
and radiological waste op·erations work practices in Area G. NNSA's L-0s Alamos Site
Office is responsible for overseeing the operations of Los Alamos.
lM Title JO, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 830, N11cletir Safety Ma11agemenr. and
Department of Encrgy(Derartmenl) and Laboratory requirements govern the conduct of
Dep::l!1ment contractors, personnel and olher persons conducting activities that affect, or
may affect, the safety of the Department's nuclear foci lilies, Assessments comple1ed by
tbe Los Alamos Sile 0ffice and the Department's Office of Enforcement and Oversight,
Office of Health, Safety and Security in 20 l 1 identified operational problems that could
adversely impact safety at Los Alamos.
11!2
.,m

Because safety is an essential part of the Department's operations, we initiated nn
inspection to determine whether previously reporled safety weaknesses had been
addressed mid whether radiological wnste operations in Material Disposal.Area G were
being conducted in a safe manner.

',9

We noted that Los Alamos developed corrective actions designed to address safety issues
identified during the 2011 safely assessments. While progress had been made, our

iuspcction identified opportunities for further improvements regarding training, the
consistency of Area G opcralional activities with safety requirements, and updating
safe1y-rela1ed documents. Specifically, we found 1hat:

~.;

•

Seven individual~ who worked in Arca (i did not complete the required safoty
training, <ind an additional two individual~' training fites were not updated with !he
employees' most cunenc training information;

•

Some Area G operational activilies were not conducted in a manner that was
consis(enl with specific operational safely requirements. For example, during our
tours or the facility we observed blocked cme1·gency access roads, unsafe forklift
operations, and potential cross-contamination of work/break areas: and,

•

The Technical Safety Requiremenls document used to specify required safety and
opcrnlional pmcedures contained numerous outdated or cancelled references.

Los Alamos did not always ensure Area G operated in a manner that supported the
adequate protection of .the workers and the environment, consistent with required safety
standards and operational safety requirements. Further, Los Alamos did not periodically
review the Technical Safety Requirements document to ensure that ull references to
applicable Laboratory procedures and Department and national consensus documents
were updated and current. Because Los Alamos did not take sufficient steps to ensure
that unsafe condi1ions were avoided or miligmcd, unsafe conditions may exist that could
lead to personnel injury or property ,damage in Arca G.

~~j We made a number of recommendations designed

Area G operations arc conducted in a safe manner.
(b)(6)
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to assist the NNSA with ensuring that
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LETTER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WRF.K:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT AUDIT REf'OUTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Financial Statement Audit Repott Department af R11ergy's M1clear Waste Fund Fiscal YNir 2012
Financial Statement Audit, (OAS-FS-13-05, November 29, 2012)
~1".

.ifl

This rcpo1t presents the results of the independent ce11ificd public accountants'
audit of the Department of Energy's Nuclear Waste Fund's (Fund) Fiscal Ycar
2012 financial statements.

~ KPMG, LLP concluded that the financial statemenls arc presented fairly, in all
material respects, and in conformity with.United States generally accepted
accounling principles.
~1}

The auditors' review of the Fund's internal control structure and compliance with
cc1tain laws and regulations rlisclosed no material weaknesses or Instances of
noncompliance required to be reported under generally acceptec Government
auditing standards or applicable Office of Management and Budget guidance.
(b )(6)

l

Tcclmical Monitors: _

OTHgR AUDITS:

RECOVEUY ACT INFORMATION:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

WEEKL V OPEI~A.TlONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNGRMENT OF NEW AUOITS/lNSPECTIONS:

I!(•:

,,,,, An entrance conference was held on Thursday, November 15, 2012 regarding the audit of
the Managemenr of tl1e Depmwumt of Energy's Biosafety laboratories. The objective of
the audit is to delermine whether the Department of Energy managed its biosafcty
laboratories effectively. In attcndnnce were representa1ives from Ute Office of lnspector
General, the National Nuclcnr .Security Administration, Office of Science, and Los

Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, and Argonne National Laboratories.
~f, An entrance conference wa.~ held on Monday, November 26, 2012, regarding the Audit

Coverage of Cost Allowabi/ity for SLAC National Accelemtor Laboratory {SlA C) under
f>eparlmem of F.nergy Comract Number DE-AC02-76SF00515 durbig Fiscal Years
2008-201 I. The objectives of the audit are to determine whether: (1) [nternal Audit
\
con<lucted a cost allowability audit that complied with professional standards and could
be relied upon: (2) SLAC conducted or arranged for audits of its subcontructors when
costs incurred were a factor in determining the amount payable to a subcontractor; nnd,
(3) questioned costs and intcrm1I control weaknesses impacting allowable costs that were
identified in audits and reviews have been adequately resolved. Jn attendance were
representmives from the Office of Inspector General, Office of Science, the Oak Ridge
Office, SLAC Site Office and Stanford University.

Team Leader:

J(b)(SJ

AIC:

'---------1

NO FURTHER ACTION LETTER ISSUED:

MANDA TORY TRAlNlNG:
~i 2012 No FE~R Act Tmining must be completed by December 10, 2012.

ACT10N lTRM RRPOHTS ATTACHED:

OTHER l'vIATTERS:

JOYS, CARES, CONCERNS:
~; On Monday: November 26, 2012, Ashley Locldiartjoined the Livermol'e Audit Group.

Ashley comes to us from the Department of Interior where she worked for a year as an
Auditol'. PriOI' to that, she was wilh the Dcfonsc Logi.~tics Agency as a Contract
Specialist for 4 years. Ashley received her Bachelor's Degree in Accounting in 2010
from Virginia State University. Ashley is originally from Snn Diego, California, but lrns
spent the last 10 years in Prince George, Virginia. We welcome Ashley to the Office of
Inspector General family.
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Weekly Activity Report
Office of Audits and Inspections

Ending December 7, 2012
FINAL REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

RECOVERY ACT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Audit Report on The Department's lmplementatio11 of Financial l11centiw! Programs under the
F.nergy F.jficim1cy and Co11servation Block Gran/ Program. (OAS-RA-L-13-02, November 30,
2012)
~

The Department of Energy's {Department) Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block
Grant (EECBG) Program, funded for the first time by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), wns intended to help US cities, counties and
stales develop, promote, implement and manage energy efficiency and conservation
projects. The EECBG Progrnm received $3.2 billion in Recovery Act funding for
competitive and formula grants. Of 1he $3.2 billion, approximately $284 million was
designated by EECBG recipients for financial incentive programs.

~

·The Department had taken a number of positive steps to implement and administer

EECBG financial incentive programs to ensure accountability for Recovery Act fundfog
and compliance with laws and regulations. For example, with the launch of 1he Recovery
Act, the Department introduced the Solution Center, an online portal for 1eclrnical
assistance resources that included best prnctices, templates, onHne trainings and wcbcasts
However, our review found two major challenges in ensuring the effectiveness of tile ·
EECBG financial hiccnlivc programs. These challenges included:
• F.nsuring grant recipients were on track to meet expenditure goals for their
fi mincial incentive programs prior to the end of their grant periocls; and,
• Finalizing grant recipient gnidance on their responsibilities for long-term
monitoring and reporling of financial incentive programs funding.
~U

We found that the Department understood these challenges and had taken action. to
address them. Additionally, we noted that the Dcparlincnt had ide11tined and was taking
action to address a problem with one recipient that had not complied with federal
requirements to segregate Recovery Act funds from ol~er funding sources in its
accounting system.

DRAFT RECOVRRY ACT REPOUTS ISSUED TIDS WEEK:

Examination Report on City of Los Ange/es F.nergy Efficiency aiul Conservation Block Grant
Program Funds Provided by the American Recovery and Reinve.1>/me111 Act of 2009
(December 7, 2012, All RA042)

~

This report presents the results of an examination of the City of Los Angeles - Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grnnt (EECBG) Program Funds Provided by
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The Office of Inspector General
contracted with an indcpcndclll certified public uccounling finn, Lopez and Company,
LLP, to express an opinion on the City's compliance with Federal laws, regulations and
program guidelines applicable to the EECBG Program.

~~

The American Recovery und Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) was enacted to
promote economic prosperity through job creation and encourage investment in the
Nation's energy future. As part of the Recovery Act, the EEC BG Program received
$3.2 billion to develop, promote, in.1plement and_ manage energy efficiency and
conservation projects and programs designed to reduce fossil fuel emissions, reduce
total energy use of the eligible entities, and improve energy efficiency in the
transportation, building and other appropriate sectors. In July 2009, the Department of
Energy (Department) awarded the City a 3-ycar formula grant of $37 million. The City
allocated EECl3G funds to ten of its departments, including tile Department of Water
and Power, General Services Department (GSD) nnd the Los Angeles Housing
Department. The City assigned responsibility for managing its grant to the Community
Development Depaiiment. The City had sixteen activilies under the grant, including a
Municipal 13uil<lings Retrofit Progra111, development of several EECBG Program
related strategies <1nd Outreach and Education Programs. The City requested and
received an extension on its grant to September 2013.
·

ti?.

Lopez and Company, LLP, expressed the opinion that except for the significant
deficiency in internal controls described in its report, the City complied in all material
respects with the requirements and guidelines relative to the EECBG Program for the
period July 27, 2009 through June 30, 2011. However, the examination found that the
City had not ensured GSD contractors paid their employees prevailing wages in
accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act. Additionally, GSD had not documented that 15
contractor employees were appropriately classified as apprentices.

f!li

The report includes advisory comments that communicate control deficiencies that
were not significant enough to adversely affect the City's ability lo record, process.
summnrizc and report data reliably. These advisory comments were offered to City
managemem as an opportunity for improvement.

~~

Specifically, the City:

~;

•

Did not properly account for or document EEC BG equipment purchases in
accon.lancc with Fc·dcral regulations. Specifically, GSD did not include in its
official fixed asset system required information regarding the source and
percentage of Federal participation of funds for each fixed asset; and,

•

Had not properly calculated total labor hours used to compute jobs created and
retained.

The repo11 makes recommendations to the City to improve the administration of its
EECBG Program. The City provided comments that expressed general di.r;agreement
with some findings and recommendations. The City responded it had already, in most
cases, taken action to address the issues identified. The response to the f:ity's
comments, Lopez and Company, LLP, removed one of its findings related to cash
advances because ii was a single occurrence and the City had implemented mitigating

controls. The Department needs 10 determine whethei· lhe corrective nctions taken for
the remaining findings were adequate and ensure the recommendations outlined in the
report were implemented.
Team Lcadcrll:
Auditor-in-Charge:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS 'VEEK:

LETI'ER REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

FINANCIAi, STATfi:rvu<:NT AUDIT REPORTS ISSUltD THIS '''EEK:

Financial Statement Audit Report on Southwestern Federal Power Sy.stem's Fiscal Year 201)
FinC/ncial Statement Audit (OAS-FS-13-06, Novcmber29, 2012)
~

The attached report presents the results of the independent cerlified public accountants'
nudit of the Southwestern Federal Power System's (SWFPS) combined bainnce sheets, as
of September 30, 2011 and 2010, and the related combined statements of changes in
capitalization, revenues and expenses, and cash flows for lhe years then ended.

~~

KPMG, LLP concluded that the combined financial statemcnls fairly present, in all
material respecls, the respective financial position of the SWFPS as of September 30,
2011 and 2010, and the results of its operations and its cash flow for the years then
ended, in confonnity with United States generally accepted accounting principles.

~

As part of this review, the auditors also considered SWFPS's internal contrnls over
financial reporting and tested for compliance with cer1ain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts and gnrnt agreements that could have a direct and material effect on the
tlctcrmination of financial statement nmounts. The audit identified the foliowing
deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting, as reported in the Independent
Auditor's Report on rn1ernal Control over Financial Reporting based on the SWf.P's
Fiscal Year 2006, 2007; 2008 nnd 2009 Financial Statement Audits, which were
considered to be material weaknesses:

~~

•

rour internal control deficiencies were identified over accounting for utility plant,
each of which were considered to be significant. When combined together, these
four conditions were considered a material weakness.

•

Five internal conlrol <leficiencics were identified over Accounting Policies and
Pmcedures, each of which were considered to lie significant. When combined
together, these five cm1ditions were considered a material weakness.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers an<l Soulhwestern Power Adminislralion management
, agreed wi1h lhe findings and l'ecommendations that pertained to them and agreed 10 take
lhe necessary corrective actions.

(b)(6)

Technical Monitors: _

l

Management Lc.tter on the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's Fiscal Year 2012 Fiiwnr.ial
(OAS-FS-13-07, December 3, 2012)
·

Slflle111e11t Audit

f'f"il KPMG, I .T ,p noted ceitain matters involving internal control and other operational

matters during their audit of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) Fiscal

Yenr (PY) 2012 financial statemenls. These malters nre intended to improve internal
con[rol or result in other operational efficiencies.
-~

The management letter contains I new finding and 2 repent findings that were issued
during the course of FER C's FY 2012 Financial Statement Audit.

~~ Management concurred with anci provided planned corrective actions for the

recommendations listed in the Management Letter.
.

.

Tcchrncal Monitors:

(b)(6)

OTHim AUDITS:

HE.COVERY ACT INFORl'vlATlON:

SIGNIFICANT INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

OTHER INSPECTION ACTIVITY:
i;J;:i

An exil conference was held on December 6, 2012, with representatives of the Office of
Health, Safety and Security to discuss the Inspection Report on Allegation \VaJtrful
Spendi11g Regarding the Deputy Secretary's ltt!emational Travel (SI 3fS002). We did

not substantiate the allegation of wasteful spending regarding the Deputy Secretary's
international travel.
Project Lead:
l(b)(G)
Acting Team l .cader:
Team Member:

'---~~~~~~~~---'

WEEKLY OPERATIONS STATISTICAL SUMMARY:

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW A UDJTS/INSPECTJONS:

NO J<'UR'l'Hlm. ACTION J;ETTER TSSUrm:

MANDATORY TRAINING:
~:} 2012 No rear /\ct Training must be completed by December 17, 2012.

ACTION ITEM REPOHTS ATTACHED:

O'i'HER !VIA TTERS:

,[OYS, CARES, CONCEHNS:
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On December 3, 2012, Ms. Brenda Froberg joined the Office of h:spections as the
Team Leader for the Eastern Region Washington, DC Office. Brenda previously
served 25+ years as a Criminal Investigator with the General Services Administration

and Department of Energy Offices of Jn~pector General. Her extensive investigative
experience will be a valuable asset to om office. We wish Brenda the very best in her

new position.
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Counsel to the Inspector General
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Ending December 14, 2012
l<'INAL REPOHTS ISSlJJm THIS WRF:K:

Audit Report on Follow-up Audit of the Departmenr's Cyber Security Incidei1t Mam1gement
Program (DOEIIG-0878, December I 1, 2012)
W~ The Federal information Security Ma11aseme111 Act of 2002 requires each agency to

implement procedures for dctcc!ing, reporting and responding to cybcr security inciden1s,
including notifying and consulting with the Federal information security inciclent center,
law enforcement agencies and Inspectors General. To meet this requirement and counter
the threat posed by cyber attacks, the Department of Energy's (Department) Office of the
Chief Information Officer, the National Nuclear Security Administration {NNSA) und a
nu·mber of field si1es eslahlished orgm1i2ations to provide expe1tise in preventing,
detecting, responding to and recovering from cyber security incidents. In 2008, the
Office of Inspector General reported in Tl1e Depanment's Cyber Security Incident
Manageme11t Program (DOEJIG-0787, January 2008) that the Department and NNSA
established and maintained a number of independent, at least partially duplicative, cyber
security incident management capabilities. Management concurred with the .
recommendations in our report, and the Department and NNSA agreed to cs!llblish a joint
incident management operation. Because cyber incidents have the potcnlial to severely
hinder the Department's ability to perform its mission and can require costly recovery
·efforts, we initiated this follow-up audit ro detcnntne whether the Department hnd
implemented an effective enlerprise·wide cyber security incident management program.
~ Although certnin actions had been taken in response to our prior report, we identified

several issues that limited the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department's cyber
security incident management prngram and adversely impacted the ability of law
enforcement to investigate incidents. In particular, we noled that the Department and
NNSA continued to operate indcpcndcnl, partially-duplicative cybcr security incident
management capabililics, and cyher security incidents were not consistently identified
and/or reported to the Joint Cyber Security Coordination Center or other organizatiOns, as
required.
~ The issues identified were due, in part, to the lnck of a unified, Dcpanmcnt-widc cybcr

security incidcnl management strntegy. For instance, despite our prior n.:commcndations,
the Department and NNSA had been unable 10 establish an integrnted strategy for
· incident management. In addition, changes to the Department's Incident Management
policy and guidance may have adversely impacted overall incident management and
response hy law enforcement and counterintelligence offidols. Specifically, sites did not
always reporl cyber security incidenls because updated policy and reporting instructions
lacked detail and were subject to inlerpretatiou. Also, we found that incident reporting to
law enforcement wa~ not always timely or complete, which hindered investigations into
events .
.~ In the absence of an effective enterprise-wide cyber security incident managcmcnl
program, n dece111ralized and fragmented approach has evolved that places the

Department's informalion systems and networks at increased risk. To help improve
cyber-relnted communication and coordination, we made several recommenrlntious that,
if implemented, should help the Department develop an enterprise-wide cyher securhy
strategy anrl enhance the security of its information .systems. Management concurr.cd
with the report's recommendations and indicated that it had initiated actions to address
issues identified in our report. In separate comments, NNSA concurred with the report's
recommendations and provided intended corrective actions.

Team Leader:

(b)(G)

AJC:
Staff:

RECOVERY ACT RI<:PORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT RECOVImY ACT REPOirrs ISSUED THIS WEEK:

DRAFT REPORTS ISSUED THIS WEEK:

Draft Special Report on Department of E11ergy'sManageme111 of the Award of a $150 Million
Recovery Act Grant to LG Chem Michigan Inc .• (December 12, 2012) (A 13RA001)
\f?f In February 2010, the Depanrncnl of Energy's (Department) Vehicle Technologies
Program awarded LG Chem Michigan Inc (LG Chem), formerly Compact Power Inc.,
more tlrnn $150 million in American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 (Recovery
Act) funding to help construct a $304 million manufacturing facility that would produce
lithium-ion battery cells in Holland, Michigan. The facility was to create more tlrnn 440
jobs and produce enough baltel'y cells annually to equip 60,000 vehicles by the end of
2013, with assembly beginning in 2012. On October 24, 2012, the Office of Inspector
General received a complaint tlial LG Chern misused Recovery Act fonds. The
complainant asserted that employees at the Michigim facilily had little work to do and
were spending time volunteering Ill local non-profit organizations, playing games and
wiitching movies at the expense of the Federal government and taxpayers. ln a separate
actiOn, the Department's Chief of Staff imd its General Counsel brought similar C()ncerns
to our attention. We initiated this review to determine whether the Department !rnd
adequalely managed the Recovery Act grnnl awarded to LG Chem.
~

The allegation that the Department reimbursed LG Chem for labor costs that did not
support the goals and objectives of the grant was substantiated. Specifically, LG Chem ·
inappropriately claimed and was reimbursed for l1;1bor charges incurred by a variety of
supervisory and staff employees for activities that did not benefit the project. Through
interviews with LG Chem management mid other staff, we confirmed that employees
spent time volunte~ri11g at local non-profit organizations, playing gmncs and watching
movi.es during regular working hours. We were unable lo calculate the exact loss to the
government because LG Chem did not track labor activities in detail. However, based on
LG Chem employee revelations regarding work habits, we believe thal ii is likely lhat the
lotal amount of charges that included at least some non-productive work exceeded $1.6

million, about $842,000 of which was reimbursed by the Department in accordance with
its cost-sharing arrangement for the project.
~

rn addilion, we found that the overall goals related to pro<luc1ion of battery cells and the
projected number of jobs created had not been met. For example, at the time of our
review, less than half the expected number of jobs had been created to support the
project. Furthermore, even though the focili1y produced a large number of test cells, the
plant had yet to manufacture battery cells that c~uld be used in electric -vehicles sold to
the public. AdditionaJly, our review also determined that only about 60 percent of the
production capacity set forth in the grant agreement was constrncicd even though nearly
94 percent of the Department's shnre of project funds ($142 of $151 million) had been
spent.

!'& While project documentation prepared to support the grant award indicated that
production of battery cells would transition from LG Chem's South Korean facility to the
Michigan plant beginning in 2012, we found that tl)is shift in production had not
occurred. LG Chem officials indicated thlit they had not begun production at the facility

because demand for the United States manufacrured vehicle for which the plant was to
produce battery cells, the Chevrolet Volt, had not developed as expected.

fu; The problems we identified occurred, in large part, due to LG Chem and Department
management and grant monitoring issues. Notably, LG Chem dirl not fully satisfy grant
requirements, and 1he Department did not insist that it do so. Spcclfic.-illy. LG Chem
officials delayed the transition of production to the US phmt even though demand for the
Chevrolet Volt amounted to about 3,000 vehicles per month at the time of our review.
That volume could have readily been produced by using the then built-out capacity of the
Michigan plant NET!. officials commented that it was anticipated that the transition
would occur when the grant was awarded, however language had not been incorporated
into the grant requiring the shift in production. Further, LG Chem officials told us that
the vast majority of the increase in project costs was due to e1Tors in estimati11g labor
costs. ror example, LG Chem failed to nc;count for the Recovery Act-based requirement
to utllize Davis-Dacon Act wage rates for suhconlractors. In addition, LG Chem
management had no! adequately implemented the terms and conditions of the grant
agreement as they refatcd to potentially unallowab!e costs. For instar.ce, company
officials we spoke with conceded that they submiltcd ail labor cosrs for reimbursement
because they claimed to be unfamiliar with the types of costs that were
allowable/unallowable. We found, however, that grant documenlation and related
rederal regulations clearly established what types of costs were pcnnissible.
~~
£:,,
The issues identified were also due to a lack of effective monitoring of grant activities by'
NETl. related to project progress and labor reimbursements. For e;rnniple, even though
indications existed that the project was not p1ogressing as planned including employee
furloughs, construction delays and cost overages ·- NETL had not taken action to
determine whelher payments to LG Chem should be suspended pending further review of
the project. In preliminary comments on our repo11, officials stated that documentation
they had received from LG Chem did not indicate that the project would not meet its
goals aod objectives.

~?;

The LG Chem grant faced a number of challenges, Most notably, the demand for battery
cells to be produced al the Michigan plant was less than anticipated, frustrating efforts by
the Department and its Recovery Acr grant recipient to promote the use of electric
vehicles and reduce the Nation's dependence on foreign oil. To. its credit, NETL had
initiated prompt actions related to resolving issues highlighted in the complain<, initially

(
I

referred to us by the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board, including
attempting to recover presumptively unutlowable labor reimbursements and requiring LG
Chem 10 submil nn action plan to address CQncerns with the progress of the project.
While the efforts of che Department and LG Chem's immediate reaction to the allegations
may ultimately result in recovery of some measure of the non-productive labor charges,
the results: of our review indicated thac more fundamental issues exist limiting the
possibility that the objectives of the project will be met. As such, we hnve made a series
of recommendations cha! should assist the Department in managing its Vehicle
Technologies Program ns it relates to LG Chem and similarly situated grantees.
(b)(S)

Assistant Director:
AlC:

Slaff:

Draft Audit Report on The Departmem of Energy's Industrial Carbon Capture and Storage
Program Funded by tl1e American Recovery and Rci11vestme111 Acl (December 13, 2012,
A 12RA014)
IJT:•'

The Oepartme111 of Energy {Department) received nearly $1.5 billion lhrough the
American Recovery and Reinves,menl Act of 2009 (Recovery Act) to invest in clean
industrial technologies and sequestration projccls through the Industrial Carbon Capture
and Storage Program (Carbon Program). The Nailonal Energy Technology Laboratory
awarded 46 cooperative agreemenls to projects designed lo demonstrate large~scale
carbon capture and stmage from industrial sources, develop innovative concepts for
beneficial carbon dioxide use, accelerate carbon capture and storage research and
development and further the development of clean cou\ technologies. The agreements
require substantial involvement by Federal project managers and rely on recipients such,
as private industry and universities, to share in the investments needed to complete the
prnjects.

mi

Previous Office of [nspcctor General reviews identified weaknesses in the Department's
management of financial assistance awards. For instance, our audit report 011
Management of Fossil Rnergy Cooperative Agreements (DOE/IG-0692, July 2005)
found that the llepartment hnd not always provided adequate monitoring and oversight
of cooperntive agreements, and Federal project officials had not always taken sufficient
action to address project management or financial shortcomings. In light of pl'evious
concerns and the significant amount of Recovery Ac: funding, we initiated this review to
determine whether the Department had effectively and efficiently managed the Carbon
Program.

~1~

We found that the Department had not always effectively managed the Carbon Program
and the use of Recovery Act funds. In particular, our review of the Carbon Program,
including 15 recipie:nts awarded a total of approximately $1.l billion, found the
Dcp1111ment: (a) had not documented significant program decisions when awarding $575
million in Recovery Act funds to accelerate existing projects; (b) reimbursed recipients
approximately $16.8 million without obtaining or reviewing adequate supporting
documentation: (c) awarded three recipients over $90 million in Recovery Act funding
even though their projects had not met minimum mciil review financial or technical
scores; and 1 (d) had not ensured that recipient subcontractor or vendor selections for
goods and services represented the best value to the government

m;:

The issues we identified occull'ed, in pmt, because program officials had not always
provided effective monitoring and oversight of recipient activities. Specifically, the
Department had not implemented certain performance monitoring controls that could
have allowed for more thorough reviews of costs prior to reimbursement. In addition,
we found that policies and procedures related to managing the Carbon Program were
either not developed or not fully implemented. Also, Department officials indicated that
their involvement under cooperative agreements was limjted to technical monitoring
rather than financial oversight of projects. Finally, despite Federal and Department
policies requiring significant decisions be documented, program offichlls had not
main1ained records related to decisions to'allocme funds to accelerace exiscing projects.
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